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. a Mahratta fleet of five vessels off Geriah, on was found a large sum both in money and 
the 7th of April. This fleet was not, it ap- jewels, considered always in that country 
pears, apprized of the peace; and Macleod, public property. Upon this discovery he 
full of impatience, temerity, and presumption, considered himself absolved from all that he 
instead of attempting an explanation, or sub- had stipulated; the prisoners were thrown 
mitting to be detained at Geriah for a few into irons, and committed to the most rigorous 
days, gave orders to resist. The Ranger was durance in the different fortresses of My- 
taken, after almost every man in the ship sore.”4'
was either killed or wounded. Major Shaw To the south, the skill and vigour of a civil 
was killed, and Macleod and Hnmberstone servant of the company, named Sullivan, in 
wounded ; the latter mortally. He died in a connection with Colonels Fullarton and Lang, 
few days at Geriah, in the twenty-eighth year secured great advantages. Caroor and Din- 
of his age, and was lamented as an officer of digul, Palgaut and Coimbatore were captured, 
the most exalted promise; a man, who nou- Fullarton was so successful, that towards the 
risked his spirit with the contemplation of end of the war he thought of marching against 
ancient heroes, and devoted his hours to the Seringapatam, and was preparing to carry 
study of the most abstruse sciences connected that project out when peace was proclaimed, 
with his profession.” While these events were going on in the west

The English army was distributed in the of the peninsula, Stuart remained unwilling to 
conquered provinces without any regard to undertake anything in the east. The impor- 
military science. Tippoo Sahib, well informed trinities of Lord Macartney, and the irritation 
of all that had taken place, and having brought of his own officers, had at last some effect, and 
his powerful army across from the Carnatic, in June he began a march which was intended 
now entered upon the theatre of British tri- to support the efforts of the forces in Bombay, 
umph and folly. Mathews still remained in While Stuart was doing nothing, M. Bussy, 
command, in consequence of the misfortune who had before distinguished himself so much 
which had befallen Macleod. He was not during the war in the Carnatic between the 
prepared for an invasion of his newly-acquired English and French, arrived from the Isle of 
conquests by Tippoo Sultan in person. He France with large reinforcements. By the 
believed that his highness was in the Carnatic, 13th of June, Stuart took post to the south 
contesting for its mastery with General Stuart, of Cuddalore ; Bussy, confronting him, occu- 
Mr. Murray thus describes the inroad of Tippoo pied strong intrenchments defended by for- 
and the conduct of Mathews:— “ Tippoo was midable redoubts. The English attacked him, 
greatly annoyed on learning the fall of this im- stormed a portion of the French works, and 
portant place [Bednore], and the near advance captured a number of guns. Stuart, who had 
of the enemy towards his capital. Mathews proved so incompetent in the general and 
was soon informed that successive corps were comprehensive movements of a campaign, 
throwing themselves on his rear, and sur- showed himself a master of his profession on 
rounding him with a force against which he the actual field of combat. This circumstance 
would be unable to cope. He had by this confirmed the belief entertained by Madras, 
time obtained permission from the Bombay that the inactivity of Stuart had arisen from 
government to act according to his own dis- jealousy and dislike of Lord Macartney, and 
cretion ; but he was now so elated by his easy the refusal of that governor to allow  ̂the ge- 
victory, that he placed blind confidence in neral the extraordinary powers which had 
fortune, and even, according to certain state- been held by Sir Eyre Coote. However tlii3 
ments, believed himself aided by some super- may have been, the general battled bravely 
natural power. Thus, reposing in full security, and wisely with Bussy and his French army 
he allowed his communications with the sea at Cuddalore. _ ,
to be intercepted, while his troops were sur- While the English were storming the 
rounded by T ippoo’s whole force, aided by French lines, the fleet of Admiral Suflrem 
the science o f Cossigny, a French engineer, appeared, and after the battle took on board 
The garrison were driven into the citadel, twelve hundred of Bussy’s troops, boon after 
and, after a brave defence, were reduced to the English fleet encountered Suffrem; a long 
the ’necessity of capitulating, though on fa- engagement ensued, issuing in a drawn battle, 
vourable terms, receiving a promise that they a very common case m those days when the 
should be safely conducted to the coast, fleets of England and France met off those 
When the Indian prince obtained admission coasts. Sir Edward Hugnes, who commanded 
into Bednore, he proceeded to the treasury; the English navy, endeavoured to bring »-uf- 
but, to his rage and dismay, found it empty, frein to action again on the following day, but 
Orders were then given to search the persons * History o f  British India. By Hugh Murray, Esq., 
of the English officers, on which unhappily i ’.R.S.E., p. 3/9. ^
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that admiral successfully evaded these efforts. Bussy had suffered so much in his sortie for 
Sir Edward then bore away for Madras roads ; the relief of Cuddalore that he was in no con- 
Suffrein, expecting such a course, cruised dition to make further efforts, and Stuart 
about until opportunity was afforded of re- would in all probability have destroyed, his 
landing the 1200 men he had received, and army, or compelled it to surrender, had not 
with them lie also landed 2100 more. intelligence been received by both comman-

Bussy was now strong, and, selecting the ders of peace in Europe. Previous to the 
most efficient portion of his troops, he made a cessation of hostilities between the English 
well-planned and desperate sortie against the and French, Tippoo Sahib continued his con- 
English lines. The fight raged long and quering career in the west. It is probable 
fiercely, but never for a moment did the Eng- he wmuld have overrun all Western India, so 
lish give way on a single point. Stuart main- incompetent were the council of Bombay, and 
tamed his position everywhere unfalteringly, the commanders-in-chief appointed by them, 
and repulsed the French so decisively, that had not.the skill and bravery of some inferior 
the flower of their troops were left dead before officers, in charge of fortified positions, resisted 
the English trenches. Certain Hanoverian his progress. This was the case on the coast 
troops in the English service distinguished of Malabar, where several British forts held 
themselves on the occasion by coolness and out, but the most glorious and obstinate re- 
discipline, which effectually supported the sistance he encountered was at Mangalore 
more forward and fiery valour of the British, and Onore. Two British officers of compara- 
and gave confidence to the passive perform- tively humble rank, so directed the defence of 
ance of duty by the sepoys. Colonel Wilks those cities that Tippoo and his lieutenants 
relates an interesting anecdote connected with were baffled and hindered in their general 
this battle, in which the Hanoverian com- measures. Finding it impossible to conquer 
mander had an honourable part:— “ Among British valour, when directed by competent 
the wounded prisoners was a young French command, whether in the field or the breach, 
sergeant, who so particularly attracted the Tippoo directed the investment of all places 
notice of Colonel Wangenheim, commandant having English garrisons, and the cutting off 
of the Hanoverian troops in the English ser- of all supplies, so as to compel the garrisons 
vice, by his interesting appearance and man- to surrender from famine. The numerous 
ners, that he ordered the young man to be army of the Mysoreans rendered this strategy 
conveyed to his own tents, where he was safe and expedient.
treated with attention and kindness until his Soon after Bednore surrendered so igno- 
recovery and release. Many years after- miniously to Tippoo, he laid siege to Manga- 
wards, when the French army, under Berna- lore and Onore. The garrison of the former 
dotte, entered Hanover, General Wangen- was commanded by a brave and skilful officer 
heim, among others, attended the levee of the named Campbell; that of the latter by Tor- 
conqueror. ‘ You have served a great deal,’ riano, whose courage and skill had seldom 
said Bernadotte, on his being presented, ‘ and, been surpassed even in the annals of British 
as I  understand, in India.’ ‘ I  have served warfare. During the period which elapsed from 
there.’ ‘ A t Cuddalore?’ ‘ I  was there.’ the time Tippoo laid siege to Mangalore to 
‘ Have you any recollection of a wounded the arrival of the news from Europe which 
sergeant whom you took under your protec- stopped hostilities at Cuddalore between Stuart 
tion in the course of that service ? ’ The cir- and Bussy, the garrison of Mangalore behaved 
cumstance was not immediately present to the with the greatest intrepidity, Campbell ani- 
general’s mind; but, on recollection, he re- mating the troops by his wisdom and conduct, 
sinned: ‘ I  do, indeed, remember the circum- A t that juncture the garrison was full of 
stance, and a very fine young man he was. hope, although surrounded by vast numbers 
I  have entirely lost sight of him ever since; of the enemy. Tippoo himself by his pre- 
but it would give me pleasure to hear of his sence encouraged the besiegers in every way 
welfare.’ ‘ That young sergeant,’ said Berna- he could devise; but in vain. W hen theintelli- 
dotte, ‘ was the person who has now the honour genceof peace arrived, it was announced to T ip - 
to address you, who is happy in this public poo, and an armistice proposed, as one of the 
opportunity of acknowleding the obligation, articles of the treaty enjoined that the native 
and will omit no means within his power of powers should have four months given to 
testifying his gratitude to General Wangen- them to adjust differences and fall in with the 
heim.’ The sergeant had become one of the treaty of concord between the two great Eu- 
most distinguished of the generals of France : ropean powers. Tippoo was in a situation to 
it is almost unnecessary to remind the reader refuse any overtures for peace, had not the 
that he subsequently attained the exercise of French in his service immediately prepared 
sovereign power in Sweden.”  for departure on the reception of commands



from Bussy to do so. Tippoo stormed and The history of his achievements, and those 
raved with passion, and even threatened jier- of his brave soldiers, with tne result ol their 
sonal indio-nity to the French ; but as they devotion under circumstances of shameful 
firmly refused co-operation, he was obliged to neglect, has been gi\en by Mill in summary, 
allow them to depart. Fearing that both but yet in terms sufficiently comprehensive. 
French and English would unite against him, and complete for the purpose of a full know- 
if he refused the four months’ armistice, he ledge of the facts:— “  A t last a cessation of 
reluctantly consented. The armistice ex- hostilities, including the garrisons of Onore 
tended also to Onore and the forts of Malabar, and Curwar, was concluded on the 2nd of 
According to the terms of the armistice Man- August. Of this agreement one important 
o-alore, and the other places in the hands of condition was, that the English ganison 
the British, were to be periodically supplied should, three times a week,"be furnished with 
with provisions. Tippoo considered that no a plentiful market of provisions, at the rate of 
faith was to be kept with the English, who Tippoo’s camp. This was evaded, and prices 
had so basely betrayed and broken faith with ; were daily in such a manner increased, that a 
his father. It is not probable that, under fowl was sold at eight, and even twelve _ru- 
anv circumstances, Tippoo would have ob- pees; and other things in a like proportion, 
served any treaty or armistice longer than A t last the market was wholly cut off; and 
superior force constrained. At all events, in horse-flesh, frogs, snakes, ravenous birds, 
this instance he resolved to render the armis- kites, rats, and mice, were greedily con- 
tice virtually inoperative. He did all in his sumed. Even jackals, devouring the bodies 
power to prevent it. His lieutenants at Onore of the dead, were eagerly shot at for food, 
and the other forts were instructed to pursue The garrison had suffered these evils With 
the same tactics. Works of offence against uncommon perseverance, when a squadron 
all these places were carried on, while the appeared on the 22nd of November with a 
English conscientiously, in this and every other considerable army under General Macleod. 
particular observed the agreement into which Instead of landing, the general, by inearis  ̂ of 
they had’ entered. The gallant officer in his secretary, carried on a tedious negotiation 
command at Mangalore besought relief from with Tippoo; and having stipulated that pro- 
Bombay • but the incompetent council did visions for one month should be admitted into 
nothing for his relief. It was in vain he pro- the fortress, set sail with the reinforcement, 
tested that the sufferings of his troops passed on the 1st of December. Even this supply 
human endurance ; the council still remained was drawn from damaged stores bought of a 
inactive. There were means which might navy agent, and of the beef and pork not one 
have been used for his relief, but the council in twenty pieces could be eaten,_ even by the 
subsequently justified itself for neglecting dogs. Another visit, with a similar result, 
them by alleging that they could not send aid was made by General Macleod on the olst 
in face of the agreement of the armistice, of December. The desertion of the sepoys, 
This plea was obviously a mere cover for and the mutiny of the Europeans were now 
their supineness, because it was plain they daily apprehended; two-thirds of the garrison 
could not he bound by an armistice which were sick, and the rest had scarcely strength 
was broken by the power with which it was to sustain their arms; the deaths amounted 
made. E ven ‘when the four months of the to twelve or fifteen every day; and at last 
armistice expired, nothing was performed by having endured these calamities till the -,ord 
the authorities of Bombay to relieve the en- of January, the gallant Campbell, by whom 
during and noble garrison. It is remarkable the garrison had been so nobly commanded, 
that in the history of British power in India, offered, on honourable terms, to withdraw the 
through the seventeenth and eighteenth cen- troops. The sultan was too eager to put an 
turies, the civil servants of the company ge- end to a siege, which, by desertion and death 
nerally, and the most favoured admirals and had cost him nearly half his aimv, to brave 
generals, were utterly incompetent to meet the constancy of so firm a foe; and tl y 
the duties and emergencies of their position, marched to Tellicherry, with aims, accoutre- 
A  miserable mediocrity characterized the vast ments, and honours of war. 
majority of those who should have been se- The defence of Onore was, if possible still 
lected to occupy the posts they held by the more intrepid, and was mcû e fortunate, it tor- 
tests of high intelligence and practical ability, tune he a term to apply to wliat came to pasi 
England always found some few men like in the result of the extraoidmary wisdom, 
Clive, Hastings, Coote, &c., in her moments perseverance, and heroism of Captain 1 0 1- 
of peril; and Campbell at Mangalore was a riano. The charac er o us 1 ^
man of the class who, in spite of the medio- illustrated by a few pre limnary c 
crities, gained England her renown. nected with his relation o noie i .  0



war. W hen General Mathews commenced still in the hands of the enemy. Torriano 
his operations in Malabar, while yet Hyder laid siege to it, and the garrison capitulated, 
lived, and his army ravaged the Carnatic, His acts of generosity and justice there also, 
Torriano was ordered by the general to attack were such as have been already related in 
Onore, then garrisoned by the troops of M y- connection with his occupation of the more 
sore. He laid siege to it, and, although it was important fortress. He continued to govern 
defended by a powerful garrison, furnished the city in a manner which obtained the ho- 
witli all the appurtenances of war, he was in nour and respect of troops and people for the 
six days in a condition to make the assault, short time the authority of the English re- 
This he did with so much skill, that the place mained undisputed. But soon, like the ap- 
was captured with little loss of life on either proach of a thunder-cloud, silent and porten- 
side. The victor was as humane as he was tous, the army of Tippoo advanced; and 
brave; lie set the garrison at liberty, except then, as the pent-up thunders finding vent, 
the principal officers, and treated them and it rolled the terrors of renewed war over 
the sick with the kindest consideration and all that portion of Western India. Tippoo 
care.^ This he did while Hyder was loading found little resistance; imbecility, and even 
English officers, his captives, with irons, and cowardice, dishonoured the arms of England, 
consigning them to pestiferous and gloomy Torriano remonstrated against the military 
dungeons^ Mathews appointed the conqueror folly of his superiors, especially the surrender 
of Onore its commandant. He soon made it of Barcelore, from which the garrison fled in 
a magazine for the English in that part of the abject terror to Onore, which place they would 
newly-conquered territory, and he besought hardly have been able to reach had he not 
the council of Bombay, through his general, taken measures to ensure their safe arrival, 
to strengthen the garrison, provide it with Yet, with these beaten and cowed soldiers, 
supplies, and furnish such means as he knew who, under stupid commanders, were so spi- 
were available for increasing its defensive ritless and discomfited, he maintained one of 
strength. He foresaw that Hyder or his son the most gallant defences recorded in history, 
Tippoo would never allow the English to re- so completely did his own heroism penetrate 
tain their conquests without a struggle, and and inspire all around him. A  committee of 
would seek to reconquer the shores of Ma- English civilians at Bednore ordered him, at 
labar and the west country, even if obliged to this juncture, to abandon Onore, spike his 
sacrifice the Carnatic in the attempt. The guns, and destroy his stores. He replied that 
Bombay council sent no supplies ; very mo- his general had ordered him to keep Onore, 
derate aid in food and men would have and he would keep it, and declined obedience 
enabled Tonianoto accomplish his plans; but to any orders but such as came from his com- 
no notice was taken of his good reasoning or mander-in-chief, informing the committee, in 
his importunity. His masters were conceited, terms at once courteous and firm, that’ no 
arrogant, and vulgar men.  ̂ British general could give such orders in re-

Soon after Torriano was installed as com- ference to a place of such relative importance, 
mandant of Fort Onore, he discovered that He remained drilling his recruits and feedin" 
“  the killadar ” of Hyder had hid his jewels the fugitives from Barcelore until the career 
during the siege by the English. He restored of Tippoo led him to expect an early visit, 
them to the owner, and sent him away free. He went out upon a reconnaissance with a 
Hie tiaders of the place had followed the ex- portion of his troops, attended by one field- 
ample of the killadar, and hid their valuable piece, and encountered the vanguard of a corps 
effects deep in the recesses of the neighbouring cTarmee of Tippoo, under the command of 
jungle. He brought them thence, and restored Lutoph Ali Bey, a Persian who had served 
them to their owners.^ His detractors, envious Hyder with distinction. It was then the 
of his fame, and anxious to please the incom- middle of May. The assailants were ten 
petent rulers of Bombay, afterwards endea- thousand men. The Persian general sent in 
voured to create an impression that he had a flag of truce, demanding an unconditional 
possessed himself of the jewels and merchan- surrender, and received a reply brief and de
mise-* The inhabitants who had fled returned, fiant. Soon after a skirmish occurred, in 
many of the natives of the surrounding country which neither party had advantage : the Enre
possessed of property took up their residence lisli, however, fell back before the superior 
in the place, anxious to live under the govern- force of the enemy. A  second flag of truce 
ment of one so equitable and generous. was sent in, renewing the demand for sur-

An island at the mouth of the Onore river, render, to which no reply was returned, 
called Fortified Island by the English, was On the 10th of June, a breaching battery 

* Oriental Memoirs. By James Forbes, F.R.S. 4 began to play upon the fort, which the author 
v°ls., 4to. London, 1813. , of Oriental Memoirs describes thus :— “ The



rampart was narrow and "bad; the high walls had no manliness, nor loyalty to the cause 
not more than three feet thick, generally more which they were there to defend, 
a mass of mud than of masonry, and through The want of provisions, and the appearance 
which an eighteen-pound shot easily passed.” of fever, soon produced desertion among these 
By field works and other defences the en- men, which Torriano in vain endeavoured to 
gineer officer supplied, as far as possible, the stop by means of kindness, and by rewards, 
deficiencies of the old fortifications, and dur- He at last caught one of the fugitives, and 
ing the night the garrison and citizens worked proclaimed that he would spare his life If no 
hard to repair the damages done by the fire further desertions took place. His comrades 
of the enemy during the day. cared not for his life : that night numerous

About the middle of June a sortie was desertions took place. The next day the 
effected, which tended much to increase the native troops were paraded in front of the 
heart of the garrison, and to dispirit the breach, and the apprehended deserter was 
enemy. Seven guns were spiked, and a con- blown through it from the mouth of a cannon, 
siderable number of the enemy bayoneted, All means were taken to make this ceremonial 
before they could prepare for defence, so sud- impressive. The troops were marched to the 
den was the onslaug-ht. Torriano had only slow measure of funeral military music; the 
six men wounded. One of these was left be- drums rolled to the dead march, and the cul- 
hind with both thighs broken. The Persian prit was conducted with a stern and imposing- 
general, in admiration of the bravery dis- solemnity to the place of execution. These 
played, sent him into the city. Torriano re- proceedings produced no effect; the sepoys had 
warded the bearers, and sent a present to the no ear for any kind of music, cared little for 
Persian chief, with thanks for his humanity human life, were inspired by no magnanimous 
and courtesy. The troops that effected this sympathies, and were plotting desertion on a 
gallant sortie were British. A  second sally large scale, while the captain was hoping for 
was not so fortunate; the troops led out were important results from the appalling scene, 
sepoys, and they deserted their leaders. Tor- That night a number of sepoys, officers and 
riano himself, with desperate resolution, but men, went over to the enemy, 
with great difficulty, rallied them in time to Thus matters continued, the enemy trust- 
save the officers. ing to their cannon, the English to their skill

The enemy was now daunted, and the anger in repairing the demolitions effected, and to 
of the previously polite Persian increased to their gallant sorties ; until at last, on the 24th 
fury. Three countrymen, who had rendered of August, Captain Torriano was officially in
services to the English foraging parties, were formed of the armistice by a messenger sent 
seized, their hands cut off, and, in this rnuti- by the British agent from the sultan’s camp 
lated condition, sent within the English lines, before Mangalore. So far as Onore was 

On the 1st of July the breaching batteries, concerned, it contained these stipulations - 
strengthened by a number of very heavy guns, “ A  guard shall be placed in the fort from
opened with decisive effect. The walls were the sultan’s troops, and one in the trenches, 
really shaken; the loss of life was consider- from the fort, to observe that no operations 
able; most of the officers were wounded, and are carried on, nor any works erected on 
among them Torriano himself. The Persian either side.
commander heard by his spies that the Eng- “ A  bazaar, or market, shall be daily sup- 
lish commander was hit mortally, and he sent plied to the fort, containing all kinds of pro
in an old woman to bring him more authentic visions, which the troops belonging to the 
tidings on the subject; determining, if her garrison shall be allowed to purchase, 
report should prove favourable, to storm the “  Thirty days’ provision may be received 
breach which his batteries had already made, monthly from Bombay, but no military stores 
The vigilance of Torriano soon detected the or ammunition will be allowed to enter the fort.” 
old woman. He sent her back with the mes- Lntopli Ali determined to render nuga- 
sage, “ Should he on any future occasion send tory the armistice, just as Tippoo himself was 
female emissaries, they might possess more prepared to do at Mangalore. The English 
youth and beauty; that they should be well commander, finding that all the stipulations for 
received, and returned to his camp with as the suspension of arms were violated, except 
much safety as the antiquated duenna who was that the enemy did not open their batteries or 
then conducted out of the garrison.” The attempt to storm the place, applied to the 
sufferings of the garrison from the fire of the commander-in-chief of Tippoo’s army, to 
besiegers now became great, and the sepoys whom Lutoph was second in command. The 
shirked duty in every possible way. These Persian pretended to send these communica- 
men were mostly recruits from central India, tions, but retained the letters. Torriano had 
fine looking, stalwart native soldiers; but they no means of sending any communications



from the city, but through the harcarrahs of that it will interest the reader, who cannot 
the sultan. fail to admire the heroic and indomitable

Lutoph Ali effectually prevented the en- man:— “ Captain Torriano, justly incensed, 
trance of provisions. To the remonstrances desired the second emissary to acquaint his 
of the English captain he returned the most master that, conceiving the request to have 
polite answers, but in no way altered his pro- been first made in obedience to the sultan’s 
ceedings. He had obviously resolved to starve commands, while his own mind reprobated 
the garrison. The Englishman managed, how- his conduct, he had preserved great modera- 
ever, by threats of a sortie, to exact some at- tion in his answer, which he flattered himself 
tention to his demands for permission to secure would have been ascribed to its true source, 
supplies. Matters were in this state when, a personal delicacy to Mirza. But since a re- 
on the 27th of September, Mr. Cruso, a British petition of the demand had been made, he 
military surgeon, arrived at the mouth of the deemed it an insolent puerility, so little be- 
river, and, after some detention in the camp coming the character of Mirza, that he hoped 
of the besiegers, was permitted to enter the he did not err in imputing it to the short- 
fort. He brought letters from Captain Camp- sighted policy and chicanery of the Brahmins 
bell, the gallant defender of Mangalore, full of by whom he was surrounded. That the proper 
admiration of the defence of Onore conducted time for restoring the ships w'ould be when 
by its commander. The surgeon also brought the sultan’s troops were able to take the out- 
letters from General Macleod, which, as might works in which they stood; until that event, 
be expected from that officer, were satisfactory the commander was determined not only to 
in no respect, excepting only that they ex- keep possession of the vessels, but if wood for 
pressed his esteem for the hero of Onore, and fuel was not immediately supplied for the gar- 
his admiration of the glorious defence that had rison, the ships -would be broken up for that 
been made. Torriano had written letters to purpose.”
Macleod, which Lutoph A li pretended to for- After this Mirza became exceedingly hos- 
ward; it now appeared that he had withheld tile, and in various ways broke through the 
the whole of this correspondence. armistice in an ostentatious and violent man-

After all, there was no great improvement ner. Torriano prepared to renew hostilities, 
in the conduct of the enemy, or the condition when the Mysore commander alarmed at the 

- of the besieged. Rumours of treachery also possible consequence to himself of having- 
reached the ears of the English commandant, provoked such a result, made apologies, but 
and he was obliged to use the most vigilant even while he made them was devising fresh 
precautions, sleeping very close to the chief expedients for depriving the garrison of op- 
breach. Lutoph A li was recalled by the sul- portunity to procure provisions. Am ong the 
tan, or the chief commander of the Mysorean various military qualities of Torriano, was 
armies; and a Mysorean, a bigoted Moham- the faculty of obtaining information of the 
medan, assumed the command of the blockad- purposes and proceedings of the enemy, 
ing force. Torriano immediately addressed He carried on communications with Manga- 
this person, General Mow Mirza Khan, ex- lore through the medium of a spy, after he 
pressing the hope that the terms of the armis- found that letters which the Mysorean gene- 
tice would be loyally observed in future. Mirza ral promised to convey were detained. The 
professed acquiescence in all that the British account given of the agent employed by Tor- 
officer required, and preferred his friendship riano for this purpose, by Forbes, is extremely 
in terms of lofty adulation. Mirza falsified interesting. He thus describes the modus ope- 
all these fine professions almost the moment randi of this emissary, and the peculiar per- 
they were made. The blockade was more sonage himself:— “  Although the daring spy 
strict than ever. Mirza also sought, mider had to pass through the enemy’s camps before 
various pretences, to get a large body of Onore and Mangalore, he effected the purpose 
troops within the British lines; and especially required by entering through a hole in the 
insisted upon the necessity of sending four wall of the latter fortress, when strictly 
hundred men within the English works, to blockaded by Tippoo Sultan. The messenger 
repair two of the sultan’s ships which lay in returned with Colonel Campbell’s answer, 
the river. This was first demanded by his and being then desired to take whatever sum 
predecessor, and was now pertinaciously urged he thought proper, from a bag of Venetians 
by Mirza. Torriano satisfied himself with cold placed before him, he not only declined this 
refusals; but finding that Mirza persisted in mode of remuneration, but submitted it en
tile urgency of his suit, and hearing that force tirely to the generosity of the commandant; 
was to be employed, the English captain sent and further requested that he would become 
a peremptory refusal. The communication, his banker, declaring that he would continue 
as described by Forbes, is so characteristic, to serve him faithfully, and would never re-



ceive any reward until lie might conceive I describes :— “  The Mysorean general, finding 
that he was suspected by the enemy, when that all other modes had failed, of causing the 
he should avail himself of the fruit of his garrison to depart during the armistice, 
labours to such an extent as, in his opinion, adopted plans to seduce the allegiance of the 
he could carry off free from molestation. . . . sepoys. In this, he was successful; they were 
He was a squalid, meagre figure, without loyal only so long as fortune favoured the 
the smallest appearance of enterprise, but brave. The sepoys within had to be watched 
possessing great acuteness and firmness of as vigilantly as the Mysoreans without. Thus
character..........The period at length arrived the year 1783 closed over the still beleaguered
when he called upon the commandant, and and suffering garrison. Mirza, in defiance 
informing him that he had reason to con- of all military honour, and of his own word,, 
elude himself suspected by the enemy of received the deserters, who, as the year 
holding an intercourse with the fort, he must 1784 began, became still more numerous.” 
consult his safety by a precipitate and secret In January, pestilence spread rapidly. Mr. 
flight. To this no objection could fairly be Cruso, the surgeon, thus described its effects: 
made. The garrison had essentially bene- — “ Disease was now so prevalent, that 
fited in many instances by bis firmness and hardly one man in the fort remained un
fidelity, and he was entitled to trace out his tainted; eight or ten died daily, and so soon 
own line of conduct whenever it seemed most became offensive that a number of graves 
advisable. On parting, Captain Torriano were constantly kept in readiness; but the 
was not without anxiety for his safety; he dogs, savage with hunger, generally tore up 
told him the fate of Onore could not long the dead bodies at night, and strewed the 
remain undecided; that, should he survive outworks with their mangled remains.” 
until that period, it was his resolution to At this juncture a British officer, an ensign, 
reward his services still further by settling on deserted to the enemy, and a numerous body 
him a pension, provided he could contrive to of native soldiers accompanied him. This 
join him in any of the company’s districts, was the heaviest blow the suffering garrison 
He was then desired to remunerate himself to had received, and not until then did the head 
the fullest extent of his wishes, and ample of the noble Torriano droop. Still his gal- 
means set before him for the purpose. He lant heart bore up against all calamities, his 
was, however, satisfied with little, saying courage fell not. It soon became obvious 
that, in tlie event of bis being seized, and by the proceedings of the enemy, that the 
much money discovered upon him, the very English officer who had forsaken his country, 
circumstance would prove his destruction, and his honour, had given every information 
He then took his leave, and passed the Eng- which his previous position enabled him to 
lisli posts ; but whether be succeeded in effect- possess. This was a fresh task upon the 
ing his escape into the interior part of the vigilance of the unslumbering commandant, 
country, or was taken in the attempt and put Before the month of January closed, the con- 
to death, has never been known, no tidings dition of the garrison and tlie town from 
having ever been heard of him since that disease and hunger became truly horrible, 
period.” Forbes thus describes it, basing bis descrip-

By some critics the opinion has been enter- tion upon the account of Cruso :—■“ The for- 
tained that this spy was after all in the inte- tress exhibited a dreadful scene; the hos- 
rest of the enemy, or that lie ultimately became pitals overflowed with patients in every stage 
so. The opinions of Forbes are the most of the horrid disorder already mentioned, 
reliable, as he was well acquainted with the The bodies of the diseased were for the most 
views of Torriano himself, who was his friend, part so distended by putrid air, as scarcely 
and be had also the narrative of Surgeon to leave a trace of the human frame; and it 
Cruso to guide-.him in his memoirs, and Cruso was with difficulty a feature could he distin- 
was the diplomatist of the little garrison from guished in the countenance ; while their 
the time of his arrival, until the war was laborious breathing indicated every appear - 
over. Through the medium of the spy, ance of strangulation. The ear could no- 
Captain Campbell sent word from Mangalore where escape the groans of the dying, nor 
that he had reason to believe an attack on the eye avoid these shocking spectacles; but 
the garrison of Onore was contemplated in why should language attempt to describe dis- 
spite of the armistice. Torriano took effectual tress, which the conduct of the sufferers paints 
measures to prevent its success, but such in more vivid colours? These poor wretches,, 
news much increased bis anxieties. The next formerly subjects of a sovereign whose soul 
day a letter and some provisions came from never knew mercy nor felt for human woe, 
General Macleod, whose conduct vras pre- when the victorious flag of Britain first waved 
cisely that which Mill, with such terseness, on the ramparts of Onore, fled to it as an



asylum from the sultan’s oppressions, and “  Mirza is daily urging us, in the strongest 
received protection; yet now did these de- terms and most threatening manner to capi- 
voted beings, snatching a transient degree of tulate. Every means in my power shall 
strength from despair, crawl into the public be exerted to defend this place while a grain 
road, and waiting there until the commanding of rice remains for subsistence; but I trust 
officer went his evening rounds, prostrated the British arms will not be so shamefully 
themselves at his feet, imploring permission to tarnished, as to admit this fortress unsup- 
quit this dreadful scene, and, as a lighter evil, ported to fall into the enemy’s hands. Of 
meet the vengeance of an incensed tyrant, my few officers, death has deprived me of 
Their prayer was granted, and the same one, desertion of another; my garrison is 
principle of national honour, which originally reduced to sixty effective men. The quantity 
ensured them protection, was now extended of provisions remaining in the fort is very 
for their safety. Proper persons were ap- small, and great part of the rice is much 
pointed to see them go out in small parties damaged.
after it was dark, hoping by this precaution “  The enemy have received a strong rein- 
that such as were not too much exhausted to forcement, and the buxey informs me they 
reach the enemy’s lines unperceived might, are to be increased by ten additional bat- 
from their deplorable condition, excite the talions; on their arrival more hostile mea- 
commiseration of the sentinels at the out- sures will be adopted.
posts, and ultimately reach the distant vil- “  I  have great reason to be apprehensive 
lages. The following morning presented a for the safety of Fortified Island, 
dreadful spectacle. On the preceding even- “ I  will not relinquish the hope that I 
ing, eighty-eight of the inhabitants, men, shall not be left to a capitulation, even 
women and children, had been permitted to though accompanied by the best terms, and 
leave the fort; but were so entirely ex- originating in the most absolute necessity.” 
hausted that their route to the sultan’s A  form of disease new to the garrison, 
trenches was traced by a line of dead bodies, scurvy, broke out in the beginning of Feb- 
with the more aggravated spectacle of living ruary; but this was checked by the skill of 
infants sucking the breast of their dead Cruso, and the sanitary measures of the 
mothers.” commandant.

Even the horrors of Kars, during the On the 4th of March, Fortified Island was 
Russian war of 1855-56, did not surpass in attacked and taken by the foe. The sepoys 
intensity those of Onore during this faithless were enlisted in Tippoo’s service; they always 
and terrible blockade. W ith the increase of sympathised with the fortunate. The English 
sickness came the increase of treason :•— “ All officers were robbed. The capture of the 
the sepoys posted in the outworks, headed by island was contrary to the agreement existing; 
their jemautdar, had agreed to desert to the and when Torriano demanded redress and its 
enemy the following night. The guards were restoration, the Mysorean commander forged 
directly withdrawn from the outworks, and a story wliich proves in a striking manner 
the guns brought into the fort. The jemaut- the utter faithlessness and falsehood of the 
dar, suspected to be the ringleader, was put native character in India in every grade of 
in irons, and sent into close confinement; life among Mohammedans. Dr. Cruso thus 
where, conscious of his guilt, he committed relates the fabrication by which the Moham- 
suicide.”  medan general accounted for his having

Torriano now addressed General Macleod, possession of the island, and of the British 
who still kept sailing about the coast, effect- prisoners :— “  Extraordinary as it may appear 
ing no good, and doing much mischief. The to those unacquainted with the duplicity and 
letter is a touching memorial of the glorious chicanery of the Indian character, Mirza po- 
soldier:— “ Regardless of my own fate, I  sitively denied having attacked the island; 
cannot but acutely feel the sufferings of my and gravely replied that the English officer 
brave comrades, who, although now greatly commanding there had for some time given 
reduced in number, a prey to disease, sur- great disgust to his sepoys, by refusing them 
rounded by death, and deceived by fruitless proper provisions, whilst he luxuriously feasted 
promises of relief, still adhere to me. Within upon poultry and liquors sent from time to 
the short period of six weeks, five hundred time for the use of the gentlemen at Onore. 
persons, soldiers and natives, have fallen vie- A t the time his people were thus disaffected, 
tims to a cruel pestilence which rages within this imprudent officer endeavoured to seduce 
these walls. Desertion nearly keeps pace the', wife of a naique, who was by caste a 
with death; so serious and so incredible is Brahmin, and at length had recourse to vio- 
the former, that amongst the number lately lence. On this outrage the husband flew to 
gone over to the enemy is a British officer. his comrades, interested them and their je-



mantdar in his cause, and they went in a body struck the British colours, and coming through 
to the officer’s quarters; where,remonstrating a sally-port, resigned the keys to the sultan’s 
with a freedom which he construed into inso- officer ordered to take possession ; whose de- 
lence, they were threatened with death. The tachment waited without the outworks until 
aggrieved party had immediate recourse to this ceremony had taken place. The whole 
arms, and attacked the officer, who was sup- being now safely embarked, Captain Torriano 
ported by half his garrison. This occasioned followed with two chests of treasure belonging 
the irregular fire heard at Onore. While to the company. Night coming on, they were 
these mutual hostilities were pending, one of obliged to anchor under the guns of the fort 
the sultan’s boats, accidentally passing For- until daybreak, when the W olf gallivat and 
tified Island, was hailed by the mutineers, all the boats proceeded over the bar; the 
who entreated to be taken on board. This officers embarked on board the Hawhe India- 
being reported to Mirza, he sent over a mes- man, and the whole fleet sailed for Bombay.” 
senger to the English officer to represent the Torriano exhausted his means and his influ- 
folly of continuing at his post with only eleven ence in rewarding his brave followers. As 
men, recommending him to leave the island, far as his power allowed, he made promotions, 
and offering him every accommodation in his and distributed presents which were at all 
camp, until an opportunity presented itself for events valuable as coming from him. He 
proceeding to an English settlement. The was himself neglected. He obtained a brevet 
officer declined quitting the island, but desired majority after considerable delay ! The day 
Mirza would send over a sufficient force to in which he lived and fought, and served his 
take charge of the fort: his request was com- country so well, was unfavourable to the re
plied with, and these were the men who had ward of the meritorious. Interest with the 
been seen from the ramparts of Onore. All government, not genius or devotion, advanced 
this was related by Mirza in the gravest man- men in the path of military promotion. On 
ner ; and the jemautdar, the Brahmin naique the eastern side of the peninsula, the govern- 
and his wife, with five sepoys (tutored for the ment of Madras seemed determined to exceed 
purpose, at the peril of their lives) were that of Bombay in folly and weakness. They 
brought into the durbar, to corroborate placed reliance on the promises of Tippoo and 
Mirza’s story. It is almost unnecessary to his generals, who never kept faith themselves^ 
observe that the whole of this tale was a fa- nor showed any confidence in̂  the word of 
brication of the sultan’s officer to deceive the others. The English, Tippoo’s father had 
commandant.”  too much reason to distrust; and the sultan

Famine, pestilence, and desertion within, himself was not disposed to forget the fact.  ̂
perfidy and harassing blockade without, con- The Madras government, in May, 1/88, 
tinued to afflict the suffering garrison and its appointed commissioners to treat with Tippoo, 
heroic chief, when, on March 7th, General and these men acted with credulity and ine- 
Macleod paid one of his flying visits on the solution, betraying extreme ignorance of 
coast. As usual, he made proffers of service everything which the task imposed upon 
which he made no attempts to perform. At them demanded. Colonel I  ullarton, who, in 
last, deliverance came. The honour of the the south, had carried all before him, curving 
garrison and its intrepid commander were Tippoo s commandants from their strongholds, 
saved. Peace was concluded, and the Madras and possessing himself of a country fruitful 
commissioners sent a ship to convey the gar- and well cultivated, was ordered to give up 
rison away, and orders to Torriano to deliver his conquests, in order to appease Tippoo, 
Onore to the nabob’s officer. The commis- and make peace (which the commissioners be- 
sioners, however, neglected to make any pro- lieved was sure) more satisfactory. In vain 
vision in the treaty for the protection of the Fullarton resisted and remonstiated, the^ig- 
inhabitants who had sided with the English, norant commissioners, worthy representatives 
or for the removal of military stores. Tor- of the Madras council, insisted upon obedience, 
riano had by boldness and dexterity to secure The celebrated missionary, Schwartz, was in- 
these objects. ' terpreter to these gentlemen, and he also

Mirza entertained his former enemy mag- remonstrated upon the folly of̂  the course 
nificently, and seemed quite unconscious of pursued. “ Is the peace so certain,” said the 
having merited reprobation by his cruelty and astute and pious interpreter, ‘ 'that you quit 
perfidy. Forbes describes the closing scene all before the negotiation is ended? ih e  
of this in the following paragraph “  The possession of these rich countries would have 
guard was now ordered to leave the fo rt : kept Tippoo in awe, and inclined him to rea- 
while they were embarking, the Soubahdar sonable terms. But you quit the reins, and 
Missauber, having locked the gates on the how will you manage the beast?” A  hen, 
inside, at a signal made by Captain Torriano, however, Tull art on had reluctantly and tai-
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dily surrendered most of his conquests, the evidence as produced by that gallant officer 
impracticable commissioners, in great alarm, against the defence of Mr. Huddlestone, the 
ordered him to resume them. gallant colonel seems to make out a case too

The commissioners, having expended much formidable for successful denial, 
useless time in preliminary negotiations with It was not until the 11th of May, 1784, 
Tippoo’s lieutenants and vakeels, at last pro- that the treaty was signed. Probably Tippoo 
ceeded to the head-quarters of the sultan’s would have prosecuted the war, and placed 
army, to arrange with him in person a peace the bodies of the commissioners on gibbets, 
based upon the principle of the status quo had the folly and imbecility of these gen- 
ante helium. On their way to the camp of tlemen as well as of the councils at Bombay 
the sultan, they were treated with indignity, and Madras determined matters; but Hast- 
and their progress impeded in every way by ings, far off in Calcutta, extended his super-  
the sultan s officers. On their arrival there, vision to all the wide field of war and diplo- 
tents were assigned them and a gallows erected macy in which the English were engaged, 
opposite each. Communications with their and the influence of his intellect and of his 
countrymen were prohibited. The first piece name was felt in the camp of the Mysoreans 
of intelligence they received was of the mur- and the durbar of their king. The'English 
der of General Mathews and many other prisoners who had been seized contrary to- 
English prisoners, some of them officers of the armistice, received no compensation ; nor 
merit and distinction. Mr. Schwartz, the did the relatives of the men whom Hyder had 
missionary interpreter, was seized and sent caused to die by incarceration, or of those 
away, and the commissioners were not ac- who were assassinated by Tippoo’s orders, 
quainted with any of the languages of India. It was characteristic of English politicians 
Colonel \) ilks declares that those gentlemen that the sufferings and wrongs of their coun- 
meditated flight. He rests his authority on trymen, however nobly endured, and however 
the testimony of Captain, afterwards Sir serviceable to their country, were overlooked 
Thomas Dallas, who commanded the escort in negotiations when an end was to be accom- 
which accompanied them. According to that plished. The diplomatists of the crown and 
officer’s testimony, their plan was to leave the of the company were alike in this respect; 
officer and his escort in the hands of the the wrongs of individual sufferers and the 
enemy, who would have murdered them, and, merit of particular servants were regarded 
by an ingenious stragatem, they hoped to es- with indifference, if the public object in view 
cape to the ships. A  native servant of the at the time could be promoted, or apparently 
captain understood English, and had been promoted, by that indifference. Often, when 
employed as  ̂interpreter, in consequence of a little attention and care would secure public 
die impossibility of procuring an educated objects, and protect or secure redress for the 
person. This man, while lying outside the wrongs of individuals, there was such a wmnt 
tent of one of the commissioners, where they of feeling, sympathy, and justice among the 
were all assembled, overheard a conversation ruling classes of Englishmen, that the claims 
amongst them and with a surgeon from one of their less influential brethren were totally 
of the ships in the roads, who was the chosen unheeded.
agent of the project. The native servant, On the whole, Tippoo was a gainer by the 
being attached to his master, revealed the treaty and by the war, but the revenues o f  
danger to which he was exposed, who took the English were in such a condition as to 
successful measures to prevent the execution make it imperative upon the governor-general 
of the plot. In England, when this charge to accomplish a peace with Mysore.* The 
was made, such of the commissioners as were desire of the directors at home for speedy 
then alive denied the truth of the statement; terms of accommodation was, on the same 
but General Dallas affirmed it. Those who grounds, intensely urgent:j- From these causes, 
are curious as to the disputed points of Indo- the proclamation of peace with Tippoo Sahib 
English history in connection with the wars was regarded by Hastings as fortunate to his 
m Mysore, may see the narrative at length in government.
the pages of Colonel Wilks.* Weighing the * Stewart’s HiHoiy o f Bengal> Londoil) 1813;

Wilks Sketches, vol. u. pp. 515— 517. t  History o f the East India Company, London, 1793.



C H APTER L X X X I X .

NAVAL OPERATIONS IN THE INDIAN SEAS DURING THE WAR WITH MYSORE, FRANCE, SPAIN, 
AND HOLLAND—CAPTURE OF NEGAPATAM, TRINCOMALEE, ETC., FROM THE D U TC H - 
LOSS OF TRINCOMALEE TO THE FRENCH.

D uring a considerable portion of the time in including several outward-bound East In- 
wbicli hostilities were waged with Mysore, it diamen, with store-vessels and transports, 
will be seen from the foregoing pages that amounted to upwards of forty sail. The se- 
war existed with Prance, and that the French cret, however, of this expedition had not been 
were the active and efficient allies of Hyder so vigilantly guarded as to escape the sagacity 
and his son Tippoo. The war with France of the Dutch and the French. The armament 
greatly complicated the relations of the Eng- under Suffrein was ultimately destined to 
lish with both those sovereigns, and led to reinforce the squadron now at the Isle of 
various independent actions, especially at sea. France; and to oppose the English fleet in 
The English had the advantage on the ocean, the Indian seas. But the particular instruc- 
but the battles fought were indecisive. The tions of that officer wTere, in the first instance, 
French for the most part evaded general en- to follow, and counteract the expedition of 
gagements, and succeeded in landing troops Johnstone, and above all, his designs upon the 
and stores, or in bearing them away from one Cape of Good Hope. For the sake of water 
place to another. They were afraid of the and fresh provisions, the English squadron 
English at sea, yet did not show such a de- put into Prava Bay in St. Jago, one of the 
cided inferiority as to justify the extreme Cape de Verde Islands; and, having no ex
respect which they entertained for the naval pectation of an enemy, cast their anchors as 
power of England. The French admirals chance or convenience directed. A  consider - 
were, in the Indian waters, far more active, able proportion both of men and of officers, 
vigilant, and wary than the English. The partly for business, partly for pleasure, were 
latter, by their slow movements and want of permitted to go on shore ; and the decks were 
watchfulness, often allowed French squadrons speedily crowded with water-casks, live stock, 
to effect what they would not have dared to and other incumbrances. On the 16th of 
attempt had the English commanders been April, after nine o’clock in the morning, a 
sufficiently on the alert. It has been already strange fleet, suspected to be French, was 
seen that the fleets under the command of seen coming round the eastern point of the 
the English admiral, Hughes, and the French harbour; and Suffrein, separating from the 
admiral, Suffrein, had various skirmishes off convoy with his five sail of the line, soon pe- 
the Coromandel coast. Suffrein, early in netrated to the centre of the English fleet. 
1781, collected the elements of a maritime The utmost dispatch was employed in getting 
force in Brest, and the English at the same the men and officers on board, and preparing 
time organized a fleet. The supposition in the ships for action. The French ship, the 
England was, that the expedition was intended Hannibal, of seventy-four guns, led the van, 
for the Spanish Main. The British govern- and coming as close to the English ships as 
ment, however, intended it for the E ast: at she was able, dropped her anchors with a re- 
all events, that was the direction ultimately solution which excited a burst of applause 
given to it. It is probable that from the first from the British tars. She was followed by 
the acquisition of the Cape of Good Hope, the ship of Suffrein, of equal force. Another 
and the assertion of British ascendancy in the of sixty-four guns anchored at her stern. And 
East,were the ends designed. “ One ship of the two other ships, ol sixty-four guns each, 
seventy-four guns, one of sixty-four, three of ranged through the fleet, firing on either side 
fifty, several frigates, a bomb-vessel, a fire- as they proceeded along. The ships being- 
ship and some sloops of war composed the extremely near, and the guns being played 
squadron; of which Commodore Johnstone, with unusual fury, much destruction was 
with a reputation for decision and boldness, effected in a little time. After the abatement 
received the command. A  land force, con- of the first surprise, several of the Indiamen 
Bisting of three new regiments of one thou- brought their guns to bear upon the enemy- 
sand men each, was placed under the conduct with good effect. YV ithin an hour, the J? rench 
of General Meadows, who had procured fame ships at anchor had suffered so ternbly, that 
in the action at St. Lucia with D ’Estaing. the last of the three, having lost her captain, 
On the 13th of March, in company with the cut her cables and began to withdraw, llius 
grand fleet destined for the relief of Gibraltar, deserted astern, and despairing of success, 
the armament sailed from St. Helen’s, and, Suffrein followed her example, and ga-\ e t le



signal to retreat; the Hannibal alone re- While these events proceeded in connection 
mained, a mark for every ship the guns of with the new expeditions from France and 
which could be made to bear upon her; and England, others were passing which it did 
displayed a resolution which may be com- not belong to the province of the last chapter 
pared with the noblest examples of naval to relate, but shall here be recorded, 
heroism. She had lost her foremast and During the time England was at war with 
bowsprit; her cable was either cut or shot Mysore, the Mahrattas, and the French, Spain 
away ; in the effort of hoisting more sail to and Holland were also her enemies. Fortu- 
get out of the fire, her main and mizen masts nately, the contest with the Mahrattas was 
went overboard, and she remained, as it were, first closed, as seen in former pages; and 
a hulk upon the water. Sustaining the weight peace in Europe soon after occurring, left 
of a dreadful fire, to which, enfeebled as she the company free to direct its whole strength 
was, her returns were slow and ineffectual, against Mysore, a perception of which made 
she yet joined the rest of the ships at the Tippoo Sultan, however reluctantly, come to 
mouth of the b a y ; and, being towed off, terms.
erected jury-masts, and proceeded with the Holland being at war with England, Lord 
fleet. An attempt on the part of the English Macartney determined to take some action 
to pursue was totally ineffectual. They sus- against Dutch interests in India, notwith- 
tained not any considerable loss, notwith- standing the numerous demands which were 
standing the closeness of the action, and the made upon his time and resources as governor 
crowded situation of the ships. Their own of Madras. Soon after his arrival, he drove 
steady and determined bravery counteracted the Dutch out of Sadras and Pulicat, and in 
the effects of surprise, and baffled the well- October, 1781, he determined to reduce, if 
concerted scheme of the enemy. They re- possible, the very important settlement of 
mained to refit and provide till the 2nd of Negapatam. The command of the troops 
May, and on approaching the Cape, ascertained destined for this task, was given to Sir Hector 
that Suffrein had arrived before them. Though Munro. The fleet under Sir Edward Hughes 
previous to the arrival of Suffrein, that settle- was to cover the operations. Colonel Braitli- 
ment, then supposed of great importance, was waite and his detachment were ordered to 
not in a condition to have offered any consi- unite themselves to the force under Sir H ec- 
derable resistance to Meadows and Johnstone, tor Munro’s command, swelling his little 
it was now accounted vain to make on it any army to nearly four thousand men, which was 
attempt.” * dispatched on the enterprise. On the 21st,,

A t this juncture, a Dutch fleet of East In- the seamen and marines debarked. On the 
diamen lay in Saldanha bay. The admiral 30th, the lines and redoubts were stormed, 
resolved to cut them out, and the enterprise On the 3rd of November, trenches were 
was attended with success. The commodore opened to cover an approach against the north 
returned with his own ship and the prizes face of the fort. On the 6th, batteries for 
and frigates to Europe. The rest of the fleet, breaching were opened within three hundred 
with the troops, proceeded to India. Suffrein yards.
strengthened the garrison at the Cape, so as The Dutch governor refused to surrender, 
to resist any attack from the English, and di- it having been contrary to the military law of 
rected his course also to India. After various Holland for any officer to surrender a fortified 
delays caused by winds and currents, the fleet place until a practicable breach was made, 
arrived on the coasts of the peninsula on the Between the 6th and 12th the breach was 
6th of December. The larger ships, with effected. The first use made of it was by the 
General Meadows and the principal part Dutch themselves, for the purpose of sorties, 
of the troops, went in quest of Admiral which were made with great spirit and deter- 
Hughes, then commanding on the Indian mination. The English were prepared for 
station; the smaller vessels, transports, and this, and repulsed the attacks upon their 
the remainder of the troops, arrived at Bom- trenches with their usual firmness. The go- 
bay on the 22nd of January, 1782. The vernor offered to capitulate if honourable 
troops which landed at Bombay, after refresh- terms were conceded, which, not being re- 
ing and tarrying a few- days, were dispatched fused, Negapatam was taken possession of 
for Madras, and arrived while that city and without storm. The surrender of this place 
the Carnatic were in terror from the arms of was not very honourable to Dutch courage. 
Hyder. The arrival of these timely reinforce- The number of prisoners far exceeded the 
ments enabled the British officers, in spite of number of assailants. The surrender of such 
the wrangling of the councils, to make head an important place, the chief settlement of the 
against the foe. Batavian Company on the Coromandel coast,

* Mill, vol. iv. book v. chap. v. commanding the southern boundary of Tan-



jore, proved how far Dutch spirit, as well as appeared, and passed Madras in line-of- 
powei, had fallen m India. The English battle. The above dates are given from Mill 
made prize ot a large quantity of warlike Auber gives different dates, and is more par- 
stores. It so happened that the investments ticular in basing his information upon a corn- 
had not been made lor two years, so that a parison of documents. He relates the arrival 
very great quantity of valuable merchandise of both admirals, and the results in the follow- 
was secured by the victors. _ ing manner On the 8 th /S ir  Edward

. gapatam was tbe basls of operations Hughes arrived at Madras from Trincomalee 
against all the Dutch settlements in Coro- with the Superb, Exeter, Monarch, Bedford  
mande.. I  hey tell almost without a blow. Worcester, Eagle, and the Sea-horse frigate’ 
Hus had an important effect upon the Mysore On the 10th he was joined by Commodore 
war, lor Hyder All immediately evacuated the Alms with three ships of the line and one 
torts ot which he had taken possession in transport containing General Meadows and 
lamjore. I  he policy of Lord Macartney, Colonel Fullarton, with four hundred kind’s 
although opposed strenuously by Sir Eyre troops. On the 15th the French fleet ap- 
Loote, answered his expectations, and pro- peared off Madras, and on the 16th stood to 
bably produced an effect upon the war with the southward. The English admiral weighed, 
Mysore, which Ins lordship did not contem- and followed the enemy till they were sepa- 
Pla/ e- rated from their frigates and transports. Sir

On the 2nd of January the fleet sailed Edward Hughes made the signal for chasing 
from Negapatam, taking on board five hun- the latter, on which the Isis, being the fore- 
dred soldiers, and_ proceeded against the most, came up with and re-took the Lauris- 
Dutch settlements in the Island of Ceylon, ton, a large transport laden with military 
liincomalee was the chief of those settle- stores and three hundred troops together with 
ments. On the 4th the fleet arrived off that several English vessels with grain which had 
harbour. Means were taken instantly to re- been captured by the enemy on the coast, 
duce the fortifications by which it was pro- The enemy’s fleet bore down, and having the 
tected. On the 11th the last of these forts, advantage of the wind, brought eight of their 
and the strongest, was stormed, and Trinco- ships to engage five of the English, the other 
malee fell to the possession of the vectors, ships on either side not being able to get into 
Ihe Dutch were now completely humbled in action. The engagement lasted from four 
India, and when tidings of the peace with until half-past six, when the French ceased 
that power and its European allies arrived in firing, and hauled their wind. The Superb 
India, Holland had little to lose in the penin- and Exeter were much damaged, having many 
811 la- The French fleet arrived on the Coro- shot between wind and water. Sir Edward 
mandel coast in January, and intercepted Hughes went to Trincomalee to refit, and re - 
several English vessels; one British frigate turned to Madras on the 10th of March to 
of the largest class, separated from her com- renew the attack on the enemy, whose 
panions in a fog, was surrounded and captured ships had been dispersed during the’ action, 
after a peculiarly gallant defence. Their hospital ship, the Due de Toscanne,

Sir Edward Hughes left Trincomalee on the having come to anchor in the roads of Nega- 
last day of January, having performed his patam, in the belief that it was a friendly 
part in reducing that place. He was in want port, was captured by the Chapman India- 
of stores, and many of his crews were sick. man. On the 8th of April, Sir Edward 
He arrived at Madras on the 11th ot Feb- Hughes came again in sight of the French 
riiary, having had a very narrow escape of squadron, then consisting of eighteen sail, 
encountering a far superior force under Suf- On the 12th, the French, having the wind, 
frein, a commander superior to any, except the engaged him ; the action commenced at half
gallant captor of Madras, who had commanded past one p .m., and ended at forty minutes past 
Ireneh naval forces in the East. In the open six. Both fleets anchored within five miles of 
roads of Madras the danger of Hughes con- each other until the 19th. In the interval, 
tinued to be as great as it well could have Sir Edward Hughes had refitted all his fleet, 
been anywhere, for his ships were much im- with the exception of the Monmouth, which 
paired by long service, and consisted of only had lost her main and mizen-masts, their 
six of the line. The next day the squadron places being supplied with good jury-masts, 
which brought General Meadows and his The enemy made a show of renewing the 
troops also arrived. This consisted of one engagement; Sir Edward Hughes waited, 
seventy-four, one sixty-four, and one very with springs on his cables, but the enemy, 
large frigate, and had also a very narrow after approaching within two miles, stood out 
escape ot being intercepted by the enemy, to sea, and was seen no more. Sir Edward 
Twenty-four hours after, the French admiral Hughes’s force consisted of twelve ships, in



which there were two hundred and forty- refit. Suffrein was more active and acute; 
seven killed, and three hundred and twenty he refitted at Cuddalore with admirable expe- 
wounded. The number in the French ship dition, and was ready for sea before Sir Ed- 
Rero, the flag-ship, killed and wounded, was ward. Mill gives the following account of 
two hundred, the admiral being obliged to the energy and devotion o f Suffrein:— He 
shift his flag from her to the A jax.’ ’* was a man that when the exigency required,

W ere it not for the jealousy which both would work for days, like a ship's carpenter, 
Hyder and Tippoo entertained of the French, in his shirt. He visited the houses and 
the latter would have been able to effect much buildings at Cuddalore, and for want of 
more against the English during that war. other timber, had the beams which suited his 
Thus, when the French gained Cuddalore, as purpose taken out. To some of his officers, 
the ostensible allies of Tippoo, they immedi- who represented to him the shattered condi- 
ately proceeded to act as if the place were their tion of his ships, the alarming deficiency of 
own, offering indignity to Tippoo’s officers, his stores, the impossibility of supplying his 
The latter resisted, and Tippoo ordered his wants in a desolated part of India, and the 
governor to turn them out. The French necessity of repairing to the islands to refit; 
were strong enough to keep possession, but in the whole value, he replied, of the ships was 
doing so they would have separated them- trivial, in comparison with the object which 
selves from the Mysore power, and have been he was commissioned to attain; and the ocean 
beaten in detail by the English, they were, should be his harbour, till he found a place 
therefore, obliged to leave Cuddalore, and in India to repair them.” 
being denied by Tippoo’s officers the means of On the 1st of August, Suffrein proceeded
carriage, and draft bullocks, they had to carry to sea, and reached Point de Galle, in the 
their own baggage and drag their own guns. Island of Ceylon, where he was reinforced 

In July 1782, Hyder Ali having arranged by two ships of the line from Europe, and 
with the French admiral a surprise upon met also military reinforcements. On the 25th, 
Xegapatam, both parties attempted to exe- he anchored in the bay of Trincomalee. He 
cute the concerted plan. Suffrein was to attacked and conquered the English garrison, 
land troops close to the place, and their land- and on the 31st of August, the French flag 
ing was to be supported by Hyder Ali. It waved upon the ramparts of the fort. A ll 
was the object of the French admiral to effect this time Hughes was at Madras, and con- 
his part ot the arrangement without fighting, ducting the refitting of his squadron in a 
but his fleet having been descried by A dm i- very leisurely manner. Lord Macartney re- 
ral Hughes, that officer compelled him to give monstrated with him on the 5th of the month, 
battle.  ̂ The conflict was close and severe, assuring him that the French fleet had 
Suffrein preferred close warfare, contrary to steered southwards on the 1st. Hughes, in 
the general tactics of the French admirals, the spirit which the English admirals gene- 
After maintaining for an hour and a half a rally showed in India, piqued himself on the 
fire which appeared to be equal, the French eminence of his profession, and his distinction 
line showed symptoms of disorder, and a as an officer of his majesty’s navy, and would 
speedy victory for the English would have not be dictated to, nor advised by a servant o f ; 
terminated the fight had not the wind sud- the company, nor by civilians of any sort, 
denly shifted. This enabled Suffrein to cover He stayed where he was, until, as so often 
the line of disabled ships by such as suffered happened with our admirals in the last war 
least, and disconcerted the hopes and plans of with Russia, when their services were urgently 
Sir Edward The French admiral was the required, it was “ too late.” On the 20th of 
better tactician. Notwithstanding the skill August he put to sea, three weeks after 
of the French commander, two of his ships Suffrein left Cuddalore. The English admi- 
struck their colours; he immediately fired into ral did not reach Trincomalee for a fortnight 
them, and continued to do so, until they again and found the flag of France floating over 
hoisted French colours. The battle was, on the battlements. Hughes was then anxious 
the whole, in favour of the British. The to redeem his reputation by a naval victory. 
English occupied the roads of Negapatam. Suffrein, superior in force by the extent 
The French were unable to accomplish their of one ship of the line and three frigates, 
purpose, and sheered off for Cuddalore. This as well as in the total number of guns, sailed 
was done, however, with such coolness as to out fearlessly. A  long, fierce, and sanguin- 
amount to a challenge to renew the battle, ary conflict “ensued, in which Suffrein° dis- 
This Hughes could not do, having suffered played undaunted courage, first-rate seaman- 
so much in the previous conflict. W hen No- ship, and an activity such as has seldom been 
gapatam was secured, he went to Madras to surpassed. His captains neither showed skill 

* Auber, vol. i. chap. xi. pp. 618, 619. nor courage; half their number were deposed



by him when the battle was over. Hughes famine was placed before their eyes. .The 
also showed himself brave and skilful in his admiral was reminded that he had remained 
profession, and his officers and men proved in safety upon the coast during the easterly 
themselves far superior to the enemy. A  monsoon of the former year, and might still 
decisive victory crowned the efforts of the undoubtedly find some harbour to afford him 
English, but night setting in soon after, and shelter. A  letter too was received express 
with that suddenness in which it descends so from Bengal, stating that Mr. Ritchie, the 
near the line, the enemy escaped. So anxious, marine surveyor, would undertake to conduct 
however, were the French captains to get his majesty’s ships to a safe anchorage in 
away, that several vessels were disabled, and the mouth of the Bengal river. And it was 
sonm lost in the attempt. Suffrein brought known that Sir Richard Bickerton, with a 
in his shattered ships all but two, which reinforcement of five sail of the line from 
Hughes neglected to make prizes, so that England, had already touched at Bombay, 
Suffrein sarcastically said, when he after- and was on his way round for Madras. The 
wards conducted them into port, “ they are admiral remained deaf to all expostulations, 
presents from the English admiral.”  Hughes, In the meantime intelligence was received 
notwithstanding all the time he had taken to that the enemy was preparing to attack Ne- 
refit in Madras, was short of provisions, water, gapatam. The president had already pre- 
and ammunition, and was unable in conse- vailed upon Sir Eyre Coote to send a detach- 
quence to attack, or even to blockade, Trin- ment of three hundred men, under Colonel 
comalee, and sailed away to Madras, appa- Fullarton, into the southern provinces, which, 
rently incapable of forming any definite plan since the defeat of Colonel Brathwaite, had 
or purpose, for he was no sooner in Madras lain exposed to the ravages of Hyder, and 
than he intimated his intention to proceed to were now visited with scarcity, and the pros- 
Bombay. pect of famine. Within two days of the

At Madras he was urged to join in the former intelligence, accounts were received 
expedition against Cuddalore, then projected, that seventeen sail of the enemy’s fleet had 
and where afterwards, General Stuart so arrived at Negapatam, and that the place was 
severely chastised the French General Bussy; already attacked. The most earnest expos- 
without assigning any reason, Hughes re- tulations were still addressed to the admiral 
fused to assist the expedition. He was an in vain; and the morning of the lfith of 
admiral holding the king’s commission, and October exhibiting the appearance of a storm, 
was not to give account of his actions to such the fleet set sail, and disappeared. The fol- 
persons as the council of Madras, servants of lowing morning presented a tremendous spec- 
the East India Company. He would neither tacle to the wretched inhabitants of Madras; 
take part in the attack on Cuddalore, nor several large vessels driven ashore, others 
stay on the coast during the ensuing monsoon, foundered at their anchors, all the small craft, 
but would go to Bombay :— “  I f  the coast,” amounting to nearly one hundred in number, 
says Mill, “ were left unprotected by a British either sunk or stranded, and the whole of the 
fleet, while the harbour of Trincomalee en- thirty thousand bags of rice irretrievably 
abled the enemy to remain, and while Hyder gone. The ravages of Hyder had driven 
was nearly undisputed master of the Carnatic, crowds of the inhabitants from all parts of 
nothing less was threatened than the extir- the country to seek refuge at Madras, where 
pation of the English from that quarter of multitudes were daily perishing of want. 
India. Beside these important considerations, Famine now raged in all its horrors; and 
the council pressed upon the mind of the the multitude of the dead and the dying 
admiral the situation of the presidency in threatened to superadd the evils of pestilence, 
regard to food ; that their entire dependence The bodies of those who expired in the 
rested upon the supplies which might arrive streets or the houses, without any one to inter 
by sea; that the stock in the warehouses them, were daily collected and piled in carts, 
did not exceed thirty thousand bags; that to be buried in large trenches made for the 
the quantity afloat in the roads amounted purpose out of the town, to the number, for 
but to as much more, which the number of several weeks, of not less, it is said, than 
boats demanded for the daily service of his twelve or fifteen hundred a-week. What 
squadron had deprived them of the means of was done to remove the sitffering inhabitants 
landing; that the monthly consumption was to the less exhausted parts of the country, 
fifty thousand bags at the least; and that, if and to prevent unnecessary consumption,— the 
the vessels on which they depended for their governor sending away his horses, and even 
supply were intercepted (such would be the his servants,-—could only mitigate, and that to 
certain consequence of a French without an a small degree, the evils which were endured. 
English fleet upon the coast), nothing less than On the' fourth day after the departure of Six



Edward Hughes and his fleet, Sir Richard bility that like causes in the constitution of our 
Bickerton arrived, with three regiments of navy would produce like effects, such sad 
one thousand each, Sir John JBurgoyne’s stories might be related without anxiety for 
regiment of light horse, amounting to three the present or the future, if even with shame 
hundred and forty, and about one thousand for the past. The admiral had no further 
recruits raised by the company, chiefly in opportunity to do much good or evil. Peace 
Ireland; but as soon as Sir Richard was with Prance, Spain, and Holland, followed 
apprised of the motions of Sir E. Hughes, he by peace with Hyder, left India in tranquillity 
immediately put to sea, and proceeded after as to foreign enemies, and the different coun- 
hiin to Bombay.” oils, commanders, and governors, more lei-

It is mournful to contemplate the repre- sure for those mutual bickerings in which 
sentation of ignorance, pride, and obstinacy, they perpetually indulged. Hastings, having 
on the part of a British naval commander, composed these, as far as genius and self- 
wliich is here made without any exaggera- command could compose them, at last, as 
tion. The terrible consequences are also j already related, retired from the scenes of his 
depicted faithfully. I f  there were no proba- | struggles and his fame.

C H A P T E R  XC.

HOME AFFAIRS—EFFORTS OF THE EAST INDIA COMPANY TO ASSIST THE CROWN IN THE 
WARS WITH FRANCE, SPAIN, AND HOLLAND—DISCUSSIONS IN THE HOUSE OF COMMONS 
IN REFERENCE TO THE COMPANY'S AFFAIRS—IMPEACHMENT OF HASTINGS— ACQUITTAL 
— RETIREMENT FROM PUBLIC LIFE—DEATH—THE COMPANY RESOLVE TO ERECT A 
STATUE TO IIIS MEMORY.

I'itoM 1778 to the termination of the parlia- yards, to he delivered over to such officer 
mentary prosecution of Hastings, the directors as his majesty might appoint to receive 
and the company were much engrossed with them.”
home matters, while the state of their affairs The following resume of the home events 
in India demanded also unremitting and serious in which the company was interested at that 
attention. time is as correct as it is brief:— “  The affairs

In 1778-9 extraordinary exertions were of the company at this time engaged much of 
made to resist the combination of France and the attention of parliament. In 1779, an act 
Spain against British influence everywhere, had been passed declaring that the £1,400,000 
but especially in the East. Instructions were borrowed of the public had been repaid by 
sent overland to India for the reduction of the company, and that as their bond debt 
Pondicherry, aud the governors and coun- was reduced to £1,500,000, they were autho- 
oils were urged to prosecute the war with all rized to declare a dividend of eight per cent, 
their energy. The territorial acquisitions and revenues were

In April, 1779, the general court of pro- also to remain with them for another year, 
prietors voted unanimous thanks to the secret and the persons who at the passing of the 
committee, for the spirited orders they issued act were in the offices of governor-general 
for operations against Pondicherry and the and councillors in Bengal, were to hold the 
French, and presented them with sums of five same during its continuance. In the follow- 
hundred, and three hundred guineas, for the ing session Lord North acquainted the house 
purchase of plate. Thanks were also voted to that the company had not made such proposals 
Sir Hector Monro and Admiral Sir Edward for the renewal of their charter as were 
Vernon, to each of whom was given a sword deemed satisfactory, and he therefore moved 
set with diamonds, valued at seven hundred i that the Speaker should give the three years’ 
and fifty guineas. Three guineas bounty to I notice required by the act, previously to the 
each was voted for the first two thousand cessation of their exclusive privileges of trade, 
able-bodied seamen, two guineas each for the Mr. Fox and Mr. Burke strongly opposed the 
first two thousand ordinary seamen, and a minister, and asked whether he was not con- 
guinea and a half each for the first two thou- tent with having lost Am erica? Whether 
sand landsmen who should volunteer to serve he could point out a single benefit which his 
on hoard the fleets of his majesty. Resolutions motion was capable of producing, and whether 
were passed by the court of directors “  to he desired to behold those scenes of anarchy, 
build three 74-gun ships, with masts and j confusion, distress, and ruin, which his idle



and impotent threats might produce in the whole. The company were allowed to re
company’s possessions in India.” * cruit, and to have two thousand men at one

Mr. Fox argued that the ministerial mea- time ready for embarkation during war, but 
sure was impracticable, and that the govern- only one thousand in peace. The parties 
ment and the nation would prove themselves filling the offices of governor-general, corn- 
ungrateful to the country, if such a proposition mander-in-chief, and members of council, were 
were tolerated. He declared that the disputes to be removable only by the king on repre- 
between the1 minister and the company arose sentation of the directors, who might appoint 
from the desire of the former to grasp the to vacancies on the approbation of the crown, 
patronage of the latter.f In order to give The commander-in-chief, if appointed by the 
time for deliberation, an act was passed con- directors a member of council, was to take 
tinuing the same privileges to the company rank as two members, but was not to succeed 
as in the preceding year, to be reckoned from to the government unless specially appointed, 
the 5th of April, 1780.$ British subjects were not to reside more than

On the 12th of January, 1781, a select ten miles from the presidency without leave 
committee of the house was appointed to in- from the government,
quire into the petitions of the company and Two important provisions were also in- 
the inhabitants of Bengal, against the consti- serted. In addition to the enactment of 
tution of the supreme court and the action of 1773, which required the directors to send 
British law generally. to his majesty’s government copies of all

On the 2 7 tli of April, Lord North proposed letters from India relating to the political, 
the appointment of a secret committee to in- military, or revenue affairs of the company, 
quire into the causes of the war in the Oar- a provision was now inserted that copies of 
natic. The celebrated Edmund Burke de- all letters proposed to be sent by the djrec- 
manded that the committee should be open; tors to India relating to those subjects, 
but, as the foreign enemies of England would should first be submitted for his majesty’s 
watch the progress of such inquiry in an open approval, and if no disapprobation was ex
committee, and profit by the information to pressed within fourteen days to the proposed 
be obtained, Lord North carried his point, despatch, the same might be forwarded to 
Lord North, throughout the session, displayed India.
an open enmity to the company, the real The other was a clause suggested by the 
source of which was, wdiat Charles Fox heavy drafts which had, at a former period, 
charged upon him, a desire to grasp the pa- been drawn from India, and nearly ruined 
tronao-e. Edmund Burke was not less an the company, being, the minister remarked, 
enemy, but he was insidious. “ the private fortunes of Asiatic plunderers,”

At length the two acts were passed: the who would again seize upon the opportunity 
one concluding an agreement between the of doing so with avidity. Lord North, in 
public and the com pany;! the other to re- alluding to the acceptance of presents, ob- 
dress and prevent the recurrence of the com- served that it would be proper to interdict 
plaints against the supreme court at Calcutta.H their receipt entirely, for which purpose it 
By the first-mentioned act the company’ s ex- would be well to form a court of judicature 
elusive privileges were continued till 1791, in this country for the trial of offences com- 
wdth three years’ notice; during which time mitted in India. This suggestion, though 
the .territorial acquisitions and revenues were not acted upon at that time, was adopted at 
to remain in their possession. After a divi- a later period.
dend of eight per cent, on the capital of The other act related to the supreme court, 
£3,200,000, three-fourths of the surplus pro- and was passed to appease the minds of many 
fits were to go to the public, and one-fourth persons who dreaded the consequences of the 
to the company. Accounts of the state of the powers assumed by the supreme court of 
company’s affairs were to be laid before the India.
lords of tiie treasury and the general court. The appointment of Lord Macartney to the 
During the war with France, Spain, and Hoi- governorship of Madras was one of the signs 
land the company were to pay one-fourth of of the times, as it regarded the progress ot 
the expense of his majesty’s ships in India, ministerial and parliamentary opinion respect- 
After peace, the company were to bear the ing the company. The governing class in

England became intensely desirous of obtain - 
* Auher’s Rise and Progress o f  the Past India Com- ing such posts as the governorships of presi- 

pamj, vol. i. chap. xi. p. 572. dencies, and more especially the office of go-
f  Parliamentary History, 1780, vol. xxi. vernor-general, for members of their class.
+ o? pe'°' HI' cal>’ »?’ Lord Macartney was the first governor ap-
I 21 Geo! III! cap! 70. pointed by the direct intervention of the go-
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vernment, and he unfortunately went to India and enormous expenses on the company, it is 
in the spirit of one who felt that he did not the duty of the directors to pursue all legal 
owe his appointment to the company, and and effectual means for the removal of the 
was superior in rank, as well as the origin of said governor-general and president from 
his appointment, to the company’s servants, their respective offices, and to recall them to 
He made, therefore, little account of the Great Britain.”
opinion of Hastings, who was only a com- These measures violently agitated the courts 
pany s official, although governor-general of of directors and proprietors. Various meet- 
Bengal. Lord Macartney was a polite man, ings were held, and debates o f the fiercest 
capable of governing his temper, and pos- nature took place in them. On the 19th 
sessing much suavity of manner to inferiors of June, a special grand court was convened 
m station; but he had a high opinion of his by requisition in the usual manner, when the
order, his office, and the source whence he following resolutions were passed:__
derived it, and hence all harmony between “ Resolved, That it is the opinion of this 
the governments of Madras and Bengal were court, that the removing of Warren Hastings, 
from the day of his arrival in India until Esq., the governor-general of Bengal, or any 
Hastings left it impossible. A t home, his servants of the company, merely in compliance 
lordship’s measures and interests were backed with a vote of the house of commons,— without 
D̂ n v j.^ e government, being satisfied that the grounds of delinquency

tidings of the appointment of Sir Elijah against the said Warren Hastings, or such 
Impey, by Governor-general Hastings, to the other servants, are sufficient of themselves to 
buddur Dewanny Adawlut, reached England vindicate the directors in coming to such a re
in October, 1781. The directors doubted solution,— would weaken the confidence which 
t 6 legality of the proceeding, and parlia- the servants of the company ought to enter- 
ment took up the matter with considerable tain of the justice of their employers, and will 
heat A  committee of inquiry was nomi- tend to destroy that independency which the 
natecl and reported in strong terms upon proprietors of East India stock ought to enjov 
the illegality of the conduct of Hastings and in the management of their own affairs.” 
o Impey.  ̂ An address of the whole house “  Resolved, That it be recommended to the 
to his majesty demanded the recall of Sir court of directors not to carry into effect anv 
Elijah to answer to the house for his ac- resolution they may come to relative to the 
ceptance of the office. The directors passed removal of Warren Hastings, Esq., till such 
a resolution, on the 24tli of April, removing resolution shall have been approved by a

general court.”
A  report was made by the secret committee From the 20th of June to the 9th of Octo- 

appointed to inquire into the causes of the ber, the directors, in various meetings dis- 
war in the Carnatic. Mr. Dundas, the chair- cussed the condradictory conclusions to which 
man, submitted to the house an enormous the house of commons and the court of pro- 
senes of resolutions, which amounted to no prietary had arrived, and passed resolutions 
less than one hundred^ and eleven. The reso- at last in harmony with those of the commons, 
lutions were divided into three classes, each It being well understood that the directors 
class containing three distinct heads. The passed these resolutions under pressure from 
first regarded the general system of govern- the government, and seven of the directors 
ment; it censured the conduct of Mr. Hast- having recorded a protest against the recall 
mgs as governor-general, and that of Mr. of Hastings, the court of proprietary again 
Hornby, governor of Bombay, and declared meton the 21st of October, and again passed a 
it to be the duty of the directors to recall resolution by a majority of three hundred and
them. The second and third classes related fifty-three votes in a house of five hundred 
to the affairs of the Carnatic. On these a and three persons, forbidding the removal of 
bill of pains and penalties was brought in Hastings, vindicating him from the imputa- 
aganist Sir Thomas Rumbold, J. W hitehill, tions thrown on him by parliament and a 
and 1. herring, Esqrs., for breaches of public majority of the directors, and attributing to 
trust, and high crimes and misdemeanours. the directors themselves the misfortunes, wars,

On the 28th ot May, the house of commons and debts, which the resolution alleged Hast- 
came to the following r e s o l u t i o n i n g s  by extraordinary fidelity and ability had 

Resolved, that Warren Hastings, Esq., done much to retrieve. On the-22nd of Oc- 
governor-general, and William Hornby, Esq., tober the directors rescinded their resolution 
president of the council at Bombay, having in against Hastings.
sundry instances acted in a manner repugnant There were frequent changes of m inistry 
to the honour and policy of this nation, and but the tone of parliament and of government 
thereby brought great calamities on India, was adverse to the company. In April, 1783,



Mr. Dundas brought in a bill for the better pion. Clive, in similar circumstances, had 
government of India. It was rejected. The made a singularly happy selection. He put 
session terminated without any further attack himself into the hands ol A  edderburn, after- 
upon the company. During the recess the cele- wards Lord Loughborough, one of the fe w 
brated India bill of Fox and Burke was framed, great advocates who have been also great in 
Mr. Burke was then in the government. Mr. the house of commons. To the defence of 
Fox brought in his bill on the 18th of No- Clive, therefore, nothing was wanting, neither 
vember. The company petitioned against it, learning nor knowledge of the world— neither 
Burke delivered one of his most eloquent forensic acuteness nor the eloquence which 
and imposing orations in its behalf. His de- charms political assemblies. _ Hastings en- 
scriptions of the misdeeds of the company were trusted his interests to a very different person, 
exaggerated; and those of the civilization, a major in the Bengal army named Scott. 
and°excellent qualities of the people and go- This gentleman had been sent over from India 
vernments of India, were contrary to fact and some time before, as the agent of the go- 
philosophy. Against Hastings the speech was vernor-general. It was rumoured that his 
virulent. ' The bill passed the commons, and services were rewarded with oriental muni- 
went up to the lords : the company again peti- ficence ; and we believe that he received 
tioned. The lords threw out the bill. The much more than Hastings could conveniently 
king was known to be opposed to it, and spare. The major obtained a seat in parlia- 
a large popular party in the country was ment, and was there regarded as the organ of 
equally so. The commons passed most serious his employer. It was evidently impossible 
resolutions condemnatory by implication of that a gentleman so situated could speak with 
the course pursued by the crown and the the authority which belongs to an indepen- 
peers. The ministry was dismissed, and dent position. Nor had the agent of Hastings 
William Pitt appointed first lord of the tree- the talent necessary for obtaining the ear of an 
snry and chancellor of the exchequer. Mr. assembly, which, accustomed to listen to great 
Pitt brought in a bill “ for the better govern- orators, had naturally become fastidious. _ He 
ment and management of the affairs of the was always on his legs; he was very tedious, 
East India Company”  on the 10th of January, and he had only one topic, the merits and 
The commons rejected it. On the 25th of wrongs of Hastings. Everybody who knows 
March parliament was dissolved. The court the house ol commons will easily guess lat 
of proprietors of India stock manfully sup- followed. The major was considered as the 
ported Hastings, and resolved that he should greatest bore ol his time, lhere was hardly 
not be recalled. a day on which the newspapers did not con-

When Hastings reached England, as he- tain some puff upon Hastings, signed Asi- 
fore related, he proceeded at once to London, atiens or Bengalensis, but known to be written 
In June 1785, he received in person the by the indefatigable Scott; and hardly a month, 
thanks of the very same court, of directors in which some bulky pamphlet on the same 
which censured and sought to remove him, subject, and from the same pen, did not pass 
when they supposed the favour of the cabinet to the trunk-makers and the pastry-cooks, 
would be secured by doing so. Much of what his lordship lias said of

In January 1786, Major Scott announced Major Scott, m the above passage, is correct; 
in parliament that Mr. Hastings was anxious but, on various grounds, Scott was an agent 
to defend himself against the aspersions well adapted to the purposes for which Hast- 
thrown on him by Mr. Edmund Burke, and ings had chosen him. His knowledge ot ail 
challenged the great philosopher and orator the circumstances, personally and practically, 
to bring forward his impeachment. This was on the ground of which the governor-general 
imprudent, and rather prejudiced than served expected to be called to account was perfect, 
the case of Hastings in the house. A t length He was well acquainted with all the peison- 
that impeachment was made, so notable for ages who figured m these transactions. His 
the amazing eloquence displayed in it, espe- industry was unwavering, and his personal 
daily by Sheridan and Burke. It is gene- friendship and admiration for Hastings the 
rally considered that Hastings did not display warmest. Hastings did not select him as his 
his usual ability in managing his defence, and agent in view_ of a parliamentary irnpeach- 
this is attributed to the fact that he had not ment, but in view of attack in the courts of 
been accustomed to work with English agen- director and proprietors. Scott was a Jar 
cies and in English modes. Nearly his whole more suitable agen or 1 I P , 
life had been spent in India, and his mind bad Wedderburn would have been- He knew 
become adapted to Indian intrigues. Lord the ways of the directory,_ i c
Macaulay says, “  Of all bis errors, the most per of the proprietois 18 ^ .. ^
serious was, perhaps, the choice of a cham- given to work among them for Bastm0s, a



he did so successfully. His entering parlia- I judgment on the part of that great man to 
rnent was an after-thought, and he was there Hastings in the selection of his advocates, for 
very useful to his friend; he corrected innu- Wedderburn had been the early friend and 
merable misstatements, and was “  always on associate of Olive, and offered his services, 
his legs ” for that purpose during the debates, which were, of course, thankfully accepted. 
Many a rhetorical flourish, very captivating Had Hastings found a similar friend, he 
to the house of commons was made sheerly would have gladly made his eloquence, 
ridiculous by a dry, prosy, hut true statement tact, and legal knowledge available ; but 
from Scott. There was no putting him down, Hastings had spent many years in India, and 
he was proof against all ridicule, reiterating had formed few new friendships in England, 
his dry facts, financial, military, political, and None of his old schoolfellows and early corn- 
personal, until they ceased to be disputed, panions were in a condition to do by him as 
He was a bore in the sense Lord Macaulay Wedderburn did by Olive. Yet many men 
proclaims it, and he was so also to the enemies of note, and among them those who believed 
of Hastings, by his unsleeping vigilance, his that he had acted very wrong in several of 
physical endurance, and his ever-pestering, the proceedings for which he was called in 
worrying statements and counter-statements, question, were indignant at the malignant 
which were confounding to his antagonists, persecutions with which Burke and others 
not one man among whom knew anything pursued him, and made themselves his friends, 
of the subjects of debate, except Burke. Lords Mansfield, Lansdowne, and Thurlow 
Burke, Dundas (the Lord Advocate of Scot- (the Chancellor) were foremost among them, 
land), and Sir Philip Francis, were the only Pitt was another of the eminent men who 
men of great mark acquainted with Indian doubted the propriety of various parts of the 
affairs. Burke had read on the subject, with conduct of Hastings, but was scandalized at 
a view to an Indian appointment from the the virulence of the proceedings against him. 
ministry, which he knew he could never re- He had even privately confessed to Major 
ceive from the company; and he was em- Scott (for the untiring major had interviews 
bittered, therefore, against the latter and its with ail the ministers) that Hastings deserved 
agents. His mind was inflamed with envy high rewards from his country, which he, as 
against Hastings as much as was that of minister, was only prevented from recorn- 
Francis. Burke was, from these circum- mending his majesty to confer, by the fact that 
stances, an indefatigable student of Indian a vote of censure remained on the journals 
affairs. Sheridan spoke with glowing elo- of the commons. The leading opponents of 
quence on subjects of which he knew nothing, government were the leading opponents of 
Dundas learned much of Indian affairs when Hastings in the house; but the king, the 
he served as chairman of the committee which holders of Indian stock, and the country, were 
produced the hundred and eleven resolutions, intensely prejudiced against that party. The 
Francis, of course, knew Calcutta well, and whigs in and out of the house opposed him, 
the doings of members of the supreme council; and a small but powerful section of the tories, 
but of the languages, peoples, and mind of especially those who were disappointed of 
India he knew little, almost nothing. A  places by the government. One of the most 
plain, stern, dogged, persevering, matter of fertile sources of attack against Hastings out 
fact man, “  well up ” in Indian affairs, was of the house was the history of his marriage, 
very useful to Hastings in the house, and ab- and the name of Imhoff, and the guilt of his 
solutely indispensable among the constituency divorced w7ife, formed the material of the 
of the company. With these Scott had con- sarcastic squibs which w’ere flung about in 
stant intercourse : there was probably not a the clubs, coffee-houses, and journals. Lord 
director, not a single member of the pro- North and Fox were accused of adding light 
prietary, with whom Scott had not talked labours of this kind to their relentless oppo- 
over the whole question. All the holders sition in the house. Hastings did much to 
of India stock might have had Scott’s ar- provoke all this, by an ostentatious defiance 
guments by heart. Hastings foresaw this, of his enemies. This did not arise, as Lord 
and made his selection judiciously. It is Macaulay supposes, from indiscretion and an 
quite true, as Lord Macaulay affirms, that undervaluing of his enemies; it arose from 
Hastings w7as destitute of a parliamentary the fact that he was not conscious of guilt in 
advocate possessing the splendour of elo- the transactions w'here his lordship considers 
quence which Burke, Sheridan, or Wedder- his guilt manifest. In some matters where 
burn possessed; but that wTas not, as Lord his most ardent friends could not have de- 
Macaulay represents, his fault; nor did the fended him, he believed himself to have been 
circumstance of Wedderburn being Olive’s in the right, and remained in that belief to 
adviser and defender show any superiority of 1 the end of his days. His conscience was



neither tender nor enlightened: he was not, nerable point of the defence in the hope of 
in any sense of the word, a religious man; catching the support of Dundas or showing 
but, as a politician, he was convinced that his inconsistency was apparent to all the 
the course he had taken in India was that members not blinded hy envy of Hastings, 01 
which his duty to the company and to his pledged to the opposition Dundas, as mill- 
country demanded. The consciences of Burke, tary men would say turned the enemy s flank. 
Francis Sheridan, North, or Fox seem to He declared that although Hastings did wrong- 
have been neither more tender nor more en- in supporting the aggressive designs of the 
lightened than that of Hastings. There is Nabob of Oude yet he had atoned foi that 
no doubt that the defiant attitude which he fault, and won beside the lasting giatitude of 
took also arose from his determined character, his country by subsequent services I c e  
He was not a man to quail before any foe. tactics of Burke were indiscreet, and the spirit 
He who could coolly write despatches in re- of his speech not less so. The feeling of the 
ference to negotiations with the Mahrattas, house was strong against him. Many of his 
when barred up in a house at Benares, with expected supporters finding that his first 
a few soldiers to defend him against half a movement displayed bad generalship, forsook 
million of fanatics, was not to be put down him. Only sixty-seven voted jor tlie motion, 
by the force of faction or the eloquence in a house of one hundred and eighty-six mem- 
of political adventurers, however vast and bers. A  considerable number of the suppose 
dazzling the powers they might bring against supporters of the prosecution slunk away, 
him in the contest. It is remarkable that Pitt spoke not, but voted for Hastings. The 
Hastings appeared to feel as little and fear as house of commons, on report o f  a secret corn- 
little the great weight of character and public nuttee, had censured the Rohilla w ar; a majo- 
Bta ?on wSch some of his opponents brought rity of the directors had censured i t ; but since 
against him as he did the genius and personal then the whole of the facts had become known, 
E u y  K h e ™ .  The courage and per- they had been dismissed with great ability in 
sistence of Hastings were sustained by the the court of proprietary by men the first and 

l oP f,vnnr nf the court The ablest in connection with Indian affairs, then
, L d  ' O l i v i S d S m S  speeches had teen published, the error and 

p o ?e ™ n  from the royal favour, Hastings the extenuation l „ d  been canvassed, and the 
even more The ladies of the court scandal- commons m its final verdict refused to be car- 
ized many’ by their attentions to Mrs. Hast- ried away by the clap-trap of ready speakers,

ings, and it c ia fw U h  l e i d s d i n ^ ’ Hastings
i t ^ t  r e m i n d  am*o‘,g  the per- himself, were all the - ^ d o i . g  attributed

of the house. Hastings defended himself in D*> “ “ “ h, h ,  Jllne the 00„ „ try, if not the

a house much fonder of exciting logomachies on ^  ocJcagion. Francis was learned,

^ t ^ ^ T j u n e ,  Burke brought
^ S h ^ d o ^ ^ ^ s e d m  

in Rohilcund, in the service of the vizier, for one of the most. statesman ilie m ^  ^
a stipulated price. Burke affected to believe ^ ^ r a n s aeti0n r  which it was sought to 
that he would have the support of Dundas, , % • After an eloquent "justification
who formerly, as chairman of a committee ° °nHagt]. ^  ll0Use was astonished by the 
of inquiry, condemned the Rohilla invasion. 0 ‘ & > that he should vote for
Burke must have known that the versatile i  upon
Dundas wo,Id not he honnd hy such .  e „ -  Hastings



not an honest one. Like Fox himself, he had of the peers, where Burke was directed by- 
aims of his own in view, and he would uphold the commons to produce an impeachment 
or sacrifice Hastings as best promoted those founded upon their resolutions. The period 
aims. He deemed it politic to conciliate the for prorogation was too close to allow of pro
opposition, and appear impartial. From the ceeding with the case, and Hastings was 
first, he was unwilling to be thought the par- discharged on bail. A t the opening of the 
tizan of Hastings, while he denounced the following session, the commons proceeded to 
prosecution in the private circle of his friends form a committee to manage the impeachment, 
with unsparing severity. What made the The leading members of the opposition were 
conduct of Pitt in the house most extraordinary called on to serve, and no name was objected 
was, that the usual ministerial circular had to until that of Francis was read, when a 
gone out to his party the day before, request- large number of members objected to the in- 
ing their presence in the house to vote against justice and indecency of the most malignant 
the motion of Fox. The change of opinion personal enemy Hastings had being placed in 
was attributed to Mr. Dundas, w’ho, on this that position. It is much to the discredit of 
subject, influenced the mind of the premier, the leading men of the opposition, that they 
The persuasives by which Dundas succeeded fiercely contended for the appointment of 
were appeals to the love of power, and the Francis. Dundas and Wilberforce, believing 
ambition characteristic of Pitt. Hastings was that Pitt would sustain the motion for the 
more a favourite at court than himself, and appointment of Francis, upheld it. Wilber - 
Pitt was led by the insinuations of Dundas to force was especially ingenious in his argu- 
believe that he would soon become his rival, mentative support. Pitt suddenly rose and 
as either a peerage or dishonour must result opposed the appointment of Francis. “  The 
from the impeachment. The effect of Pitt’s lieaven-born minister” had everything his 
tergiversation upon the success of the motion own w ay; his servile followers voted that 
was decisive. It was carried by one hundred Francis was not a fit person to be nominated 
and seventy-five against sixty-eight, many in on the committee.
the majority declaring that they voted against On the 13th of February, 1788, the sittings 
their conscience to support the policy of the commenced, on the result of which the fate of 
minister. Hastings depended. The scene haB been

In 1787, the prosecution was renewed, portrayed by the brilliant pen of Macaulay. 
The first charge opened was in connection In one of the happiest, richest, and most fervid 
with the conduct of Hastings to the begums outflowings of his eloquence, he has impressed 
of Oude, a portion of his public life more open the solemnity, importance, and the whole 
to censure than any other. Sheridan intro- aspect of the court upon the mind of this ge- 
dueed the charge in the most brilliant ora- neration of readers. The trial, amongst other 
tion ever made by him, and which produced things, was remarkable for the great number 
an effect in the house greater than probably and singular variety of notable persons who 
any other speech ever delivered. After were spectators:— “ The long galleries were 
Sheridan's speech, the debate was adjourned, crowded by an audience such as has rarely 
When the house resumed, it was evident that excited the fears or the emulation of an orator, 
the eloquence of Sheridan had decided the There were gathered together, from all parts 
motion. The house was now as much carried of a great, free, enlightened, and prosperous 
away by eloquence, irrespective of the merits empire, grace and female loveliness, wit and 
of the question, as upon the first resolution learning, the representatives of every science 
they were coldly insensible to the finest pas- and of every art. There were seated round 
sages of the orator, and looked only to the the queen the fair-haired young daughters of 
facts of the case. The influence of Pitt, the house of Brunswick. There the ambassa- 
however, had as much to do in forming the dors of great kings and commonwealths gazed 
majorities on all the motions, as either elo- with admiration on a spectacle which no other 
quence or justice. Pitt supported Sheridan, country in the world could present. There 
as he had supported Fox. One hundred and Siddons, in the prime of her majestic beauty, 
seventy-five against sixty-eight carried the looked with emotion on a scene surpassing all 
motion. the imitations of the stage. There the histo-

The party carrying on the impeachment rian of the Roman empire thought of the days 
were now sure of victory, and hurried nume- when Cicero pleaded the cause of Sicily against 
rous resolutions through the house. The Verres, and when, before a senate which still 
friends of Hastings began to forsake him, retained some show of freedom, Tacitus thun- 
as those of Clive had deserted him in the dered against the oppressor of Africa. There 
hour- of misfortune. The sergeant-at-arms were seen, side by side, the greatest painter 
arrested him, and brought him to the bar j and the greatest scholar of the age. The



spectacle had allured Reynolds from that easel Bench; the more humane and eloquent Dallas, 
which has preserved tous the thoughtful afterwards chief-justice o f the Common Pleas; 
foreheads of so many writers and statesmen, and Plomer, who, nearly twenty years later' 
and the sweet smiles of so many noble ma. successfully conducted in the same high court 
trons. It had induced Parr to suspend his the defence of Lord Melville, and subse- 
labours in that dark and profound mine from quently became vice-chancellor and master of 
which he had extracted a vast treasure of the rolls. But neither the culprit nor his ad- 
erudition— a treasure too often buried in the vocates attracted so much notice as the accu- 
earth, too often paraded with injudicious and sers. In the midst of the blaze of red 
inelegant ostentation, but still precious, mas- drapery, a space had been fitted up with 
sive, and splendid. There appeared the green benches and tables for the commons, 
voluptuous charms of her to whom the heir The managers, with Burke at their head, 
of the throne had in secret plighted his faith, appeared in full dress. The collectors of 
There, too, was she, the beautiful mother of a gossip did'not fail to remark that even Pox, 
beautiful race, the foaint Cecilia, whose deli- generally so regardless of his appearance, had 
cate features, lighted up by love and music, paid to the illustrious tribunal the compliment 
art has rescued from the common decay, of wearing a bag and sword. Pitt had refused 
There were the members of that brilliant so- to be one of the conductors of the impeach- 
eiety, which quoted, criticised, and exchanged ment; and his commanding, copious, and sono- 
repartees under the rich peacock hangings of rous eloquence, was wanting to that great mus- 
Mrs. Montague. And there the ladies whose ter of various talents. Age and blindness had 
lips, more persuasive than those of Pox him- unfitted Lord North for the duties of a public 
self, had carried the W estminster election prosecution, and his friends were left without 
against palace and treasury, shone round the help of his excellent sense, his tact, and 
Georgiana, Duchess of Devonshire.”  his urbanity. But in spite of the absence of

Such were the spectators of the scene, and these two distinguished members of the lower 
the audience before which the eloquence of house, the box in which the managers stood 

* England’s best orators was about to be dis- contained an array of speakers such as, per- 
played. The descriptions given by Lord haps, had not appeared together since the great 
Macaulay of the appearance of Hastings on age of Athenian eloquence. There were 
this occasion and his approach to the bar, of Fox and Sheridan, the English Demosthenes, 
his counsel and his accusers, are amongst the and the English Hyperides. There was 
most graphic and life-like which his pen has Burke, ignorant indeed, or negligent of the 
depicted :— ‘‘ The serjeants made proclama- art of adapting his reasonings and his style to 
tion. Hastings advanced to the bar, and bent the capacity and taste of his hearers, but in 
his knee. The culprit was indeed not nn- amplitude of comprehension and richness of 
worthy of that great presence. He had ruled imagination superior to every orator, ancient 
an .extensive and populous country, had made or modern. There, with eyes reverentially 
laws and treaties, had sent forth armies, had fixed on Burke, appeared the finest gentleman 
set up and pulled down princes. And in his of the age ; his form developed by every 
high place he had so borne himself that all manly exercise ; his face beaming with in- 
had feared him, that most had loved him, and telligence and spirit,— the ingenious, the chi- 
that hatred itself could deny him no title to valrous, the high-souled Windham. Nor, 
glory, except virtue. He looked like a great though surrounded by such men, did the 
man, and not like a bad man. A  person youngest manager pass unnoticed. At an 
small and emaciated, yet deriving dignity age when most of'those who distinguish them - 
from a carriage which, while it indicated selves in life are still contending for prizes 
deference to the court, indicated also habitual and fellowships at college, he had won for 
self-possession and self-respect; a high and himself a conspicuous place in parliament, 
intellectual forehead, a brow pensive, but not No advantage of fortune or connection was 
gloomy; a month of inflexible decision ; a wanting that could set off to the height his 
face pale and worn, but serene, on which was splendid talents and his unblemished honour, 
ivritten as legibly as under the picture in the At twenty-three he had been thought worthy 
council-chamber at Calcutta, Mens cequa in to be ranked with the veteran statesmen Avho 
arduis: such was the .aspect with which the appeared as the delegates of the British corn- 
great proconsul presented himself to his mons, at the bar of the British nobility.” This 
judges. His counsel accompanied him, men was the future Earl Grey, the premier under 
all of whom were afterwards raised by their whose government the reform bill was carried, 
talents and learning to the highest posts in The reading of the charges and answers of 
their profession: the bold and strong-minded Hastings occupied several days. Burke then 
Law, afterwards chief-justice of the King’s opened the impeachment in a speech which



contemporaries describe as producing by tlie In 1795 Hastings appeared before the bar 
solemnity and manner of the orator, as much of the lords to hear judgment. The curiosity 
effect as by its powers of reasoning and mar- of the public now returned with full force, 
vellous eloquence. Even Thurlow, the deter- His opponent Loughborough was chancellor : 
mined abettor of Hastings, uttered exclama- his friend Thurlow was in opposition; the 
tions of admiration, and, at the close of the committee for managing the impeachment was 
peroration, Hastings himself appeared affected, broken up into various parties, its members at 
notwithstanding the dauntless and proud front enmity with one another; and out of the body 
he bore. Fox, Grey (afterwards Earl Grey), of peers who took so deep an interest in 
Lord Loughborough (formerly the advocate the trial at its commencement, sixty had 
of Clive), and Sheridan, all betrayed an ani- gone before the great tribunal, to render 
mus the most hostile to the prisoner at the their own last account. Twenty-nine peers 
bar ; but the lord-chancellor, a host in him- voted. Six voted against Hastings on the 
self (considering his abilities, boldness, and the charges in connection with Cheyte Sing and 
advantages of his situation), indicated from the the begums, a still smaller number voted 
first a resolution to save him. The trial was against him on the other important articles 
so protracted that public curiosity flagged, of impeachment, and on none of the relatively 
and the persecutors became less confident, minor charges was there a single voice against 
Their great cards had been played, and the him. He was informed from the woolsack 
game was not won. The defence of Hastings that he was acquitted. He bowed with the 
was expected to be brilliant, and to come with same air of respectful dignity, firmness, and - 
telling power when the impressions produced self-consciousness, as wThen he approached 
by the orations of his accusers were worn that bar nearly eight years before, 
away. Such was the state of matters at the The decision met with almost universal ap- 
end of June, and when both houses were proval. It was felt by the public that he had 
weary of the session. Only thirty-five days been put to an enormous cost— a fortune had 
were given to the trial; it was obliged to been expendedin his defence; that his anxieties 
stand over for another year. for so many years were terribly penal; that he

In 1789 other business drew away the had been pursued with bitter personal ani- 
attention of the house and the public from the mosity and jealous political envy; that his 
trial; the illness of the king excited the popu- errors had been sought out with a vindictive - 
lar sympathy greatly, and still further contri- ness sxrch as had never before been directed 
buted to cast the interest taken in the trial against a public man, and that his great ser- 
into the shade. The friends of Hastings vices had been unrequited by the country for 
grew bolder. Advantage was taken of in- whose greatness and glory he had done so 
decorous expi'essions used by Burke, to move much. All men had come to the conclusion 
a vote of censure upon him in the commons, that, but for Warren Hastings, the Asiatic 
and it was carried. This deeply humiliated empire of England had vanished from beneath 
the great man, and deprived him of much her sceptre. a
moral power in his further prosecution of the Hastings returned from the bar of the lords 
impeachment. to his seat— the old family seat at Daylesford—

In 1790 parliament was dissolved, and the a victor, but terribly impoverished by his con- 
temper of the new house towards Hastings test. He had purchased the old manor house 
was tested by his friends, nearly as soon as and estate, which had three quarters o f a cen- 
it had assembled. It was maintained that tury before passed out of the family. The 
the dissolution put an end to the prosecution, dream of his life’s young morning was 
Pitt and the opposition united in affirming realized— he tvas ‘ ' Hastings of Daylesford.” 
the contrary. Several of the articles of' But, alas! he took up his abode there when 
impeachment were, however, withdrawn, in fortune had done much against him, as well as 
order to facilitate the more rapid issue of for him ; and the remainder of his years were 
the case. destined to be spent in comparative obscurity.

In 1791 the prosecution on the part of the The malignity of his enemies pursued him 
committee became less bitter, with the excep- still. Francis, Burke, and Dundas were as 
tion of Edmund Burke, who clung to it with bitter as ever.; they lost no opportunity, pub- 
all the tenacity of hatred which animated lie or private, not merely to damage his repu- 
Francis, who, although not on the committee, tation, but to hurt his interests. But for the 
was perpetually in communication with its generosity of the East India Company he 
members, and was, out of the house, the life must have sunk into poverty, 
of the prosecution, which still chased the Like many great men who have a genius 
already severely punished and much suffering for public business and for government, he 
Hastings. was a bad manager of his private affairs; and



he who, as governor-general of India, saved express my full feelings; !  believe them all 
an empire from financial anarchy, was more to be kindly, generously disposed towards me; 
than once on the verge ol pecuniary ruin, as and to the larger and constituent body I can 
“ Hastings of Daylesford.” only express a hope, that if there are any of a

Ritt continued to regard him with envy, different sentiment, the number is but few7, 
because he enjoyed the king’s favour; and for they have supported me, when I thought 
because, on Eastern affairs, if not in other de- myself abandoned by all other powers, from 
partments of statesmanship, he would have whom I ever thought myself entitled to any 
been a superior authority if permitted to benefit. My latest prayers shall be offered 
emerge into public life. When Pitt retired for their service, for that of my beloved coun- 
from °power, Hastings wras nearly seventy try, and for that also whose interest both had 
vears old. * so long committed to my partial guardianship,

In 1813 he was examined as a witness be- and for which I feel a sentiment in my de- 
fore the commons on the subject of India; on parting hours, not alien from that which is 
which occasion the wdiole house rose in re- due from every subject to its own. 
spectful homage as lie left its bar. Many Thus tranquilly this serene and lieioic man 
marks of public respect w7ero paid to him passed aw7ay, after a career so eventful and 
after that time by the Prince Regent, the turbulent, in which, amidst all its tremendous 
leading men of the dav, and the people gene- storms, he was ever calm, resolute, and gieat. 
rally. °  He was also made a privy councillor. As it will not be necessary again to refer 
His private life belongs rather to the biogra- to_this_ eminent personage in the progress of 
pher, but the closing scene was appropriate this history, except en passant, it may be 
to the courage and equanimity of his career, here noticed that, after liis death, the most 
On the 22nd of August, 1818, according to marked tokens of respect for his memory were 
Macaulay— on the 3rd of that month, accord- shown by the East India Company, which, 
ing to M. Auber and others— he closed his he had so long and so faithfully served, and 
life having attained his eightieth year. On which, during his long retirement fiom pub- 
that day lie wrote to Colonel Toone in the lie life, had soothed his sorrows and generously 
following remarkable terms “  I  impose up- provided for his wants. A  court was called, 
on myself the last office of communication be- w'ken the chairman, Campbell Majonbanks, 
tween you and me, to inform you that a few Esq., passed a w7arm eulogy upon his memory, 
hours remain, which are to separate us from The deputy-chairman, Mr. Robinson, after- 
each other for ever. The infliction that must wards Sir George Robinson, who had served 
end me is a total privation of the function ol in India as a civil officer of the company dm - 
deglutition, which is equivalent to the extremi- ing a portion of the time when Hastings was 
ties of hunger, by the inability to take nourish- governor, followed the chairman in terms of 
ment. I  have called you by the only appel- high commendation of the personal and ofil
iation that language can express me, ‘ Yar cial conduct of Hastings. The following re- 
Woofadar! my profitable friend; for such, solution was passed :
with every other quality of friendship, I  have “ Resolved, That as the last testimony of 
ever experienced yours in all our mutual in- approbation of the long, zealous, and success- 
tercourse, and my heart has returned it (un- ful services of the late Right Honourable \\ ar- 
profitably I  own), but with equal sentiments ren Hastings, in maintaining without dmimu- 
of the purest affection. My own conscience tion the British possessions in India against 
assuredly attests that I  myself have not been the combined efforts of European, Moham- 
wantiii0’ in my duty to my respectable em- medan, and Mahratta enemies, the statue of 
plovers? I quit the world, and their service, that distinguished servant of the East India 
to which I shall conceive myself, to the latest Company be placed among the statesmen and 
moment that I draw my breath, still devotedly heroes who have contributed in their several 
attached, and in the firm belief that in the stations to the recovery, preservation and in
efficient body of directors I have not one in- curdy of the British power and authority in 
dividual ill-affected towards me. I  do not India.”

3 H



C H A P TE R  XCI.

HOME AFFAIRS ( Continued).

D uring the progress of the events connected or fancied he saw, symptoms of revived 
with Hastings, which necessarily occupied so hope amongst some o f the native princes that 
large a space in the last chapter, the general a coalition with some European power might 
affairs of the company occupied the attention be formed. He communicated these fears 
of parliament and the country. In 1784, to the directors, and exercised increased 
Pitt’s bill was introduced. The new parlia- vigilance upon the movements of the native 
ment met on the 19th of May, and the premier chiefs, especially upon those of Tippoo Sultan, 
took an early opportunity of bringing for- At this juncture, differences sprung up be- 
ward his measure for the future government tween the government at home and the court 
of India. In the sketch given of the history of directors, which led to intemperate dis- 
of the company’s charters and constitutions, cussions in the house of commons and among 
Pitt’s bill was noticed sufficiently. The bill, the proprietors of Indian stock, 
after protracted discussions in parliament, In 1781 it had been decided by parliament 
and between the government and the com- that for every thousand men sent out for the 
pany, was carried; but it was necessary in defence of India by the government, the corn- 
1786 to introduce another bill to amend it. pany should pay two lacs of rupees. Four 

During that year Lord Macartney returned regiments had been ordered to be raised for 
from India, and immediately received a service in India in the latter part of 1787, 
challenge from General Stuart, whose strange and discussions arose as to the rank of the 
conduct in command of the Madras army officers relative to those in the company’s 
during the war with Tippoo has been already service. Petitions from the latter, as to the 
noticed. His lordship was wounded. The way in which they had been superseded and 
circumstance led to the formation by the otherwise treated by the royal officers, caused 
company of regulations against duelling of a discussions of an unpleasant nature in the 
most stringent character. court of directors, and a long, angry, and un-

Af'ter the brief service of Mr. Macpherson satisfactory correspondence between the go - 
in the chair of the supreme council of Bengal, vernment and the court resulted. In order 
and the refusal of Lord Macartney to occupy to get rid of this difficulty, the directors de- 
it, the directors took measures to find an ap- dined accepting the services of the four regi- 
propriate successor to Hastings. This task merits. The crown insisted on sending them 
was a difficult one, and their choice eventually out. The company refused, in that case, to 
fell upon Lord Cornwallis. He was appointed pay for them. Thus matters stood when, on 
governor-general and commander-in-chief, the 25th of February, 1788, Mr. Pitt brought 
and was the first upon whom the duty de- in a bill to enable the crown to send out 
volved of carrying out the act of 1784. troops without the consent of the company, 
General Sloper, who had previously assumed and to hold the company liable for their pay- 
the command in chief of the army, was re- ment. The bill was opposed, and it ulti- 
called upon a pension. mately passed both houses, containing clauses

In 1787 the company made their first ar- which limited the number of king’s troops 
rangements for an overland mail. In the which might be sent to India, and maintained 
same year, means were arranged for securing out of the revenue of that country, 
an annual budget of Indian finance to lay In August, 1789, the directors appointed 
before parliament. General Meadows to the government of M a

in  1788, when the first struggles for liberty dras, and Colonel Robert Abercromby com- 
were indicated in France, fears were enter- mander-in-chief of Bombay, 
tained in England that a war between the A t the close of that year, the directors 
two countries would arise, from the principles made arrangements to reduce their military 
put forth in popular assemblies in that country, establishments, no danger such as had been 
The government of France was suspected of apprehended having arisen from the political 
being anxious to divert the minds of the state of France. Lord Cornwallis was urged 
people from home topics to foreign conquests ; to consult economy in the reduction of the 
and, as oriental dominion had always been a number of troops, native and European. At 
tempting object to the lovers of glory in that very juncture, a new a-nd terrible war in 
France, reasonable fears were entertained in | India was imminent. It is remarkable how 
England that projects of fresh Indian wars I frequently, when the company were preparing 
would be matured. Lord Cornwallis saw, i for retrenchment in military expenses, the



political horizon became suddenly darkened reaffirming the policy of that clause, in, if 
and the thunder-cloud of war let loose its possible, stronger terms._ Amongst the most 
fires. Tippoo Sultan was once more pre- ardent supporters of this motion was Lord 
paring to brave the power of England. Rawdon, who afterwards himself, placed

The revenue settlements of Bengal occu- in India in circumstances very similar to 
pied the attention of the directors as well as those of Lord Cornwallis, acted similarly to 
of the governor-general during 1789-90. What that nobleman, and had his conduct brought 
has been called the permanent settlement in question in a like way. It may indeed be 
of Lord Cornwallis received the approbation affirmed that most of the eminent men in the 
of the directors. The merits of Mr. Shore British parliament who were forward to con- 
(the friend of Hastings) as a financier were demn the servants of the crown and company 
brought out more fully than previously by in India, would, in the same circumstances, 
the arrangements in connection with the per- from motives of patriotism and justice, have 
manent settlement. Mr. Pitt was greatly felt themselves constrained to have acted an 
struck with the ability displayed, and his im- identical part.
pressions of Mr. Shore’s great talents led to On the 21st of September, 1792, the court 
that gentleman’s selection as governor-general of directors supposing that Lord Cornwallis 
of Bengal, on the retirement of Lord Corn- would return to England sooner than he did, 
wallis. The permanent settlement was car- nominated Mr. Shore as his successor. The 
ried into effect- by orders from the court of revolutionary proceedings in France alarmed 
directors, in March, 1793, fulfilling one of the the conservative susceptibilities of the Eng- 
clauses o’f the bill of 1784, “  That, to prevent lish, and war was declared. Instructions to 
future oppression, government were to be re- this effect were sent out to Lord Cornwallis, 
quested to fix an unalterable tribute rent.” and were acted upon by his lordship with his 
As the correspondence between Lord Corn- usual wisdom and valour’, 
wallis and the directors was frequent and On the 23rd of January, 1793, the East 
their views concurrent, the measures taken India Company resolved, nemine contradicente, 
by his government in civil affairs, although that the statue of Lord Cornwallis should be 
not originating at home, may in this chapter placed in the court-room of the India-house, 
be properly referred to. in order i that his great services might be

In 1793 district courts were established, ever had in remembrance.” In June follow- 
for the satisfaction of litigants and the ends of ing, another resolution was passed, also with- 
justice. The same year his lordship invested out a dissentient voice, granting his lordship 
the collection of revenue and the administra- an annuity of £5,000 as a reward for his 
tion of justice in separate officers. In 1797 services.
the British parliament substantially incor- The year 1793 was one of importance to 
porated the regulations of Lord Cornwallis, the East India Company, as the period ap- 
in these and other respects, in an act for proached when a new agreement must be 
the internal government of Bengal. These made with the public. It soon became ob- 
“  regulations ” for the administration of law vious that the just interests ot the company, 
and revenue were mostly suggested by Hast- and those of India, were to be made sub- 
ings, in previous provisions of a less perfect servient to political and interested parties 
order, according as circumstances arose in at home, if their measures could be car- 
his day allowing of such. ried through parliament. The manufacturers

Matters in India now assumed the aspect of of Manchester were not free-traders in 1793, 
impending war, and Lord .Cornwallis pre- and they raised a fierce clamour against 
pared himself for the issue. In other chapters, the importation of piece-goods from India, 
the events of that war will be related; in this and the exportation of any machinery to 
place, it will be only necessary to say that India, by which cotton cloth might be more 
English interests were exposed to fresh cheaply produced. These _ demands were 
dangers, and English arms obtained fresh effectually resisted. The China trade of the 
triumphs. The conduct of Lord Cornwallis company, was, however, brougnt under modi- 
was approved both by the company and the fications less in the interest ot the company, 
parliament. Thanks" and honours were la- and more in favour of the public, lh e  eom- 
vished upon him, and if he received much pany’s charter was renewed for twenty years 
praise he deserved much. The war which in spite of all opposition, persona , po i ica , 
his lordship had conducted to such a sue- and commercial.
cessful issue did not receive such cordial Edmund Burke opposed re appoin men 
support in parliament. The pacific decla- of Mr. Shore, now made Sir Jonn Shore, on 
rations of the act of 1784 were called for in the ground of Ins friendship foi Hastm s. 
both houses, and read. A  motion was made It was supposed that the new governor-



general would exercise an influence in India, I was conferred. In March, 1798, he returned 
with the company, and with the government, to England. Previous to the return of his 
adverse to the party of which Burke was the lordship, the Marquis Cornwallis was again 
head  ̂ in the matter of the impeachment of nominated for the governor-generalship in 
Hastings. “ The chair” replied to Burke in India. Lord Hotham was not expected to re
terms of becoming dignity, maintaining their main in India, so that his provisional appoint- 
prerogative, asserting the obligation which ment would be of no avail. There were many 
rested on them to select such high officials questions open which it was supposed the 
on the ground of personal fitness, and repu- Marquis Cornwallis was especially qualified 
diating on their part all party motives. Sir happily to close. The military arrangements 
John Shore was in England when this dis- which at so much cost the company had formed 
cussion arose. He entered upon the duties were not well received at Bengal. Differences 
ol government on the 2bth of October, 1793, which arose when Hastings was in the chair 
Major-general Sir Robert Abercromby as- of supreme government, and Lord Macartney 
sumed the office of commander-in-chief, under in that of Madras, between the councils of 
the court s appointment of September, 1792. Calcutta and Fort St. George, still continued •

Lord Hobart, who -was a nominee of Mr. the difficulties connected with the debts of the 
Dundas, w7as appointed to the government of Nabob of Arcot appeared to be interminable. 
Madras on the 23rd of October, 1793. He Bengal required a supervision such as it had 
was also nominated governor-generaHn ease recently obtained from Sir John Shore and 
of the removal, from any cause, of Sir John formerly from Lord Cornwallis. Such were 
Slime. Sir Charles Oakley, who w7as super- the leading reasons assigned by the directors 
seded by Lord Hobart, was, as a mark of for wishing to send to India again the states- 

emP0Wered to retain the reins of man and general with whose former adminis- 
othce tor one month after his lordship’s arri- tration they had been so w-eli satisfied 
val at Fort St, Georgm The Marquis Cornwallis did not proceed

Ihe company, having had its attention to Bengal as intended. The public interests 
c uected to Birmah, advised a mission from in the British Isles required that some states- 
.1 engal to the King of Ava. Captain Symes man of great abilities and amiable disposition 
effected the purposes of the mission entrusted to should be placed at the head of the Irish 
Inin, which gave great satisfaction to the gover- government. Thither he went. A  terrible 
nor-general in India, and the directors at home, insurrection raged in that unhappy country 
mpnt' f was appointed to the govern- in 1798, followed by another, confined to

In if7q r^ bay ^  the caPltal> in 1803, which -was led by the
ltJb_important military arrangements amiable, gifted, brave, and patriotic Thomas 

took place in London, under the supervision Addis Emmet. The followers of Emmet 
of the directors, by which batta and other did not partake of his noble spirit and honour-' 
i^JiV  v°^anrCei " T  6X6(17 a r e c it in g  depot able principles. They attacked Lord Corn- 
vl t;,blSlef ’ r l0Ugh rer latr s made- .and wallis> unattended and unarmed, dragged 
tl T  allowances ,or officers ordained, him from his carriage, and nearly murdered 
the entire expense of which amounted to the him. When Emmet learned the event he no 
laige annual charge of £o08,000. A  singular longer hoped for his country. He believed 
sentence was written at this time m the com- that he had commanded men ambitious of
iS n ^ a l° m™‘ TlCaf 0nS Wlth-the S°ven” fc being soldiers, but whose ambition was satis- 
m Bengal.—  That in reasoning upon political fied with the rank of assassins. It is but just 
events in India all conclusions, from obvious to them, however, to state, that when they 
aiises, must be liable to great uncertainty.” learned who their victim was, they cursed their 

leutenant-general bir Alured Clarke was own weapons, and bitterly repented of the 
appointed second in council, and commander- deed. The earl survived the attempt upon 
in-chief at Madras. _ He was sent out in view his life, and was destined at a future period 
o a renew7ed war with Tippoo. again to govern India,

On the 24th of October, 1797, Sir John When the company found it impossible to 
bhoie was raised to the Irish peerage, in re- obtain the services of Lord Cornwallis their 
ward of Ins able services in India. The title attention was fixed upon the Earl of M om - 
bestowed upon Sir John was an odd one in ington. This nobleman had formed a taste for 
connection with an Irish peerage, as it was the study of Indian history and Indian affairs, 
connected with an English seaport, his style When at Eton his education was conducted 
and title was Baron leignmouth. His lord- under the superintendence of Archbishop 
ship s new honour was hardly needed to bub- Cornwallis, who then resided at the palace of 
tain his influence in India, where he only for Lambeth, where, from 1771 to 1779 he was 
a short time continued after his new7 rank accustomed to pass the holidays. ’At the



palace he frequently met the Earl of Corn- arrived off the island. In the night the ships 
wallis, and the members of his family, as of the fleet were obliged to slip their cables 
they passed much of their time with the pre- and put to sea, to avoid the effects of a sudden 
late their kinsman. and tremendous storm. Lord Wellesley ar-

Wlien in 1786 Earl Cornwallis assumed rived at the Cape of Good Hope in February, 
the governorship of Bengal, young Wellesley 1798, where he met with Major Kirkpatrick, 
was led to conceive the idea that much inte- the late resident at the court of Hyderabad 
rest was connected with the study of Indian which post that officer had been constrained 
literature and story. He had no purpose or to quit, and to repair to the Cape for the be- 
notion of ever taking part in the affairs of nefit of his health. Lord Wellesley was, in 
that country, at all events, within the penin- some measure, aware that the increase of the 
„.,i„ m Pif Tn 1786 Lord Wellesley (as he French influence had occasioned considerable 
then was)' received the appointment of lord apprehension in the mind of Lord Teign- 
of the treasury. He then obtained a high month before he left India. His lordship 
reputation for scholarship, eloquence, and therefore, embraced the opportunity which 
wisdom In 1795 he was made one of the the meeting with Major Kirkpatrick pre
commissioners for the affairs of India. Up to sented, to frame and submit a series of qnes- 
1797 he held both offices, and a seat in the tions to that officer, whose replies enabled his 
privy council. The court of directors nomi- lordship to form a more correct estimate of 
L ted  him governor-general of India, and he the importance to be attached to the subject, 
accepted the charge The common impres- The result of his deliberations was communi
o n  was that his lordship was unfit for the cated in a letter to Mr. Dundee, accompanied 
post, as ignorant altogether of Indian affairs, by his lordships opinion on the value of the 
His able management in India afterwards, led Cape, and more especially that of the island 
to the impression that he must have been a of Ceylon, to the interests o|Uieat Bntain.
man of surpassing genius to form, so soon after Ceylon had been placed under the Madias
his arrival, such ju st conceptions of the great governm ent since its capture in 1796. A c -  
task he had undertaken. T hese im pressions counts having reached F ort G eorge, m  Jan - 
were erroneous, except so far as that the nary, 1798, that the chief o f  the insurgent 
genius of this remarkable man was such that was in communication w ith  the court at 
had he gone to India  ignorant o f its affairs, K an dy, and that apprehensions w ere enter- 
he would have probably  grasped the great tam ed that the rebellious chiefs and the king
subiect andniaBtered it tfnde? every #sod - might unite with the French and Dutch 
suDject, ana against the British interests, Lord Hobart
V Every circumstance relating to the con- proceeded to Colurnbo »  company wiicj. Ad- 
nection of such a man with India is inte- moral Rainier, on the 7th of July, fui the 
resting M Auber gives the following ac- purpose of securing those interests. Having
conn/of Urn outward® voyage, its varied and effected theobject, o f ^
important incidents, and the unexpected cir- Madras, and on the 18th announced ms in 
cumstances which furnished the earl with tention to relinquish the government and to 
importantb information :— “ Lord Wellesley proceed to Europe General Ham.i the com- 
In,! been renuested to make a short stay m mander-in-clnef at Fort bt. George sue 
Madras for the purpose of effecting a modifi- ceeded_provisionally to the government. In 

,. ‘ t jjjg highness the reparation for the disappointment and loss
Nabob of Arcot in 1792. But as great im- occasioned to Lord Hobart who it could not
S a u c e  tros attached to an exact observance be supposed would remain after two successors 
poitance « «  «  » c principle had been nominated to the office of governor-
i  J 2 ^ e £ w £ d SSL t ie  S t a h L  general since

tration of ^  ‘Z r Z . i Z Z  to b ( ‘ im oTr’e.olutiouwas passed by tl.o director.,
t f C Z  Z n o s e o f S o T g l e  nabob to on the 8th of Angu.t, granting him .pension used ioi tne pm pose 01 b annum to commence from the

was received with eveiy mark ot attentioi _ , ,L  • Jf  , • , i an(j  meritorious conduct
the Portuguese a u th o r it ie s On | e  Mlowm?  St. George. In

a :hgs sax-jSi “4*?
Z m Pp » L f  b y  o f  t :  successor. T h e gnestion regard in g  the g o -



vernment of Ceylon was yet undecided; but often close. France nowhere displayed against 
there were reasons to believe that it would England an energy so unflagging as in India, 
be assumed by the crown. The Honourable Hence, the first care of the directors ever was 
Frederick North, in anticipation of this deci- to provide security against French influence, 
sion, having arrived at Bombay, addressed a and by diplomacy to dissuade, or by battle to 
private letter to Lord Wellesley, as he con- deter, all native pirinces from confederacy with 
sidered his lordship might be called to account Fi’ance. These principles operated upon the 
‘ for the arrival in India of a person unhoused, court of directors in 1798-99 with more pow- 
unappointed, unannealed,’ who, with seven or erful influence than ever before : hence, every 
eight more of his majesty’s servants, in em- movement of the Earl of Mornington was 
bryo, like himself, had no security for their watched from London with eager anxiety, 
employment but the word of ministers.” * His lordship’s own mind was the reflex of the 
The island being declared a king’s possession, general mind erf the company and of the coun- 
Mr. North was confirmed in the government, try ; and therefore his policy was popular in 

Lord Y  ellesley landed at Madras in April, Britain, and met with the earnest and con- 
1798. On the 18th of May he reached Cal- fiding support of the directors. The noble 
cutta, and assumed his government. Scarcely earl’s government and policy sustained the 
had the governor-general arrived at his post, favour they at first received." Both houses of 
when thedirectorssentoutthemostrigorousin- parliament, the directors, and the proprietary 
structions for his conduct. Tippoo was still the of the company testified repeatedly and en- 
bugbear of “ their honours,” and they advised thusiastically their respect for his lordship, 
the noble governor not to wait for a deelara- and gratitude for bis services; and when at 
tion of war on the part of Tippoo, but if they length his labours terminated, he was rewarded 
found him engaged in any political coquetry with a pension of £5,000 a-year as a tribute 
with the French, w'ar was to be declared forth- to his renown, and an acknowledgment of the 
with. The directors were, no doubt, influenced great advantages he had conferred on the 
in giving these directions by the advice of company.
Lord Teignmouth. The company had arrived During the year 1800 the services of Colo- 
at the conviction, which was expressed at this nel 'Wellesley became highly appreciated by 
period by General Craig— “ A  defensive war the court of directors and the government, 
must evei be ruinous to us in India. by a variety of independent operations, which,

The year 1798 is rendered remarkable in although on a minor scale, were of great dif- 
Indian history by the fact, that in it the Hon. ficulty, and required a sound judgment and 
Colonel W ellesley, afterwards Duke of W ei- ready address.
lington, left England for Madras at the head Such were the leading events connected 
of the 33rd regiment, and embarked at Fort with the home proceedings of the company 
bt. Greorge on the 15th of August. So active and in relation to the company during the 
were the measures of Lord Wellesley, that part of the 18th century the home history of 
the court of directors were kept in continuous which has not been written in previous chap- 
correspondence and in anxious consideration ters. It has been thought judicious to place 
of his despatches, although, at the same time, the account of the relation of the government 
their confidence never lor a moment wavered, and the company at home during this period 
however vast the magnitude of the conceptions, before the reader in a connected form, although 
fihe plans, or the undertakings of his lordship, so many great changes took place in India. 
Ihe grand source of alarm to the directors The reader, having before his mind the whole 
was the French. Often as they had been outline of the company’s affairs at home the 
beaten, they still survived in India, and with nistory of the leading official appointments 
wonderful elasticity rose to influence again, and the views of the directors will be pre- 
W ith an exceedingly small amount of terri- pared to understand more clearly the conduct 
tory, they yet continued to form connections and policy of public servants in India, and to 
the most potential with the native courts, and connect them with the mighty issues’ of war 
to land stores of war and military forces dan- and peace in the peninsula. When the 
gerous exceedingly to the power of England 18th century closed, English progress in 
when used to strengthen some great native India had made for itself already a grand 
power at war with her. Mogul, vizier, Mali- page in history; British interests there had 
ratta, nabob, sultan, or rajah, whoever pos- become vast, complicated, and profound • and 
sessed French alliance, was formidable to a future was opened for the ambition and use- 
England; and although England always won fulness of England into which it was possible 
m the long run, the .race of competition was to look, as through a vista, however obscure

* A liber’s Rise and Progress of the East India Com- jhe detail o f the prospect, and h ow ever veiled 
pany, vol. ii. chap. v. p. 163. i its remoter forms.



C H APTER XCII.

MR MACPHERSON SUCCEEDS HASTINGS AS GOVERNOR-GENERAL—HIS FINANCIAL MEASURES— 
* TIPPOO DEFEATS THE MAHRATTAS—LORD MACARTNEY SURRENDERS THE GOVERN

MENT OF MADRAS AND REFUSES THAT OF BENGAL—AMBITION OF SCINDIAH—THE 
SIKHS BECOME IMPORTANT—EARL CORNWALLIS ASSUMES THE GOVERNMENT OF 
INDIA—HIS GENERAL MEASURES—TIPPOO INVADES TRAVANCORE.

T he last two chapters related the progress of his assumed vicegerency o f the Mogul dorni- 
home events connected with the East India nions, and the services he had rendered to 
Company, in such a manner as to bring before the English as mediator between them and 
the reader the principal official personages in the Mahratta confederation in the late Mah- 
India from the period when Hastings retired ratta war, that he began to treat the com- 
from Bengal to the close of the century. The pany’s officers with disrespect, and bore him- 
domestic policy of the Marquis of Cornwallis self in such way to Mr. Anderson that he 
was also stated. The outline thus given of prepared to leave the Mahratta camp. Scin- 
the proceedings and policy of the directors diah, alarmed for the moment at the probable 
renders it unnecessary to dwell npon official consequences of driving away an agent and 
changes and contests in India, so that the envoy of England by insult, offered many 
chapters relating the history of India during assurances that he had intended no affront, 
the fifteen years which intervened between Mr. Anderson was induced to remain, but 
the retirement of Hastings and the beginning charged the Mahratta chief with meditating 
of the nineteenth century, may be occupied war against the company. Scindiah, placing 
with the great political events which influ- his open hand upon his sword, said, “ By my 
enced so much the progress of the English sword I swear I have no intention to make 
and the destinies of the native states. war.’ ’ This, coming from a chief of such

When Mr. Hastings withdrew from the warlike and haughty reputation, caused Mr. 
government, Mr. Macpherson, as has been Anderson to hope that no feud would break 
already shown, assumed the presidency of the out between thê  company and the Mahratta 
supreme council. Scarcely had that gentle- power. Still Scindiah showed various tokens 
man taken upon him the onerous charge of of hostility to the English. Among them 
governing India, when he found himself sur- that which excited most suspicion was the 
rounded by fresh intrigues and difficulties ! resistance which he offered to the residence of 
among the native states. The condition of an English agent at the court of the Peishwa. 
these states w'as restless as the sea. Scarcely This agent, Mr. Mallett, was sent from Bombay 
was one movement quelled than another more to Poonah; Scindiah received him with respect, 
disturbed began. No general policy could but objected to his permanent residence at that 
secure peace. The directions from home, the capital. The comparative proximity of Poonah 
instructions from government house at Cal- to Bombay, and the great amount of com- 
cutta, were for peace; but the elements of mercial business between the two places 
disturbance were susceptible and powerful, rendered a resident agent essential. A  dis
and there were always influences to act upon tance of eight hundred miles would bo 
them. The Mahrattas were rapidly rising traversed, if Scindiah were the only medium of 
into supremacy. Madaiee Scindiah was the communication between the company and the 
most potent of all the chiefs of that remark- Mahrattas. The supreme government defer
able people, and his office of vakeel-ul-mul- mined to insist upon the recognition of the 
luck to the Mogul greatly increased his influ- agent sent by them to the court of the Peishwa, 
ence. On the 27th of March Agra surren- The views of Scindiali against Tippoo Sultan 
dered to Madaiee, which he held in the name tended further to sow dissatisfaction between 
of the Mogul emperor. After his conquest of him and the supreme counci . ie con uc 
that great capital he marched for Delhi with of Tippoo to the Mahrattas was provocative 
the Mogul, detained only by the fortress of of war. Hyder Ah had been little more than 
Allyghur, which had been armed and pro- a nominal Mohammedan ; he had little regard 
visioned for twelvemonths, and which Scindiah to “  God or the prophet if the wiU of either 
could not approach except to reconnoitre. as represented to him, s ooc m ie «.

Mr. Anderson was at this time the com- policy. Tippoo s principles were, on the con- 
pany’s agent to the Mogul, and was, therefore, trary, drawn from t ie _ oian. 
at head-quarters in the Mahratta camp. He himself to have been raised up as an avenge 
found Scindiah so exalted by his conquests, of the faithful, and a scourge o ,



and he made all the native states around him which none of the native states were long 
feel his wrath. The Mahrattas were heathen, exempt.
and Tippoo believed that to convert such, The intrigues and activities of Scindiah 
under the threat of sword and fire, was a continued; his quarrels were as widespread as 
praiseworthy action. He was a Mohammedan India itself, and his fortunes were chequered : 
fanatic, and infuriated in his fanaticism. He — “ The vicissitudes of the different parties 
found means of compelling some sixty thou- disputing for the last fragments of the Mogul 
sand Mahratta subjects, in one of the outlying empire were so sudden and incessant, that 
provinces of that strange empire, to embrace they baffled the keenest political foresight. 
Mohammedanism; and he put to death some Scindiah, after holding the power of prime 
thousands of Brahmins who refused to become minister for two years, was expelled from his 
followers of the prophet. His fury against office by a new combination of the Mogul 
native Christians rivalled that of the most chiefs. His army was defeated, and he him* 
terrible persecutors among the Roman em- self obliged to fly to his own dominions. He 
perors. Scindiah was as anxious to unite with was succeeded by various nobles, amongst 
the English in the chastisement of Tippoo, as whom was the infamous Grholam Kadir, by 
he was to unite with-any other power or whom Shah Alem was deposed and blinded, 
powers for the humiliation of the English. This outrage brought Scindiah again to D elhi; 
The indications of the working of these desires but the consolidated power of the British ren
in his mind rapidly increased. dered him less formidable than he had been.

In July, 1785, Scindiah made proposals for The Prince Juwan Bukht, after several vain 
an alliance between the English, the Nizam of attempts to engage Nawab Vizir and the 
the Deccan, and the Peishwa of the Mahrattas British government to aid him, and after one 
against lippoo. The supreme government unsuccessful effort, in 1787, to re-establish 
at Calcutta would neither listen to these over- himself at Delhi by force of arms, returned 
tures, nor permit the government of Bombay to Delhi, and died suddenly in 1788.” Jf 
to do so. Scindiah considered this a breach of Amidst the general confusion and intrigues 
treaty; the supreme government thought so of native powers, the Sikhs at this time be- 
too, but were compelled to bow to the new came prominent. While Mr. Anderson was 
act of parliament.  ̂The fierce Mahratta knew at the camp of Scindiah, a person in the garb 
nothing of the parliament, but considered the of a merchant came to his “  Moolavee,” and 
English in India as a power which could not after offering to sell him some cloths, stated 
be bound to engagements, as when they be- that he had rare jewels to show him in private, 
came inconvenient or expensive, there were On withdrawing to examine the precious 
oiders from home, from company, king, or stones, the pretended merchant disclosed him- 
pailiament, ■which were made a jiretext for self as a confidential messenger of Dooliali 
violating such agreements. Tippoo and the Singh, the Sikh chief. He stated that 'his 
Mahrattas fought it out, and the former was prince was anxious for friendship with the 
the conqueror.  ̂ Scindiah was recalled to English, as a protection against the ever- 
Poonah by the Peishwa, but refused obedience, spreading encroachments of the Mahrattas. 
and maintained ambitious wars on his own He informed Mr. Anderson that thirty thou- 
account. Pleading an especial treaty with sand Sikhs were dispersed in various disguises 
the English, they reluctantly entered into an between Pamput and Delhi, and readv to 
ambiguous agreement, promising aid to him make a powerful demonstration at any well- 
as a Mahratta chief, but refusing to be com- concerted juncture. Mr. Anderson informed 
promised by Ins engagements with the nizam. his government, which was anxious to avoid 
ihus complicated, during the government of giving offence to the Mahrattas, and yet so- 
Mr. Macpnerson, were the connections of the licitous to avoid aiding by any indirect mea- 
English with the Mahrattas; while the latter sure their progress. Mr. Blastings had fore- 
by their own especial complications with the seen that the great struggle in southern India 
Mogul, the Sikhs, the vizier of Oude, and and in all India from Delhi to Madras must 
lippoo, were involving the English in the ultimately be with them. He objected to 
meshes ot an inextricable entanglement with any opposition to them, which by bein°- pre- 
native states, except so far as the judgment mature, would impair the resources of the 

Macpherson averted such confusion, company, and consolidate the rival power.
. his it was not in his power to do wholly, His successor was guided by these views 
jor the force of circumstances was too strong although he had never rendered to Mr. Has- 
°r imn; blit lie shovved much good sense tings, an effectual or generous support in 

and tact, and had considerable success in his that or any other department of his policy 
measures to preserve peace, and keep the Ultimately a pacific solution of the jealousies 
company free from the embroilments from 1 * FraAUn’s Shah Aulum, p. 159.



and differences between the Malirattas and except the company’s bonds, were ordered to 
the Sikhs led to the latter placing five thou- be registered, the registry was to be pub- 
sand horse at the service, of the former, in lished, and the paper was to be paid off in 
ease of any attack upon them by Tippoo. the order of its issue. The cash accumula- 

Lord Macartney proceeded to Calcutta in ting in the treasuries was to form a fund, by 
June, 1785, on business connected with the which the certificates and other paper were 
pecuniary obligations of the Nabob of the dischargeable ; and under these arrangements, 
Carnatic. While at Calcutta he learned that the governor-general and council publicly 
lie had been nominated by the court of direc- expressed their expectations, that ‘ all the 
tors as the successor of Mr. Hastings. His paper in currency at the end of 1785, would be 
lordship declined accepting the honour, al- paid off in the course of twelve months, 
though it was one he had long desired ; and through funds derivable from the amount of 
Mr. Macpherson as senior member of council, the reductions made in the established charges 
ex-officio, remained at the head of the govern- of the government, aided by the effects of 
ment, The resignation of Lord Macartney these regulations, and the additional re
led to the appointment of Earl Cornwallis, as sources to be derived from the upper pro
governor-general, and Mr. Macpherson re- vinces.’ These measures were made known 
signed the post which, as a locum tenens, he to the public by advertisement in the Official 
had so well filled. His administration was Calcutta Gazette, 29th December, 1785, and 
marked by the settlement of Penang as an 15th January, 1786. The orders were fol- 
English colony. The British cabinet re- lowed up by subsidiary arrangements, which 
commended him to his majesty for a baro- completely altered the aspect of affairs. ‘ Every 
netcy. His services have been well summed man in the settlement,’ observed a competent 
up by Dr. H. Wilson in the following passage : authority on the spot, ‘ witnessed the magical 
— “  With regard to Scindiah, the only im- effects of this measure. It operated like a 
portant transaction that took place with him, charm in restoring public confidence, which 
was his demand on behalf of Shah Aulum, of once secured, this moving fund acquired life 
the tribute due to the Mogul, to the amount and activity. At no remote period from the 
of four millions sterling. The demand was commencement of the plan, treasury certi- 
civilly, but peremptorily resisted by Sir John ficates could raise cash in the market at a 
Macpherson’s government, not, as might be discount less than the legal interest of the 
supposed from the loose manner in which it money. I  shall ever bear grateful testimony 
is alluded to in the text, by that of Hastings, of the salutary relief from ruin, which the 
The leading feature of Sir John Macpherson’s measure afforded to me, and to every trader 
administration, however, was the eminent in the settlement.’* In a letter to the 
success which attended his efforts to reduce governor of Madras, from the governor- 
public expenditure, and re-establish public general, dated 20th May, 1786, he writes, 
credit. In a minute in the secret department, ‘ In our reductions of expense, which have 
dated 15th December, 1785, it is stated that been very great (25 lacs), £1,250,000 , I  
a comparison of the receipts and disburse- shall have cold praise, and a thousand secret 
ments of the year ending 30th April, 1786, enemies.’ He received, however, in Novem- 
exhibit a deficit of about £1,300,000. The ber, 1786, the unanimous thanks of the court 
arrears due to the armies of the three presi- of directors, for his able administration of the 
dencies, were about two millions. The ascer- affairs of India, and was raised by his ma- 
tained Bengal debt alone, was about four jestv to the dignity of a baronet. It was 
millions. The troops at Madras and Bombay during the government of Sir John Macpher- 
were in a state of utter destitution, and some son, that, by an amicable arrangement with 
of them in open mutiny, from the great the King of Queda, the valuable settlement 
amount of their arrears. In this situation, of Penang, or Prince of Wales’ Island, was 
the government of Bengal declared itself re- added to the company’s eastern posses- 
sponsible for the debts of the three presi- sions.”
dencies. All remittances of cash from the On the 12th of September, 1786, Earl 
collectors’ treasuries, were prohibited, until Cornwallis landed at Calcutta, and imrne- 
the arrears of troops within or near their diately took charge of the government. His 
districts, had been discharged. All civil investigations of the condition of the revenue 
servants, civil surgeons, and uncovenanted were prompt, and his report to the directors 
servants, drawing more than 300 rupees per was, that the department was worked in a 
month, were to be paid their salaries and all manner the most unsatisfactory. The com- 
their arrears, with certificates bearing inte- pany’s paper was at a discount; the estimated 
rest at 8 per cent, per annum until cashed.
All issues of paper, on account o f  the com pany, * Pi'insep’s Proposal o f a Substitute for landing, 1797. 
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and actual receipts of revenue were utterly ike vizier was effected on principles which 
discrepant, the former was stated as 92 lacs both governments regarded as equitable and 
59,000 rupees, but the actual receipt into advantageous.
“ the khalsa” was calculated as 66 lacs 12,000 In 1788 Lord Cornwallis directed the at- 
rupees. The debt was 6 crore 24 lacs, and tention of the comjoany to the conduct and 
bore interest at 8-f per cent, per annum. A  disposition of Tippoo, declaring that in case 
month after his assumption of government, of a war in Europe between England and 
his lordship declared that the expenses of the France, the latter power would be sure to 
establishments of the presidencies absorbed ally itself with Tippoo, and as a consequence 
the whole revenue, and that investments for the Carnatic would once more be the theatre 
trading purposes could only be made by of a desperate and dangerous struggle. The 
issuing paper, which would increase the evil. Earl of Cornwallis felt convinced that a war 
The native chiefs had heard of the fame of between England and France was imminent, 
the new governor, and many of them repaired and his lordship knew that the intense desire 
to Calcutta to pay their respects. The vizier of France to found an oriental empire was 
sent his minister, Hyder Beg Khan, Moham- not diminished by former disappointment, 
med Reza Khan, the nabob Mobarek-ul- disaster, and defeat. His lordship, on these 
Dowlah, and the Shah-zada; each sought a grounds, intimated to the directors his pur- 
personal interview. joose of watching Tippoo with unremitting

Among the early communications of Lord vigilance. The governor-general was much 
Cornwallis to the directors, there were severe engaged during the latter part of 1788, in 
animadversions upon the condition of the negotiations with the nizam (or soubahdar) of 
company’s army. Physically the natives the Deccan. Territory belonging to the
were superior to the European recruits, ac- English by treaty, was surrendered by his
cording to his representations, and morally highness, and dubious passages in existing
they were no worse, perhaps better. His treaties settled and defined,
lordship considered the loyalty of the sepoys In July, 1789, an understanding was come 
doubtful. to between the governor-general and the

In February, 1787, Sir Archibald Camp- nizam, that a British contingent should be at 
bell, entered into a new and especial arrange- the service of his highness, on condition that 
ment with, the Nabob of the Carnatic for the it should not be employed against any native 
defence of his territory. The nabob was to state with which the company was at peace, 
contribute “ to the peace establishment,” per In 1788 Tippoo, aware that he was an 
year, nine lacs of rupees. In time of war, object of jealousy and suspicion to the En
tile company was to undertake the defence of glish, became peevish and affrontful to their 
the province, the nabob seeing to the pay- agents. He also acted in an aggressive way 
ment of revenue. The great advantage of towards the rajahs of Tanjore and Travan- 
this arrangement was, that it prevented the core. He advanced towards the Malabar 
divided councils and interests, which had pre- coast in a manner most menacing to the 
viously, especially in time of war, so much Travancore rajah, and instigated the Rajah 
embarrassed the relations of the company of Cochin to 'claim the ground upon which 
with the nabob. A treaty similar to the “ the lines of Travancore ” were built. The 
former was made by the same diplomatist. Rajah of Travancore addressed a requisition 
with Ameer Singh, the Rajah of Tanjore. for troops to the commander-in-chief of the 

These important treaties wrere followed by British forces of Madras, upon hearing which, 
another, in July of the same year, with Tippoo retired upon Seriagapatam. It was 
Asoff-ul-Dowlah, the vizier nabob of Oude. clear that the period rapidly ap]Droached when 
The noble earl at the head of the company’s Tippoo and the English must try their rela- 
affairs, resolved that no interference with the tive strength once more upon the field 
internal affairs of the nabob’s government of battle. Before, however, the trumpet of 
should take place during his administration, war summoned him to the scenes of strife, 
His lordship forgave the vizier certain arrears Earl Cornwallis had opportunity to devote 
due to the company, and urged upon him a his time to the adjustment of the “ permanent 
more just administration of law in his domi- settlement,” in conjunction w-ith the cele- 
nions, and a system less oppressive to his brated Mr. Shore, afterwards Lord Teign- 
people, pointing out, that from the contiguity mouth. The measures of these two eminent 
of the territories, and the peculiar relations of persons required a number of years to ma- 
the nabob and the company, oppression and ture. The arrangements for civil judicature, 
injustice in Oude would endanger the security magistracy, and police, which ultimately gave 
of .that province, and thereby the territory of an historical interest to the administration of 
Bengal. In 1788 a treaty of commerce with Lord Cornwallis were discussed by him, and



the foundation laid for their execution in the longed to the kingdom of Mysore. The rajah 
interval of peace, which took place between replied : 1. That the rajahs of whose protec- 
the first symptoms of a renewed struggle on tion the sultan complained had obtained an 
the part of Tippoo, and the bursting forth of asylum in his country, because they were his 
the impetuous torrent of his hostility. relations, at the distance of many years; that

The hour at length arrived when war with no objection to their residence had ever been 
Tippoo must be proclaimed, however reluc- taken before; that to prove his amicable dis
tant the governor-general to proceed to ex- position, they should nevertheless be removed; 
tremities,° however desperate the state of and that no refractory subject of the Mysore 
Indian finance, and notwithstanding the government had ever, with liis knowledge, 
peaceful resolutions of the English parlia- been harboured in Travancore. 2. That the 
ment in 1784, in reference to Indian affairs, fort and territory which he had purchased 
and the consequent instructions to Earl Corn- from the Dutch belonged to the Dutch, and 
wallis to avoid by all means complications was in no respect the property of the depen- 
which would lead to war. dent of Tippoo. 3. That the ground on which

The precise circumstances out of which the he had erected his lines was ceded to him in 
war arose are sufficiently set forth in the full sovereignty by the Rajah of Cochin be- 
formal demands of Tippoo upon the Rajah fore that rajah became tributary to the so- 
of Travancore, and the reply of the rajah, vereign of Mysore; and that the lines, exist- 
The demands, however, were only pretexts ing at the time when he was included in the 
on the part of Tippoo to cover designs of ag- late treaty between the English and the sultan, 
grandizement. He set up pretensions for the were sanctioned by the silence of that itn- 
sake of blinding the English government as portant deed.” *
to his real wishes. In this he succeeded, so The events which immediately followed are 
far as the Madras government was concerned, summed up with precision, and with admirable 
which recognised the justness o f  Tippoo’s de- condensation by M i l l “ On the 24tli of De
mands, without any investigation of the merits cember Tippoo encamped at not more than 
of the case. The* supreme council, however, four miles’ distance from the lines ; began to 
certified themselves of all the particulars, pro- erect batteries on the 25th; early in the morn- 
nounced the demands of Tippoo unjust, and ing of the 29th turned by surprise the right 
his allegations false. All the native states in flank of the lines, where no passage was sup- 
Southern India took the same view7. The posed to exist; and introduced a portion of 
supreme government also pronounced heavy his army within the wall.  ̂ Befoie he could 
censure upon the want of intelligence and the reach the gate which he intended to open, 
pusillanimity, indolence, and neglect of duty and at which lie expected to admit the rest 
on the part of the Madras government, seve- of his army, his troops were thrown into con- 
ral of the members of which it was necessary fusion by some slight resistance, and fled in 
to d i s p l a c e “  Towards the end of October, disorder, with a heavy slaughter, across the 
1789, the army of Tippoo was known to be ditch. Tippoo himself was present at the 
encamped in the neighbourhood of Ralgaut; attack, and, not without personal danger, 
and the rajah was confirmed in his expecta- made his escape.
tion of an attack. On the 14th of December, “  Intelligence of these events was received 
Tippoo arrived at a place about twenty-five by the supreme government from Madras on 
miles distant from the boundary of Travan- the 26th of January; and on the morrow m- 
core, and the ravages of his cavalry were car- structions were despatched to that presidency. 
ried’within a mile of the wall. On the fol- The governor-general expressed his expecta - 
lowing day a vakel, a sort o f character in tion that the Madras rulers had considered 
which the capacities of a messenger and ne- Tippoo as at war, from the first moment 
gotiator were compounded, arrived from the when they heard of the attack; that they had 
camp of the sultan, bearing a letter to the diligently executed the measures which he 
rajah. It contained the annunciation of T ip- had formerly prescribed; ana m particular, 
poo’s demands : that, as the rajah had given that all payments to the nabob s creditors, 
protection within his dominions to certain and all disbursements on the score of mvest- 
rajahs, and other refractory subjects of the ment, had. immediately ceased. He added, 
Mysore government, he should deliver them that his intention was to  ̂emp oy a ■ le 
up, and in future abstain from similar offences, resources which w7ere within his reach to 
2. That as the Dutch had sold to him that exact a full reparation from lippoo  for this 
which was not theirs to sell, he should with- •wanton and unprovoked vio ation o lea y. 
draw7 his troops from Cranganore. 3. That he The efforts of the governoi-genera o orm 
should demolish that part of his lines which especial alliances with the Mahrattas and with 
crossed the territory of Cochin, because it be- ! * Mill; Thornton; Auber.



the Nizam of the Deccan became at once A  considerable party in parliament which 
urgent. The Mahrattas were so powerful did not object to the treaties, as contin- 
that it became absolutely necessary to engage gent upon a war necessary and unavoidable, 
them on the side of the English. A  junction were of opinion that the war with Tippoo 
between the Mahratta states and Tippoo could have been averted, and wished to press 
would have compelled the nizam (as the parliament to a declaration to that effect. 
Soubahdar of the Deccan had become univer- These movements arose from party opposition 
sally styled), to join the confederacy. W ith to the board of control, as a branch of the 
any amount of French aid, there could be but general government, on the part of some, and 
little hope of the English company, in the from jealousy of the East India Company, 
low state of its finance, being able to hold its which always to a considerable extent existed 
own. The first serious victories gained by in the commons. The result of the discus- 
such an alliance would cause all the native sions which ensued were the following decla- 
states in India to make common cause against rations :—
the British. The Mahrattas had been hu- “ Resolved, That it appears to this house, 
miliated so recently by Tippoo in the field—  that the attacks made by Tippoo Sultan on 
such fanatical outrages in the name of M o- the lines of Travaneore on the 29th Decern- 
hammed had been perpetrated upon Mahratta ber, 1789, 6th March, and loth April, 1790, 
tribes by the orders, or direct cruelty of Tip- were unwarranted and unprovoked infractions 
poo, and so great had become his power, that of the treaty entered into at Mangalore on 
the Poonah government was willing to pledge the 10th March, 1784-.”
the Peishwa to alliance with the English. “  Resolved, That it appears to this house, 
The nizam’s wishes lay in the same direction; that the conduct of the Governor-general of 
but he feared, such robbers were the Mali- Bengal, in determining to prosecute with 
rattas, that they would invade his territory as vigour the war against Tippoo Sultan, in 
soon as it was denuded of troops in the com- consequence of the attack on the territories 
mon cause. This delayed all action on the of the Rajah of Travaneore, was highly me- 
part of the government of Hyderabad. The ritorious.”
nizam was willing to march at once against The governments of Madras and Bombay, 
Tippoo, if Lord Cornwallis would guarantee which were most immediately concerned, were 
his territory against Mahratta invasion. His utterly unprepared for war. The council of 
lordship dared not do that, from fear of of- Madras was full of apprehension, ready to 
fending the power against whom the guaran- submit to any terms Tippoo might dictate, 
tee was demanded. His lordship’s diplomacy Had it not been for the firm intervention of 
was surrounded by difficult and delicate con- the supreme government, the honour and in- 
ditions, and rare courage and address were terests of the company would have been irre- 
required to bring out the company’s “  raj ” deemably compromised.
safe through elements so conflicting. Sir Thomas Munro* thus noticed the help-

The noble earl at the head of the govern- lessness of the Madras government, the feeble- 
ment succeeded in accomplishing all that was ness of its measures, and the impolicy of the 
necessary in the relations which he established unpreparedness for war in which the presi- 
with these rival powers. When the tidings dencies most concerned then were. Sir 
of his measures reached England, the court of Thomas wrote from Amboor in January, 
directorspassedresolutionsofsatisfaction. The 1790:— “ A  second attack is daily expected, 
house of commons, having demanded explana- and if the king is left alone, all his exertions 
tions from the board of control, and manifested against a force so superior can delay but for 
generally displeasure that war under any cir- a very short time his ruin. The English 
cumstances should break out with Tippoo, re- battalions were-behind the lines, but not at 
ceived with satisfaction the answers given by the place attacked : and it is said they have 
the president of the board of control, and ex- orders not to act, even on the defensive. I f  
pressed their approbation by a vote on the 2nd such be the case, the rajah ought to dismiss 
of March, 1791, in the following terms:—  them with scorn. The distinction made be-

“  Resolved, That it appears to this house tween recent acquisitions and ancient territory 
that the treaties entered into with the nizam appears to be a subterfuge of government to 
on the 1st of June, and with the Mahrattas cloak their dread of war under a pretended 
on the 7th of July, are wisely calculated to love of peace, for Cranganore was a fair pur- 
add vigour to the operations of war, and to chase of the Dutch from the Rajah of Cochin, 
promote the future tranquillity of India, and subject to an annual tribute of thirty-five 
that the faith of the British nation is pledged rupees. Before we can assemble an army to 
to the due performance of engagements con- face the enemy, Tippoo may he in possession 
tained in the said treaties. * -Not to be confounded with Sir Hector Monro.



of Travancore. W e have derived but little I  thought the best, and which, from circum- 
henefit from experience and misfortune. The stances, it was very probable he would have 
year 1790 sees us as little prepared as that of to execute himself; for, in the present situation 
1780, and before the war. We shall com- of the government, it is impossible I would 
mence the war under the disadvantage of a leave it. I  conceive the expense will be six 
want of magazines. The distresses and dif- lacs of pagodas a month, and can conceive 
Acuities which we then encountered from anything but how or where we shall get the 
them, has not cured us of the narrow policy money, even stopping investments,&c. How- 
of preferring a small present saving to a ever unfortunate a war is, it should he made 
certain, though future, great and essential ad- if possible short, brilliant, and decisive.” 
vantage.” * The suspension of the inefficient members

Upon this letter, as illustrated by the events of council, and the appointment of others in 
which followed, M. Auber thus remarks :—  whom Lord Cornwallis and General Meadows 
“ Every word of this letter was almost pro- had confidence, enabled the general before 
plietic. In the following spring Tippoo ef- his despatch was sent away, to express his 
fected his objects. He subdued Travancore, intention of leaving the government in the 
laid waste the country, and took the fortresses hands of the newly constituted council while 
of Cranganore and Jaycottah, possessing him- he took the field against the enemy, 
self of all the northern portions of the pro- These letters of Sir Thomas Munro and 
vinee of Travancore. The conduct of the General Meadows will make sufficiently clear 
Madras government, during these proceedings, to the reader the state of the English at Ma- 
excited the strongest indignation in the mind dras on the eve of the conflict in which they 
of Lord Cornwallis. His lordship reprobated were once more destined to be conquerors, 
the supineness which they had manifested in The despatch of General Meadows gave 
making preparations to support the rajah, and great satisfaction to the directors, who enter- 
adverting to the general state of the com- tained the highest confidence in the good 
pany’s affairs on the coast, determined to take sense and manly judgment of the general, as 
temporary charge of the government of Fort they also did in the statesmanlike qualities ot 
St. George, but relinquished his intentions on Earl Cornwallis.
learning that General Meadows had been ap- The war with Tippoo must occupy a sepa- 
pointed to succeed Mr. Holland as governor.” rate chapter. It is in this only necessary to 

General Meadows arrived on the 20th of relate, that the preparations for bringing the 
February, 1790, and on March 31st, wrote Mysorean chief to subjection were on a large 
the following despatch to the directors :—  scale as compared with those attending other 
“ I found things in that state of confusion Indian wars. General Meadows placed liim- 
that is generally attendant on a change of self at the head of fifteen thousand men, 
systems. Whether a civil or a military go- assembled in the Carnatic. His plan of ope- 
vernor is best, I shall not take upon me to rations was to march to Coimbatore, and 
determine; but either is certainly better, I  afterwards to enter Mysore, while the Mali- 
conceive, than neither or both. W e have a rattas and the army of the Deccan operated 
long arrear both from and to us. His high- upon the north of the Mysorean territory, 
ness the nabob is so backward in his payments, General Abercromby, at the head of eight 
so oppressive to his polygars, that at this time thousand men, was concentrated upon the 
it is so necessary to have on our side, that I  Bombay frontier to invade the possessions of 
conceive it will be absolutely necessary, upon Tippoo in the Ghauts. The council of 
his first material delay of payment, to take Madras delegated to General Meadows, as 
the management of his country into your own governor of that presidency and commander- 
hands : a measure, in spite of the opposition in-chief of its armies, the power of directing 
to it, so advantageous to you, the country, and conducting the war, and authority to 
and even to his highness himself, when so make treaties or stipulations with the poly- 
wisely projected and ably executed by Lord gars of the Carnatic, who  ̂ upon Tippoo’s 
Macartney. I  came here at a most critical frontier were disposed to join him, and such 
period, with many things of importance to a s  u p o n  the Travancore borders were at least 
decide upon in a less time than many prudent hostile to the rajah. It was supposed that 
people would have thought necessary to de- the nairs, especially certain of that order sub- 
cide upon one : but the approaching war with ject to Tippoo, could be induced to render 
Tippoo was one of the most important. I  the British an effectual support, and the go- 
heard and read all upon the subject a short vernor had full authority conceded to him to 
time would allow of, and then adopted the enter into agreements with them, 
plan laid down by Colonel Musgrave, which The general joined his army on the <th o 

* Private letters. May. “ The centre army,” as the despatches



call a force under Colonel Kelly, was ordered of the commander just named. A t that time 
to take the field in July, to preserve the the arrears o f revenue to meet the expenses 
Carnatic itself from marauding and desultory of the war, amounted to twenty-two lacs of 
incursions of the irregular Mysorean cavalry, pagodas. Such were the preliminaries of 
In October, the command of this force de- another great war with a great native power 
volved upon Colonel Maxwell, on the death in India.

C H A PTE R  X C III.

WAR WITH TIPPOO SULTAN— SUCCESSES OF COLONEL STUART—INVASION OP MYSORE— 
REVERSES OF THE BRITISH—INVASION OF THE CARNATIC BY THE SULTAN— SUC
CESSES OF THE BOMBAY ARMY ON THE COAST OF MALABAR—ALARM AT MADRAS 
AND CALCUTTA—ARRIVAL OF EARL CORNWALLIS AT MADRAS.

T he importance, political and military, of most distant and most defenceless part of the 
not permitting Travancore to fall under the English possessions in Coromandel.” * 
dominion of Tippoo, must he obvious to the The importance of the territory thus de
reader who studies its situation on the map of scribed, and the dangerous policy of Tippoo, 
India, and observes its relative position to having determined the English to make war, 
the territories then held by the Sultan of it was at once energetically prosecuted. Lord 
Mysore, and by the East India Company :— Cornwallis relied much upon his native allies.
“ The territory of the Rajah of Travancore The Mahrattas had already proved themselves 
commences near the island of Vipeen, at the formidable enemies even against English 
mouth of the Chinnamangalum river, about armies, and the Nizam of the Deccan possessed 
twenty miles to the north of Cochin. From numerous troops, and, as the representative 
this point it extends to the southern extremity of the Mogul, possessed a certain influence over 
of India, bounded on the west by the sea, the religious prejudices of Mussulmen in the 
and on the east by the celebrated chain of south of India. The directors had, however, 
mountains which terminate near the southern with more judgment, than their servants in 
cape. The situation of this prince made a India displayed when courting , connection 
connection between him and the English of with the government of “ the soubah” (as 
importance to both : he was placed at so great they were accustomed to call the nizam or 
a distance that he had little to apprehend soubahdar), pronounced the army of his high- 
from the encroachments of the company; ness a worthless rabble, and expressed asto- 
his country, which was only separated from nishment that any reliance should be placed 
their province of Tinnivelly by the ridge of upon his troops. Yet it was well that the 
mountains, formed a barrier to the invasion Mohammedan influence of the nizam should 
of an enemy into that province, and through be on the side of the English, as Tippoo ap- 
that province into the Carnatic itself; the pealed to the fanaticism of the Mohammedans 
support of the company was necessary to j of Southern India in language naturally 
preserve the rajah against the designs of calculated to inflame it.j* He gave himself 
such powerful and rapacious neighbours as out to be a descendant of Mohammed, a3 di- 
Hyder Ali and his son; the productiveness vinely inspired to restore the religion of that 
of his dominions enabled him to contribute prophet, by destroying or proselyting all 
considerably to the military resources of the heathens and infidels. He was fired with 
English ; and, in the last war with Hyder, the emulation of the great Saracen conquerors, 
his co-operation had been sufficiently exten- who by the sword and the koran desired to 
sive to entitle him to be inserted in the subjugate all men. His seal had inscribed in 
treaty with Tippoo under the character of an Arabic upon its centre. “  I  am the messenger 
ally. The descent of Tippoo, with an army, of the true faith.” Round the seal in Persian 
into the western country, filled the rajah verse was inscribed:—
with apprehensions He was the only prey (!From couqiiest; and the protectioiL of the Uoyal 
on that Side Ol the (jrhauts, opposite the CIO- Hyder, comes my title of Sultan; and the world, as under 
minions of Tippoo, which remained unde- the Sun and Moon, is subject to my signet.”  
voured; and the only obstruction to the ,
extension of his dominions from the Mahratta T lPP00 was tlie first Mohammedan prince 
frontier to Cape Comorin— an extension *
attended with the highly-coveted advantage | Malcolm’s Political History o f India. Penhoen’s ■ 
of placing him in contact with Tinnivelly, the Empire Anglais, vol. iv. p. 54.



in India wlio formally and openly disclaimed of tlie company met in mutual good feeling 
the authority of the great Mogul; and who and respect. Much of this resulted from the 
impressed coin with his own effigy and titles.* regulations which had been made a short 
This was the more singular as he was a fana- time before, both in parliament and in the 
tic of Islam, and the Mogul was the Padishaw court of directors; much more, however, de- 
of all true believers 'within the bounds of pended upon the impartiality and justice of 
India. Tippoo probably reconciled the in- Lord Cornwallis, who dealt equally by all, 
consistency, by his claim of descent from the whether royal or company’s soldiers, exclud- 
prophet, and inspiration from God. Hyder ing all sinister influences, ignoring cliques 
Ali had certainly set his son an example of at Calcutta, and simply doing what in his 
non-allegiance to the sceptre of Delhi; but judgment was best for the army and the go- 
the independence of the father, although real vernment. Lord Macaulay well observes, in 
was not ostensible, and although avowed was reference to a very different man, “ No man 
never declared formally. It was fortunate is fit to govern great societies who hesitates 
that the English army, both of the company about disobliging the few who have access to 
and of the crown, at that period serving in him, for the sake of themany whom he will never 
India, was in an excellent condition, and in see.” Lord Cornwallis had this quality for go- 
some degree prepared to cope with emergen- verning great societies, as well as many other 
cies. rare gifts. The neglect previouslypermitted to

The following representation of the state of prevail in preserving the country in a.proper 
the British troops by an officer well acquainted state of defence was at last redeemed:— “ The 
with the history of the period is c o r r e c t C a r n a t i c ,  which had been the seat of the 
“ There were in India, in 1788, a regiment former, and would probably soon-be the seat 
of British dragoons, nine regiments of British, of a future war— at least the scene where our 
and two of Hanoverian infantry, in all about army must assemble, and the source whence 
eight thousand European troops, in addition it must be supplied— required extraordinary 
to the company’s establishments. Several of exertion of military arrangement, to prepare 
the first officers in the British service were it for the operations of defensive or offensive 
in command in that country; and a system war. To protect a weak and extensive fron- 
was established, which, by joining the powers tier; to discipline a detached army; and to 
of governor to those of commander-in-chief, provide resources in a lately desolated coun- 
united every advantage which could give effi- try, fell to the lot of Sir Archibald Campbell, 
cacy to the operations of war. The discipline, Skilled in every branch of military science; 
which had lately been ordered by the king with knowledge matured by experience in 
for establishing uniformity in his army, was various' countries and climates; indefatigable 
now equally practised by his majesty’s and in all public duties, and endued with a de- 
the company’s forces in India. The field gree of worth and benevolence, which at- 
cquipment was refitted and enlarged at the tacked to him all ranks in the army, and ex- 
several presidencies; and every preparation cited voluntary exertion in every officer to 
made to act with the promptitude and effect second the zeal of his general, he had a task 
which unforeseen exigencies might require, to perform, which, though great and compli- 
Public credit, increasing with the security cated, was not beyond the reach of such 
afforded to the country, and also in conse- distinguished talents. Granaries were esta- 
queuce of like able arrangements in the con blisked in the frontier and other stations in 
duct of the civil line of the government, the the Carnatic, containing supplies for near, 
company’s funds rose daily in their value; thirty thousand men for twelve months; and 
and their affairs, as stated to parliament, by furnished in such a manner as to provide 
the minister at the head of the India depart- against the exigencies M famine or of war 
ment, were not only retrieved from supposed without incurring additional expense to the 
ruin, but soon appeared to be in a state of public; a complete train of battering and 
decided and increasing prosperity.” f  " field artillery was prepared, surpassing what

In an army thus constituted and uniform, had ever been known upon the coast; a store 
the commanders might well have confidence of camp equipage for twenty thousand men 
even against the •well-trained and numerous was provided; the principal forts were re
hosts of the Sultan of Mysore. A t no previous paired, and more amply supplied with guns 
period had the company such a military force, and stores; the cavalry^ were with infinite 
For the first time the royal troops and those difficulty completed to their full establishment ; 

* Major Rennell’s Memoir o f  Tippoo Sahib, p. 71. and a geneial uniformity of iscip ine an 
f  Narrative of the Campaign in India, which ter- movement was established m the cavalry, m- 

minated the War with Tippoo Sultan in 1792. By fantry, and artillery.” *
h“ • » . » / « . -a-**-



Authorities differ as to whether Tippoo He soon found that his appliances for reduc- 
was prepared for the bold measures of the ing Dindigul were insufficient. It was the 
English. Finding, as he did, that the Madras custom of the British to neglect the proper 
government was timid and temporising— that means of reducing strong places, and to rely 
at Bombay they considered the attack upon on the courage and physical strength of their 
the lines of Travancore as not necessarily in- men, reckless of the sacrifice of human life 
volving war with the British, he was sur- thus incurred. A  very imperfect breach was 
prised, it is alleged, when Earl Cornwallis made by the time that nearly all Stuart’s am- 
treated that circumstance as tantamount to a munition was expended. He stormed this 
declaration of hostilities against the East India breach and was repulsed, notwithstanding 
Company. Other authorities give Tippoo the most desperate valour on the part of the 
credit for the nicest discrimination as to the troops. This display of daring intimidated 
characters of those with whom he had to do, the enemy notwithstanding their success, and 
and for having foreseen the course which being ignorant that the English were short of 
things would take, for which he amply pre- provisions, terms of capitulation were offered, 
pared himself. which, of course, Stuart was glad to accept.

The plan of operations by the army of When he arrived again at head-quarters, he 
Madras was determined by a report of Colo- was once more ordered to lay siege to Pal- 
nel Fullarton’s, made after the previous war gaut. The weather was now mild and radiant, 
with Tippoo. The colonel averred that the and the earth was cooled by the monsoon; 
most direct route from the Carnatic through his army, therefore, made a rapid and health- 
the passes of the Ghauts, or the southern fill march against the object of their attack, 
boundary of Mysore, was practicable. Ge- Some delay was, however, created by the 
neral Meadows resolved accordingly to ascend large train of heavy artillery which Meadows 
the Ghauts, and march upon Seringapatam. ordered to accompany the force, under the 
This route was more remote from Madras than belief that a very considerable resistance would 
that upon the northern boundary, through be offered. Such belief was unfounded. On 
the Baramahl. The southern road, however, the morning of the 21st of September, before 
lay through a well-watered, grain-producing all the batteries were opened, those of the fort 
country, and where forage and cattle might were silenced after a feeble fire. The gar- 
be procured. General Meadows fixed his rison surrendered, making only one condition, 
point of support at Coimbatore, and directed that they should be protected from the nairs 
Colonel Stuart to begin hostile operations by in the British service, who were furious against 
attacking the forts in the low country before Hyder for his recent persecutions of them, 
ascending the Ghauts. These strongholds While Colonel Stuart was thus occupied, 
could not have been left behind while entering General Meadows prosecuted with ardour and 
the enemy’s territory, and yet to reduce them address his ascent of the Ghauts. The cam- 
must cause considerable delay, unless a small paign conducted by that general has been 
corps of the army could effect the purpose. severely criticised, and warmly defended.

About thirty miles to the west of the basis Probably the most impartial and clear ac- 
of operations chosen by General Meadows, count, in a brief compass, is that of an officer 
stood the strong post of Palgaut, which was of engineers, and author of a history of British 
considered as a bulwark opposed to an army India —  Hugh Murray, Esq. Having de- 
advancing against Mysore in that direction, scribed the plan of operations by which the 
As Stuart marched to Palgaut, he encountered general reached the high table-land of M y- 
the first burst of the monsoon, which strikes sore, Mr. Murray says:— “  A  chain of posts 
that part of the peninsula with unexpended along the rivers Cavery and Bahvany, 
fury. It smote the British column : the conn- namely, Garoor, Eroad, Sattimungul, had 
try was laid under such a deluge as defied been successively reduced; and the last of 
military operations; while the storm, as if these, commanding the important pass of 
wielded by the hand of a living foe, swept Gujelhutty, which opened the way into the 
away the tents of the campaigners, dispersed heart of the country, vvas occupied by Colonel 
their cattle, and all but utterly disorganized Floyd, with a force of two thousand men. 
the force. Stuart arrived at Palgaut, and By this arrangement the different corps were 
made formal summons for its surrender, which very ill-connected together; for General 
was all he could do at such a season. He Meadows at Coimbatore was sixty miles dis- 
returned to Coimbatore, and was thence dis- tant from the division of Floyd, and thirty 
patched to Dindigul in the south-east, a hun- from that of Stuart. The second of these 
dred miles distant from Palgaut. These long officers pointed out the danger of his situation, 
marches wearied the troops excessively, and and the intelligence he had received that the 
many of the baggage animals died en route. I enemy was collecting a great force to attack



liim; but the commander paid no attention these untoward events, had lost above four 
to this warning, and ordered the detachment hundred in killed and wounded; their plans 
to continue in its present position. The My- for the campaign had been deranged, the 
sure cavalry, under Seyed Saheb, had indeed, stores and magazines formed on the pioposed 
in their attack, been very easily repulsed, and line oi march lay open to the enemy, and 
even compelled to retire behind the Ghauts * were therefore to be removed with all speed, 
still, this failure of the advanced guard under General Meadows, notwithstanding, resumed 
a pusillanimous chief afforded no ground to offensive operations, and had nearly come in 
judge of what might be expected when the contact with the army of the sultan ; but this 
whole force under the sultan himself should ruler, by a series of manoeuvres, evaded both 
be brought into action. Early in September him and Colonel Maxwell, then stationed at 
liis horsemen were seen in large bodies de- Barmalil, and by a rapid march descended 
scending the Ghauts ; and as, when crossing into the Coromandel territory, 
the Bahvany at different points, they endea- Tippoo menaced Trichinopoly, bat being 
voured to surround the handful of English desirous to make a wide circuit of devastation 
and sepoys, the latter soon felt themselves in in a short time, he wheelcd^ to the north, and 
a very critical situation. They nevertheless ravaged the Carnatic. His mode of pioce- 
made a gallant defence, and the enemy, having dure was similar to that of his fathei, when 
entangled their columns in the thick enclo- the latter marched to Madras, but either being 
sures which surrounded the British position, poorer or more politic, instead of wasting all 
were charged very effectually with the bayonet, in his course by fire, as Hyder did in a laige 
and several squadrons entirely cut off. The portion of his progress, levied ‘ black mai, 
Mysoreans, however, still advanced with in- and so successfully, that he realized a con- 
creasing numbers, and opened a battery, which siderable augmentation of his stoies and tiea- 
did great execution among the native soldiers; sury. The opposition which he met was 
yet these mercenaries stood their ground with nearly as slight as that which his predecessor 
great bravery, saying— * W e have eaten the experienced, when English power was less, 
company’s salt; our lives are at their dis- and the Madras presidency not so capable o 
posal.’ They accordingly maintained their resisting an invasion.  ̂ Tippoo approached 
position, and Tippoo thought proper to with- Pondicherry, and negotiated with the h renc 1 , 
draw during the night to the distance of but their orders from home at that time were 
several miles : but the casualties had been so peremptory, to come to no terms with him 
very severe, and the post proved so un- hostile to the English. This disheartene 
tenable, that Colonel Floyd considered it Tippoo, who had already encountered a despe- 
necessary in the morning to commence his rate resistance at Thiagar, from a British officer 
retreat, leaving on the field three dismounted of talent named Captain Flint the same who 
guns. The sultan, at the same time, having in the previous war had met lnm with such 
mustered his forces, began the pursuit with gallant warfare at Wandiwash.  ̂
about fifteen thousand men, and after mid- General Meadows, who in single actions 
day overtook the English as they retired in fought with skill, and was industrious and 
single column. The latter, repeatedly obliged brave, was not equal to the complicated 
to halt and form in order of battle, repulsed movements of a campaign on so wide a 
several charges ; yet, as soon as they resumed theatre, and in so difficult a country. e 
their march, the Indians hovered round them was in fact out-generalled by lippoo and 
on all sides. They were compelled to aban- was at this juncture reduced to great straits, 
don three additional guns, and their situation Neither his courage nor activity failed him, 
was becoming more and more critical, when but he still talked of offensive opera ions 
some cavalry being seen on the road from when he was not able,_ with the force felt 
Coimbatore, the cry arose that General Mea- at his command after disasters so numerous 
dows was coming to their aid. This report, and so recent, to defend the ama ic. 
being favoured by the commander, was echoed The campaign against Tippoo had proved 
with such confidence through the ranks, that unsuccessful. The British were compelled to 
though Tippoo had good information as to resign their footing in the territory of _ 
the real fact, he was deceived, and withdrew sultan, while lie, descen mg _ro ,
his cavalry. Colonel Floyd was thus enabled lands, negotiated with their rivals_ under■
to prosecute his retreat towards the main walls of Pondicherry, 1 educe f
army, which had already marched to meet garrisons of the Carnatic, and caused ala
him; but by a wrong road; so that the two at Madras itself w  they
divisions found much difficulty, and suffered body of men un er 11s ’ gtrateoi -
many hardships, before they could rejoin were not cancelntrated, 
each other. The English, in the course of cally well situated, and weie, num ,

von. n .



inferior to tlie forces of Tippoo, that their conduct of the war to him. The tidings of 
very existence was in jeopardy. occurrences on the Malabar coast did not reach

During the progress of these events Gene- Calcutta until a considerable time after the 
ral Abercromby, at the head of the Bombay desperate state of the Carnatic was known 
army, effected too little to influence the re- there. Lord Cornwallis feared that under the 
suits of the campaign. When Tippoo was influence of the reverses which had befallen 
before Pondicherry, engaging a Frenchman the British, the nizam, or the Mahrattas, 
to go on a mission to the court of Louis X V I . perhaps both, might make separate peace, and 
for troops, whom he was ready liberally abandon the alliance. No confidence could 
to subsidize, Abercromby was busy on the be placed in their professions at the outset of 
coast of Malabar. His activity there was of the war; and as no prospect seemed to exist 
importance to the second campaign, so soon of the conquest and dismemberment of the 
about to commence, but was not effectual country of Tippoo, it was not unlikely that 
either in relieving Meadows, retrieving his they would not only give up their English 
reverses, or preventing the descent of Tippoo ally, but join the sultan in his invasion of the 
upon the coast of Coromandel. English territory.

On the 14th of_ December Abercromby As early as the 29tli of January, 1791, 
took Cannanore. His previous delays enabled Lord Cornwallis arrived at Madras with six 
him to put his army in fine condition, so that battalions of Bengal infantry, under Colonel 
the whole coast of Malabar was swept by his Campbell, and a large supply’ of ammunition 
troops, every fort and place of arms belonging and military stores, with heavy guns. He 
to. the enemy surrendering at discretion, while immediately assumed the command of the 
Tippoo was equally triumphant ou the eastern Madras army, and lost no time in preparing 
shores of the peninsula. The victories of everything for a new campaign. After con- 
Abercromby were not so influential upon the snltation with the Madras council and his 
war as those of Tippoo. The Malabar coast officers, he resolved upon a plan of campaign 
was not so important a theatre of action as that different from the former, except in the main 
of Coromandel. purpose of somewhere ascending the Ghauts

When tidings of these things reached with the chief force at his disposal, and carry- 
Calcutta, the supreme council and the go- ing the war into the Mysorean country. He 
vernor-general were much alarmed. Earl ordered General Meadows to join him, and so 
Cornwallis still entertained the highest re- energetic and prompt was his lordship’s eon- 
spect for the gallant Meadows, and for his duct of affairs, that within a week after he 
capacity on a limited sphere of action, or as landed in Madras, he took the field. The 
second in command; but he did not feel jus- second campaign will form the subject of a 
tilled in any longer entrusting the military separate chapter.
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C H A TTE R  X C IV .
SECOND CAMPAIGN AGAINST TIPPOO SULTAN—LORD CORNWALLIS ASSUMES THE COMMAND 

OF THE ARMY— HE ENTERS MYSORE-PORCES THE LINES OF SERINGAPATAM-LAYS 
SIEGE TO THE CITY AND FORTRESS-IS OBLIGED TO RAISE THE SIEGE-GENERAL 
ABERCROMBY COMPELLED TO RETIRE— SUFFERINGS OF LORD CORNWALLIS’S ARMY. I

I he policy of Tippoo towards the English geographical position and character were such 
was supposed by the governor-general to de- as would enable an energetic sultan, with 
pend upon the aid which he received from military talent, at any time to invade and 
the French. It was presumed by the British plunder the low-lying lands of the English on 
commander thaL at all events, Tippoo’s the Malabar and Coromandel coasts. He be- 
mode of conducting the war would depend lieved that, a very moderate amount of French 
upon the prospect of the co-operation of a aid in officers and men, especially in the 
Trench force iii the Carnatic. The sultan engineer department, would enable him to 
was determined, with or without the French, conquer Madras, which he felt confident would 
to sustain a war, in which he had been so far be followed the next season by the conquest 
successful; for he believed that the defensive of Bombay. The sultan even boasted, that 
power of Mysore was such as to baffle all the with ten thousand auxiliary French he would 
efforts and sacrifices which the East India march across the country, and burn or retain 
Company could make to conquer it, while its Calcutta.



The first purpose of the general was to have hung upon the flanks of his invading 
elude Tippoo, leaving him in the Carnatic to enemy. The English laid siege to the for- 
do his worst there, and ascend the Ghauts tress of Bangalore on the 5th March. Thus, 
before the sultan could either intercept him in one month, by marches and manoeuvres 
or perceive his plan. For this end his worthy of a general, Tippoo was obliged to 
lordship marched to Vellore, and made as evacuate the Carnatic, his country, guarded 
though pressing for Amboor, en route to the so strongly by nature, was penetrated without 
passes nearest and opposite to Madras, resistance, and a powerful British force sat 
Tippoo, astonished and alarmed by tidings to down before the second city in his dominions, 
this effect, which the English took care to The English began their operations against 
have conveyed to him, disposed his resources the place with the utmost vigour, but various 
to prevent the accomplishment of what he misadventures on the part of Lord Cornwallis’s 
presumed must be the intention of the British officers against the army of Tippoo, which 
chief. Had Lord Cornwallis purposed to harassed the English flanks, caused serious 
adopt that plan, the rapidity of his movements, loss in men, and very great loss of horses, 
and the suddenness of his departure from many of which were captured or stabbed by 
Madras, would probably have enabled him to the irregular troops attending the sultan’s 
do so in spite of Tippoo ; but in that case army “ Another enterprise, which proved 
the sultan would have hung upon his rear, somewhat hazardous, was the carrying of the 
and he would have been embarrassed in his fortified town of Bangalore, a place of very 
march. Tippoo was very unwilling to leave considerable extent and importance. It was 
the vicinity of Pondicherry, until he had surrounded with an indifferent wall, but the 
secured the co-operation of the French, and ditch was good, and the gate was covered by 
was thus led to make delay which he was a very close thicket of Indian thorns. The 
unable afterwards to redeem. He was also attack was made, too, without any due know- 
less prompt to move, because he had a large ledge of the ground; and the soldiers, both 
force of light cavalry, in which he knew the in advancing and in endeavouring to force an 
English were deficient, and he concluded entrance, were exposed to a destructive fire 
that he could easily outmarch them, and in- from turrets lined with musketry. Colonel 
tercept them at a moment sufficiently oppor- Moorhouse, one of the most accomplished 
tune to prevent their marching through the soldiers in the service, received four wounds, 
passes, towards which he supposed they would which proved fatal. At length, when the 
proceed from Amboor. The English com- gate was almost torn in pieces, Lieutenant 
mander, however; by a sudden detour to the Ay re, a man of diminutive stature, forced his 
right, and marching with great celerity for way through it, and Meadows, who preserved 
four days, came upon the northern pass of an inspiring gaiety in the midst of battle, 
Moogler. There a body of the enemy was called out, ‘ Well done! now, whiskers, try if 
posted as a guard, but they were without you can follow and support the little gentle- 
any suspicion that an English force was near man! On this animating call, the tioops 
them, and were surprised, many were slain or dashed into the town; though its great ex- 
captured. and the remnant were routed. By tent rendered the occupation difficult. Tippoo 
another rapid march of four days, the English likewise threw in a strong corps, which re
general placed his army on the high plains of newed the contest, opening a heavy fire with 
Mysore. The suddenness of his appearance small arms; but when the English betook 
there struck terror to the foe. Messengers themselves to the bayonet, they drove the1 
arrived at the head-quarters of the sultan, enemy with irresistible fury through the 
informing him of these feats of generalship, streets and lanes, and soon compelled them 
which filled him with greater consternation to evacuate the pettah. Our loss, however, 
than even the presence of an English army in amounted to one hundred and thirty-one. 
the centre of his patrimonial territory. The fortress was breached on the 21st.

Tippoo, leaving all his conquests in the It was not in a condition to be stormed, but 
Carnatic, hurried with so much rapidity as to the energy of Tippoo seemed to have re
throw his army into disorder, and ascended turned, and he was making such prodigious 
the Ghauts by the passes of Changana, and exertions for the relief of the place, that it 
Policode. He' seemed bewildered, acting on was deemed necessary, even at a great sacri- 
no plan, his rapidity was that of panic, not of fice, to capture the stronghold as speedily as 
generalship. Notwithstanding his celerity possible. The commander-m-chiel, after con- 
o f march, he expended time on matters of suiting with his officers, ordered the assault to 
inferior motive, and personally attended to be made that night. This was good general- 
the removal of his harem from Bangalore, ship. The enemy had no expectation t a- 
when he ought, at the head of his army, to the night following the day on which an lm-



perfect breach appeared, an assault would be Southern India, his excellency had formed no 
attempted ; not a man in the fortress en- conception of the sight which now met his 
tertained such an- idea. The night was eyes. Wilks, the historian of the Mahrattas, 
bright with all the beautiful clearness of amusingly describes them thus :— “ It is pro- 
tropical moonlight, so that the breach could bable that no national or private collection of 
be distinctly seen from the lines, and the ancient armour in Europe contains any arms 
dusky sentinels of the sultan pacing to and or articles of personal equipment which might 
fro on the battlements. The signal for attack not be traced in this motley crowrd. The 
was a whisper along the ranks from the front Parthian bow and arrow, the iron club of 
of the assaulting column to the rear. They Scythia, sabres of every age and nation, lances 
were ordered then to advance in silence, and of every length and description, matchlocks of 
with rapidity. A t eleven o’clock the column every form, and metallic helmets of every 
advanced, treading lightly along the covered pattern. The total absence of every symptom 
way, and then emerging with a rush, they of order and obedience, excepting groups col- 
planted the ladders, and the forlorn hope was lected round their respective flags, every indi - 
within the place before the enemy were vidual an independent warrior, self-impelled, 
aroused to their danger. The drums of the affecting to be the champion whose single 
sultan beat to arms, the killidar leading his arm was to achieve victory.” These wild 
troops rushed to the post of danger, but the heroes "had neither provender nor provisions. 
English had already driven in troops posted The governor-general ordered them to relieve 
near the breach, and spreading to the right the harassed light horsemen of his army on 
and left around the wall, penetrated the the outposts, but they took no notice of the 
place. A  fierce hand to hand encounter en- duties imposed on them, and engaged them- 
sued, but the -English had learned from their selves altogether in plundering the enemy, 
chief the advantage in war of promptitude when on outpost duty, and stealing from their 
and celerity, and poured in, charging with allies when in camp.
the bayonet, and strewing their way with The condition of the English now became 
slaughtered enemies. The governor and the truly alarming. Tippoo had laid waste the 
defenders fought bravely but vainly, the country. No supplies could be obtained, 
bayonets of the English like a torrent of The governor-general determined to advance 
steel swept all before them, and in a very upon the capital, and by one bold stroke, if 
short time the place was mastered. possible, frustrate his enemy and end the war.

Tippoo received the intelligence with He had no carriage, and from this circum- 
despair, and even with stupor. He had ex- stance the march assumed a singular aspect, 
pected the assault some days later, and was The troops, officers, and men, suttlers, fol- 
prepared with a stratagem to raise the siege lowers, women, and even children, carried the 
at the period when his spies should announce ammunition. Swarms of camp followers, 
to him that the storm was to take place, and nairs, each carrying a cannon-ball, exhi- 
The suddenness of Lord Cornwallis’s move- bited an aspect of earnestness and oddity such 
ments perpetually disconcerted his plans, and as no army before probably ever displayed, 
rendered useless his superior numbers and “  The British army marched over the barren 
great resources. heights above the valley of Millgotah, and

The capture of Bangalore strengthened the there commanded a view of the mighty fortress 
governor-general every way, but he did not of Seringapatam,— the nest of hewn stone, for- 
find there such supplies of provisions and midable even in the eyes of the British soldier, 
forage as the exigencies of his army required, where Tippoo had brooded over his ambitious 
and the deficiency of his supplies of this nature designs, and indulged his dreams of hatred in 
from all sources now became serious. Instead visionary triumphs over the strangers who 
of advancing upon Seringapatam, the sultan’s had so lately imposed a yoke on Asia. Nature 
capital, he -was obliged to proceed northward and art combined to render its defences 
on a gigantic foraging expedition, and also in strong. An immense extended camp without 
the hope that the rear-guard of what the the walls, held the flower of the sultan’s 
nizam called his army might arrive, which, as troops.” *
it was sure to plunder the country in its Tippoo prepared to abandon his capital, or 
course, would be well supplied, and part freely at all events, to remove his treasures and his 
with those supplies for money. Ten thousand harem to Ohittledroog, a place built upon a 
horse made their appearance, as was expected, towering rock supposed to be impregnable. 
The astonishment and disappointment of the The mother of the sultan, and some of his 
English general could not be suppressed waves, upbraided him for his want of spirit, 
when he beheld this force. Unacquainted * History of British Conquests in India, vol.i. p. 185. 
with Indian warfare, and with the natives of By Horace St. John.



reminded him that such a movement would has been criticised severely by some for ad- 
alarm his people, and with stinging reproaches vaneing at all against the capital, where he 
urged him for once to give battle to the Eng- knew, the resources of Tippoo were concen- 
lish upon the open field, and by his resolution trated, in the state of destitution as to sup- 
and numbers overwhelm them. He selected plies of his army. It has been explained by 
a position with good military judgment, and some on the ground of the reasonable alarm 
prepared to occupy it with obstinacy. Drawing entertained by his lordship of the immediate 
up his fine army on a range of heights action of the French on the side of Tippoo. 
above the Cavery, upon an island in which Intelligence of the French revolution had 
Seringapatam stood, he thus placed himself reached the governor-general, he apprehended 
between his capital and his hitherto conquer- that war between Prance and England would 
ing enemy, and dared the issue. Lord Corn- once more involve India in its vortex, and 
wallis made a skilful movement against the that the Carnatic would be, as before, the 
left flank of his opponent. Tippoo threw up necessary theatre of battle. Under these 
redoubts on precipitous hills, which covered exciting apprehensions, it has been said that 
that part of his position, and as his army was his lordship acted with a precipitancy in 
numerous, he could spare men to occupy all beginning his march upon Seringapatam from 
those outposts in strength. The guns of the Bangalore, out of keeping with his usual 
sultan commanded in every direction the coolness of judgment. A t all events, the hour 
approaches of the English, while the nature of for retracing his steps arrived. The fine ma- 
tlie ground over which they must march to terial of his army was abandoned or destroyed, 
storm the heights was so broken by natural and a retreat commenced, in which his men, 
and artificial inequalities, that the English wearied and hungry, fell back reluctantly 
could not silence the fire of the Mysoreans, from before a foe they had vanquished, and 
nor adequately cover their own advance, just when the prize appeared within reach. 
Through all difficulties, in spite of the most His lordship was not only obliged to retreat 
terrible cannonade, midst showers of rockets, himself, but to countermand those forces 
and confronted by deadly ranges of small which were hastening with all speed to his 
arms, the English reached their enemies, steel support. In the last chapter the successes 
to steel, and dislodged them from every emi- of General Abercromby, on the Malabar coast, 
nence. Every rocky elevation was the scene were noticed as contemporaneous with the 
of a separate conflict. With the same steady campaign of General Meadows, and a part of 
advance over crag and ravine, up the steep the latter’s plan of operations. When Lord 
acclivity, and through the fiery flight of the Cornwallis began his march from Madras, 
enemy’s missiles, the English pressed their Abercromby was directed to operate from the 
unremitting way, occupying each post only low lands of Malabar, and, if possible, ascend 
when clashing bayonets and sabres had, with the Mysore country, so that it would be taken, 
brief and decisive execution, closed the mortal as might be said of an army, on both flanks at 
strife. The enemy fled at last for shelter once. Abercromby met with an ally who 
under the walls of the strong city. Five facilitated his enterprise. The people of 
hundred British lay upon the slopes and sum- Coorg were the enthusiastic enemies of Tip- 
mits of the contested ridges. The enemy poo, on account of his civil oppressions and 
perished in far greater numbers. This was religious persecutions. Their youthful rajah, 
accounted for by the mode in which the after a long captivity, had lately contrived to 
British fought. As the lines of flashing effect his return. The greater part of his 
bayonets crested the well defended hills, they subjects were groaning in exile; but in_ the 
were lowered with quick precision, and depth of the woody recesses there was still a 
searched with sure and sanguinary aim the band of freemen, who rallied round him with 
over-crowded masses of the enemy. Then enthusiastic ardour. By a series of exploits, 
from the summits so well won, the English that might have adorned a tale of romance, 
musketry poured a deadly fire upon the fugi- the young prince recalled his people from the 
tives, who fell fast until pursuit could add distant quarters to which they had been 
no victims to vengeance, or glory to victory. driven, organized them into a regular mili- 

The deficiency of food for the men, and tary body, drove the oppressors from post 
of any kind of fodder for the cattle, rendered after post, and finally became undisputed ruler 
it impossible for the British commander to of Coorg, expelling the Mohammedan settlers 
remain long enough before Seringapatam who had been forcibly introduced. A  com- 
to capture it. To retreat seemed almost mon interest soon united him in strict alliance 
as difficult. It was only possible by the with General Abercromby, who thus obtained 
sacrifice of all his baggage and stores, and a route by which he could transport his army, 
of his splendid battering-train. His lordship without opposition, into the elevated plain.



The conveyance of the heavy cannon, how- voice. The singular looking hosts of troopers 
ever, was a most laborious task, as it was brandished their swords, shook their lances, 
often necessary to drag them by ropes and and curvetted their well-fed steeds. Had 
pulleys up the tremendous steeps, which form the governor-general but known that such 
on this side the declivity of the Ghauts. A t an army— well supplied, as a Mahratta army 
length the general had overcome every diffi- always was— was hastening to his aid along 
culty, and was in full march to join Lord the steeps from the north, he would have held 
Cornwallis, when he received orders to re- his position before Seringapatam, and the 
treat, which, in this case too, could be effected glory of Mysore had sunk suddenly as the 
only by the sacrifice of all the heavy artillery, eastern sun sinks at evening. Tippoo’s irre- 

A t this juncture the Mahrattas were ad- gular horse had intercepted all communica- 
vancing in another direction. Purseram tion, and the governor was ignorant that the 
Bhow and Hurry Punt, two of the chiefs of Mahrattas had pierced the passes of the 
that strange people, were very earnest in Mysorean Ghauts. Had he known so much, 
the war. They took the field early in the he would not have countermanded the advance 
campaign, but were impeded by obstacles of General Abercromby; had that general 
which delayed their course in a manner ho- received intelligence which might have been 
nourable to themselves. The strong fortress communicated to him seaward of Madras, if 
of Durwar, garrisoned by some of the best sol- at that presidency pains had been taken to 
diers of Tippoo, lay in the line of the Mahratta organize a system of procuring and commu- 
march. There were two battalions of the nicating intelligence, he would have con- 
eompany’s sepoys with this force, and with tinued his inarch. The English, notwith- 
tlieir aid the Mahrattas believed that they standing the frequent failures of their plans 
could take the fortress— an operation most from similar deficiencies, were still charac- 
unsuitable to the military tactics of those terised by their want of alert and active vigi- 
tribes. The siege was conducted in a manner lance. The arrival of the Mahrattas was a 
so absurd and dilatory that protracted opera- means of l-elief only to those who had money 
tions were necessary. The fortress held out to buy what these allies possessed in abun- 
from December 1790 to June, 1791, and dance, but his lordship made such arrange- 
then only surrendered because the Mahratta ments as procured supplies of necessaries for 
cavalry made the blockade so strict that his whole camp. “ As soon as these auxi- 
the besieged could obtain no provisions. The liaries arrived, the scarcity in the cantonments 
terms of surrender were not observed by the of the English, which previously amounted 
Mahrattas, notwithstanding the remonstrances almost to famine, ceased, so far as they were 
of the English officers who accompanied them, willing to pay the enormous prices that were 

Vi hile Lord Cornwallis’s army was in full extorted from their necessities. Every article 
retreat, the men dropping down dead from abounded in that predatory host: it exhibited 
sickness, fatigue, or hunger, a body of cavalry ‘ the spoils of the East, and the industry of 
appeared, and beyond them, in the distance, the West,— from a web of English broad- 
vast clouds of dust arose, as if a numerous cloth to a Birmingham penknife; from the 
army^ were on its march. The English shawls of Cashmere to the second-hand gar- 

. had just made their formation for encoun- ment of the H indoo; from diamonds of the 
tering the supposed enemy, when a gro- first water to the silver ear-ring of a poor 
tesque horseman advanced slowly, and with plundered village maiden;’ while ‘ the tables 
confidence. He was identified as a Mali- of the money-changers, overspread with the 
ratta. He was one of the advanced guard coins of every country of the East, gave evi- 
of the army of Purseram Bhow and Hurry dence of an extent of mercantile activity 
Punt. Great was the joy of the wearied, utterly inconceivable in any camp, excepting 
and famished soldiery, and of their brave and that of systematic plunderers by wholesale 
skilful, but sorely afflicted chief. On came and retail.’ These allies, moreover, intro- 
the Mahrattas, as clouds drifting upwards duced the commander to a most useful class 
from the horizon before the rising storm. Squa- of men, the brinjarries or grain-merchants, 
dron after squadron of wild cavalry—hardy, who, travelling in large armed bodies with 
seasoned-looking- warriors-— swept on over their wives and children, made it their busi- 
the devastated and trampled plain; and at last ness to supply all the militant powrers of 
the British sepoys, in their compact infantry Hindustan. They distributed their corn with 
order, thoroughly officered, and appearing in the strictest impartiality to all who could pay 
the finest state of efficiency, defiled before the for i t ; and the general, now amply supplied 
governor-general. The British met one another with funds, was no longer exposed to xvant, and 
with cheers, for which even the faint and the easily obtained apreference over Tippoo, whose 
famishing in the army of Madras foxxnd a pecuniary resources were beginning to fail.”



Notwithstanding the relief thus oppor- It was of great consequence to the success 
tunely obtained, the governor-general did not of another campaign that a good understand- 
deem it practicable to retrace his steps to the ing should he established with the Mahrattas. 
scenes of his recent conquests. His battering This Lord Cornwallis succeeded in accom- 
train having been lost, a fresh one had to plishing before he dispatched General Mea- 
be procured from Madras before he could dows, Colonel Stuart, and others of his su- 
hope to besiege Seringapatam. ■ Other ne- peri or officers, on different expeditions. The 
cessary supplies of military material were also Mahrattas were a people of great military 
necessary, in place of those which had been pride and quick sensibilities; they were also 
destroyed preliminary to the retreat. vindictive, and, like most oriental people,

Repose was now absolutely necessary for fickle in their policy. A ny ill-will springing 
the army of Lord Cornwallis. Nearly all the up between them and the British troops 'would 
cattle had died, either from overwork, or an perhaps have been productive of irremediable 
epidemic disease which quickly destroyed mischief. A  want of respect to their chiefs 
them, and caused them to putrefy almost im- on the part of the governor-general would 
mediately after death. This caused sickness have sent the whole host away, or have 
in the camp, which was much increased by caused them to make separate terms with 
the starved followers eating the putrid flesh. Tippoo. Yet, if the governor-general had 
Small-pox, so common and so fatal in the East, paid their chiefs any undue deference, or 
made great havoc. The store of rice was to a appeared to depend upon the alliance as a sine 
considerable extent wasted, or embezzled by qud non for conducting the war with Tippoo, 
the native drivers and servants. The sup- they would have at once assumed the air of 
plies which the Mahrattas sold at so high a conquerors or superiors, and become as trouble- 
price were rapidly vanishing. Safe coimnuni- some as Tippoo himself. Lord Cornwallis had 
cations were opened with Madras, and the but little experience of oriental peoples, and that 
wearied army, as it rested, awaited with zeal, which he knew of the natives of India was 
as well as obedience, the day when, with re- confined to the neighbourhood of Calcutta 
cruited force, it might again march against previous to this campaign. He had, how- 
the boasted capital of Mysore. While these ever, the mind of a statesman, with such su- 
events were passing, and indeed as soon as perior natural taste and judgment as qualified 
the junction with the Mahrattas was formed, him in an eminent degree for intercourse with 
Tippoo became anxious to negotiate. Ontlie. orientals, especially in the transaction of 
27th of May he sent a flag of truce, accom- political business. When the Mahrattas 
panied by numerous servants and a bushel of formed their junction with the British, they 
fruit, and a letter in Persian soliciting peace, pitched their tents at some distance; and 
The flag and the fruit were returned the next Lord Cornwallis had to consider with what 
morning, much to the gratification of the ceremonial his interview with the leaders of 
troops. An answer to Tippoo’s letter was this army should be associated. The follow- 
also sent, “  acquainting him that the English ing graphic picture was given by an eye-wit- 
nation would agree to no peace which did not ness, the deputy adjutant-general of Lord 
include their allies ; and if he meant to nego- Cornwallis’s army, Major Dirom:—  
tiate, he must in the first instance deliver up “  On the 28th May, the army fell back 
all the British subjects who were prisoners in towards Milgottah, where the Mahratta armies 
his dominions, and consent that a truce should were to encamp; and, to prevent discussion 
take place, until his proposals could be con- and delay on points of ceremony, Lord Corn- 
sidered and the terms adjusted. The fruit wallis proposed to meet the Mahratta chiefs at 
was returned in the same manner as it had tent3 pitched midway between the Mahratta 
been sent; not as an insult, but merely to and the British camps.
show that his lordship declined even the ap- “  Lord Cornwallis, accompanied by General 
pearance of friendly intercourse with the sul- Meadows, their staff, and some of the princi- 
tan. In the army it was understood that pal officers of the army, went to the tents at 
Tippoo, finding he could not treat separately the hour appointed, which was one o’clock; 
with the English, and seeing that he had an- but the chiefs, who consider precision as in- 
other season to try his expedients for disunit- consistent with power and dignity, did not 
ing the confederacy, as well as to prepare for even leave their own camp till three, though 
his, defence, replied to his lordship, by asserting repeated messages were sent that his lordship 
that he had no British subjects detained pri- waited for them. They at length mounted 
soners in his country since the former war, their elephants, and, proceeding as slow and 
and that he would not agree to a truce.” * dignified in their pace as they had been dua-

* Hevieu, o f Lord CorrwalM Second Campaign against in thf  S T  e scS te d  b v
Tippoo. By Major Dirom. o f  appointm ent at lour o clock, escorted by



several corps of their infantry, a retinue of served with that general were now in these 
horse, and all the pagentry of Eastern state, armies; but they had since felt the superority 
The chiefs, on descending from their ele- of the forces of Mysore, and were impressed 
phants, were met at the door of the tent by with such an idea of Tippoo’s discipline, and 
Lord Cornwallis and General Meadows, who his abilities in the field, that they were not 
embraced them, and, after some general con- a little pleased in having joined the British 
versation, retired to a private conference in army, without having occasion to try their 
another tent. fortune singly with the sultan. They all

“ Hurry Punt, about sixty years of age, a showed great eagerness to hear the news, and 
Brahmin of the first order, and the personage to know the reason of our having burst our 
of greatest consequence, is said to be the third great guns. On being told of the victory of 
in the senate of the Mahratta state. His the 15th of May, and of the subsequent neces- 
figure is venerable, of middle stature, and not sity of destroying the battering train, from 
corpulent; he is remarkably fair, his eyes want of provisions, and not knowing of their 
grey, and his countenance, of Roman form, approach, they partook in the joy  and grief 
full of thought and character. we had experienced on those events; and

“  Purseram, Bhow, aged about forty, stands seeing that we considered the late defeat of 
high in military fame among the Mahrattas. Tippoo as a matter of course, and that we 
He is an active man, of small stature, rather looked forward with confidence to the cap- 
dark in his complexion, with black eyes, and ture of the capital, they expressed themselves 
an open animated countenance, in which, and to the following effect:— ‘ W e have brought 
his mien, he seemed desirous to show his plenty— do you get more guns— we will feed 
character of an intrepid warrior. His an- you, and you shall fight.’ The conference 
tipathy to Tippoo is said to be extreme; for between the generals and the chiefs broke up 
the sultan had put one of his brothers to death between five and six o’clock, apparently much 
in a most cruel manner, and Hyder’s con- to the satisfaction of both parties.” 
quests to the northward fell chiefly upon the The officer, who gave the description just 
possessions of his family, which he lately re- quoted, presents also an animated picture of 
covered by the reduction of Darwar. Hurry the military habits of our ally. It has been 
Punt was destined to be the chief negotiator already related that two sepoy battalions were 
on the part of his nation; each commanded attached to the Mahratta forces. These re- 
a separate army, but the Bhow was to be giments belonged to the Bombay army. The 
employed more immediately in the active chiefs always placed the British infantry in 
operations of the field. front, so that they served as a picket to the

“  The chiefs themselves, and all the Mah- Mahratta camp. Indeed, the only measure 
rattas in their suite, and indeed all their taken specifically to guard against surprise, 
people, were remarkably plain, but neat, in was that those infantry regiments were thrown 
their appearance. Mild in their aspect, hu- out in advance, encamping always in that 
mane in their disposition, polite and unaffected advanced position. Cavalry was spread in 
in their address, they are distinguished by detachments far on the rear and flanks of the 
obedience to their chiefs, and attachment to army, to secure plunder or cover the arrival 
their' country. There were not to be seen of supplies. These, without exercising any 
among them those fantastic figures in armour especial vigilance, would be soon able to detect 
so common among the Mohammedans, in the an advancing enemy. Major Dirom expresses 
nizam’s, or, as they style themselves, the gfeat surprise at the artillery appointments of 
Mogul army; adventurers collected from every our ally :—
quarter of the East, who, priding themselves “  The gun carriages, in which they trust to 
on individual valour, think it beneath them to the solidity of the timber, and use but little 
be useful but on the day of battle, and, when iron in their construction, are clumsy beyond 
that comes, prove only the inefficiency of belief; particularly the wheels, which are 
numbers, unconnected by any general prin- low, and formed of large solid pieces of wood 
ciple of union or discipline. united. The guns are of all sorts and dimen-

“  The Mahrattas of every rank seemed sions; and, having the names of their gods 
greatly rejoiced in having effected this junc- given to them, are painted in the most fan - 
tion, and considered it a happy omen, that tastic manner; and many of them, held in 
this event should have taken place at Milgot- esteem for the services they are said to have 
tah, a spot so renowned in their annals for already performed for the state, cannot now 
the signal victory gained by Madharow in be dispensed with, although in every respect 
1772, in which he completely routed and dis- unfit for use. W ere the guns even service- 
persed Hyder’s army, and took all his can- able, the small supply of ammunition with 
non. Many of the chiefs and people who had which they are provided has always effectually



prevented the Mahratta artillery from being in which they salute the new moon, on its first 
formidable to their enemies. appearance.”

“ The Mahratta infantry, which formed part Another circumstance occurred soon after, 
of the retinue that attended the chiefs at the also characteristic of their customs and dis- 
couference, is composed of black Christians, c i p l i n e '“ The ground on which our army 
and despicable poor wretches of the lowest had encamped at the junction, being bare of 
caste, uniform in nothing but the had state of grass, and extremely dirty, Lord Cornwallis 
their muskets, none of which are either clean was desirous of marching; and sent to the 
or complete; and few are provided with either Mahratta chiefs, to request they would move 
ammunition or accoutrements. They are next morning, as their camp lay directly in 
commanded by lialf-caste people of Portuguese our route. They returned tor answer,‘ that 
and French extraction, who draw off the at- they should be happy to obey his lordship’s 
tendon of spectators from the had clothing of commands ; but, as they had halted eight 
their men, by the profusion of antiquated lace days, it was not lucky, nor could they, ac- 
bestowed on their own ; and if there hap- cording to the custom of their religion, march 
pens to be a few Europeans among the on the ninth day.’ His lordship gave way to 
officers and men, which is sometimes the their superstitious prejudice, and deferred his 
case, they execrate the service, and deplore march.”
their fate. The allies moved on the 6th of June to the

“ The Mahrattas do not appear to treat north of the Mysore, towards Nagamangala. 
their infantry with more respect than they Purseram Bhow had established a post and 
deserve, as they ride through them without depot there. From thence they marched 
any ceremony on the march, and on all occa- eastward to Bangalore. The objects of these 
sions evidently consider them as foreigners, marches were to enable the Mahrattas to 
and a very inferior class of ]3eople and troops, withdraw in safety the posts they had estab- 
Indeed the attention of the Mahrattas is di- lished on their line of march; to subsist the 
rented entirely to their horses and bazars, allies at the expense ot the enemy; to cause 
those being the only objects which immedi- Tippoo to consume the provisions which he 
ately affect their interest. On a marching had laid up lor the defence of the capital, 
day, the guns and the infantry move off soon The Mahrattas marched tumultuously, and 
after daylight, hut rarely together; the bazars seemed to depend upon the vigilance and dis
and baggage move nearly about the same time, cipline of the English against surprise, the 
as soon as they can be packed up and got very service which the English had expected 
ready. The guns and tumbrels, sufficiently from the numerous Mahratta irregular horse, 
unwieldy without farther burden, are so heaped Those horsemen were most active, but not so 
with stores and baggage, that there does not much as the eyes of the grand army, as inde- 
seem to be any idea of its ever being necessary pendent corps, conducting all sorts of ine- 
to unlimber, and prepare for action on the gular and eccentric expeditions on their own 
march. As there are no pioneers attached to account. They captured some of iippoos 
the Mahratta artillery to repair the roads, this elephants, and minor convoys. They way- 
deficieney is compensated by an additional laid his cavalry scouts, and boldly fell upon 
number of cattle, there being sometimes a them when a chance of success was opened, 
hundred, or a hundred and fifty bullocks, in a This was of importance to the English, whose 
string of pairs, to one gun : the drivers, who horses were much reduced by travel and 111- 
are very expert, sit 011 the yokes, and pass sufficient fodder. ^
over every impediment, commonly at a trot. ■ Earl Cornwallis had  ̂much difficulty 111 
The chiefs remain upon the ground, without keeping the Mahratta chiefs in good humour, 
tents, smoking their hookahs, till the artillery each affecting the bearing of a sovereign 
and baggage have got on some miles; they prince. It was alsô  most difficult tor him 0 
then follow, each pursuing his own route, at- form plans of military co-operation wi 1 
tended by his principal people ; while the in- them. New battering trains were soon sent 
feriors disperse, to forage and plunder over from Madras and Bombay, money came horn 
the country Calcutta, provisions were found by the Mah-

“ A  few days after the junction of the Mali- rattas, but horses and oxen to draw the guns 
ratta armies, an irregular fire of cannon and and stores could not be procure Y a“ > 
musketry was heard in their camp between amount of payment. B y  ingenious airange- 
niiio and ten at night. The troops imme- ments with officers especiallythose in com- 
diately turned out in our camp, and stood to mand of battalions, Lor  ̂ ‘ fipmitv.a(q u_
their arms, thinking that Tippoo had certainly the bullock departmen , ‘ 1 Camels
attacked the Mahrattas ; but it proved to be taut-general of the army ex 1 essed iff Camels 
only the celebration of one of their ceremonies, were pui chased >y 111c n g ^

von. 11.



zeal for the public service ; and the whole cutta, he heard that bullock draught was pre
army was animated by an enthusiastic desire paring for his service, and a despatch from 
to make up somehow every deficiency of Vellore informed him of the arrival there, from 
equipment. The only supplies issued to the Bengal, of one hundred elephants and twenty - 
British sepoys were rice, salt, and arrack; the five bullocks. Thousands of coolies arrived 
European soldiers had cattle and sheep for with provisions on their own speculation, so 
slaughter, in addition to rice and small rations that supplies became abundant. The army 
of corn. The British commander, like the was thus encouraged and their noble corn- 
great Duke of Wellington many years after- mander, confident of victory, communicated 
wards in the Spanish peninsula, became a sort by sympathy his confidence to his troops, 
of grain merchant to supply his troops, and A  new disposition of forces occurred in 
with equal success. Captain Read, an officer the neighbourhood of Bangalore, with a view 
well versed in the languages of Southern to protect the arrival of supplies to the 
India, and possessing a remarkable talent for allies, cut off supplies from Tippoo, and se- 
organization, made arrangements with the cure sufficient support for such vast bodies 
grain merchants on a gigantic scale, and by of men, troops, and camp-followers. Colonel 
trusting to them in fair and open market, Duff, whose name became afterwards so much 
treating them justly, and paying the value for j identified with the peoples and countries of 
their commodities, the English army received [ Southern India, took charge of the artillery, 
regular supplies. The Mahrattas by plunder and prepared a battering train for service once 
barely provided for themselves, while the more at Seringapatam. He had rendered in- 
nizam’s forces could neither supply their wants valuable aid to the army in the same way on 
by purchase or plunder. its previous advance to the Mysorean capital.

After the reduction of various forts, the The approaching period of the monsoons 
army came in sight of Bangalore. Cap- rendered an advance upon Seringapatam im- 
tain Read succeeded in meeting it with a possible. The grand army, under Lord Corn- 
convoy of brinjarries (or corn merchants), wallis, kept open its communications with the 
having ten thousand, or as some writers of Carnatic, to secure the arrival of guns, am- 
the time affirmed, twelve thousand bullock- munition, and stores. To ensure this impor- 
loads of rice and grain. Here Lord Corn- tant end, it was necessary to secure the 
wallis received intelligence of the favourable pass of Palicode, and that could only be ac- 
views which were entertained in England of complislied by the capture of Oussoor, a for- 
his conduct in waging and conducting this tilled place which commanded it. This was 
war. He also received despatches informing the first operation of the army of any mag- 
him that half a million sterling was voted by nitude after the junction of the triune forces, 
the company to replenish his exchequer, and and, as it may be considered as the beginning 
that large reinforcements of troops, especially of the third campaign, is reserved for a se- 
artillery, were on their way out. From Cal- ! parate chapter.

C H A P TE R  XCV.

WAR WITH TIPPOO: THIRD CAMPAIGN—EARL CORNWALLIS CONQUERS OUSSOOR— REDUCES 
THE WHOLE TERRITORY OF MYSORE, AND ADVANCES TO THE FORTIFIED LINES OF 
SERINGAPATAM.

On the 15th of July the army moved from the The seventh brigade reached Oussoor 
cantonments of Bangalore towards Oussoor. under Major Gowdie. On the appearance of 
This part of the country had not as yet been the British the enemy abandoned the place, 
made the theatre of war, and the inhabitants attempting unsuccessfully to blow it up before 
were engaged in attention to their fields, commencing their flight. A  large store of 
The landscape was beautiful in its variety of grain and powder rewarded the march of the 
aspect, fertility, and careful cultivation. Rich British brigade. The fall of Oussoor was 
foliage crowned the knolls and hill-tops, as the very dispiriting to T ippoo; lie regarded it as 
ground undulated or rose in bolder eminences, strategically of great importance, and his 
Tlie elevation of the region gave coolness, orders were to strengthen and defend it to the 
yet it basked in all the glorious light of the uttermost, Previous to the arrival of Major 
Indian sun. Gowdie, the English prisoners were murdered



by express order of Tippoo, notwithstanding one days two breaches were opened. General 
remonstrances by the governor, and solicita- Meadows himself led the assault. A  night of 
tions for mercy from the inhabitants. Like soft clear moonlight, such as guided the for- 
his father, the sultan delighted to shed the lorn hope so swiftly through the newlv-formed 
blood of defenceless enemies. The various breach at Bangalore, favoured the English, 
hill-forts in the neighbourhood surrendered, The assailants suffered hardly any loss from 
or were taken, and the English held the im- the fire of the enemy ; the steepness of the 
portant pass, bv which their stores and con- ascent brought them inside the range, but 
voys were chiefly to arrive during the re- huge masses of granite were rolled down, 
mainder of the campaign. which hurled away many of the English in

About the middle of August, Tippoo, their descent, so that ninety men were lost 
having consented to treat with the allies before the breaches were attained. Then 
jointly, instead of separately, as was his policy, sword to sword, high up on that moonlit 
sent a vakeel to Oussoor. This person, Apogy summit, a fierce encounter took place in the 
Bow, was well known to the English, having gaping chasms made by the English guns, 
in the previous war also acted the part of a Thirty English fell in the breaches; these 
negotiator. He would not open his creden- once carried, the enemy struggled no more, 
tials without certain ceremonies, which were and Meadows, sword in hand, like a volunteer 
evidently designed for delay, and he was, subaltern, entered at the head of the stormers. 
therefore, not permitted to enter the camp. It was one of the most gallant feats ever per- 

By the end of the month of September formed by Englishmen, and by an English 
twenty-eight thousand bullocks were provided general.
in the Carnatic for the use of the army. The Colonel Stuart attacked Savendroog, which 
laborious and expensive preparations in cattle, had been of equal importance with Nunde- 
material, and carriage equipment, of which droog, but which, during the siege of the 
Tippoo had ample information by his spies, latter, was so strengthened, that Tippoo's 
alarmed him more than the actual presence of officers considered it impregnable. It was 
numerous armies on the high table-land of battered, breached, and stormed in twelve 
Mysore. He was convinced that the English days without a man being lost on the side of 
were in earnest, and had ample means to sus- the conquerors. Outredroog was surrendered 
tain a new and protracted campaign. Yet after a feeble resistance, so great was the 
such was his hatred to the British, a feeling panic created by what were considered, pre
inherited from his father, and provoked by vious to their accomplishment by the English, 
their shameless violation of treaty, that he impossible feats. Kistnagherry town was 
preferred risking his all in conflict with them, burned; the droog of that place was attempted 
to opportune concession. by a coup-de-main, blit the attack failed.

During the remainder of the autumn the Tippoo, perceiving the moral effect of these 
British were engaged in various directions, exploits, determined upon a bold attempt to 
but chiefly to the north-east of Bangalore, in countervail them. He led an expedition 
reducing forts, and cutting off communications southward, and suddenly attacked Coimbatore, 
with the country from the sultan’s head- The garrison capitulated on terms which re
quarters. His lordship in this way found spected their liberty: Tippoo violated the 
means of employing the army honourably, and capitulation, and sent the whole garrison pri- 
with great detriment to the enemy. soners to iSeringapatam with every conceiv-

The country of Tippoo was studded with able indignity, and many cruelties. Tippoo 
“ droogs,”  fortified hills, or rocks. Some of probably considered that even if ultimately 
these were exceedingly precipitous. Nature defeated, he might execute vengeance upon 
had provided Mysore with bulwarks of defence, such men as he could get into his power, the 
and Hyder Ali and Tippoo Sultan knew how to English in the former war having shown such 
make them available. Among these Nunde- indifference to the fate of the prisoners he had 
droog was one of the chief, and was held by murdered, when they came to terms of peace, 
one of Tippoo’s most trusted officers. There Tippoo was not able to effect much more than 
was only one of the faces of the rock which the reduction of Coimbatore, 
was accessible, and that only under circum- Before the month of October had far ad- 
stances of difficulty almost constituting the vanced, the supplies of men and money ar- 
impossible. This portion of the crag was rived from England, including two companies 
defended near the summit by a double wall, of Royal Artillery, under Major Scott. Three 
An English detachment commanded by Major hundred seasoned troops also arrived from St. 
Gowdie, under the direction .of General Mea- Helena. These troops endured the climate 
dows, formed approaches on the steeps, built of Indiabetter than those which came directly 
batteries, and dragged up cannon. In twenty- from England. While from the presidencies



of Bengal and Madras reinforcements and sup- Leaving the Pondicherriin Ghaut, the army 
plies were poured in on one side of Mysore, pursued its toilsome way over thirty miles of 
the reinforcements which arrived from Eng- wooded, rocky, picturesque, and most difficult 
land at Bombay were organized, and ready to country, to the foot of the Sedaseer Ghaut, 
ascend the Ghauts on the other side. At this point the services of the Rajah of

While these events occurred, Tippoo sent Coorg became available, as in the previous 
a strong force into the Baramaul, which en- advance, and much facilitated the march of 
dangered the British convoys. Lord Corn- the army, not only by supplies of food, but by 
wallis ordered Lieutenant-colonel Maxwell, at the warlike and vigilant co-operation of a 
the head of a strong infantry brigade, to co- brave people. Having penetrated the range 
operate with some Mahratta irregular cavalry of successive ghauts, the Bombay army eu- 
fo clear that country. The chief work of this camped on the plains of Mysore, where it 
brigade was the reduction of forts, which the awaited the period for co-operation with the 
enemy feebly defended ; but in every case grand army. General Abercromby’s force 
where opportunity was afforded, they acted consisted of four European regiments, eight 
with treachery and cruelty. By the end of No- battalions of sepoys, four companies of artil- 
vember, Colonel Maxwell performed his mis- lery in four brigades, amounting to nearly 
sion, but not without having sustained one seri- nine thousand good soldiers. Here it is ne- 
ous repulse and heavy loss in officers and men. cessary to leave the army of Abercromby 

While these events were transpiring, the until other events are related.
Bombay army,under General Abercromby, When, in July, the necessity of procuring 
was engaged in active operations. That subsistence compelled the allied armies to se- 
officer, as seen in the last chapter, had parate, the Mahrattas, with a Bombay con- 
been ordered by Lord Cornwallis to retreat, tingent, under Captain Little, proceeded from 
He returned to 1 ellicherry from Bombay early the neighbourhood of Bangalore in the direo- 
m November, bringing with him drafts oil tion of Sera and Chittledroog. The country 
service, recruits, and a battering train. On being fertile, the Mahratta commander, Pur- 
the 23rd of the month this force marched from seram Bhow, selected it for his sphere of 
its cantonments, and assembled at Caimanore. operations. Captain Little, at the head of 
Lail Cornwallis ordered General Abercromby tlie Bombay native contingent serving witli 
to proceed upon the same plan as in the pre- Lis army, made for himself much distinction, 
vious campaign. That officer accordingly One of the most sanguinary pitched battles 
marched on the 5th of December to the Pondi- of the war was won by him, and siege was 
eherrim Ghaut, and on the 7th crossed the laid to Scooly-Onore by the end of Decern- 
rivcr at Illiacore, this river being navigable her. On the second of January the place 
to within two miles of the place which the capitulated.
general selected for the passage of his army, Purseram Bliow was elated with his suc- 
so that the heavy guns and stores were cesses, which were chiefly due to Captain Little 
brought up to that point. Prom Illiacore the and his Bombay sepoys. The Mahratta, there- 
aseent of the ghaut was steep and rugged, fore, instead of joining General Abercromby’s 
Deep ruts had been formed by torrents during army, went in an opposite direction, disarrang- 
the previous monsoon. It was necessary to ing the comprehensive plan of the campaign, 
repair the road that the guns and baggage and hazarding the success of the war. When 
might be brought up in safety, and thus con- “ the bhow” ought to have been with Aber- 
siderable delay was occasioned. The English cromby, so as to make the Bombay army un- 
omceis and soldiers were much impressed by assailable, and secure tbe safety of bis own 
the giandeur of the route, the bold mountain lie was at Bidenore, unable to effect anv- 
towering to the heavens, its steeps clothed thing bearing upon the grand scope of the 
thickly with forest, the views of the country campaign.
beneath, and of the distant sea, presenting the Tippoo, alarmed by the rapidity of the 
richness and variety peculiar to oriental scenery. Mahratta movements, and the enterprises 
Having surmounted the difficulties of the ascent which Captain Little had directed, detached 
near Illiacore, the army had a long march of Cummer-ud-deen Khan in the direction of 
tventy-six miles through a wooded, partly Bidenore. The bhow became alarmed in 
undulated, and partly abrupt country to Pon- turn, and, desisting from his designs on 
dicliernm, where the ascent of the great hill Bidenore and other cities in its vicinity re- 
offers the grand impediment to an army. The tired from before the corps of the khan' and, 
number and strength of the trees peculiar to yielding to the stem letters of Lord Corn- 
the Indian forest furnished means for affixing wallis and Hurry Punt, directed his course 
ropes to pull up the heavy guns and the store towards Seringapatam, to take his place in 
carriages. the military array formed against that city.



The khan, emboldened by the retirement of the exhaustion of their resources in the siege, 
the bkow, from terror, as he supposed, of which would necessitate a disastrous retreat, 
his superior prowess, performed various ex- lead to dissension among the allies, another 
ploits with his cavalry, making long marches invasion of the Carnatic by himself, and the 
and effecting several surprises. A  strong siege— perhaps capture— of Madras. With 
body of Mysorean horse penetrated into the aid from the French and from the Sultan of 
Carnatic, committed extensive devastation, Turkey-, he believed he could expel the Eng- 
reached the neighbourhood of Madras, ex- lish from the shores both of Malabar and Coro - 
citing much alarm, and were only repelled after mandel; that the nizam and peishwa would 
all the Europeans had volunteered to go out be glad to make separate terms, and that his 
against them. The council, always timid, supremacy would be recognised in the penin- 
although often rash, was of course panic- sular portion of India. As the Emperor 
struck. The agriculturists all around Ma- Nicholas of Russia, at a much later period, 
dras deserted their fields. ^ believed that Sebastopol would exhaust the re-

While these military movements were tak- sources of the great powers of Western Europe 
ing place, the English navy inflicted much in- which besieged it, so Tippoo concluded that the 
juryuponthe enemy’s strong places on the coast allied powers of Southern India would pour 
of Malabar. Commodore Cornwallis, Captains out fruitlessly their blood and treasure before 
Byron, Sutton, Troubridge, and Osborne at- Seringapatam, so as to ensure him an ultimate 
tacked various coast fortifications belonging to and complete conquest.
Tippoo, assisted in the conquest of Cannanore, Lord Cornwallis had succeeded in gaining 
and captured Fortified Island, at the month of the confidence of the governments of Hydera- 
the Onore river. The French had sent out bad and Poonah, and in uniting in his plans 
store-ships from their settlements for Tippoo’s the generalissimos of the armies of these states, 
service, under protection of their own frigates, He exercised, therefore, virtually, the supreme 
although the two nations were then at peace, direction of the armies, and was enabled to 
The English commodore stopped one of these carry out his plans of action without opposi- 
convoys. The French commodore fired two tion. His resolution was to march at once upon 
broadsides without any previous declaration Seringapatam. Hooleadroog was established 
or warning of hostile intent; the result was an as an advanced post, being ten miles nearer 
action, in which the French were severely the grand object than Outredroog, and from 
punished, and their frigate captured. which the allied armies, now finally assembled,

On the 14th of January, 1792, the various were to commence their march, for the second 
bodies of the grand army, with the exception attempt upon the enemy’s capital, 
of that belonging to the nizam, formed a junc- Before proceeding upon the final struggle 
tion in the neighbourhood of Outredroog. On and grand issue of his enterprise, Lord Corn- 
the 25th of January, the advanced guard of wallis was desirous of affording the nizam 
the nizam’s army was seen approaching, and and the Mahratta chiefs, a view of his army 
Lord Cornwallis proceeded out to meet it. in its full strength and array of wa*.  ̂Those 
The allied armies marched next day, and on personages appeared highly pleased with the 
the 27th reached Hooleadroog. In the pre- compliment which his lordship proposed to 
vious June that place had been conquered by confer, but did not seem to contemplate the 
the British. After the retreat of Lord Corn- utility of forming an intimate acquaintance 
wallis, the Mysoreans again took possession with the discipline, equipment, arrangement, 
of it, ’ and strongly fortified it. The town and component peculiarities of an ally’s 
was small, but the fort was considered inac- troops. They thought it a fine opportunity 
cessible to assault; nevertheless, the ldllidar for displaying their own elephants, their per- 
(governor) surrendered to Colonel Maxwell sonal pomp and glory, and for impressing 
upon summons. upon the minds of the English troops, ideas of

Lord Cornwallis posted a garrison at this the greatness of the native sovereigns and 
place and assembled all his forces in its vici- commanders associated with them in the field, 
nity. After such preparation as was neces- On the 31st of January, the British troops 
sary his armv moved forward towards the were ordered under arms, for review by the 
capital Tippoo had no well-founded hope nizam and the Mahratta chiefs. The noble 
of defending his provinces; but in his obsti- earl, and General Meadows, proceeded to meet 
nacy and determination he had resolved to the princes and generals ot the allies to the 
defend the city to which his father had given right of tne English lino. . . ,
so much fame as the seat of his government. The following graphic description ot what 
Tippoo believed that it was strong enough followed, was given by the only officer pre- 
to resist the allied arms of Hyderabad, sent, who, acquainted with all the tacts, 
Poonah, and Madras, and lie counted upon thought proper to describe their occurrence



“ The camp was pitched in a valley close i and order of our troops, and the noise and 
to Hooleadroog, and, irom the nature of the irregularity of the mob that accompanied the 
ground, could not be in one straight line, hut Eastern potentates. After passing the right 
was formed on three sides of a square, with a wing, the road leading through some wood 
considerable interval, on account of broken and broken ground, the chiefs, on ascending 
ground, between the divisions, which were a height, were not a little astonished to dis- 
thus encamped each with a different front, cover a still longer line than the two they 
The reserve, consisting of the cavalry, with a had passed, and which, in this situation, they 
brigade of infantry in the centre, formed the could see at once through its whole extent, 
division on the right of the line, and the But for the battering train, which occupied a 
two wings of the infantry formed the two mile in the centre of this division, at which 
other divisions of the encampment; the bat- they looked with wonder; but for the differ
i n g  train being in the centre of the left ence of the dress and music of the Highland 
wing fronting Hooleadroog. The extent of regiments in the second European brigade, 
the_ line, including the breaks between the and the striking difference of size and dress 
divisions, was above four miles. The prince, between the Bengal sepoys in the right, and 
the minister, Hurry Punt, and the tributary the coast sepoys which they now saw in the 
Nabobs of Cuddapu and Ganoid, who had left wing; but for these distinctions which 
accompanied Secunder Jau from Hyderabad, they remarked, such was the extent of ground 
were on elephants richly caparisoned, attended which the army covered, and the apparent 
by a numerous suite of their best horse, and magnitude of its numbers, that the chiefs 
preceded by their chubdars, who call out their might have imagined a part of the same 
titles; surrounded, in short, by an immense troops were only shown again upon other 
noisy multitude. The prince was in front, ground, an expedient not unusual among 
attended by Sir John Kennaway, on an themselves, whenever they have it in view 
howdered elephant, near enough to answer to impress strangers with a false idea of the 
such questions as might be asked by his high- strength of their forces. It was five o’clock 
ness respecting the troops. On his reaching before the chiefs reached the left of the line, 
the right ot the line, a salute of twenty-one when, having expressed themselves highly 
guns was fired from the park, while the gratified with all they had seen, they accom- 
cavalry, with drawn swords and trumpets panied Lord Cornwallis to his tents. After 
sounding, received him with due honours a short visit, and fixing the time and order 
as he passed their front. He returned the of their march for the following day, they 
officers’ salute, and looked attentively at returned about sunset to their own camps.” ’ 
the troops. The 19th dragoons, of which The same author, from his official know- 
they had all heard, attracted their particular ledge, gives the following account of the 
notice as they passed the corps of the reserve, march :—
Having s*en a regiment of Europeans, be- “  On the 1st of February, the allied armies 
sides the dragoons in the first division, the commenced their march from Hooleadrooo- in 
clnels were not a little surprised to find a the following order:— The English army 
bngade of three regiments, on proceeding a moved off as usual, at daybreak, in three 
little farther, in the centre of the second divi- columns. Firstly, the battering guns, tum- 
sion.. They had passed the sepoys at rather brels, and heavy carriages on the great road 
a quick pace, but went very slow opposite to formed the centre column. Secondly, the line 
the European corps, and seemed much struck of infantry and field-pieces, on a road made 
with their appearance. The troops all in for them at a distance of a hundred yards or 
new clothing, their arms and accoutrements more, as the ground required, marched pa- 
bright and glittering in the sun, and them- rallel to the battering train, and on its rffiht 
selves as well dressed as they could have been that being the flank next to the enemv! 
foi a leview in time of peace: all order and Thirdly, the smaller store carts and private 
silence, nothing heard or seen but the uniform baggage carts marched in like manner, on a 
sound and motion in presenting their arms, road to the left of the battering train, beyond 
accompanied by the drums and music of the which was the great mass of baggage, carried 
corps, chequered and separated by the, parties on elephants, camels, bullocks, and coolies, all 
Oi aitillery extended at the drag-ropes of the servants of the army, and families of the 
their guns, ih e  sight was beautiful even to sepoys. This immense multitude on the 
those accustomed to military parade; while baggage flanks, was prevented from goiiw 
the contrast was no less striking between the ahead of the columns by the baggage-master 
good sense of our generals on horseback, and and bis guard, and was flanked, giving it a 
the absurd state of the chiefs looking down space of several miles which it required, by 
from their elephants, than between the silence the part of the cavalry not on other duties,



and the infantry of the reserve. The ad- the army advanced, the irregular cavalry of 
vanced guard was formed of a regiment of Tippoo harassed i t ; regular troops appeared 
cavalry, the body guards, and the detail of on the flanks, and threw fiery showers of 
infantry for the pickets of the new camp, rockets. The advanced guard was obliged fre- 
Ihe rear-guard was formed of a regiment of quently to halt and draw up in line of battle 
cavalry, and the pickets of the old camp, and As the allies advanced, the impediments 
did not move till they saw the baggage and offered by the enemy increased and when 
all stores off the old ground of encampment. at last it reached the place of encampment 

“ In this manner the line of march was the quartermaster-general, his assistants and 
shortened to one-third of what would be its guards, were placed in imminent danger while 
extent if confined to one road; and, from the marking out the ground. The line chosen 
component parts of the army being thus for the encampment lav across the valley o f ’ 
classed and divided, the whole moved on with Milgotah, and was parallel to that of the sul- 
as much ease as if the battering train only tan, at a distance of six miles. The encamp- 
had been upon the march. The heavy equip- ment. of the allied armies was divided by a 
ment of the army, great guns, store carts, small stream, called the Lockany river, which 
provision and baggage, thus formed a mass taking its rise from the lake below Milgotah” 
of immense breadth and depth, guarded in runs through the valley into the Cavery! 
such manner on all sides, that on no quarter The British army, forming the front line, its 
could the enemy approach the stores or bag- right wing reached from the river along’the 
gage without opposition from some part of rear of the French rocks to a large tank which 
the troops on the march. _ The armies of the covered that flank of the line. The park and 
allies, which were not mixed in our details, the left wing extended from the other side of 
followed, as is their custom, at a later hour, the river to the verge of the hills which the 
and without any disposition for their defence.” army had crossed on their last march. The 

The army, after successive marches, ar- reserve, encamped about a mile in the rear, 
rived before Seringapatam. The enemy’s facing outwards, left a sufficient space between 
horse hovered upon the flanks, and offered it and the line, for the stores and baggage, 
considerable opposition to the advanced guard. The Mahratta and the nizam’s armies were 
Lippoo appeared disposed to dispute the pas- also in the rear, somewhat farther removed, 

sage of the river Madoor, but Lord Cornwallis to prevent interference with our camp. The 
having reinforced the advanced guard with a encampment of the confederate army was 
brigade of infantry, the enemy, after a show judiciously pitched at such distance from Se- 
of resistance, dispersed, laying waste the coun- ringapatam, and so covered by the French 
try, and retiring upon the main army. As- rocks in front of its right, as to prevent im- 
cending high ground on the opposite banks mediate alarm to the enemy, either from its 
of the Madoor, the British had a magnificent proximity or apparent magnitude. The first 
landscape, rich alike in fertility and variety, night in which the allies lay before Seringa- 
spread before them; far away on every side patam, they were disquieted by the activity 
patrols of the enemy’s horse were in obser- of the enemy’s cavalry, and the Deccan troops 
vation, and the flame and smoke of burning were much alarmed by flights of rockets which 
villages and homesteads appeared along the came perpetually among their tents. This 
whole horizon. The route now taken was alarm continued long after it was proved that 
different from that along which the army had more confusion than danger ensued from these 
advanced to the first attack of Seringapatam, missiles. The English took no notice of them, 
and it was also different to that upon which but their scouts stealing out and concealing 
Lord Cornwallis had retired ; the troops were themselves behind the crags which were seat- 
thus enabled to form a more extensive ac- tered round, brought down with musket shots 
quaintance with the country, which afforded many of their foes.
the Europeans a lively pleasure ; as compared On the 6th of February reconnoitering par- 
vvith the low country beneath the Ghauts, it ties were out to examine the enemy’s lines, 
was alike beautiful and temperate. From the left, Lieutenant-colonel Maxwell

The last march of the allies was made on and his attendants had a clear although rather 
the 5th of February, and lay over the barren remote view of the sultan’s camp. The fol- 
hills to the north-east of the capital. From lowing description of it was given by one of 
the line of route, the' valley beneath was fre- the staff of the British army:— “ On both sides 
quently spread out to view in all its extent; of the river, opposite to the island of Seringa- 
the proud city, with its cupolas, palaces, and patam, a large space is inclosed by a bound 
fortifications, was distinctly seen; and be- hedge, which marks the limits of the capital, 
neath the walls in numerous lines were ranged and is intended as a place of refuge to the 
the tents of the sultan’s troops. Every step people of the neighbouring country from the



incursions of liorse. On the south side of the sultan’s army certainly amounted to above 
river this inclosure was filled with inhabitants, five thousand cavalry, and between forty and 
but that on the north side was occupied only fiity thousand infantry. Ever since the junc- 
by Tippoo’s armv. The bound hedge on the tion of the Maliratta aimies, Tippoo, seeing' 
north side of the river includes an oblong he could not continue to keep the field, had 
space of about three miles in length, and in employed his chief attention, and the exer- 
breadth from half a mile to a mile, extending tions of the main body of his army, in forti- 
from nearly opposite to the west end of the fying this camp, and improving his defences 
island to where the Lockany river falls into in the fort and island.
the Cavery. Within this inclosure the most The hostile armies were now in presence 
commanding ground is situated on the north of one another on the grand theatre of action, 
side of the fort ; and, besides the hedge, it is The stake for which they contended was high, 
covered in front by a large canal, by rice The defeat of the allies must result in a dis- 
fields, which it waters, and partly by the astrous retreat, in which they would be obliged 
winding of the Lockany river. Six large re- to separate, and would be attacked and beaten 
doubts,'’ constructed 011 commanding ground, in detail; or, if the British succeeded by their 
added to the strength of this position, one of skill and boldness in forcing their way against 
which, on an eminence, at an ead-gah or all attempts to cut them off, they would reach 
mosque, within the north-west angle of the Madras with terribly diminished numbers, 
hedge, advanced beyond the line of the other General Abercromby’s army might be unable 
redoubts, was a post of great strength, and to make good its retreat, and w'ould be ex- 
covered the left of the encampment. The posed to the chance of attack unsupported by 
right of Tippoo’s position was not only covered the army of Mysore. On the other hand, if 
by the Lockany river, but beyond it by the the sultan suffered defeat, all was lost. He 
great Carrighaut Hill, which he had lately had but two chances left; one was in the great 
fortified more strongly, and opposite to the strength of his fortified camp, the other in that 
lower part of the island, defends the ford, of the city and fortress of Seringapatam.  ̂He 
The eastern part of the island was fortified reasonably calculated that the only portions 
towards the river by various redoubts and of the allies who would dare to storm his for- 
batteries, connected by a strong intrenchment tified camp would be the British, and that 
with a deep ditch, s.o that the fort and island even if they succeeded, their army must be so 
formed a second line, which supported the reduced in numbers by the conflict as to ren- 
defences of the first beyond the river; and der it impossible for them to prosecute a siege 
when the posts there should be no longer' of the fortress, and he would then assail and 
tenable, promised a secure retreat, as from the defeat the native armies in the open field, 
outworks to the body of a place. Tippoo’s Should the French render him assistance, he 
front line or fortified camp, was defended by would then be enabled to conquer the Carnatic, 
heavy cannon in the redoubts, and by his field and carry his arms also along the western 
train and army stationed to the best advantage, coast. He expected that a great battle of 
In this line there were one hundred pieces, artillery would take place before his forti- 
and in the fort and island, which formed his fied lines, which would lessen the numbers of 
second line, there were at least three times the English, while his cavalry harassed and 
that number of cannon. The defence of the wearied out the Mahrattas and the troops of 
redoubts on the left of Tippoo’s position was the nizain. His hopes were that the lines of 
intrusted to Syed Hummeed and Syed Guffar, his fortified camp would prove too strong for 
two of his best officers, supported by his corps his enemies, and that the campaign would 
of Europeans and Lally’s brigade, commanded terminate in his favour without siege being 
by Monsieur Yigie. Sheik Anser, a sipadar laid to the capital itself. Thus both parties 
or brigadier of established reputation, was on looked forward to the struggle as one of vast 
the great Carrighaut Hill. The sultan himself magnitude and consequence, and awaited with 
commanded the centre and right of his line eager and anxious suspense the moment when 
within the bound hedge, and had his tent the terrible tournament of the nations and 
pitched near the Sultan’s Redoubt, so called powers of Southern India should meet in the 
from being under his own immediate orders, concussion of deadly conflict which must one 
The officer is not known who commanded the way or the other terminate the war. Another 
troops in the island ; but the garrison in the chapter must reveal the incidents and issue of 
fort was under the orders of Syed Sahib. The ! the struggle.



C H APTER X C V I.

THIRD CAMPAIGN AGAINST T1PP00 SULTAN {Continued)—STORMING OP THE FORTIFIED 
CAMP BEFORE SERINGAPATAM— PASSAGE OF THE CAVERY, AND OCCUPATION OF THE 
ISLAND.

T he rival armies now confronted one another , Captain Ross of the royal artillery, with a 
with concentrated strength. Tippoo waited detachment of two subalterns and fifty Euro- 
for the attack dogged and resolute. The pean artillerymen with spikes and hammers 
Earl of Cornwallis determined upon bold and from the park, accompanied the centre, and
prompt measures. Having carefully recon- smaller parties the two other columns,
noitered the enemy’s position, he issued the “ The troops had just been dismissed from 
orders for attack in the evening of the 8th of the evening parade at six o’clock, when the 
February. As this was one of the most above orders were communicated; upon which 
memorable and interesting actions ever fought they were directed to fall in again with their 
by the British in India, it will interest the arms and ammunition.
reader to peruse his lordship’s own descrip- “  By eight o’clock the divisions were formed, 
tion of the plan of battle, as made known in and marched out in front of the camp; each 
his order of the day :—  in a column by half companies with intervals,

The army marches in three divisions at seven this in the order directed for their march,
evening to attack the enemy’s camp and lines; pickets “ The number of fighting men was at the
to join, field-pieces, quarter and rearguards, and camp- ntmogt 2800 Europeans and 5900 natives.
%™ g U D h Z n .  Major-general Meadows. “ The officers commanding divisions on

Centre. Lord Cornwallis; Lieut.-colouel Stuart, finding that their guides and scaling ladders
Left Division. Lieut.-colonel Maxwell. had arrived, and that every corps was in its
If the right attack is made to the westward of the pr0per place, proceeded as appointed at half 

Somarpett the troops of that attack should after entering an h past eight o’clock,
the enemy s lines, turn to the left. But if the attack is ..  ̂ ,,
made to the eastward of Somarpett, the troops should The evening was calm and seiene ; the 
turn to the right to dislodge the enemy from all the posts troops moved on in determined silence, and 
on the left of their position. the full moon, which had just risen, promised

The troops of the centre attack, after entering the ]jgPt them to success, 
enemv’s lines, should turn to the left; the front divi- • i , 1 "sionsj however, of both the right and centre attacks . The right column was conducted by Cap- 
should, after entering, advance nearly to the extent of the tain Beatson, of the guides, the centie column 
depth of the enemy’s camp before they turn to either by Captain Allen, of the guides, and Lieuten- 
side, in order to make room for those that follow; and ant Macleod of the intelligence department; 
such parts of both divisions as well as.ofthe left division, and harcarrahs (native guides or spies), who 
as the commanding: officers shall not think it necessary to , , , v
keep in a compact"body, will endeavour to mix with the l̂ac  ̂ been within the enemy s lines, were sent 
fugitives, and pass over into the island with them. both to these and the left column.

The reserve, leaving quarter and rearguards, will form “ Tippoo’s pickets having made no attempt 
in front of the line at nine this night, and Colonel Duff to interrupt the reconnoitering parties in the 
will receive the Commander-in-chief’s orders concerning foreno he probab]y did not expect SO early 
the heavy park, the encampment, and the reserve. . ’ v j 1 - -

Young soldiers to be put on the quarter and rearguards a visit. The distance of onr camp seemed a 
at gun firing, and the pickets to join when the troops circumstance favourable to his security, and 
march off. lie did not, perhaps, imagine, that Lord Corn-

A careful officer from each corps to be left in charge of wa]j;g WOukl attack his lines till strengthened
the camp and regimental baggage. ..............  , ,, • commanded bv General Aber-Colonel Duff to send immediately three divisions of gun *>7 the armies commanded Dy ueneia
lascars of fifty men each to the chief engineer, to carry the cromby and irurseram iinow. 
sealing ladders, and the chief engineer is to send them to Tippoo was wholly unprepared for an at- 
the divisions, respectively, along with the officers of his bacb: by infantry alone on a fortified camp, 
C01'PS- . ... protected by guns of every calibre, in every
lb I ' t t f s ; . ' .  C r » t ‘ * ,,T b“ £  direction. When the c o l ™  of .tt.cH moved
soldiers, are not left carelessly in the enemy’s works. .on, the tents of the camp weie struck, and

Surgeons and doolies to attend the troops, and arrack preparations made for its defence in case of 
and biscuit to be held in readiness for the Europeans. sudden attack. The cavalry were drawn up in 

The divisions to form, as follow’, after dark:— tbe rear jn SUpp0rt of it. Great was the anxiety
The right in front of the left of the right wing. A cfr*nrl to thpirThe centre in front of the right of the left wing. of the Camp guards as they stood to then 
The left in front of the left of the left wing. arms, prepared for every casualty, and a wait-

“ In addition to the troops detailed in the ing the issue of the terrible crisis in which 
orders, Major Montague of the Bengal, and the army was placed. Lord Cornwall^ very
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judiciously withheld from his allies any know- all, the proposed approach to the boundary 
ledge of the contemplated assault, until the line was far from simultaneous. When this 
army was actually in motion. Had they been column did penetrate the hedge, it was at a 
made acquainted with the plan, they would spot too near that where the division under 
have raised all sorts of objections, and, finally, the commander-in-chief in joerson had already 
refused co-operation. When they heard of entered, but diverging to the right within 
the enterprise consternation seized them. The the hedge, made directly against the chief 
idea of a body of infantry, so small in number, redoubt upon which the defence relied on its 
without artillery or cavalry, advancing upon left. The moon shone out brilliantly upon 
so strong a place, garrisoned so numerously, the cupola of the large white mosque which, 
bristling with cannon, and held by a deter- crowning a hill, was as a beacon to the 
mined ruler, totally appalled them. When English. The mosque became the object 
they learned that Lord Cornwallis himself towards which their march was directed, 
commanded the column by which it was in- When diverging to the right this column 
tended to penetrate the enemy’s defences, proceeded in part without the hedge, and 
their astonishment and alarm rose even higher, diverted the attention of the enemy, while 
They could not conceive of a great English lord the remainder of the division pushed on to the 
fighting as a common soldier, and voluntarily redoubt. It was not the intention of Lord 
placing himself in a position so imminent of Cornwallis that this redoubt should be at- 
peril. The chiefs immediately prepared for tacked, because its situation rvas so far in 
the only issue of the conflict which they could advance of the enemy’s proper lines of de- 
comprehend as possible— the total defeat of the fence. The battle having already raged from 
British, and the consequent dangers of destruc- the left to the centre, and thence to the right, 
tion to the allied armies. the troops at the White Mosque Redoubt

Onward marched the assailing columns, were thoroughly prepared, and a heavy fire 
Between ten and eleven o’clock, the centre of cannon loaded with grape and of musket- 
came upon a body of cavalry, with a strong balls, smote the head of the assailing column, 
detachment of the enemy’s rocket brigade. This terrible volley also revealed in vivid 
The cavalry, astonished at being confronted distinctness the full outline of the defence, 
by the head of a battalion of British infantry, The English of the 36th and 76th regi- 
galloped away, but left the rocketmen to make rnents gallantly charged the “  covert way,” 
feint of attack. These did little harm to the opening a steady and deadly fire on the de- 
English, who, amidst showers of innoxious fenders, who were swiftly driven within the 
fire flashing over their ranks like meteors, inner works of the redoubt. The English, in 
prosecuted the advance with rapid but steady essaying to pass the ditch, found themselves 
step. in the condition in which English troops

A t this juncture the left column of the have generally found themselves when simi- 
assailants were ascending the Carrighaut lar duties were imposed on them— most of 
Hill, and the scene presented to head-quarters the ladders were missing, and those possessed 
was grand and imposing, for instantly the were too short. The arrangements by which 
hill was topped with a circle of flame, from human life might be spared had been ne- 
continuous flashes of musketry. The centre glected, and the men had consequently to 
column was quickened by the discovery of make fruitless efforts of valour to accomplish 
their approach made by Tippoo’s cavalry, that which was physically impracticable. In 
and, animated by the fusilade from the Carri- this critical juncture a pathway across the 
ghaut, they pressed on with extraordinary ditch was discovered; over this the officers 
vigour, so that the retreating cavalry had dashed, sword in hand, followed impetuously 
scarcely reached the camp fifteen minutes by the men. The pathway terminated against 
before them. The English broke through a small gate, which was the sortie; this the 
the bound hedge which surrounded the camp, assailants forced in a moment, and entered a 
and penetrated at once the enemy’s lines, large traverse between the gateway and the 
The right column, from the nature of the redoubt. The enemy retired reluctantly and 
ground, had been compelled to make a con- slowly before the bayonets of the assailing 
siderable detour, and unfortunately did not force. Reaching the inner circle of defence, 
reach the hedge until half-past eleven o’clock, whence retreat was impossible, the defenders 
Lord Cornwallis had foreseen the probability turned a gun upon the traverse, which, if 
of such a mishap, and had halted his troops properly directed, must have swept it of the 
half-an-hour in the early period of the march, crowds whose eager valour urged them so 
Nevertheless the right column had wound its madly on. From the circular rampart the 
intricate way so much farther to the right soldiers of the sultan fired desultorily, but 
than his lordship’s plan contemplated, that after with close range, upon the thronging invaders,



who now filled the gorge and traverse. An to hold the redoubt. To the left of the con- 
irregular and less effective fire responded quered defence was another work, which was 
from the English. Several officers mounted stormed quickly, but with great slaughter; 
a banquette to the right of the gorge, while a the commandant and four hundred men were 
group of soldiers found their way up another slain, with the heavy loss of eleven officers 
to the left, and from both a dropping fire of and eighty men on the part of the British, 
musketry was directed into the redoubt. A  deserter from our army, who belonged to 
The fire of the enemy was still superior, and Daily's corps, gave himself up at this° post, 
the officers resolved upon a charge with the Prom his account, it appeared that Monsieur 
bayonet. The men, as in the Redan at Vigie, with his Europeans, about three hun- 
Sebastopol, during the storming of that place, dred and sixty, were stationed in the angle of 
were unwilling to give up the musketade, the hedge in front of the redoubt. Captain 
but were at last brought into order by their Oram’s battalion, upon which they fired, had 
officers, and, headed by Major Dirom and attracted their attention, till finding them- 
Captain "Wight, charged in at the gorge of selves surrounded, they broke, and endea- 
the redoubt. A  close fire of grape and mus- voured to make their escape, some along the 
ketry caused a sanguinary repulse. Captain hedge to the left, but chiefly by passing 
Gage opened such a fire of musketry from through the intervals of our column as it 
the banquette to the right as to deter the continued advancing to the redoubt. The 
enemy from taking such advantage of their colour of their uniform contributed essen- 
success as was open to them. The British tially to the effecting of their escape, and to 
were rallied, and again led by the same the same circumstance Monsieur Vigie him- 
officers, whose escape in the previous attempt self owed his safety ; he was seen to go 
was almost miraculous. The enemy had not through the column mounted on a small 
reloaded the gun by which the gorge had white horse, but, being mistaken for one of 
been raked, and their musketry fire was in- our own officers, was suffered to pass un
sufficient to check the advance. Captains molested. The deserter was of great use, he 
Gage_ and Burne, with Major Close, scram- guided the English through various intricate 
bled in at the same time, and, supported by ways, by which danger was avoided, and im- 
a few followers, dashed sword in hand upon portant objects accomplished at little loss, 
the flanks of the defenders, who broke away, The general having established posts, wheeled 
and perished beneath the bayonets of their his men to the left in the direction of the 
pursuers, or were shot as they leaped into centre column. In attempting this he passed 
the ditch below. Some fugitives, breaking across the track of that body, and found him- 
tlirough all dangers, were upon the point of self to the left of the attack at Carrighaut 
escape, but fell into the hands of the troops Hill. No firing was heard, and no reliable 
composing the supporting column. The re- intelligence of the operations of the centre or 
doubt was won before the supporting column left columns was attainable. After a con- 
had arrived. While yet the battle raged in siderable pause a heavy firing began between 
the redoubt, Tippoo sent a large body to the Carrighaut and the fort, when General Mea- 
rescue. They advanced with drums beating dows advanced to support the forces which 
and colours flying. Fortunately Lieutenant- he supposed to be engaged in the direction 
colonel JSlesbit, after routing another body of whence the sound of firing came. A t this 
the enemy, had his attention called by the juncture the day broke, and General Mea- 
noisy advance o f this reinforcement from the dows perceived what had taken place upon 
sultan. The officer who led was challenged the centre and right attacks, 
by Nesbit,* who felt uncertain who they While the right column of the assailants 
were; he replied, “ W e belong to the Ad- were thus occupied, that of the centre, under 
vance” the title of Lally’s brigade. The Lord Cornwallis, tvas engaged in important 
Mysorean officer supposed the English to be operations. His lordship had divided his 
part of his own brigade, but his reception corps into three divisions. The first, or ad- 
soon altering his opinion, he set his men the vance, had been ordered to force its wTay 
example of ignominious flight, which was through the enemy’s line, and, if successful, 
effectually followed. Had this corps arrived to follow the retreat of the defenders into the 
in time, and been commanded with spirit, it island. The second, or centre division, wTas 
might have been impossible for the English to move to the right of the first, to sweep

the camp in that direction, and ultimately 
* Some accounts represent this as having been done attempt the capture of the island, which it

SBib /  wh Cai?P1>e11’ of the grenadier company, was h d mlght be facilitated by the firstdoth regiment, who, although wounded in the redoubt, ,. . . 1 P . , , e ,
rushed forth and seized the standards of this detachment division entering with the fugitives whom 
of the foe. they might drive from the lines. The third



division was the reserve, with which Lord party at a redoubt which commanded the 
Cornwallis posted liimselt', so as, if possible, southern ford.
to afford and receive co-operation as it re- The second body of the advanced compa- 
garded the column of right attack under nies reached the northern ford at this juncture, 
Meadows, and of left attack under Maxwell, and found it nearly choked with bullocks, 
The first division of the'centre column, under bullock waggons, guns, and Mysorean soldiers, 
the command of the Hon. Lieutenant-colonel So great was the terror of the fugitives, that 
Knox, was composed of six European flank they made no resistance, and were bayoneted 
companies, the 52nd regiment of the line, in great numbers as they struggled to piass 
and the 14th battalion of Bengal sepoys. the ford. Some of the guns of the fort opened

The captains of the advanced companies upon the supposed situation of the English 
were ordered to push on, attacking only on the main-land, but none were directed 
whatever they met in front, until they reached against the ford, as the fugitives as well as 
the great ford near the north-east angle of the the pursuers must in that case have been at 
fort, and then, if possible, to cross it and enter least equal sufferers. The deputy-adjutant- 
tlie island. Rapidity was the chief element of' general of the British army afterwards re
success in this movement, and this was urged marked upon this episode of the defence—  
by Earl Cornwallis himself upon the captains “  It is no incurious circumstance here to ob- 
in terms exceedingly imperative. The 52nd serve, what was afterwards learned from some 
regiment and the 14th Bengal sepoys were French deserters, that, at the time of the 
to follow, with more solid order, the rapid firing of these guns, the sultan was at the 
movement and more open formation of the Mysore or southern gate of the fort, which he 
flank companies, and all were to avoid firing refused to enter: he wTas much enraged that 
unless in case of indispensable necessity. the guns had opened without his orders, and

At eleven o’clock the advanced companies sent immediately directions to cease firing, 
reached “  the bound hedge,” and found the lest it might be imagined in his camp that the 
enemy ready to receive them v7ith cannon fort itself was attacked, and the panic among 
and musketry. W ithout a shot the British his troops in consequence become universal, 
dashed through the line, the astonished de- To this order, wise as perhaps it was in its 
fenders fleeing panic-struck before am ove- principle, may be attributed the little damage 
ment so unexpected and unaccountable. The sustained by the troops, who crossed into the 
sultan’s tent occupied a particular spot in the island, within reach of grape from the bus
line of the advance, but he had fled from it, tions of the fort.”
leaving obvious signs of the precipitation of Knox and the companies under his com- 
his departure. The ground between that mand gained the glacis, where Captain Russell 
point and the river was almost a swamp, and some of the grenadiers of the 52nd awaited 
being under the cultivation of rice ; this cir- his arrival, the captain being of opinion that 
cumstance, with the darkness and the tumult of Lord Cornwallis intended the operations to be 
the fugitives, caused the advanced companies conducted against the northern face of the 
to miss their way and separate. _ They reached fort,— along that bank of the Cavery, rather 
the ford in two separate bodies. The first than in the direction taken by Captain Lind- 
dashed across close behind the fugitives, with say. Knox turned to the left, in the direction 
whom they were nearly entering the place, opposite to that taken by Lindsay, until he 
but the enemy secured every point of ingress arrived at “ the DowlatBaug,” where he seized 
opportunely. Captain Lindsay, at the head a moorman of distinction. Two Frenchmen 
ot a company ot the 71st regiment, rushed were also captured, and all acted as guides to 
into the sortie, which led through the glacis conduct the party to the “ pettah” * of Shatter 
into the fort, thence he proceeded along the Ganjam. Arrived at that place, the British 
glacis, through the principal bazaar, which found the gate shut, but no garrison, the troops 
stretched away to the south branch of the having moved to the lines to resist the attack 
river, over the north branch of which the there,"and were unable to regain their post. 
British had passed. The enemy having no The gate was forced. The French prisoners 
conception of the possibility of the English conducted the English to the gate, which led 
finding their way there, fled in terror; many to the batteries. There also the guard had 
were bayoneted in the attempt to escape, left. The gate being open, Knox, having 
There was an encampment of cavalry on the only one hundred men with him, took post in 
island, who immediately dispersed, not know- the street, and ordered the drums to beat the 
ing what force of English had penetrated the grenadiers’ march, as a signal to the other 
place. Lindsay and his gallant men of the troops of the first division to come to his 
71st took post on a bridge over a nullah * Pettah; a suWrb generally adjoining a fort> and
w hich lay acioss the island, and placed a surrounded with “ a bound hedge,” wall, and ditch.



assistance. A t tliis moment firing commenced plunged into the Cavery, led his men across, 
from the lines and batteries along the river, dispersed the party, spiked the guns, and joined 
on the right of the enemy’s camp, opposite head-quarters, having suffered some loss from 
the advance of the left column of attack. Knox grape and musketry in crossing the river. The 
had a large number of officers with him, and remaining portion of the first division failed to 
he directed them, with detachments of his enter the island, and after a severe conflict, fell 
small force, to take in reverse the enemy’s back upon Capt. Russell’s brigade. The 71st 
batteries, from which the firing had been heard, regiment having charged and cleared the way 
The enemy were terrified by a series of move- for the Bengalees, they rallied and resumed their 
ments, which appeared to them so complicated advance. The 2nd or centre division of the ceu- 
and ingenious. Wherever they turned they tre column, under Lieutenant-colonel Stuart, 
met some English, and in the places least swept to the right of the 1st division, joined by 
likely to meet them : and instead of opening the detachment of the 14tli Bengal sepoys, 
a fire of musketry, the English parties silently which were separated from the first, Their 
and with celerity charged with the bayonet, march was directed against “ the Sultan’s R e
giving no time for formation, or any suitable doubt.”  This was a post of some strength, 
plan of resistance. Many of the Mysoreans, planned by the sultan himself, who gave a close 
driven from the batteries, fled to the gate of personal superintendence to the work of the 
the pettah. There Knox, with thirty soldiers, French engineers whom he employed. Major 
seized the fugitives, or slew them as they came Dirom, describing the dispersed articles found 
up. Large parties threw away their arms, at dawn around the sultan’s abandoned tent in 
and turned in other directions, on meeting this the camp, thus observed:— “ Many pikes, orna- 
small party of English, which they magnified mented with plates of silver, belonging to the 
to twenty times the number. One of the sol- sultan’s sewary or state equipage, were seen 
diers captured by Knox, in order to save his scattered round the tent, in which, among 
life, informed that officer that a number of other articles, was found a case ol mathema- 
Europeans were enduring a miserable incar- tical instruments of London make; which 
ceration in a neighbouring house. Knox re- gives probability to the accounts we had re
leased these ; one of them was a midshipman, ceived that the sultan had turned his attention 
whom the French admiral, Suffrein, had cap- to the science of fortification, and that he had 
tured ten years before, and with other pri- been his own engineer.” 
soners inhumanly handed over to the sultan, Major Dalrvmple, who commanded the 
with the full knowledge that they would advance, was obliged to disobey the orders 
be thus treated. Most of the liberated men against firing, for a large body of cavalry 
were common soldiers, and some deserters, opposed his progress. He formed the 71st 
who were treated as barbarously as the rest, regiment in line, believing that a full volley 
The main body of the troops of the first would prevent the cavalry from charging, 
division followed in close order to the river. His opinion was correct, every shot emptied 
Missing the ford, about one thousand men of a saddle; by the time the line reloaded and 
the 52nd, and the Bengal sepoys, crossed the shouldered, the smoke had dispersed, and the 
Cavery opposite the Dowlat Baug or rajah’s horsemen were seen scattered in all directions, 
garden, which they entered by forcing open The redoubt was immediately abandoned, the 
the river gate. Captain Hunter, who was in 71st regiment entering unopposed. Having- 
command of this force, was here joined by garrisoned the place, Colonel Stuart directed 
several officers and men of the flank compa- the course of his division against the left of 
nies who had been separated from their own Tippoo’s right wing, so as to meet the column 
parties, and who were ignorant of the route under Maxwell, by which the right of the 
taken by their comrades. The captain took defence was assailed, and the left flank of 
post in the garden, and awaited the develop- which Maxwell had already turned. The 
meat of events. In Indian warfare nothing rear or reserve division of the centre column, 
is so dangerous as a pause; while victory commanded by Earl Cornwallis himself, drew 
shines upon the banner of the soldier, he must up by the Sultans Redoubt after its capture 
bear it onward; on the slightest hesitation, by Major Dalrymple, and there his lordship 
that sun becomes clouded, and the career of anxiously awaited the co-operation of General 
triumph is rapidly turned. While Hunter Meadows from the right, while that officer, as 
hesitated, the enemy rallied, and bringing guns has been shown, was anxiously in quest _ of 
to bear upon the garden, opened a severe fire. him. His lordship remained in that position 
In this situation the captain remained until until near dawn, when the seven companies 
the first streak of morning appeared, when he of the 52nd, and the three companies of the 
descried a fresh party of the enemy with can- Bengal sepoys, which had occupied the 
non on the opposite bank of the river. He garden and charged through the Caveiv to



escape the jjeril of their position, arrived at the during the two last campaigns, and attended
spot where his lordship awaited in suspense Colonel Maxwell in this attack.
intelligence of the progress of affairs. The The Carrighaut was defended by infantry
ammunition of these troops had been damaged without artillery, but a strong rocket brigade*
in passing the river ; this, was fortunately assisted the infantry. The enemy was sur-
discovered and the cartridges replaced, when prised, and with little resistance deprived of
Tippoo, who had learned the position of Lord an important post. The ascent was defended
Cornwallis, directed his left and centre to rally, by a “  double headed work,” which was taken
concentrate, and fall upon the English com- before the enemy could do anything but cast
mander-in-chief. These orders were obeyed a few rockets, and offer a desultory fire of
with celerity and address, so that the English musketry. The hill commanded one of the
general found himself attacked by a powerful principal fords, and the right wing of the
force. The unexpected arrival of the body sultan’s lines. The flank companies of the
which had retreated from the garden so 72nd scaled the defences and occupied them,
swelled the numbers of Lord Cornwallis, that the sepadar (brigadier) in command of the
he felt himself in a position to receive the defence was mortally wounded in the esca-
enemy with animation and decision. Here a lade of the British. Descending from the
fierce battle ensued. The English repulsed high post of Carrighaut to a shoulder of the
the Mysoreans by deadly volleys of musketry same hill, but having the separate name of
repeatedly, and on every occasion followed up Pagoda Hill, Lieutenant-colonel Maxwell
the repulse by charges of the bayonet; but possessed himself of that post also. Around
still the enemy rallied, relying on superiority the bottom of the hill ran a watercourse, in
of numbers. A t daylight a well directed which a strong party of the enemy lay con-
charge by the British finally repelled the cealed; and as Maxwell moved down to-
attack. The position which his lordship oc- wards Tippoo’s lines, they opened fire upon
cupied exposed him to the danger of being him with close range from their sheltered
surrounded by the enemy, or of retiring under position. A t the same time the fire from
fire of his batteries. He skilfully withdrew Tippoo’s line within the bound hedge was
round the Carrighaut, where, as described, he directed upon them, but not with much effect,
met General Meadows. Had that general as there, was not light enough to direct the guns
occupied the time in boldly advancing, and with steady aim. Near the foot of the hill
had his lordship himself advanced to the sup- the Lockany river formed an obstacle, it was
port of his first and second divisions, the island defended by infantry, and several officers were
would have been carried by a coup de main, killed and wounded in approaching its banks.
The plan of Earl Cornwallis was hold, hut he Nevertheless, Maxwell broke through every
and most of his chief officers carried it out barrier, drove the Mysoreans from their con-
with disproportionate caution. cealed positions, forded the Lockany, cut

While the right and centre of the British through the bound hedge, stormed several
were thus engaged, the left was also engrossed posts, and found himself on the banks of the
in the efforts and anxieties of complicated Cavery, meeting, as before named, the centre
battle. Lieutenant-colonel Maxwell was or- division of the British central column on the
dered to storm the Carrighaut, and descending way. The passage of the Cavery was diffi-
its slopes, force his way across the river into cult, the river was deep, rocky, and com-
the island. The column, like that of the manded by the enemy’s batteries on the
centre, was divided into several divisions, island. Lieutenant-colonel Baird was the
The front division of this column, under Lieu- first to reach the opposite bank, followed by
tenant-colonel Baird, consisted of the flank about twenty soldiers. Other detachments
companies of the 72nd regiment, commanded rapidly followed, but the ammunition of all
by Captain Drummond, and Lieutenant James was saturated with water. A t this juncture the
Stuart, and the 1st battalion of Madras sepoys, * Pocket : a missile weapon, consisting of an iron
commanded by Captain Archibald Brown, tube of about a foot long, and an inch in diameter, fixed
The main body of this column, consisting of to a bamboo rod of ten or twelve feet long. The tube
the battalion companies of the 72nd regiment, being filled with combustible composition, is set fire to,
_j .-i C4.r, - » r „ a n d ,  directed bv the hand, flies like an arrow, to the disand the 6th battalion of Madras sepoys, com- ^  of a‘ds of a thon9and yards. Some of tlle
manded by Captain Macpherson, was, as de- rockets have a chamber, and burst like a shell; others, 
tailed in the orders, led by Lieutenant-colonel called the ground rockets, have a serpentine motion, and 
Maxwell. He was accompanied by his aids- on striking the ground, rise again, and hound along till 
de-camp, Captain Agnew and Lieutenant their force be spent. The rockets make a great noise, 
T-rr f i t * a j. n  c and exceedingly annoy the native cavalry in India, whoY  allace ; and also_ by Lieutenant Capper, of mov(j jn greâ bodie/. but are easily avaidedj or seldom
the Madras establishment, who, with great take effect against our troops, who are formed in lines of 
zeal, had served as a volunteer with the army great extent, and no great depth.



events took place (already described), where island. The colonel’s troops had expended 
Colonel Knox was so successful. Lieutenant- all their ammunition that was not damaged, 
colonel Maxwell, a cool and skilful officer, This exposed them to some danger, but the 
perceiving the effects of Lieutenant-colonel arrival of the reinforcements with a plentiful 
Baird’s passage, sought and found a safer supply of ammunition, reassured Stuart, and 
ford, which he passed with the remainder of disheartened the enemy. Leaving for a time 
his men. Lieutenant-colonel Stuart also Colonel Stuart unmolested, Tippoo passed 
crossing, both officers and the detachments the Cavery, and stealing forward large bodies 
under their command joined Colonel Knox of men under cover of the unequal ground, 
at the pettah, where, the reader will remem- he prepared an attack upon “ the Sultan’s 
her, he posted himself with a few men, while Redoubt,” which General Meadows had taken 
his officers attacked the batteries which fired the night before by a coup cle main. Earl 
upon Maxwell’s column. Colonel Stuart, in Cornwallis perceived this from the Pagoda 
order to ascertain the position of the pettah Hill. The Sultan’s Redoubt was within range 
in reference to the island generally, moved of the guns of the fort which now opened 
round the outside of the walls, and coming against it. The gorge was covered by no 
upon open ground, encountered a detachment traverse or outwork, and was left open to 
of the enemy’s cavalry, who appeared to he the fort, and exposed to the fire thence, so 
without orders, and to have remained idle that the redoubt, if taken by the English, 
during the night. The colonel attacked them might be untenable. It  was garrisoned by 
in line, presuming upon their cowardice, and eighty men of the 71st, fifty Bengal sepoys, 
dispersed them, slaying many. He had and twenty men, European engineers, and 
scarcely performed this feat, when the English artillery. Some twenty wounded Europeans, 
who had first landed, and marched round to men and officers, and perhaps an equal num- 
the south side of the island, came in view, ber of stragglers, had also entered the place. 
Finding themselves unsupported, they were There was no water, and but a small quantity 
retiring, in hopes o f forming such a junction of ammunition. Against this poor defence 
as actually took place. A t this moment offi- the attacks of the enemy were unremitting 
cers were dispatched to inform Earl Corn- all the morning. Repeated assaults were 
wallis of the position of affairs. driven hack with heavy slaughter. No as-

'When daylight fully revealed the true sistance could be rendered from head-quarters, 
aspect of events, it presented these results of because all approach to the point of contest 
the night’s conflict,— nearly all Tippoo’s re- must be under the fire of the enemy’s guns, 
doubts in front of his lines had been cap- Before noon, the commanding officers and 
tured; the lines themselves stormed; the nearly all the senior officers were killed or 
Cavery forded by a portion of Lord Corn- wounded. There was fortunately in the re- 
wallis’s and the whole of Colonel Maxwell’s doubt an officer sent thither by Earl Corn- 
columns; and posts taken and occupied on wallis the night before with a message; he 
the island. Strategically, the situation of found it difficult, if not impossible to return, 
Tippoo was critical, and he had lost many and he took the command. This officer was 
men. The loss of Lord Cornwallis was also Major Skelly. When he assumed the direc- 
heavy, but bore a small proportion to that tion of the defence, the ammunition was within 
of the enemy, and the advantages obtained. a few rounds of being expended. A t that 

Earl Cornwallis and General Meadows moment an officer saw two loaded bullocks 
looked with exultation from the Carrighaut in the ditch, such as were generally attached 
Hill upon the whole theatre of the night’s to regiments for carrying ammunition. Their 
performances, and his lordship immediately burdens were secured, and found to be as 
took measures to reinforce the troops on the was supposed. The discovery was of the 
island. The enemy had already begun an utmost importance, and diffused joy and con- 
attack there. Batteries and redoubts, advan- fidence throughout the little garrison.  ̂ As 
tageously situated, opened upon the English, soon as the men had filled their cartridge 
and the scattered crowds of Mysoreans ra- boxes, a body of cavalry numbering more 
pidly re-collected, and assumed form and order, than two thousand men were seen advancing 

The command of the troops on the island towards the redoubt. It was supposed that 
devolved on Colonel Stuart. He retired from they would charge through the open gorge, 
the pettah, and drew up his men across the Before coming within musket-shot they 
island in front of the Laul Baug, covering halted, and about four hundred men dis- 
the ford leading towards the Pagoda Hill mounted, and, sword in hand, attempted to 
with his right, and he occupied lines and gain an entrance. They were received with a 
batteries which had been constructed by the fire so close and precise, that a large number 
enemy for the defence of that part of the were slain in the opening of the gorge, and



the rest fled broken and panic-struck, covered j directed along the hank of the northern 
h\ the discharge of cannon and rockets. It branch of the river, to turn the right Hank of 
was one o’clock in the afternoon when this our line, and to cut off the communication 
repulse took place. For a time the enemy with the camp. This account, so cireum- 
seemed in doubt what course to pursue, ex- stantial, seemed to deserve credit, and Colonel 
cept to direct a fire of field-pieces and mus- Stuart made his arrangements to repulse the 
ketry against the gorge. Matters so con- expected attack.
tinned until two o’clock. Another assault Major Dalrymple, with the 71st regiment, 
was then made, led by the remnant of the and Captain Brown’s battalion, was directed 
brigade of Lally, commanded by Monsieur to keep possession of the pettah, and two 
Vigie. The original soldiers of the brigade field-pieces were sent in order to strengthen 
had either died, fallen in battle, or were in- their position. Lieutenant-colonel Knox had 
valided, and it was now almost wholly com- charge of the right wing, in which was posted 
posed of natives, Mahrattas, and other non- the 72nd regiment; Lieutenant-colonel Baird 
Mussulman peoples. They advanced steadily, was stationed on the left, with the six com- 
until the defenders discharged a well-directed, panies of the 36th regiment; and a propor- 
volley into their column, when the native sol- tionable number of sepoys were posted ae- 
diers refusing to advance, broke from their cording to the space to be defended by each 
ranks and turned. This was the last effort of wing. Lieutenant-colonel Stuart himself, 
the enemy, who at four o’clock began to with Major Petrie, took post in the centre in 
retire from behind the rocks where they had the rear of Shaher Ganjam, with a small body 
taken post. One fourth of the little garrison as a reserve. The regimental field-pieces 
was now killed and wounded, and the latter were posted in the most convenient stations, 
were dying of thirst. A  party volunteered and the guns of the batteries were turned 
to procure water from a neighbouring ditch towards the fort. Small parties were also 
and pond, and not only found a supply, but detached, as pickets, to the front, and Major 
discovered that the enemy had retired, leav- Dalrymple was directed to seize the most 
ing only a few scouts in the vicinity of the favourable opportunity of sallying upon the 
rocks. flank or rear of the enemy, as they passed

Earl Cornwallis made arrangements to re- Shaher Ganjam to the attack of the lines, 
lievc the garrison in the evening, as well as Lieutenant-colonel Stuart having reported 
the troops at some other posts where harassing this intelligence to the commander-in-chief, 
duty was performed, and directed supplies to he immediately ordered four field-pieces into 
bo sent to the detachments which had so gal- the island, which arrived in the course of the 
lautly established themselves in the island, night; and Major Gowdie with his brigade, 
The desperate defence of the Sultan’s Redoubt after furnishing the detail for the relief of 
had drawn off the attention of the enemy from the sultan’s ead-gah redoubts, was directed 
the troops in the island. A t five o’clock in to take post at the foot of the Pagoda Hill, to 
the evening after Tippoo withdrew his forces be in readiness to pass the ford into the island 
from the rocks, the cavalry dismounting, on the first alarm. Every possible precaution 
assistedby “  rocket-boys,” attacked the pettah. having been taken to insure success, the troops 
The English were seldom vigilant, and their lay upon their arms anxiously expecting the 
native adherents were engaged in plunder approach of the enemy ; but the night passed 
when the attack began. Many of them con- in silence, and day broke without an alarm, 
sequently fell under the scimitars of the Mos- That an attack was intended could not be 
lem troopers, and the rest were driven out. doubted; but the repulse in the Pettah had 
Lieutenant-colonel Stuart ordered the 71st either slackened the ardour of the chiefs, or 
and a native battalion to retake the place, the soldiery dispirited by the fatal events 
This was done after an obstinate combat, the of the last twenty-four hours, could not be 
British pursuing the enemy from street to brought to second the zeal and enthusiasm of 
street, whither they retired fighting. A  pri- their commanders.
soner taken in this conflict gave valuable in- On the evening of the 7th of February Earl 
formation. He stated that Tippoo had con- Cornwallis was pleased to issue the following 
vened his principal sirdars, and had exhorted orders :— “  The conduct and valour of the 
them to make a bold effort to drive the Eng- officers and soldiers of this army have often 
lisli from the island, and to recover the tomb merited Lord Cornwallis’s encomiums ; but 
of H yder; that the chiefs had thrown their the zeal and gallantry which were so success- 
turbans on the ground, and had swTorn to fully displayed last night in the attack of the 
succeed or perish in the attempt. The attack, enemy’s whole army, in a position that had 
the prisoner said, was to be made in the night, cost him so much time and labour to fortify, 
and the march of the assailants -was to be | can never be sufficiently praised; and his



satisfaction on an occasion which promises to Major Dymock thus refers to these deser- 
he attended with the most substantial advan- tions :— “ His sepoys threw down their arms 
tages, has been greatly heightened by learn- in great numbers, and, taking advantage of 
ing from the commanding officers of divisions, the night, went off in every direction to the 
that this meritorious behaviour was universal countries where they had been impressed, or 
through all ranks, to a degree that has rarely enlisted : many came into our camp; and 
been equalled. Lord Cornwallis, therefore, that continued to be the case during the siege, 
requests that the army in general will accept From their reports it appeared that, on a 
of his most cordial thanks for the noble and muster taken of the sultan’s army, some days 
gallant manner in which they have executed after the battle, his killed, wounded, and 
the plan of the.attack. It covers themselves missing, were found to amount to twenty 
with honour, and will ever command his thousand. Fifty-seven of the foreigners in 
warmest sentiments of admiration.” Tippoo’s service took advantage of the battle

During the night Tippoo abandoned his of the 6th and 7tli of February, to quit his 
few remaining posts on the north of the service and come over to our army. Among 
Cavery, and the island remained the next them were Monsieur Blevette, an old man, 
morning the only theatre of contest. The who was his chief artificer, or rather chief 
English found the pettah a defensible place, engineer, and Monsieur Lafolie, his French 
and their other positions were also good : interpreter, both of whom had been long in 
they had likewise obtained great stores of his and his father’s service. Monsieur Heron, 
forage by driving the enemy from the main- who was taken at Bangalore, and released on 
land. The pettah was also rich in grain his parole, to enable him to bring away his 
stores, and a pulse -wholesome for cattle. The family, also took this opportunity to fulfil his 
Laid Baug, as the magnificent garden of promises: several other people of some note 
Tippoo was called, supplied material for the were likewise of the number; some of them 
siege, and the palace connected with it, as of the artificers sent to Tippoo from France, 
well as the buildings of the Fakeers, erected when his ambassadors returned in 1789. 
by Tippoo round the tomb of his father, fur- Thirty of these foreigners, headed by Joseph 
nished suitable habitations for the officers, the Pedro, a Portuguese, who held the rank of 
wounded, and the sick. captain in Tippoo’s service, engaged immedi-

Tke city of Seringapatam was invested on ately with the Mahrattas. Some requested 
its two principal sides; from the camp, to go to the French settlements in India, 
and more especially from the pickets of the others to return to Europe; a few might, 
British, its fine outline, with its bold defences, perhaps, be taken into our service, and the 
were distinctly visible. The conflicts during remainder have probably engaged in the 
the night of the 6th of February, and the day Mahratta or nizam’s armies. The remains of 
and night of the 7th, constituted a great the sultan’s army, which had withdrawn in 
and continuous battle, one of the grandest and the course of the day and night of the 7th, 
severest which the English had fought in were collected on the morning of the 8th; 
India. The arms, standards, and munitions his infantry on the glacis, and within the 
of war already captured were immense, outworks of the fort; his baggage and cavalry 
Eighty pieces of cannon, thirty-six of them on the south side of the river towards Mysore, 
brass, were taken. Tippoo had also suffered The crowd in and about the fort was very 
from desertion, many of his soldiers having great; but his army never again encamped in 
fled on both nights, especially that of the 7th, order, or made any formidable appearance.” 
and on the morning of the 8th, before day.* Active preparations were now made for the 
Manv deserted to the English, and, according siege. The magnificent garden was soon 
to the reports of the most intelligent among desolate, the rich fruit-trees and far-shading 
those who had remained longest with him, cypresses affording gabions for the engineers, 
his loss up to the 11th of February amounted Fascines and pickets were procured from the 
to probably twenty-five thousand men.j' material of the garden palace, where the las-

* The nairs, and others whom he had oppressed, or cars and English _ pioneers spared nothing 
persecuted on religious grounds, and who served with, the which, their recpiiiicnieirts demanded.
English, out off many of the fugitives. account of the remaining events must be re-

t Tippoo’s army was recruited from every part of serve4 for another chapter.
Southern India. Mohammedans, from religious zeal, . , ,. , , •, , •volunteering to serve him from every district across the Even Mahrattas, who, as a nation hated him, served m 
peninsula, from Malabar to Coromandel. Numbers also his ran ŝ. 
volunteered from Central India from the same cause.
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C H A PTE R  X C V I I

WAR WITH TIPPOO SULTAN (Continued)—SIEGE OF SERINGAPATAM—NIGHT ATTACK ON THE 
TENT OF EARL CORNWALLIS—GENERAL ABERCROMBY REACHES THE ALLIED 
CAMPS—SURRENDER OF TIPPOO’S SONS AS HOSTAGES—SECESSION OF HALF HIS 
TERRITORY AS A CONDITION OF PEACE.

On the 9th of February the siege of Seringa- branch opposite to that face of the fort. This 
patam commenced in due form. The island stream, conducted in various canals to all the 
which now appeared likely to he the sphere lower parts of the island on the south side, 
of a fierce and _ sanguinary struggle was but afforded great convenience to the inhabitants 
four English miles in length, and one mile in that quarter, and was the means o f keeping 
and a half in breadth. The centre being the the gardens in constant beauty and abun- 
highest ground, thence sloping in every di- dance.
rection to the river Cavery, the waters of “ The fort, thus situated on the west end 
which surrounded^ it. The following account of the island, is distinguished by its white 
of it, and the condition of Seringapatam at the walls, regular outworks, magnificent build- 
period of the siege, was given by an official ings, and ancient Hindoo pagodas, contrasted 
person on the staff of his excellency the go- rvith the more lofty and splendid monuments 
vernor-general and commander-in-chief:—  lately raised in honour of the Mohammedan 
‘ 4Tc west end of the island, on which the faith. The Laul Baug, which occupies the 

fort is built, slopes more, especially towards east end of the island, possessing all the 
the north; the ground rising on the opposite beauty and .convenience of a country retire- 
side of the river commands a distinct view of ment, is dignified by the mausoleum of H y- 
every part of the fort. The fort and out- der, and a superb new palace built by Tippoo. 
works occupy about a mile of the west end of To these add the idea of an extensive suburb 
the island, and the Laul Baug, or great gar- or town, which filled the middle space be- 
den, about the same portion of the east end. tween the fort and the garden, full of wealthy, 
The whole space between the fort and the Laul industrious inhabitants, and it will readily be 
Baug, except a small enclosure, called the allowed that this insulated metropolis must 
Dowlat Baug, or rajah’s garden, on the north have been the richest, most convenient, and 
bank near the fort, was filled, before the war, beautiful spot possessed in the present age by 
with houses, and formed an extensive suburb, any native prince in India, 
of which the pettah of Shaher Ganjam. is the “ The sultan’s proud mind could not be 
only remaining^ part, the rest having been tranquil, in seeing his beautiful garden, and 
destroyed by Tippoo to make room for bat- all his improvements,-in the possession of his 
teries to defend the island, and to form an enemies, who were also preparing to deprive 
esplanade to the fort. him of his last citadel, and all that remained

“ This pettah, or town, of modem structure, of his power. His anger was expressed in a 
built on the middle and highest part of the continual discharge of cannon from the fort, 
island, is about half a mile square, divided directed to the island, to the redoubts, and to 
into regular cross streets, all wide, and shaded every post or party of ours within his reach, 
on each side by trees, and full of good houses. Some of his shot even ranged to the camp, 
It is surrounded by a strong mud wall, and and seemed aimed at head-quarters; but the 
seemed to have been preserved for the ac- distance on every side was considerable, and 
commodation of the bazaar people and mer- his ineffectual cannonade served rather to 
chants, and for the convenience of the troops proclaim the wrath of the sovereign, than to 
stationed on that part of the island for its de- disturb or materially annoy his enemies.” 
fence. A  little way to the eastward of the Tippoo saw that he had no hope of repell- 
pettah, is the entrance into the great garden, ing the English, and as a means of eoncilia- 
or Laul Baug. It was laid out in regular tion, as well as of obtaining terms of peace, he 
shady walks of large cypress trees, and full of determined to release Lieutenants Chalmers 
fruit-trees, flowers, and vegetables of every and Nash, whom, in violation of the terms of 
description. _ capitulation, he carried captives from Coim-

“ The island of Seringapatam is watered batore. 
not only by a river, but also by a canal cut “  On the evening of the 8th of February, 
from it, at a considerable distance, where its Tippoo sent for these officers. They found 
bed is higher than the island, and brought him sitting under the fly of a small tent (the 
from thence in an aqueduct across the south roof without the walls), pitched on the south



glacis of the fort, apparently much dejected, advanced, till being fired upon by a party of 
very plainly dressed, and with only a few at- Bombay sepoy drafts and recruits, encamped 
tendants. After giving them the welcome in the rear of the park, who had turned out 
tidings of their intended release, he asked with great alacrity; they were dispersed be - 
Lieutenant Chalmers, who bad commanded in fore they could do any further mischief. Some 
Coimbatore, whether he was not related to shot were afterwards fired at them from the 
Lord Cornwallis, and an officer of considerable park as they went off, but they got away 
rank in our army. On being answered in the across the hills again with very little loss, 
negative, he then asked whether he should “  This scheme was one of those daring pro- 
see his lordship on going to camp; and be- jects that have been so frequently practised 
ing told he probably should have that honour, by the native powers against each other in 
requested him to take charge of two letters effecting revolutions in the East; and had 
on the subject of peace, which he said he had those assassins been conducted by a guide, or 
been very anxious to obtain ever since the their judgment been equal to their spirit in 
commencement of the war, as it was not his the attempt, it is possible they might have 
intention to break with the English; and re- effected their murderous purpose. But the 
quested his assistance in effecting that im- Mohammedan horsemen in the service of the 
portant object. He further expressed his wish native powers in India are generally intoxi- 
that Mr. Chalmers would return with the an- cated with bang, a plant mixed with their 
swer; told him their baggage should be sent tobacco in smoking, or with opium, of which 
after them; gave him a present of two shawls they take a large dose before they enter upon 
and five hundred rupees, and ordered horses any dangerous enterprise : this inebriation 
and attendants to go with them to the camp.” renders their exertions so wild and disunited, 

Such was the hypocrisy and treachery of that it is almost impossible for them ever to 
Tippoo, that while suing for peace, and al- prove successful against a vigilant enemy, 
though really anxious to procure it, he was This incursion, though soon over, created a 
meditating fresh schemes for retrieving by general alarm in the army; the safety of Lord 
arms the disasters which had befallen him. Cornwallis was not less the object of the pub- 
On the forenoon of the day on which he lie than the private concern.” 
liberated the British officers, his cavalry Increased vigilance was adopted by the 
passed from their encampment and moved English; and the commander-in-chief, who 
down the south side of the river Cavery. was careless of having his tent guarded, was 
Notice was given of their movement from induced to order a captain’s guard to do duty 
the island to head-quarters, but no one sup- there in future.
posed that they had any intention of crossing Immediately after this event, and while the 
to the north side of the river. This, how- work of making pickets, fascines, and gabions* 
ever, they accomplished at a ford six miles proceeded vigorously on the island and in the 
distant from Seringapatam; and on the morn- British camp, another series of operations went 
ing of the 10th, at dawn, moved to the rear forward which were of deep interest to all the 
of the left wing of the British camp, undis- armies concerned. These were connected 
covered, and passed between the camps of the •with the march of the Bombay army under 
nizam and that of Earl Cornwallis. The ni- General Abercromby to join that under Lord 
zam’s army seldom threw out pickets, or ap- Cornwallis. When last the march of the 
pointed posts of observation, yet the English Bombay army was noticed, it had ascended 
sepoy sentinels mistook the enemy for horse- the Ghauts, and appeared on the enemy’s 
men of the Deccan. An officer who was in frontier. Various circumstances hindered its 
the English camp on the night of the transac- progress, and Tippoo dextrously impeded it 
tion thus describes what followed, and ac- by complicated and skilful movements of 
counts for the failure of the enterprise:—  troops in that direction. On the 8th of 
“ The head-quarters were in the rear of the February, while the army of Lord Cornwallis 
right wing, and so near to the right flank of was operating so successfully before Serin- 
the line, that the party of the enemy on pass- gapatam, Abercromby began a rapid move- 
ing the park of artillery, which was posted ment to form a junction with his chief. On 
between the wings, asked some of the camp the 11th he crossed the Cavery at Eratore, 
followers for the Burra Sahib, or commander, not more than thirty miles from Lord Corn- 
Not suspecting them to be enemies, and sup- wallis’s camp. On the _13th he had to ford a 
posing these horsemen wanted Colonel Duff, small river, which emptied itself into the Ca- 
the commanding officer of artillery, they very, between his army and the object of their 
pointed to his tent. The horsemen then advance. At that place, suddenly, a detach- 
drew their swords, and galloped towards the ment of the enemy’s cavalry, which had been 
tent, cutting some lascars and people as they watching for the opportunity, swept between



the army and the baggage, destroying and I the island, by making a lodgment in the 
capturing a considerable portion. They also Dowlat Baug, or rajah’s garden, and from 
repeatedly charged the rearguard, and cut thence to run regular approaches against the 
off a few stragglers and camp followers. On north-east angle of the fort, which would also 
the 14th, a powerful corps of Mysorean horse be subject to a powerful enfilade attack from 
harassed both flanks, and repeatedly appeared batteries on the north bank of the river, 
ready to charge; it was at last necessary for Much time and many lives must probably 
the British to halt, and stand in order of have been lost in this attack; the undertaking 
battle. Just as the formation of the line was arduous ; but there being no impediment, 
was completed, a British officer contrived besides those of art to encounter, the superior 
to reach Abereromby with intelligence that power of our troops and artillery could not 
Colonel Floyd, with the cavalry of Lord fail of success.
Cornwallis, four thousand allied horsemen, “ Lieutenant-colonel Ross, the chief engi- 
and a battalion of sepoys, were on their way neer, had in the meantime been able to recon- 
to cover his advance. noitre the north face of the fort very closely,

Tippoo was observant of all these move- and from, what he saw, and the information 
ments, and set the whole cavalry of Mysore he received from Monsieur Blevette, the head 
in motion to cut off some of those bodies of artificer, and others of Tippoo’s Europeans, 
troops. On the morning of the 14th, when who had come over to us, it was judged more 
Colonel Floyd marched with the British horse, advisable to make the principal attack across 
the allies lingered on the ground, and refused the river against the north face of the fort, 
to follow when the importunities of Major The curtain there was evidently very weak, 
Scott urged the necessity of the whole force and extending close along the bank of the 
keeping together. When at last they did river, left no room for outworks, and the 
move, Tippoo’s troopers passed between them flank defences were few and of little conse- 
and the British, attacked and routed them, quence. The ditch, excavated from the rock, 
and had not Floyd and his British dragoons was dry, and said to be inconsiderable; and 
hastened back, the Deccan and Mahratta it appeared to be so from what could be ob- 
horsemen would have been altogether dis- served in looking into it from the Pagoda 
persed. The enemy took to flight on the Hill. The stone glacis which, built into the 
appearance of the British. On the 16tli, the river, covers that face, was broken, or had 
Bombay force arrived in the camp of the been left incomplete, in two places, including 
commander-in-chief. It consisted, after its several hundred yards of the curtain; the 
losses, and the deduction of garrisons and posts walls might therefore be breached to the bot- 
formed en route, of three brigades ; and when tom, and would probably fill up great part of 
the sick and wounded were sent to hospital the ditch. The fort built on the declivity of 
tents, the force numbered six thousand bayo- the island on the north was there exposed in 
nets. One-third of the men were Europeans : its whole extent, and every shot fired from 
with the exception of a few topasses the rest that quarter must take effect, while the slope 
were sepoys. the island has also to the west end, exposed

The time had now arrived for commencing that part of the fort to a very powerful enfi- 
the siege, and orders were issued to open the lade attack from the ground by which it is 
trenches. Major Dirom thus described the commanded on the south side of the river, 
bulwark against which the energy and skill opposite to the south-western face of the 
of the assailing armies were to be directed, fort.
and the mode of attack contemplated :—  “  The north branch of the river, which

“  The fort of Seringapatam, of a triangular would intervene between the main attack, and 
figure, constructed on the west end of the the fort, was the only objection. It seemed 
island, is embraced by the branches of the possible, by repairing an old dam or embank - 
river on its two longest sides: the third side, ment, to throw the water entirely into the 
or base of the triangle towards the island, other branch; at all events the channel, though 
being the face most liable to attack, is covered rugged, was not deep or impassable, and the 
by strong outworks, and is defended by two embarrassment of such an obstacle was in some 
very broad and massy ramparts, the second measure compensated by the security it gave 
at a considerable distance within the first, against sallies, and the cover it would afford 
both having good flank defences, a deep ditch, in breaking ground at once within breaching 
with drawbridges, and every advantage of distance of the fort. The fire, too, from that 
modern fortification. side, could not be very considerable, and there

“  The two other sides of the fort being pro- was a certainty of carrying on the approaches 
tected by the river, it was intended that the rapidly, and breaching the place with little 
main attack should have been carried on from loss. It might not be necessary to storm,



and if it should, an extraordinary exertion “ Lieutenant-colonel Ross, the chief engi- 
must be made at the general assault. neer, and the Honourable Lieutenant-colonel

“  Such were understood to be the principal Knox, who was to command the guard for 
reasons which determined Lord Cornwallis to the trenches, had, in the afternoon, visited the 
relinquish the attack from the island against outposts, and looked at the general situation 
the east face, and adopt, in preference, that of the ground opposite to the north face of 
across the river against the north face of the the fort, as directed in the general orders, 
fort.” The large redoubt, called Mahomed’s, which

On the 19th of February orders were given was constructed for the defence of the centre 
to open the trenches. A t the same time, Lord of the sultan’s camp, is nearly opposite to the 
Cornwallis commanded that the British troops middle of the fort on the north side, and at 
on the island should cross to the south side, and the distance of about fifteen hundred yards 
disturb the cavalry encampment there, so as from that face. The approaches were to con- 
to divert the attention of the enemy from the nect with that redoubt; but in order to take 
proceedings directed against the north face of full advantage of an attack so unexpected on 
the fort. The 71st regiment and the 13th that side, it was determined to break ground 
battalion of Bengal sepoys were ordered for within breaching distance of the fort, and, 
this service. Night, soon after sunset, was having formed a sufficient parallel, to work 
chosen for this expedition. The troops crossed back from thence to the redoubt. A  deep 
the river, made a detour among paddy fields, ravine, in which there is a stream of water on 
and about midnight arrived at the enemy’s the right of the redoubt, turns along its front, 
camp. Captain Robertson, at the head of a and is branched into several nullahs, or canals, 
few companies, was sent forward, while the for the cultivation of the rice fields between 
rest of the detachment remained in support, the redoubt and the river. One of these nul- 
The captain ordered that the men should ad- lahs, running nearly parallel to the north face 
vance in close .order, yet stealthily, and not of the fort, and being also at the distance 
fire. He entered the camp undetected, and wished, about eight hundred yards, was to be 
fell upon the troopers with the bayonet, kill- formed into a first parallel for the attack, to 
ing above one hundred. The men fled in which the ravine or water-course itself formed 
confusion, leaving their horses, about two an imperfect approach. About one thousand 
hundred of which the English bayoneted, yards to the right of the ground fixed upon 
The enemy now began to assemble as the for the parallel, there was a square redoubt of 
alarm was given. Robertson then fired seve- the enemy’s near the river, and a mosque with 
ral volleys at random into the camp, so as to very strong walls, at nearly the same distance 
keep up the confusion already created while on the left, both convenient posts to be occu- 
he retired. The effect of this manoeuvre on pied by the guard for the trenches, 
the fort was instantaneous ; rockets were “  The troops for working, and for guarding 
thrown up, blue lights ignited, the bastions the trenches, having assembled at the engi- 
illuminated, so that the whole fort seemed to neer’s park as directed, marched down as soon 
be a blaze of fire— the enemy expected a ge- as it was dark, to commence the interesting 
neral assault. A  single shot was fired in operations of the night. The disposition of 
the direction of the musketade, but it wa3 the guard for the trenches, or covering party, 
impossible to open a cannonade without de- consisting of the 36th regiment, and two bat- 
structive effects upon the cavalry. Captain talions of sepoys, being the first arrangement, 
Robertson bravely and skilfully accomplished was made by Lieutenant-colonel Knox, ac- 
the task assigned to him, without losing a man. cording to the plan fixed with the chief engi- 
There was no breach of discipline, no plun- neer, and was as follows:—  
der, although many horses might have been “  Captain Wight, with the grenadiers, and 
taken away; had the men left their ranks to a battalion company of the 36th regiment, 
make prizes of the horses, the whole party accompanied by Lieutenant Mackenzie, aid- 
might have been endangered. de-camp to the chief engineer, with a party

Major Dalrymple, to whom the expedition of pioneers with gabions for closing the gorge 
had been entrusted, brought off his troops of the work towards the fort, was sent to dis-
safe]y •__ lodge the enemy, and take possession of the

“ He returned with his detachment to the redoubt on the right of the parallel: the light 
island, at four o’clock in the morning, and infantry company of the 36th regiment, under 
proceeded from thence to the head-quarters of Captain Hart, and two companies of sepoys, 
the army, with the 71st regiment, which was were to occupy the mosque to the left. Ser
ene of the corps ordered up from the island, geants’ parties were distributed along the front 
in consequence of the plan of attack being and flanks of the parallel, to prevent the pos- 
changed from thence to the north side of the fort, sibility of surprise. A  battalion of sepoys was



sent into the nullah intended for the parallel, supplied the greatest part of our camp. This 
and the remainder of the covering party lay measure, he knew, would distress our troops, 
upon their arms, on each side of the water- and, by depriving the camp of a large stream 
course in the rear of the parallel, under shelter of running water, soon render it unhealthy ; 
of some banks near the burying-ground of and moreover, by increasing the quantity of 
Tippoo’s Europeans, whose quarters had been water in the bed o f the river, would add to 
at Somarpett. the difficulty of our approach. It is probable

“  The chief engineer having detailed the that the Bombay army, previously to their 
working parties under the different officers of junction, prevented the sultan from an earlier 
his corps, proceeded to execute the parallel attempt to deprive us of this source of health 
which he had marked out the preceding night, and comfort, to which he was now urged by 
They worked undiscovered, and so ineffectual the opening of our trenches, and the com- 
were the blue lights of the fort, that, when mencement of the attack on that side of the 
illuminated on all sides, in consequence of the fort. The sudden deficiency of the water 
diversion which was made from the island, soon indicated that the enemy had diverted 
they did not enable the garrison to see the the stream from the canal. The 14th bat- 
people who were at work within eight hun- talion of coast sepoys, commanded by Captain 
dred yards of the walls; nor can those lights Wahab, was immediately detached with a 
be of any service to discover an enemy, un- party of pioneers to dispossess the enemy, 
less in a very close attack, where they are and endeavour to repair the damage. Tip- 
generally of still more use to the assailants. poo’s troops did not attempt to defend the 

“  General Meadows, accompanied by the position they had taken on the banks of the 
officers of his suite, came down in the evening canal, which they had broken down in order to 
tp the advanced redoubt, where he remained turn the stream into the bed of the river; and 
during the night, in readiness to give his or- the embankment being very massy, the little 
ders in case any thing particular had occurred. they had been able to destroy was soon re
in  the morning he inspected the work that paired, and the stream again confined to it3 
had been executed, and afterwards continued former channel.” *
his daily visits to the trenches during the A  battalion of sepoys was stationed there
siege. By daylight, the nullah was formed to prevent a second attempt by the enemy, 
into a wide and extensive parallel, and a re- After the commencement of the main attack 
doubt was constructed to cover its left flank, as above described, the Bombay army was 
the right being protected by the ravine. directed to cross the river, and invest the

“  The party that had been sent to possess south-west side, and make ready for an en- 
the redoubt near the river, having found filade attack upon the face of the fort. When 
it evacuated, and too open to be rendered Abercromby made good his passage, he per- 
tenable, in the coui’se of the night rejoined ceived the enemy drawn out in battle array. 
Colonel Knox. In the morning the parties Tippoo did not believe that the river could 
were withdrawn that had been posted in front, be forded with guns at that particular point, 
and on the flanks of the parallel during the and had made no provision to prevent such a 
night; but the party was continued in the result. His cavalry had been thrown into such 
mosque on the left, as it was thought strong confusion by the surprise effected through the 
enough to resist the cannon of the fort. activity and boldness of Captain Roberts, that

“ Daylight showed the sultan that the ex- they were marshalled with difficulty. He 
ertions of his enemy had been diz-ected to a now appeared in person at the head of his 
more material object than beating up his horse infantry, resolved to prevent Abercromby 
camp during the night; and that his attention securing such points as would strengthen his 
had been successfully drawn off to a different position. These were a redoubt, and a “ tope” 
quarter, during the most interesting operation or grove between the fort and the heights 
of the siege. He opened every gun he could upon which Abercromby took post, and the 
bring to bear upon the parallel, and upon the sultan manifested an intense anxiety to pre- 
mosque, and sent parties of infantry across the vent their occupation. The English forbore 
river to harass our troops in flank, and to in- any attempt during the day, but at night 
terrupt the work. Colonel Hartley, with a battalion of grenadier

“ Tippoo, finding all his exertions from the sepoys, effected a surprise. The next morning 
fort would be ineffectual in repelling the at- Tippoo saw from his fortress three Euro
tack on that side, thought of employing an- peans and six sepoy battalions under Aber- 
other expedient in his defence, by turning off cromby on the heights, strongly posted, and 
the water from the large canal, which, being beyond the range of the guns of the batteries, 
cut from Caniambaddy for the cultivation of On the nights of the 19th and 20th, and
the grounds on the north side of the river, * Narrative of the Campaign in India, 1792.



21st of February, the English carried on their had no means of replying. The enemy, em- 
works with industry, courage, and skill; boldened, charged the tope, the troopers dis- 
thirty men only were killed and wounded by mounting and leading the way sword in hand, 
the cannonade of the sultan during those The English instantly turned, charged with 
operations. He watched the English with the bayonet, and drove the aggressors under 
vigilance, and opposed them with activity, the walls of the fort. Again the enemy ad- 
Every morning he paced anxiously and fear- vanced, but did not charge, maintaining a 
lessly the ramparts, to observe the progress murderous fusilade, which the English could 
made the previous night. Every feature of not answer by a single shot, and wrere obliged 
the defence was drawn by himself, and his to retreat under a heavy and galling fire, 
fortitude amazed the allies. Deserters were While the enemy were pressing more closely, 
now numerous, especially from his cavalry, to and their fire thickening, the 12th battalion o f : 
the English, the Mahrattas, and the nizam—  Bombay sepoys, with a supply of ammunition, 
the majority of these renegades preferred the arrived, and turned the fortunes of the day. 
services of the sovereign of the Deccan. The sepoys covered the retreating English,

During the progress of all these demon- who, with replenished cartouch-boxes, rallied, 
strations Tippoo negotiated with hesitating and again drove the enemy out of the tope, 
and reluctant diplomacy. His vakeels were once more taking post in its front, along 
received by the British commander-in-chief, which a battle of musketry was waged with 
Tents were pitched near the Mosque Redoubt, furious energy. The English again reinforced, 
and thither the representatives of the sultan pursued the enemy under the guns of the 
and the allies repaired on the 15th, 16th, fort, as the sun set closing the day and the 
19th, and 21st. Deserters reported that the battle. This battle caused great uneasiness 
chief men in the city, anxious to save their to the British on the island, and in the camp 
treasures, and preserve their families from of head-quarters, as the waving to and fro of 
alarm, and possibly insult, had remonstrated large bodies of men, and the continued roar 
with the sultan against continuing a war of musketry, led the British to believe that 
which brought desolation and disaster to their the whole of General Abercromby’s force was 
doors. Tippoo refused to make the extensive in action, and hotly pressed. When night 
concessions demanded from him, still believing came, a burning anxiety to know the result 
that the allies would not long be able to ob- pervaded the allied camps, and means were 
tain subsistence in a country already nearly taken to obtain prompt intelligence, which 
exhausted. The strong fort of Mysore was allayed all doubts, and afforded fresh encou- 
still his. Cummer-ud-Deen Khan held the ragement. Abercromby himself had been 
Bidenore country, as already shown, and he apprehensive that the attack was a feint by 
was supposed to be hastening thence with re- Tippoo to engage the attention of the English 
inforcements and convoys. while Cummer-ud-Deen should fall upon his

On the 22nd of February Tippoo found rear, so that he feared to detach support to 
that General Abercromby had pushed up his the troops in the tope, so as to put an earlier 
posts in closer proximity to the weakest part termination to the conflict. The English lost 
of the defence. He determined to dislodge about one hundred and twenty men, and many 
them. For this purpose a strong detachment valuable officers, in killed and wounded, 
occupied the tope, a few moments before the On the night of the 23rd of February the 
arrival of an English party for the same pur- second parallel was finished, and the ground 
pose; a combat ensued, the English wTere re- selected for the breaching batteries within 
inforced from the redoubt, their surprise of five hundred yards of the fort. On the same 
which has been related, and the combat be- night a redoubt was constructed on an island 
came extended and severe : the Mysoreans in the river, from which it was believed  ̂a 
were driven out, and the English drew up in cannonade might be directed with effect in 
front of the grove opposite the batteries of certain conjunctures. Abercromby advanced 
the fort. A ll day Tippoo threw rockets to a ravine between the fort and the lately 
against the tope, and sent out skirmishers, contested tope, and made there a lodgment, 
who succeeded in wounding the English sen- A  battery was commenced near that point, 
tinels. When night fell he directed the guns from which to throw red-hot shot and shells 
of the fort against it, while cavalry and into the fort.
infantry operated upon its flanks. The Eng- On the night of the 24th the English were 
lish were largely reinforced, and a fierce battle prepared to open a fire from nearly sixty 
was fought. The arrangements for supplying cannon and howitzers. The weight of metal 
the English with ammunition were, as usual, was sufficient for breaching, and the means of 
bad, and the brave men had to retire before setting the city on fire were ample and certain, 
continuous peals of musketry, to which they The place was not yet fully invested. Pur-



seram BllOW was, as has already been shown, Preliminary articles of a treaty of peace concluded be- 
on an expedition which he chose to take tween tlie aIlied armies an(1 TlPP00 Sultan, 
without the concurrence of his allies. He Art. I.—One half of the dominions of which Tippoo 
was now expected, and with his force of Sultan was in possession before the war, to be ceded to 
twenty thousand cavalry, a brigade of English froni the countnes adJacent’ accordmg to their
sepoy infantry which he had with him, and S1 ArtTh .—1Three crores and thirty lacs of rupees, to be 
thirty pieces of cannon, the investment of the paid by Tippoo Sultan, either in gold mohurs, pagodas, 
city would speedily be completed, and Tippoo or bullion.
would obtain no supplies, unless his lieutenant, ls|- 0ne crore an<J sixty-five lacs, to be paid mine-

S 6 I!1!?"’ C°Uld f0rCS ^  tllr°Ugl1 the 2nd.' One crore and sixty-five lacs, to be paid in three blockade.  ̂ payments not exceeding four months each.
Major Cuppage was advancing from Coim- Art. III.—All prisoners of the four powers, from the

batore with a very strong brigade, and orders time of Hyder Ali, to he unequivocally restored, 
to take the fort of Mysore on the way. Sup- IV.-Two of Tippoo Sultan’s three eldest sons to,. z  i  At , he given as hostages for a due performance or the treaty,plies were abundant, and the arrangements | KT v _ _ wheDn they shall arrive in camp, with the
for convoys effective. The sultan could no articles of this treaty, under the seal of the sultan, a 
longer maintain himself, unless by sorties he counterpart shall be sent from the three powers. Hos- 
could clear the vicinity of his capital and tilities shall cease, and terms of a treaty of alliance and 
raise the siege. The 24th of February perpetual friendship shall be agreed upon, 
dawned on the besieged and besiegers, full of Major Dymock relates that “  the allies, 
interest. The former, drooping and depen- Hurry Punt on the part of the Mahrattas, and 
dant, expected that as soon as the shadows of the nizam’s son, Secunder Jaw, and his minis- 
evening closed around the ramparts, the ter Azeem-ul-Omrah, on the part of the 
thunder of the breaching batteries would roll nizam, conducted themselves with the greatest 
over the city. The besiegers were full of moderation and propriety in the negotiation, 
high hope, eager to avenge their murdered and on every occasion on which they had 
countrymen, and enrich themselves with the been consulted during the war.” 
booty of a stormed capital. Suddenly orders The surrender of bis sons as hostages 
came to the English to cease working in the caused much commiseration in the city, and 
trenches, and to abstain from all hostile acts, a sort of insurrection among the ladies of the 
A t the same moment, Tippoo, ever treacherous harem, who besought the sultan to request an 
even when treachery brought little advantage additional day’s delay from Lord Cornwallis, 
and much peril to himself, opened an active in order that the young princes mighty be 
fire from all points of the defence, wounding sent into his camp with suitable preparation, 
and slaying several officers, as wTell as many His lordship, hearing of this, sent word that 
men. This was in contravention of articles he was willing to defer the surrender of the 
of armistice signed the night before. Lord hostages, and that he would wait upon their 
Cornwallis sent repeated flags of truce and highnesses as soon as they arrived at the tents 
remonstrances, but the sultan continued his prepared for their reception. Tippoo requested 
fire until noon, although the English did not that they might he at once conducted to his 
reply. His aim probably was to make his lordship’s tent, and delivered into his own 
people believe that he had dictated terms of bands.
peace. The same day a proclamation of On the 26tli the hostages left the fort, and 
Lord Cornwallis announced the cessation of seldom has the page of history recorded a 
hostilities, but that the same vigilance, as if scene more touching. The ramparts were 
in actual warfare, was to be observed at all crowded with soldiers and citizens, whose 
the posts of the allied armies. On the night sympathy was deeply stirred. Tippoo him- 
of the 23rd Tippoo had signed preliminaries self was on the rampart above the gateway, 
of peace, having accepted the terms dictated and is represented as having shown profound 
by Lord Cornwallis. These terms were emotion.
severe, but not more than the conduct and As the princes left the gate the fort saluted 
character of Tippoo necessitated, and it was them with the usual discharge of cannon, and 
in the power of the allies to have then closed as they approached the British camp twenty- 
ills career, and have saved much blood and one guns thundered forth a similar token of 
treasure that afterwards it became needful to respect. They were^met by the English ne- 
expend. As the struggle between the Eng- gotiator, Sir John Kennaway, the Mahratta 
lish and Tippoo did not end with this war, and nizam’s vakeels, and a guard of honour, 
and the treaty made by Lord Cornwallis The princes were conveyed on elephants ca- 
laid the foundation for subsequent quarrels, parisoned after the manner of Southern India; 
it is desirable to present its terms to the each was seated in a silver howder. The 
reader :__ vakeels of the different courts were also borne



upon elephants. Harcarrahs* led the proces- tracting by much the more notice. After 
SI'on, and seven standard bearers, carrying some conversation, his lordship presented a 
small green flags suspended from rocket handsome gold watch to each of the princes, 
poles. After these followed one hundred with which they seemed much pleased! 
pikemen, whose, weapons were inlaid with Beetel-nut and otto of roses, according to 
silver. The rearguard consisted of two the Eastern custom, being then distributed, 
hundred sepoys and a squadron of horse. he led them back to their elephants, embraced 

Lord Cornwallis, attended by many of his them again, and they returned, escorted by 
principal officers, as well as his staff, met the their suite and the battalion, to their tents, 
princes at the entrance to his tent, as they Next day, the 27th, Lord ’ Cornwallis, at- 
descended from their howders. He embraced tended as yesterday, went to pay the princes 
them, and taking one in each hand, led them a visit at their tents, pitched near the Mosque 
into his tent. The elder, Abdul Kalick, was Redoubt, within the green canaut or wall, used 
only ten years of age, the younger, Mooza- by the sultan in the field, of which we had 
ad-Deen was two years younger. Lord Corn- so often traced the marks during the war. 
wallis placed them on each side of him as he The canaut of canvas, scolloped at top, was 
sat. G-ulIam Ali, the principal vakeel of painted of a beautiful sea-green colour, with 
Tippoo, then  ̂ surrendered them formally as rich ornamented borders, and formed an ele- 
hostages, saying, “  These children were this gant inclosure for the tents. It was thrown 
morning the sons of the sultan, my master; open to the front, and within it the pikemen, 
their situation is now changed, and they must sepoys, &c., of the princes’ guard formed a 
look up to your lordship as their father.” street to a tent, whence they came out and 
Lord Cornwallis addressed the vakeel, assnr- met Lord Cornwallis. After embracing them, 
ing them that his protection should be ex- he led them, one in each hand, into the tent, 
tended to his interesting hostages; and he where chairs were placed for his lordship, 
spoke so feelingly, yet cheerfully, to the chil- themselves, and his suite. Sir John Kenna- 
dren that he at once gained their confidence, way, the Mahratta and the nizam’s vakeels, 

The princes wore flowing robes of white also attended the conference. The eldest 
muslin and red turbans, in which each wore boy, now seated on his lordship’s right hand, 
a sprig of rich pearls. They had necklaces appeared less serious than yesterday; and 
composed of several rows of large pearls, when he spoke, was not only graceful in his 
From the necklace, each wore an ornament manner, hut had a most affable, animated 
of the same pattern, the centre of which con- appearance. The youngest, however, ap- 
sisted of a large rich ruby, and one exqui- peared to he the favourite with the vakeels; 
sitely chaste emerald. The centre piece was and at the desire of Gnllam Ali, repeated, 
surrounded by brilliants. Their manners or rather recited some verses in Arabic, which 
were characterised by propriety and dignity he had learned by heart from the Koran, and 
becoming their high rank. The elder boy afterwards some verses in Persian, which he
had a Moorish aspect, his colour was rather did with great ease and confidence, and
dark, lips thick, nose flat, and the counten- showed he had made great progress in his 
ance long and preternaturally thoughtful, education. Each of the princes presented his 
Neither his person nor manner was so much lordship with a fine Persian sword, and in 
admired as the appearance and demeanour return he gave the eldest a fuzee, and the
of the younger child, who was fail’, with re- youngest a pair of pistols, of very fine and
gular contour, large, bright, expressive eyes, curious workmanship. Some jewels, shawls, 
and a countenance kind and cheerful:—  and rich presents were then offered to his 
“  Placed too, on the right hand of Lord Corn- lordship as matter of form; after which, 
wallis, he was said to be the favourite son, beetel-nut and otto of roses being distri- 
and the sultan’s intended heir. His mother buted, the princes conducted his lordship 
(a sister of Burham-ud-Deen’s, who was without the tent, when he embraced them 
killed at Sattimangulum), a beautiful, delicate and took his leave. The tent in which the 
woman, had died of fright and apprehension, princes received Lord Cornwallis, was lined 
a few days after the attack of the lines. This with fine chintz, and the floor covered with 
melancholy event made the situation of the white cloth. The attendants sprinkled rose- 
youngest boy doubly interesting, and, with water during the audience; and there was a 
the other circumstances, occasioned his at- degree of state, order, and magnificence in

everything, much superior to what had been 
* Harcarrahs : messengers employed to carry letters, geen amonggt our allies. The guard of sepoys 

and on business of trust. They are commonly Brahmins. t °  3 v
are well acquainted with the neighbouring countries, are d™wn UP Without was clothed m uniform, 
sent to gain intelligence, and are used as guides in the not only regularly and well-armed, but,
field. compared to the rabble of infantry in the
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service of the other native powers, appeared , powers. The sultan had determined, as soon 
well disciplined and in high order. From as the allies withdrew, to take ample ven- 
what passed this day, and the lead taken geance upon the Coorg Rajah for the aid 
by the eldest son, it seemed uncertain which which he gave to the Bombay army. Lord 
of them might be intended for Tippoo’s Cornwallis insisted therefore irpon that prince 
heir. Perhaps, and most probably, neither; being secured as an independent sovereign 
for Hyder Sahib, about twenty years of age, by the treaty. Tippoo refused, and so keen 
has always been said to be Tippoo’s eldest was his love of revenge, that no concession 
son; had been educated accordingly, and had demanded of him excited such grief and in- 
accompanied his father constantly during the dignation. He was nearly driven to madness, 
war, till lately, when he was sent on a sepa- Lord Cornwallis sent back the guns to the 
rate command.” 4' The vakeels declared that island, and ordered the troops to prepare to 
he was not a favourite, nor destined to be renew the siege, should matters come to that 
the heir. This was, however, supposed to extremity. There was, however, such dis- 
be said by them to prevent that prince also arrangement and destruction of material as 
from being demanded as a hostage. rendered a new siege far more difficult than

On the morning of the 28th, a salute was the former. Fresh food was scarce in the 
fired from the fort, to announce the satisfac- camps, ajpestilential effluvium stole over the 
tion of the sultan, at the treatment which his posts which were occupied in the island, and 
sons received. Every preparation was now many of the men sickened and some died, 
made to complete the definitive treaty, and Upon all this the sultan had calculated, and 
hasten the departure of the allies. There therefore instructed his vakeels to procras- 
arose many grounds of suspicion that Tippoo tinate, while he added strength to his forti- 
had actually murdered some of the English fications, especially to the north face of the 
prisoners after the signature of preliminaries fort. The civil officers of Tippoo represented 
of peace, and that others were retained in to him the great forces now occupying his 
a miserable confinement in Seringapatam. country, and urged him to remove all doubt 
Ten sepoys of General Abercromby’s corps of his sincerity, by a full and frank compliance 
were taken on the 29th of February, brought with the terms of the treaty. They were 
into the fort, each mutilated of his right hand, justified in these representations, for, on the 
and sent back to the English camp. These 16th of March, 1792, the following number 
men were shown to Tippoo’s vakeels, who said of troops were in Mysore, and chiefly around 
they had been caught plundering. The sepoys Seringapatam:— 11,193 Europeans,* 72,620 
declared that they were wandering about natives, with 254 cannon, 
beyond the fort, were seized, brought before The negotiations with the sultan made such 
the sultan’s chubdar, or officer of justice, and unsuccessful progress, that on the 16th of 
thus mutilated. The vakeels denied that this March, the body-guard which attended the 
was by orders^ of the sultan, or with his princes was disarmed, and the royal children 
knowledge. When Tippoo was remonstrated were sent towards the Carnatic. Intimation 
with by Lord Cornwallis, the reply was inso- was given to the sultan, that if the definitive 
lent and satirical:— “  His lordship must have treaty were not immediately signed, hosti- 
been misinformed; but for his satisfaction, if lities would he resumed, 
he desired it, he would throw down one of Purseram Bhow, with his Mahraltas, and 
the bastions that he might see into the fort.” the Bombay sepoy battalions, under Captain 
In a variety of ways, the _ sultan appeared as Little, attached to the army of that chief, 
if he doubted the sincerity of the allies, or crossed the river to the south side of the fort! 
was himself insincere. He was preparing to join the force of General Abercromby’ 
the means of further defence, although his and make the blockade there more complete! 
sons were hostages, and he had signed terms “ It may appear extraordinary that the 
°f. a preliminary treaty. His vakeels also other Mahratta army, or the nizam’s army, 
raised every obstruction which falsehood and had not been employed to act with General 
artifice could create to the ratification of the Abercromby, in the absence of Purseram 
treaty. He refused to pay the full fine stipu- Bhow. Lord Cornwallis mentions in one of 
lated although a crore of rupees had been his despatches, that it suited neither the health 
already sent. Cummer-ud-deen Khan had nor inclination of Hurry Punt to go upon any 
arrived with an immense convoy, and a power- detached service ; and that the nizam’s min - 
tnl reinforcement, and was permitted to enter ister, although he, with great zeal, offered 
the fort. The cession of territory was after to supply the place of the bhow, was’so com- 
many disputes fixed, and yielded nearly half pletely ignorant of military affairs, and such 
a million sterling to each of the three allied was the want of arrangement prevailing in 

Narrative of the Campaign. every department of his army, that he was



equally unable to put bis troops in motion, or ness and spirit. The princes having com- 
to provide for their subsistence, even for a pleted the ceremony, and delivered this final 
few days, if removed from our army.” testimony of their father’s submission, took

The bhow took eagerly to bis task, and their leave and returned to their tents; and 
with his cavalry scoured the country to thus ended the last scene of this important 
Mysore, capturing elephants, camels, and war.” *
bullocks belonging to the sultan. A t last The losses of Tippoo were very heavy, 
finding resistance vain, his troops unwilling The British main army captured 432 pieces 
to defend the city, and his family and vakeels of cannon, and in the various conflicts with it, 
anxious for peace on any terms, Tippoo including the siege, Tippoo acknowledged 
signed the necessary documents. He re- that the number of men, killed, wounded, 
quested that the ratification of the treaty missing, and taken prisoners, was 31,720. The 
should be presented by his sons to Lord Corn- Bombay army took 224 guns, and the ac- 
wallis in person. This was to induce his knowledged loss of the sultan to that army 
lordship to recall the cortege, which had been in killed, wounded, prisoners, and deserters 
halted at a day’s march. W ith this request was 9020 men. The Mahratta army, and 
Lord Cornwallis complied. Tippoo requested Bombay brigade associated with it, slew, 
a personal interview with Lord Cornwallis, wounded, captured, or caused to desert, 6850 
which his lordship refused, probably from men, and made prizes of sixty-six pieces of 
an apprehension of giving cause of jealousy artillery. The nizam’s army, with the Madras 
to our allies, from having no great respect for brigade attached, won thirty-six guns, and 
the sultan’s character, and from seeing it slew or dispersed 1550 men. The naval 
would answer no essential public purpose. squadron of the English at Fortified Island, 

“ On the 19th of March the young princes, seized or spiked forty-three cannon, and 
attended and escorted in the same manner as killed and wounded 200 men, besides taking 
when they first arrived in camp, came to per- the fort. The nizam’s army took four forts, 
form the ceremony of delivering the defini- the Mahrattas six, the Bombay army sixteen, 
tive treaty to Lord Cornwallis and the allies, and Lord Cornwallis’s own army forty. “ The 
They arrived at head-quarters at ten o’clock, guns taken by Tippoo Sultan during the 
which was the hour appointed, and were re- war were the thirty-seven at the Travancore 
ceived by his lordship, as formerly, with the lines, belonging to the rajah (found after- 
greatest liindness and attention. The boys wards in the Paniany river) ; six field-pieces, 
had now gained more confidence; the eldest which the detachment at Sattemangulum were, 
in particular, conducted himself with great from the cattle being killed, under the ne- 
ease and propriety; and, after some general cessity of quitting in their retreat; two  ̂or 
conversation, having a parcel handed to him, three guns at Permacoil, in the Carnatic; 
which contained the definitive treaty in tri- and the few guns which the detachment com
plicate, he got up and delivered the whole to manded by Cummer-ud-Deen Cawn retook 
Lord Cornwallis. The nizam’s son, or Mogul in Coimbatore. The only forts of consequence 
Prince as they call him, and the Mahratta that remained in Tippoo’s possession at the 
plenipotentiary, Hurry Punt, did not think it conclusion of the war were, Seringapatam, 
consistent with their dignity to attend on Chittledroog, Bidenore, Mangalore, or a new 
this interesting occasion, any more than on fort near it called Jemaulghur, Kistnaghery, 
the first day that the princes arrived in camp, and Sankeridurgum. The two last forts being 
Even their vakeels were late in making their in the ceded countries, there were only four 
appearance. A t length, on their coming, the places which have not either been in the pos- 
eldest prince receiving two of the copies of session of his enemies during the war, or 
the treaty, returned to him by Lord Corn- made over to them in consequence of the 
wallis, delivered a copy to each of the vakeels peace.”
of the other powers, which he did with great The prize money of the army was consi- 
maiiliness ; but evidently with more constraint derable. Lord Cornwallis and Deneral Mea- 
and dissatisfaction thanhe had performed the dows gave up theirs for the benefit of the 
first part of the ceremony. One of the vakeels army in general. The company granted a 
(the Mahratta) afterwards muttering some- year’s batta, which, with the value of captured 
thing on the subject, the boy asked at what commodities, made nearly £600,000. llie  
he grumbled: and, without giving him time British armies and their allies soon began 
to answer, said, ‘ they might well be silent, as their homeward march when the treaty was 
certainly their masters had no reason to be signed, and the sultan was left to brood over 
displeased,’ These may not be the precise his disasters in his diminished dominions, 
words, but something passed to that effect,
which did great honour to the boy’s manli- * Major Dirom s account.



C H A PTE R  X O V III.

DEPARTURE OP LORD CORNWALLIS PROM INDIA—SIR JOHN SHORE BECOMES GOVERNOR 
GENERAL—HE RESIGNS—THE EARL OP MORNINGTON IS APPOINTED GOVERNOR- 
GENERAL—GENERAL CONSPIRACY AGAINST THE ENGLISH—EFFORTS OF THE FRENCH 
_TIPPOO SULTAN FORMS A FRENCH ALLIANCE TO EXPEL THE ENGLISH FROM INDIA.

Lord Cornwallis having brought the war correspondence with the Sultan of I  ui be} , 
with Tippoo to a successful issue, sought the and with the revolutionary government of 
earliest day compatible with public interests Prance. As soon as Tippoo received his 
to retire from the government of India, and sons, indications were given that he was p ie - 
Sir John Shore assumed the reins of govern- paring for war, and the foe against whom the 
ment; Major-general Sir Robert Abercromby bolt was likely to be thrown was the nizam. 
receiving the appointment of commander-in- A  jealousy existed between this prince and 
chief. The general was appointed to his the Peishwa of the Mahrattas, and lip poo  
high office by the court of directors in Sep- was anxious to ally himself with the latter, 
tember, 1792; Sir John was installed in his The treaties of 1790 clearly constrained 
high office, October 28,1793. Lord Hobart, neutrality on the part of the English, and 
a nominee of Mr. Dundas (the enemy of such a policy suited the temper of the gover- 
Hastings), succeeded Sir Charles Oakley in nor-general. The French took advantage of 
the government of Madras, five days before that neutrality, and instigated both the Mah- 
Siv John Shore filled the chair of the general rattas and the nizam to make war. French 
government. officers and troops actually joined both armies.

Notwithstanding the successes of Earl The nizam was defeated without any help 
Cornwallis, and the moral impression which from Tippoo, and the Mahrattas were ascen- 
he left behind with all the native states, their dant in all Southern India, except where the 
treachery and selfishness were such that the English, French, and Tippoo held a stern in- 
English could rely on no treaty, nor on the dependence. The French continued to in
personal disposition of any chief; reliance trigue, and a French and English contingent 
could be alone placed on their own power for were at the same time in the nizam’s country, 
pea.ce, and the integrity of their territories. While matters were thus uncertain in the 
The influence of the French was again be- Deccan, events rapidly occurred in the north, 
ginning to he felt. They formed a fresh which increased the power of the English, 
treaty with the nizam of the Deccan, and The Vizier of Oude and the Rohillas had a 
acquired such power over him by means fresh war, which ended in the supremacy of 
purely diplomatic, that he took two French the ally of the English, and new arrange- 
brigades into his service. ments, political and financial, in their favour.

The disturbances in Europe, which ensued The death of Sir William Jones, the learned 
upon the French revolution, threatened to and upright judge at Calcutta, was regarded 
affect the interests of England in India. The as a loss to India and to England, 
coasting trade was impeded by French cruisers, In the year 1796 the directors decided 
and no effectual means were taken against upon a revision of the military system of 
them until much loss of property, and some British India, which was carried out at an 
loss of life ensued. Commodore Cornwallis, increased cost of £308,000 per annum. The 
in the spring of 1794, checked these attacks appearance of a new French squadron off the 
upon the coasting vessels. coast of Coromandel caused uneasiness at the

Tippoo Sultan having performed all that presidencies of Madras and Bengal, and the 
he had stipulated, and scrupulously main- rumour that a powerful Dutch fleet was at 
tamed peace, his son3 were therefore sur- sea, destined to co-operate with the French, 
rendered to him on the 28th of March. It deepened the alarm, and led to active defen- 
was the belief of the governments of all the sive preparations. Sir George Keith Elphin- 
presidencies that the sultan was, by a rigid stone encountered the Dutch fleet at the Cape 
economy, and a skilful attention to the re- of Good Hope, and compelled it to surrender, 
sources of his dominions, preparing for a new relieving the government of India of all fear 
struggle, in order to regain the territories from that quarter.
wrested from him, and his prestige in Southern ' Before the year 1796 closed, the army of 
India, and that he only awaited the restora- Tippoo had been increased so much, and his 
tion of his children to take a more decided general military preparations were of such a 
course. Strong ̂  suspicions were entertained character, that representations were made to 
that he was, with such objects, already in him of the suspicious nature of his proceedings,



and explanations were demanded. A t the there existed a general impression in India 
same time the Madras army made ready for that Tippoo, the French, the Mahrattas, and 
the field, in case the answer of the sahib other powers, would all combine in a grand 
should prove unsatisfactory. The govern- attempt to overthrow the English, 
ment of Bombay also placed the coast of In June, 1 198, the directors sent out a 
Malabar in a state of defence. The troops of despatch for war to he proclaimed against 
that presidency were ordered to attack any Tippoo, if it were found that he had entered 
French force landing in Western India, even into any negotiations with the French. This 
if it were necessary to violate the territory of resulted from a proclamation made at the 
Tippoo. * beginning of the year in the Isle of France,

The sultan’s letter was ingeniously evasive, declaring the wish of Tippoo to form an 
affording no explanation and offering no of- alliance offensive and defensive with I  ranee, 
fence. Tippoo prepared more actively to as- A t this juncture the force of 5 rencli auxil- 
sert certain claims upon Kurnaul, a depen- iaries in the pay of the nizam amounted to 
dency of the nizam, and the English govern- fourteen thousand. Scindiah, the most am- 
ment prepared to enforce respect for the treaty bitious prince in India, not excepting Hyder, 
of Dord Cornwallis. had also a French force in his pay. Tippoo,

During 1796-7 the financial pressure upon early in 1799, sent an embassy to France, 
the company was exceedingly severe. In At Mangalore he accepted a French detach- 
whatever form the company prospered, fiuan- ment to serve in his army, and he now seemed 
cial distresses incessantly recurred. Sir John anxious for the moment when a renewed 
Shore was an able financier, but he had not struggle with the English should begin, 
the bold conceptions of Hastings, and he After the peace with him m 1792, the state 
dared not incur the danger of impeachment of the_ army was, as usual,_permittedHo de- 
in England by any measures of finance re- cline in Madras, so tliat in 1/9J, (xeneial 
sembling those by which Hastings so often Harris, who then commanded the tioops 
filled the coffers of the company. Sir John’s there, declared that it was inadequate even 
conduct gave such satisfaction in England, for the defence of the Madras tenitoiy. 
that he was created Baron Teignmouth, Oc- North-western India was in danger irom the 
tober 24tli, 1797. Affghans, whose incursions were incessant

The affairs of Oude were greatly dis- and fierce. The state of the British army 
turbed during Sir John Shore’s administration, there was most unsatisfactory. It was prm- 
The vizier died, a pretender ascended the cipally recruited from Oude_ fanatics, _ who 
musnid, the country was disturbed, the court were disloyal; and the relaxation of discipline 
a scene of debauchery and cruelty the most was such as to excite the utmost alarm of 
horrible and flagrant. Oude was what it General Sir James Craig, who went so tar as 
had always proved before, and what it to affirm that from the want of discipline, and 
constantly became afterwards— a torment and the general character of the sepoys, “ the fate 
difficulty to the English. Vizier Ali, who of our empire in India probably hung by a 
had been acknowledged by the government thread of the slightest texture. Again, tUe 
at Calcutta, was deposed, and Saadut Ali commander-in-chief reported, ‘ A  defensive 
set up, who stipulated to pav seventy-six lacs war must ever be ruinous to us m India, am 
of rupees instead of fifty-six paid by his prede- we have no means for conducting an offensive 
cessor, and also promised to pay up all ar- one.”
rears incurred by previous nabobs of that The Sikhs and the Mahrattas carried on 
province. Territory was also surrendered, consultations which were supposed to be m- 
and money obtained for the company to a imical to the English. Under French infill- 
large amount under various forms and on ence and instigation all India seemed ripe for 
different nretexts a combined attack upon the English, when in

In March, 1798, Lord Teignmouth re- 179 8  Lord Mornington found himself at the 
turned to England. Lord Cornwallis was head of the government. ,
again appointed governor-general, but, as Immediately upon the arrival of Lord 
was mentioned in a previous chapter, the Mornington as governor-general of India 
state of Ireland required his services. The he found himself opposed by the waned of 
Earl of Mornington accepted the vacated Madras m a manner similar to that com  
post. On the 18th of May, 1798, Lord which Hastings suffered bo much 
Mornington assumed the authority of gover- ence His lordship Possessed a 
nor-general. The first measure of great ge- lute like that of Hastings but his aristocratic 
neral interest upon which he entered, was a connexions in England ^ I s  ng
revision of the system of finance. The credit authority which were wanting t° Jla tmgs 
of the company was at a very low ebb, for He resolved to exercise both, m asserting his



prerogative as governor-general, and lie at It will be seen from the brief abstract of 
last succeeded in quelling the insubordinate the memoir given in the note below, that 
disposition of the jobbing council of Madras. when the Hon. Arthur Wellesley landed in 

A t this juncture in Indian history, a man India, he was in his twenty-eighth year, had 
appeared upon the stage destined to acquire seen considerable service, and had occupied 
a fame wide as the world, and lasting as the post of a brigadier in critical circum- 
time—Arthur Wellesley, afterwards Duke of stances; indeed, both the lieutenant-colonel 
Wellington. In February, 1797, he landed and bis regiment had received high com
at Calcutta with the 33rd regiment of the mendations for their conduct at various ope- 
line, of which he was lieutenant-colonel.* rations in the Low Countries.

* The history of the Duke of Wellington is too well as we have said, in the 73rd, but in the same year he 
known to English readers to render it necessary to give moved, as lieutenant, to the 76th, and within the next 
any detailed account of the prevmns history of that won- eighteenth months was transferred, still in a subaltern’s 
derful man. Yet as the circulation of our History of the capacity, to the 41st foot and the 12th Light Dragoons, 
British Empire m the East is considerably beyond the successively. On the 30th of June, 1791, he was pro- 
limits of the British Isles, the following brief notice may be moted to a captaincy in the 58th, from which corps he 
desirableIt is a circumstance of rather unusual occur- exchanged into the 18th Light Dragroons in the October 
rence that the day and place of a famous birth should be of the year following. At length, on the 30th of April 
unknown even to contemporary inquirers; yet such is the 1793, he obtained his majority in the 33rd, a regiment 
C“ thePreSent, 0CCaSI0“ - ^ *s coHainthat the Duke which may boast of considerable identification with his 
°* i WaS • rn 1,n.̂ re,an̂  an(* aa family, renown, for be proceeded in it to his lieutenant-colonelcyand that the year in which he saw the light was that and colonelcy, and commanded it personally throughout 
which ushered also Napoleon Buonaparte into the world, the early stages of his active career. These rapid ex- 

v- if. j * .v 1S ,wltb êw variations, changes bespeak the operation of somewhat unusual inteas the birthday of Arthur Wellesley by those of his bio- rest in pushing the young officer forward; for in those 
graphers who venture on such circumstantiality, and days a soldier ordinarily continued in the corps to which 
Dangau Castle county Meath, has been selected with he was first gazetted, and to which his hopes, prospects, 
simfiar unanimity as the scene of the event. The former and connections were mainly confined. So close, indeed, 
of these statements has received a kind of confirmation and permanent were the ties thus formed, that when 
by the adoption of the duke s name and sponsorship for Colonel Wellesley’s own comrade and commander, General 
iT7ftv n fT  bpL>°“ T  T  “  q“ stl0“ ; 7et> 111 the Harris, was asked to name the title by which he would 
cnStt <Sa‘ Ĉ Ufnh’ * IS ?.U 7 re' deslre to euter tbe I,eeraSe> he could only refer to theso.n of the Bight Honourable Earl 5th Eusiliers as having been for nearly six-and-twenty 
n t ^ ° M teSS °f ■̂■°rmllSton> ]Tas bb“ e christened by years his constant home. The brother of Lord Morningt,on Isaac Maun archdeacon, on the 30th April, 1769.’ was raised above these necessities of routine, but whatTs 
This entry, while it conclusively negatives one of the two chiefly noticeable in the incidents described is that the 
aW°fnf t lT T  materially invalidates the other period of his probationary service was divided between
,, p’+p •’ T T p  T  lml’“ slMe’ lt; 1S certainly not likely cavalry and infantry alike—a circumstance of some advan- that the infant, if born at Dangan, would have been bap- tage to so observant a mind, 
tized in Dublin. Our own information leads us to be- Before the active career nf the
sawthe1light'“foth*4? 0113 °f f r  bi°SraPhy first menced, he was attached as aide-de-Jamp̂ o the staTffi's“ ."

cerned. The Duke kept his birthday on th“ m  of June ’’ gof erioulivTto d °L  f " ? ’ WeUJ sle7Arthur Wellesley, by the death of his father in 1781 DnLtpfp ‘  djbt So Pressing were his obliga- 
became dependent, at an early ae-e upon the care and urn’ fo wP ^  p he ac,cePte,d temporary relief from a bootmaker

mission as an ensign in thew S r t S t  foot X  Pr H • rp ^ T ent~ a Potion which he owed to his 
promotion was rapid, b^notmorfTin its fir i st™ , “  V“ ^-embarked at Cork for service on the
than in examples visible at the present dav and much s° ^at his first active duties in
less so than in the case of some of his eonterrmm'arip« ?,eat independent responsibility. Throughout the
He remained a subaltern four7 ™  M e l Z Z u  I t TguTshT p ^ T T  ̂  tbe Hon. Arthur Welfesley dis- 
the expiration of which period of serTeT r e S  T  S  , P f  r*”4 abi% - Tbe “ m-
captaincy. The honour of having trained the Duke of harT T  d nPon bim b7 se,liority.
Wellington would be highly regarded in the traditions of retreat After ,^mani3ed tbe rearg«ard ln a dlsastrous
U l  exchanges aTThis perfod “ the * * *  ."**“ “ * E n l T J T T  i t T
hardly be claimed by any of the regiments onTTrffibof '‘o f t h e  Ifake Z f^ W e ll*  ) n ila : ~ ^ b™dy * d f rom M em oir 
which he was temporarily borne. He entered the army, ter 16, 1852. ^ Welhn3 ton> ™  The Times,”  Septem-



At the period that Colonel Arthur Wellesley bear so important a relation. The connexion 
and his brother, the Earl of Mornington, go- also of Colonel Wellesley with General Harris 
vernor-general of India, met at Calcutta, war then commanding the troops of the presidency’ 
with Tippoo Sultan was imminent. On this was intimate and full of confidence— another 
account the 33rd regiment was ordered to circumstance which bore upon the future 
Madras, where, in September, 1798, Colonel favour of the colonel, and upon the o-00d of 
Wellesley arrived. It was a circumstance the service. °
both singular and important, that the Hon. Before passing to the narrative of events in 
Arthur W ellesley, who was destined to play so which General, afterwards Lord Harris tool' 
important a part in the coming war with T ip - so important a part, some notice of that noble 
poo, had had previous opportunity of mak- soldier is desirable. General Harris described 
mg himself acquainted in a military point of himself thus, “ A  humble clergyman’s son 
view with Madras, the Carnatic, and the con- thrown very early in life into the army en ’ 
tiguous territory of Mysore Soon, after tirely a soldier of fortune, with scarce any 
Colonel Y\ ellesley liad landed at Calcutta, assistance save my own exertions.” It is re- 
he was ordered on an expedition to Manilla, markable that the great Duke of Wellington 
but the dangerous condition of affairs  ̂ at notwithstanding his aristocratic connexions’ 
Madras led to the recall of that expedition, attributed his advancement also to his own 
On Ins return from the Straits of Malacca, he exertions :— “ I  raised myself to my present 
proceeded to Madras, without touching at Cal- position,” was one of his- terse expressions in 
cutta. He there made acquaintance with the house of lords, spoken in the closing 
Lord Hotham, the governor, remained in period of his career.
the presidency for several weeks, examined The father of General (Lord) Harris was 
the ground which _ must be passed over in the youngest child of seven ; he was educated 
a conflict with Tippoo, and made himself for the church, but never advanced beyond 
well acquainted with the military capabi- the rank of a curate. Lord George Sackville 
hties, defensive and offensive, of the Car- was an intimate friend of the struggling 
natic, so that when he was ordered to Madras curate, and promised to pirovide a profession 
officially, he was a competent judge of the for one of his children. George was the eldest 
military questions which were then under son of the Rev. Mr. Harris, and was born in 
discussion.  ̂ the year 1744:. WThen about fourteen years

On Loid Hotham s removal from the go- of age, Lord George Sackville gave him a 
vernment, Lord Clive, eldest son of the great cadetship in the royal artillery, his lordship 
conqueror of Bengal, arrived to fill that situa- being then master-general of the Ordnance 
tion. How different his position and prospects On the displacement of Lord George, his 
from that of his illustrious father! The first successor, the Marquis of Granby, confirmed 
Clive landed upon the sea-stricken shores of the appointment, and thus commenced the 
Madras, poor and desolate, a mere clerk, in military career of Lord George Harris. He 
the lowest situation; the son and successor of was afterwards gazetted to an ensigncy in the 
that unfriended youth landed as governor of 5th regiment of foot. In 1765 he obtained a 
that very place, with the rank and title of a lieutenancy by purchase, the means of which 
peer, and all the advantage which great wealth were obtained by the greatest difficulty. He 
confers. _ soon after obtained leave of absence in order

_ The Earl of Mornington entertained a very to travel and study in Prance, and he there 
high respect for Lord Clive, although they not only learned the French language, but 
had never met, and he at once opened com- studied the military art as professed by that 
munications with him of a confidential nature nation. On his return he joined his regiment 
as to the government and prospects of the in Ireland, where many adventures befel him 
presidency, the causes of former failures and trying to his courage and prudence, but con- 
present dangers, and the grounds of hope for firming those virtues in him. In 1771 he 
future success. There is a frank, manly, obtained a company by the severest self- 
generous tone in the communications of the denial on the part of his mother, as it had 
governor-general to Lord Clive, which cannot to be purchased by an outlay of £1100; he 
fail to impress men much in his favour. The had then attained his twenty-sixth year. He 
governor-general also requested Lord Clive soon after was ordered with his regiment to 
to accept the exposition of his views, which America. He soon saw active service there, 
would be made by his brother, the Hon. and was desperately wounded at the battle of 
Colonel Wellesley. Thus the latter was Bunker’s Hill. After rapidly recovering from 
brought into intimate and confidential rela- his wound, he was again engaged with the 
tions at once with the governor of the pre- Americans, and was again wounded. He was 
sidency, to the defence of which he was to afterwards entrusted by Earl Cornwallis with



a letter to Washington, and obtained the Meanwhile events went on elsewhere which 
majority of the 5th regiment. Colonel W al- quickened Lord Mornington’s decision. “  A t 
cot having been shot through the body at the very moment when Colonel Wellesley 
German Town, Major Harris took the com- was ordered to Madras, Buonaparte had 
mand of the regiment. While covering the actually disembarked a French army on the 
embarkation of the troops from Philadelphia, shores of Egypt, and had put himself in com
be made the friendship of the celebrated munication with Tippoo— factsquitemenacing 
Admiral Lord Howe, an event which influ- enough to warrant unusual misgivings. The 
enced the major’s future career. In October, strength, too, of the Mysore army gave at least 
1778, he went with General Meadows on a seventy thousand troops, admirably equipped, 
secret expedition against St. Lucie. General and in no contemptible state of discipline, while 
Meadows, with one thousand seven hundred the Madras muster rolls showed a total o f no 
British, was attacked by five thousand French, more than fourteen thousand of all arms, in- 
who were signally repulsed. On this occa- eluding less than four thousand Europeans, 
sion Major Harris, at the head of the 5th, In fact, Lord Mornington had been compelled 
greatly distinguished himself. to exchange the scheme of attack originally

After these events the major embarked in contemplated for a more cautious and regular 
a Dutch vessel for England, and was captured exertion of his strength. W ith these reluc- 
by a French privateer. He was almost im- tant conclusions he ordered General Harris to 
mediately set at liberty, and after visiting stand on the defensive along the Mysore fron- 
home, and marrying, re-embarked to join his tier, and to augment the efficiency of his army 
legiment at Baibadoes. In 1*80 he again by all available means, while he turned his own 
returned to England, and was persuaded by attention to the native courts, whose alliance 
General Meadows to go with him to Bombay, or neutrality it was desirable to secure 
as military secretary and aide-de-camp. From That nothing on his part might be want- 
Bombay he proceeded with General (Sir ing to the success of the enterprise, he had 
W dliam) Meadows to Madras, and served in transferred himself and his staff from’Oalcutta 
the campaigns against Tippoo Sultan, in 1790, to Madras, and the effects of his policy and 
so that the character of the country of M y- his presence were quickly discernible in the 
sore, and of its resources, army, and sovereign, impulse communicated to every department 
were well known to General Harris, when, of the service, and the restoration of energy 
under the government of the Earl of Morning- and confidence throughout the presidency 
ton Ins services were required in a post of These efforts were admirably seconded by 
lngh command. . the practical exertions of liis brother at

After the campaigns of Earl Cornwallis, Wallajahbad. So effectually had Colonel 
General Harris returned to_ England, but Wellesley employed the three months of his 
again went out to India, landing at_ Calcutta local command, that the division under his 
in October 1794, when he received the charge from being weak and ill provided had 
appointment of commander-in-chief at Ma- become conspicuous for its organization and 
dras. His nominal rank in the army was equipment; and when the whole army after - 
afterwards raised to that of lieutenant-general, wards took the field in wonderful efficiency 
and a seat in the Madras council was given the especial services of Colonel Wellesley in

• S! PP°rt1ed tlle autll01%  bringing about this result were acknowledged 
of the Rail of Mornington, when as governor- m a general order of the commander-in-chief.”

“  aI riiat Actions body attempted to oppose Among the measures which demanded Lord
uoon h im ffiW q f 1Th0t r UrS v " 6 ,?0nfelTed Mornington’s care and vigour, was a plan for upon him 1797. In this position the events disarming the French in the nizam’s employ
T Y Û r  yeTlaA n f°Und the commander-in- The scheme adopted was the governor-gei J -
C T hflG rw !faM aS armf ‘ - . . ral’s own, and the modus ojperandi was drawn

Ih e  E arlof Mornington was determined to up by him in detail, and executed with the 
ling the dangers and difficulties of India to utmost secrecy, and the most energetic promp- 

an immediate solution. He laid down a plan titude. A  treaty was concluded with the 
of action, and sent it as a secret despatch to mzam, September 1st, 1798; by it a contin- 
Lieutenant-general Harris and recommended gent of six thousand company’I  soldiers with 
Ins brother, the Hon Colonel Wellesley, artillery was to serve with t h o r n y  o fth e  
to devote Ins skill and energy to the ob- Deccan. In pursuance of this arrangement 
ject of bringing the troops in cantonments to Colonel Roberts, with his detachment reached 
a higher state of discipline. The noble earl Hyderabad on the 10th of October ’ Every 
resolved upon bringing Tippoo to account for thing was silently made ready and on the 
his conspiracy with the French against the 22nd the English contingent, with a force of 

' cavalry belonging to the nizam, surrounded



the French camp, disarmed all the sepoys, to point it out as the likeness of one of the 
and seized the persons of the French officers, ablest and honestest men he ever knew, 
without shedding one drop of blood. General Harris was, however, determined to

The governor-general showed an earnest carry out the views of the governor-general, 
desire to avert war; he granted a ready com- which he believed sound, whatever course 
pliance with certain demands concerning dis- might be taken by the “ timid members of 
puted territory made by Tippoo’s vakeels, council.” Mr. Webbe, so much esteemed by 
He endeavoured to open up negotiations for the Hon. Colonel Wellesley, pronounced 
conferring peace, by breaking up the alliance against war with Tippoo, notwithstanding his 
between Tippoo and the French. Colonel conspiracy with the French, on the ground 
Doveton was commissioned to facilitate a set- that the French could net then aid him, that 
tlement; but after three separate efforts to Tippoo could not of himself disturb the 
accomplish his purpose, which were defeated balance of power, and that it was impolitic 
by the evasions of Tippoo, there remained no for the English to extirpate the sultan, as 
appeal but to the sword. they would by that act increase unduly the

The governor-general having settled a new influence of the nizam and, the Mahrattas. 
treaty with the nizam, directed negotiations The reasoning of Mr. Webbe was sound, 
through Colonel Palmer to the Mahrattas. although Tippoo deserved any penalty the 
The colonel produced at the court of Poonah English could inflict. The predictions of 
the proclamation of the French governor of Mr. Webbe were verified, the destruction of 
the Mauritius, announcing Tippoo as an ally Tippoo was one of the elements of the great 
to drive the English out of India. His excel- Mahratta war, in which the English expended 
lency wished to have a contingent placed in so much blood and treasure. Earl Morning- 
connexion with the Peishwa, as had just been ton acted with justice towards Tippoo. He 
arranged at the court of the nizam. The did not proclaim war until efforts of modera- 
Mahratta minister refused compliance, but tion failed. It was his conviction that the 
expressed his purpose to abide by the treaty French would succeed in throwing forces into 
under which the last war with Tippoo had India to aid the sultan, unless he were speedily 
been brought to so happy an issue. By ne- removed out of the way. The governor- 
gotiations with Persia, a stop was put to the general’s mode of proceeding disclosed emi- 
threatening proceedings of Zemaun Shah in nent capacity, but after all Mr. Webbe was 
the north-west. His excellency’s next step correct in his policy. Had Tippoo been left 
was to form a commission for the purpose of to himself at that juncture, it might have 
correspondence with all tributaries, allies, or been as well for English interests in India for 
subject chiefs connected with Mysore, so as a long time. The die however was cast, and 
to detach them from connexion with the the differences between the Mysore tyrant 
sultan. This commission was comprised of and the East India Company were soon to be 
remarkable men, namely, Colonel Arthur settled by the sullen arbiter— war.
Wellesley, Lieutenant-colonel Close, Lieute- In the conduct of Lord Clive, General 
nant-colonel Agnew, Captain Malcolm, poli- Harris and the governor-general obtained 
tical assistant at Hyderabad, and Captain co-operation and support. His lordship re- 
Macaulay. A t last, a declaration of war was lieved the general from the cares of the 
made; Tippoo was summoned to submit, and Madras government, which had virtually de- 
referred to General Harris as the medium volved upon him, and he worked with an 
through whom he must make any communi- earnestness worthy of his gifted father, 
cation to the governor-general. Mr. W ebbe, the ablest civilian then in India,

The council o f Madras vras reluctant to fell under the displeasure of the directors 
enter upon the war; everything there was, as and the government at home, because of his 
it always had been when left to a Madras conscientious and honourable opposition to 
council, in confusion and distress. There Lord Mornington. His lordship, Lord Clive, 
were no funds, no commissariat, the troops and General Harris, protested against the 
insufficient in number and equipment, and removal and political degradation of so up- 
no readiness even for operations of defence. right and competent a person, and induced 

Mr. J. Webbe, the chief secretary, con- the directors to revoke their measures, but 
sidered the plans of Lord Mornington dan- the inferior members of the Madras council, 
gerous and impracticable, and the opinions of anxious to gain favour with the home autho- 
this functionary had great weight with the rities, contrived to divest him of the chief 
community of Madras, native and Euro- secretaryship, and send  ̂him to Nagpore, 
pean. The future Duke of Wellington had The noble sufferer took this so much to heart 
so high an opinion of him that he had his that, en route, upon the banks of the Aler- 
portrait hung up at Strathfieldsaye, and used buddah, he died of a broken heart. i  he
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conduct of the Earl of Mornington, Lord pressed his reluctance to remove him from so 
Olive, and General Harris towards this in-, honourable and important a post, even at his 
valuable man, was honourable, generous, own recpiest. The governor-general being 
manly, and just, as might be expected from then at Madras, a personal interview removed 
such men who sympathised with honour and the general s doubts, and restored his con- 
genius, and who “in differing from the gifted fidence. The general, remembering the ex
secretary, respected his judgment and his periences of Lord Cornwallis, under whom 
motives, and confided in his talents and in- he had served in the previous war against 
tegrity/ Probably at no period of the event- Tippoo, expressed his determination to art
ful life of General Harris, excepting while vance at once upon the capital, to evade even 
engaged, soon after, in the siege of Seringa- a general engagement with Tippoo, and not 
patam, did he feel such a sense of anxiety to tarry for any advantage whatever, but to 
and responsibility, as during the discussions decide the war at the capital, unless Tippoo 
with Mr. "Webbe,'and his preparations for this forced on an engagement by throwing bis 
war. To such an extent was his mind op- army across the inarch of the British. The 
pressed with these feelings, that he wrote to governor-general concurred in this line of 
the governor-general, begging that Sir A. strategy, as did also the superior officers of 
Clark, then at Calcutta, should be appointed the army. The progress and events of the 
to the supreme command. His excellency war itself must form the subject of a separate 
considered the general competent, and ex- chapter.

C H A PTE R  X C IX .

FINAL WAR WITH TIPPOO SULTAN—STORMING OF SERINGAPATAM—DEATH OF TIPPOO.
W hen at last the hour arrived for commenc- [ full development of his genius. He held a 
ing the conflict with Tippoo which he had by command sufficiently independent to elicit all 
his folly provoked, the arrangements of the his talents ; he formed one of the political 
British were in a condition to inspire the commission attached to the commander-in- 
highest hope, except in the department of the chief; and he acted under the eyes of a 
commissariat, in which the English had governor -whose acuteness in discerning merit 
always proved themselves deficient. The and promptitude in rewarding it were quick
opening of the campaign has been much praised. ened on this occasion by the natural impulses 
“ The whole force put in motion consisted of of affection. Nor were there wanting in the 
three columns : the corps of the Carnatic, same ranks either models of excellence or 
thirty thousand strong; that of Bombay, two- stout competitors for fame. Besides Harris 
thirds less numerous; and the contingent of himself, there were Baird and Cotton, Dallas 
our ally, the nizam. The latter consisted of and Brown, Floyd and Malcolm— soldiers all 
the British detachment in the nizam’s service, of them of high distinction and extraordinary 
of a few battalions of his own infantry, includ- renown, who either sought or staked a pro- 
ing some of M. Raymond’s force lately dis- fessional reputation in this memorable war 
banded, and of a large body of cavalry. To against Tippoo Sultan.”
complete the efficiency of this powerful divi- The anonymous writer just quoted thus 
sion it was resolved to add a king’s regiment sketched the progress of the campaign :—  
to its rolls, and at the express wish of the “  By the end of February, 1799, the invading 
nizam’s minister, coupled with the prompt forces had penetrated into the dominions of 
approval of General Harris, Colonel Welles- Mysore, though so difficult was the country, 
ley’s corps was selected for this duty, and on and so insufficient, notwithstanding the pre
lum the general command of the whole con- vious preparations, were the means of trans
tin gent was suffered to devolve. By these port, that half-a-dozen miles constituted an 
arrangements, which were to the unqualified ordinary day’s march, and three weeks were 
satisfaction of all. parties concerned, Colonel consumed in conveying intelligence from the 
Wellesley assumed a prominent place in the western division of the army to the eastern, 
conduct of the war, and enjoyed opportunities The first movements of Tippoo from his 
of displaying both his special intelligence and central position had been judiciously directed 
his intuitive military powers. Few opportu- against the weaker corps which was advanc- 
nities indeed could be better calculated for the ing from Oannanore on the opposite coast of



the peninsula, but in his attempt on this little addressed to his commander the following 
force he was signally repulsed, on which, note, remarkable as being the first of that 
wheeling to the right about, and retracing his series of despatches which now constitute an 
steps, he brought himself face to face with the extraordinary monument of his fame :— 
main army under General Harris near Mala- ,
velly, a place within thirty miles of his capital Mr MAR SlB _ j  do not know w{ sn you jnean the post 
city, Seringapatam. His desires to engage to be established, and I shall therefore be obliged to you 
were promptly met by the British commander, if you will do me the favour to meet me this afternoon iu 
who received his attack with the right wing front of tlle and show ifc to mc- Ia t!le meantime 
of the army, leaving the left, which was com- 1 ord,er “ 7 bat“ ons+ to be inTreadiriess' . . 
posed of the mzam a contingent under Colonel appeared to me that when you get possession of the bank 
Wellesley, to charge and turn the flank of the of the nullah you have the tope as a matter of course, as 
enemy opposed to it. Colonel Wellesley’s the latter is in the rear of the former. However, you are 
dispositions for this assault were speedily tlie Wfc judge, and I shall be ready.
» ; * ,  ml, having U rn  approved by General 1 “ ■ ■ » * •  w S T L r .
Harris, were executed with complete success.
The conduct of the 33rd decided the. action. ‘ This letter has been often appealed to as 
Knowing that if he could break the European evidence of that brevity^ perspicacity, and 
regiment the native battalions might be ex- decision, afterwards recognised as such notable 
pected to despair, the sultan directed a column characteristics of the great duke s style. The 
of his choicest troops against Colonel Welles- attack made  ̂by Colonel W ellesley was a 
ley’s corps; which, reserving its fire till the failure. Bewildered in the darkness of the 
enemy had closed, delivered a searching vol- night, and entangled in the difficulties of the 
ley, charged, and threw the whole column tope, the assaulting parties were thrown into 
into a disorder which the sabres of the dra- confusion, and, although Shawe was enabled 
goons were not long in converting to a rout, to report himself in possession of the post 
After this essay it was clear that the campaign assigned to him, Colonel Wellesley was com- 
would turn upon the siege of the capital, and pelled, as the general records in his private 
on the 4th of April the army, by the judicious diary, to come, ‘ in a g’ood deal of agitation, 
strategy of Harris, arrived in effective con- to say he had not carried the tope. A  lien 
dition before the ramparts of Seringapatam. daylight broke the attack was renewed with 
Between the camp of the besiegers and the instantaneous success, showing at once what 
walls of this famous fortress stretched a con- had been the nature of the obstacles on the 
siderable extent of irregular and broken previous night; hut the affair has been fre- 
ground, affording excellent cover to the enemy quently quoted as Wellington’s ‘ only failure, 
for annoying the British lines with musketry and the particulars of the occurrence were 
and rocket practice. A t one extremity was turned to some account in the jealousies and 
a “ tope” or grove called the Sultan Pettah scandals from which no camp is wholly free, 
tope, composed mainly of betel-trees, and The reader will at once perceive that the 
intersected by numerous watercourses for the circumstances suggest no discussion whatever, 
purposes of irrigation. The first operations A  night attack, by the most natural of results, 
of the besiegers were directed to the occupa- failed of its object, and was successfully exe- 
tion of a position so peculiarly serviceable to cuted the next morning as soon as the troops 
the party maintaining it. Accordingly, on discovered the nature of their duties, 
the night of the 4th, General Baird was During these and subsequent operations 
ordered to scour this tope— a commission General Harris showed conscientiousness, ca- 
which he discharged without encountering pacity, and untiring diligence, so that the 
any opposition. Next morning Tippoo’s troops Duke of Wellington observed: “ It is not 
were again seen to occupy it in great force, sufficiently known that General Harris himself 
on which General Harris resolved to repeat conducted the details of the victorious army 
the attack on the succeeding night, and to which he commanded.” Independent of his 
retain the position when carried. The duty personal exertions in the details of the army, 
was entrusted on this occasion to Colonel the general produced a voluminous body of 
Wellesley, who, with the 33rd and a native despatches, letters, and reports, full of infoi- 
battalion, was to he supported by another de- mation and interest, and proving that lie was 
tachment of similar strength under Colonel competent in wielding the pen as well as the 
Shawe. This was the famous affair of which sword. In approaching Seringapatam his 
so much has been said, and which, with such temper and diligence were severely tried by 
various colourings, has been described as the the casualties to baggage, baggage animals, 
first service of Arthur, Duke of Wellington, carriages, stores, and guns, especially the 
On receiving the order, Colonel Wellesley battering trains, occasioned by the natme o



the country. All the predictions of Mr. W ebbe the command of Colonel Montresor. Next 
were fulfilled, and much that the general morning, Tippoo’s army advanced close to the 
feared from his previous experience under battalions under the command of Colonel 
Lord Cornwallis came to pass. Fortunately Montresor, and there was a severe action, 
the progress of General Harris was unopposed, After the battle commenced, the battalions 
in consequence of the expedition of Tippoo to put a great many of Tippoo’s people to death, 
cut off the Bombay army, as already referred to Tippoo, unable to sustain their fire, and bav
in the quotation just cited. That event was of ing no road by which to advance, divided his 
considerable importance to the campaign, and army into two divisions, with the intention of 
the defence of the troops of the Bombay army getting into the rear of Colonel Montresor’s 
reflected great honour up>on them, and much battalions by a secret path. The colonel 
influenced the fate of the war. Tippoo would having received intelligence of this division, 
have succeeded in surprising the army of made a disposition of his force so as to sustain . 
General Stuart, and in cutting off a brigade both attacks ; and maintained the fight from 
before the main army could come to its assist- the morning, uninterrupted, till two o’clock, 
ance, hut for the vigilance of the Rajah of The enemy were beaten, and unable to show 
Coorg, who, the reader will remember, rna- their faces. When the information of Tippoo’s 
terially aided the advance of General Aber- attack reached the main body, General Stuart, 
cromby’s army in the previous war. Lieu- in order to assist the force at Sedaseer, 
tenant-colonel Montresor had command of marched with two regiments of Europeans, 
three native battalions at Sedaseer, near keeping the remainder of the army in the 
Periapatam. In this direction Tippoo’s army plain of Karrydygood. Upon this occasion I 
cut through the jungles with astonishing accompanied General Stuart, 
celerity, and fell upon the brigade, which “  Tippoo, in order to prevent the two regi- 
made an obstinate defence under the gallant ments from advancing to the relief of the 
example and skilful arrangements of the bri- troops at Sedaseer, was posted in the road 
gadier. This occurred on the 6th of March, but between. General Stuart, upon approaching, 
Tippoo’s vicinity was discovered through the ordered the two regiments to attack the 
vigilance of the Rajah of Coorg, on the day be- enemy. A  severe action then ensued, in 
fore, who, hastening to General Stuart, apprised which I was present with my people. Many 
him of the danger of Colonel Montresor’s de- of the enemy were slain, and many wounded, 
tachment. The rajah hurried with his own the remainder having thrown away their 
troops to the colonel’s assistance, and General muskets, and swords, and their turbans, and 
Stuart in person made a rapid march with a thinking it sufficient to save their lives, fled 
regiment ot British infantry, and the flank in the greatest confusion, 
companies of another. The rajah, in his “  Tippoo having collected the remains of 
despatch to the governor-general, gave by far his troops, returned to Periapatam. Having 
thê  most interesting account of the event considered for five days, but not having taken 
which appeared. Its unique character will up resolution to attack the Bombay army 
interest the reader : “  On Tuesday, the 5th again, he marched on the sixth day (Saturday)
of March, myself, Captain Maliony, and some hack to Seringapatam. M y continual prayer 
other English sirdars, went to the hill of to the Almighty is, that the English circar 
Sedaseer, which iŝ  within my territories, may continue as my parent, that I may remain 
This mountain, which is exceedingly lofty, as their child; that all their enemies may bo 
the English sirdars and myself ascended, and defeated, and that their territories, measures, 
we remained there. Having from thence re- and prosperity, may increase without end, and 
connoitred, we observed nothing for the first that I  may enjoy peace under their protec- 
iour oi five hours (Malabar hours); after this tion. In this manner I  approach the Sove- 
we observed one large tent in the direction of reign Ruler with my constant prayer, night 
I enapatarn, which is within the territories of and day, and all times in humble suppli- 
Iippoo Sultan, and continued to see some cation.”
other white tents rising; a large green tent Arrived before Seringapatam, General 
tien appeared, and then another tent which Harris dispatched a strong corps under Ge- 
was red, and after that five or six hundred neral Floyd, to meet and assist General 
tents Upon this, the English sirdars and Stuart. Floyd’s force consisted of four ca- 
myself were satisfied that it was the army of valry and six infantry regiments, twenty field- 
lippoo Sultan ; we then returned to the pieces, and a body of the nizam’s horse 
English army at Sedapore, and acquainted the On the 7th of April, 1799, the allied army 
general that lippoo s army was at Peria- took up its position for the last siege of
i fZ '-r .  T r  aCC01;d[nS1y PreP «ed , Seringapatam. Tippoo was so much en-
as veie  also the battalions at Sedaseer, under grossed with the proceedings in his front,



that twenty-four hours elapsed before he was Thus, on the 25th of April, he wrote— “ A  
aware of the dispatch of General Eloyd, to violent storm of wind and rain last night; I  
bring General Stuart from Periapatam. When trust we shall not have more rain, or it will 
at length he heard of the movement, he sent he next to impossible to get our guns into 
his confidential lieutenant, Cummer-ud-Deen, the batteries. Providence directs all things 
with nearly his whole cavalry, in pursuit. for the best; then let us how down in humble 

On Sunday, the 11th, General Harris resignation.” The guns were got into the 
moved out to meet Generals Floyd and Stuart, batteries by the exertions of the general and 
who had in the meantime formed a junction, his soldiers, although there was more rain, 

The most active, if not the most successful and the difficulties were great, for, on the 
officer with General Harris, up to the time 26th, he recorded— “ Our new battery, and the 
when the siege actually commenced, was altered one, opened, and had very soon every 
the Hon. Colonel Wellesley; yet he was success expected. Determined to attack the 
exceedingly delicate, giving no promise of enemy’s post in our front and right in the 
the “ iron frame,” for which he became after- evening. Disposition made and communi- 
wards celebrated. There is an incidental cated to Colonel Wellesley, who commanded 
proof of the physical delicacy, and arduous in the trenches, with the 73rd Scotch brigade, 
energetic temperament of the embryo great 2nd battalion Bengal volunteers, 2nd bat
man, in one of the Earl of Mornington’s dis- talion 3rd regiment coast sepoys.” These 
patches written at the time. His excellency, dispositions proved effectual, but only after 
writing to General Harris, said, “ Do not the English sustained heavy loss, the sultan 
allow Arthur to fatigue himself too much,” making desperate resistance. It was the last 
showing the governor-general’s opinion of his effort of gallantry made by Tippoo previous 
brother’s inability to endure much toil, and of to the assault. The proceedings were of 
the eager earnestness of his nature. great importance to the English, as furnishing

On the 17th of April, General Harris re- the ground for the breaching batteries which 
corded in his journal his apprehensions as were yet to be erected. The order for attack 
to the supplies for the armies. The commis- was given by the Hon. Colonel Wellesley, who 
sariat was still the defective part of the ser- personally superintended its execution, with 
vice of the British army; officers competent the caution and boldness which were his cha
in the field, chivalrous everywhere, seem to racteristics. The following description was 
have given no proper attention to that indis- given by one who had the best means of 
pensable part of an effective army. Men of knowing the events he relates :*■— “ At the 
rank thought it beneath them. General hour proposed, the guns from our batteries 
Harris himself, although infinitely painstaking, commenced a heavy fire of grape, which was 
and well aware of how much depended upon the signal for the attack. The Europeans 
regular and ample supplies, was less profi- then moved out, followed by the native troops, 
cient in the ability to provision an army The enemy, seeing this movement, began an 
than in any other part of his profession, active fire from behind their breastwork; guns 
The Hon. Colonel Wellesley surpassed the from almost every part of the fort opened 
general-in-chief, and all his officers, in this upon our troops with great effect, and, by the 
invaluable requisite of generalship. The time they had quitted the trenches, the fire 
state of the supplies was such on the 17tli, of cannon and small arms was general. The 
that General Harris believed it necessary, companies from the 73rd regiment and Scotch 
against military rule, to hasten the attack, brigade then pushed on with great rapidity 
and run great risks in doing so, rather than to the enemy’s works, who, seeing the deter- 
hazard the loss of his army by hunger and mined spirit of the English troops, fled from 
sickness; various outpost combats ensued in their posts in great confusion and dismay; 
consequence of this determination, which but many fell by the bayonet while endea- 
occupied two days. On the 19th, General vouring to escape. The relief from the 
Stuart reported to head-quarters, that the trenches, which was this evening commanded 
Bombay column had only two days’ provision, by Colonel Sherbrooke, had by this time 
The journal of General Harris at this time arrived; a part of the 74th regiment, and the 
(as subsequently published by his son-in-law) regiment De Meuron, composed the Euro- 
betrays an anxiety intense and feverish from peans of that relief, and were ordered imme- 
the inadequacy of supplies, but, nevertheless, diately to advance to support the rest. These 
the expression of his apprehensions is uni- pushed on to the right of the attack. A  
formly pervaded by a trust in Providence heavy fire was continued from the ramparts, 
and deference to the will of God, which must and by those of the enemy who had fled from 
be edifying to all who peruse it, and invest * The Right Honourable S. R. Luskington, for some 
the memory of the man with a sacred dignity, time private-secretary-of Lord Harris.



the part of their intrenchments first attacked, Colonel Sherbrooke, on receiving this report, 
and taken post behind the traverses more to instantly ordered all the Europeans who had 
the right; several made a desperate stand, remained in the trenches to advance to 
and fell by the bayonet; the Europeans Colonel Wallace’s post, and each man to take 
dashed in, forcing the traverses in succession, with him a pickaxe, or momitie.* Colonel 
until they had extended as far as the turn Wallace, in the meantime, seeing the neces- 
of the nullah towards the stone bridge, sity of dislodging the enemy from the bridge, 
At this turn there is a redoubt, open to the ordered Major Skelly, with a few men of the 
south-east angle of the fort, but which flanked Scotch brigade, to move down and attack 
a watercourse running parallel and close to that post. He was followed by' a company 
the intrenchment that was carried. This from that regiment, and soon got possession, 
redoubt was stormed by the 74th regiment, “ The Europeans had by this time arrived 
and left in their possession, while Lieutenant- from the trenches, and by their exertion and 
colonel Campbell, with a small party of that the assistance of the pioneers, an intrench- 
corps, and a few men from the regiment De ment was thrown up and completed by ten 
Meuron, pushed forward along the intrench- o’clock ; but from the dawn of day to that 
ments and the road, till be came to tlie bridge hour continued efforts were made by the 
leading over the great river. Lieutenant- garrison to regain what bad been lost, but in 
colonel Wallace at the same time advancing vain. The determined bravery of our troops 
considerably more to the right, till, fearful of baffled all their endeavours. The post gained 
risking too many lives while acting in the at the bridge secured the rear of the other, 
dark, he prudently fell back, and took pos- and presented a new front to-tlie enemy; it 
session of the enemy’s post at the stone was strengthened bv another company from 
bridge, on the road to Shawe’s post; but this tlie 74tli regiment and two companies of 
post being too much detached from the main sepoys, and in a short time the whole of them 
body of the troops, he withdrew the party were under coyer. The loss on this occasion 
left to defend it during the night. Lieutenant- was great. Two officers and sixty men killed, 
colonel Campbell crossed the bridge, and went ten officers and two hundred and sixteen men 
some distance on the island; but it was ne- wounded; nineteen men also missing; alto- 
cessary to make an immediate retreat from gether, killed, wounded, and missing, three 
that dangerous situation, and nothing but the hundred and seven officers and men.” 
night and the consternation of the enemy On the night of the 28th, a breaching 
could have given the smallest chance for the battery was erected, which on the morning 
party to escape. They returned under a of the 30tli, was opened against the walls, 
heavy fire from all sides, and made their way By the 1st of May the outer wall of the west 
back to the redoubt, where Lieutenant-colonel angle of the fort was partly' demolished, and 
Wallace had taken post with the few of the the masonry' of the bastion within was greatly 
74th regiment who had remained with him, shaken.
and the rest of the troops with whom he had On the 2nd of May, Tippoo made clever 
placed to the left along the watercourse, and daring efforts to close the breach, which 
which runs close to the intrenchment, and in he was enabled, in a considerable degree to 
this situation they remained all night, ex- effect, because the English working parties 
posed to grape from the fort, and galled by who were preparing for the assault, were in 
the musketry from the ground on the right such a position as to prevent discharges of 
flank, and from the post at the stone bridge, grape against Tippoo’s workers. Colonel 
which took them in the rear. The enemy Wellesley, perceiving this disadvantage, used 
continued firing grape and musketry at inter- the most strenuous and persevering exer- 
vals the whole night; at length the daylight tions to complete the task committed to the 
appeared, and discovered both to ns and to English workmen, so as to leave the range 
them the critical state of our men. Lieu- free against the workmen of the sultan, or 
tenant-colonel Campbell having been crippled the breach still practicable, if the general-in- 
the  ̂ preceding night by being barefooted chief should order an assault. The letter in 
during his excursion across the bridge, was which the future hero of so many other great
obliged to return to camp, and Lieutenant- sieges reported his proceedings, is very clia-
colonel Wallace being next in command, he raeteristic— terse, pointed, and complete. It 
sent to inform Colonel Sherbrooke of their will he seen that the Hon. Colonel W el- 
situation, and to request further support, as
the enemy were collecting in great force on * A sort °f spade, used throughout India in tlie re-
the right flank, and at the post they occupied T val of eartih> an,J7 er[  ef¥ ent Jhe ha“ds " f ,th°se 

i  c A it i  who are accustomed, to it. it is clneiiy employed in the
• ‘ , 0IJe hiidge. fiom winch they galled formati0n of those magnificent reservoirs for water, to

our people in the rear to1 a great degree, which the peninsula owes its fertility.



lesley liad, in a subordinate command, to en- to General Baird by the commander-in-chief, 
counter at Seringapatam the very difficulty to prevent confusion or accident among the 
which so_ much impeded him in the war of troops giving the assault, and also to°con- 
the Iberian peninsula some years later—  ceal from the enemy to the latest moment 
want of tools. Many a time during his bril- the intention to make it that night. The 
liant career in Portugal and Spain had he to different corps were to proceed to the trenches 
make a report in similar terms— “ It could at such hours during the night, and in such 
not he done for want of tools.” Even so late succession, as should place them there in the 
as the siege of Sebastopol the English soldiers precise order that they were to go out to the 
were unable from this cause to perform the assault. Thus each party would know its 
task assigned to them. Or when supplied precise place the moment the signal should 
with tools, the result in India, Spain, and the be given to incur the hazard of the under- 
Crimea has been the same— they were of such taking. It was agreed between the com- 
bad material as to he soon rendered useless, mander-in-chief and Major-general Baird 
It is strangely characteristic of the English, that such should- be the plan of operations, 
that with resources beyond all other nations As the assault upon Seringapatam, which 
for military appliances, they should be neglect- terminated the career of Tippoo, is one of the 
ful beyond all other nations in providing them, episodes in Indian history most interesting to 
notwithstanding innumerable proofs of the English readers,— the war against Tippoo hav- 
danger incurred by the neglect, and the sacri- ing been the only Indian war very popular in 
fi.ce of human life which it occasioned. England,— the events which issued in the cata-

To Lieutenant-general Harris. strophe of the throne of Mysore will he given
M r dear S ir ,— We did all our work last night, ex- in detail. Colonel Close, the adjutant-general 

cept filling the sand-bags, which could not. he done for (afterwards Sir Barry Close), communicated to 
want of tools. I  shall have them filled in the course of p n / r  o  1 1 • r  1 i  r 
this morning, and there will be no inconvenience from ^eneial Baird, on May 3rd h.s final orders for 
the delay, as it was not deemed advisable last night to do  ̂ morrow. borne knowledge or these is 
more than look for the ford; and it is not intended to do necessary for the clear comprehension of the 
anything to it until the night before it is to be used. whole action, for an account of a battle, espe-

lieutenant Lalor, of the 73rd, crossed over to the glacis. ciaI]y if it be t]ie form ing of a fortification, 
Un the ieit ot the breach, he found the wall winch he be- 1 ' . . .  , . y  . ,, ’
lieves to be the retaining wall of the glacis, seven feet " ? wever exciting certain features of the con- 
high, and the water (included in those seven feet) four- fhet may he, cannot afford an intelligent in- 
teen inches deep. It  is in no part more so, and the pas- terest to the reader unless the plan of opera- 
sage by no meaus difficult. Several other officers crossed tions is first possessed, if not in all its minutiae, 
by different routes, but none went so far as Lieutenant t sufficielltly in detail to show the depen- 
-Lalor. A ll agree in. the practicability ot crossing with \ c J 1 .
troops. The enemy built up the breach in the night with ^ence one part upon another m conducing 
gabions, &c., notwithstanding the fire which was kept to one grand result, 
upon it. It  was impossible to fire grape, as our trench was n . . .  „ 7 7
exposed, from which alone we could fire as we repaired disposition oj the Iroops ordered j o t  the 
the other. Lieutenant Lalor is now on duty here with his A  ssault o f  the Fort o f  Seringapatam, on
regiment, but if  you wish it, he will remain here to-night, the 4-ill o f  May, 1 7 9 9 .
and , i \  tne river again. Left attack, under Lieutenant-colonel Dunlop.

m l . ,  ,  I  am, &c„ A r th u r  We l l e s l e y . To move iu column, left in front.
The period for the assault at last arrived, To take possession of the cavalier, close to the breach, 

and the commander-in-chief resolved to de- and move along the north rampart of the fort; to pro- 
volve that duty upon Major-general Baird. eeeĉ hll they join the right attack, leaving a battalion
That officer was ordered to capture the ram- cjomp,any of fthe f rd, rê mif  “ ^ " T  of ,l!le cav8l.ier, . ,. . 1 . . already mentioned, close to the breach, and occupying
pait as Jus preliminary measure in the actual such other parts on the ramparts, by detachments from
attack. Ill order t o  accomplish this, his force ■ the 13th and 33rd regiments, as shall be thought neces-
should be divided into two columns, one to sary by Lieutenant-colonel Dunlop.
proceed along the northern rampart, under the af,tack’ ™der Sherbrooke.
command of Lieutenant-colonel Dunlop ; the To move a!ong the sou?k rampart of tlie forf> leav;ng
Other to proceed along the southern rampart, sucl, parties as may be thought necessary by Colonel
and to he commanded by Colonel Sherbrooke. Sherbrooke, from the 73rd or 74th regiments, in charge
These columns were to proceed in their re- °/ s,Ich Parts of the ramparts as he may deem it essen-
spective routes until they joined on the eastern tiâ f “e“ sffryJ;0 ooclll)Jr- , ,. •/  - J H alf of the European and lialt ot the native pioneers
face, thus making a complete circuit of t̂he £0 accompany each attack with hatchets: the European
rampart. They were then to descend into pioneers to carry the scaling ladders, assisted by forty
the town, attacking such cavaliers as were men from the battalion companies of each of the leading
not captured in the onset-, and routing any the natlve PioQeer3 t0 carlT a: proportion of
bodies of troops making a Stand for the de- “ c road across the river and the breach shall be 
1 GIIC6  Oi t l l6  plciCG. deemed sufficiently broad, the two attacks to move out to

An excellent arrangement was suggested the assault at the same moment. On coming to the top of



the breach, they are to wheel to the right and left, so a3 according’ to the plan prescribed, and fought 
to get on the face they are ordered to move on; but if the jjjgjj. way round to the place assigned for 
road and breach are too narrow, the left attack is to move fpgjj, meetin<r The resistance offered to 
out first. The leading companies of each attack to use divisions was unequal, Tippoo in per-
the bayonet principally, and not to fire hut m cases of . 1 . /  *, . ,  J
absolute necessity. son, surrounded by his principal chiefs, hav-

Each attack to he preceded by a sergeant and twelve jng delayed the course of one of the sections 
volunteers, supported by a subaltern officer and twenty- attacking force, while the Other eu-
five men. . , , , , , ,  countered no leaders of eminence, althoughThe leading flank companies of each attack to be pro- , , ,,
Vided with hand-hatchets. the troops opposed to them were numeious.

. i i • i r  -j • . Having descended into the city, ail points
Major-general Baird carried lus orders into h » h enemy assumed a defensive posi-

speedy and precise execution \N hile he was were speedi|y conquered, and at last the
-U a y s  palace the only con9ide™l>le p „ce

M t . w . r i s  the breach, that ,he c o n , ,  — * preceded, Colonel
was unable to work at it. There were no m- XXT „ . . n * ii /.L , -i ,i i, Wellesley remained at the head of the forcesdications that the enemy expected the assault, . ,, , J , . , , « . v • ;ini., Al . -f . v. n • w i ’ m the trenches, m a state ot mind similar toalthough this continued night fire might have > Harris at head-quarters.
been regarded by him as a portent of the WelleBley had received reports of the
coming storm. The British army, confident J  reviged tJ n in terms
in the genius of such men as Harris, Laird, ... ,, ’ i , r,- , i

b 0 , T , | o exactly like those afterwards used at OuulaclWe es ey, Close, Stuart, Sliawe, Malcolm, &c., , , , , „  , . , . ,,. J ’ ,  ■ ’ .’ . ’ m, Rodrigo, and Badaioz; had superintended thewere full of joyous excitement. JLliese, upon , °  ’ ,. J „„, ,, , . c •, .... i , t 1 final preparations, and was expecting the re-whom the chief responsibility devolved, were /  . -. , , , « Tt •>t i • „„„ suit from his appointed post. it was, saysexceedingly anxious. At a little before one . . fit 1 , P __A> i i 5  J i. • , i /. ,, i. ,i one near him, a moment of agony and. we0 clock, the hour appointed for the assault, the . . ’ . . , u’ , . i • /  , • i • . . , ’ • continued with aching eyes to watch the result,commander-111-chief sat in his tent alone, in ,.. T , , 5 A • . ,- j ,, , . i • n , n  until, after a short and appalling interval, weprofound thought and painful suspense. Cap- .. f 1 1 ’ ...1 . tvt i i i i r  ,,, , , * saw the acclivity of the breach covered withtain Malcolm, already famous, although des- , - ‘ . -v „ r„, u . r  .i f  c, • a cloud of crimson. 1 he assault m fact suc- tined to be better known to the world as feir , , , „ . , „ , , . ..
John Malcolm, came on business connected ceeded, and Colonel Wellesley advanced from 
with the approaching crisis. Seeing the ge- Pos\tlc>n> not ' renew  ̂ Asperate at- 
neral’s expression of countenance so full of temP> to restore some order in the cap- 
mingled doubt and stern resolution, the cap- t"red city, and to certify the death of our 
tain cheerfully rallied his chief, saving. “  W hy, dreaded e/ effi/ , .  by. discovering Ins body yet 
my lord, so thoughtful?” referring playfully to a!ld PalPltatmg nnder a heaP of llIS
the probability of the conqueror of Seringa- ad®'i adherents. _
patam gaining a peerage. The general re- Th® Gvents n\ t ie cl$ >  wl!el1 the trooPs 
plied, “ Malcolm, this is no time for compli- were drawn up before^ the palace eager for
ments; we have serious work on hand ; don’t !he assault- formed P°.rtu'ns o f m 0 .st tollch: 
yon see that the European sentry over my mS and exciting episodes of the siege, and 
tent is so weak from want of food and ex- «on®tltate ° ne ot ^  most romantic stories of 
haustion, that a sepoy could push him down. Indian warfare. The soldiers weie eagei o 
W e must take the fort or perish in the attempt. storm ^ie Pa a(;e gaf;cs) believing t la ippoo 
I  have ordered General Baird to persevere in was there, and hoping to release some Bntish 
his attack to the last extremity: if he is beat Prisoners« A  report, however, bad spread among 
off, Wellesley is to proceed with the troops the troops, upon authority that seemed worthy 
from the trenches; if he also should not sue- rê nce> Tippoo had murdered all the 
ceed, I  shall put myself at the head of the English prisoners taken during the siege, 
remainder of the army, for success is neces- ûrne -̂ ouf f°  Te true; but befoie lull
sary to our existence ” * evidence of the fact had been acquired, the
‘ At the given h ou r-on e o’clock in the Relief of its truth incited in the English sol- 

afternoon, which was selected because the Tiery a thirst for vengeance. \\ ltlim the 
enemy was likely to seek repose in the heat Pâ ace> ^ ie confusion and disoidei equalled 
of the day— the storming parties moved from consferna^on 1̂ s residents, and those 
the trenches. They boldly forded the Ca- llPon wll0m its defence devolved The kil- 
very, under a heavy fire, and many fell, ^dar (governor) was paralyzed by a report 
Each of the divisions reached the ramparts ^-ipp00 Tad been shot, and was lying

. dead under one of the gateways.
• ike Lye and services of General Lord Harris, rm i r -i at i

G.C.B., during Us Campaigns. By the Right Honom-I Ihe r°yal family refused to °Pen the Palaco
able S. R. Lushington, Private Secretary to Lord Harris, gates, dreading retribution for the murder of 
and late Governor of Madras. ’ so many English. Major-general Baird, who



headed the assault, had himself been cruelly sword, which I  insisted on their receiving, 
incarcerated for three years in Seringapatam. The killidar and many others affirmed that 
General Baird was unwilling to expose the the princes and the family of Tippoo were in 
occupants of the palace to the horrors of a the palace, but not the sultan. They appeared 
storm in the temper of his infuriated soldiery, greatly alarmed, and averse to coming to any 
He commissioned Major (afterwards Sir A lex- decision. I  told them that delay might be 
ander) Allan to hold up a flag of truce, and, attended with fatal consequences, and that I 
if possible, induce the inmates of the palace to could not answer for the conduct of our troops 
place themselves under the protection of the by whom they were surrounded, and whose 
English general. The major was familiar with fury was with difficulty restrained. They 
the language of Mysore, and was a man of then left me, and shortly after I observed 
happy address and engaging manner. He people moving hastily backwards and for- 
undertoolc the task with his usual ability, and wards in the interior of the palace : I began 
eager to prevent the further effusion of blood, to think our situation rather critical. I  was 
and the vengeance which the exasperated advised to take back my sword, but such an 
soldiers of the 33rd were panting to inflict, act on my part might, by exciting their dis- 
he persevered with honourable and laudable trust, have kindled a flame which, in the pre- 
pertinacity, until his persuasiveness and tact sent temper of the troops, might have been 
were crowned with success. It is impossible attended with the most dreadful consequences, 
for any narrative to do justice to his conduct, probably the massacre of every soul within 
or to depict the scenes in which he took part, the palace walls. The people on the terrace 
He has himself left a modest record of what begged me to hold the flag in a conspicuous 
took place, which is too interesting not to position, in order to give confidence to those 
afford to the reader in the palace, and prevent our troops from

“ Having fastened a white cloth on a ser- forcing the gates. Growing impatient at 
geant’s pike, I  proceeded to the palace, where these delays, I sent another message to the 
I found Major Shee and part of the 33rd re- princes, warning them of their critical situa- 
giment drawn up opposite the gate; several tion, and that my time was limited. They 
of Tippoo’s people wore in a balcony, ap- answered, they would receive me as soon as a 
parently in great consternation. I  informed carpet could be spread for the purpose, and 
them that I  was deputed by the general who soon after the killidar came to conduct me. 
commanded the troops in the fort, to offer “  I found two of the princes on the carpet, 
them their lives, provided they did not make surrounded by a great many attendants, 
resistance, of which I desired them to give They desired me to sit down, which I did in 
immediate intimation to their sultan. In a front of them. The recollection of Mooza- 
short time the killidar, another officer of con- ad-Deen, who, on a former occasion, I had 
sequence, and a confidential servant, came seen delivered up, with his brother, hostages 
over the terrace of the front building, and to Marquis Cornwallis, the sad reverse of 
descended by an unfinished part of the wall, their fortunes, their fear, which, notwitli- 
They were greatly embarrassed, and appeared standing their struggles to conceal, -was but 
inclined to create delays, probably with a view too evident, excited the strongest emotions of 
of effecting their escape as soon as the dark- compassion in my mind. I  took Mooza-ad- 
ness of the night should afford them an op- Deen (to whom the killidar, &c., principally 
portunity. I pointed out the danger of their directed their attention) by the hand, and 
situation, and the necessity of coming to an endeavoured, by every mode in my power, 
immediate determination, pledging myself for to remove his fears, and to persuade him that 
their protection, and proposing that they should no violence should be offered to him or his 
allow me to go into the palace, that I  might brother, nor to any person in the palace. I  
in person give these assurances to Tippoo. then entreated him, as the only means to 
They were very averse to this proposal, but preserve his father’s life, whose escape was 
I positively insisted on returning with them, impracticable, to inform me of the spot where 
I desired Captain Scohey, who speaks the na- he was concealed. Mooza-ad-Deen, after some 
tive languages with great fluency, to accom- conversation apart with his attendants, as- 
pany me and Captain Hastings Eraser. W e sured me that the padishah was not in the 
ascended by the broken wall, and lowered palace. I requested him to allow the gates 
ourselves down on a terrace, where a large to be opened. All were alarmed at this pro
body of armed men were assembled. I ex- posal, and the princes wTere reluctant to take 
plained to them that the flag which I held such a step, but by the authority of their 
in my hand was a pledge of security, pro- father, to whom they desired to send. At 
vided no resistance was made; and the stronger length, however, having^ promised that I 
to impress them with this belief, I took off my would post a guard of their own sepoys with-
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in, and a party of Europeans on the outside, hearing the report of the killidar, proceeded 
and having given them the strongest assur- to the gateway, which was covered with many 
ances that no person should enter the palace hundreds of the slain. The number of the 
but by my authority, and that I  would re- dead and the darkness of the place made it 
turn and remain with them until General difficult to distinguish one person from an- 
Baird arrived, I convinced them of the neces- other, and the scene was altogether shocking ; 
sity of compliance, and I was happy to ob- but aware of the great political importance of 
serve that the princes, as well as their atten- ascertaining, beyond the possibility of doubt, 
dants, appeared to rely with confidence on the death of Tippoo, the bodies were ordered 
the assurances I had given them. to be dragged out, and the killidar, and the

“  On opening the gate, I  found General other two persons, were desired to examine 
Baird and several officers, with a large body them one after another. This, however, ap- 
of troops assembled. I  returned with Lieu- peared endless, and as it was now becoming 
tenant-colonel Close into the palace for the dark, a light was procured, and I accom- 
purpose of bringing the princes to the gene- paniedthe killidar into the gateway. During 
ral. W e had some difficulty in conquering the search we discovered a wounded person 
the alarm and objections which they raised to lying under the sultan’s palanquin ; this man 
quitting the palace ; but they at length per- was afterwards ascertained to be Rajah Cawn, 
mitted us to conduct them to the gate. The one of Tippoo’s confidential servants ; he had 
indignation of General Baird was justly ex- attended his master during the whole of the 
cited by a report which had reached him day, and on being made acquainted with the 
soon after he had sent me to the palace, that object of our search, he pointed out the spot 
Tippoo had inhumanly murdered all the where the sultan had fallen. By a faint 
Europeans who had fallen into his hands glimmering light it was difficult for the killi- 
during the siege ; this was heightened, pro- dar to recognise the features, but the body 
bably, by a momentary recollection of his own being brought out, and satisfactorily proved 
sufferings during more than three years’ im- to be that of the sultan, was conveyed in a 
prisonment in that very place : he was, palanquin to the palace, where it was again
nevertheless, sensibly affected by the sight of recognised by the eunuchs and other servants 
the princes, and his gallantry on the assault of the family.
was not more conspicuous, than the modera- “ When Tippoo was brought from under 
tion and humanity which he displayed on this the gateway, his eyes were open, and the body 
occasion. He received the princes with every was so warm that for a few moments Colonel 
mark of regard, repeatedly assured them that Wellesley and myself were doubtful whether 
no violence or insult should be offered to he was not alive. On feeling his pulse and 
them, and he gave them in charge to Lieu- heart that doubt was removed. He had four 
tenant-colonel Agnew and Captain Marriott, wounds, three in the body, and one in the 
by whom they were conducted to head-quar- temple, the ball having entered a little above 
ters in camp, escorted by the light company the right ear, and lodged in the cheek. His 
ot the 33rd regiment; as they passed, the dress consisted of a jacket of fine white linen, 
troops were ordered to pay them the compli- loose drawers of flowered chintz, with a crim- 
ment of presenting arms. _ son cloth of silk and cotton round his waist;
i “  General Baird now determined to search a handsome pouch, with a red and green silk 

the most retired parts of the palace, in the belt hung across his shoulder, his head was 
hope of finding Tippoo. lie  ordered the uncovered, his turban being lost in the con- 
liglit company of the iith  regiment, followed fusion of his fall; he had an amulet on his 
by others, to enter the palace-yard. Tippoo’s arm, but no ornament whatever, 
troops were immediately disarmed, and we “  Tippoo was of low stature, corpulent, with 
proceeded to make the search through many high shoulders, and a short thick neck, but 
of the apartments. Having entreated the his feet and hands were remarkably small ; 
killidar, if he had any regard for his own life, his complexion was rather dark, his eyes’ 
or that of his sultan, to inform us where he large and prominent, with small arched eye- 
was concealed, he put his hands upon the hilt brows, and his nose aquiline: he had an 
of my sword, and in the most solemn manner appearance of dignity, or perhaps of sternness, 
protested that the sultan was not in the in his countenance which distinguished him 
palace, but that he had been wounded during above the common order of people.” 
the storm, and lay in a gateway on the north The portrait of this remarkable man thus 
face of the fort, whither he offered to conduct given by Major Allan is correct. Tippoo 
us, and if it was found that he had deceived himself believed, or was desirous of persuad- 
us, said the general might inflict on him what ing himself, that he was descended from Mo- 
pumshment he pleased. General Baird, on hammed, and had received, as he believed



Moliammed had, a divine commission. His sketched out by the able and indefatigable 
flatterers were accustomed to compliment him, Mr. Webbe (the chief secretary at Madras), 
by averring that he very much resembled in was that which was most consonant with the 
person the great Arab conqueror. This data upon which his excellency proceeded, 
opinion has been generally entertained in It appeared that Tippoo had carried on corre- 
Europe, but had no foundation in fact, spondence hostile to the English, and for the 
Muir’s description of “ the false prophet” is purpose of expelling them from India, with the 
generally received as correct, and the reader French Directory, with the Affghan Prince 
can judge how far it agrees with Major Zemaun Shah, the Mahrattas, and other In- 
Allan’s delineation of Tippoo :— “  Slightly dian powers. The plan of co-operation with 
above the middle size, his figure, though Buonaparte, then in Egypt, for an invasion of 
spare, was handsome and commanding; the India, was also discovered, 
chest broad and open, the bones and frame- The despatches of General Harris are 
work large, the joints well knit together, master-pieces of good sense and professional 
His neck was long and finely moulded. The knowledge. The Earl of Mornington's saga- 
head, unusually large, gave space for a broad city in selecting such a man for the arduous 
and noble brow. The hair, thick, jet black, post of commander-in-chief of such an army 
and slightly curling, fell down over his ears ; was proved. He wrote home letters of high 
the eye-brows were arched and joined. The compliment to General Harris and the army; 
countenance thin hut ruddy. His large eyes, and, eloquent as these despatches were, they 
intensely black and piercing, received addi- were not too encomiastic. His lordship, acting 
tional lustre from their long dark eyelashes, upon the principle which always characterized- 
The nose was high and slightly aquiline, but the conduct of his illustrious brother, the 
fine, and at the end attenuated. The teeth future Duke of Wellington, selected suitable 
were far apart. A  long black bushy heard, men for his purpose, and left such a measure 
reaching to the breast, added manliness and of responsibility and discretion with them, as 
presence. His expression was pensive and kept them unfettered, and stimulated their 
contemplative. The face beamed with in- exertions. - General Harris was in every way 
telligence, though something of the sensuous worthy of his lordship’s confidence, which was 
also might he there discerned. The skin of rendered with respect and cordiality, 
his body was clear and soft; the only hair The adjustment of affairs at Mysore, and 
that met the eye was a fine thin line which the arrangements necessary for carrying on 
ran down from the neck toward the navel, the government of the newly-acquired pro- 
His broad back leaned slightly forward as he vince, occupied the attention of the governor- 
walked ; and his step was hasty, yet sharp general. He had, however, men at hand 
and decided, like that of one rapidly descend- competent to the task. The intellectual re- 
ing a declivity. There was something nn- sources of the English in India were at that 
settled in his blood-shot eye,-which refused to time very abundant, and the Earl of Morn- 
rest upon its object. When he turned to- ington well knew how to use them. Among 
wards you, it was never partially, hut with his officers, civil and military, there were few 
the whole body.” * who at all approached in administrative ability

The body of the sultan was the next day his own brothers, Mr. Henry Wellesley, and 
buried with military honours in the rnauso- the Hon. Colonel Wellesley. He dispatched 
leuin built for his father. During the funeral the former, with Lieutenant-colonel Kirk- 
ceremony a thunder-storm burst above the patrick, to Seringapatam, to make prelimi- 
city. The lightnings played around the place nary arrangements, and furnish him with full 
of sepulture, as if Heaven designed to mark information for a perfect judgment of what 
its anger against a man whose every stej;> might he necessary for the government of 
through life was stained with blood, and whose Mysore. Before his excellency formed any 
character, like that of his father, was essen- definitive judgment of the affairs of that king- 
tially cruel. Several Europeans and natives dom, he directed General Harris to adopt 
were killed, and others injured by the light- measures insuring the complete and perma- 
ning. The scene, its causes, and attendant nent military mastery of the country. Ho 
consequences, deeply impressed the minds of ordered that possession should be taken of 
the whole population of Seringapatam and of the district of Ganara, and of the heads of all 
the British army. Search was made by order the ghauts communicating between Ganara 
of General Harris for the state papers of and the upper country, as well as the Coimba- 
Tippoo, when abundant material was obtained tore country. The general-in-chief was also 
to justify the Earl of Mornington in declaring ordered to demand the unequivocal surrender 
war against him, although the line of policy of all forts throughout the Sultanate of M y- 

* Muir's Mohammed. * sore, and peremptorily to demand, in the name



of the East India Company, from .all officers formed in prospect of the former war with 
of the late sultan, civil and military, that all Tippoo, and made permanent; they indicated
description of public property should be a desire themselves to possess the sovereignty
S oed Pat his disposal. 1 1 ‘ of Southern India. They were sure to claim
P The governor-general entered into minute a large portion o f the conquered dominions 
detail as to the portion of troops to be em- of Tippoo, and h.s excellency believing that 
ployed by the general on each particular ser- they had no claim similar in validity to that 
vice hut-'always deferring to General Harris of the mzam, who had entered heartily into 
as to the soundness of any judgment pro- the war, resolved that they should acquue no 
nonneed in military affairs. So clear, com- more than was necessary to a fair show ot 
prehensive, and complete were the military alliance. The numerous French prisoners he 
views of the Earl of Mornington, that one ordered to Madras. Finally, matters were 
is forced to adopt one of two opinions— put in train for the permanent occupation ot 
that his gifted brother, the Hon. Colonel W ei- Mysore and the distribution of territory among 
lesley imparted them, or that he himself pos- the allies. The government of the English 
sessed an intuitive military genius. There province, including the capital was given to 
were no men of such remarkable talents about the Hon. Colonel Wellesley with the universal 
him as to leave a third view probable— that approbation of the English m India, both civil 
some one of the military men of Calcutta or and military.
Madras inspired his views. The prompt re- The old royal family, that had been so 
plies to General Harris’s despatches leave the cruelly and treacherously deposed by Hyder, 
impression that the Earl of Mornington, was restored to the throne— a nominal o n e -  
like his great brother, Colonel Wellesley, was under the protection, and, in fact dictation ox 
gifted by nature with military talent. the English ;■ and the old capital, the city ot

The governor-general supposed a French Mysore, was once more made the depositary 
invasion by way of the Red Sea possible, of metropolitan dignity.
He is represented by most historians of the The conquest of Mysore was complete, and 
time as unduly apprehensive of it. Such an the glory of Seringapatam gone for ever, 
impression is erroneous. He desired it. It For a time the English were destined to look 
was his conviction that such was then the down from its high turrets and conquered 
power of the English in India, that they bastions, as from a watch-tower, upon Southern 
could give a very good account of any army India, as if observing the enemies of their 
of Frenchmen landing on the peninsula. His growing empire, still numerous and powerful 
excellency was very desirous that the nizam’s there. Eventually the mosques and palaces, 
troops should move to the south-east, and the walls and battlements, of the once mighty 
gradually pass out of the Mysore territory, queen of the table-land of Southern India 
leaving the English contingent to garrison were to sink into decay. When its ruins were 
certain places near that frontier. trodden by the descendants of the conquerors,

The chief difficulty connected with Mysore, they could regard them with no regret as to 
in the mind of the earl, was the relation of the prosperity of Southern India or of Mysore, 
the Peishwa to that territory. TlieMahrattas and view them only as appropriate monu- 
had acted haughtily, yet evasively ; they had ments of the achievements of British valour 
not carried out the principles of the treaty over a treacherous and sanguinary despotism.

C H A P TE R  0.
THE HON. COLONEL WELLESLEY, AS GOVERNOR OF MYSORE, MAKES WAR ON DHOONDIA 

WAUGH—RESULTS UPON THE INTERESTS OP THE ENGLISH IN INDIA— GENERAL 
DIFFICULTIES OF LOUD WELLESLEY’S GOVERNMENT— AFFAIRS OF OUDE—DISAGREE
MENTS WITH BIRMAII— MISSIONARY EFFORTS IN THE 18th CENTURY.

T h e  conquest of Mysore made much impres- Throughout the continent the event was re- 
sion in Europe. England hailed the intelli- garded as a great triumph to the arms  ̂ of 
gence with delight. The pride of the country England, and an acquisition of power raising 
was gratified. The English felt that the that country in its position, in respect to other 
French were not the only conquerors. In the European states. “ It is not easy, perhaps, 
subjection of a great oriental kingdom as large ! at this period of time, to appreciate the cx- 
as Scotland, the national vanity found a 1 traordinary interest with which it was viewed 
set-off against the triumphs of the French, i by contemporary observers, hut it deserves



to be remarked that tliese impressions were Wellesley to give his brother the command of 
bv ho means confined to the shores of Britain, an expedition against Batavia, was overruled 
In the negotiations for the peace of Amiens, by the wise remonstrances of Lord Clive, who 
the French plenipotentiaries repeatedly spe- affirmed that the condition of Mysore required 
cified the conquest of Mysore as counterba- the administrative ability and military talent 
lancing the continental triumphs of Napoleon of a man such as he pronounced Colonel W el- 
himself and the argument was acknowledged lesley to be. Lord Clive also declared that 
by M r/F ox  and his party to be founded on no other officer appeared to possess in so high 
substantial reason.” a degree the qualifications necessary to quell

In July, 1799, General Harris left Seringa- a chief of the adventurous spirit of Dhoondia, 
patam for Pondicherry, and according to the and so well adapted to sustain a desultory 
orders received by him from the governor- and predatory warfare. So long as Dhoondia 
general, he surrendered to Colonel Wellesley was in arms, Mysore must have continued in 
the government of Mysore, civil and military, a dangerous condition, as the daring exploits 
It has been said that so great an honour of that chief inspired hopes in the disaffected 
would never have been conceded to the colonel, from the coast of Malabar to the jungle coun- 
had he not been the brother of the governor- try, along the Maliratta confines. That strange 
general. This remark, might with justice people encouraged Dhoondia; while professing 
be made, if both these illustrious persons were alliance with the company, they allowed men 
not gifted and conscientious men. The Earl and supplies to be drawn by the insurgent chief 
of Mornington was certainly desirous to pro- from their country, _ although when he was 
mote the welfare of his brothers, but he was ultimately driven within their borders, they 
not the man to do so at the cost of the public robbed his camp of elephants, cattle, and trea- 
weal. Indeed, so slow was he to recognise sure. The opinions of the Hon. Colonel 
the superior gifts of the colonel, that he more Wellesley concerning the policy necessary to 
than once disappointed the just expectations be pursued towards Mysore and the surround- 
of the latter, when his excellency supposed ing country below the Ghauts, was full of 
that his duty pointed out the preferment of wisdom. His letters and despatches at that 
a competitor. In this way, Major-general period are most remarkable productions. 
Baird— no doubt a gifted man, but far inferior Concerning the people along the Malabar 
to Colonel Wellesley— received preference coast who sympathised with the Mysoreans, 
when the whole army looked for and desired ready to rise upon the prospect ot success 
the promotion of Arthur Wellesley. There are should Dhoondia gain any important advan- 
few instances which show more competent and tage, Colonel W ellesley observed : “ As soon
conscientious performance of duty than is to as the person of this rebel shall be taken, it 
be found in the government of Mysore by is probable that the inhabitants will be more 
the Hon. Arthur Wellesley. He displayed ready than they have been hitherto to give 
a capacity for detail, for intricate accounts, up their arms; and the day on which the in- 
for laborious public business, for judging of habitants give up their arms and acquiesce m 
men in military and civil situations, for dis- the orders and regulations of government, 
cerning the native character, for penetrating which require that no man shall appear armed 
and unravelling native intrigue, such as has will be the date of the establishment of ci\il 
seldom in the world’s history been seen in so government in the province. Bill then every- 
young a man. His laborious toil for the thing must be chance or force. _ Ihese opi- 
public good, while his health was really deli- nions were verified by the events in which the 
cate showed a devotion to duty which be- Colonel took so important a part.  ̂ Tim chief 
came characteristic of the man, and enabled strength of the rebel leader consisted in the 
him to set an example to the people of the difficulties of the country he occupied for the 
British Isles which has not been lost. operation of regular troops. He knew all its

From various providential causes, the pur- recesses, and made its unequal ground an 
pose of the governor-general to send Colonel far-spreading jungles so unhealthy to Euro- 
Wellesley on different expeditions was frus- peans— his fastnesses, from which he sallied 
trated. The designs of the governor-general forth at the most favourable moments with 
upon the Isle of France, which was a nest of expert skill, resolute daring, and opportune 
pirates and French privateers, rvere rendered vigilance, against the cultivated country, laying 
nugatory from a circumstance common in waste .whatever parts were known to be is- 
Anglo-Indian history— the refusal of the ad- posed to settle down peaceably unc ei n0 is 1 
miral to co-operate, standing out upon the rule. The mode of operating in sue a coun 
superior dignity of his profession, and attempt- try, recommended by Colonel YY ellesley, ana 
ing nothing until the period for doing any- practised by him so far as his authority and 
thing had passed away. The design of Lord * opportunities allowed, was new to the Eng is i



in India, but opened up to them a plan of I proceedings of irregular native troops, but it 
aggression against the natives as efficient as opened up a new era in the military discipline 
it was original. When afterwards acting in of British India. Peculation and jobbery 
Cotiote, the opinions entertained by Colonel pervaded all ranks and grades of both the 
Wellesley on this matter were expressed more company’s and tire royal army, but more es- 
formally and received more notice ; but it was pecially the latter. T o  conceal the robbery 
in his first pursuit of Dhoondia that the plan which was practised, perjury was resorted to 
was adopted, on a limited scale, for the means when investigations took place, which was 
at his command did not allow of its extensive seldom the case. The tribunals nominated 
adoption :— “ The result of my observations to hear complaints and try offences were of 
and considerations upon the mode of carrying little utility, for they were seldom conducted 
on war in jungly countries is just this,— that. honestly, being generally ready to screen 
as long as the jungle is thick as the enemy powerful delinquents, and often composed of 
can conceal himself in it, and from his con- men who ought themselves to be placed on 
cealment attack the troops, their followers, their trial for the plunder of public property, 
and their baggage, the operations must be or the oppression of inferior officers, the corn- 
unsuccessful on our side. You propose, as a mon soldiery, or the natives. The Hon. 
remedy, to move in small compact bodies in Colonel Wellesley made strong representa- 
different directions, in order that the enemy tions to his superiors as to the importance, 
might have no mark, might be in constant duty, and necessity of establishing a good 
fear of falling in with some party, and might administrative system. In one of his de- 
lose confidence. I  agree in opinion with you spatches on this subject, be gave a definition 
that your remedy might answer some pur- of the administration of justice which has been 
poses for a body of troops which could move called “ Aristotelian” :— “ I  understand the 
without baggage or incumbrances of any administration of justice to be the decision of 
kind,— I say only some purposes, because a competent tribunal upon any question, after 
their success would not he complete ; our a complete knowledge of its merits, by an ex 
troops cannot move to all parts of the jungle animation of witnesses upon oath in order to 
as the Hairs can, and it might always be ex- come at the truth.”
pected that at some place or other our detach- In his attempts to carry out, and cause to be 
ment would get into a scrape. But, as we carried out, the administration of justice after 
know that no troops can move without bag- such fashion, the governor of Mysore met with 
gage so as to answer any purpose for which difficulties which would have deterred pro- 
an operation might be undertaken, and as that bably any man then living but himself. Has- 
mode of carrying on the war will avowedly tings or Clive might have undertaken the 
not answer where there is baggage, we must task, but after those two most eminent per- 
look for some system the adoption of which sons, Colonel Wellesley alone was competent 
will enable us to bring on in safety that ne- to grapple with this great evil. His mode of 
cessary evil. I  know of no mode of doing procedure may be illustrated by a single case, 
this excepting to deprive the enemy of his and related in his own words :—■ 
concealment by cutting away the lower part “  While I  was absent in the month of Jan- 
of the jungle to a considerable distance from uary last (I believe) the Lascars, &c., of the 
the road. This, you say, is a work of time ; store department of Seringapatam wrote a 
it is true it is so, but it must be recollected petition to the military board and a letter to 
that the labour of every man turns to account, General Brathwaite, both without signature, 
— that the operations, however long, must in in whicli they represented the existence of all 
the end be successful, and we shall not have kinds of enormities and bad practices in the 
to regret, after a great expense of blood and store department, —  such as false musters,
treasure, that the whole has been thrown stealing of stores, cheating, &e. Captain ------- -
away, and the same desultory operations are was at Madras at the time these papers were 
to be recommenced in the following season as received, and they were communicated to 
has been the case hitherto, and as will always him ; whereupon he went off in a great hurry 
be the case until some such mode of carrying to stop some bandies loaded with gun-metal, 
on the war with security to the followers is which General Brathwaite was informed were 
adopted.” * coming from Seringapatam. He did stop

The separate command of the Hon. Colonel these bandies at Vellore, and it was found 
Wellesley in Mysore not only introduced a that the gun-metal belonged to General Smith, 
new mode of warfare against the desultory — at least, it was said so)

* Supplementary Despatches and Memoranda o f  M eld- Howevei, the militaiy board and govern -
Marshal the D uke o f  Wellington. India, 1797—1805. ment determined to deter the inquiry till I 
Vol. ii. Murray, 1858. should return, and then to order that the



whole matter of the petition and letter above- of the papers which he had heard him pro- 
mentioned should be inquired into. Accord- mise to produce to the committee. However, 
ingly I  received orders to institute an inquiry he did not destroy all, and particularly not 
shortly after my return, and of course I  those relating to himself, which I  forced him 
determined that it should bean inquiry in to produce; and the dubasli, by means of 
earnest. I  first gave orders to the commis- them, has been able to prove clearly that
sary to turn off his dubash, and then I assem- Captain-------had a large share of the profits
hied a large committee, consisting of myself, resulting from the sale of ordnance and stores.
all the staff of the army and garrison, and all In regard to Colonel-------, the proof against
the most respectable officers not employed him was not equally clear, for want of the 
upon any other duty; and, indeed, they were papers which were destroyed ; hut it is clearly 
mostly the friends of the commissary. proved against him that he sold copper bands

i: On the first day we went into the arsenal taken from the pillars of the Mysore palace,
to inquire into the grounds of the complaints; contrary to the orders of the military board;
the petition was explained to all the Lascars that he never gave General Smith credit for 
and artificers, and they were asked particu- above an eighth part of the money produced 
larly whether they had any grounds of com- by the sale of guns, which he avows, and 
plaint on the subject of each allegation. They which he says belonged to General Smith, 
all declared not, and appeared anxious to come until, by the proceedings of the committee, it 
forward to vindicate the commissary and his appeared he had sold guns to that amount, 
dubash from any imputation that might have and there are papers still forthcoming which 
been laid upon them by the petition and letter, will prove that he had his share of the profits 
However, I  was not satisfied with this pro- arising from the false musters. Besides this,
ceeding, and on that evening I  issued a pro- Captain------ - sent gunlocks, &c., to Madras,
clamation, in which I  called upon the inha- for sale, and he knew of Colonel------ ’s rob-,
bitants to state who had purchased stores, bery of the saltpetre, and was concerned with
and threatened punishment to those who had him in cheating the captors and the public 
purchased them and concealed it. Then out of a large part of it, 
came out a scene of villany and peculation “  All this can be proved by writings and 
which has never been surpassed, and seldom accounts, besides by the evidence of a host of 
equalled in this country. It was proved be- dubashes and conicopolies.
fore the committee that Colonel-------had sold “ I have thus given you the outline of what
large quantities of saltpetre, which he had has passed, but the intervals have been filled 
stolen from the stores while he was a member by details of scenes of villany which would 
of the committee for the valuation of captured disgrace the Newgate Calendar. 
property, and that the arsenal was a public “ Government are now deliberating upon 

c sale shop for all kinds of military stores and all this, and I expect shortly to have orders 
ordnance, the principal agent in which trans- which will let me know whether these gentry 
actions rvas the commissary’s dubash. The are to he brought to a court-martial, or to he 
artificers and Lascars who had at first declared dismissed the service, or to be hanged.” 
that they had no reason to complain, and knew Thus, Colonel Wellesley had at the same 
nothing of the petition and letter to the mili- time to reform the administrations of justice 
tary board, then came forward to testify the in his own army, to administer a large and 
truth of everything, and proved particularly disorganized kingdom, to maintain anxious 
that false musters had been taken and sent to correspondence with the governments of Cal- 
Madras, and that, in fact, half the people for cutta and Madras on most important subjects, 
whom pay was drawn were not employed. sometimes in connection with enterprises in 

“ When the dubash was called upon to make which he was expected to take part, and to 
his defence, to the surprise of everybody, he drive a powerful chieftain from a difficult 
said that he was determined to tell the truth country, whose followers were numerous, and 
and to conceal nothing ; and he declared that who had the sympathy of the natives and of 
he had orders for everything that he had ever neighbouring states. Some of the instructions 
done, either from Colonel — •— or Captain received by Colonel Wellesley from his su-
•------ , and that he had papers in the arsenal periors, were of a nature to cause apprehen-
wliieli would prove the truth of what he then sions of the results should he obey them, 
asserted. On account of what appeared He was directed, in case of the expulsion of
against Captain ------- on that day I deter- Dhoondia, to pursue him into the Mahratta
mined to turn him out, and I did dismiss him territory, which the colonel foresaw would 
that evening, but he went to the arsenal be- cause a Maliratta war. Notwithstanding the 
fore he was dismissed and broke open the professed friendship of the Peishwa, that high 
desk, and, as the dubasli says, destroyed some personage sent troops against Dhoondia, who



routed them with such ease and with such combination to dispossess them of power, 
little loss of life on either side, as to lead to The Peishwa and the lesser magnates of the 
the suspicion that the war waged by the tribes were, however, at variance; and Colonel 
Peishwa was a pretence. For two months, Wellesley displayed an acute policy in play- 
Colonel W7ellesley was left unsupported by ing off one chief against another, so as to 
the Madras government, while in vain endea- prevent any immediate organization of the 
vouring by long marches and night surprises confederacy against the English, 
to bring his enemy to battle. The British The government of Colonel Wellesley in 
commander had to extemporise a comrnis- Mysore was interrupted by his appointment 
sariat, to provide support for his troops, and to the command of the army intended to at- 
even to organize a corps of engineers from tack the Isle of France, and afterwards Bata- 
the service of the line. He was neglected by via, but the final destination of which was 
his superiors, as he was afterwards in the Egypt, the Earl of Mornington having con- 
Spanish peninsula. ceived the plan of sending thither an expeui-

After a harassing campaign, on the 10th of tion against Buonaparte. Colonel Wellesley 
September, 1S00, Colonel Wellesley came having been unjustly superseded in that com- 
upon the rebel camp. The force at his com- mand by his brother, who gave the appoint- 
mand was four regiments of cavalry, the rnent to General Baird, he returned to his 
horses of which were nearly worn out with government in Mysore. The expedition to 
excessive toil. The colonel did not hesitate Egypt sailed under Baird, but was too late, 
to charge the enemy. It was a brilliant per- the army of Abercrombv having defeated the 
formance; the rebel force was routed with purposes of the French expedition, 
slaughter, and Dhoondia himself was slain. It was in April, 1801, that Colonel W el- 
An interesting boy of four years of age, son lesley resumed his government of Mysore, 
of the rebel chief, was taken among the bag- He continued in the government, conducting 
gage. The colonel took him to his tent, and it with discretion and sagacity, and rendering 
protected him. During his residence in India large services to the state without any honour 
he tenderly guarded the child, and when having been conferred upon him until April, 
about to return to Europe, he left a sum of 1802, when he received promotion in his mili- 
money for the education and maintenance of tary rank : he was gazetted major-general, 
his favourite. The results of this campaign For some time longer Colonel Wellesley gave 
were important to Colonel Wellesley himself, his chief energy to the government of Mysore, 
as well as to the public. The reputation of still exercising vigilance in reference to the 
the governor of Mysore rose high among the proceedings of the ambitious and discordant 
native courts, and in the presidential capitals Mahratta confederacy, until at last the break- 
of the company. The governor-general was ing out of the Mahratta war furnished a new 
greatly gratified, and the government at home field for the exercise of his military genius, 
not less so. The Earl of Mornington had Meanwhile, the governor-general was occu- 
been blamed for placing his brother in a post pied in incessant cares to preserve the peace 
which it was alleged ought to have been of India and the security of the British pos- 
given to General Baird or some other superior sessions. On every side there were difficul- 
officer; but the selection had justified itself, ties. The government of Hyderabad was 
and the success of the colonel increased the losing stability and povTer. In order to pre
fame of the elder brother, by extending the serve it as a counterpoise to the Mahrattas, it 
confidence already so largely entertained in was necessary to meddle with its affairs more 
his judgment. Concerning his position at intimately than suited the tastes of the direc- 
that time, some curious remarks were made tors, the policy of the imperial government, 
by him a short time before his death, when or accorded with the instructions sent out to 
Duke of AYellington and Warden of the Cinque the governor-general. Certain territory was 
Ports:— “ I  thought myself nobody at the assigned to the company as an indemnity for 
time, but now, on perusing my own de- the outlay in support of the contingent forces 
spatches, I  perceive that I was a very consi- maintained for the defence of the nizam’s do- 
derable man.” minions.

The death of Dhoondia put an end to all The Affglians became exceedingly trouble- 
fears about the disturbance of Mysore and some. Repeated invasions of the Sikh terri- 
the coasts of Malabar. This, however, did tories by their chief alarmed the government 
not exempt his excellency, the governor, from of British India. Negotiations with Persia 
anxiety, as it was from Mysore that the Eng- to counteract these incursions of the Affglians 
lish chiefly watched the Mahrattas, who were eastward had some effect in retarding their 
known to be intensely inflamed by jealousy progress, but their aggressions were a con- 
against the English, and anxious to form any stant source of uneasiness at Calcutta, and all



over British India. These invasions inspired barrier was immediately provided for the pro- 
the Rohillas with hope of independence, and vinces under the Bengal government. N o
while the Oudeans were ever ready to oppress thing remained on the left or east of the 
them, they were equally willing to unite with Ganges besides the Nabob of Oude and the 
them against the English. The affairs of company, excepting the Rohillas, and this 
Oude, always more troublesome and harass- river afforded a strong natural barrier against 
ing to the English than those of any other all invaders. Besides this object, the seat of 
part of India, caused more disquietude to the war, in consequence of the alliance with or 
Earl of Mornington, or, as he became, Marquis possession of Oude, was removed from the 
of Wellesley, than even the enmity and plots company’s provinces, the source of all the 
of the Mahrattas. means of carrying on war, to those of the

The financial embarrassments of the Oude enemy if it should have been practicable to 
government were much the same as they had carry on offensive war ; or, at all events, to 
always been; and, as usual, it was in arrears those of the nabob if such supposed war 
of the stipulated tribute to the government of should have been reduced to the defensive. 
Calcutta. The whole condition of Oude dur- “ By the first treaty with the nabobs of 
ing the administration of the Marquis of W ei- Oude, the company were bound to assist the 
lesley, and the philosophy of that condition, nabob with their troops, on the condition of 
■were afterwards expressed in a memorandum receiving payment for their expenses. The 
of the Hon. Major-general Wellesley on the adoption of this system of alliance is always 
subject, with a brevity and perspicuity ex- to be attributed to the weakness of the state 
ceedingly remarkable as coming from one which receives the assistance, and the remedy 
who had spent so few years in India. No generally aggravates that evil. It is usually 
documents concerning Oude since presented attended by a stipulation that the subsidy 
by officers of the British government have should be paid in equal monthly instalments; 
surpassed in accuracy and clearness that of and as this subsidy is generally the whole or 
General Wellesley. The reader may learn nearly the whole disposable resource of the 
the state of that country, not only at the be- state, it is not easy to produce it at the stipu- 
ginning of the present century, but even lated moment. The tributary government is 
since the period of annexation, from the then reduced to borrow at usurious interest, 
masterly memorandums of him, who, after- to grant tuncaws upon the land for repay- 
wards as the Duke of Wellington, became so ment, to take advances from aumildars, to sell 
important an authority on all political subjects the office of aumildar, and to adopt all the 
when regarded from a military point of view, measures which it may be supposed distress 
This memorandum has been very appropriately on the one hand and avarice and extortion 
termed a resume of the subsequent history of on the other can invent to procure the money 
the province :—  necessary to provide for the payment of the

“ Oude is a fertile country, was at that time stipulated subsidies, 
well cultivated, and is peopled by a hardy “ As soon as such an alliance has been 
race, who have for a great length of time sup- formed, it has invariably been discovered that 
plied soldiers to all the states of India. the whole strength of the tributary govern-

“  In this situation, it is obvious that the ment consisted in the aid afforded by its more 
government of Oude must always have been powerful ally, or rather protector; and from 
an object of jealousy to that power which that moment the respect, duty, and loyalty of 
possessed the provinces of Behar and Bengal, its subjects have been weakened, and it has 
which are situated lower down upon the become more difficult to realise the resources 
Ganges. In fact, these provinces had no of the state. To this evil must be added 
natural barrier against an invasion from Oude, those of the same kind arising from oppres- 
and depended for their security upon their sion by aumildars, who have paid largely for 
own artificial means of defence. their situations, and must remunerate them-

“  This was the case not only in respect to selves in the course of one year for what they 
the state of Oude itself, but in respect to the have advanced from those holding tuncaws 
Rohillas ; to the king, who was at that period and other claimants upon the soil on account 
of time in some degree of strength; and to of loans to government, and the result is an 
the Mahrattas; each of which powers might increasing deficiency in the regular resources 
have found an easy and convenient passage of the state.
through Oude to an invasion of the company’s “  But these financial difficulties, created by 
provinces of Behar and Bengal. weakness and increased by oppression, and

“  On the other hand, by the possession of rvhieh are attended by a long train of clis- 
the provinces under the government of Oude, orders throughout the country, must attract 
or an intimate union with the government, a the attention of the protecting government, 
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and then these last are obliged to interfere in to the tribute agreed to be paid to Sir John 
the internal administration in order to save Shore should be assigned absolutely to the 
the resources of the state and to preclude the company, and that new arrangements should 
necessity of employing the troops in quelling be made between his highness and the Eng- 
internal rebellion and disorder, which were lish, which would in effect place the adminis- 
intended to resist the foreign enemy.” tration of Oude in the hands of the latter.

The occupation of Lahore by the enter- Troops were ordered to advance from Bengal 
prising Affghan chief, Shah Zemaun, compelled against Oude; this led the nabob to sur- 
the Marquis Wellesley to enter in a decided render, The marquis immediately appointed 
manner into the circumstances of Oude. His a commission for administrating the affairs 
decision to do so was, however, made impera- of Oude, and nominated one of his gifted 
tive by events which he could neither fore- brothers, the Hon. Henry Wellesley, as chief 
seen nor controlled. Sir John Shore (Lord commissioner. He acted with vigour towards 
Teignmouth) had in his last arrangements the petty states contiguous to Oude, conclud- 
connected with that province of the Mogul ing a treaty with the nabob or rajah of 
empire, permitted Vizier Ali, after his de- Ferokabad, similar to that which had been 
position, to remain in Benares. The Marquis concluded with Oude. Rajah Rajwuut 
Wellesley deemed it imprudent to allow him Sing refused to acknowledge the treaty; siege 
to reside so near to the scene of his former was therefore laid to his fortress, and his 
intrigues, and ordered his removal to Cal- power was subjugated. A  number of zemin- 
cutta. The deposed vizier refused to leave dars who maintained a state of revolt for a 
Benares for any place of residence south or short time were vanquished. Mr. Henry 
east. Wellesley having quelled all revolt, and esta-

On the 14th of January, 1799, he called on blished tranquillity in Oude, resigned his 
the English resident, Mr. Cherry, and com- office.
plained in violent and vindictive terms of the The Marquis Wellesley carried his au- 
purpose for his removal entertained by the thority with a high hand, asserting the supre- 
governor-general. The resident remonstrated, macy of the English wherever the least opening 
when suddenly Ali struck him with his sword, for interference was made by circumstances, 
and the attendants of the vizier- instantly cut The Nabob of Surat and the Rajah of Tanjore 
Mr. Cherry down. Tour other Englishmen were among the lesser magnates who were 
who were present were also assassinated, but compelled to recognise English authority by 
a fifth defended himself until assistance new forms and under new stipulations. The 
arrived, when Ali and his fellow-conspirators Nabob of Arcot, whose affairs had so often 
fled. He collected about him other men as involved the company in war, were almost as 
desperate as himself, but they were pursued troublesome to the presidency of Madras as 
by the British authorities, and, after liav- those of the Nabob of Oude were to the pre- 
ing behaved most cowardly, dispersed. Ali sidency of Bengal. Lord Clive conducted the 
sought refuge in Rajpootana, where a chief- negotiations with wisdom and skill worthy of 
tain, whose protection he relied upon, de- his father. He succeeded step by step in as- 
livered him up to the English. These cir- serting the supremacy of the English in Tan- 
cumstances created a great sensation in Oude, jore and the Carnatic, so as completely to 
where the populace sympathised with the absorb the authority of the rajah aud the 
desperate Vizier Ali. nabob.

Colonel Scott was then sent to the nabob While during the last decade of the 
with a demand for the dismission of his na- eighteenth century the English were en- 
tive troops, and his acceptance of a British gaged in so many fierce struggles in W est- 
contingent. The nabob endeavoured, with ern, Southern, and South-eastern India across 
the usual hesitation of Indian princes, to the peninsula, much uneasiness was created 
evade those demands, and when that was no in the presidency of Bengal by events in the 
longer possible, he offered to resign the sove- extreme East. The first quarrels with the 
reign authority, which the governor-general Birman empire began during that period, 
did not feel at liberty to permit without in- In 1782, Minderagee-praw, Emperor of 
structions from home, unless, indeed, the Birmah, invaded the country of Arracan, on 
nabob resigned his sovereignty to the com- the eastern shores of the Bay of Bengal.* His 
pany. The artful nabob calculated upon this, invasion issued in conquest:— “  Many of the 
and therefore made proposals which he pre- Mughs, or natives of Arracan, preferring 
sumed would create delay. Finally, he re- flight to servitude, took refuge in the Dum- 
fused to support a British contingent, on the buck Hills, on the borders of the Chittagong 
ground of the expense. The Marquis W ei- district, and amid the forlorn wastes and 
lesley then demanded that territory equivalent | * See the geographical portion of this work.



jungles skirting the frontiers; where, having time, fortified themselves with stockades in 
formed themselves into independent tribes of the mountains, and for many weeks carried on 
robbers, they carried on unceasing hostili- a petty warfare with the company’s troops, 
ties against the Birmans. Some settled in They successfully repulsed an attack that was 
the district of Dacca and Chittagong, under made upon their stockades on the 18th of 
the protection of the British flag; while others, July, 17D9 ; but soon afterwards retired to 
rather than abandon their country, submitted their own boundary of Arracan. A  British 
to the conquerors.” * officer was then deputed by the government

The Mughs settled in the eastern pro- of Calcutta to the governor of Arracan, to en- 
vinces of Bengal were industrious, and pros- deavour to effect an amicable adjustment of 
pered exceedingly. The fame of their sue- differences.” *
cess soon spread to their ^countrymen, who The state of the emigrants in eastern Ben- 
were suffering in Arracan under Birmese gal engaged the serious attention of the su- 
oppression. They accordingly flocked in preme council at Calcutta, and Captain Cox 
great numbers to Dacca especially, and so ex- was dispatched to the Birmese frontier to 
tensive was the emigration, that it threatened register the refugees, and allot them ground 
to depopulate the newly-acquired province for their subsistence. Their number was 
of the Birman empire. The prosperous set- nearly fifty thousand. This proceeding gave 
tiers in the British provinces aided their offence to his Birman majesty, who sent an 
brethren who had fled to the mountains and ambassador to the governor-general to pro- 
there led a predatory life, as well as inhabited test against any patronage being extended to 
the shores of the numerous creeks, and car- those who had fled from his authority, and 
ried on a constant piracy against their Bir- to require the English government to coerce 
mese conquerors. In 1794 many of these their return. Lord Wellesley assured the 
sea warriors plundered the Birmese traders, ambassador that the fugitives were at perlect 
and carried their booty into the British ter- liberty to go or stay, but that they should not 
ritory. His Birman majesty pursued them be interfered with so long as they conducted 
with an army. The British government sent themselves peaceably.
Major-general Erskine with a force to oppose The ambassador was not satisfied, and the 
them. A  truce was obtained, the Birmese governor-general was so anxious to con- 
recrossed the boundary river into their own eiliate him, that the effect produced was to 
territory, and the British, seizing the ring- leave the impression that the English feared a 
leaders of the Mughs, delivered them into recourse to arms on the part of his Birman 
Birmese custody. majesty. There was a strong disposition on

In 1797-98 the oppressions of the Birmese the part of his excellency’s advisers to re- 
upou the Arracanese were so unendurable, verse the liberal and hospitable policy which 
that forty thousand of the latter escaped into had previously been pursued, but which was 
the British territory:— “ When they entered vindicated at the time, and afterwards by 
the province of Chittagong, the situation of the able Anglo-Indian statesmen, Sir John 
the unfortunate wretches was deplorable in Malcolm, who pronounced that “ policy became 
the extreme: numbers perished from want, enlisted on the side of humanity; that they 
sickness, and fatigue, while the survivors were should at least obtain a temporary asylum.” j  
constrained to live upon reptiles and leaves, In the latter part of the year 1800, the 
until such time as the British government governor of Arracan addressed the English 
humanely relieved their wants by providing magistrate of Chittagong, conveying a threat 
them with food and materials for the con- of invasion, if the emigrants were not forth - 
structing of huts, to shelter them from the with expelled from British territory. The 
then approaching rains. The Birmese hav- Marquis Wellesley doubting that the de- 
ing collected an army of about four thousand mand of the government of Arracan had been 
men, followed the emigrants into the province made with the authority of the King ot A  vs 
of Chittagong. The commander of the troops (as his Birmese majesty was frequently called), 
addressed a letter to the magistrate of the resolved to dispatch an embassy jo that court 
district, demanding the expulsion of the ref'u- to ascertain the fact, and to improve the 
gees. The magistrate of Chittagong replied general relations of the two governments, 
that the Birmese troops should instantly re- The question of the emigrants received no 
tire from the province, or otherwise their com- decision, but lay festering as a cause oj quarrel 
mander must stand the consequence ; and the between the two governments until, in 1811, 
magistrate further informed him that no nego- it received a practical solution, 
tiation would be entered into until such time * ^ political H istory o f  the extraordinary events 
as they had. The Birmese troops, in the mean- which led to the Birmese War. London, 1827.

* Modern Traveller, part xxv. t Political History o f  India.



, 4t ' f as towards the close of the 18th century from their labours that they were required by 
that the great modern missionary^ enterprise the authorities at Calcutta to enter into en- 

egan in India, under the auspices of the gageinents to return immediately to England. 
Paptist missionaries, Carey, Marshman, and But the governor of Serampore protected 

ar .  ̂ 11s is one of the most interesting them for a time, and eventually the English
pages in Anglo-Indian history, yet one of governor-general, Lord Wellesley, permitted 
the most discreditable to the East India them to remain. Indeed, the latter was con- 
Company and the British government. Con- tent that they should establish their mission 
sidering his instructions, the Marquis W ei- in a settlement beyond the reach of British 
lesiey displayed more moderation than, with interference, where he would he relieved from 
ins own views and feelings, might have been the necessity of disturbing them; and at 
expected. He was hostile to missionary ope- Serampore, where Carey joined them, they 
lations, and to evangelical religion m any of set up a printing-press, printed tracts and
W  P i ’ a n d  116 WaS sl\rrom ?d e d  b y  testam ents in  B en g a lee , and  estab lished  h oar,1-

those w h o  w e re  ev en  m ore  hostile . T h e  in g -s ch o o ls , ou t o f  w h ich  th e y  d e fr a y e d  a
B a p ti im ssion a n es w ere  n ot su ffered to  settle p ortion  o f  the ex p en ses o f  th e ir  u n d e rta k in g .

ibem l v n  r  T ' v  eebtf  the In 1800> tlley entertained their first candi-, , J ‘ Christian feeling of the Danes date for conversion, who, as the marginal
t t l l v  T / nd aSplT  ° f ° peratl01f  Even- abstract states, disappointed the missionaries 

y 'yere al- l r edJ °  °0,ndnct their themselves. His name, which was Fukeer, 
p ous enterprises within English territory, and his story are both symbolic. Pie was
1 -p ° " !y  wlle.n a determined expression ‘ the first native, after seven years of severe
hension o^the ^  Cleated aHP1u" a" d discouraffinff exertions, who had come
b Z  nf l i L l  ,1 the company and the up to the point of avowing himself a Cbris- 
influeno! T 1, r  paWlC °P,ni.°n would tian. He was received as a Christian brother,

8nd with feelin° s of indescribable emotion.’ The 
p eedings hostile alike to the com- missionaries persevered against various im-

duct of the6 (firZcto 1 1 who]e con'  pediments which were cast in their way by
Jhe cabinet nud nf i’J  ° f C0̂ ° \  Englishmen as well as Hindoos. The En-
p i ‘ ’ ‘ . 0 the supreme council M glish captured Serampore, and in 1802 the
to the s ^ H r o f T r i t t \ l\nf 1T t ' a " ’r anf  h ° S1tile C0Urt ° f direct01'8 o r d e re d  th e  a b o lit ion  o ’f  th e  
L  autho lo e s u  S i  y - T ° ? h ° w t l ia t  co lle S e at F o r t  W il l ia m , w ith  w h ich  C a re v  

d i o t n S S  D 1 a llow  an y  partial v ie w s  to  h ad  also c o n n e cte d  h im self, from  a feelincr o f
d ctate so sev ere  an op in ion , th e read er  shall an n oya n ce  at its p a tron , L o r d  W e lle s le y  
h ave  o p p o r tu n ity  o f  ju d g in g  the e v e n t in  the L o r d  W e lle s le y , w h o  w as a n n o y e d  in  turn

2  r e v l 'S 1 .  88 b6en V';M e t by "  P° PU‘  reqUeSted the direCtOTS t0 ^ R e 7 heir order’
S n I  faV0Urablett1° Cil™ - and in the meanwhile sustained the college
e i n l T f  Pro estant ’ T  °  th? Prm' for a time. The missionaries, on the other 
While the tone of the ^ a? gellCal “ ons- hand, in the commencement of 1803, actually 
baielv leSectfnl 1  tl « ' 18 som®tlmes baptized their first Brahmin, an amiable and

■h„ef r s s r 'g i r . -  r r d

s S i S  ̂ SKS***
ausDices of thp Rant? of i\t* • a • that time consider it necessary to insist on
S S S r  a ffe lP : L M “ 7  S S t  *  W *  « - K  >■«by Mr. Carev uroceedeH which they considered as much a token of
under th e D an ish  flag , in  1799 ‘ In °th e  first Tl°Ial dlstln<rtlon as ° [  sPiritual s u p r e m a cy . ’ 
in stance, su ch  w as th e a p p re h e n d e d  d a n g er f S  co^ verts w e re  th e re fo re  b a p tiz e d , and

S p rea ch ed  to  th e ir  fe llo w -c o u n tr y m e n  w ith
* The L ife and Times o f  Carey, Marshman and f o i t a s  across th e ir  sh ou ld ers . B u t e v e n -

Ward embracing the H istory o f  the Serampore Mission. tUal  y,,tlley ™®re llld®ced th e m se lv e s  to  d is - 
B y  John Clark Marshman.—Longmans, 1859. Chris- Car<* *“ ern> Willie to  th e  h o n o u r  o f  these par- 
wuLLT Ind\a ;  “  Historical Narrative. By John ticu lar m ission a ries, it  o u g h t  to  h e a d d e d  that 
William Kaye, &e. Smith and Elder, 1859. from  th e  fiast th e y  e x c lu d e d  a ll d istinctions



of caste from the celebration of the holy which came within their observation. The 
communion. Where the Brahmin Christian result, even for this interval, gave the num- 
had formerly received the elements before the her of three hundred; and Mr. Carey in- 
Soodra Christian, in this very instance, when structed one of the members of council on this 
called upon to lay down a rule, they abolished point, and he made a stirring appeal to Lord 
every vestige of caste in this particular, and Wellesley, then on the eve of his departure, 
the Brahmin received the bread and wine No immediate result followed that history can 
after the carpenter, Krishnu. Their first recognise. In fact, the question was sub
baptism was soon followed by the first mar- stantially postponed for another quarter of a 
riage of converted Hindoos, by which the century, and twenty thousand more victims 
Brahmin aforesaid was united to the daughter ascended the funeral pile before it was de- 
of the carpenter. So far another step was cided. But no one who reads these pages 
made towards the obliteration of caste dis- can doubt that Brother Carey and his coad- 
tinctions, which the missionaries were unde- jutors assisted very materially in preparing 
niably anxious to effect. A  week after this opinion in India and England to achieve this 
marriage, Gentooisnr had its demonstration special glory of our creed and dominion, 
in return, in the celebration of suttee, when “ In 1808,the proceedings of the missionaries 
‘ three women were burnt with their hus- were so distrusted by the government that 
hands on one pile, near Mr. Ward’s house.’ they were required to submit the manuscript 
Then followed the first burial of a Christian of every publication to the inspection of the 
convert, at which there was some difficulty in Secretary, and could not print a single page 
overcoming the caste prejudices of his com- without his imprimatur. They were allowed, 
panions, and inducing them to carry his body however, to circulate the Scriptures, and, as 
to the grave. Among the Hindoos the Brail- Lord Minto had happily recovered from the 
min only carries the dead Brahmin, and each panic of the Vellore mutiny, when, in 1808, 
caste the deceased of its own caste only. But Serampore fell again into the hands of the 
again the missionaries stood out and conquered English, the missionaries were empowered 
this inveterate reluctance, Mr. Marshman to extend their operations. On the renewal 
himself assisting as one of the bearers. A  of the East India Company’s Charter in 1813, 
later triumph over caste may be ascribed to there was a parliamentary fight for their 
the love of science, when, about twenty years further liberation from restrictions, in which 
ago, the Brahmin students of the Medical Col- Wilberforce sustained them, and in which 
lege at Calcutta consented, for the first time, to their efforts for the Christianization of India 
handle a dead body in the dissecting-room, were effectually sanctioned. If these efforts 
So far, however, the missionaries laboured have not been very successful as yet, never- 
with fair success in individual instances, and theless their subsequent history has some ele- 
in 1805, they contributed largely, by their ments of interest, and it is not without some 
endeavours, to a much greater work— the sup- few ingredients of encouragement. The 
pression of the immolation of widows. To charter of 1813 was the commencement of a 
do them justice, we should hear in mind their new era, from which we date a higher theory 
great exertions in this behalf. From their of our mission in the East. The prescriptive 
first settlement at Serampore they had been principles of Leadenhall Street were then 
unremitting in their endeavours to draw the abjured; Europeans were allowed freely to 
attention of government to this practice. Its resort to India ; the missionaries have been 
frequency at the time was little known in allowed to travel to every division of the em- 
England, and it awakened no feeling of na- pire, and have enjoyed a perfect liberty of 
tional responsibility. Few even in India the press. They have come in contact with 
were aware of the extent to which it pre- the strongest religious prejudices of the people, 
vailed, and the missionaries considered the and have distributed thousands of tracts ex- 
first step towards its abolition was to bring hibiting the absurdities of Hindoo supersti- 
the number of victims prominently into view, tion, in language more fervid than that which 
They accordingly deputed natives in 1803 to was considered fifty years ago certain to lead 
travel from place to place within a circle of to an explosion; and during the formidable 
thirty miles round Calcutta to make inquiries rebellion of 1857, when the whole of the 
on the subject, and the number was found to north-west provinces was in a blaze of revolt, 
exceed four hundred in the year. To obtain and the most strenuous efforts were made to 
a more accurate return, ten agents were the expel us from the country, ‘ the missionaries,’ 
next year stationed within this circle, at according to Mr. Marshman, ‘ were treated 
different places along the hanks of the river, with uniform deference and respect by the 
and they continued at their stations for six most influential classes in the country.’ ” * 
months, noting down every instance of suttee * The Times.



This notice of the work of the missionaries, of the powers necessary to a governor-general 
its commencement, progress, success, the hos- were regarded as too ambitious, and some- 
tility shown to it, is carried down to a period times arbitrary, both by those who carried 
(1813) long subsequent to the government of ! out his views in India, and by the directors 
the Marquis Wellesley. Its introduction and proprietary of the East India Company,
here prevents the necessity of recurring to He demanded the entire control of the whole
the events to which it refers, when relating financial resources of India, a demand which
the great political movements of the early appeared to the directors unconstitutional,
portion of the nineteenth century. unreasonable, and unnecessary. These con-

At the beginning of 1801, both Lords W ei- siderations influenced the noble marquis in a 
lesley and Clive contemplated retiring from desire to retire from the onerous post which 
their respective governments, but the events he had occupied with so much a ility. Pub- 
which occurred in India compelled them, from lie considerations, however, decided the part 
patriotic feelings, to remain. Both those able he took, and the aspect of affairs in Europe 
men were surrounded by difficulties which and in India at the beginning of the nine- 
were hardly appreciated in England, because teenth century, justified his lordship in devot- 
of the brilliancy of their career. The finan- ing his great energies, talents, and experience 
cial talents of Lord Wellesley were not con- to the government of British India, however 
sidered equal to his gifts in other respects, some portions of his conduct, and some of his 
and his war against Mysore was waged at a [ opinions, might be regarded unfavourably in 
prodigious expense. His lordship’s opinion i India or at home.

C H A PTE R  Cl.
RELATIONS OF THE FRENCH TO INDIA IN THE OPENING OF THE 1 9 t h  CENTURY— POLICY 

OF THE MARQUIS WELLESLEY IN REFERENCE TO FRENCH INFLUENCE IN INDIA, 
AND THE MAHRATTAS— WAR WITH THE MAHRATTAS—OPERATIONS OF GENERAL WEL
LESLEY— BATTLES OF ASSAYE AND ARGAUM.

I n the beginning of 1801 some official changes the civil jurisdiction of the Hon. Colonel 
took place in the supreme government by or- Wellesley— shortly afterwards made major - 
ders from home. Letters patent were issued general.
by the crown, appointing the Marquis W ei- The proceedings of the French caused un- 
lesle v captain-general in India. The dif- easiness in London and in India, as to their 
ferences of opinion and feeling between the designs upon that country. In May, 1802, 
king s and the company’s officers rendered Mr. Bosanquet, then chairman of the court of 
this  ̂step desirable. Officers holding the directors, wrote to the Marquis Wellesley, 
kings commission frequently murmured when informing him that the French government was 
called upon to serve under company’s officers exceedingly jealous of British sovereignty in 
of superior rank, and sometimes obedience to India, declaring his conviction that the peace 
such officers was refused, on the ground that recently made with France could not be last- 
tliey did not hold the king s commission. The j ing, and advising liis excellency to be pre
letters patent invested the governor-general pared for whatever might ensue upon its 
with full command over all military forces i violation. Lord Wellesley had himself en- 
employed within the limits of the company’s I tertained the opinion that "the French would 
exclusive trade. I  hey also required his lord- spare no pains to unsettle the power of Eng- 
sbip s obedience to all orders, directions, and land in Asia, and he had distributed agents 
tnsti actions from  ̂the first commissioners for in all the countries of western Asia and eastern 
the affairs of India, or from any of her ma- Europe, whence intelligence might be pro- 
jest^ s principal secretaries of state. cured or where alliances might be formed.

Lieutenant-general Gerard, afterwards Lord A t Constantinople, Aleppo, Bagdad, Bussora, 
Lake, was appointed commander-in-chief by a Alexandria, &c., British agents served their 
vote of the court of directors, on the 1st of employers with great efficiency. A  mission 
August, 1800, in succession to Sir Alured had been sent from Calcutta to" Baber Khan, 
L arke. In February, 1801, General Gerard Shah of Persia, to ascertain the intentions of 
assumed his new functions, and Sir Alured that prince, to form a more correct estimate 
re ired. Colonel Stevenson was appointed of his military power, and to gain through 
o command in Malabar and Canara, under his court precise knowledge of the relations



maintained with it by Zemaun Shall of Aff- ! of which the conduct of the first consul to the 
ghanistan, who had so frequently threatened Helvetic republic was considered a violation, 
northern Hindostan. The officer entrusted Lord Hawkesbury also sent instructions to 
with the mission to the court of Persia had the Marquis Wellesley in accordance with his 
been instructed to gain its assent to some ar- communication to M. Otto. On receipt of 
rangement which would check the incursions this intelligence, the governor-general regu- 
of Zemaun Shah, and to form a treaty against lated all his proceedings upon the assumed 
the French, should they attempt by way of certainty of war with France and Holland. 
Persia to penetrate into India. Captain Mai- Oil the 17th of June, 1803, England de- 
colm had been selected for the performance of dared war against Holland, which was soon 
this delicate and important task. He arrived followed by a similar declaration against 
in Bushire in February, 1800, and in twelve France. None of the vanquished poases- 
months transmitted to Calcutta two treaties sions of France and Holland in Asia, which 
with Persia, one political the other commer- the English were to have surrendered at the 
dal. He returned in September, 1801, hav- conclusion of the peace, had been given up. 
ing succeeded in all the objects of his mission. The proceedings of the British government 
He also formed a good understanding between and the governor-general of India, in refer- 
his  ̂government and the Pasha of Bagdad, ence to France and Holland, met with the 
which was considered politic, and an excel- approbation of the court of directors, but very 
lent provision against certain schemes sup- strong difference of opinion existed as to the 
posed to be indulged by the French. The means to be employed. The Marquis Wel- 
operations of the French in Egypt induced lesley was for proceeding with all his mea- 
the governor-general to form a treaty with the sures on a gigantic scale of expense, propor- 
Portuguese viceroy of Goa, in result of tionate to the grandeur and energy of his 
which eleven hundred British royal infantry, conceptions. Lord Oastlereagh, then at the 
under the command of Sir William Clarke, head of the board of control, concurred with 
were added to the garrison. Thus the go- the governor-general, and was as little dis- 
vernor-general, independent of any instruc- posed to economy. The directors considered 
tions received from home, made provision in that the operations of the company in India 
all directions against the much dreaded de- should be purely defensive, and should consist 
signs of France. only in the defence of their trade and territory.

The French were aware of all these pro- Lords Oastlereagh and Wellesley desired to 
ceedings. Their agents abroad and their employ the resources of the company for the 
spies in London informed them, for the most purposes of imperial aggrandizement. The 
part correctly, of what the governor-general correspondence of these two notable persons, 
of India did, and of the tone of feeling, suspi- in reference to the court of directors, some- 
cion, and manoeuvres of the English cabinet times resembled that of enemies to the com- 
and the directors of the East India Company, pany, whose duty it wTas to turn its property 
Preliminaries of peace between France and to other account than its own use, rather than 
England bad been much hastened by the sue- that of high functionaries of the king’s govern - 
cess of the English in Egypt. They were ment, bound to protect the company, to co
signed October 1st, 1801. The definitive operate with it, and to regard its trading 
treaty was, however, not signed until March resources with the same sacredness of trust as 
27th, 1802. The delay in signing the de- the resources of any other company, or of any 
finitivetr eaty confirmed the English in their individual British citizens ought to be, and 
suspicions that the peace was not intended in most cases would be regarded, however in- 
by France to be solid and lasting. Their different the British government generally 
suspicions were but too well grounded. In showed itself to the rights of private citizens, 
October Buonaparte, then elected first consul or of corporations, when such stood in the way 
for life, addressed the Helvetic republic in of ministerial or party convenience. Wlien- 
terms which alarmed the English. The first ever the company laid out money for political 
consul plainly desired to control the Swiss purposes in the service of the government, 
nation in the exercise of its independent the accounts were disputed, payment was de
rights, and indicated that the system of pro- layed, perhaps refused, or their settlement 
pagandism and aggression, -which the French clogged with some unjust conditions, 
had professed to give up, was still their policy. In 1803, information reached Marquis 
Lord Hawkesbury wrote to the French am- Wellesley of a secret engagement between 
bassador, M. Otto, that the English govern- France and the Batavian republic, in virtue 
ment would not surrender such conquests as of which the latter ceded Cochin and other 
might have passed to France and Holland oriental settlements to France. M. Lefebvre, 
under the articles of the late treaty of peace, a staff officer at Pondicherry, wrote a memoir



justifying the French in resuming these pos- Hyderabad, and used the power of the Dec- 
sessions, under the treaty of Amiens. A c- can, in the disputes of peninsular India. The 
cording to this memoir, while the English Marquis TV ellesley had, by what was called 
were wholly occupied in Western India the subsidiary treaty of 1798, secured the 
against French aggression from that point, a nizam as an ally. His highness was obliged 
secret expedition should be prepared to pro- to rely upon a British contingent; his French 
ceed from Spain, via Mexico, to Manilla, and forces were gone, although he still reserved 
thence to India. At the same time the Dutch some officers and troops contrary to the treaty, 
republic should send an expedition by the and he was rather desirous to increase their 
Cape of Good Hope to the Spanish islands, number as a counterpoise to the overbearing 
and thence to Trincomalee. The author of influence of the English.
the memoir predicted that if France did not The Mahratta sovereignties at that time 
deprive the English of their Eastern dominion, were the Peisliwa, the Guicawar, Scindiah, 
Russia, rapidly advancing in power, would Holkar, and the Rajah of Berar. The Pe- 
attempt it. ishwa was supreme in nominal authority, as

A  copy of this memoir was procured by the in real rank. He was the grand vakeel of the 
Marquis Wellesley, and he judged that al- Delhi emperor, but had been partly cajoled 
though such a scheme might never be at- and partly coerced by Scindiah to n»ke him 
tempted by the governments in question, it his deputy in that office, who so used it 
Avas evident that the national feeling of France as virtually to Avield Avliatever Avas left of 
Avas directed to the acquisition of territory in authority, and to bear whatever prestige re- 
India, and to the expulsion of the English mained of the name and dignity of the Great 
thence, as freshly as Avhen first the conflicts Mogul. The grand seat of Mahratta autho- 
between the two nations gathered in “ little rity Avas then, as it had always been, at Poonah. 
AATars” around Myliie and Tellicherry. The Dowlut R oav Scindiah might be considered 
great error of the British had been in re- rather as the chief sovereign in India than as 
storing Pondicherry, when first conquered, a Mahratta chief owing allegiance to the Pe- 
but the exigencies of peace in the European isliAva. Scindiah’s territory lay in and around 
relations of the tAvo powers, constrained Avhat, Malwa, lying to the Avest of Central India, 
received as an oriental policy only, was an The Guicowar dominated Gujerat to the 
error and misfortune. west of Scindiah’s possessions. Holkar pre-

The conduct of Lord Wellesley to the vailed south of Malwa, and ruled in his 
various branches of the Mahratta empire was capital of Indore. The Rajah of Berar, or 
based upon his knoAvledge and conjectures of as he was more frequently called, the Nag- 
tlie designs of the French. He perceived that pore Rajah, reigned in the city of that name, 
the French hoped through the Mahrattas, as over a Avild people, and a country of rigid 
formerly through the Nizam of the Deccan, and uncultivated soil east of the other Mah- 
to gain a footing in India. The Mahratta ratta chiefs, and contiguous to the British 
sovereignties, stretching away from the shores province of Bengal.
of Malabar to the confines of the Punjaub, “ Independently of the apprehensions cre- 
holding sAvay in the heart of India, furnished ated by their immense resom'ces and their 
means for French intrigue. If by disciplin- inveterate aggressiveness, the Mahrattas 
ing and commanding their armies the French were evoking at this moment the dreaded 
gained a military prestige among them, French vision of French influence and ascendancy, 
generals might undermine the authorities they Though the peace of Amiens had checked 
served, as Avell as organise and lead powerful, the overt operations of our redoubtable ri- 
Avell equipped, and efficiently drilled armies vals, their intrigues Avere still continued Avith 
against the English territories in numbers characteristic tenacity. Napoleon had sent 
which, so led and disciplined, no resources Decaen to India Avith strict injunctions to 
derivable from England could repel. The provide for war while observing the stipu- 
policy of Lord Wellesley was that Avhich lations of peace. Nor was this all; for Per- 
Lord CornAvallis adopted in the Deccan— that ron, a French adventurer, who had arrived 
of compelling or inducing the dismissal of all in Hindostan tAventy years previously as a 
French and foreign mercenaries, and the em- petty officer in Suffrein’s squadron, Avas ris- 
ployment of strong British contingents, the ing rapidly to the command of the whole 
expense of which to be borne by the govern- Mahratta forces. He had disciplined and 
ments Avhich they ostensibly defended. This armed some fifteen or tAventy thousand men 
Avas a  far_ more subtle plan than that of the for Scindiah’s service, who wrnre officered by 
French; it atas indeed of French origin, for his OAvn countrymen, and avIio Avere not in- 
it Avas the scheme by Avhich Dupleix and ferior to the trained battalions of the com- 
Bussy had so long before ruled the court of pany. His influence with Scindiah Avas so



unbounded as actually to excite jealousy among or tribute, lie had agreed to pay to the Mah- 
the Mahratta chiefs; and if he had possessed rattas, was not so easily settled. The Gui- 
the national spirit of Dupleix, or been opposed cowar prince declared his readiness to relin- 
by any less a soldier than Arthur Wellesley, quisli his portion of the tribute to the 
it is not too much to conceive that our company, but the Peishwa was not so 
Eastern empire might have hung upon a yielding.
thread.” * The Guicowar, further to secure the British

Holkar was as active as Scindiah in dis- alliance, yielded the Cliourassy district. His 
ciplining his troops by French officers, al- death, in September, 1800, produced great 
though he did not set the example, nor em- disturbances; for his son was perfectly Em
ploy so large a foreign force. Scindiah, becile, and unfit to control the intrigues of the 
Holkar, and the Rajah of Berar were all com- court of Baroda. These intrigues speedily 
peting for ascendancy at the court of Poonah, brought on a war between the late prime- 
the Peishwa, their nominal and rightful lord, minister, Nowjee Apajee, and an illegitimate 
being not only unable to control them, but brother of the deceased Guicowar; but the 
controlled by them in turn. The Guicowar English, siding with the minister, and fur- 
would no doubt have been as forward in this nishing troops, victory declared in his favour, 
competition as the other three, but his ter- Nowjee being unfettered, pursued his econo- 
ritory lying seaward, and other circumstances, mical reforms by dismissing the Arab mer- 
brought him more into contact with the Eng- cenaries ; but this body refused to disband, 
lish. His territorial position gave him less demanding enormous arrears : afterwards
opportunity of exercising any control at the mutinying, they seized Baroda and impri- 
Peishwa’s court, and whatever the differences soned the Guicowar. The English inline- 
of the other three confederates, they were diatelv invested Baroda, which surrendered 
willing to coalesce against him. His preten- m ten days. Contrary to capitulation, many 
sions were, as if by common consent of the of the mutineers joined the rebel Kanhojee; 
other chiefs, excluded. but were pursued, and ultimately, with the

The policy adopted by the English was latter, driyen from Gujerat. 
more easy of application in his case than in rPhe policy of the English towards the Gui- 
that of the Peishwa, or the other nominally cowar was pertinacious, wily, and successful; 
confederated but really hostile chiefs. The it lay with the discretion of the Bombay go- 
English accordingly, having failed to induce vernment whether a contingent of its army 
the Peishwa to accept and support a power- should not occupy the capital of Gujerat. 
ful British contingent, treated with the The British were also persistent in urging 
Guicowar, with whom, for various objects, upon the government of Poonah the reception 
they had been in close negotiation, and upon of an English force, to be paid for by the 
whose power they had been gradually en- Poonah treasury; no French, nor other foreign 
croaching for years. The East India go- officers or soldiers to be admitted to serve the 
vernment, never wasting opportunities nor Peishwa : but that dignitary, mainly under the 
wanting pretexts, now discovered that Surat influence of Scindiah, still resisted.  ̂ Events,

■ was shamefully misgoverned. This, and the however, brought about what negotiation had 
nonpayment of the tribute, formed a good otherwise failed to accomplish. The confe- 
justification for annexing it to the company’s derates became open enemies. Scindiah con- 
territories ; which plea was further strength- ducted hostilities with varying fortunes. I  he 
ened by the constant difficulties arising out of horrors of war rolled over the great Mahratta 
the right of succession. The Nabob of Surat, empire, advancing and receding like the flow
like many other vassals of the Delhi empire, >ng tide, but still coming nearer and nearer to 
when strong enough, became virtually inde- the capital. The Peishwa fled to Bassein, and 
pendent, and rendered his succession heredi- claimed the protection of the English. 1 his 
tary. But disputes having arisen respecting was granted on the much-coveted condition 
the inheritance, the British interfered and ex- of his admitting an English division to gai - 
ercised their authority. A  subsequent dis- rison his capital. He reluctantly consented, 
pute upon the same subject, in 1789, afforded and signed an agreement aftei wards known 
a further opportunity for the company, and as the treaty of Bassein. Meanwhile, the 
the nabob was treated similarly to the ruler flight of the Peishwa to Bassein was treated 
of Oude, being compelled to surrender the by Holkar, then in the ascendant, as an abui- 
civil and military government of his domin- cation, and he, with the other chiefs, appointed 
ions to the English, receiving in lieu a pen- Ameerut Iiao Peishwa in his room. Had it 
sion, and with it protection. But the chout, not been for this hasty proceeding of Holkar,

the Peishwa would not, although indebted for 
* Travellers' Library, 31. 1>'S safety to the English, have signed the
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treaty of Bassein. No sooner had he com- 12tb, he crossed the Toombndra river. Hol- 
mitted his hand to the hated stipulations, than kar watched him, hut moved away towards 
he intrigued for their violation. He opened Ahmednuggur and Chandore. General Y\ el- 
up communications with Scindiah and the lesley was joined by the son of Purseram 
Rajah of Berar for that purpose. While he Bhow, and other chiefs and sahibs, who came 
was intriguing against his protectors, they to avow their allegiance to the Peishwa and 
were fighting for him. He was, by prompt render their support. General Wellesley 
and expert military measures, reinstated in learned from his native coadjutors that the 
his 'government, and the usurping Peishwa irsurping Peishwa intended to burn roonali 
was deposed. The latter, however, so con- when the British approached it. 1 he g’eneral, 
ducted himself towards the English after his to prevent such a calamity, performed one of 
deposition, that they granted him a pension the most splendid feats in his whole military 
and assigned him a residence at Benares, history. Between the morning and the night 
The engagement concluded betwTeen the of the 19th of April he accomplished a forced 
Peishwa and Colonel Close at Bassein, on the march of sixty miles, although detained in the 
last day of the year 1802, was confirmed by Bhore Ghaut for nearly six hours. This 
the governor-general on the 11th of February, march seems, in the present day, all but in- 
1803. By the seventeenth article, “  The credible. It saved the city ; Ameerut Rao, 
union of the two states was so firmly con- the usurping Peishwa, had barely time to 
nected that they were to be considered as escape. On the 13th of May the Peishwa 
one, and the Peishwa was not to commence, re-entered his capital, and resumed his seat 
nor pursue in future, any negotiations with upon the musnid. The Peishwa was hardly 
any power whatever.”  A  subsidiary force of reinstated in his authority when he acted in all 
not less than six thousand regular native in- respects contrary to the advice tendered to 
fantry, with the usual appointment of field- him by the British government, and upon 
pieces and European artillerymen, was to which he had undertaken to act. His ex- 
constitute the contingent. treme vindictiveness infuriated old enemies

The circumstances attending the reinstate- and made new ones. He neglected business, 
ment of the Peishwa again brought General and so treated his troops that they began to 
Wellesley into prominence. The government disband, and the sirdars who had come to his 
of Madras collected a force Which Lord Clive, standard in a generous devotion, separated to 
the governor, placed under the command of their jaghires.
General Wellesley. General Lake was or- General Wellesley sought to unite by ne- 
dered either to remain in Oude at the head gotiation Scindiah, Holkar, and the Rajah of 
of the army there, or to proceed to Hurryhur Berar in the treaty of Bassein. These chiefs 
and take the command of the force there. temporised, while preparing to reunite their 

The government of India was at this time forces against the British. They believed 
singularly well served by diplomatists of that their united arms could sweep from India 
talent. Mr. Webbe was then resident of all other powers, and concerted means to bring 
Seringapatam, a man of extraordinary re- this belief to the test,
sources, who was regarded with implicit con- The governor-general found it impossible 
fidence and the highest respect, amounting to at such a distance as Calcutta to act with that 
reverence, by General Wellesley. That gen- celerity or effect necessary, when the tidings 
tleman was ordered to Nagpore, to watch the he received from day to day were so diverse, 
movements of the rajah, with whom the and the great Mahratta chiefs apparently so 
Peishwa, in whose interests these movements vacillating, while really resolved on war. He 
were taking place, was in traitorous corre- therefore entrusted his brother, while in com- 
spondence. Major Malcolm, whose services mand of the Madras forces, to conduct all 
in Persia had been of such signal importance, affairs, civil and military, connected with 
was appointed to Seringapatam, but be pro- Poonah, the Deccan, and Hindostan, and with 
ceeded to the city of Mysore, where the new full powers to decide any question that might 
sultan resided, as a place affording him a arise, and to conclude any negotiations he 
better position from whence to watch the judged beneficial to the state, with either 
Mahratta intrigues. Upon these two expe- Scindiah, Holkar, or the Nagpore rajah, 
rienced politicians devolved mainly the pro- Everything done by those three potentates 
curing ol such intelligence as would influence portended war. They were active and acute, 
the governor-general’s orders. full of vigour and sagacity. The Peishwa

The Madras army assembled at Hurryhur, threw the whole burden of his own defence 
under the command of the Hon. General W ei- upon his ally. He engaged to add fifteen 
lesley, who, on the 9th of March, 1802, com- thousand men to the army of General Wel- 
menced his march towards Poonah. On the lesley; he actually sent but three thousand,



and those wretchedly equipped, without am- extent of authority and responsibility involved 
munition, and no paymaster or means of pay. on his part inconceivable care and anxiety. 
He had no intention of observing any of his The general ordered Colonel Stevenson, his 
engagements. Indian princes prided them- second in command, to move forward from 
selves on the ingenuity with which they com- Aurungabad. The 8th was the first day 
pelled others to keep treaty, while they evaded the weather permitted the general himself to 
all stipulations which belonged to it. The march, on the 9th arriving at the fort of 
disposition of the English was, as usual to Ahmednuggur, which was stormed with great 
postpone, and allow their enemies to gain rapidity and terrible loss to the enemy. Scin- 
time by bootless negotiations. Lord Welles- diali, writing of this exploit, observed :— “ The 
ley, the Hon. General Wellesley, and Lord English are truly a Wonderful people, and 
Clive were prompt and decisive, hut the su- their general is a wonderful general. They 
preme council, as well as the councils of the came, looked at the pettali, walked over it, 
presidencies, were continually creating delays slew the garrison, and returned to breakfast : 
by plausible obstructions of some kind. Ge- who can withstand them ?” 
nera! Wellesley experienced much mortifica- After the surrender of Ahmednuggur, Ge- 
tion from the defective organization of the neral Wellesley received such intelligence as 
commissariat of his army, and the Madras led him to place a portion of his troops under 
council was as incompetent as its predeces- the command of Colonel Stevenson on the 21st 
sors in previous wars in furnishing adequate of September, directing him to march by a 
and opportune support. General Stuart, how- separate road on the 22nd, and form a junc- 
ever, the commander-in-chief of the Ma- tion with the corps under his own command on 
dras presidency, co-operated efficiently with the 23rd, so as to attack the enemy with their 
the governor in matters strictly military, and united forces on the 24th. On the 22nd of 
so far as he could without exciting the mor- September the two corps marched by separate 
bid jealousy of the council. A t length, all routes, for the purpose, as General Wellesley 
being ready, and negotiations having proved alleged in his despatches, of preventing the 
fruitless, the series of stirring events com- enemy’s escape by one route while the British 
menced which have been designated—  were pursuing the other, and also because the

whole army could not proceed, in one day,
THE MAHRATTA WAR. * 5 ° ^  a, C®Hain Pa8S lfD  hl G enef 1Wellesley s line ol march. These reasons lor

The dispositions of the British forces, when the course adopted are so distinct and convinc- 
the grand Mahratta conflict began, were mas- ing, that it is surprising that military critics 
terly :— “  The course taken by the governor- should have animadverted upon the general’s 
general, in concert with the governments of division of his forces. General Wellesley 
Madras and Bombay, was to order the assem- hoped that either corps could keep the enemy 
bly of a corps d’armee at all the points threat- at bay, if encountered by him, until comimi- 
ened by Holkar in the conduct of his operations nication were opened with the other. This 
against the Peishwa. A  corps of observation was not, however, so easy as the general sup- 
was placed on the southern frontier of the posed, for, according to Sir Archibald Alison, 
Peishwa, to maintain the integrity of the Bri- although the two British columns were only 
tish possessions, and the territories of the a few miles apart, they were separated by a 
nizam, and the Mysore rajah. Another was line of rugged hills preventing mutual access, 
established on the north-west frontier of My- General Wellesley having arrived atNaul- 
sore, while the Bombay government pushed niah, intended to encamp there, and form his 
troops to the eastern and southern confines projected junction with Colonel Stevenson, 
of the territory which it controlled. The Having, however, learned to his surprise that 
nizam was not inactive. The subsidiary force the enemy was encamped in full force near 
at Hyderabad prepared for service.” the village of Assaye, he determined to attack

The Hon. General Wellesley made Poonah them without waiting for Colonel Steven- 
his point of support and base of operations, son. The force of the enemy has been very 
General Lake was appointed to command variously estimated. Thorn computes it at six - 
what was called the army of Ilindostan ; his teen regular battalions of infantry (Pohlman’s 
theatre of operations was the Mahratta con- brigade), amounting to six thousand men; 
fines of Upper Bengal. the brigade of Dupont, amounting to twenty-

On the 6th of August, 1802, General W ei- five hundred ; four battalions of the Begum 
lesley ordered the Bombay troops in Gujerat Shimroo,* amounting to two thousand. The 
to attack Baroch, which was successfully * This lady had been a dancing girl> whom shimwo,
accomplished. The general’s command ex- the Swiss adventurer, who made himself infamous by the 
tended to that remote part, and this vast massacre at Patna, had married.



irregular infantry of Scindiah and the Rajah I posted near the junction of two rivers, so 
of Berar’s infantry probably amounted to as that if he could place himself between them 
many more. The cavalry, Thorn alleges to and that junction, part of their artillery and 
have amounted to thirty thousand. There the whole of their cavalry would be ineffec- 
were one hundred pieces of cannon, nume- tual. “ They were drawn up in a peninsula, 
rously attended by artillerymen disciplined formed by the rivers Kaitna and Jooee, in a 
on the French system. line facing the Kaitna, and about half a mile

The force at General Wellesley’s command distant from it; the cavalry on the right in 
is estimated by Thorn as twelve hundred ca- the neighbourhood of Bokerdun, reaching to 
valry, European and native, two thousand their line of infantry, which, with the guns, 
sepoy infantry, and thirteen hundred Euro- was posted near the fortified village of Assaye. 
pean infantry and artillery, constituting a Their cavalry were on the right, and the in- 
force of four thousand five hundred. The fantry and guns were on the left. The vil- 
Rajali of Mysore’s and the Peishwa’s cavalry lage of Assaye was in rear of the enemy’s 
were with this force, and amounted to three left, and the distance between the rivers was 
thousand men. The total force of the enemy about a mile and a-quarter. The enemy, ex- 
could hardly have been less than fifty-five pecting- their left flank to be turned, formed 
thousand men and one hundred cannon; their right wing of infantry, with its right 
that of the British, the Peishwa, and the Rajah, resting on the Kaitna, and the left on the vil- 
seven thousand five hundred. General lage of Assaye ; their left wing being formed 
Wellesley left a large detachment of native to the rear, at a right angle with the left of 
cavalry with his baggage and tents at Naul- the front line, en potence, and with their rear 
niah, and advanced against the enemy. to the Jooee, the left flank resting on Assaye;

As the battle that ensued was one of the there being nine battalions in the front, and 
most sanguinary ever fought in India, and seven in the second line. About a mile and 
General Wellesley ran the risk of a terrible a-half in front of the enemy’s new line was 
defeat, his generalship has been much criti- the junction of the two rivers, so that when 
cised, many military critics alleging that the General Wellesley formed his army in front 
attack should never have been made. The of the enemy’s front line, the battle field was 
reasons which influenced General Wellesley in the form of a triangle, the enemy forming 
were, however, conclusive. It was of the the base of it. General Wellesley occupied 
utmost consequence that the enemy should the centre of the space, by which means his 
not escape, and have an opportunity of initi- flanks and rear were covered, the junction of 
ating a mode of warfare which would have the rivers being in rear of his centre. The 
proved most harassing to the English. I f  enemy had more than half their guns in the 
General W ellesley had waited for Colonel front line, the rest in the other line (en p o -  
fetevenson, he would have been attacked be- fence'). The general drew’ up his infantry in 
fore that officer could have arrived to his two lines, and the cavalry in his rear.” * 
support, and where the enemy s large cavalry General Wellesley had left by far the greater 
force could jiave acted with advantage, part of his cavalry to guard his camp, and ob- 
In the position occupied by the Maliratta serve the masses of the enemy’s horse. Gene- 
forces, their cavalry could not with much ral Welleslev opened a cannonade, which al- 
advantage be brought into action, and even though well"directed, was not successful; he 
the foice of their artillery would be limited, had only seventeen cannons opposed to the 
ih e  moral piestige of the English would be whole front line of the enemy’s artillery. His 
sustained by a bold attack, inaction would gunners fell fast, and the enemy’s fire was not 
have lessened this power on the minds of the in the least slackened. He ordered his in 
sepoys , they were more likely to act offen- fantry to advance and carry the enemy’s can- 
si vely with spirit, than defensively with cool- non with the bayonet. This was performed 
ness and fortitude. The general knew his in a manner the most gallant. Under showers 
men, and knew liis enemy, although he after- of shell and grape they advanced and bay- 
wsu as admitted that be had undervalued their oneted the gunners, many of whom remained 
discipline. Lieutenant-general Welsh, in his at their posts to the last, 
military reminiscences,* affirms that the Mah- The British infantry re-forming, charged 
rattas had intended to attack the two divisions the second line of guns^ which were supported 
in detail, and that when they saw only one by dense masses of infantry, with their nu- 
of the corps advancing to assail their position merous cavalry in the rear. The Maliratta 
they thought the English mad. line was well formed, their rear turned to-

General Wellesley perceived the enemy
if}-, r, . . .  ̂ " * British Military Exploits. By Major William Hough,
M ilitary Reminiscences o f  Thirty Years, by Major- Deputy-Advocate General, Bengal armv. Allen and Co., 

general T\ elsh, vol.i. p. 174. Leadenhall-street.



wards the river Jooee. As the British ad- and they and their equipments far surpass 
vanced, the Mahratta cavalry continued to Tippoo’s. I  assure you that their fire was 
cross the rivers on either flank, and get in so heavy, that I  much doubted at one time 
their rear, sabreing the English gunners, whether I  should be able to prevail upon our 
Many of the artillerymen of the first or van- troops to advance; and all agree that the 
quished line of the enemy had pretended to battle was the fiercest that has ever been seen 
be slain, a common artifice in oriental warfare, in India. Our troops behaved admirably: 
and finding their cavalry advancing against the sepoys astonished me. These ciroum- 
the rear of the British infantry, they started stances and the vast loss which I sustained 
up. reloaded their guns and fired upon the make it clear that we ought not to attack 
advancing English. Some of the English them again, unless we have something nearer 
cannon were also turned upon the English in equality of numbers. The enemy’s can- 
infantry. It will be naturally asked where at nonade was terrible,* but the result shows 
such a moment, was G-eneral Wellesley’s what a small number of British troops can 
cavalry. Colonel (afterwards General) Welsh do. The best of it is, that if it had not been 
says that “ they had just then charged a large for a mistake of the pickets, by which the 
body of the enemy in front, who had, with the 74th were led into a scrape, we should have 
assistance of a very heavy and destructive fire gained the victory with half the loss; and I 
from their guns, not only galled, but nearly should not have introduced the cavalry into 
annihilated the gallant 74th, and pickets on the action at all, till all the infantry had been 
our extreme right. This last line, although broken; and the cavalry would not have been 
it stood well, was at length broken, and the exposed to the cannonade, but would have 
guns captured; while our cavalry pursuing been fresh for a pursuit. In this manner 
the fugitives, fell in with an immense column, also we should have destroyed many more 
who, though retreating, opposed them, and of the enemy than we did.” 
killed Colonel Maxwell, the brigadier ; nor The loss of both armies was heavy, but the 
were they completely routed without a severe British suffered proportionately more than 
struggle, and heavy loss on our side. The the vanquished, owing to the great dispro- 
second line being put hors de combat, the portion of numbers. General Wellesley in 
general, who was everywhere, placed himself his despatches computed the Mahratta loss 
at the head of the 78th regiment, faced about as 1200 men killed on the field of battle, and 
and charged the enemy, who were in pos- four times that number wounded. He corn- 
session of the first line of guns, and routed puted his own loss, in officers and men, to be 
them with great slaughter. Here ended the 626 killed, 1580 wounded. The fruits of the 
conflict; those who had captured our guns victory were many. The enemy’s guns were 
making off as soon as they saw their danger, captured— more than one hundred in the field, 
although about half-past five a body of ten and twenty pieces more in the pursuit, 
thousand cavalry came in sight, and made Much baggage and stores were seized by the 
some demonstrations, but dared not charge; auxiliary cavalry. The best disciplined of 
and at eight o’clock in the evening they en- Scindiah’s infantry, who offered the bravest 
tirely disappeared.” resistance, were left hors de combat upon the

The death of Colonel Maxwell had nearly field. The moral influence of the British 
occasioned the loss of the battle. He gal- general and his troops was much enhanced, 
lantlv led on the charge, but received a Colonel Stevenson was enabled to conquer 
musket ball which inflicted a fatal wound; he Berhampore and Asseergur on the 16th and 
suddenly threw up his arms, and his horse 21st of October, while General Wellesley, 
halted ; his men, supposing it to be a signal with his small force now somewhatauginented 
for retreat, turned right shoulder forward, and by the troops of the Peishwa and British 
galloped along the whole of the enemy’s line, sepoys, was free to act with effect in other 
receiving his fire. When the mistake was directions. Scindiah sought a truce, and sent 
discovered the men were re-formed, and were vakeels into the camp of the general. But 
so anxious to redeem their honour that they he was not sincere in his negotiations, merely 
made one of the most desperate cavalry seeking to gain time. The general finding 
charges ever performed by the British even this to be the case, and indignant that the 
to the present day, contributing most effec- truce was violated, proceeded to attack the 
tivelv to retrieve the fortunes of this well- Mahratta army under the Rajah of Berar and 
contested battle. Ragogere Boorslah, on the plains of Argaum.

General Wellesley, in a letter to Major Having formed a junction with Colonel 
Malcolm, describing the conduct of both armies Stevenson’s corps, the general came in sight 
thus wrote :— “ Their infantry is the best I of the enemy on the 28th of November, 
have ever seen in India, excepting our own, * Despatches.



strongly posted near the village of Argaum. in the battle of Assaye, being broke, and run- 
Their line extended five miles. The village ning off when the cannonade commenced at 
of Argaum, with numerous gardens and en- Argaum, which was not to be compared to 
closures, lay in the rear; in their front a that at Assaye ? Luckily, I happened to be 
plain intersected by watercourses. The task at no great distance from them, and I was 
before the English was not so formidable as able to rally them and re-establish the battle, 
at Assaye, the enemy not possessing half the I f  I had not been there I am convinced we 
number of guns, nor were their artillerymen should liave lost the day. But as it was, so 
so well disciplined. The English force was much time elapsed before I  could form them 
more numerous, and native and Euro- again, that we had not daylight enough for 
pean were veterans. This, however, did not everything that we should certainly have 
much improve the quality of the native forces, performed. The troops were under arms, 
who behaved shamefully, and so endangered and I  was on horseback, from six in the 
the result of the battle to the English, that morning until twelve at night.” 
but for the courage and presence of mind of The allusion of General Wellesley to the 
General Wellesley, the British would un- conduct of the sepoys at Assaye being better 
doubtedly have suffered a defeat. No account than at Argaum requires some qualification, 
of the battle of Argaum ever published pos- In the advance upon the second line of the 
sesses the united advantages of brevity, accu- enemy at the former battle,two sepoy regiments 
racy, and authority, in the same degree as in succession gave way, and it was only when 
those accounts given by the conqueror him- the Highlanders, who had previously suffered 
self, in his despatches and letters. In his much in storming the first line, advanced 
despatch he thus wrote :— “  I formed the against the second that it was carried. The 
army in two lines; the infantry in the first, loss sustained by tlie enemy in the battle of 
the cavalry in the second and supporting the Argaum was very great, but could not be 
right, and the Mogul and Mysore cavalry ascertained with any approach to accuracy by 
the left, nearly parallel to that of the enemy; the English. That of the latter was severe, 
with the right rather advanced in order to considering how soon the action was over: 
press upon the enemy’s left.” Alter alluding 346 officers and men were put hors de combat. 
to the confusion caused by the unsteadiness of The British cavalry suffered little, but forty- 
the native troops, the general stated that five horses were either disabled or slain in 
when liis line was formed, “  the whole ad- the pursuit. This was the third action which 
vanced in the greatest order; the 74th and General Wellesley had fought, and his repu- 
78th regiments were attacked by a large tation had been raised by each to a very high 
body, (supposed to be Persians,) and all these degree, although he had been severely criti- 
were destroyed. Scindiah’s cavalry charged cised by military connoisseurs for his general - 
tbe first battalion 6th regiment, which was on ship. His first action against Dhoondia 
the left of our line, and were repulsed; and was simply a charge of cavalry, which the 
their whole line retired in disorder before our critics avowed should not have been made on 
troops, leaving in our bands thirty-eight the occasion, according to the rules of war. 
pieces of cannon and all their ammunition. The The success of the general was regarded as a 
British cavalry then pursued them for several piece of good fortune. It is impossible, how- 
miles, destroyed great numbers, and took ever, not to perceive, where no professional 
many elephants and camels, and much hag- prejudice warps the opinion, that the means 
gage. The Mogul and Mysore cavalry also adopted were just such as were calculated to 
pursued the fugitives, and did them great accomplish the end immediately in view, 
mischief. Unfortunately sufficient daylight The battle of Assaye, it was admitted, was 
did not remain to do all that I could have conducted in every respect properly, and was 
wished; but the cavalry continued their pur- a great victory, but it was alleged that the 
suit by moonlight, and all the troops were attack should never have been made. Had it 
under arms till a late hour in the night.” not been made, it is plain, that no similarly

In a letter to Major Shaw, military secre- favourable opportunity could have been found 
tary to the governor-general,* General W ei- to strike a severe blow upon so numerous an 
lesley wrote— “ I f  we had had daylight an enemy, while to evade a battle, must have 
hour more not a man would have escaped, issued in a retreat before a cavalry four times 
W e should have had that time if my native more numerous than the general’s whole army, 
infantry had not been panic-struck and got The battle of Argaum was described as fought 
into confusion when the. cannonade com- against military rule, and only won by the 
menced. W hat do you think of nearly three activity, self-reliance, and presence of mind of 
entire battalions, who behaved so admirably the general. No doubt lie bad a sufficient 

* Despatches, vol. i. p, 533. 2nd December, 1803. consciousness of his possession of those great



qualities to take liis own gifts into account as the war in one direction, General Lake was 
elements of success. I f  he turned aside from operating with a separate army in another, 
the maxims of military science, it was with a and after both armies had conducted successful 
happy audacity like that which Napoleon campaigns, their respective commanders were 
had been for some years displaying in Europe kept in continued vigilance and action, from 
and Egypt. The opinion of that great man the wayward and uncertain conduct of Holkar 
concerning the conduct of General Wellesley and other chiefs, who regarded conventions 
in India, and especially in the battle of and agreements simply as means of deceit or 
Assaye, given many years after, showed a delay.
high appreciation of the genius of the English In February, 1804, Holkar, undismayed by 
general, although the critique of his great the successes of the British, demanded from 
rival was tinctured by those personal, national, General Wellesley cessions in the Deccan, 
and political prejudices to which Napoleon He immediately sent an agent to Scindiah, 
the First so often allowed his mind to be sub- in order to induce that chief to violate his 
jected. The terror which the name of Gene- treaties and join him in an attack upon the 
ral Wellesley inspired in the southern Mali- British possessions. General Wellesley di- 
ratta country was great, and wherever he rected Colonel Murray, then commanding in 
turned, the enemy fled or made a compara- Gujarat, to enter Malwa, and penetrating to 
tively feeble resistance. The fort of Gawil- Indore, attack Holkar in the capital of his 
ghur was taken from the Rajah of Berar,* on dominions, while another of Colonel Murray s 
14th of December, which was followed by the detachments was to proceed to the Deccan, 
peace with him in three days, under the treaty and act against Holkar there. Lake took 
of Deogaum.f * measures on the opposite side of the Mahratta

On the 30th peace was signed with Scin- dominions, to render more easy of accom- 
diah, by the treaty of Surgee Augengaum, plishment the plan of operations from Gujerat 
Scindiah was probably influenced in signing laid down by General Wellesley. Through- 
a treaty, as was also the Berar Rajah, by the out these proceedings, the General displayed 
fear and defection of minor chiefs. Ambajee a sagacious foresight, and an intuitive per- 
forsook the standard of Scindiah early in ception of the conditions of Indian warfare, 
December, and formed a separate treaty with which must strike all persons acquainted with 
the English on the 16th. Ambajee was, the character of the nations of peninsula India 
however, treacherous to the English as to as indicating the great military genius, and 
Scindiah, for he refused to deliver up the fort general intellectual capacity of the British 
of Gwalior, so famous in India, and which, | general. His instructions to Colonel Steven- 
according to the treaty, had been ceded to the son, which were implicitly followed out by 
British. It was not surrendered until the that officer, and ensured the success of his un- 
5th of February, 1804, after a breaching dertakings, prove the ability of General W el- 
battery had opened upon it. In the treaty of lesley to make successful war in India, while 
the 30th of December, 1803, Scindiah made they show how little he regarded the received 
his possession of this fortress a sine qud non. rules of war, where it was politic to depart 
In a letter to Major Malcolm, written May, from them :— “ Supposing that you determine 
1804, General Wellesley declared— “ I am to have a brush with them, I recommenci 
convinced that 1 should not have made the what follows ho your consideration. Do not 
peace if I  had insisted upon Gwalior.” The attack their position, because they always take 
Marquis Wellesley differed from his brother up such as are confoundedly strong and diffi- 
on this question, but events proved that Ge- Cl1̂  of access, for which the banks of the 
neral Wellesley had a more intimate know- numerous rivers and nullahs afford them every 
ledge of the subject, and of the policy to be facility. Do not remain in your own posi- 
pursued, as might be expected from his op- tion, however strong  ̂ it may be, or however 
portunities as commander of the army by which well you may have intrenched it ; but when 
the disputed treaties had been conquered, you shall hear that they are on their march 
It was not until the 25th of December, 1805, to attack you, secure your baggage, and move 
when the Marquis Wellesley Bad returned °ut of your camp. Aon will find them in 
home, after the death of the Marquis of Corn- the common disorder of march; they will not 
wallis, his successor, and when Sir George have time to form, which, being but hall dis- 
Barlow was governor-general, pro tempore, ciplined troops, iŝ  necessary ioi them. At 
that an end was put to the quibbles and all events, you will have the advantage of 
questions connected with the fort of Gwalior, making the attack on ground which they will 

While General Wellesley was conducting 110̂  have chosen tor the b a tle , a pait of 
* Despatches, vol. ii. p. 583. their troops only will be engaged; and it is
f  Ibid., vol. ii. p. 588. possible that you will gam an easy victory.



Indeed, according to this mode, you might although I  am a singular instance of an officer 
choose the field of battle yourself some days who has served under all the governments, 
before, and might meet them upon that very and in communication with all the residents, 
"round.” ' and many civil authorities; and there is not

It was not reserved for General Wellesley an instance on record, or in any private cor- 
to accomplish any very signal feats of arms respondence, of disapprobation of any one of 
in the Mahratta war, although the superin- my acts, or a single complaint, or even a 
tendence of military arrangements over a symptom of ill-temper, from any one of the 
wide field continued to devolve upon him while political or civil authorities in communication 
he remained in India. Whether in the camp, with whom I have acted. The king’s minis- 
the field of battle, the barrack-room, the stores ters have as little claims upon me as the court 
of the commissary, his perfect power of mili- of directors. I  am not very ambitious, and I 
tary organization* his capacity alike for gene- acknowledge that I never have been very 
ralization and detail were observed by all. sanguine in my expectations that military 
Nor was his genius less conspicuous in civil services in India would be considered on the 
things. A t the desk writing letters and de- scale on which are considered similar services 
spatches, in viva voce discussion with vakeels in other parts of the world. But I might have 
and ministers, in the durbar of native princes, expected to be placed on the staff of India, 
in the chair of government administering the and if it had not been for the lamented death 
affairs of provinces, he displayed as masterly of General Frazer, General Smith’s arrival 
parts as when exercising the functions of would have made me supernumerary.” 
what was regarded as his peculiar profession. In March, 1805, Sir Arthur Wellesley (as 

When tidings of the battles of Assaye and his Order of the Bath entitled him) left 
Argaum reached England, the directors paid India for England. His health had suffered 
no particular attention to them, and conferred considerably, and his dissatisfaction with the 
no honours on the chief by whom they were ministers and the company contributed still 
won. The government conferred upon him more to induce in him a desire to quit India 
the Order of the Bath. In India his deeds for ever. His service there had made im- 
were highly appreciated, a sword valued at pressions of a lasting kind. He had set an 
£1000 was voted by the British inhabitants example of kindness in his treatment of the 
of Calcutta. The general was not contented natives, and checked the arrogance of his 
with the value set upon his achievements by countrymen wherever it came within his ob- 
either the crown or the company, although the servation. He established the importance of 
Order of the Batli was in those days highly promptitude, both in the field and in nego- 
estimated. It will interest readers of the tiations with native states. His letters and 
present day to peruse the general’s own lan- conduct had impressed upon the general staff 
guage expressing his sense of neglect. In a of the army, and all officers on service, the 
letter to Major Shaw, he wrote :— “ I  have necessity of acquaintance on their part with 
served the country in important situations the people and topography of all countries 
for many years, and have never received any- made the theatre of war, or which were likely 
thing but injury from the court of directors, at any future period to become so.

C H A P TE R  OIL

MAHRATTA WAR [Continued) —OPERATIONS OF GENERAL LAKE—BATTLES AND SIEGES— 
FINAL SUBJUGATION OF THE MAHRATTAS, AND TREATIES OF PEACE.

I n the last chapter, the operations of General that General, afterwards Lord Lake, operated 
Wellesley against the Mahrattas were traced against the Mahratta forces from Bengal, 
through the campaigns in which he van- ELis first movements were directed against 
quished Scindiah at Assaye, the Rajah of Scindiah, his subsequent campaigns against 
Berar at Argaum, and directed Colonel Mur- Holkar. The campaigns of Lake were more 
ray’s invasion of Malwa and Indore from continuous, and involved a fiercer struggle 
Gujerat, in order to suppress the power of over a greater area, hut were not so interest- 
Holkar. It was intimated also in that chapter ing in their character as those of the com-



mander in the south. While Wellesley was in the cavalry and artillery, especially the 
gaining Assaye and Argaum, he was winning latter, French officers held important com- 
the victories of Delhi and Laswaree. There mands. At that date Holkar’s object was 
were three armies acting at the same time not to attack the English, hut to destroy the 
against the various Mahratta tribes. Two power of his competitors. Had he then di- 
0f these were under the supreme direction of rected his numerous and well-equipped army 
General Wellesley, one of which was under wholly against the British, it was the opinion 
his immediate command, of which for some of the best English officers that the confede- 
time Colonel Stevenson commanded a sepa- rated Mahrattas would have been too strong 
rate corps; the other army which Wellesley for us A
directed was that which operated from Guje- On the 27th of December, 1803, Lake 
rat but which was too far off for him to guide moved after Holkar, with instructions if pos
its details. sible to engage him and destroy his army.

It will assist the memory of the reader to see In February, 1804, Holkar sought assistance 
the dates of the chief actions fought by these from the Rohillas and Sikhs, with the view of 
different armies presented in one view:— Ge- extending a confederation through North - 
neral Wellesley, on the 12th August, 1803, took western India against the English. In 
Alimednuggu'r. On the 29tli August General March, 1804, so confident was Holkar of his 
Lake defeated Perron’s troop3 at Coel; on power to cope with all enemies, that he de- 
the same day, Baroch in Gujerat was taken manded the cession of territory in the Doab 
by storm. Lake took the fort of Allyghur on and in Bundelcund, and asserted the right to 
the 4tli September, on the 11th gained the collect the chout (one-fourth of the landed 
battle of Delhi. On the 23rd September, revenue). A t the same time, he made over- 
Wellesley gained the battle of Assaye. On tures to Scindiah for united action against 
the 18th October, Lake took possession of the the English. While Scindiah’s forces lay at 
fortress of Agra. On the 1st November he Assaye, he sent an army under Ameer Khan 
gained the battle of Laswaree. On the 28th to assist the rival Mahratta chief. The 
November, Wellesley gained the battle of promptitude of General Wellesley in the 
Argaum. In October, Colonel Stevenson meantime defeated Scindiah, and rendered 
had taken Berhampore and Asseergur ; and the junction impossible. When at last Hol- 
Colonel Woodington had reduced Champa- kar resolved to confront the English, he found 
neer and Powanghur. Colonel Harcourt General Lake, flushed with victory over Scin- 
liad been successful in Cuttack ; and Colonel diah, ready to encounter him. The Mahratta 
Powell had attained advantages in Bundel- chief had outwitted himself; while the Eng- 
cund. Both Scindiah and the Berar Rajah had lisli were destroying the flower of Scindiah’s 
pledged themselves to “ retain no Frenchmen” troops, they were removing all impediments 
in their service, or “ the subjects of powers in that lay in the way of attacking the still more 
a state of hostility to Great Britain; nor of formidable Holkar.
any of our own, without permission.” The When the war on the Bengal side corn- 
Marquis Wellesley had by his proclamation menced in June, 1803, about a month after 
of August, 1803, brought over most of the the Peishwa was restored at Poonali by 
foreign officers, as well as all our own. In General Wellesley, the following were the 
the four great battles we had taken above arrangements and amount of troops :— One 
three hundred guns, and in the fortresses thousand three hundred men under Colonel 
a great many guns, and great quantities of Fenwick at Midnapore, not far from Calcutta; 
military stores. two thousand men under Major-general Deare,

To understand clearly the operations of stationed at Mirzapore, on the Ganges, as a 
General Lake both against Scindiah and protection to the province and city of Benares. 
Holkar, it is necessary to state that while Four thousand nine hundred and sixteen was 
both those chiefs were at war with the Eng- assembled under Colonel Harcourt, of Madras 
lish, they were also carrying on hostilities and Bengal troops for the conquest of Cuttack, 
with one' another. On the 25th of October, belonging to the Rajah of Berar. A  force 
1802, a great battle had taken place between was assembled on the south bank of Soane 
them at Poonah, in which Holkar had gained under Lieutenant-colonel Broughton. Three 
a great victory. His army at that time thousand five hundred men, under Lieutenant- 
consisted of fourteen battalions of infantry, colonel Powell, were_ collected near Allahabad, 
numbering each about one thousand men, for the purpose of invading the province of 
commanded wholly by French officers, and Bundelcund: while the grand army under 
as many more commanded by native officers. * BriUsh M ilitary Exploits in India, Afghanistan, 
His cavalry numbered twenty-five thousand. anci  china, by Major W. Hough, Deputy-Judge-Advo- 
He had one hundred pieces of cannon. Both cate-General, Bengal army.
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General Lake, commander-in-cliief in India, sharp, and decided. The result,— Shah Alum 
amounted to ten thousand five hundred men; was restored to his throne. He had been in 
these acted under his excellency’s orders, the hands of the Mahrattas since 1771— since 
The total British force was about fifty thou- he left the alliance and protection of the Eng

land men. The Mahrattas were estimated* lish at Allahabad at that time. A tth eju n c- 
at two hundred and fifty thousand : and forty ture of the battle of Delin’, he was treated by 
thousand men organized and drilled by Scindiah just as the Peishwa, the rightful 
French officers under M. Perron ; and one sovereign of the Mahrattas, was treated at 
thousand guns. Poonah. He was obliged to issue the orders

The marquis was desirous of striking a of Scindiah as the decrees o f the empire, 
blow before the cold season should allow the General Lake was authorised by the go- 
Mahrattas to cross the Nerbuddah into Hin- vernor-general to establish at Delhi a settled 
dostan. On the 29th August, 1803, General form of government in the name of the 
Lake defeated Perron’s troops under the walls Mogul. He then departed for Agra. On 
of A llyghurf— stormed and carried it on the the 24th of September, Lieut.-colonel Ocliter- 
4th September, fought the battle of Delhi on loney, deputy-adjutant-general of the Bengal 
the 11th September, j  when he released the army, was nominated resident at Delhi, where 
Emperor, Shah Alum, who had been impri- only a battalion of sepoys, and four companies 
sonecl for many years by the Mahrattas. His of recruits, gathered in the surrounding coun
eyes had been put out by Ghoolam Khadir. try, was left in garrison. There had been 
General Lake took Agra on the 18th October, many British as well as French officers in the 
1803. M. Perron allowed his second in com- service of Scindiah ; the former left his ranks 
mand (M. Pedron) to make his military ar- as soon as proclamation of war was made by 
rangements, while he himself returned with the governor-general. These officers having 
his body-guard to Agra. The capture of joined the corps under General Lake, were 
Allyghur was effected by blowing open the employed as guides, were used to strengthen 
gate.§ regiments weakly'' officered, and were ap-

General Wellesley' expressed much admira- pointed to the command of Mewathies, as the 
tion of this exploit of General Lake, which, recruits about Delhi were termed. It was 
he declared, he had often attempted, without one of those officers, named Lucan, that blow 
being able to accomplish. Allyghur would up the gates of Allyghur, and led the E ng- 
have proved a most formidable place for an lish safely through the intricate mazes of the 
escalade. place.

On the 7tli of September, Lake marched On the 2nd of October General Lake 
from Allyghur, and encamped near Delhi on reached Muttra, where Colonel Vandeleur 
the 11th. The enemy consisted of six thou- joined him with a detachment. That gallant 
sand cavalry, and thirteen thousand infantry, officer afterwards earned distinction for him, 
under'the command of a French officer, M. self as a good cavalry officer. An important 
Louis Bourquieu. Lake’s force was only four event occurred at this place ; several British 
thousand five hundred men. Bourquieu de- officers and some French, in command of a 
spised the English brigade which had ad- detachment of troops sent by Scindiah to join 
vanced against an army7. He had intrenched General Perron, surrendered themselves pri- 
himself before Delhi, supposing that he would soners of war to Colonel Vandeleur shortly 
have been attacked by a very superior force, before the arrival of General Lake. This 
He resolved at once to attack the English, detachment consisted of several regular bat- 
and for this purpose threw out his whole talions of Scindiah’s army, and its surrender 
cavalry force, which, when they approached much weakened his force, 
nearly to musket range, halted, and the in- On the 8th of October, the army arrived 
fan try passed them. These were met by the at Agra, and on the 9th the Rajah of Bhurt- 
English with close and successive volleys, by pore offered a troaty offensive and defensive, 
which their ranks were broke, and they fled This was an immediate advantage to the 
behind their guns. Against these the Eng- British, for the rajah sent five thousand horse, 
lish intrepidly advanced, under a terrible fire such as they were, to operate with Lake’s 
from cannon and musketry. The British in- army before Agra. The garrison acted with 
fantry gave one volley and charged, opening vigour, arresting all the European officers at 
their ranks to let the cavalry pass, whose once, a measure of safety and of danger, for 
charge was splendid. The battle was short, some of these officers were in the English 

* -nWn _ oik , T, . .  _. interest, others were, however, true to the
i  Ibid., p. in .  1 J°R’ ’ “ ’ Mahrattas, and the loss of their services was
§ d. H istory o f  British Military Exploits and Political irreparable to the city.

Events in India. By Major Hough. Seven battalions of the enemy occupied the



glacis and the town, with a well-appointed gage of the enemy, while his infantry was on 
and powerful artillery, directed, in many the march. At eleven o’clock on the night 
cases, by intelligent French officers who had of the 31st, Lake, with the cavalry, began a 
not been placed under arrest. The first opera- forced march, and after a progress of twenty- 
tion of General Lake, after going through the five miles, came up with the enemy at sunrise 
essential preliminaries in laying siege to a on the 1st of' November. Their force con- 
fortress, was an attack against the posts sisted of seventeen battalions of infantry,•'of 
occupied by these battalions, which was snc- much less than the usual strength, not ex
cessful. The enemy made an obstinate de- ceeding together nine thousand men; a ca- 
fence within the town, but Lake seized a valry division of about five thousand men 
large mosque, from which a heavy fire was and a powerful artillery of seventy-two guns, 
kept up against the enemy. In two days ; The Mahrattas had heard of the approach 
after this success, the enemy’s infantry out- of Lake, had magnified his army, and re
side the fort surrendered, numbering two treated rapidly from Cotumbo. They were 
thousand five hundred men. This terrible making a forced and confused march when 
reverse did not diminish the exertions of the his advanced guard beheld the struggling 
troops within the fortress. It was not until crowds in their wild Mahratta costume, their 
the 17th that the breaching batteries opened, guns showing darkly in the grey morning. 
On the 18th, under the influence of an Eng- The guns were ingeniously chained together, 
lish officer within the fortress, the garrison a circumstance which baffled Lake’s cavalry, 
surrendered. The Mahratta troops, five who found that they were unable to retain 
thousand five hundred in number, marched their conquests, for, as they retired to reform, 
out prisoners of war. Twenty tumbrils of the artillerymen jumped up from beneath the 
treasure, containing 22 lacs of rupees, equi- guns and bore them away. Lake checked the 
valent to £220,000, were obtained in the progress of the enemy until his infantry ar- 
treasnry. The ammunition and stores Were rived at twelve o’clock. He formed them in 
very valuable, as Agra was more a depot of two columns of attack. The enemy awaited 
arms and a treasury than a strong fortifica- the attack with two lines of infantry, the guns 
tion. M. Perron, the French commander, drawn up in double lines in front of the first 
had the falsehood and effrontery to claim the rank of the infantry, the rear guns being placed 
money as his personal property-— a claim in the intervals of the first line. The viL 
which was of course rejected, Colonel Hess- lage of Mokaulpore was between the two 
ing, the governor, having honestly avowed lines of the infantry near the right flank. It 
that the treasury contained only the property was fortified, and partly rested on a rivulet 
of the state. - which covered the enemy’s right. The Mali-

General Lake’s proceedings had been so ratta cavalry were well posted in the rear of 
well  ̂calculated, and so complete, that Scin- their second infantry formation. The posi- 
diall’s plans were soon entirely frustrated. tion was a fine one, and the appearance of 

Two battalions of Scindiah’s army had the troops stalwart and confident, 
escaped from Delhi; these formed a junction Lake arranged a portion of his cavalry so 
with fifteen battalions, the remainder of the as to watch that of the enemy, tlio remainder 
corps, the advance of which had surrendered to support his attacking columns. What used 
to Colonel Vandeleur, Guns and a force of in those days to be called “ galloper guns” 
cavalry accompanied these battalions, making were arranged so as to support the advancing 
a very fine army, which hung upon the rear infantry. Lake himself, with one of the 
of the English, but did not attempt the relief columns of attack advanced against the 
of Agra. The main object was to watch enemy’s right formation of battle.0 The co- 
Lake’s movements, deceive him, and recap- lumn was badly formed, confusion arose in the 
ture Delhi, so as to regain possession of the ranks, the men came up slowly, and the 
person of the Mogul. The army of Scindiah sepoys showed a disposition to leave the 
seized convoys, harassed reinforcements, and fighting as much as possible to the Europeans, 
bombarded Cotumbo. Lake having left Agra, The officership of the British was bad, and 
was to the north-west of Futtehpore Sikree, only by hard fighting, and after terrible 
when the booming of the cannon at Cotumbo courage, did they succeed. The cannonade 
broke upon bis ear. The next day (the of the enemy was cool, prompt, and rapid:—  
30th), by a forced march, leaving his heavy “  The effect of this fire, which was terrible in 
g^js and baggage at Futtehpore, the army the extreme, was felt with peculiar severity 
advanced to Cotumbo, near which it en- by the 76th regiment, which fine body, by 
camped next day. heading the attack, as usual, became the

. General Lake determined on an attempt direct object of destruction. So great indeed 
with his cavalry to seize the guns and bag- was the loss of this corps, and such was the



furious fire of the enemy, that the com- we been beaten by these brigades, the cense - 
mander-in-chief deemed it more advisable to quences attending such a defeat must have 
hasten the attack with that regiment, and been most fatal. These fellows fought like 
those of the native infantry, consisting of the devils, or rather like heroes, and had we not 
second regiment, twelfth and sixth companies made a disposition for attack in a style that we 
of the second battalion sixteenth, which had should have done against the most formidable 
closed to the front, than to wait till the re- army we could have been opjiosed to, I  verily 
mainder of the column should be formed, believe from the position they had taken we 
whose advance had been delayed by unavoid- must have failed.”
able impediment.” The general was of opinion that the organi-

The guns were captured. The enemy gave zation of the British army was dangerously 
way on the left, as the success of the British defective ; that the sepoys would seldom fight 
on the right became assured. The dauntless well, unless mixed with a proportion of Euro
indifference to danger shown by the Scottish peans, which he thought should never be less 
soldiery struck the enemy with av7e, and than one to four, but, if possible, in a much 
while the men opposed to them died at their greater proportion ; and that under any cir- 
posts, those on the left became so intimidated cumetances their devotion was not to be relied 
as to offer an inferior resistance. The day on. He considered that the loyalty of the 
was won by the right attack. The loss of Bengal sepoys was not worthy of confidence, 
General Lake was extremely heavy. Major and that if they were trusted as the main 
Hough thus details i t :— The loss in killed strength of the army, British power in India 
and wounded amounted to 824. Of these the was “  suspended from a thread.” These views 
cavalry lost 258; his majesty’s 76tli regiment, of the general produced no effect upon the 
213; the 2nd battalion, 12th, and the com- policy or opinions of the company, 
pany’s 16th native infantry,* lost 188; leaving In 1804 the operations of Lake and his 
the remainder, sixty-five, to be divided among lieutenants against Holkar were unfortunate, 
all the other corps— and 553 horses killed, Lake dispatched Colonel Monson against him 
wounded and missing. The guns captured with the forces of the Rajah of Jeypore; 
were seventy-one in number.” Lake’s secret while Murray, by the orders of General W el- 
letter explains the nature of the battle. The lesley, as before shown, acted against him from 
following extracts are full of interest:—  Gujerat. Holkar soon lost his possessions in 
“ These battalions (Scindiali's) are uncommonly Ilindostan, north of the Chambul, and was 
well appointed, have a most numerous artillery, hemmed in between Murray and Monson. 
as well served as they can possibly be, the gun- From these difficulties he extricated himself 
ners standing to their guns until killed by through the faults of his adversaries. Murray 
the bayonet; all the sepoys of the enemy be- was tardy, Monson was utterly incompetent, 
haved exceedingly well, and if they had been and believed the sepoys to be disloyal. His 
commanded by French officers,f the event rearguard, commanded by Baboojee Scindiah, 
would have been, I fear, extremely doubtful, was betrayed by that chief.
I never was in so severe a business in my When the rainy season commenced, General 
life, or anything like it, and pray to God I Lake went into cantonments at Cawnpore, 
never may be in such a situation again, too remote to render assistance to Monson. 
Their army is better appointed than ours, no General Wellesley was of opinion, that had 
expense is spared whatever; they have three Lake fixed his head-quarters at Agra, Monson 
times the number of men to a gun as we might have been saved from discomfiture and 
have, their bullocks, of which they have many disaster. Lake was not as competent to 
more than we have, are of a very superior manage the operations from Bengal, as W el- 
sort; all their men’s knapsacks and baggage lesley was from the south. Indeed, General 
are carried upon camels, by which means they Wellesley threw much of the blame of M on
can march double the distance. W e have son’s ruin upon General Lake, 
taken all their bazaar, baggage, and every- Lake marched from Cawnpore, and arrived
thing belonging to them; an amazing number the general rendezvous at Agra on the
were killed— indeed the victory has been de- 22nd of September. The strategy of Lake 
cisive. The action of yesterday has convinced was unskilful; Holkar proved more than his 
me how impossible it is to do anything match. After the bad arrangements of Lake 
without British troops, and of them there had caused a considerable sacrifice of muni- 
ought to be a very great proportion.” “ Had Lons of war and provisions, Holkar succeeded

* The 16th were removed to the brigade in which his the general s attention with his
majesty’s 76th were, owing to gallant conduct in the CaVa iT>  while lie conveyed his infantry and 
attach on the town of Agra in October, 1803. artillery to Delhi, and laid siege to it. The

r  The proclamation brought them over. Mohammedan population were insurgent.



An intense fanaticism against Christians ani- army lost only forty-three men killed and 
mated the whole people, and Colonel Ochter- 184 men wounded.
lony had much difficulty in repressing insur- The general left a garrison in Deeg, and 
rection. He called in the troops dispersed in marched with his army on the 28th. On the 
the neighbourhood, strengthened the defences last day of the year he was joined by Major- 
of the city, and gave the command of the general Dowdeswell, with his majesty’s 75th 
forces to Lieutenant-colonel Burn, the senior regiment and a supply of stores. The army 
officer.  ̂ halted until New Year’s Day, and marching
_ From the 8th of October to the 15th, the in the evening, reached Bhurtpore on the 2nd 

siege was maintained by Holkar, and Ocliter- of January, 1805. This fortress was situated 
lony, with his few irregular soldiers, con- thirty miles W .N .W . of Agra. Having 
ducted a defence not often surpassed in skill battered a breach, Lake attempted to storm 
and valour. Like Colonel, afterwards General on the 9th, and was beaten off with a loss 
Williams, at Kars, half a century later, he of 456 men killed and wounded. He 
was everywhere, superintending the detail of erected fresh batteries, as the enemy sue- 
the army, but was not so successful in attach- ceeded in stockading the breach. Major
ing to him the people of the city he defended, general Smith, arriving with three battalions 
It is doubtful whether the enemy would not of sepoys and one hundred convalescent 
have succeeded, had not 0 chterlony contrived Europeans, and Ishmael Bey, a partisan of 
to apprise Lake of his circumstances, the ap- Holkar, having come over with a regiment of 
proach of whose advance guard was the signal cavalry, a second storm was resolved upon, 
for the retirement of Holkar’s army, which which took place on the 21st, when a breach 
consisted of twenty thousand infantry and was pronounced practicable, from intelligence 
one hundred guns. As he retired, he plun- gained by the following stratagem:—“ To learn 
dered the country in every direction. Lake the breadth and depth of the ditch a havildar 
pursued the enemy with his cavalry, and and two troopers of the 3rd native cavalry 
overtook him while encamped at night. _ The volunteered their services. Dressed like the 
geneial, instead of attacking the camp with his natives of the country, and pursued by men 
troopers, fired grape into it from his horse as if deserters, they got to the ditch by the 
aitillery guns, which allowed Holkar to stratagem of pretending to be enemies of the 
escape. Lake still maintained a hot cavalry English and wishing to enter the fort, by 
pursuit. Holkar, who was with his cavalry, which plan they passed along the ditch to a 
would hardly have been so ready to fly, had gateway and saw the breach, then galloped 
he not heard of a signal defeat inflicted upon back to the army. They were rewarded and 
his infantry and artillery at Deeg. To that promoted.” *
place, Major-general Fraser had pursued This storm also failed, with terrible loss 
them. A  battle was fought, during which Eighteen officers were killed and wounded, 
General h raser lost his leg, and the command and more than five hundred men. The re- 
devoived upon Colonel Monson, who nobly mainder of the month the army lay before 
redeemed Ins former ill fortune by good con- the fortress, watched by the cavalry of Hol- 

uct and bravery ; nearly two thousand of kar strongly reinforced, various affairs of 
le enemy perished in this battle. The En- outpost occurred, and Holkar’s troopers made 

glish lost three hundred and fifty, killed attempts more skilful than gallant to intercept 
and wounded. Eighty-seven guns were or interrupt convoys from Agra, compelling 
captured and the enemy were obliged to Labe to keep a considerable portion of his 
abandon the open country and take shelter army marching backwards and forwards, to 
m the fort of Deeg. This place belonged ensure the safety of his stores and escorts. 
“ “ tT t ° Bhurtpore, with whom, in The chiefs with Holkar quarrelled; some 
. ’ L1ord1 J/ ak? had made a treaty offen- withdrew to Rohilcund, some to Raipootana.

sue and̂  defensive. He, like most of the General Smith was sent in chase of some of 
na ive piinees, proved to be a traitor. Lord these parties, without much plan either on 
r a.\G lesc4ved punish him as well as inflict liis own part or that of Lord Lake, and with 
ni lei defeat upon the enemy he sheltered, little result beyond the loss of some officers 

ie ort and citadel were taken by storm and men in cavalry skirmishes, and the re- 
a n a!i 0hshHate defence. turn of the troops wearied with incessant
. unUlG .^5tn of December, the English were marching. On the 10th of February Major- 
in poasession of all the guns of the remaining general Jones arrived with a division of the 
ai i eiy o ioikar s army, of the stores of the Bombay army, consisting of two battalions of 
oi , an o  ̂ iat army. Two lacs of rupees king’s troops, four of sepoys, and about six 

were found m the treasury. In conquering hundred native cavalry. ‘ 
the intrenched camp, fort, and citadel, Lake's * Xhoxn.



Lord Lake had now a large army and desire for peace. On the 10th of April, 1805, 
a great many generals, and if Bhurtpore the treaty was signed. The chief clauses of 
was not impregnable he must take it. He it were, that the rajah would pay twenty lacs 
a third time, however, failed, with a loss of of rupees (£200,000), never employ any 
894 men killed and wounded. The conduct Europeans in his service, and the fortress of 
of the soldiers was excellent. The sejroys Deeg was to be retained until there was no 
fought with a quiet submission to the word longer a possibility of renewed treachery on 
of command, the Europeans with devoted his part, or the English were satisfied of his 
courage. Neither Lake nor his generals amity.
showed much skill, and the task itself was Lord Lake was much chagrined at the 
most difficult. Gannon continued to play failure before Bhurtpore, and attributed it 
upon the place until the 22nd of February, mainly to his deficient material, the fewness 
when a fourth storm took place. The Hon. of his officers of engineers and artillery, and 
Brigadier Monson, who had shown such in- men who understood sapping and mining, 
capacity when co-operating with Colonel The British officers displayed dauntless bra- 
Murray in a previous campaign, commanded very, and hut little military ability. The 
the stormers, who were in number more than first act of Lord Lake after the signature of 
three thousand. The brigadier fought with the treaty was to make a cavalry attack upon 
desperation, and kept his men fighting when the camp of Holkar, who hovered about seek- 
no result could happen but their destruction; ing for a favourable moment by some hold 
they were beaten, with a loss of nine hundred manoeuvre to raise the siege. Lake routed 
and eighty-seven men killed and wounded, him, killing many of his men, and capturing 
Few assaults in Indian sieges, and few de- many of his horses. The indomitable Holkar, 
fences, were more terrible than this, as the however, soon found new recruits and new 
following description shows :— “ The bastion resources, and went about, like a Tartar chief, 
to he attacked was extremely steep, and there plundering all around. Lake then disposed 
was no possibility of getting up to the sum- of that portion of his army, which he desired 
mit. Several soldiers drove their bayonets to keep the field, along the western bank of 
into the wall, one over another, and endea- the Jumna, well placed for co-operation as 
voured by these steps to reach the top, but new events might demand, 
were knocked down by logs of wood, and Holkar retired into Joudpore and Rajpoo- 
various missiles, from above. The enemy tana. Lake, with five regiments of cavalry, 
from the next bastion kept up a destructive four of infantry, and a strong body of horse 
fire. Several efforts were made against the artillery, followed and sought battle. The 
curtain. The enemy’s grape told with fatal Mahratta requested the assistance of the Pun- 
effect. The people on the walls threw down jaubee chiefs. The Sikhs, in a grand national 
upon the heads of the troops ponderous pieces council, agreed to withhold all aid from the 
of timber, and flaming packs of cotton, pre- fugitive. This decided the fate of Holkar, 
viously dipped in oil, followed by pots filled who, as well as Scindiali, agreed to a treaty 
with gunpowder and other combustibles, the of peace. The treaty with the latter included 
explosion of which had a terrible effect. The various minor chiefs, such as the Rajahs of 
struggle was carried on with the most deter- Joudpore and Kotah, the Ranee of Odeypore, 
mined resolution on both sides. Brigadier &o. The treaty was ratified on Ghristmas- 
Monson strained himself to the utmost in day, 1805. Peace, however, was not altoge- 
maintaining the unequal struggle; but after tiler restored. Meer Khan, the best general 
two hours’ arduous exertion, he was reluc- of Holkar, and claiming to be an indepen- 
tantly compelled to relinquish the attempt, dent chief, felt aggrieved that he was not 
and return to the trenches.” * named in the treaty. His remonstrance hav-

Lalte might well be dispirited after so ing been treated carelessly, he sarcastically 
many failures. He had consumed an immense observed, “  a fly may torment an elephant,” 
amount of stores and ammunition; his guns and retired to his house. Soon afterwards he 
were worn out; the cost of his army had appeared in arms in Rajpootana, and caused 
been very great. Ho still persevered, order- immeasurable trouble. He managed his de- 
ing supplies from Agra and Allyghur. A t sultory warfare so well, that he acquired an 
this juncture the rajah’s treasury became ex- independent position, and was afterwards re- 
hausted. Lake bad been recently exalted to cognised as a nabob by the English. Holkar 
the peerage, and the rajah made that cir- became mad a few years after, and Meer Khan 
cumstance the occasion of friendly overtures, became the vicegerent of Holkar’s dominions, 
He sent a vakeel to Lord Lake, congratulating in the name of that chief’s wife. It was not 
him on his being ennobled, and expressing a until the 9th of January, 1806, that the Bri- 

* Major Hough. tish army retraced their steps.



Thbs ended tlie great Mahratta war. Some Barlow, that this injustice was perpetrated 
of the bitterest enemies of the English made with their sanction, in spite of the indignant 
good terms for themselves; it was the interest protests of Lord Lake, who, under the autho- 
of the British to conciliate them. Some of rity of a previous governor-general, Lord 
the most faithful friends of the company, who Wellesley, had formed a treaty offensive and 
were weak, were thrown aside and exposed defensive with the rajah. The bitter taunt 
to the vengeance of the Mahrattas. The of Hyder Ali was thus again justified— that 
Rajah of Jeypore was one of these, and it is no confidence could be placed in the English, 
to the discredit of Lord Cornwallis, in his sc- as a treaty made by one governor-general 
cond government, and of Governor-general was revoked by another, or by the company.

C H A P T E R  CIII.
.RESIGNATION OF THE MARQUIS WELLESLEY—MARQUIS CORNWALLIS SUCCEEDS HIM— 

POLICY AND DEATH OP HIS LORDSHIP—APPOINTMENT AND REVOKATION OP SIR 
G. BARLOW—NOMINATION OF LORD MINTO—AFFAIRS OF MADRAS—MUTINY AND 
MASSACRE AT VELLORE—ARRIVAL OF LORD MINTO—HIS POLICY.

D uring the campaigns with the Mahrattas, lie  scarcely waited for the Marquis W el- 
aud for some time subsequently, there were lesley to quit Calcutta before he began to 
various changes in the presidential and chief reverse all that that nobleman had done, or 
governments, which affected the general policy authorised his generals to perform, in con- 
of the English in India. Lord William Ben- nection with the late war. Treaties and 
tinck’s arrival in Madras was beneficial to arrangements were revoked, and alliances 
that presidency. The Marquis of Wellesley dissolved, so that his lordship, by his disregard 
was apprised by Lord Oastlereagh, in 1803, of of the actual state of tilings, sowed broadcast 
the war with France, and was urged to make the seeds of future troubles all over India, 
the expenses of India be paid by the revenues Some of these were nipped in the bud, others 
of India, which the noble governor’s warlike grew and ripened. Blood and treasure had 
policy rendered impossible. W hen the ge- to flow again freely before this error and pre- 
neral government in Calcutta heard that cipitancy of his lordship could be retrieved. 
France had taken possession of Holland, it The Marquis Wellesley might possibly have 
increased the military ardour of his excellency, avoided both the Mysore and Mahratta wars, 
His brother’s successes in the Deccan tended so, at all events, Mr. Secretary Webbe thought! 
to the same result; and he became more and whose opinion was as good as any in India ; 
more committed to a policy, much too warlike hut these wars having been brought to an 
for the views of the board of control, and th^ issue, and treaties framed resulting from such 
court of directors. In 1805, when intelligence issue, it was perilous policy to act as if nothing 
reached Lord Wellesley that England de- had occurred, and to treat matters as if the 
dared war against Spain, and that hi3 go- status quo ante helium had been suddenly 
vernment relied on his prudence and vigour restored by the hand of Providence, 
to protect the Eastern dependencies of Eng- W hile the stern and indignant remon- 
land fi orn any casualties in the result, his strances of Lord Lake and other officers wore 
lordship s military ardour found renewed before him, the marquis sickened and died. 
SCOP0, He died at Ghazepore, on the 5th of October,

On the oOth July, 1805, Lord Cornwallis 1805.* Sir G. H. Barlow succeeded as go- 
arrived at Calcutta, to assume a second time vernor-general. He adopted “  the policy of 
the united office of governor-general and his predecessor,”  abandoning all connection 
commander-in-chief. Lord Lake, much to with the petty states, and generally, with the 
his mortification, was nominated to the com- territories to the westward of the Jumna.” 
mand of the forces in the Bengal presidency. On the death of Lord Cornwallis, Lord 
Lord Wellesley shortly alter returned to En- Lake, as the senior officer in India, assumed 
gland.  ̂The Marquis Cornwallis had re- the command in chief, when he was about 
ceived instructions from the court of directors to retire from the country, indignant at his 
and the board of control, to carry out the previous supercessian.
policy which when before in India he had Barlow was not long permitted to wear his 
initiated, of holding no connection, and carry- new honours. The court and cabinet were jea- 
ing on no hostilities, with the Mahrattas. * Mill, vol. vi, p 658.



lous of the company’s influence, and revoked, this order. The first symptoms of dissatis- 
Sir George’s appointment, giving the high faction arose in the 2nd battalion of the 4th 
post to Lord Minto. The latter candidate regiment of native infantry, which comjiosed 
had power and influence in parliament; Sir part of the native garrison of Vellore. On 
George had only his talent and long services, the 6tli and 7th of Slav they objected to 
These qualifications availed little in com- wear the turban, and did so with an insolent 
parison with parliamentary and court influence, manner, and with indications of a mutinous 

While these changes were passing in Cal- spirit. They were reduced to order by the 
cutta, Lord William Bentinck was winning stern application of authority. The Madras 
fame for himself by the administration of the government was surprised to hear of this; 
affairs of Madras. He completely altered the they had not noticed the paragraph until the 
fiscal management of Tanjore, where pecu- reports of these demonstrations against the 
lation prevailed among the natives to an ex- turban had reached them. Inquiry was in- 
traoi dinary degree. The conditions of Malabar stituted,and the native officers and men genc- 
and Canara, the conclusion of a subsidiary rally professed to have no objection to the 
treaty with Travancore, suppression of insur- turban. The governor issued an order to 
rectionary movements among the polygars, the troops, declaring that “  no intention ex- 
introduction of new judicial and revenue isted to introduce any charge incompatible 
systems engaged the attention of his lordship, with the law’s or usages of their religion.” 
and repeatedly drew from the directors the The commander-in-chief, a self-willed mail 
expiession o f their approbation. did not think it necessary, and it was not

On the 17th of October, 1804, Sir John published. Probably if it had been promul- 
Cradoclc succeeded General Stuart as com- gated no good would have resulted for al- 
mander-in-chief of the forces in Madras, though the objections of the sepoys were 
General Wellesley retired from Madras when conscientious and sincere, they were formed 
his brother resigned the government of India, upon false representations made by political 

consequence of the war in Europe, Lord emissaries. This may readily be conceived 
\v. Bentinck retained Pondicherry. His at- as Vellore was the place appointed for the 
tempts to introduce there good revenue and residence of the sons of Tippoo Sultan • they 
judicial systems, to govern the settlement were allowed a large sum for the maintenance 
air y, were countervailed as much as possible of their dignity, and their retainers were 
by the hrench residents, wdio were nearly all numerous. Every vagabond Mysorean who 
spies ol the French government. Among wished to attract their notice settled in the 
the many events m which Lord VV. Bentinck neighbourhood, and treated them as sove- 
had a deep interest, there was none that so reigns. The Mohammedans of all ranks re- 
much affected his own interests and reputation garded them as the rightful rulers of Southern 
as the mutiny at Vellore, which broke out in India, and therefore as aggrieved by infidels

Of 18u 6‘ . and foreigners. They were held sacred by
Sir J olin Giadock, when commander-in-chief, the devotees, as sons of the great apostle of 

found no code of military regulations for the Mohammedanism in Southern India. These 
army of Madras ; and m March, 1805, he pro- princes encouraged this disaffection, and not 
posed to Lord V . Bentinck the formation of only favoured, but expended, it was after- 
t° ,T n ,W S Ioy,dshllJ ^commended the council wards alleged, large sums of money to promote
orders  ̂ other as bad already appeared “ in disaffection. A  conspiracy amongst the Mo- 
oiders othei legulations approved by the hammedans of Southern India to overturn
of counci 16 C°mmended t0 the consideration the British government by general insurrec- 

TU-m im/fi , , „ B°n of its own soldiers, had been set on foot.
parag: '" ? i  ° f he codethus formed The means of accomplishing this, was by 

lan as follows:—  The sepoys are required persuading them that their religion was 
to appear on parade with their chins clean endangered; that the English desired to 
shaved and the hair on the upper lip cut make them Christians by force. Some pre-
L ey i e Sa- T  patte™’ aud llever t0 wear text in the violation of caste privileges was 
the distinguishing mark of caste, or their ear- sought, and, as the English officers were very
"  I  When, 111 u“ lfol’m;  turbai1 a new ignorant of the native languages and preiu- 
patteiii is also ordered for the sepoys.” This dices, it was believed an opportunity w oild  
last clause was added in the new regulations, soon he afforded. The tenth paragraph of the 
This tenth paragraph” o fth e  new military military code furnished such an occasion!

, laving been inserted among the old Fakeers went among the troops with the con - 
orders, did not come under the consideration nivance of the native officers1 and persuaded

not e T t f  C0UU • i-T ir  SeP° ^  dM tllem that the violated the • Lste £  not a p p e a l  to take any particular notice of the s c r e w  o n  the front of their uniform iv a s  a



cross, and that the order concerning their condensed and faithful account of what en- 
beards was an infringement of the Koran; sued:— “ About four hours after the com- 
that they must strike a great blow for their mencement of the attack, intelligence of it 
religion, or submit to be made Christians by was received by Colonel Gillespie, at the 
force. These reports were spread not only cantonment of Arcot, a distance of about six- 
among the troops at Vellore, but all the sta- teen miles, and that officer immediately put 
tions of Southern India, more especially in motion the greater part of the troops at 
among those which formed the contingent at his disposal, consisting of the 19th regiment 
Hyderabad, in the Deccan. of dragoons and and some native cavalry, of

Information was given to the commander the strength of four hundred and fifty men. 
at Vellore, by a soldier named Mustapha Bey, Putting himself at the head of one squadron 
that a conspiracy for revolt and murder ex- of dragoons and a troop of native cavalry, lie 
isted among the native troops. His state- proceeded with the greatest celerity to Vel- 
ment -was absurdly referred to the native lore, leaving the remainder of the troops to 
officers. They declared the statement false, follow with the guns under Lieutenant-colonel 
and accused the witness of continued drunken- Kennedy. On his arrival, Colonel Gillespie 
ness, which at times affected his reason, and effected a junction with the gallant residue 
that he was then labouring under such liallu- of the 69th ; but it was found impracticable 
cination. The want of vigilance, intelligence, to obtain any decisive advantage over the br
and a proper knowledge of their troops by the surgents until the arrival of the remainder of 
European officers was such that the statement the detachment, which reached Vellore about 
of the informer was discredited, and the ac- ten o’clock. The main object then was to re
cused were believed, whose interest it was to duce the fort. The mutineers directed their 
conceal the fact. The information probably powerful force to the defence of the interior 
hastened the revolt, and made it premature for gate, and, oil the arrival of the. guns, it was 
the purposes of the general conspiracy. resolved that they should be directed to blow-

On the 10th of July, at two o’clock in the ing it open, preparatory to a charge of the 
morning, when the English soldiers of his cavalry, to be aided by a charge of the rem- 
majesty’s 69th regiment were asleep, the nant of the 69th, under the personal command 
sepoys rose and fell upon them. Colonel of Colonel Gillespie. These measures were 
Eancourt, thirteen of his officers, ninety-nine executed with great precision and bravery, 
non-commissioned officers and privates, were The gate was forced open by the fire of the 
massacred, and fifteen others died of their guns.— a combined attack by the European 
wounds. Nearly all were injured to some troops and the native cavalry followed, which, 
extent. The rage and fury of the fanatics though made in the face of a severe fire, 
was boundless, and their thirst for blood such ended in the complete dispersion of the b i
as has characterised Mohammedan zealots surgents, and the restoration of the fort to 
everywhere, in every age of their history, its legitimate authorities. About three hun- 
No quarter was given, no pity was shown, dred and fifty of the mutineers fell in the 
Comrades in arms, who had fought by their attack, and about five hundred were made 
sides, and perhaps rescued them from peril, prisoners in Vellore and in various other 
were murdered in their sleep, or cut down places to which they had fled.” 
or shot as they rushed forth undressed to At Wallajabad, Hyderabad, and various 
seek the cause of alarm. There was a searching other places, the officers in command were 
eagerness for blood on the part of these men more cautious; and when they heard of the 
such as only Mussulmans can show. The terrible catastrophe at Vellore, they disarmed 
massacre was not confined to the two com- the Mohammedan sepoys, and their alarm 
panies of the 69th regiment; every European amounted to panic.
that the mutineers could reach they bar- Lord W.Bentinck instituted a commission of 
barously slew and mutilated. All the Euro- inquiry. His council and the commander-in- 
peans, military and civil, must have perished chief of Madras were for vigorous measures 
had not some awoke in time to arm, and made of punishment. The government at Calcutta 
a most gallant and desperate defence. The was for a course between extreme severity, 
common soldiers fought with discipline and and that of extreme leniency insisted upon 
courage when all their officers were killed or by Lord W . Bentinck. Finally, a temporary 
wounded. Even after their ammunition was incarceration, and the banishment of some, 
expended they charged the revolters in line were the punishments inflicted by Lord W . 
with the bayonet, and performed prodigies of Bentinck. The Mohammedan soldiery believed 
valour. Mr. Thornton* gives the following that the English dare not punish their brethren,

* Chapters on the Modern History of British India. or 30 dreadful a massacre, inflicted with unre- 
By Edward Thornton, Esq. London, Allen, 1840. lentmg bloodthirstiness, would never have
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been treated so lightly. Neither Lord W . to all interference with the native states. He 
Bentinck nor General Oradock was equal to the ostensibly adopted the opinions of Governor 
emergency, and the directors recalled both. Barlow and the Marquis Cornwallis, where 
The sons of Tippoo and their dependents were these differed from the policy of Marquis 
removed to the neighbourhood of Calcutta. Wellesley.

Dr. Hayman Wilson, in tracing a parallel The general feeling of the small native 
between the mutiny of 1857 and that of 1806, states who had been betrayed by the policy 
atti’ibutes both to the same causes—religious Lord Minto came to India to perpetuate was 
fanaticism, and caste prejudices, acted upon by irrepressible. His lordship perceived this, 
agents of a political conspiracy. This is the and was extremely anxious to do what lay 
true philosophy of both revolts. The learned in his power to soften it, but the directions 
doctor, however, is of opinion that in each from home were peremptory. H ie board of 
case the British officers displayed most cul- control and the directors were alike bent upon 
pable ignorance of the habits of thought and a timid time-serving policy towards peoples 
prejudices of the troops they commanded, and who were acute enough to perceive its weak- 
that, in consequence of this ignorance, out- ness, and dishonest enough to take advantage 
rages were offered to the religious feelings of of it, in spite of promises, conventions, trea- 
the soldiery sufficient to provoke revolt. ties, and even their experience of the danger

In 1806 the provocation was chiefly given of arousing British power, 
to the Mohammedan soldiery; and the family During the year 1808, the new governor- 
of Tippoo, their abettors, and the chief Mo- general was much occupied in the affairs of 
hammedan families of the Deccan made use the Deccan; the nizam became so bewildered 
of the dissatisfaction thus excited to create a by the intrigues of his ministers, and the chief 
military revolution, in the hope of driving the rajahs of his dominions, and the conflicts of these 
English from India, and once more asserting persons with one another and the English 
Mohammedan ascendancy. In 1857, the resident, that he abandoned all hope of direct- 
same state of things as to the feelings of the ing the government, and sunk into supineness, 
soldiery and the folly of the English officers, Various impracticable measures were urged 
in reference to both Mohammedan and Brah- upon Lord Minto by the board of control, 
minical devotees, furnished the Mohammedan which was little influenced by the conclusive 
princes of the north-west with grounds for reasons urged by Indian statesmen against 
organizing a conspiracy which would include them. An impression was at this time en
tile Hindoo princes, and originate one more tertained at home, that a balance of power 
grand struggle for the expulsion of the English, might be established in India for the security 

Mr. Petrie succeeded Lord William Ben- of the several states, and for the interest of 
tinck in the government of Madras. The the whole; but such a system had never 
new governor had immediately to encounter existed in that country: it seemed to be op- 
a most extraordinary opposition from Sir posed to the character and constitution of 
Henry Gwillim, one of the puisne judges of those states. Rapine and conquest were their 
Madras, whose language against him and his legitimate pursuits, being sanctioned by the 
government from the bench shocked the no- principles of the religion professed by the 
tions entertained by the English of judicial Mohammedan power, which was dead to all 
propriety. , The Indian judges had fre- semblance of public faith, justice, or lmma- 
quently proved themselves neither just nor nity. In justice to the directors of the East 
temperate. The intemperate and political India Company it must be remarked, that 
judge was ordered home by the king’s govern- their arguments, remonstrances, and jirotests 
ment. Sir G. Barlow, having vacated the with the board of control against a policy so 
government of Bengal, was nominated to that injurious to India were as ceaseless as they 
of Madras. Mr. Petrie, who had held that were unavailing. Meanwhile, the strange 
post provisionally, resumed his former position policy of alienating the friends that had been 
as member of council. faithful, and of conciliating every robber and

Lieutenant-general Hay Macdowal sue- assassin who had by the acts of villany com- 
ceeded General Cradock as commander-in- mon in the East, or by his audacity, made him - 
chief of the Madras army. That presidency self powerful, prevailed at Calcutta. Among 
remained for years, as it nearly always had the chiefs which received favour from the 
been, torn to pieces by the disputes of all English, was one Ameer Khan, referred to on 
classes of persons connected with the adminis- a former page as Holkar’ s chief general, to 
tration of its affairs. which office he had risen from the condition

Lord Minto having arrived at Calcutta of a private horseman. This person had, in 
at the end of July, 1807, he at once an- spite of previous treaties, a considerable por- 
nounced a policy opposed to annexation, and tion of Holkar’s territory made over to him



by Lord M into; and a formal treaty sealed was cut off, and sent to Maun Sing, who 
the bond of amity between this desperate rewarded Ameer Khan with a jnghire and a 
robber and murderer and the East India large sum of money.” *
Company. Although Lord Minto engaged To the close of 1S13, the affairs of Baroda, 
the alliance of this person, it was not until Gujerat, the Guicowar, and the Peisliwa, 
the government of the Marquis of Hastings engaged the English in perpetual negotia- 
that the plunder was perpetrated upon Ilolkar tions and mediations. It was also necessary 
in his favour, and a treaty formed to secure it to have recourse to arms on a small scale, and 
to him through no less a personage than Mr. reduce several forts belonging to the Kattv- 
Metcalf. One passage of Ameer Khan’s his- war rajahs,
tory will illustrate the character of the man, The affairs of Oude in 1810-11 gave great 
and the morality of English policy inthosedays; concern to the general government. The 
for there was no pressing necessity to force the causes of anxiety were precisely similar to 
English into an alliance with him to the dis- those which had always existed since Oude 
advantage of other chiefs really worthy their became a source of strength and weakness to 
protection and amity. This Ameer Khan the British. The vizier was anxious to gain 
had been literally hired to murder one Sevaee from his zemindars high rents, utterly indif- 
Sing by a potentate who was the rival of the ferent to the capacity of the land to yield 
latter. The Ameer found in this commission them. The zemindars were turbulent and 
an employment to his taste, and thus accom- fraudulent; the poorer cultivators sleek, sly, 
plished i t :— “ Sevaee Sing had been per- treacherous, and dishonest. Oude and Ire- 
suaded to promise a visit to Ameer Khan, land exhibited many features of resemblance 
but when the hour came, the Rajpoot chief, in the relations of landlord and cultivator, 
who probably had received some intelligence The external political relations of British 
of the designs against his life, hesitated, continental India demanded the diplomatic 
Ameer Khan, when he learned his irreso- skill, and drew latgely upon the time and 
lution, mounted, and proceeded with a few energies, of the governor-general, from his 
followers to the shrine of a Mohammedan saint, arrival to his departure. The French were, 
close to the walls of Nagore. He was here as usual, the bugbear of Calcutta politicians, 
joined by Sevaee Sing, whom he reproached A t the close of 1807, it wras rumoured that 
lor his fears, and asked him if he thought it the French intended to invade North-western 
possible that a man who cherished evil designs India by way of Persia and Affghanistan, 
could show such confidence as he had that and with the aid of these powers and of 
day done, by placing himself in the power of Turkey. It was feared that all Mohammedan 
the person he meant to betray. Sevaee Sing India would rise in revolt at the appearance 
confessed his error. Presents, dresses, and of an allied French and Mussulman force any- 
even turbans (a pledge of brotherhood) were where. Lord Minto appointed Colonel Mal- 
exchanged, and Ameer Khan swore at the colm (afterwards Sir John) his agent in Persia, 
tomb of the saint to be faithful to his new with powers plenipotentiary in Persia, the 
ally, who was persuaded to go next day to Persian Gulf, and Turkish Arabia, suspend- 
his camp, where splendid preparations were ing the authority of the agents at Bagdad, 
made for his reception, and a number of chiefs Bussora, and Bushire. From Bushire he 
appointed to meet him. The troops were transmitted, in 1808, an historical review of 
under arms, some on pretext of doing honour the progress of French intrigues in Persia, 
to the visitor, others apparently at exercise, and of the military proceedings of the 
The guns were loaded with grape, and pointed Russians on the north-rvest frontier of that 
at the quarters prepared for the rajah, who, country. Colonel Malcolm was unable to 
with his principal adherents, to the number reach the Persian capital, the intrigues of the 
of two hundred, were seated in a large tent, French having succeeded in gaining a pro- 
when it was let fall upon them at a concerted hibition from the shah. The efforts of Colonel 
signal : and while the officers of Ameer Khan Malcolm were followed by those of Sir Har- 
saved themselves, all the Rajpoots were inhu- ford Jones from England in 1807-8. Ho 
manly massacred by showers of grape and succeeded in making a treaty by which the 
musketry from every direction. Of seven French ambassador was ordered to leave 
hundred horse that accompanied Sevaee Sing, Persia. In 1808-9, Colonel Malcolm travelled 
and continued mounted near the tent, only along the Persian and Arabian coasts, gaining 
two hundred escaped; the rest were slain, intelligence, and watching vigilantly every 
and a number of Ameer Khan’s people, among indication of hostile influences. In 1810, he 
whom was one of his own relations, fell under succeeded in gaining a gracious reception at 
the promiscuous fire of the cannon. Sevaee Teheran, where he remained until Sir Gore 
Sing had been killed by grape, but his head Sir John Malcolm.



Ouseley arrived there from England as am- had continued for many years, more or less 
bassador from his majesty. active, in consequence of the immigration of

Soon after his arrival, Lord Minto also the Mughs to British India, broke out with 
dispatched an envoy to the court of Oabul, more than usual violence in 1811. The 
to counteract Trench and Russian influence origin of it was thus briefly stated in a letter 
in that quarter. The person selected for this from the Bengal government to the court of 
office was the Hon. Mountstuart Elphinstone, directors, 23rd January, 1812 :—■“ In the 
who conducted himself with such temper, early part of the past year, 1811, a native of 
wisdom, and address, in exceedingly difficult Arracan, named Kingberring, whose ancestor, 
and provoking circumstances, that he con- as well as himself, possessed lands to a con
cluded a treaty in June, 1809, securing the siderable extent in that province, near the 
alliance of the court of Oabul against the frontier of Chittagong, and who, in conse- 
French contingent, upon any invasion of quence of his having incurred the displeasure, 
India. The revolutions in Oabul, and the and been exposed to the resentment of the 
constant dangers to which it was exposed King of Ava, took refuge, with a number of 
from Persian invasion, rendered English his followers, in the district of Chittagong, 
diplomacy extremely delicate and cautious, about fourteen years ago, meditated the design 
All the qualities required in the arduous of embodying those followers, as well as other 
position were united in the Hon. Mountstuart Mughs, who many years since emigrated from 
Elphinstone. Mr. Hankey Smith was dis- Arracan. This project he actually carried 
patched upon a mission to the Ameers of into execution in the month of May, 1811, 
Scinde, to promote the common ob ject; the having either by persuasion or intimidation, 
result was, “ an agreement of friendship, which induced a large body of Mughs to join his 
excluded the tribe of the French from settling standard. Partly owing to the secrecy and 
in Scinde.” The object of the Ameers was, caution with which he carried it into effect, 
however, the conquest of Cutch, and when and partly to the negligence of the darogas 
they found the English indisposed to aid (native magistrates) of the Thannas on the 
them in an aggressive war, they became very frontier, his proceedings were unknown to 
indifferent about the “  agreement of friend- the magistrate of Chittagong until he had 
ship,” and “  the tribe of the French.” crossed the Nauf river, which forms the com-

A  mission to the Sikhs was confided to Mr. mon boundary of tlie two countries.”
Metcalfe. The celebrated Runjeet Sing was This account, although official, is inaccu- 
then monarch of Lahore. That chief led rate. It is painfully difficult to rely upon 
troops to the north-west confines of the com- any documents published by the board of 
pany’s Bengal territory. The governor- control. They generally consist of extracts, 
general wisely supported the efforts of Mr. partially culled out of official despatches, and 
Metcalfe by troops, under the command of often garbled or curtailed. It would appear 
Colonel Ochterlony, taking care not to violate from other documents in possession of the 
the territory of Runjeet. It was a species of Bengal government, that Kingberring’s plan 
diplomacy which the Sikh rajah very well of organizing an attack upon Arracan was 
understood, and he entered at once and known to the local magistrate, who declared, 
heartily into the negotiations. The stipu- in a report made to his government, that, in 
lations of a treaty were signed in 1809, which consequence of being apprised of it, he sought 
constrained Runjeet not to retain imposing to arrest that person, but could not succeed, 
military forces on the north side of the Sut- The local authorities displayed such culpable 
lej, and the English not to interfere with negligence, that they appeared to connive at 
the interests of that territory. The present the raids of the Mughs, and gave to the 
of a beautiful carriage and pair of carriage government of Ava much just cause of com- 
horses wonderfully pleased Runjeet, who plaint, and war was imminent. Lord Minto 
punished^ several inferior chiefs who had in- dispatched Captain Canning as envoy to 
flicted injury upon British officers. Rangoon, to appease the government of Ava.

hrom 1806 to 1814 disputes occurred Captain Canning promised that Kingberring 
with the Nepaulese on every supposahle and his associates should find no shelter in 
subject between two oriental border powers, the British territory. This promise was vio- 
Ihe English underrated the power of Nepaul, lated. Captain White, in his narrative of the 
and afterwards paid dearly for having done so. disputes with Birmali, goes so far as to 

. I 11 the Eastern Archipelago, Lord Minto allege that the promise was made to deceive; 
displayed great activity, but an account of that neither the envoy nor the government of 
events there must he reserved for a separate Calcutta were sincere in their stipulations.41

m  . . - „ •  ,, . . . , * A Political History o f  the Extraordinary Events which
in e  disputes with the King of Ava, which led to the Burmese War. By Captain W, White.



Tlie result of Kingberring’s invasion of Early in 1812, the Birmese crossed the
Arracan was thus announced to the court of frontier, attempted to stockade themselves
directors by the government of Calcutta:—  within the English territory, and sent parties
“ Your honourable court will observe from in different directions to arrest the fugitives, 
the tenor of these last advices, (from the The Arracan rajah sent at the same time 
magistrate of Chittagong, dated the 11th and vakeels to the English camp to negotiate. 
14th of January,) that, contrary to expecta- The British commander demanded as a pre- 
tion and appearances, the government of Ava liminary to any negotiations the retirement of 
has found the means of collecting a force of the Birmese troops within their own confines, 
sufficient strength to defeat the troops of The Birmese proved faithless in their nego- 
Kingberring, who, deserted by most of his tiations at Ramoo, as the English had done 
followers, has become a fugitive. That num- at Rangoon. A  viceroy of the King of Ava 
bers of his people whom he drew from Chitta- administered affairs at Rangoon, and the nego- 
gong, and the inhabitants of Arracan, have tiations of Captain Canning were therefore 
fled for refuge to our territories, and more tedious and circuitous, leaving opportunity for 
are expected. That the magistrate, with a difficulties on the frontiers to ripen and increase 
view to prevent the probable incursions of A t Rangoon the situation of Captain Canning 
the Birmese troops in pursuit of the fugitives, became dangerous ; designs to kidnap him 
has instructed the commanding officer of the and to destroy the British ships were put into 
station to proceed with the whole of the dis- execution, and only defeated by the vigilance 
posable force and take post on the frontier, of the British. Finally, the envoy was with- 
furnishing him with directions for the guid- drawn, the Birmese soldiers re-crossed the 
ance of his conduct, until our orders should Arracan frontier, and the English troops 
be received regarding the course of proceed- retired to their usual cantonments. The 
ing to be observed with respect to the fugi- English government published a manifesto, 
tives; for the surrender of whom it may be that if the King of Ava had any complaints 
expected that demands will be made on the to make, or redress to demand, he must do so 
part of the government of Ava, even if the through a vakeel, at Calcutta, 
forces of the latter should not penetrate into While matters were taking a peaceable 
the province of Chittagong, for the purpose turn, Kingberring again collected a force for 
of seizing or destroying them.” the invasion of Arracan, and on the 4th of

Early in January, 1812, the troops at Chit- June, 1812, actually invaded the province, 
tagong assembled at Ramoo, the head-quarters He was again defeated, and found shelter in 
of Colonel Morgan. The passes, and other the British territory. The Birmese troops 
strategical positions, were immediately occu- did not pursue across the boundary, but the 
pied. The Birmese forces, commanded by viceroy at Rangoon treated with scorn the 
the rajah of Arracan, advanced to the boun- pacific allegations of Captain Canning, whose 
dary of the province upon the river Nauf. recall was revoked by the governor-general. 
His excellency demanded the surrender of The indefatigable Kingberring collected fresh 
the two principal leaders of the invasion, forces in October, and possessed himself of 
The magistrate referred the matter to his the frontier hills and jungles. This time 
government. An answer not arriving soon British troops were ordered to disperse the 
enough to please the rajah, he sent another gatherings of the insurgents within the corn- 
demand, couched in language very impera- pany’s territory, which was not effected without 
tive, demanding the surrender of all the fugi- bloodshed. The desperate leader escaped, 
tives, and of Dr. M ‘Rae, whom he alleged had and at the end of the year, for the third time, 
assisted the invaders. The magistrate replied, invaded Arracan with results similar to those 
that the ringleaders should be secured, and which attended his previous raids. He was 
their followers prevented from doing mis- a man of dauntless intrepidity, and the most 
chief. The disposal of those taken into cus- wonderful perseverance. Courage and per- 
tody he alleged must be settled at Rangoon sistence were also shown by his followers, 
between the English viceroy and the Birmese The troubles on the Arracan border con- 
government. The magistrate warned the tinued during the remaining period of Lord 
rajah against violating British territory. More Minto’s government, and the relations bc- 
troops advanced to the frontier to support tween it and the government of Ava were 
the English magistrate. A  ship of war, and most unsatisfactory. Disputes also arose on 
a cruiser of twenty guns, to convey the envoy the frontier of Nepaul. On the 4th of Octo- 
in safety in case of a rupture between the two her, 1813, the Earl, of Minto resigned the 
states. government of India to the Earl of Moira.



C H A PTE R  CIV.

GOVERNMENT OF THE EARL OF MOIRA—BORDER FEUDS ON THE CONFINES OF ARRACAN— 
WAR WITH NEPAUL—DIFFICULTIES IN OUDE—THE PINDARREE AND SECOND MAIIRATTA 
WAR—HOLKAR, SCINDIAH, AND THE RAJAH OF BERAR SUBJUGATED.

T h e  first matter which called for the atten- the English authorities, he delivered himself 
tion of the Earl of Moira, was the desperate up. In 1817, another daring leader, one 
efforts of Kingberring to reconquer Arracan Cheripo, having committed fiontier lavages, 
for the Mughs. In consequence of his pro- he was seized by the English magistrate, but 
ceedings, Birmese troops entered the British set at large on promise of keeping the peace, 
province of Chittagong, and plundered nume- Matters continued for years along the line oi 
rous villages, during the month of January, the Chittagong and Arracan frontiers in neaily 
1814. In February, the English government the same state. In 1810 a quarrel aiose 
invited the Birmese commander to enter the between the Birmese and other native states 
territory and clear it of the Mughs, who were at a great distance from Arracan, but which 
preparing an invasion, as the English found occasioned renewed disturbances in that 
it impossible to prevent their gatherings, quarter, aiM complicated the English rela- 
This the Rajah of Arracan refused to do, be- tions with Birmah.
lieving that so extraordinary a communication The province of Assam had been m a state 
would never have been made by the English, of anarchy during the whole period of the 
if they had not meditated some treachery, government of Lord Moira (Hastings) up to 
The object and policy of the Mughs in this 1819. This endangered the peace and pros- 
persevering border warfare was thus pointed perity of the British district of Rungpore, and 
out in the despatch of the Bengal government was regarded with uneasiness by the govern- 
on the 5th of February, 1814 "  Mr. Pechell ment of Calcutta. The Birmese placed one
(the magistrate) observed that it had been Chunder Kaunt upon the musnid of Assam, 
suggested to him at different times, and from in opposition to the reigning Rajah Poorundur 
a consideration of all the events of the last Singh. The rajah fled for refuge to Rung- 
two years, lie was himself strongly inclined pore. He at once appealed to the British 
to believe it, that the Mughs despaired of re- government for assistance to regain his throne, 
gaining Arracan by their own means, but that offering to pay tlie expenses of tlie troops em- 
tlieir object was, by working upon tbe itnrea- ployed in his restoration, and to become tri- 
sonable jealousies and arrogance of the Ava butary to the English. The government of 
government, by a continuance of their peri- Calcutta declined interfering with the affairs 
odical incursions into Arracan, ultimately to of foreign states, but assured the rajah that 
embroil the British government in a war with he and his followers should be protected so 
the state of Ava, the consequence of which long as they resided peacefully at Rungpore. 
might possibly be the expulsion of tbe Bir- The rajah did remain peacefully so far as 
mese by tbe British power, and tlie re-estab- English interests were concerned, but lie 
lishment of themselves in Arracan under a formed various plans for raising a sufficient 
government of their own.” force of liis own countrymen to reconquer

Early in April, 1814, Kingberring made his throne. The Birmese resented this, and 
his fourth descent on Arracan. He was as the sanctuary of British soil was violated, 
usual beaten, and was pursued into Cliitta- The mode in which the Birmese proceeded in 
gong, where the pursuers committed some the affairs of Assam, led the governor-general 
murders, but retired on the approach of Bri- to believe that that power was forming a con- 
tish troops. After this failure Kingberring spiracy and acting on a plan to drive the Eng- 
and his more active followers remained fugi- lish from Eastern India. This idea received 
tives in the province of Chittagong until colour from the fact that the Birmese inter - 
April, 1815, when he died. This circum- ference in Assam began soon after a formal de- 
stance ensured peace only for a few months, ' mandhad been made upon the governor-gene- 
for in the following October, Rynjungzing, ral for cession to liis Birmese majesty of Ra- 
an enterprising friend of the deceased chief, ■ moo, Chittagong, Dacca, and Moorshedabad, on 
gathered the Mughs into a fresh aggressive ! the ground that they had been dependencies 
confederacy, which plundered the frontier i of the Birmese government. The despatch 
villages of Arracan, and bore their booty in ! of the governor-general, in 1818, when this 
safety to the hills. This course he con- j demand was made, conveyed liis views to the 
tinued to follow until May, 1816, when, fearing court of directors in these terms :— “ There is 
arrest and capital punishment at the hands of : no way of accounting for this extravagant



step on the part of the court of Ava, but by the transaction :— ’ W e informed Mr. Scott, 
supposing it to have originated in a secret in reply, that we had directed the sanction of 
agreement with the Mahrattas. The gover- government to be conveyed to Mr. Bruce, for 
nor of Merhege, a Birman chief of great the transport of three hundred muskets, and 
eminence, had been permitted to visit the ninety maunds of gunpowder, intended as a 
upper provinces for professed purposes con- supply to Rajah Ohunder Kaunt. The neces- 
nected with religion. There is reason to sary orders, we informed Mr. Scott, would be 
surmise that his real object was to ascertain issued through the territorial department, to 
the real strength and determination of the give effect to any pass he might himself 
Mahrattas, in consequence of previous over- hereafter grant; and in case of application 
tures from them; and it is probable that he being made at the Presidency, the sanction of 
had adopted delusive notions of both. The government would be given, as in the present 
King of Ava immediately after the transmis- instance.”
sion of the message, which was really a de- Sir John Malcolm admits that the Birmese 
duration of war, would learn that the views received great provocations, but denies that 
of Ins expected allies had been anticipated, the government of Lord Hastings had done 
and that the Mahrattas were crushed, anything to incense them, whereas it was 
Thence his hostile intentions subsided with- his administration which was responsible for 
out further explanation.” Sir John Malcolm the chief exasperations which sprang up. 
instituted an inquiry into this transaction, Captain White, who served long upon the 
and reported to the government that the Birmese frontier at Chittagong, thus notices 
court of Ava was engaged in hostile intrigues the mode in which Sir John disposes of the 
with the rajahs of central India, and the de- merits and demerits of our relations with 
votees of Benares. Birmah up to the end of 1 8 2 1 “  The whole

In 1820, the usurper of Assam and his of these events have not only been omitted 
patron, the Avanese monarch, demanded to be noticed by Sir John Malcolm, in his 
that the English should give up the fugitive Political History o f  India, but he goes fur- 
rajah, which they indignantly refused to ther, and pronounces, ‘ those reasonable 
do. The Assam usurper quarrelled with his grounds which the Birmese had for discontent 
patron, and cut off the head of a Birmese, who had certainly not increased during the ad- 
held the high post of prime -m in is t e r O n  ministration of Lord Hastings.’ How far 
account of these transactions the Birmese Lord Hastings may feel obliged to Sir John, 
invaded Assam again, and their former pro- for not only passing over the facts recorded, 
tege was driven from the musnid, and, like but for such an unqualified assurance, it is 
liis predecessor, fled to the company’s terri- difficult to say; but one thing is certain, the 
tories for shelter. The Birmese, with their statement appears totally at variance with 
usual insolence and arrogance, pursued him candour and truth.”  Towards the close of 
across the frontier, bringing fire and sword the year 1821, a most arrogant demand was 
upon many peaceful  ̂villages inhabited by made by the King of Ava,* for the surrender 
Biitish subjects, featisfaction was, however, of the ex-rajalis and all their adherents, 
offered for this injury before the English In reply to this request the Birmese chief 
government had time to demand it. was informed, ‘ that it was not the custom of

The English had now two ex-rajalis of the British government to deliver up persons 
Assam in t̂heir hands at Rungpore. The who might take refuge in its territories on 
second fugitive had, while rajah, captured account of political disturbances.’ 
the commander-in-chief employed by the The ex-rajahs of Assam continued each on 
first, a half-caste native gentleman named his separate account to make war on the 
Bruce. Through nis former captive he applied Assam frontiers, but were defeated, and in 
to the British government for arms and am- July, 1822, the commander-in-chief of the 
munition to regain the throne which he had Birmese army in Assam announced to the 
usurped, and from which those who placed him English authorities in Rungpore, that if the 
there had for his treachery expelled him. Lord fugitives again found hospitality there, he 
Hastings— not following the principle of non- would cross the frontier at the head of 18,000 
interference pursued by Lords Minto and men. The government of Calcutta ordered 
Cornwallis, and which in common with them that all fugitives should be disarmed and sent 
he avowed— allowed arms to this adventurer to a distance from the frontier. Notwith- 
from the public arsenals, affording the Birmese standing the order, they collected troops and 
a casus belli. The application on behalf of prepared for fresh inroads. Lord Hastings^ 
the exiled quasi rajah was made by the among the last acts of his government, dis- 
Llitish resident, Mr. Scott. Loid Hastings, * His majesty was called by this title and by that of 
in Ins homeward despatch, thus alludes to Emperor of Birmah indiscriminately.



armed them, and many were sent into the been to all the efforts of many successive 
interior. The whole of his lordship’s policy Mohammedan sovereigns : no option, however, 
towards the Birmese empire was incon- remained with us.” On the 29th of May, 
sistent and capricious, and laid the foundation 1814, the Nepauleso attacked the company s 
for the great Birmese war, which so soon frontier police. W ar was declared, and an 
followed. Lord Hastings’ chief officers, mili- army ordered to the field, 
tary and official, had declared that it must The relative situation of the Nepaul or 
soon come ; but no preparation was made by Goorkha country to that of the company has 
him or them for the emergency. been sufficiently explained in the geographi-

Birmali was not the only neighbouring cal portion of this work, to which the reader 
country with which the government of Lord is also referred for its geographical and topo- 
Hastings quarrelled. In his summary of his graphical peculiarities. A  perusal of the de- 
administration he says, “  There were made scriptions there given will enable the reader 
over to me, when the reins were placed in my to apprehend the plan of hostilities adopted 
hands, no less than six hostile discussions with by Lord Hastings. He ordered a division to 
native powers, each capable of resorting to the western extremity of the line of frontier, 
arms.”  The sixth named in his list was the numbering 6,000 men, under Major-general 
first which encountered hi's arms; this was Ochterlony. The Dehra Doon was to be 
the Goorkha state of Nepaul. occupied by Major-general Gillespie, who

was to besiege Jeytak. The force under his 
THE NEPAUIESE WAR. command was a strong brigade of 3,500 men.

Very early in the administration of Earl Major-general W ood was directed to march 
Hastings he was called upon to declare war from the Gurruckpore frontier with a small 
with Nepaul. For a series of years that state division of 4,500 men. He was to take his 
had made border aggressions, and as these were course through Bhotwul and Shooraj to Pulpa 
perpetually protested against by the English, A  small corps d’armee, under Major-general 
and menaces held out in case of their repeti- Marley, numbering 8,000, was to force its 
tion, and yet no armed resentment shown, the way through the valley of Muckwanpore to 
Nepaulese calculated upon impunity, after Katmander.
the manner of orientals generally. * When On the south-east frontier Captain Latter 
the British at last appeared to be in earnest, wasplacedwitbthelocalhattalionof Rungpore 
the Nepaul monarch supposed them so occu- and a regular battalion of native infantry, 
pied in Hindostan, and Eastern and Western He was to guard that line of territory, but to 
India, as to be unable to molest him. He act defensively or aggressively as circum- 
opened communications with the Pindarree stances allowed or demanded. The entire 
chiefs and their Mahratta sovereigns, with the force ordered against Nepaul was about 
Sikhs, and with the Birmese. The King of 30,000 men and sixty guns.
Ava, either relying on his own unaided The force of the enemy was not estimated at 
power, or suspicious of Nepaul, refused any more than 12,000, but their artillery appoint- 
complicity with the projects of the latter ments were believed to be good, and their 
power, although the border feuds on the con- country was more easily defended than any on 
fines of Arracan and Chittagong were then the Indian frontiers. Major-general Gillespie’s 
raging. column was the first to come into action. In

Lord Hastings regarded with great anxiety the third week of October his troops were 
the symptoms of an approaching war with before Kalunga, upon which the Goorkhas 
Nepaul. In.his summary of his administration, fell back. On the 31st the fort was stormed, 
published long afterwards, having enumerated although no proper breach had been made, 
other warlike discussions which he found when There were four columns of attack, who were 
he assumed the government, as occupying to give the assault simultaneously, on the 
the supreme council, he refers to this one firing of a signal gun. Three of the columns 
in the following terms :— “  The sixth eon- had to make a considerable detour, and never 
tention, with Nepaul, remained for decision by heard the signal. The enemy made a sortie 
arms. A  struggle with the latter was un- which was repelled, and the general, thinking 
promising. W e were strangely ignorant of that the troops might, by prarsuing them hotly, 
the country or its resources; so that over- enter with them into the fort, ordered those 
looking the augmented abilities latterly fur- at his disposal to make the attempt. The 
nished by science to a regular army for sur- men did not succeed in entering with the 
mounting local obstacles, it was a received retiring Goorkhas, and could 'not force the 
persuasion, that the nature of the mountains, gate. The scaling ladders, as mostly the 
which we should have to penetrate, would be case in English assaults, were too few and 
as baffling to any exertions of ours, as it had too short. The general madly urged on his



men to accomplish impossibilities. In his spirit. The British were beaten at every 
wild attempts to force the soldiers against point; nearly 500 men and officers were put 
stone walls, which they could not conquer by hors de combat. The whole conduct of this 
escalade, he was shot through the heart, division of the army had been disgraceful. 
The arrival of one of the stray columns The contempt which the Goorkhas enter- 
covered the retreat of the unfortunate and ill- tained for the British after the affair at Ka- 
directed assailants. lunga much increased.

On the 25th of November the British To the west the operations of Ochterlony 
again appeared before the place ; breaching were guided by a skilful mind. He was con- 
batteries were erected. On the 27th at noon fronted by the best general of the Goorkhas. 
a breach was considered practicable. The The country was difficult, but that circumstance 
troops appointed for the assault advanced only tested the ability of the English general, 
with unloaded muskets. The breach was His opponent’s points of support were strong 
found to be impracticable, and was defended forts on mountains thousands of feet above 
by spearmen and matchlock men— a species of the level of the sea; every important point in 
arms well adapted for such a defence. The the approaches was stockaded. Ochterlony 
English, unable to return the enemy’s fire, “  turned ” some of these, shelled others, and 
could not keep the position which they had by strategy conquered them all without 
gained in and near the breach long enough sacrificing his men. The strong places fell 
for fresh troops to arrive. The result was before him, and he was only checked in his 
defeat, with a loss of 680 men. The total career by tidings that the co-operating column 
incapacity of those in command was so ob- had failed in the task allotted to it, with 
vious to the soldiery, that they were unwilling terrible loss of men and prestige. Ochter- 
to advance under such leaders. lony resolved to wait for reinforcements. As

It was found that the garrison obtained its these came up in detachments his patience 
supply of water from beyond the fort; it did and temper were tried by the want of firm- 
not occur to the British commanders to cut ness and courage on the part of the Bengal 
off the supply. A  bombardment was resorted sepoys, and the deficient management of the 
to. The fortress was only defended by 600 officers. He made roads, organized irregular 
men, and the outer walls were its only levies, brought up wild and hardy Sikhs, 
defence. The place soon became untenable, turned them all into soldiers by his example 
The garrison stole away in the night with and activity, and again resumed the offensive, 
perfect impunity, the English commanders On the 27th of December Colonel Thomp- 
not having sufficient vigilance and skill to son was dispatched to prosecute directions 
suppose the like practicable, or take measures given to him for intercepting convoys of the 
to prevent it. The Goorkha commandant enemy, cutting off their lines of communica- 
joined a fresh body of troops, and defied pur- tion, and spreading along their rear, con- 
suit. A  gallant and enterprising English ducting a desultory warfare. By the amazing 
officer of inferior rank, went after them with skill of his dispositions, celerity of his 
a small detachment, suddenly fell upon them, marches, number of his detachments, all 
cutting up many, and totally dispersing the operating at once, and yielding one another 
remainder. Kalnnga was destroyed. The effective support, he dislodged the enemy 
Goorkhas were much encouraged by the from many of his strong places without 
slaughter of the English around its walls, and striking a blow or losing a man. The foe 
despised their antagonists. Lord Hastings, bewildered, as detachments of British con- 
annoyed and disappointed, felt it necessary to fronted them in every direction where they 
augment the army of operation, as well as supposed it was impossible the English could 
recruit extensively the whole army of Bengal, penetrate, gave up one fort after another, 
Colonel Mawby, who commanded this division not knowing where to make a stand, or from 
after the death of General Gillespie, was what direction danger was to be apprehended, 
ordered to form a junction with General The snows fell heavily among the moun- 
Ochterlony. Before forming the junction tains of Nepaul during the winter of 1814-15. 
Major-general Martindel reached the division, The elements alone protected the enemy from 
and it was resolved to attack the fort of being circumvented and deprived of all their 
Jytate, situated on the summit of a mountain defences in the direction in which General 
5,000 feet above the level of the sea. The Ochterlony acted. Nevertheless, by the 1st of 
British advanced against it in two columns. April, 1815, he was before the great fortress 
The Goorkhas had stockaded several positions of Maloun, which he invested. The armies 
commanding the approaches. The English acting on the opposite extremity of the line 
violated every rule of warfare ; the Bengal were unsuccessful. The third division, under 
sepoys fought with reluctance and without General Wood, was at Gorakpore at the be- 
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ginning of November, but the army was in General Marley gave up the Tirai without a 
no respect fit for action, and continued unable single operation worthy of a general. Rein- 
to move at all until the middle of December, forcements swelled his corps to thirteen thou- 
The march from Bhotwul to Pulpa lay through sand men, having a large proportion of Euro- 
a difficult mountain pass. The first obstacle peans. He was afraid to move. Having wasted 
encountered by General W ood was a strong all January, 1815, he suddenly abandoned his 
stockade. He and his staff came upon it army. Colonel Dick assumed the command, 
unexpectedly, and many of his escort fell by and awaited the arrival of Major-general 
the fire directed from it. When his troops Wood, to whose command the corps was 
came up they were attacked by a sortie from originally entrusted. While awaiting the ar- 
the stockade, and thrown into disorder, rival of the general, Colonel Dick and his 
Wherever the general was there was confu- officers cleared the Tirai of the enemy with 
sion. Captain Croker, who led an attack on hardly the loss of a man. General W ood was 
the flank of the stockade, achieved great sue- indisposed for active warfare ; he thought the 
cess, but was left unsupported. The general season too advanced, and another month was 
did not know what to do. Loss of life, defeat, thus wasted. He broke up his army and can- 
and shame resulted. He made no attempt to toned it from the Gunduck to the Kusi. 
redeem his country’s honour or liis own. He The various corps advanced in 1816, en- 
lingered about with the army until malaria countering the enemy in stockades and forts, 
swept numbers of his men to an untimely There was great sameness in these campaigns, 
death. the operations being similar in every direc-

Wilson affirms that Earl Moira’s chief tion. The chief interest, however, was con- 
reliance for the success of the operations was nected with the army of Ochterlony, who 
upon the division which was directed to after the news of surrender of Maloun reached 
march against the capital. It assembled at England, was created a baronet. It would be 
Dinapore, on the right bank of the Ganges, endless to describe the errors, mistakes, and 
and on the 23rd of May began its march, dauntless acts of bravery of British officers in 
Major Rouglisedge, with a local battalion, detached posts. This mountain warfare was 
operated to clear the country of Goorkha so new to them, that they only began to adapt 
outposts, for the advance of the division, themselves to it when the war was coming to 
The major acted like a true British soldier, a close. On the 12th of February, Ocliter- 
He swept the patrols and detachments of the lony inarched through “  the great forest,”  an 
enemy hack in every direction, penetrated extent of nine miles. By the efforts of his en- 
the jungle, surprised Purseram Thapa, the gineers he discovered a pass which the enemy 
governor of the district, who was encamped had not stockaded nor defended. Leaving his 
with four hundred men. They were so sud- camp standing, he penetrated it with a bri- 
denly attacked they could make no resistance, gade, and “ turned” the pass, which the enemy 
fifty were slain, many drowned in the Bhag- had prepared to defend. Seeing his tents, and 
mati. Captain Hay and Lieutenant Smith the sentries performing their usual duties, the 
carried out the major’s orders in this good work Nepaulese supposed that the whole force re- 
so well, that the whole district known as the mained in the encampment. A  single action, 
Tirai was occupied, and proclaimed annexed to and that not a general battle, decided the 
the company’s territory. The division ad- campaign. On the 6th of March, a ratified 
vanced, and had a marvellous list of apparently treaty was brought to camp. Among its 
good reasons for not being able to do any- stipulations was one to the effect “  that the 
thing. They had to wait for so many things, cession of territory exacted from Nepaul should 
that the Goorkhas regained heart, finding comprehend the country conquered in the 
that the major who had cleared the way for actual campaign and the valley of the Rapti.” 
the division was much more formidable than It appeared, during the negotiations for the 
the division itself. The English officers in treaty, that the Nepaul Rajah had sent an 
command of detachments in the country, which embassy to China for help, alleging that the 
Major Roughsedge had so speedily cleared English made war upon them for not offering 
for them, took no precautions, were left in a free passage to tlieir troops for the invasion 
isolated positions, no plan of mutual support of China. The Chinese ministers laughed at 
laid down for them, they were attacked and them, telling them that “ if the English meant 
beaten in every direction. The officers, and to invade China, they wrnuld take a shorter 
in some cases, most of the men with them, way than through the mountains of Nepaul.” 
perished. The principles of war did not ap- The war with Nepaul being thus terminated, 
pear to he understood by these men, nor even the Nepaulese Rajah professed to be an ally 
the commonest attainments of their profession, of the company, and on some occasions sub- 
beyond mere drill and the personal use of arms, sequently gave proof of alliance.



It is almost unnecessary to say that Oude fend, and the superior Mahratta chiefs some- 
was among the number of his lordship’s dif- times joined in those expeditions. The attack 
Acuities, and that its financial management upon the Rajah of Bhopal, a faithful friend 
and general government caused continual un- of the English, by Scindiah and the Nagpore 
easiness at Calcutta. No state possessing its Rajah was simply a Pindarree incursion in 
power, wealth, area, and a population so gi- the first instance, incited by those chiefs, and 
gantic, ever displayed so much poltroonery, then turned to account for their own aggres- 
Boastful, arrogant, tumultuous, and seditious, sive ends. The troops of both Holkar and 
the soldiery and people were ever ready to Scindiah became in fact Pindarrees, support- 
revolt, and commit the most cruel murders, ing themselves by pillage, and only recognis- 
and as ready to fly before the face of a mili- ing the standard of their sovereigns when a 
tary force. The vizier, voluptuous and greedy, grand national war took place. Ameer Khan, 
like his predecessors, robbed his people, and whom the English petted so much, was simply 
squandered his revenue, so that he was un- a Pindarree leader— a recognised military 
able to meet the exigencies of his government, robber.
and pay the stipulated tribute, on condition The princes of Rajpootana were held in 
of which he held his throne. Lord Moira, subjection by their own nominal troops, who 
after much trouble and difficulty, brought were nearly all Pindarrees. Professor Wilson 
some arrangement into the distracted affairs thus describes the condition of some of them:—  
of his court and his dominions. “ The Rajah of Odeypore, indolent and im-

A  war having broken out with Nepaul, provident, was bearded in his capital by mili- 
Scindiah, and the Rajah of Nagpore, con- tary adventurers,* and robbed of his domains 
sidered it a good opportunity to resume their by his own feudatory chiefs and clansmen, 
old ways, and make a little war for them- The Rajah of Joudpur, affecting idiotcy, aban- 
selves. They meditated the reduction of the doned the reins of government to the hands 
small state of Bhopal. Lord Moira, apprised of a dissolute prince, whose career was soon 
of their designs, frustrated them by opportune after cut short bv the hand of an assassin, 
measures, and at the close of the year 1816, The Rajah of Jeypore, a slave to an infatuated 
those old Mahratta chiefs were again subdued, attachment to a Mohammedan dancing girl, 

During the year 1816, a British.force was preserved only a portion of his hereditary 
engaged in the territory of Cutch, reducing possessions, by the sufferance of Meer Khan, 
forts, deposing petty rajahs, reconciling con- Every vestige of regular and orderly govern- 
flicting allies, and reducing rebellious sub- ment had disappeared, and complete dissolu- 
ordinates of the Guieowar and the Peishwa. tion of the bonds of society must have ensued, 
Fierce disputes arose between these two had not the government of British India ob- 
branehes of the great Mahratta family of tained, by persevering representation and re
chiefs, which involved the governments of monstrance from the authorities in England, 
Madras and Bombay in anxiety. a reluctant and qualified permission to effect

THE SECOND MAHRATTA, OR PINDARREE the extirpation of that part of the predatory
system which consisted m trie peculiar organ- 

. . . x . * _ _ . ization of the plunderers, termed Pindarrees,
I  Ins war, which received both these desig- as preliminary to the overthrow of the whole 

nations, properly, began in hostilities with the scheme of military depredations.”
I mdanees alone, hut ended in a war with the As early as 1812, the Pindarrees had made 
great confederated chiets of the Mahrattas. attempts upon the British provinces. When 

1 he Pindarrees, or “  free companies,” were first known to the British authorities,! the 
literally bands of military freebooters, whofol- Scindiah Shahi Pindarrees, who were by fal
lowed chiefs, Hindoo or Mohammedan, which the most numerous of the two, were under 
were hold enough or rich enough to organize a the leading of a number of sirdars, of whom 
lee corps. These Pindarrees were dispersed Cheetoo, Karim Khan, and Dost Mohammed, 

throughout the Mahratta states, but the places were the principal. None of the Holkar 
10m which they mainly sallied forth on their Shahi chiefs were leaders of much note, 

expeditions of murder and plunder were Blacker^ gives the following estimate of their 
' Malwa and Central India. They were mostly numbers “  The Scindiah Shahi, 18,000

subjects of Holkar and Scindiah. These chiefs * TT- t na j i  , . * His palace on the bank of the lake was besieged, and
pretended a great horror of the dishonest doings as Colonel Tod said, the servants bringing np water were
of those fierce robbers, but in reality profited plundered. Our government allowed him in 1818, the
by them. The English agents officers and sum of 4000 rupees (£400) a month, till his country
commercial people suffered much from them, yielded some revenue. .
They constantly plundered the territories of ’ P’ ' ^  ’ PP'
allies whom the English were bound to de- \ Memoir of the War {1821), p. 18.



horse, 13,000 foot, and fifteen guns ; the Holkar was rumoured all over India, would lead to 
Shalii, 3,000 horse, 200 foot, and three guns, a war most perilous to English power. A c- 
To add to these sources of disorder, the cordingly, early in the year 1817, Trim- 
mountaineers on the south and west of buckjee Daugliah, an assassin and murderer, 
Mahva, and the Bhils and Mhers, and the who jiossessed the Peishwa’s confidence, and 
petty Hindoo chiefs on the south and east of had held the chief authority in his do- 
the same country, were committing unchecked minions, collected forces, with the connivance 
ravages in retaliation for invaded rights* or of the Peishwa, for the purpose of surprising 
disregarded claims.” f  “  The Pindarrees threa- and murdering the English contingent at 
tened Mirzapore, plundered Ganjam, Masuli- Poonah, after the manner in which the mu- 
patam, Guntore, and the Northern Circars. tinous sepoys at Vellore massacred their com - 
It was expected that any attack on these rades. Means were at the same time taken 
hordes, as being under the protection of Scin- to seduce the British native soldiers from their 
diah and Iiolkar, might cause a war with allegiance.
those chiefs. It was, moreover, known that The English assembled troops in the neigh- 
these chiefs and the Berar rajah advocated the bourhood of Poonah, and denounced the con- 
supremacy of the Peishwa, who again, in templated movement of the Peishwa. Mr. 
1816, was collecting armed followers at no Elphinstone demanded a new treaty instead 
great distance from Poonah.j; The governor- of the violated treaty of Bassein as the alter- 
general, therefore, resolved to he prepared for native of a declaration of war. A t the same 
all events.” § time, Mr. Elphinstone demanded the surren-

The great difficulty of suppressing the Pin- der of the leader and originator of the plot, 
darrees was the countenance given to them The following sets forth, in as brief a form 
by the Mahratta sovereigns. They in fact as it is possible to give it, the revolution in 
were themselves Mahrattas, and subjects of the Mahratta empire, which the Elphinstone
those princes, and to a great extent controlled treaty created, for the Peishwa, terrified by
their nominal rulers. Besides, the whole of the military preparation of the English, signed 
the Mahratta chiefs were bitterly hostile to it. The preliminary convention provided 
the English, and the abrogation, or modifica- that the Peishwa should surrender several of 
tions amounting to abrogation, of the treaties his strongest forts, as a guarantee that the 
with Lord Wellesley by Lord Cornwallis, fol- treaty would be fulfilled. The treaty was 
lowed up by a policy in the same direction by concluded on the 13th of June, and ratified 
Sir G. Barlow and Lord Minto, so elated on the 25th of July, 1817 :— “ The most im- 
them that they calculated upon the instability portant feature in this treaty, was the dis- 
of English treaties, whether for or against avowal of the Peishwa’s paramount right, as 
them, and presumed upon ultimate impunity, the head of the Mahratta confederacy, and the 

The treaty of Bassein had been repeatedly cessation of the mutual reception of vakeels 
broken by the Peishwa’s ministers, and it re- by the Peishwa and all other states ; and the 
quired the firmness, temper, and intelligence restriction imposed upon the communications 
possessed by the English resident at the court of his highness with the foreign powers, ex- 
of Poonah, Mr. Elphinstone, to avert recourse cept through the medium of agents of the 
to arms for the redress of British wrongs. British government, as such vakeels had been 
Muider, assassination, and treachery in every known to carry on clandestine intercourse. 
iorm were the instruments with which the The Peishwa renounced all future claims on 
ministers of the Peishwa worked, and it was the Guicowar, which claims had, in fact, 
necessary for the English to interpose reso- arisen from his position as head of the Mah- 
lutely in older to prevent the confines of ratta confederacy. He was also to be ex- 
their territory from becoming scenes of an- eluded from all concern in the affairs of 
archy. Phis success lasted only a fewr years. Gujerat, and he agreed to restore to the 
The Peishwa and his ministers, as well as all Guicowar, in perpetuity, the Ahmedabad 
the Mahratta chiefs, were encouraged to re- farm, at the former rent of four and a-lialf 
sunie their intrigues against the English by lacs. The tribute from Kattywar was trans- 
the latter being occupied with two wars which ferred to the company. Provision was made 
were supposed sufficient to strain their re- to enable the Guicowar to reduce the claims 
sources the Pindarree and the Nepaulese ; of the Peishwa, by the payment of four lacs 
b}' the disturbed state of Oude, and by the per annum, or standing on arbitration. In 
perpetual contentions with Ava, which, it lieu of the contingent force to be supplied in

* By the Pindarrees. virtue of tlie tre a ty  of Bassein, the Peishwa
t  Wilson’s Notes. ’ was to place at the disposal of the British
t Wilson, p. 215. government funds for 5000 cavalry and 3000
§ Major William Hough. infantry. The company acquired the Northern



Circars, with the Peishwa’s possessions in vember, General Smith advanced at the head 
Gujerat, and the Kattywar tribute, with an of a formidable force, swept all before him, , 
extent of country in the Carnatic, including entered Poonah, and planted the standard of 
the strong forts' of Darwar and Koosegul. England on the palace of the Peisliwa, who 
The fort of Alimednuggur, held by the com- fled at his approach.
pany through sufferance, was transferred to While these events were transpiring in 
them in perpetual sovereignty; likewise all Western India, the Marquis of Hastings was 
the Peishwa’s rights in Bundelcund and carrying out his project for the destruc- 
Hindostan. He was thus excluded from all tion of the Pindarrees, a work which required 
connection or concern with the countries various especial alliances,military conventions, 
north of the Nerbuddah. Provisions wfere and temporary engagements of different de- 
also made relative to the services of the scriptions with other chiefs of the Mahrattas, 
southern jaghiredars.”* the Patans, and numerous tribes in Central

It is difficult to suppose that any one ac- India, and bordering on the Bengal frontiers, 
qnainted with the Mahrattas could believe The Patan chief, Meer Khan, referred to 
that the Peisliwa would observe a treaty sub- in the account given in a previous chapter of 
versive of all his honour and power, and so the operations against Holkar, under Lord 
utterly humiliating. He did not observe it. Lake, was presumed to be a suitable instru- 
He had scarcely signed it when he began ment of the designs of the government, and 
secret military preparations, and efforts to he was accordingly made the object of these 
seduce the Hindoo portion of the British favours, an account of which was anticipated 
troops. He gradually assembled a large army in the chapter relating the war against Holkar. 
near the British camp. English officers were The intrigues between the English and 
waylaid and murdered in every district of his Meer Khan against the integrity of Holkar’s 
previous dominions, more especially in the dominion were not honourable to our nation, 
neighbourhood of Poonah, and it became at In connection with them, all persons about 
last absolutely necessary to enforce the treaty the court, all parties in that state, intrigued 
at the point of the sword. Mr. Elphinstone for and against the English, and for and 
had but a small brigade of English near the against one another. Perjury, perfidy, ab- 
capital, which was speedily reinforced by duction, assassination, murder, plunder, revolt, 
several sepoy detachments and a European and civil war, rent and stained the realms 
regiment. The Peishwa commenced opera- which had owned the sovereignty of the 
tions by burning and plundering the British once far renowned Holkar. That chief died 
residence at Poonah. But for the sound in 1811, and his successor was a child, the 
judgment, presence of mind, and calm intelli- regent, his mistress, mother of the child, who 
gence of Mr. Elphinstone, the ruin of the was young, beautiful, talented, despotic, and 
British detachment must have been effected, profligate, and who was betrayed and mur- 
His measures secured it from surprise, averted dered. As the only release from anarchy, 
the seduction of the sepoy battalions, and the government of young Holkar appealed to 
placed the brigade in a position to act with the English for protection, and Mr. Metcalfe 
promptitude and effect. He ordered Lieu- was nominated to conclude negotiations, 
tenant-colonel Burr to advance and attack Before he could accomplish anything, Scin- 
the forces of the Peishwa, which were mad diab, who had been plotting against the En- 
with triumph from the destruction of the glish and watching for an opportunity to 
presidency. attack them ever since the defeat of his forces

On the 5th of November 1817, a battle by Wellesley and Lake, succeeded in inducing 
was fought between these forces. The golden a change among the ministers of the young 
pennon (zurree pulkah), the grand standard chief, and confederated with them for pur- 
of the Mahrattas, held in veneration by all the poses hostile to the company, 
tribes, was borne by Mozo Dickshut a trusted In November a British force, under the 
chief of tried valour, but he fell defending it, command of Sir Thomas Hislop,^ crossed the 
and this circumstance being deemed ominous Nerbuddah. The advanced divisions, under 
by the superstitious soldiery, deprived them of General Malcolm and Colonel Adams, were 
confidence, and they did not any longer main- to act against the Pindarrees; Sir Thomas 
tain the contest with spirit. Colonel Burr was ordered by the governor-general to ad- 
gained a victory, but only by desperate fight- vance into Malwa, although the resident 
ing, nearly all the survivors of his force warned his excellency that the rajah would 
being severely wounded. His gallant little in consequence declare war. 
army numbered 2500 men, the host of the Early in December, the whole of Holkar’s 
Peishwa was 25,000. On the 17th of No- army assembled within twenty miles of Ma- 

* Auber’s British Power in India, vol. ii. p. 524-5. liidpore, and, after a council of war, marched



against that place. On the morning of the 20th warned that military operations would be 
of December, young Holkar was playing in directed against him if lie took a single hostile 
his tent, when he was enticed away, and at the stejo. He attacked the residency, which Mr. 
same instant a guard was placed over Tooisah Jenkins, the resident, afterwards M.P., and a 
Baee, the mistress of the deceased sovereign: director of the East India Company, defended
at night she was beheaded, and her body with great spirit and success. Happily there 
thrown into the Seepra. The Patan chiefs was a small body of troojis at hand, but the 
loudly demanded to be led against the enemy, best and bravest of them were surpassed 
and began to plunder the baggage of the by the devoted courage and activity of the 
English. General Hislop ordered an instan- civilians, some of whom fell. Reinforcements 
taneous attack upon Idolkar’s army, which was arriving, the rajah’s capital was attacked in 
well posted on the banks of the Seepra, force. He sought terms : they were granted, 
nearly opposite to Mahidpore, their left flank He endeavoured to turn them to account by 
protected by the river, their right by a deep an act of treachery for the destruction of the 
ravine, while their line, which could only be British. He was suspected, his scheme 
approached by one ford, was protected by defeated, and his capital stormed. He was 
ruined villages. The bed of the river afforded made prisoner. Mr. Jenkins, for political 
some cover for the British troops in forming, reasons, reinstated him, on condition of the 
and as their flanks were all but impregnable, surrender of his chief forts and much of his 
it was determined to attack in front. The territory. His officers refused to surrender 
plan of battle was simple, and the execution the forts, and his servants retained possession 
of it prompt, orderly, and gallant. In cross- of the territory, and he connived at their de- 
ing the river many men wTere lost, but the fection. The territory was conquered, the 
foot artillery, well arranged on the right bank, forts stormed, and the rajah himself being 
covered the passage. The horse artillery detected in a correspondence with the ex- 
crossed to  ̂the enemy’s side, and silenced Peishwa, for a united attack upon the English, 
many of their guns. The whole army effected Mr. Jenkins seized his person, and declared 
the passage, and stormed the defences of the the musnid vacant. The rajah and two of his 
enemy, carrying them all with sword and chief ministers were sent in custody to Allah- 
bayonet. Vi hen the Mahrattas began to abad. On the way he escaped, 
retire, a charge of cavalry turned their retreat In 1818 pursuit of the Peishwa occupied 
into a rout.  ̂ Sir John Malcolm commanded the attention of the governor-general and 
the right w in g ; Major J . L. Lushington, the military chiefs. W hen his highness fled 
afterwards General Sir James Law Lushing- from Poonah, he found many abettors and 
ton, and Lieutenant-colonel Russell, com- followers. A ll the petty rajahs of his domi- 
manded the two lines of cavalry in the final nions were ready to take up arms on his behalf 
charge. against Europeans. He collected an army

Signal as this defeat was, it did not secure stronger than that which had been beaten at 
peace. \ arious zemindars and rajahs in the Poonah. They took quarters at Coryo'aum 
Doab held fortified places, which were stormed. A  British officer named' Staunton was on his 
The Patau population in Pohilcund rose in way to Poonah. with a weak battalion of in- 
arms, and various troublesome dispositions of fantry, a few squadrons of horse, and a consi- 
troops and weary marches were necessary be- derable detachment of artillery ; arriving at the 
fore the insurrection was suppressed. Scin- heights of Cory gaum, he beheld the Peishwa’s 
dxah, who had led the government of Holkar army in the plain beneath. Staunton imme- 
mto the disasters thus experienced, did not diatelymade for the village with the design 
strike a blow, but hastened to make such of occupying it. He had only just succeeded 
accommodations as, would screen himself in doing so when he was attacked by the 
nom penal consequences. He made a new whole army of the enemy, probably numberino- 
treaty on the 5th and 6th of November, 1817, TO,000 men. The attack continued aU daf 
by which he bound himself to an alliance until 9 p .m. The mosques and pagodas were 
offensive and defensive, and to furnish a large again and again taken by each party A ll 
cavalry contingent for the Pindarree war. the British officers were put hors de combat 

Incredible as it may seem, none of these except Captain Staunton and two others. All 
events, disastrous as they were to the Mah- the artillery men were killed or wounded. The 
rattas,  ̂and triumphant to the British, had any cavalry were cut up or exhausted. There 
effect m deterring the Rajah of Nagpore from was no water. Some wells were discovered 
correspondence with Bajeo Rao, the fugitive in the night, and the fainting soldiers were 
Peishwa and organizing an army to attack relieved from the pangs of thirst In the 
the English. It was plainly intimated to him morning the Peishwa did not renew the attack, 
that his treason was discovered, and he was but withdrew his army. The captain brought



off his guns and colours, liis siclr and wounded, events which followed this visit are thus 
to Seroor, which place they entered on the described by M. Auher : lie  appeared low
third day, during which they had no refresh- and dejected, and retired for a private inter
ment hut water. The gallant conduct of view, when he said, that he had been involved 
Captain Staunton and his troops was much in a war he never intended; that he was 
applauded in India and in England. The East treated as an enemy by the state which had 
India Company voted him a purse of 500 supported his family for two generations, and 
guineas, and a splendid sword of honour, with was at that moment in a position that de
an inscription panegyrizing his courage, skill, manded commiseration, and believed that he 
and fidelity to duty. The rewards bestowed had a real friend in Sir John Malcolm. The 
upon his chivalrous soldiers bore no proportion latter replied, that every moment of delay was 
to their deserts. one of danger, and that he should either throw

Soon after this event Generals Smith and himself at once on the British government, 
Britzler marched against the formidable for- or determine on further resistance. ‘ How 
tress of Sattara, which was soon reduced, can I resist now ? ’ he exclaimed, ‘ I  am sur- 
Mr. Elpliinstone raised the standard of the rounded.’ Sir John Malcolm remarked that 
Rajah of Sattara, announced the protection of he was so, but he could not complain; that 
the company, a just system of revenue, and he still had the power of escape as much as 
the establishment of religious liberty. In the ever, if he wished to become a freebooter and 
vdiole of this transaction Mr. Elpliinstone wanderer, and not accept the liberal provision 
acted with sagacity and justice. His activity designed for him. He replied, with the flat- 
and precision everywhere that his presence tery of which he was master, I  have found 
and influence could reach, entitled him to the you, who are my only friend, and will never 
gratitude of his country. leave you ; would a shipwrecked mariner,

General Smith maintained a hot pursuit of after having reached the port  ̂ he desired, 
the Peishwa, whose army he overtook at form a wish to leave i t ? ’ Still, upon the 
Ashtee, where he gained a signal victory, plea of a religious ceremony, and that it was 
taking the Rajah of Sattara and all his family an unlucky day, he washed on thê  third to 
prisoners, who were sent to Mr. Elpliinstone, postpone till the next day surrendering him- 
who conducted them to their palace at Sat- self up and accepting the propositions, by 
tara. Gocldah, the best general in the which he engaged to proceed to Hindostan, 
Peishwa’s army, fell in the battle of Ashtee, a pension of not less than eight lacs of rupees 
which circumstance depressed the troops, per annum being secured to him. To this 
The Peishwa fled from the field of his defeat, delay Sir John Malcolm most positively ob- 
and -was joined by Holkar and his infantry jected. The firing of some guns in the quar- 
in his retreat; they both took refuge in ters of Asseer had a considerable effect upon 
Candcish, where Guniput Rao, with what was him, and at eleven he determined to come to 
left of the Rajah of Nagpore’s army, joined Sir John Malcolm’s camp.” 
them. The jaghiredars* of Candeish, timid The fortunes of the other Mahratta chiefs 
of the consequence to themselves of favour- are thus briefly summed up :— “ Trimbuckjee, 
ing such refugees, corresponded with Mr. on learning the dispersion of Bajee Rao’s 
Elpliinstone. This led to desertion by many force, retired to the neighbourhood of Nassiclr, 
of the followers of the confederated Mahratta where he was taken prisoner by Major Swan- 
chiefs. The Peishwa led the life of a fugi- ston, sent round to Bengal, and lodged in the 
tive for six months, pursued by Generals fort of Chunar. The exertions of Mr. Elphin- 
Smith, Hislop, and other British commanders, stone were very successful in effecting the 
During that time, Brigadier-general Monro, introduction and establishment of the new 
conquered many forts, and, in command of a government.
small body of troops, performed many glo- “ The settlement of the Bheels in Candeish 
rious enterprises, which were, however, con- was prosecuted by Captain Briggs, under Mr. 
nected with a warfare so desultory, and Elpliinstone’s direction, and the state of Sat- 
involving operations so similar, as to preclude tara was likewise making favourable progress, 
a detailed account. The Peishwa sought to “ The condition of the newly acquired pro
reach Malwa, but Sir John Malcolm’s dispo- vinces, and the measures adopted bv_ the 
sitions effectually thwarted that purpose. On British government, (subjects of deep inte- 
the 27th of May, being pressed by the forces rest,) properly form matter for a separate 
of Sir Thomas Hislop, the Peishwa intimated, work. The remaining fugitive, Appa Sahib, 
by his vakeel, to Sir John Malcolm an inten- the ex-rajah of Nagpore, would have been 
tion to surrender. At Keree, on the 2nd of captured near the fort of Asseerghur, hut for 
June, Sir John visited the Peishwa. The Jeswunt Rao Sar, who sallied forth and saved 

* Holders ofjagMres or estates. him from his pursuers. He proceeded from



thence to Lahore, where he was allowed to to assure the natives of the good treatment 
live in absolute privacy, on a very scanty and protection which they would experience 
allowance from Runjeet Singh ; a permission from the British government. Villages that 
extended by that chief in a manner which had distinguished themselves by expelling or 
showed his sincere desire not to dissatisfy the resisting the rebel troops were to be rewarded 
British government.” It became clear in the by large remissions, and by permanent marks 
course of the proceedings connected with the of favour. Conspirators and all banditti 
temporary surrender of the fort of Asseer- were to be treated as rebels and punished 
ghur, required from Scindiah under the treaty “ promptly and severely.” The necessity 
of November, 1817, that secret communiea- of adhering to the customs of the country 
tions and engagements were carried on by was strongly urged during the provisional 
him in the Peishwa’s interest while lie was government, even to the exemption of Brah- 
making ostentatious parade of alliance with mins from capital punishment, except when 
the English. He humbled himself, besought guilty of treason. No new imposts were to be 
pardon, and was forgiven, provided his future levied, and those that seemed oppressive or 
conduct proved true. unpopular were to be repealed. A ll lands

This troublesome, expensive, and sanguinary held free of revenue were to remain so, and 
war arose from the ignorance of the board of to be left with the present proprietors, who 
control, which sent out the Marquis of Corn- were, however, to prove their titles by sliow- 
wallis the second time with express instruc- ing their “ sunnuds.” The conciliation of 
tions to revoke the policy of the Marquis the Bheels and Ramoosees was to be effected 
Wellesley. Lord Cornwallis entered heartily “ by every means.”
into these instructions, for he had always been Upon the conclusion of the war the Marquis 
adverse to any connections with the Mah- of Hastings carried out the whole scheme of 
rattas. Still he had himself been obliged to policy originated by the Marquis Wellesley, 
form treaties and military connections with a scheme which Lord Hastings had himself 
them, and he did not continue long enough denounced when imperfectly acquainted with 
in power during his second government to Indian affairs. Blacker states that the num- 
perceive the alteration of circumstances which ber of British officers killed and wounded 
rendered the severe policy of Lord Wellesley were 134, and the number of all other ranks 
necessary after the first Mahratta war. Had 3,042. The campaign, or series of campaigns, 
Lord Cornwallis been spared, there can be no lasted from November 5, 1817, to May 13, 
doubt, from his clearness of perception and 1819.*
wisdom, that he would have allowed Lord In 1819 treaties were made with the Rajahs 
Wellesley’s arrangements to remain, and not of Odeypore, Jeypore, Joudpore, Jesselmer, 
have exposed the company and his country and Bicanur, also with the petty chiefs of Bans- 
to the dangers and costs of a second Mahratta wara, Dungerpore, Pertabgerh, Sirohi, Krisli- 
war, to assert that ascendancy he so unfor- nagerh, Kerauli, Bundi, and Ivotah. “  With 
tunately revoked. Had the treaties of Lord each of these formal engagements were con- 
Wellesley been permitted to stand, there is tracted, upon the general basis of subordinate 
abundant reason to believe, from all the evi- co-operation and acknowledged supremacy.’’ 
dences which were evoked during the second During the more quiet periods of his govern- 
Mahratta war, that so great a calamity would ment, Lord Hastings made considerable altera- 
have been averted. tions in the financial and judicial systems. He

During the year 1819 Mr. Elphinstone was also organized a superior police force. After 
actively employed in arranging the govern- an unusually protracted period of government, 
ment of the Mahratta states. It is a curious Lord Hastings retired in January, 1823. It 
circumstance that in 1859, forty years after, a was on his passage home that he drew up the 
copy of his proclamation to the landholders summary of his administrations, which has 
should be called for in the British legislature, since been so much quoted. His arrival in 
and was actually printed in the returns, London led to many debates in the India- 
according to which it appears that the pro- house, and notable rewards were conferred 
clamation was to be circulated freely, with a upon his lordship and his successor in the 
view to convince the amildars and pattels of title.
the hopelessness of the Bajee Rao s cause, and * Blacker’s account of the Pindarree War.



CHAPTEB OV.

PROGRESS OP BRITISH INTERESTS IN CHINA AND THE ARCHIPELAGO, PROM THE BEGINNING 
o p  THE 19ih  CENTURY TO THE END OE THE GOVERNMENT OP THE MARQUIS HAST- 
INGS-CONQUEST OF MAURITIUS AND BOURBON; OF THE MOLUCCAS; OP JAVA, AND 
THE ISLES IN ITS VICINITY.

I n China the century opened with the event- enemy’s fire. The enemy’s squadron was 
ful circumstance of the American flag having beaten off, and the company s fleet proceeded 
been first hoisted at Canton. This occurred in safety. . , ,
on the 2nd of January, 1801. In 1805 the letter of his royal majesty to

On the 5th of November, 1803, the court his imperial majesty was delivered to the
of directors informed the select committee of viceroy, after innumerable delays and obstacles 
Chinese merchants that hostilities had recom- created by the Chinese officials. A  c ail, 
menced between the English government and fancifully and richly decorated, was sent lor 
the French and Batavian republics. the conveyance of the box containing ns

On the 22nd of May, the same year, the majesty’s letter. The supercargoes went in 
court of directors of the East India Company procession to the palace. On the 2 2 nd ot 
were informed by the board of control, that January the royal presents were formally 
his majesty intended to address a letter to the presented; the chair containing the letter was 
Emperor of China, and send him presents; laid down before the front entrance to the 
and it was recommended that the chairman palace. The supercargoes were conducted 
should send a letter to the viceroy and the under a salute of three guns, into the hall ot 
hoppo. Lord Castlereagh sent a letter to the audience by a side entry, while the letter was 
prime-minister of the Chinese emperor. One borne through the grand entrance. I  lie 
of the king’s gardeners was sent to Canton to viceroy and hoppo were seated under a 
collect specimens of the vegetable productions gorgeous canopy at the upper end of the hall, 
of that part of China, and he was accompanied attended by numerous mandarins m their 
bv a botanical painter to take drawings. official costume. The letter was then pre-

“ On the 14th of February, 1804, a squa- sented to the viceroy, who, with the hoppo, 
dron of French men-of-war, commanded by rose to receive it, and remained standing 
Admiral Linois, encountered the English some time in token of respect. The letter 
homeward-bound China fleet in the Straits of was then carried to an inner apartment, and 
Malacca. The French admiral counted upon the grand officers resumed their seats. The 
an easy victory, as his force was very formid- viceroy declined receiving the letters sent by 
able. His own ship, the Marengo, carried Lord Castlereagh and the chairman of the 
eighty guns. Two of his vessels were large court of directors, on the ground that it was 
fast-sailing frigates, a corvette of thirty guns, contrary to the laws of China to receive 
and a Dutch brig of eighteen guns. Captain presents or communications from any foieign 
Dance was the commodore of the English minister or mandarin. The president of _the 
vessels. He sailed in the Earl Camden, a supercargoes requested that the letters might 
good ship. Captain I. T. Timins, of the remain, pending permission being granted 
Royal George, bravely and skilfully seconded by his imperial majesty to receive them. To 
the commodore. All the captains and their this arrangement tlie viceroy consented. The 
crew's entered into the action with alacrity supercargoes retired under another salute of 
and spirit. There was much to defend, for three guns.
the value of the fleet and cargo was estimated On the 8th of May, 1806, a lettei from 
at nearly eight millions sterling.* The the emperor to the King of England, with 
Royal George received sixty-six shots in her presents, arrived at Canton. lh ey  w7eie 
hull and rigging, and bore the brunt of the delivered to the president on the 1.3th,

with precisely the same ceremonials as those 
* M. Auher, mhis History o f  British Power in India, observed in receiving the letter from llis 

gives this estimate. His work was published in 1837. Britannic majesty. The letter of his imperialIt is to be presumed that he intended to correct a former . J J r ,
estimate of the value of this fleet made in another of his majesty was veiy  ̂unli ve £
works, “  China,”  published in 1884, in which, he names made to the English by former emperors, anct 
sixteen millions as the value. Both works are regarded wag couched in terms of singular propriety, 
as standard authorities, yet they present this striking dis- aphough clothed with an air of strange 
crepancy. The discrepancies among other authorities also, • ina]ity of manner> and pervaded by a
take a wide range as to the value of the homeward-bound “ J . , ’ . E  . rm „China fleet of that year. tone of eccentric and unique thought. I  lie
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following extracts will no doubt much interest occasion, as on other occasions in the history of 
the reader. the English in China, was cruel and unjust.

“ Your majesty’s kingdom is at a remote They were quite willing to sacrifice the life of 
distance beyond the seas, but is observant of some one of the sailors, although none of the 
its duties and obedient to its laws, beholding men could be fixed upon as having committed 
from afar the glory of our empire and the manslaughter. The courage and firmness 
respectfully admiring the perfection of our of the English naval officer on the station 
government. Your majesty has dispatched alone saved his country and ms counti}men 
messengers with letters for our perusal and from this degradation, and rescued the man 
consideration; we find that they are dictated whose life was fixed upon by the English 
by appropriate • sentiments of esteem and merchants as an atonement to save their trade, 
veneration ; and being therefore inclined to It is to the honour of the directors of the East 
fulfil the wishes and expectations of your India Company that they not only approved 
majesty, we have determined to accept of the of the gallant conduct of Captain Rolles in 
whole of the accompanying offering. _ _ saving the life of his countryman, hut, pre-

“ W ith regard to those of your majesty’s sented him with £1000. 
subjects who" for a long course of years have Sir George Staunton, whose services to Rie 
been in the habit of trading to our empire, company at Canton had been very consider- 
ive must observe to you, that our celestial able, was appointed interpreter to the factory, 
government regards all persons and nations In 1808 the English at Canton were 
with eyes of charity and benevolence, and alarmed by rumours of a French invasion 
always treats and considers your subjects with of Macao, and they represented to the go- 
the utmost indulgence and affection; on their vernor-general of India the necessity of 
account, therefore, there can he no place or strengthening the _ defences of that place in 
occasion for the exertions of your majesty’s a manner which it was beyond the power 
government.” of the Portuguese to effect. In September
°  In 1806 the directors of the East India of that year, a considerable French force was 
Company permitted a Mr. Maning to go to off Java, and in consequence Admiial Drury 
China at their expense, who professed to have led an English squadron to Macao. Troops 
for his object the pursuit of science and the were landed and the defences made stronger, 
exploration of the country. Some curious The hoppo protested against any foreign 
circumstances arose out of that gentlemans troops being landed there without peimission 
mission. In  1807, he arrived at Canton. He of liis imperial majesty, according to the 
presented a petition to the hoppo, “  to be treaty existing between him and the Chinese, 
received into the service of the Emperor o f 1 The English and Portuguese were unwilling 
China.” He offered himself for employment to retrace their steps, and the Chinese pre- 
bv his imperial majesty as “ Astronomer and pared for a barbarous system of warfare. 
Physician.” His services were refused. In Conflicts on the river between her ma- 
Febrnary, 1808, he proceeded to Cochin jesty’s ships and the Chinese forts occurred, 
China, hoping to be allowed to stay there although Avar Avas not declared. “ Admiral 
some time, and thence to effect an entrance Drury seems not to have possessed that cool 
to China. This scheme also failed, through and deliberate judgment which was essential 
the jealousy of the Cochin Chinese. He then to the business he had been engaged in.” * __ 
proceeded to India, intending, if possible, to The committee were so alarmed for their 
gain an entrance by way of Thibet, Bhotan, trade by the occupation of Macao by the 
or Tartary. On all these frontiers lie found French,’ and Avere so animated in their re- 
an accurate description of his person and pur- sentments against that nation, that they were 
poses in possession of the Chinese authorities, willing to risk a war Avitli China to accom- 
nnd he Avas baffled. Finally, this persevering plisli their purpose. The British naval offi- 
gentleman accompanied the embassy of Lord cers acted with prudence and forbearance, as 
Amherst to Pekin, in the year 1816. well as courage, and decided that the imperial

In the year 1807 the company’s trade Avas treaty with Portugal forbid the occupation of 
stopped in China in consequence of the death the island by any hut Portuguese. The com- 
of a Chinese in an affray with some sailors mittee at last gave Avay. The directors were 
belonging to an English ship. The dissi- so displeased Avith the conduct of “  the select 
pated and disorderly conduct of the English committee ” for managing their affairs in 
sailors had done much to prevent the friendly China, that they displaced them, and ap- 
intercourse of the British and Chinese. The pointed servants in inferior positions above 
Chinese demanded the death of an English- them.
man for that of their countryman A v h o  had In 1809 the insolent and haughty conduct 
fallen. The conduct of the merchants on this * Parliamentary papers.



of an English naval officer at Canton had | policy which may he attributed to its ac- 
nearly embroiled his country with the United quaintance with the fact, that a serious dis- 
States of America. Captain Pellew, R.N., sension had broken out between the two 
impressed American seamen, or seamen on principal commanders of the pirate forces, 
board American ships, into the service of the This proceeded even to the length of the 
king. The American government demanded black and red squadrons (which they respec- 
redress, "which had to be conceded to avert tively headed) engaging in a bloody comba't, 
war, the pride and petulance of this British wherein the former was discomfited. The 
officer thus causing humiliation to his country, weaker of the two now submitted to accept 

Prom the years 1806 to 1810 the Chinese the offers of the government, which promised 
Ladrones, native pirates, called after their free pardon, and kept its engagements; the 
brethren the Portuguese of Macao, infested the leader was even raised to some rank in the 
coasts of China.* These men were similar emperor’s service ! Being thus weakened by 
to the pirates which infested the Chinese the desertion of nearly half her forces, the 
seas in the seventeenth century, from whom female chieftain and her other lieutenant did 
the Dutch settlers in Formosa suffered so not much longer hold out. The Ladrones 
severely. Mr. Davis, afterwards Sir J. F. who had submitted were employed by the 
Davis, governor of Hongkong, has given the crafty government against their former asso- 
following curious and interesting description ciates, who were harassed by the stoppage of 
of the character and history of these Chinese their supplies, and other difficulties, and a few 
pirates:— “ Not the least remarkable feature more months saw the whole remaining force 
about this formidable fleet of pirates was its accept the proffered amnesty. Thus easily 
being, subsequent to the death of its original was dissolved an association which at one 
chief) very ably governed by his wife, who time threatened the empire; but as the 
appointed her lieutenants for active service. A  sources and circumstances, whence piracy has 
severe code of laws for the government of the more than once sprung up, are still in exist- 
squadron, or of its several divisions, was en- ence, the success and impunity of their pre
forced, and a regular appropriation made of decessors may encourage other bands of mari- 
all captured property. Marriages were strictly time robbers to unite in a similar confederacy 
observed, and all promiscuous intercourse, at no distant period.” *
and violence to women, rigorously punished. Difficulties between the English merchants 
Passes were granted to the Chinese junks or and the Chinese authorities were perpetuated 
boats which submitted to the pirates : but all by the frequent fatal conflicts of the English 
such as were captured in government vessels, sailors and the natives, and the sternness of the 
and indeed all who opposed them, were Chinese penal code, which exacted blood for 
treated with the most dreadful cruelty. A t blood, life for life.
the_ height of their power they levied contri- The Chinese officials were constantly find- 
butions on most of the towns along the coast, ing pretexts for stopping the trade. An in- 
and spread terror up the river to the neigh- exorable jealousy of foreigners characterised 
bourhood oi Canton. It "was at this time the policy of the imperial government. In 
that the British factory could not venture to consequence of this, objections were taken to 
move in their boats between that place and the presence of European ships of war in the 
Macao without protection; and to the La- Canton river, and to the service of the natives 
drones, therefore, may be partly attributed the at the foreign factories, 
origin of the valuable survey of the Chinese His majesty’s ship Doris exercised a block- 
seas  ̂by Captain Ross; as the two cruisers ade against the American merchantmen dur- 
W’hich were sent from Bombay, at the select ing 1814. The ship captured an American 
committee’s requisition, to act against the vessel, which offended the Chinese, who or- 
pirates, were subsequently employed by them dered the committee of the English factory 
in that, work of public utility, the benefits of to send the Doris away. This, they ex- 
which have been felt by the whole commercial plained, was beyond their power, the ship of 
world.̂   ̂ _ war belonging to his Britannic majesty, not to

“ Finding that its power was utterly un- the East India Company. The Chinese could 
availing against the growing strength of the not understand this explanation, or affected to 
Ladrones, the Chinese government published be unable to do so. Captures and re-captures 
a general amnesty to such as "would submit, of American ships in the river followed the 
and return to their allegiance, a stroke of making of the first prize, and inflamed the

* The Chinese: « General Description o f  China and resentment o/ C h i n e s e  They interrupted 
its Inhabitants. By John Francis Davis, Esq., F.R.S. &e communications between the Jiast Indiamen 
Governor of Hongkong. London: C. Cox, King William’ an^ the English men-of-war; their magistrates 

* Davis s China, chap, in, pp. 68, 64.



seized and subjected to cruel punishment all I servants to enter into the service of the Eng- 
who took service with the English; the man- lish without molestation from the petty man
darins violated the sanctuary of the factory; darins; together with some other points.'” * 
and, in line, all the long-conceded privi- Mr. Davis has summed up the concessions
leges of the English were infringed. What of the Chinese on this occasion in language
followed has been well described by Mr. improperly vague for a work professing to 
Davis. give complete information on the subject of

“ The committee, seeing the hostile disposi- British relations to the Chinese government, 
tion of the government, determined on the M. Auber has been more complete on this 
hold measure of stopping the trade, as the head, although prolix in his narrative of the 
only means of arriving at a remedy. The events that led to such an issue. Accord-
Chinese, somewhat startled at their old wea- ing to that writer, the relations between the
pon being turned against themselves, began Chinese and English were placed in 1814: 
to display a more conciliatory temper, and, upon the following basis, which includes the 
after some debate, a mandarin was appointed matters mentioned by Mr. Davis, and “ some 
to meet Sir George Staunton, who was de- other points,” which he leaves his readers to 
puted to conduct the negotiation on the part guess :—
of the committee. Accordingly, on the 20th “  On the 29th November, a communication 
of October, Sir George proceeded to Canton, was made by Howqua of the decisions passed 
accompanied by Sir Theophilus Metcalfe and by the viceroy, to the following effect:—
Mr. Davis. The first subject of complaint “  1st. Permission given to address the 
was the arrest of the linguist Ayew, for per- government in Chinese through the Hong 
forming a service which was merely compli- merchants without the contents being in- 
mentary on the part of the English, and ex- quired into.
pressive of their respect for a dignified officer “  2nd. The use of offensive language not 
of government, who had conducted the first very satisfactorily answered, 
embassy through China, and been on friendly “ 3rd. The local magistrate not to visit 
terms with its members. It was immediately the factory without giving due previous no- 
replied, that his seizure was on account of a tice.
totally different affair, and that there was no “  4th. The communication by boats be- 
intention of condemning the proceeding, tween Canton and Whampoa to be open and 
Several meetings took place with the prin- free as usual.
cipal mandarins and one or two assessors, but “  5th. Natives maybe employed as coolies, 
little progress was made towards an adjust- porters, tea-boilers, cooks, and in other similar 
ment; when the viceroy suddenly determined capacities, but persons not to be hired under 
on breaking off the negotiation. The com- the denominations of Jceujpan and thawan. 
mittee upon this resolved on issuing a notice “  6th. Ships of war to remain at their 
to all British subjects to quit Canton: Sir usual anchorages while the ships are at 
George Staunton and the gentlemen with Whampoa, but when they depart, the ships 
him embarked in the Wexford, and the whole of war to depart.
fleet proceeded down the river. “ 7th. Boats to receive passes at certain

“ This step had the effect of completely stations, 
curing the obstinacy of the viceroy. A  depu- “  8th. The country ships have been fired
tation of Hong merchants was sent down to at as due notice to the Bogue Fort,
the  ̂ships, with authority to state that man- “  9th. Merchantmen only admitted to 
darins would be sent to discuss the remaining Whampoa
points in dispute if Sir George would return, ' „  Additional Articles.
On ms reaching Canton, an attempt was made
to retract the pledge, but this could not be “  l sk Address to be laid before the em- 
persisted in ; and, after several long and te- Peror t0 be written in the foreign character 
dious audiences with the mandarins, the prin- as before.
cipal points in dispute were gained, and in- “  2nd. Important affairs to be addressed 
corporated in an official paper from the viceroy, to the viceroy, commercial affairs to the 
as the only security against a breach of faith boppo, local district affairs to the local ma- 
on the part of the Chinese. The privilege of gistrates.
corresponding with the government under “  3rd. Further arrangements respecting 
seal, and in the native character, was now7 for the boats passing the Bogue ; the people will 
the first time established; an assurance was then be directed to behave courteously, 
given that no Chinese officer should ever enter “  ^th. The opening or not of the trade 
the British factory without leave previously will not be inquired into, 
obtained; and licence w7as given to native * Davis’s China, chap. iii. pp. 73, 73.



“ 5th. Notice will be given when natives must be performed, or his further advance
are tried implicating foreigners. stopped. Lord Amherst objected to the cere-

“ An edict confirming the same was issued mony as an indignity to the king his master,
on the 2nd December.” and to the British nation. He argued that

The year 1814 was signalised in the history if the ceremony were merely a form, as the 
of the British in India by the commencement Chinese officials pretended, then he had no 
of the compilation of an Anglo-Chinese die- objection to practise it, provided a written 
tionary, by the Eev. Dr. Morrison, a mis- declaration were made to him that a Chinese 
sionary of the London Missionary Society, ambassador would perform the same ceremony 
and an English congregational minister. The at the court of his Britannic majesty in case 
perseverance and devotedness of this remark- such were sent there. The legates refused to 
able man made him in this, as in so many other give any such pledge, and made the “ ko- 
respects, a benefactor to the Chinese people, to tow ” the alternative to the dismissal of the 
the English in China, and useful to the relations embassy. The legates proposed that a re- 
of the two nations. The directors of the East hearsal should be performed, in order that the 
India Company favoured this great under- ambassador might try how far his scruples 
taking, as did their select committee at Can- were unrelenting, but it was intended that 
ton. Sir G-. Staunton, at the request of the this rehearsal should be public and ceremo- 
committee, superintended the issue of the nious, and was evidently intended as a trap 
work. The whole work was not completed for his excellency, who declined any rehearsal 
until 1824, Dr. Morrison having been in- whatever, adhering to his previous stipula- 
terrupted in his labours by attendance at the tion, which he repeated. The voyage was 
embassy in 1818. prosecuted to Tong-choo-foo, where the navi-

1 1 1 1 8 1 6  it was determined by his majesty’s gation of the river ends, and whence the 
government and the court of directors, that an journey to Pekin, only twelve miles, is per- 
embassy should be sent to the Chinese em- formed by land. A t this place the legates 
peror from the Prince Itegent of England, proposed that the ambassador should write 
Lord Amherst was fixed upon as a suit- home for instructions. His lordship de- 
able person for this important mission. The clined doing so, and was treated rudely by 
ostensible objects of this embassy were the mandarins. He insisted upon sending a 
briefly stated to be—“ a removal of the grie- letter to the emperor; upon producing the 
vances which had been experienced, and an superscription, the evidence of his lordship’s 
exemption from them and others of the like high rank seemed to aive the officials, and 
nature for the time to come, with the esta- their rudeness gave place to obsequiousness, 
blishment of the company’s trade upon a In the afternoon of the 28th, the embassy 
secure, solid, equitable footing, free from the arrived at Pekin, which it was not permitted 
capricious, arbitrary aggressions of the local to enter, but was conducted round the walls, 
authorities, and under the protection of the and at sunrise was in the neighbourhood of 
emperor, and the sanction of the regulations Yuen-min-yuen. The ambassador was not 
to be appointed by himself.” allowed'to see the emperor, or personally to

The embassy embarked at Spithead, on deliver his credentials to the prime-minister, 
board his majesty’s ship Alceste, on the 8th as he still persisted in refusing a homage 
of February, 1816, and arrived at the mouth which amounted to idolatrous worship, and 
of the White River, Gulf of Pe-tche-lee, on the which recognised the Emperor of China as the 
28th of July. The disembarkation.did not sovereign of the universe, and the King of 
take place until the 9th of August, when the England as his tributary, 
imperial legate visited Lord Amherst. It His excellency and suite were compelled 
was arranged that negotiations should not be to return; en route to Canton he was treated 
entered into until the arrival of the arnbas- with respect. He arrived at the factory on 
sador at Tien-Sing. On the 12th his excel- the 1st of January, 1817. The frustration 
lency arrived there, and was met by a second of the mission was mainly due to the viceroy, 
imperial legate, when a discussion at once and other officials at Canton, who knew that 
arose as to the performance of “ ko-tow”— the its chief object was to complain of their inso- 
homage demanded by the emperor from all lence, violence, oppression, and extortion, 
representatives of foreign princes. Lord Am- During the passage of Lord Amherst up 
herst refused. His excellency and suite, ac- the river, and overland to Pekin, and even 
compamed by the legates, proceeded up river, while returning, the Canton authorities be- 
On the 16th of August, his lordship was haved with ill will to the British naval offi- 
roused from his bed at a very early hour by cers in the Canton river. The captain of the 
the Chinese officials, for the purpose of in- Alceste (Lord Amherst’s vessel) was refused 
forming him that the homage or “ ko-tow” anchorage at Whampoa. Of this circum-



stance, Mr. Davis observes :— “  It was in- were of opinion that Lord Amherst should 
tended to degrade the British ambassador have complied with the Chinese customs, 
below the tribute-bearer from Siam, whose whatever they were. Dr. Barry O’Meara, in 
junk has free leave to enter the river! The his Voice from  /St. Helena, represents the 
Alceste, however, proceeded very leisurely imprisoned Emperor Napoleon I., as derid- 
on her way ; and Captain Maxwell, on being ing the English and Lord Amherst for their 
fired at by the junks, and the fort at the pride and impracticability in not stooping to 
river’s mouth, silenced the junks at a single any humiliation the Chinese thought proper 
shot; while one broadside sufficed to send to impose, which the ex-emperor considered 
the garrison of the fort scampering up the indifferent, whereas the commercial ad van- 
side of the hill, down which that defence is tage to be obtained was substantial. The 
somewhat preposterously built. The effect opinion of so renowned a person was much 
of this decisive conduct was evinced in the quoted in Europe, and especially in England 
short space of one day, by the arrival of all after O’Meara’s book was published, when- 
sorts of provisions to the Alceste at Whampoa, ever Chinese affairs brought up the subject, 
by a free consent to load the Hewett, and by The Emperor Napoleon was however a bad 
the. publication of a statement that the firing judge on points of ethics or honour, however 
at the entrance of the river was an affair of sagacious in matters of war or policy. He 
saluting ! Those who composed the embassy could assume the language and conduct of 
were gratified to find on their arrival at a Mohammedan in Egypt, a Romanist in 
Canton, on the 1st of January, that Captain Italy, and an atheist in France, when poli- 
Maxwell had not been deterred by any un- tical and personal objects were to be promoted 
necessary apprehensions for their safety from by so doing. Lord Amherst’s honour and 
duly maintaining the dignity of the British principle were of a higher cast, and regulated 
flag.” by a sense of duty drawn from purer sources

The duties and annoyances of Lord Am - than any acknowledged as authoritative by 
herst were not over on his arrival at Canton. Napoleon Buonaparte. Lord Amherst did 
The emperor had written a letter for the not, like his French imperial majesty, place 
Regent, and committed the delivery of it to the Bible on bis political book-shelves; ho 
his viceroy at Canton, who was personally to had another and more becoming compartment 
place it in the hands of the British ambassador, for it. Duty to the person of his king, the 
This ceremony was performed in an emi- honour and dignity of his country, and to the 
nently uncivil manner, which the ambassador religion he professed, forbid Lord Amherst 
took care to rebuke in a way which com- to render the idolatrous homage and recog- 
ported with the dignity of his bearing through- nition of supremacy demanded by the Tartar 
out. This ceremonial terminated Lord Am - emperor. He acted conscientiously, and the 
herst’s business in China. Barrow relates,* present generation of Englishmen at all 
that Lord Macartney’s embassy cost the Chi- events approves. Had Lord Amherst par- 
nese government £170,000. Mr. Davis was ticipated in the degrading and dishonourable 
of opinion that the embassy of Lord Amherst ceremonial proposed, he would not in all pro- 
cost it an equal sum. The letter of the bability have obtained any advantages for his 
emperor to the Prince Regent was intolerably nation, and the English would have been re- 
insolent and arrogant. The following pas- minded at Canton by the viceroy, that their 
sages from it will suffice to disclose its cha- king was the emperor’s slave. A t it was, the 
racter:— “  Hereafter there is no occasion for firmness of the ambassador much impressed 
you to send an ambassador so far, and be at the Chinese authorities, and notwithstanding 
the trouble of passing over mountains and their first outbursts of resentment, made them 
crossing seas and in a vermillion edictf the more wary of affronting a people who might 
following passage:— “ I  therefore sent down assert their independence in a very trouble- 
my pleasure to expel these ambassadors, and some manner. A t all events, Mr. Davis, who 
send them back to their own country, without had opportunities of personally observing the 
punishing the high crime they had committed." effects, thus expresses a similar opinion:-—- 

Immediately after the departure of the “ It has often been a subject of just remark, 
ambassador, various acts of cruelty were per- that this unsuccessful mission was followed 
petrated by the Canton authorities, which by a longer interval of tranquillity, and of 
were intended chiefly as insults and threats freedom from Chinese annoyance than had 
to the English. The failure of the embassy ever been experienced before. From the 
was much discussed in England, very many year 1816 to 1829, not a single stoppage of 

* Travels in China. the British trade took place, except in the
T From its being written on paper of that colour by affair of the Vopdr.e frigate in 1822 j and 

the emperor’s own hand. ' then the Canton government was glad to



make the first advances to a resumption of other commissions. The admiral who was 
the suspended intercourse, as we shall see. to command the naval part of these enter- 
In l820 an accidental occurrence took place, prises did not make his appearance at the 
which gave rise to transactions of a very re- rendezvous, Trincomalee; and General Baird 
markable nature, proving in the strongest was dispatched with the troops to Egypt, 
manner the anxiety of the government to General Wellesley to Mysore. Ho oppor- 
avoid a discussion with the English, Some tunity for prosecuting either of the meditated 
boats from one of the company’s ships were attacks occurred until 1810, during the go- 
watering in the river, when they were bar- vernment of Lord Minto. The capture of 
barously attacked by a party of Chinese with Mauritius does not properly come within the 
stones. The officer in charge of the boats range of this history; it is therefore here only 
fired over the heads of the assailants to make necessary to observe that the expedition 
them desist, but the shot unfortunately took against the Mauritius was successful, and that 
effect among some boys on a high bank oppo- the conquest much reduced French influence 
site, and killed one of them. The Chinese, in the East.
as usual, demanded that somebody should be At the same time the Isle of Bourbon was 
given up; but the committee insisted on the captured, but was restored to France at the 
urgent emergency which led to the discharge peace of 1814. 
of the gun, as well as on the accidental na-
ture of the case. In the meanwhile, the C Q, 0 S-
butcher on board one of the ships committed Lord Minto’s career as an Indian states- 
suicide ; and the Chinese, on hearing this, man was closed with more eclat than it other- 
immediately took it up, thinking proper to wise would have been, by his acquisition of 
assume that he must be the individual who the Moluccas and the Island of Java. “ An 
had shot the b oy ! The utmost eagerness empire, which for two centuries had contri- 
and haste were shown by them in appointing buted to the power, prosperity, and grandeur 
an inquest of mandarins, who proceeded to of one of the principal and most respected 
examine the body; and, as it was decided by states of Europe, was wrested from the short 
them at once that the deceased butcher must usurpation of the French government,* added 
be the homicide, the trade proceeded as to the dominions of the British crown, and 
usual. It must be observed, that the com- converted from a seat of hostile machinations 
mittee only granted permission 'for the ship and commercial competition, into an aug- 
to be boarded by the mandarins when they mentation of British power and prosperity,” f  
demanded it, and that the whole proceeding In the year 1808 Mr. Baffles, afterwards 
showed the extreme anxiety of the local au- Sir Stamford Baffles, was secretary to the 
thorities to accommodate the affair.” government of Prince of Wales’ Island. Ill

The English abstained, however, from all health compelled change of scene, and he pro
compromise in the transaction, as is known by ceeded to the Moluccas. There he acquired 
the distinct testimony of the Bev. Dr. Morri- considerable information as to the trade and 
son, the congregational missionary, and Chi- general condition of the islands near and 
nese interpreter to the company. This nar- beyond the Straits. He also obtained very 
rative shows at once the difficulty the En- precise information of the power of the Dutch, 
glish had in carrying on trade peaceably with and the value of their possessions in the great 
the Chinese, and the good effect of firmness Archipelago. Mr. Baffles drew up reports 
tempered by justice and discretion in dealing of the condition of Penang and Malacca, 
with the Cantonese authorities. No other which influenced the government in modify - 
events of interest occurred in connection with ing their intentions in respect to these settle- 
English relations to China, during the period ments, and their views of the importance 
to which this chapter refers. which should be attached to them. Mr.

Raffles drew up a paper on “ the Malayan 
CONQUEST Of MAURITIUS. Archipelago,” which so pleased Lord Minto,

During the Marquis of Wellesley’s govern- that he desired to make the gifted author go- 
ment, various measures were contemplated vernor of the Moluccas. With this intention 
by him to frustrate the purposes and hnmi- other claims interfered. In the document 
bate the power of the French and Dutch in drawn up by Mr. Baffles, he insisted upon 
the Eastern Archipelago. The expedition of the necessity to the ultimate interests of 
Buonaparte to Egypt disconcerted these mea
sures, General Baird and General Wellesley * He Moluccas and Java, with its minor islands, were 
who were nominated first to command the suh)'ected to France, when Holland, the parent country,
military portion of an expedition to the of the British lower in
Mauritius, and then against Batavia, received India, vol. ii. chap. xii. p. 470.



England in the East, that French influence men were landed in the night, with intent to 
should be completely extirpated throughout surprise the forts and batteries which guarded 
the Archipelago. The governor-general re- the bay. The difficulties of the approach 
solved to carry out the opinions of Mr. Raffles, frustrated the scheme, and the men were re- 
and to proceed himself with an expedition embarked. Early in the morning they were 
against Java. again put on shore ; and, whilst the frigate

Previous to the accomplishment of his pur- engrossed the attention of the enemy, they 
pose, some other achievements were performed proceeded unobserved to an eminence sup- 
in consonance with the general object, such as posed to command the Fort of Kayomaira, 
the reduction of the Moluccas, or Spice Islands, the principal Dutch post. They arrived on the 

In the middle of February, 1810, Captain hill at noon ; but to their great vexation they 
Tucker, with his majesty’s ships Dover, Corn- found that the fort was screened from their 
wall, and Samarang, and part of the Madras view by an intervening forest. They then 
European regiment, under Captain Court, endeavoured to proceed by an inland route, 
arrived off the island of Amboyna. The ships but, after incessant exertion throughout the 
opened a heavy cannonade. Under their fire day, it was found impossible to disencumber 
four hundred of the Madras regiment were the path of the immense trees which had been 
landed, in two detachments, one under Cap- cut down and piled across it. Turning to the 
tain Court, the other commanded by Captain right, they followed the course of a rivulet 
Philips. Philips attacked a battery in front, which led to the beach, and brought them 
and carried it by storm. Court made a circuit about ten o’clock within eight hundred yards 
and took some of the redoubts in reverse, of the fort before they were discovered. Dis- 
The next morning the guns of the captured regarding a smart fire of grape and musketry, 
batteries were directed against the town and they rushed forward, escaladed the walls, and 
fort. The Dutch governor was summoned to carried the fort. On the following morning 
surrender, and obeyed. Thirteen hundred the combined operations of the detachment 
Dutch and Malay soldiers laid down their and frigate overpowered the other defences 
arms. The former were sent to Java,— a very of the bay, and by the evening the town and 
questionable policy, as that place was about island were surrendered. Few casualties im- 
to be attacked. The Malays were enlisted in paired the exultation of the victors. Their 
the English service. Thus the English at conquest completed the reduction of the M o- 
last, and finally, avenged the insults and out- luccas, and Java with its dependencies alone 
rages inflicted upon them so long before, by remained in the possession of the Dutch.” 
the Dutch at that place. The whole of the
Moluccas were soon afterwards captured, the CONQUEST OF JAVA AND ITS DEPENDENCIES. 
Dutch in every case making a feeble resist
ance, unworthy of their former glory. The Having wrested the Moluccas from the 
garrisons of the Batavian republic were swiftly united grasp of France and Holland, the 
swept from the Archipelago, except from English were eager for the meditated attack 
Java and its neighbouring isles. The last upon Java. The governor-general deter - 
of the Moluccas that yielded to British power mined upon personally superintending the 
was Ternate, the scene of so much competi- operations; some delay was therefore neces- 
tion and contention between them and the sary. The delays perpetually interposed by 
Dutch in the early enterprises of the traders the naval commanders were, however, the 
of those nations among the Spice Islands, chief difficulties in the way of all enterprises 
There exists but little information concerning which the Indian government had hitherto 
the attack on this place, once so famous as a attempted by sea. This want of alertness 
battle-field for the maritime rivals in the was shown at Mauritius and the Isle of 
Archipelago. Mill has compressed some France, Amboyna, and Ternate; and but for 
fragmentary accorvnts in the Asiatic Register, the intelligence of Mr. Raffles, and the deter- 
vol. xii.— the official despatches and old news- mination of the governor-general not to be 
paper correspondence. His narrative is brief impeded by the admirals, and to carry out his 
and clear, and supplies all that is worth purpose promptly and resolutely, the under
relating. “ Ternate was taken by Captain taking would have been deferred that year,—  
Tucker with a detachment of Europeans, the probably for ever; for it is certain that the 
seamen and marines of the Dover, and some French and Dutch would have made desperate 
of the newly enlisted Amboyna corps. Cap- efforts to send reinforcements and supplies, 
tain Tucker arrived off the island on the 25th and the garrisons would have made the de- 
August ; but light and baffling winds kept fences infinitely more formidable. In pursu- 
bim off the shore, and a landing was notprac- ance of his object Lord Minto proceeded to 
ticable till the 28th. A  hundred and seventy Madras, on the 9th March, 1811. Troops



were ordered to proceed from Bengal on the Sir Samuel Auchmuty, the British commander, 
loth and 16th; on the 18th of April he was led by the information which reached him 
reached Penang. The extent of information from various quarters, to decide on attacking 
with which Mr. Raffles was enabled to furnish Batavia, as the place where the contests for 
the governor-general on all points relating to the Franco-Dutch colonies of Java and de
countries of which scarcely anything was pendencies was likely to he decided, 
known, and the comprehensive views with On the evening of the 3rd of August, the 
which he accompanied his reports, proved of vanguard of the fleet made Cape Carawang, 
infinite value. An incident that occurred at and early next morning ran in for the month 
this stage of the proceedings marked the of the Mirandi river. During the lulls which 
judgment and decision of Mr. Raffles. The occurred between the land and sea breezes, 
late period when the expedition reached the ships safely anchored. Early in the even - 
Malacca, caused some anxiety on account of ing the first division of the troops landed, 
the favourable monsoon, which was nearly The fleet, when all had assembled, consisted, 
terminating. A  question arose as to which of according to Major Hough, of four sail of the 
two passages should be followed, in the course line, fourteen frigates, seven sloops, eight 
towards Java. The point called for an imme- of the honourable company’s cruisers, fifty- 
diate determination; the choice was to he seven transports, and seventeen gun-boats, 
made between the northern route, round under the command of Rear-Admiral Stopford, 
Borneo, which, from the little known of the who joined the expedition at Batavia. When 
navigation of those seas, was thought to be at Malacca, the military force was officially 
the only practicable one, especially for a fleet; reported * to be as follows :—  
but how the dangers of the Bartabac passage, 6eneml AMract ofthe ̂  MaUcca> m  Juue> i 8 n .
where only one ship could pass at a time,
were to be avoided, no one could suggest. o n c e r s , oiticers. privates, total.
Mr. Raffles had strongly recommended the European forces 200 — 5144 5344
south-west passage, between Caramata and Native forces 124 123 5530 5777
Borneo, and “ staked his reputation on the -------------------------------- -----------
success which would attend it,” The naval ■ 324 133 10’674
authorities were opposed to i t ; hut Lord _____
Minto reposed full confidence in the judg- Grand total 11,960
meat and local information of Mr. Raffles, Qf tHg force p 300 Were left behind sick, at 
by embarking with him in Ins majesty s Mal 1,500 of the remainder became ill 
ship the Modeste, commanded by Captain QU ]andi at Java. The cause 0f  this sick- 
tbe Hon George Elliot, on the 18th of negg wag° not the climate of Java, but the

^bT ’ aU<̂  tl,pi,Wa^ °!1 ' r' had, and, in some cases, disgusting quarters
Raffles sole responsibility I  he result was afforded to the men while on board the tran- 
entirely successful. The fleet, consisting^ of g t together with the rough weather en- 
sixty sail,* was in six weeks m sight of Ba- c^untere(f  on the passage. 
tavia, without a single accident. The ModeOe Oolonel Gilles fe ang the advance brigade 
alone would have done it a fortnight sojger.j- firgt jandecl at Chillingcliing, a village ten 
Hi the progress of the expedition from the mileg or g0 to tlle eagt° ,ard of Batavia. He 
roads of Madras, much danger was incurred immediate] took up a position over the road
by storms. Ills majesty s ship Dover, and to 0ornelig;  to ga illp0 3seSSion of that road,
many other vessels which remained longest, ftnd tect theb ]a J ing of the rest of the’ 
were driven on shore at Madras and wrecked. *  which wa8 safely effected.
Happily, the transports with the troops on ^  ^  7th of A  * th advanC0 ard 
board, iett in time, and escaped. The first c ,, t> i ,i- • • , ,i i cj. at j 1 t ■! m ,, . of the British crossed the Augale river by adivision of the army left Madras April 18th,x , . ,  c , . t, i “  i j. rfu!0 11  , ,, J j j-r, i 1 , p, i T bridge ot boats, and halted themselves.! Ihe1811, under the command of Colonel Robert „ „  .C  , „ „ „  m, i>) -j-j mi • txti t i\r* * i next day, i_>atavia was summoned. J-lic inhci-Kollo Gillespie. VV hen Lord Minto arrived , •, , ___, , • , ,. -iT , v  , t , pi i tt . bitants, such as the 1  rench had not driven at iVialacca, he learned that (general Uaendels A i j  ,i i n j u T7f i . away, were eager to surrender: and our troopshad been recalled by the French government, x °  + i : 5+1 . n 1 -l i i i t - had therefore no dirncuity in taking posses-and that General Jansens had replaced him, gion of the town_
and had brought out strong reinforcements. [t wa9 expected that the Frencll and Dutch

* Mill computes them at 100 sail. He probably reckons would make a stand at Weltevreeden. Against 
a description of vessels which Auber does not include in that place the army began its march on the

„  . . 10th. The cantonments were abandoned ony M. Auber s Rise of British Power, &c.
i Thorn’s Memoir o f  the Conquest o f  Java. London, * Major Thorn, deputy quartermaster-general at Java. 
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the approach of our army, but General Jumel, R. R . Gillespie, was killed on the 31st of 
the French officer second in command, had October, 1814, at Kalunga, in Hepaul. He 
intrenched a camp for a division of the Dutch had some dismounted dragoons, the body- 
army in a strong position, overlooking the guard, and a body of marines; besides the 
road to Cornells, about a mile from Welte- grenadier and light and rifle companies of the 
vreeden. Two villages covered the position 14th, 59th, 69th, and 78th regiments, and 
of the Dutch infantry. The enemy met our grenadiers of 5th and 6th volunteers, Madras 
advance with grape and musketry ; the Eng- pioneers. Lieutenant-colonel Macleod and 
lish general skirmished in front, using his Major Tule were ordered to advance, the 
horse artillery and rifles freely, and turned first named against a redoubt in the angle of 
with his main force the left flank of the de- the enemy’s front and left, the other upon the 
fence. Having set fire to the villages, the bridge leading to the rear.
British troops charged through the smoke and On the night of the 26th of August, the 
burning houses, dispossessing the Dutch infan- English began their formidable task. Gil- 
try and artillery of every strategical point, lespie led his men on in silence; at dawn the 
and driving them in headlong retreat until enemy’s videttes perceived h im : the British, 
they found protection under the cannon of as commanded, abstained from firing a shot, 
Cornelis. In the arsenal of Weltevreeden a but rushed upon the pickets with the 
large amount of military stores and 300 guns bayonet, nearly all of whom perished, and 
became the prize of the victors. General the advance redoubt was carried nearly as 
Jansens was confident that Cornelis would soon as the alarm was given. The promp- 
defy the whole force of the governor-general titude, celerity, and discipline of the English 
until the rainy season would render it impos- gave effect to valour, and this first step of 
sible to occupy trenches or a camp in its their progress was accomplished without loss, 
vicinity, and cause great loss in sickness to The 78th regiment, without entering the re
tire English if they attempted a blockade, doubt, carried the bridge over the Sloken. 
Jansens held an intrenched camp, his flanks Gillespie crossed with them, and without firing- 
protected between two'rivers, the Sloken and a shot dashed at once against the redoubt 
the Batavia river. It was a position resem- within the lines, which also commanded the 
bling that which Scindiah occupied when passage of the bridge. Each of these re- 
General Wellesley fought the desperate doubts had twenty eighteen-pounder guns, 
battle of Assaye, The Batavian river, near besides several of twenty-four and of thirty- 
Oornelis was unfordable, and the banks broken two pounds. Colonel Gibbs, who was guided 
in abrupt acclivities. The Sloken was, with to the scene of action by the enemy’s fire, 
difficulty, fordable, but it was defended by crossed the bridge after Gillespie, and while 
powerful batteries and redoubts. There was that officer stormed the redoubt to the left, 
a_ strong redoubt on the British side of the Gibbs turned to the right, where another 
river to protect the only bridge left standing, redoubt was also in a position to command 
Between the two rivers the trenches were the bridge; he at once stormed it, relying 
protected by formidable redoubts, and the in- solely on the bayonet. W hen the bulwark 
equality of the ground concealed the strength was conquered, a Dutch officer set fire to the 
of the defences, and gave the defenders op- magazine, which blew up, causing terrible 
portunity to manoeuvre against any assail- havoc and destruction. The devoted man 
ants, whatever quarter the attack came from, who thus sacrificed his own life to what he 
The camp, both in front and rear, was pro- considered the honour and interests of his 
tected similarly, both by art and nature. The country, inflicted by his suicidal act severe 
circumference of the lines was nearly five loss upon his enemies. The grenadier corn- 
miles, and was mounted by 280 pieces of panies (there were two on the occasion) of 
cannon. Seldom had the English in all their his majesty’s 14th regiment were blown up. 
daring assaults on strong places, a position Many other English soldiers perished. Con- 
presented to their attack more undesirable. trary to the intentions of the Dutch officer, 

On the night of the 20th of August, the his act also slew many of his own country - 
English began regular approaches, and as the men. The magazine* was fired before the 
works progressed, a heavy battering train was Dutch and French could make good their 
mounted. The main attack was upon the retreat. By these events a way into the in- 
tete du pont. Having battered the redoubt, trenched camp was conquered, and the Eng- 
and considerably weakened the enemy's fire, lish poured over the bridge impetuously, 
the moment for the assault arrived. Colonel spreading in every direction most likely to 
Gillespie took the command. He was the make their conquest. sure. Cornelis was en- 
same officer who (related in our account of tered, and the enemy driven out. The whole 
the Goorkha campaign), as Major-general Sir of this work was performed in the dim grey



liglit of early dawn, but by the time it was range was level and grassy, fit for cavalry, 
accomplished the sun was above the horizon, of which the native army was composed, 
and both armies were presented to one There were also slopes by which the troopers 
another in full view. The enemy was dis- could ascend or descend along the opposite 
persed, broken, or bayoneted in the redoubts sides with ease. As soon as Auehmuty s 
and trenches. The English were mustering pioneers began their work, the troopers took 
in order, undisputed victors of the position, to flight, leaving the guns behind them, which.
The enemy had strong reserves which had witli the exception of occupying the field, 
made no effort to save the place; these were was the only honour or advantage won by 
drawn up on a plain in front of the barracks General Auehmuty. General Jansens shortly 
and lesser fort, protected by its guns. ' There after surrendered the island to Great Britain, 
were several battalions of infantry, a consi- and the troops yet in arms as prisoners of war. 
derable body of cavalry, heavy guns in posi- The conquest of Java and the Moluccas 
tion, and twenty pieces of horse artillery in led to the promotion of Lord Minto in the 
line. There appeared a prospect of a new peerage; he was made an earl. Mr. Baffles 
and fierce engagement. His majesty’s 59th was knighted, and made “ lieutenant-governor 
regiment at once advanced, and the enemy of Java and its dependencies.'’ Colonel Gil- , 
shamefully gave way. The 59th entered and lespie obtained the command of the troops, 
captured the fort, while Colonel Gillespie, This officer manifested a strangely hostile 
coming up with the dragoons and horse artil- feeling to Sir Stamford Baffles. He could 
lery, the retreat of the enemy broke into a regard no subject in the same light as the 
disgraceful flight. For ten miles Gillespie governor. The latter was a statesman, a 
maintained the pursuit, pouring grape into scholar, and a philosopher, and Colonel Gil- 
the flying masses, and passing between the lespie was unable to apprehend the extent or 
different bodies with his cavalry, cut them up, depth of the governor’s views. The colonel 
unless as their cries for mercy stayed the desired to occupy Java with numerous forces; 
hands which wielded the British sabres. Six the governor believed it unnecessary, and 
thousand were thus spared; a regiment of insisted upon economy in the new govern - 
French voltigeurs, fresh from France, laid ment. Gillespie resented this, and brought 
down their arms. The number slain was not so many and such serious charges against his 
computed; at all events, no correct reports excellency, that it became necessary for the 
remain to attest it. The English lost eighty- governor-general of India to institute an 
five officers killed and wounded, and eight official inquiry, which issued in the honour - 
hundred men. There were besides, seventy- able acquittal of Baffles from all the impeach- 
three seamen and marines numbered among ments so petulantly brought against him. 
the British who fell. General Jansen escaped The commander-in-chief was displaced, 
with a small body of his light cavalry to the While yet Colonel Gillespie continued in 
eastern coast. A  squadron of frigates, with command, his services were actively demanded 
extra detachments of marines, were sent to in various ways to preserve in order the ter- 
Cheribon, the place surrendered to Colonel ritory which he had so gallantly done his 
Wood. part to conquer. The French and Dutch

While Sir S. Auehmuty went in pursuit of stirred up the natives against the English by 
Jansens, a naval expedition was directed all sorts of misrepresentations. The Sultan 
against the Island of Madura, off the north- of Yadtryakaita proclaimed war against the 
east coast of Java; it was captured. Jansens invaders. Gillespie attacked his capital, and 
collected a force of native cavalry at Jater, carried it by storm. The sultan himself was 
six miles from Samarang. Auehmuty landed taken prisoner and exiled to Penang. His 
at Samarang, from which the inhabitants Bed. son was placed by the English on the vacant
He went at once in quest of the enemy’s throne. The capture of Yadtryakaita ap-
camp, which was drawn up on a range of palled the young sultan, and made him sub
hills, difficult of access, their steeps present- missive to the English. It had been defended
ing a surface of sharp and broken crags, by one hundred thousand men, who showed 
The occupants of the camp were chiefly much courage, but their weapons and disci - 
natives, and numbered about eight thousand pline were so inferior, that they were unable 
men, with twenty guns in position. Auch- to defend the place even against a few thou- 
muty’s force was one thousand strong, a very sand Europeans.
excellently formed body, all Europeans, en- On the north-east coast of Sumatra, the 
gineers, sappers and miners, artillery, &c., Sultan of Paleinbang defied the power of the 
being in proportion to the companies of the English. Gillespie sailed from Java, in March, 
line. He had a strong detachment of pioneers. 1812, and the sultan fled without striking a 
and six liglit field-pieces. The summit of the blow for his independence. The English



commander dethroned him, and placed his of Cawnpore. Some of the criminals of Java 
brother on the throne. The expedition was were executed, the rest were drafted into 
taken, because the sultan had entered into an battalions returning home. A  sanguinary out- 
engagement with the Dutch, refused subse- rage was in truth the shortest way to obtain 
quently to revoke it, and bound himself not justice, when the soldier in India was robbed 
to admit them or the French to his dominions, or wronged by his superiors.
The position in which the English then were In 1816, Java was given up to Holland, 
positively demanded the adoption of a policy, The overthrow of Napoleon Buonaparte in the 
towards the neighbouring sultans, of treating campaign of 1813, led to general rearrange- 
all as enemies who were not allies: other- rnents among the European governments, all of 
wise the French and Dutch would form whom showed jealousy of England, upon whom 
points of support on the different islands, and the brunt of the war fell in the coalition 
endanger the British possessions. Batavia against France. The ministers of England 
had too long proved a source of peril to were deficient in intelligence, patriotism, and 
English commerce in the Eastern seas, for diplomatic talent. They were far more soli- 
the English quietly to allow French or Dutch, citous to prop up the despotisms of continental 
when vanquished in one place, to create a Europe, to flatter, and to caress them, than 
position of power in another. they were to secure the commercial advantage

On the 18th of May, Colonel Gillespie left and national honour of the United Kingdom. 
Sumatra for Bauea, of which place he took The authorities in India made strong repi’e- 
possession. Java remained in the quiet pos- sentations against the surrender of Java, 
session of the British until 1815, when a The East India Company was anxious for 
circumstance occurred which created consi- its retention. Sir Stamford Raffles pointed 
derable alarm. The native officers, non- out, in an able despatch, the vast resources of 
commissioned officers, and privates of a Bengal that island, as one of the richest and most 
light infantry battalion conspired, in October, fertile places on the globe. He showed that 
with some other sepoys and their officers, the time must come when a mighty trade 
to murder all Europeans upon whom they would be carried on through the Straits with 
could lay their hands, and desert, or, subvert- China, and that whatever European power or 
ing the constituted authorities, join the natives powers would possess the islands of the Eastern 
of Java in effecting a revolution. The cause Archipelago could command that trade. The 
of this atrocious conspiracy lay as usual in a despatch of the eminent statesmen, the lieute- 
breaeh of faith committed by the government, nant-governor of Java, was not even read bv 
The conspirators were volunteers, who, con- the minister of the day: and other important 
trary to the prejudices of their caste and despatches were at the same time treated 
nation, freely offered to join the expedition with similar insolent contempt, or culpable 
to Java, on condition of being restored to neglect. The grand object with the ministry 
their country at the expiration of the third was the upholding and extension of despotic 
year of service. The government was very government everywhere. The opposition 
glad to make the bargain, but the English were influenced in their arguments, and per- 
officials had no concern about keeping it. haps in their motives, by party. When Java 
It was scandalously and tvrannously vio- was conquered, Sheridan, who knew nothin"- 
lated. The sepoys, despairing of all hope of of the subject, and who, except for party pur°- 
again seeing their country, and smarting poses, seldom paid attention to any matter of 
under a sense of wrong, gave way to the public interest, derided the conquest as not 
vindictive passions which characterise the worth the expense incurred. The object of 
Bengalees,^ and the hatred of Europeans the eloquent declaimer was to damage the 
and Christians, which is as strongly charac- ministry; he took no trouble to ascertain the 
teristic of them, and formed the sanguinary truth. *The object of the English ministry 
purpose, which, had it not been timely dis- was to satisfy the Holy Alliance: English coin - 
covered, would have been ruthlessly executed, meree, and the interests of the English people. 
It is remarkable how the sepoy has ever were secondary objects. No surrender of 
proved himself the same sanguinary monster, territory was ever made by the English more 
whether at Vellore, or Java, or Cawnpore._ It impolitic. The abandonment of Borneo at a 
is equally remarkable that after such decided later period, although a most injurious step 
proofs  ̂of their readiness, men and officers, to to English interests, and in spite of the ex- 
assassinate their comrades and defenceless pressed will of the bankers, merchants and 
Europeans, upon any provocation from the manufacturers of England, as well as the 
government, that both the government and merchants of Singapore and India, was not 
British officers continued to trust them, until so purblind as the- surrender of Java. In 
the mutiny of 185 1, and the horrid butcheries 1814 when England agreed to surrender



Java to the Dutch, the revenue of the island that it was unable to take advantage of the 
was more than half a million sterling. The cession made by ‘ its generous ally It was 
government of Holland was so occupied by not therefore until the end of 1816, that the 
the return of Napoleon from Elba, and the Dutch flag again floated over the queen of 
campaign in Belgium and France in 1815, the eastern isles.

C H A PTE R  CVL
HOME EVENTS CONNECTED WITH THE EAST INDIA COMPANY PROM THE BEGINNING OF • 

THE 19th CENTURY TO THE RENEWAL OP THE CHARTER IN 1833-4.
T hf. century opened as to the home affairs of and parliament were unwilling to render any 
the company with a grave discussion concern- aid to the company towards bearing  ̂the cx- 
ing “ the shipping interest.” The company’s penses of the great wars carried on in India, 
ships were the finest merchantmen in the Besides it was alleged that the conquered 
world; capable of coping in battle with the territory should pay the expense of the con- 
martial navies of other countries, even with quest. Yet, whatever might be the ultimate 
those of Holland, France, and Spain. The relation of the revenues of the new territory 
peculiar manner in which these ships were to the expense incurred in obtaining them, 
held as property, by persons holding votes they seldom repaid it for many years. Most 
in the proprietary, gave a distinct pre- ot the wars in the East with European powers 
ponderance of this particular interest over have been, through the whole peiiod of Biitish 
other separate interests in connection with the connection, initiated by the board of control, 
company. The result was a monopoly which or by the governors-general, who were its 
proved injurious to the company and the I nominees and in secret correspondence with 
country, which was offensive in England as > its chief. These wars were frequently op - 
in India, and objected to by the parliament posed to the policy and directions of the com- 
and the board of control. The measures of pany. The board was exacting upon the 
the Marquis Wellesley in India, in taking up directors. The directors complained that 
Indian-built ships to carry freights to Eng- their profits were swallowed up by the ex
land, shook the monopoly, and led to a fierce penses of a policy adverse to their interests 
opposition on the part of the proprietary to and their wishes, and entirely the work of the 
the encroachments of the crown. After a government. Frequently, when it appeared 
contest, the details of which would afford no to the world as if the company and the board 
interest to the reader in these days, the crown were of one mind, the former was obliged to 
triumphed. The circumstance is important, submit to the latter, under threats of bringing 
as it was the beginning of successive en- their differences before parliament, and over- 
croachments upon the exclusive privileges of throwing their monopoly by an appeal to the 
the company, which rapidly succeeded in the principles of one class and the prejudices of 
course of the jwesent century, until the East other classes of the British people. In fact the 
India Company ceased to be a trading society, company was in continual danger of having 
The disputes with the shipping interest were their ships, stores, and funds employed for the 
not concluded, when new differences arose advantage of the general public, under the 
between the company and the board of con- orders of the secret committee of the board of 
trol, about “  the private trade.” M. Auber, control, or under the direct and arbitrary 
commenting upon this quarrel, wisely ob- orders of the crown. W henever the company 
served, “ A  combination of circumstances fre- requested the reimbursement of the immense 
quently gave rise to feelings that never would property thus squandered by the state at their 
have existed had the causes which produced expense, their accounts were disputed, or they 
them been disposed of as they arose.” At the were told that the public exchequer would not 
close of 1802, M. Bosanquet, being chairman allow of the repayment. Hints and threats 
of the court of directors, and LordCastlereagh were generally added, that if they made any 
president of the board of control, there was noise about the matter, the parliament and 
more harmony than usual between the two public would be appealed to against the 
branches of Indian government. Still there monopoly. From the time the company was 
arose discussions upon finance that were vexa- rich enough to become an object of plunder, 
tious. The company possessing the exclusive the crown and parliament were ever ready 
trade of India and China, the English public iniquitously to deprive it ot its property, under



threats, if it did not submit, of destroying its board aimed at objects altogether alien to the 
privileges. Among' the most bliint and tin- privileges and existence of the company, and 
courteous of the company’s tyrants at the in the interest, not of the nation, but of a do- 
board of control was Lord Castlereagh. The minant party of the crown, and of the ministry 
mild but severely just remonstrances of the of the time being.
company’s chairman, Mr. Bosanquet, in 1803, In the beginning of 1804, the directors 
rebuked the officious and unprincipled states- were alarmed at the drain of specie caused by 
man, with a dignity and power which any other the wars of the Marquis Wellesley. Lord 
minister but his lordship would have felt, Castlereagh encouraged the marquis in dis- 

The directors in 1803, as indeed at all regarding the opinions of the directors, who, 
times, wrote to the governor-general, urging whenever they complained of the expenses 
economy and the liquidation of the debt. The caused by wars, were set at nought by the joint 
governor-general urged that money should action of the person at the head of the board 
be sent from England for the investments, at home, and the person at the head of the 
Lord Wellesley, and all other governor- council abroad. While war was raging, and 
generals appointed by the board of control, the directors dreaded bankruptcy, the board of 
treated Indian finance as if the East India control was engaged in costly plans connected 
Company was an association conveniently with the Calcutta college and other projects, 
existing for the purpose of providing England In 1805 the policy of Lord Wellesley was 
with funds to make war in the East against impugned rvith great severity in the house 
other European nations, offensive or defen- of commons by Pauli. This gentleman had 
sive, as the case might be, and for adding to been a servant of the company, and resident 
the glory of England by Asiatic conquests, in Oude. In that situation he received much 
Clive, Hastings, Barlow— in a word, the com- kindness from Lord Wellesley, which he re- 
pany’s own servants, when invested with paid with ingratitude. The dissolution of 
supreme power, acted as if the object of their parliament in 1807 stopped Mr. Pauli’s pro- 
government was to consider and to promote ceedings. This gentleman did not again 
the interests of a great commercial associa- obtain a seat in parliament. He committed 
tion, called the East India Company, which suicide in 1808.
they were bound to serve as their employers. Lord Folkestone took up the impeachment 
In their conquests, while they were patriotic of Lord Wellesley. He was aided by a con- 
and jealous for the renown of England, they siderable number of members, but their in- 
regarded battle and victory as a part of their criminatory resolutions were rejected by large 
business as agents of the company. Under majorities. Still his lordship’s transactions in 
the board of control, the governor-general Oude were regarded as precisely similar to 
was a leading member of the aristocracy, ap- those of Hastings, and it was demanded that 
pointed for party purposes, as a reward for his aristocratic connexions should not screen 
home services, rather than his fitness for India; him. The whole of these discussions were set 
and lie acted as if his main business was to at rest by a resolution, asserting his personal 
fulfil his period of office in such a manner as honour, public zeal, and usefulness, being 
would redound to his own glory, prove the proposed by Sir John Anstruther, which was 
cabinet which nominated him wise in their carried by an overwhelming majority. This 
nomination, and assist in keeping up, or did not satisfy the directors of the East India 
creating, a parliamentary majority for his Company, who persisted in regarding the 
party. The company, which created the Eng- policy of Lord Wellesley as one of aggran- 
lish interest in India by its own resources and dizement and war, injurious to the trade and 
at its own risk, has been generally treated as ruinous to the finance of the company. They 
a troublesome appendage to the board of believed that neither the war with Tippoo nor 
control, interfering with the patronage of the Mahrattas was necessary, that both should 
the president, the cabinet, and the governor- have been allowed to pursue their course of 
general. The double government never intrigue in their own way, the governor-gene- 
worked well, not because it was a double ral simply providing for the security of the 
government, as was supposed by many, but company’s territories in case of invasion, 
because the objects of the two governing Throughout these proceedings in the corn- 
bodies were opposed. Either the board of mons, the noble marquis received the support 
control should have been so constituted as of the crown and the cabinet. He was even 
to be a check, in the interest of the na- offered the seals of the foreign office during the 
tion, upon the improper exercise of the privi- progress of the parliamentary proceedings. His 
leges entrusted to the company, or the com- lordship, with a high sense of honour, such as all 
pany should have been abolished when the who knew him would have expected, declined 
board was formed. The president of that office while charges were hanging over him.



In 1809 he was deputed ambassador to the I This mode of disposing of the high office 
junta in Spain; in 1810, he was invested with of governor-general of India was as strikingly 
the Order of the Garter, and throughout his illustrated by the way in which Lord Minto 
long career held many offices of distinction, himself was replaced by the Earl of Moira 
and always with honour. (Marquis of Hastings). Professor Wilson

When Lord Cornwallis assumed the govern- states, that on the change of ministry in No- 
ment of India, his first care was that most vember, 1811, the ministry were obliged by 
usually the trouble of all governor-generals—• circumstances to confer the office on Lord 
finance. He was very popular with the di- Moira. His lordship had been engaged to 
rectors; they were therefore filled with asto- form a ministry, and this was to be his re- 
nishment and alarm when they learned that ward.
he had taken treasure intended for the Chinese “ A  resolution was accordingly moved by 
investment out of the ships at Madras, to the the chairman (of the court of directors), un- 
amount of a quarter of a million sterling, der the dictation, no doubt, of the board of 
When, in February, 1806, intelligence of his control, that Lord Minto should be recalled, 
lordship’s death reached England, the direc- No reason for the measure was assigned; but 
tors received it with the deepest concern, it was adopted in opposition to the tenor of 
Apart from the personal esteem which they a letter received from Lord Minto’s friends, 
entertained for him, he had initiated a policy expressing his wish to be relieved in January, 
of retrenchment to make up for the quarter of 1814. This letter was assigned as the reason 
a million sterling, and to compensate for the for the immediate appointment of Earl Moira; 
war policy of his predecessor. So attached but, as objected by one of the opponents of 
were the directors to his lordship, and so the arrangement, Mr. Charles Grant, the plea 
highly did they approve of his plans, that was delusive, as no one could pretend to as- 
they bestowed upon his son and successor the sign it as a sufficient reason for proceeding 
sum of £40,000. to the choice of a governor-general in Novem-

On the 20th of January, 1806, Mr. Pitt ber, 1811, whose presence at Fort William 
died, a man whose policy had exercised a de- could only be necessary in January, 1814.” 
cisive influence upon the affairs of the com- In the years 1813-14, the amount of the 
pany. But for him it is probable the board debt of India was £27,000,000; the interest, 
of control had never been formed. £1,636,000, a permanent diminution of

A  fierce contest ensued between the board £592,000 annual interest. But taking the 
of control and the court of directors in naming sicca rupee at two shillings, the debt would 
a successor to Lord Cornwallis. It was agreed be only £23,183,000, and the interest only 
on all hands that Sir George Barlow should £1,402,287.
occupy that post temporarily, but the board The year 1813 was one of great import- 
wished to force upon the directors Lord Lau- ance to the East India Company. It was 
derdale; the directors contended that Sir G. then the first great inroad was made in its 
Barlow, their own servant, was competent, exclusive privileges. From the beginning of 
They knew nothing of Lord Lauderdale, had 1811 a very warm discussion was maintained 
no confidence in him, and would not be par- by the mercantile public, and by political 
ties to his appointment. The court refused economists, with “ the East India interest.” 
to revoke the appointment of Sir George. A  . very considerable power was brought to 
Lord Minto had succeeded Lord Castlereagh bear upon the members of both houses of 
as president of the board of control, and he parliament against the renewal of the corn- 
intimated to the directors, on the 29th of May, pany’s charter.
that the king had revoked the appointment of On the 22nd of February a petition was 
Sir G. Barlow. The court of directors pre- presented to parliament by the company pray- 
sented an indignant remonstrance. As a ing for a renewal of the charter, and setting- 
compromise, Lord Minto himself was ap- forth the grounds upon which such prayer 
pointed. The whole proceeding was discredit- was urged.
able to the crown and the cabinet. What- On the 13th of March the house of com- 
ever the merits of Lord Minto ultimately mons, on the motion of Lord Castlereagh, 
proved to be, Sir G. Barlow was competent, resolved itself into a committee, when his 
and there was no ground for his removal, but lordship submitted resolutions altering the 
the desire on the part of the ruling party in constitution of the company. The company 
the state to wrest the patronage from the demanded permission to give evidence, and 
company, and make the office of governor- to be heard at the bar of the house. On the 
general of India an appointment dependent 30th of March their first witness was pro- 
upon the services rendered in English party duced, no less a person than the great Warren 
politics by the person obtaining it. Hastings. Afterwards the subject was con-



sidered by select committees, and the results civil judicature made in 1818, also engaged 
published in two large quarto volumes.* The much o f the attention of the directors, 
minister was not moved by any evidence sub- In 1819 the directors were so pleased with 
mitted by the company: neither was the com- the labours and successes, civil and military, 
mons. They passed the resolutions of Lord of the Marquis of Hastings, that they reconi- 
Castlereagh, and a bill founded on them. The mended the court of proprietors to vote a sum 
lords hastily passed it.f of £60,000 out o f the territorial revenues of

In the chapter on the government of India, India, to purchase estates in any part of the 
notice was taken of the various changes made United Kingdom for his lordship’s emolument, 
in the power and authority of the company From the year 1819 until the termination 
by successive acts of parliament. It is there- of the government of Lord Hastings, disputes 
fore unnecessary in this place to enlarge were maintained between the British and Dutch 
upon the subject of the changes in 1813. governments concerning Eastern affairs. The 
The following abstract of the modifications occupation of Singapore, where Sir Stamford 
then made is, however, necessary to enable Raffles had asserted British authority, pro
file reader to take a comprehensive view of voiced the jealous susceptibilities of the Dutch, 
the new condition of the company, and the who, after the surrender to them of the Island 
way in which the affairs of India were in- of Java, laid claim to a monopoly of the trade 
fiuenced by them:— of the Archipelago. Mr. Canning was then pre-

“  The trade of India was thrown open in sident of the board of control, and he spared 
ships of a given tonnage, under license from no pains to qualify himself to meet the Dutch 
-the court of directors, on whose refusal an commissioners, who were appointed to press 
appeal lay to the board, to whom the directors upon the English government an adjustment 
were to transmit the papers with their re- of the dispute. For five years these debates 
solution thereon. The resort of parties to continued, frequent reference to India neces- 
India for commercial and other purposes was sarily deferring a settlement. A t last, in 
placed under similar provisions. 1824, a treaty terminated the contest, By

“  In order to satisfy the doubts which had this agreement the Dutch -were to surrender
arisen regarding the outturn of the company’s to the English all their settlements in conti- 
commercial affairs, the accounts were, in fu- nental India; Malacca, and Singapore, were 
ture, to be separated, under the two heads of to be recognised as English settlements. The 
‘ territory ’ and ‘ commerce,’ according to a Dutch were to obtain Sumatra. Great public 
plan approved by parliament, It exhibited dissatisfaction was felt by the British mer- 
what portion of the extensive establishments, cantile public with this treaty. To the in- 
both in India and at home, came under each fluence of Sir Stamford Raffles it was due, that 
head of charge, and showed the result of the the English minister who in 1814 had sur- 
eompany’s financial resources, whether aris- rendered Java, did not surrender all the 
ing from commerce or territory. _ Straits’ settlements. Lord Castlereagh cared

“ A  general authority was given to the little for commerce, or the commercial classes; 
board over the appropriation of the territorial his aim was to satisfy the despotic govern- 
revenues, and the surplus commercial profits, ments of the continent, and maintain an in- 
wliich might accrue after a strict observance timate alliance with them. His successors for
of the appropriation clauses.  ̂ many years were as little disposed to study

“  The board were to have control over the interests of the mercantile classes, 
the college and seminary in England. The Sir Evan Nepean having resigned the go- 
offices of governor-general, governors, and vernment of Bombay in 1818, Mr. Canning 
commanders-in-chief, were now made sub- intimated to the directors his desire to ap- 
ject to the approval of the crown. Restora- point as governor of that presidency some 
tion of suspended or dismissed servants was eminent servant of the company, or distin
c t  valid without the consent of the board; guished otherwise in public employment, 
neither could the court of directors grant This was an invasion by Mr. Canning of the 
any sum beyond £600 without their concur- custom of the board of control in grasping 
rence. _ at the patronage of India for party and minis-

“ An episcopal establishment was also au- terial purposes. The directors made choice 
thorised. of the Hon. Mountstuart Elphinstone.* He

The revenue measures of the Marquis Hast- was nominated governor of Bombay in Oc- 
ings occupied the attention of the court of tober, 1818.
directors during several years, beginning in In 1823 the Marquis of Hastings was re-
1816. His reports on criminal justice and * „ , ,  , .  , . ,' subsequently this gentleman acquired great celebrity

■ Reports o f  the Hast India Committees, 1813-14. by bis work on India, especially the Mohammedan period 
t 53 George III., cap. 155. of Indian history.



ceived, upon liis return to England, with dis- ther Mr. Lushington nor General Malcolm 
tinguished manifestation of approval by the left England for India until the July follow- 
government and the company. It was re- ing the date of their nomination to office, 
solved by the latter to confer upon him some The year which witnessed the appointment 
further substantial mark of their approbation, of Mr. Lushington and Sir John Malcolm to 
This consisted in a vote of £20,000 to his son, the government of the minor presidencies, 
which, however, was not conferred until 1827. saw the departure of Lord Amherst from 

When, in 1822, the Marquis Hastings re- India, and the appointment of Lord W . Ben- 
signed the office of governor-general, the tinck as governor-general. He did not, how- 
Right Hon. George Canning was nominated ever, leave England for his post of honour 
to that office. This was the spontaneous act until February, 1828. He and Lord Amherst 
of the directors, in consequence of Mr. Can- met at the Cape of Good Hope, 
ning’s intelligent and conciliatory direction of The uneasiness of the court of directors 
the board of control. This arrangement was, during 1828-9, concerning the increase of the 
however, doomed to disappointment, for the public debt in India, was very great. From 
death of the Marquis of Londonderry (Lord 1821 to 1828 it had increased more than thir- 
Castlereagh) led to a reconstruction of parties, teen millions sterling, in consequence of war, 
and of the ministry, and on the 18th of Sep- and the acquisitions of territory causing the 
tember, Mr. Canning accepted the seals of the extension of the civil service. The revenues 
foreign office. of the company did not keep pace with this

In 1819 Sir Thomas Munro was appointed accumulation of debt. The instructions of 
governor of Madras, and it was generally the board of directors to the governor-general 
expected that, upon the resignation of Mr. to effect retrenchment assumed a tone of great 
Canning, he would be promoted to the va- urgency.
cated office. Two other candidates of greater In 1830 the proposition for constituting a 
influence, however, stood forward, Earl Am - legislative council occupied the government 
herst, and Lord I I . Bentinck. The interest of in Calcutta, and in London. In the month 
the former nobleman prevailed. He assumed of October in that year the draft of a pro- 
the office on the 1st of August, 1823. Mr. posed bill was sent to the court of directors 
Adam, the senior member of council, had by the governor-general, for the purpose of 
filled the chair from the departure of the being submitted to parliament. This draft 
Marquis of Hastings. underwent modifications, after much discus-

For several years after the departure of sion at the board of control and the court of 
Earl Amherst to his government, the com- directors, and finally formed a part of the 
pany and parliament had little to occupy them new act upon the renewal of the company’s 
concerning India of a nature to interest the charter, in 1833.
general public, except returning thanks for In the month of May, 1833, Lord William 
victories gained by British troops in fresh Bentinck was appointed commander-in-chief 
wars, and the distribution of prize-money won in India, in the room of Sir Edward Barnes, 
by their exploits.  ̂ This wag the third instance of a governor-

In 1827 the company was deprived of a general being at the same time commander- 
valuable servant, by the death of Sir Thomas in-chief. During the whole time of Lord 
Mumo. He had rendered great advantages William Bentinck’s government, the corre- 
to the presidency of Madras by his improve- spondence between the company and the 
ments in the judicial and revenue systems, and governor-general on the subject of revenue 
possessed the highest confidence of the court was constant. The revenue papers of this 
of directors and proprietary. His opinions period are most voluminous, and disclose the 
on Indian affairs are quoted as decisive autho- labour and ability of his lordship, and the 
ntD ê'v men em>nence in India, and diligence and talent which were then in the 
of equal ability and experience, have more court of directors.
frequently erred in their views of the pro- The employment of natives in various de
rm evPr° Ŝ ec*s of the people and the country, partments of the state was strenuously advo- 
.Lhe directors found it a difficult task to select cated by Lord Whlliam Bentinck, and perhaps 
a suitable_ successor to Sir Thomas Munro. too readily acquiesced in to the extent of his 
I  heir choice fell uponjhe Right Hon. S. R. recommendations by the directors. Native 
Lushington, Jam 1827. Oil the same day, agents must be employed in India, but they 
-Jajoi-general Sir John Malcolm was ap- constitute the grand difficulty of administra- 
pomted governor of Bombay, in the room of tion. Evils, for which the government of the 

e Hon. Mountstuart Elphinstone.* Nei- presidencies, the supreme council, the board 
* This enlightened historian, diplomatist, statesman, of control, and the court of directors, have 

and administrator survives in 1859. been held severally or together responsible,
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have originated in the native agencies, which statement on. behalf of the government, and 
are almost always corrupt, mercenary, cruel, proposed a series of resolutions. The state- 
and perfidious. ment partly conveyed the purposes of the

During the government of Lord William government, and partly the opinions upon 
Bentinck, the home authorities were much which their project was based. The follow- 
occupied with the consideration of the dilatory ing, stripped of the arguments and eloquence 
modes of communication between India and of the speaker, is an abstract of his state- 
England. Except in certain instructions regu- m ent:— The whole o f the transaction was 
lating the personal conduct of the governor- to be entirely free from the finances of this 
general, little was done to remedy an incon- country. The ability of the Indian terri- 
venience intensely felt. The subject of tories was not to be doubted. The intentions 
steam navigation, as applied to India, had with regard to the internal government of 
been brought under the notice of the court in India were then pointed out. It was pro- 
1823 by a despatch from the government of posed to establish a fourth government in the 
Bombay, but in the meantime nothing had western provinces; to extend the powers of 
been effected. In the year 1825, the voyage the governor-general; to appoint a supreme 
to India by steam had been accomplished in council, to whom power was to be given to 
the ship Enterprise, commanded by Captain make laws for India, and to define the juris- 
Johnson. She was, however, under sail with- diction of the supreme court. The presiden- 
out steam a fourth of her voyage. This ship, cies of Madras and Bombay were to be made 
with other steamers, had been employed in more subordinate to the governor-general, 
the Burmese war, yet no organized method of and their councils reduced. The following 
utilizing steam, for the benefit of our Indian resolutions were then moved :—  
empire, and English communication with it, had “ 1st. That it is expedient that all his 
been adopted. The enterprising labours of Mr. majesty’s subjects shall be at liberty to repair 
Waghorn, in order to establish steam navi- to the ports o f  the empire of China, and to 
gation vid Egypt, engaged the attention o f  trade in tea and in all other productions of 
the English in India and in England during the said empire, subject to such regulations 
a considerable portion o f Lord William Ben- as parliament shall enact for the protection of 
tinck’s administration. It was not until 1834 the commercial and political interests of this 
that the subject was thoroughly taken up by country.
the house of commons. It was deemed expe- “  2nd. That it is expedient that, in case 
dient to extend the line of the Malta packets the East India Company shall transfer to the 
to such ports in Egypt and Syria as would crown, on behalf of the Indian territory, all 
complete the communication between England assets and claims of every description belong- 
and India, and that a grant of £20,000 should ing to the said company,"the crown, on behalf 
be made by parliament for trying the experi- of the Indian territory, shall take on itself all 
ment with the least possible delay. The enter- the obligations of the said company, of what- 
prises of Colonel (General) Cliesney in proving ever description ; and that the said company 
that the Euphrates wTas navigable, and that shall receive from the revenues of the said 
its navigation might be made to facilitate the territory such a sum, and paid in such a 
intercommunication of the East and West, manner, and under such regulations, as par- 
also engaged parliamentary discussion. liament shall enact.

The dreadful bankruptcies of commercial “ 3rd. That it is expedient that the govern- 
houses in Calcutta, and other parts of India, ment of the British possessions in India be 
in 1833-4, produced great alarm in London, entrusted to the said company, under such 
and in several respects embarrassed the conditions and regulations as parliament shall 
court of directors. In the commercial chapters enact, for the purpose of extending the com- 
of this work an account was given of this merce of this country, and of securing the 
state of things in India, and the causes which good government, and promoting the moral 
produced it. and religious improvement of the people of

In a former chapter a history of the different India.” 
charters was presented to the reader, rendering These resolutions, and the bill founded 
it unnecessary in this place to enter into upon them, a copy of which ■was sent to the 
minute detail. The affairs of the company, directors on the 29tli of June, led to much 
however, assumed in 1833-4 an aspect so discussion between the company and the 
entirely new as to require a relation of their ministers of the crown. On the 3rd of July 
progress. On Thursday, the 13th of June, the bill was laid before the court of proprie- 
1833, Mr. Grant, in a committee of the whole tors, having been presented to parliament and 
house, brought before the commons the con- read a first time on the 28th of June. The 
sideration of the charter. He made a general second reading of the bill took place in the



commons on the 11th of July, and a third time out-turn should have secured a continuation 
on the 26th. The bill went up to the lords of the same rate of dividend as had been en- 
with such powerful support that it rapidly joyed by the stockholders for the preceding 
passed that house, being read a third time forty years, when the company were in pos- 
on the 16th of August. On the 28th, the royal session of their exclusive privileges,-and also 
assent was given to it by commission. The provide for the foundation of an accumulating 
rapidity with which the bill was carried, was guarantee fund for their principal of twelve 
thought as extraordinary- as the change which millions.”
it effected in the character of the company. The commercial character of the company 

M. Auber makes the following comment was now at an end. Prom 1813 to 1831 it 
upon the parliamentary success with which existed in a restricted form ; in April, 1831, 
the government measure was crowned, and it ceased for ever. Its title of “ East India 
the policy of the East India Company in Company,” and its territorial lordship, re
reference to a bill which deprived it of so mained. All the commercial property of the 
much of its authority and privilege “ The company was sold. Their real capital was 
change which it has made in the character estimated at twenty-one millions sterling, 
of the company is as great as the rapidity Their dividends were guaranteed by the act 
with which it was effected was extraordinary, of 1833, on a nominal capital of six millions, 
Scarcely six weeks intervened between the at 10J per cent. These dividends were made 
announcement of the scheme to the general chargeable on the revenue of India. Although 
court and its adoption in principle by a ballot subsequent events did not confirm such ex- 
of eight to one in its favour. It was a strong pectations, the charter of 1833-4 ostensibly 
testimony to the judgment and foresight threw open India to British adventurers, and 
manifested by the court of directors in the natives and settlers were eligible to office, 
management of the company’s commercial How the new charter worked, and its effects 
affairs, that, on so sudden and unexpected a upon affairs, home or Indian, must be reserved 
termination of those operations, the financial for other chapters.
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CH APTER CVII.

GOVERNMENT OE LORD AMHERST—BIRMESE WAR— CAPTURE OE RANGOON— ADVANCE UP 
THE IRRIWADDY— OPERATIONS ON THE EASTERN FRONTIER OE BENGAL—TREATY 
WITH BIRMAH.

Lord Hastings left Calcutta in January, office before sailing for India. It was also 
1823, and Mr. Adams, as senior member of shown how Lord Amherst secured the inte- 
council, assumed the governmentpro tempore, rest requisite for an appointment, which began 
That gentleman only retained the high office to be regarded as desirable by the highest of 
seven months, during which he obtained the aristocracy. When, on the 1st of August, 
much odium and much praise. Some of 1823, Earl Amherst arrived, he found serious 
his measures were well calculated to confer cares remaining for the government. There 
benefit on India; others, although well meant, was nothing in the first few months during 
were not fortunate, and some were very un- which he administered affairs to call for re- 
favourably received. None of them were of marks from the historian, but he was then 
sufficient importance to bring before our obliged to maintain a war with the Bir- 
readers. That which involved Mr. Adams’s mese, which, as shown in former chapters, 
administration in most discussion at home, was had for many years menaced the frontiers of 
his attempt to impose restrictions upon the Assam and Arracan. This formidable quarrel 
press, which the Marquis of Hastings had re- was the more an impediment to the civil admi- 
nioved. Mr. Adams believed that the natives nistration of his lordship, as his government 
who possessed some education, would use the was much opposed by the partizans of Lord 
press seditiously, and that European settlers Hastings, and he was himself averse from 
would employ it to the detriment of the com- several of the noble marquis’s proceedings, 
pany. It was explained in the last chapter especially in the affairs of Calcutta and Bengal, 
how Mr. Canning was elected to the post Captain White observes:— “  It is almost im- 
vacated by Lord Hastings, and resigned the possible to imagine the arduous, difficult, and



perplexing situation in which Lord Amherst their bank of the Nauf. The English ma- 
stood. For besides the important duties he gistrate increased the strength of the post 
had to perform as governor-general, he had to fifty men. Early in May, the Birmese 
a most formidable opposition to contend, authorities o f Arracan made a' formal demand 
against in the council chamber. This was to the magistrate of Chittagong to with- 
produced by the change o f  men, in the change draw the troops, or there would be war. 
of governor-generals. Lord Hastings had Late in May the demand was renewed more 

'generally left much to his council, or his fa- sternly, and in language of stronger menace, 
vourites, who were men certainly not of the The magistrate replied that the island had 
most brilliant talent. Lord Amherst, not belonged to the British for a lengthened period, 
wishing to imitate the example of the noble but if the King of Ava had a claim, it would 
marquis, determined to judge for himself, be negotiated at Calcutta, in conformity with 
and not by proxy. There were other causes, justice and the friendship of the two nations, 
too, which tended to create difficulty, and but that force would be repelled by force, 
render his lordship unpopular. These were On the 3rd of August, a vakeel from the 
unfoitunate ciicumstances to have happened governor of Arracan waited upon the magis- 
at any time, but more particularly so at that trate of Chittagong, and made a written de- 
critical period; because they all tended not mand for withdrawal from the island, which, it 
only to embarrass the mind of his lordship, alleged, belonged not to the British, but to the 
which required the utmost tranquillity, but “ Golden Government,” The governor-general 
to impede the progress and welfare of the himself replied to this communication assert- 
operations of government.” ing the right of the Bengal government to

The captain was himself a partizan of Earl the island, but offering "to send an officer 
Amherst, and some allowance must be made of rank to negotiate, and bring all disputes 
when he draws a comparison invidious to if possible, to an amicable termination. The 
Lord Hastings. It was, however, plain Birmese had no faith in the English govern- 
enough that the noble earl inherited from the ment from the repeated violations of pledges 
noble maiquis some "very troublesome ques- in former disputes, they therefore resolved to 
tiOns, which the friends of the former would bring the matter to the arbitrament of force, 
have preferred to find in a satisfactory course On the night of the 2dth of September, a 
of settlement, party of 1000 Birmese landed on the island,

BIRMESE WAR attacked and routed the guard of sepoys,
. killing and wounding several. What Sir

I  he immediate cause of hostilities with John Malcolm had predicted had come to 
Birmah was rival claims concerning the pass, and in consequence of the neglect, on 
Island of Shuparee, situated at the entrance the part of the government of Bengal, of 
of the Nauf river. This river was the boun- those means which he had recommended, 
dary between the two territories, and, flowing The Birmese did not remain on the island, 
between  ̂the island and tliê  Birmese side, and as soon as they evacuated it another 
tlio English naturally claimed it as their own. party of sepoys was sent there.
The Birmese contended that it had been The governor-general, anxious to promote 
theirs centuries before; but if this claim had peace, treated the attack on the island as one 
been good, they might also be the owners of by the governor of Arracan, unauthorised by 
Chittagong and Moorshedabad. The Birmese his imperial majesty o f Ava. A  letter was 
had made no pretension to this island until sent to Rangoon, by ship from Calcutta, ad- 

. 7 7  , they y e n  urge any alleged dressed to the viceroy, mildly expostulating
right. Their demand, therefore, in 1823 had against the outrage committed, and express- 
all the appearance of seeking an occasion for ing the expectation that the act of the go- 
waL- . vernor of Arracan would be disavowed. The

Early in January, 1823; a “ Mugh boat,” governor-general also addressed a letter to 
laden with gram, was passing near the island, the governor of Arracan, expressing his as- 
It was stopped by the Birmese, and the steers- tonishment and indignation. The rajah re
man was shot. The object of this was to plied:— “ The island was never under the 
deter the ryots of the company from culti- authority of the Moors or the English - the 
vating the island, which being a mere sand- stockade thereon has consequently been de
bank was_ certainty not an enviable posses- stroyed in pursuance of the commands of the 
sion for either British or Birmese. When great Lord of the Seas and Earth. I f  you 
the magistrate of Chittagong heard of the want tranquillity, be quiet; but if von rebuild 
cruel outrage, he posted a sergeant’s guard a stockade at Shein-ma-bu. I  will cause to 
of sepoys upon the island. Immediately the be taken by force of arms the cities of Dacca 
Bnmese assembled a much stronger force on | and Moorshedabad, which originally belonged



to the great Arracan Rajah, whose chokies of accommodating matters by friendly con- 
and pagodas were there. The rajah also versation. The officers of the pilot schooner, 
verbally informed the messenger dispatched Sophia, attended by two lascars, landed in 
with the letter, that if the British govern- acceptance of the invitation. They were all 
ment attempted to retake the island, they seized and sent into the interior of Arracan. 
would invade Bengal by Assam and Goolpara, The military officers were sufficiently wary 
and would enter Chittagong by the moun- not to place themselves in the power of a 
tains from Goorjeeneea, up to Tipperali: people who made war so treacherously. This 
adding that the King of Ava had armies perfidious and violent act of the Birmese 
ready for the invasion of the British domi- emperor’s ministers alarmed the people on 
nions at every point; and that they had the Chittagong frontier, who fled with their 
driven them from the Island of Shuparee by families, fearing that they might be seized 
his majesty’s command.” * and made slaves. The English government

It was evident from this reply, written demanded the restoration of the kidnapped 
and viva voce, that the Birmese emperor had officers and lascars, and reparation for the 
been long preparing for war, and had laid his offence. No notice was taken of the demand, 
plan of operations. The British employed themselves writing and

On the 11 th of November, the agent to negotiating when they ought to have been 
the company on the north-east frontier, an- acting, and in this way increased the public 
nounced to the government that a large force danger, and caused eventually a heavier loss 
had been dispatched from the Birmese pro- of human life.
vince of Assam for the conquest of Cachar; At the end of January, 1821, the Rajah of 
bordering on the company’s province of Arracan formally refused, in the name of the 
Silhet. The English government had made emperor, to deliver up the officers and men of 
a tributary convention with Cachar, and in the Sophia. Early in the same month Cachar 
virtue of this demanded that the Birmese was invaded by two Birmese armies. The 
troops should make no offensive demonstra- English met this demonstration by several 
tions against that state. The Birmese, how- well-written letters on the part of their agent, 
ever, claimed an older prescription for a con- which probably amused more than edified 
nection of the same kind. The English, the Birmese commanders; and certainly, after 
therefore, threatened as they were along the all that had occurred between the two states, 
whole line of the north-east frontier,— the was not likely to deter the Birmese officers 
Birmese openly avowing their intention fromexecutingthe commands of their superiors, 
to wrest from them Moorshedabad, Dacca, The general wrote a letter in reply, the sub- 
Tipperah, and Chittagong,— could allow no stance of which might be comprised in one of 
incursion in that direction by the troops ofBir- its sentences— “ W e have eyes and ears, and 
mah. On the south-east frontier of Chittagong, have the interest of our sovereigns at heart.” * 
large armies were collecting for the purposes The regions of Cachar and Assam were 
of invasion in that quarter. “ It was no torn by factions, which facts were made 
longer a question for the surrender of fugi- available by the Birmese to promote their 
fives and rebels, but a far more important own designs of aggrandizement. The En- 
one— who should be the supreme sovereigns glish resolved-to make these local feuds in- 
of India.” strumental in checking the Birmese. A c-

In January, 1824, the sepoys were with- cordingly, on the 18th of January, the officer 
drawn  ̂ from the island at the mouth of the on the frontier, learning that a united Bir- 
Nauf, in consequence of its unhealthy situa- mese and Assamese force had passed into 
tion. The Arracan rajah then offered to Cachar, at the foot of the Birtealien pass, 
regard it as neutral territory, but accom- and were stockading themselves at Bickram- 
panied the proposal with insulting menaces pore, and that two other forces had pene- 
of invasion in case of non-compliance. The trated in other directions, resolved also to 
governor-general refused to accept a proposal enter the Cachar country. The first blood 
so made. drawn was on the 17th, the English fell in

On the 15th of January four ministers of with a Birmese stockade, from which a fire 
rank from Ava, arrived on the frontier, crossed was opened upon them. Major Newton, who 
to the island, and hoisted the standard of commanded the British, stormed the blockade 
thê  Birmese empire. The ministers sent in the most gallant manner with trifling loss, 
invitations to the officers of the company’s and put 175 Birmese to the bayonet. The 
troops on the frontier to visit them, and to Birmese army, six thousand in number, ad- 
the officers of vessels in the river, in the hope vanced within five miles of the company’s

* Political History o f  the Events which led  to the * There were two kings or emperors at Ava, the tem- 
Birm ese lia r . poral and the ecclesiastical.



territory. Major Newton withdrew liis troops The measures taken by the commander-in- 
to the frontier post of Bhadrapore. The En- chief of the British army were as follows, 
glish wrote letters, and sent messengers re- He recommended three brigades of three 
questing the Birmese to do what they had thousand men each to be stationed on the 
so many times declared they would not do. eastern frontier, at Chittagong, Jumalpore, 
Instead of attending to these epistolary and a flotilla on the Burrampooter towards 
expostulations, they published flaming mani- Assam, and in the vicinity of Dacca., The 
festoes, strongly stockaded themselves on the troops on the frontier were ordered to defend 
English frontier, and demanded that Major those provinces, and if necessary or politic, 
Newton and his soldiers should be given up to cross into the frontiers of the enemy, but 
to the Birmese authorities to be executed ! not to seek conquests in those directions. 
The English, of course, again replied, and it The grand attack was to be made on the 
is difficult to say how long they would maritime provinces of the Birmese empire,
have continued to substitute arguments for Thus, while the emperor meditated an inva- 
arms, if events had not compelled a more sion of the contumacious territory of the Bri- 
decisive course. The release of the kid- tish, the latter, barely defending that line, 
najrped mariners, who had been treated kindly carried war along the coasts of the emperor, 
in their captivity, possibly deferred a little the The troops to conduct the defensive opera- 
final b low ; but it at last fell— the governor- tions belonged, as a matter of course, to the 
general proclaimed war against the Birmese Bengal army. The forces destined for offen- 
empire. The justice of his doing so has been sive operations were partly from Bengal, and 
arraigned by a party in England who are ever partly from. Madras, royal and company’s re- 
ready to denounce the proceedings of their giments : from Bengal her majesty’s 13th
own government, and more especially in and 38t,h foot, two companies of artillery, and 
India. The following opinion and statement the 4:0th native infantry (marine corps), 2175 
of facts, from the pen of the immortal Sir m en ; from Madras her majesty’s 4:1st and 
Henry Havelock, the saviour of India, is a 89th foot and Madras European regiment, and, 
just defence of the w ar:— “  Previous to this including seven native regiments, 9th, 12th, 
invasion of our little island territory, the 28th, and 30th Madras native infantry, artil- 
question of the direct invasion of Bengal had lery, and pioneers, 9300 men, or grand total, 
been discussed in the hall of the Lotoo, or 11,475 men. The object was to occupy 
grand council of state, and the king, though Rangoon, and the country at the mouth of 
a man of mild disposition, and not caring the Irriwaddy river. The Bengal troops sailed 
much to encounter a war with the governors in April, 1824. Besides transports, there was 
of India, had yielded to the arguments of his
councillors, and, amidst the applauses of the Sir Henry Havelock, was an author. On this subject our 
assembly, had sanctioned the invasion of readers will peruse with interest the following remarks of 
t> i a j. x j m -r> - . 1  the Rev. W . Owen, from his most interesting memoir orBengal. At that grand council the Bundoola, {Jie generai :—“ Havelock had not been long in India
With VOW S and vehement gestures, announced before the outbreak of the first Birmese war called into 
that from that moment Bengal was taken action his qualities as a soldier, and subsequently gave 
from under the British dominions ; his words him aa opportunity of employing his pen as a ‘ soldierly
being : ‘ Henceforth it has become in fact, * • ’ ,to f Te Pjlblicatif  .of his ‘ Memoir’ int f5., . . > Serampore instead ot London, and six months alter the
\\hat it has evei been in right, a province of excitement had died away, the work never acquired the 
the Golden King. The Bundoola has said and popular favour which its merits should have commanded, 
sworn it.’ It was a war, said Havelock, “  for 'the volume has nearly fallen into the class of rare books, 
the vindication of the national honour in- and it is said that one copy only can be found in London.
suited and compromised by the aggressions and ™ s b?°ks f  °rds ^  °PP°rtu°ity of presenting Havelock 

r  r  J \ i a before the public as the narrator or the various scenes m
encroachments ot a barbarous neighbour. A  which his military prowess was first called into exercise, 
war for the security of the peaceable inhabi- The memoir of the three campaigns of Sir Archibald 
tants of the districts of Chittagong, Moorshed- Campbell’s army in Ava, was written when Henry Have- 
abad, Rungpore, Silhet, Tipperah, menaced lock was a lieutenant in the 13th light infantry, and

• ,i 11 o A \ deputy-adjutant-generalto the forces or the iiangoon ex-
1 ie 1 ̂ petition of the atrocities perpe- petition. The writer, who speaks of this production as 

tratea the year before in Assam. That would his ‘ first essay in military history,’ tells us that he ‘ was 
indeed have been a parental government that employed on the general staff of the Rangoon expedition; 
should have consented to have abandoned its aud that he has devoted a very few hours of his leisure of 
subjects to the tender mercies of Bundoola Peaoe to treemg this memorial of the operations of an -j , t Tv/r -i q.v _ ,,,,, army, a part of the sufferings ot which he shared, and the
anu the liana ouwa, | iast saccesses 0f which he had the happiness to witness.’

* The Good Soldier: A  Memoir o f  Major-general Havelock describes this war as one directed ‘ against
Sir Ilenry  Havelock, K .C .B . By Rev. W. Owen, barbarians, a struggle against local difficulties, and as ex- 
London. eluding the promise of those splendid achievements which

f  It is not generally known that “ the good soldier,” illustrate the page of history.’ ”



a flotilla of twenty-gun brigs, and as many leading part. The historian tells us that 
row-boats, carrying an eighteen pounder 'they had been dragged from their homes 
each. There were his majesty’s sloops Larne under every circumstance of brutal indignity; 
and Sophie, and several company’s cruisers, their clothes had been torn off, their arms tied 
and the Diana steamboat. Major-general behind them with ropes, tightened until they 
Sir A . Campbell, commander-in-chief of the became instruments of torture rather than 
forces; Brigadier-general Macbean com- means of security. They had been followed 
manded the Madras troops. The Bengal by the execrations of the populace, whose 
troops reached the rendezvous about the end national barbarity was heightened into frenzy 
of April (Port Cornwallis in the great Anda- by the terrors of the crisis. They had been 
mans). They were joined by his majesty’s loaded with chains. They spent a night of 
frigate Lijfey, Commodore Grant, and Slaney, hunger, pain, and agonizing uncertainty. But 
sloop-of-war. The last Madras division left no sooner had the fleet appeared in sight, 
on the 23rd of May, and joined at Rangoon than an order from the Rewoon was delivered 
in June and July. More troops were sent through the grating of their prison. The 
from Madras in August and September; and, prisoners, all of whom were acquainted with 
by the end of 1824, his majesty’s 47th regi- the language of the country, listened intently 
ment, and the governor-general’s body-guard, to catch its import. Suspense was converted 
making tfle whole force engaged in the first into despair. The Rewoon had commanded 
campaign 13,000 men. Captain Canning that, if a cannonade should be opened against 
went as political agent, and joint commis- the town of Rangoon, every prisoner should 
sioner with Sir Archibald Campbell. he put to death. The first gun was to be the

On the 9thMay, 1824, the expedition arrived signal for their decapitation. Instantly the 
off the Rangoon river, and the same evening gaolers commenced their preparations. Some 
(in nautical phrase), “  stood in.” Before ar- spread over the floor of the Taik-dau a quan- 
riving at Rangoon, detachments were sent to tity of sand to imbibe the blood of the victims, 
seize the islands of Cheduba and NegraisA Others began to sharpen their knives with 
There were various other operations in the surprising diligence. Others brandished their 
neighbourhood of Rangoon, all of them sue- weapons with gestures and expressions of san- 
cessful, scarcely any opposition having been gninary joy over the heads of the captives, 
offered. The approach of the fleet to Ran- Some seizing them, and baring their necks, 
goon caused the greatest consternation. The applied their fingers to the spine with an air 
account given by Major-general Sir Henry of scientific examination. The Birmans, co- 
Havelock (as he ultimately became) is graphic erced for ages by dint of tortures and fright- 
and striking:f— “ The arrival of the British ful punishments, have acquired a kind of 
fleet off the mouth of the Rangoon river filled national taste for executions. The imagina- 
the court of Ava with consternation, and was tion cannot picture a situation more dreadful 
immediately followed by some of those demon- than that of these foreigners placed at the 
strations of rage and cruelty which display mercy of such fiends. These prisoners, who 
the barbarous character of the people against were subsequently brought still nearer to 
whom the expedition was directed. The sub- death, were at length set free by the entry of 
ordinate officer left in command of Rangoon the British troops.’ ” The authorities and the 
immediately directed the seizure of all the inhabitants of Rangoon fled, after opening a 
English residents in the town, an order which feeble cannonade, so that the English entered 
included all ‘ who wore the English hat.’ In the place almost unopposed. Both Commo- 
consequence of this order the American and dore Grant, who commanded the naval squad- 
English missionaries, the British merchants, ron, and Sir Archibald Campbell, the military 
the American merchants, and other wearers commander, were of opinion that by the river 
of the English hat, were seized, loaded with the forces might proceed to the capital; air 
fetters, and thrown into prison. The suffer- opinion combatted by the naval and military 
ings to which these persons were exposed, staff. Neither of the commanders were ac- 
and their subsequent release, depicted by quainted with Indian warfare. Sir Archibald 
Havelock in vivid colours, correspond in a had served well in Spain, which did not par- 
striking manner with recent exhibitions of ticularly qualify him for war on the eastern 
Indian cruelty, while their release might be shores of the Bay of Bengal. The army was 
regarded as a sort of promise of future acts of in fact incapable of going anywhere, by sea or 
deliverance in which Havelock was to bear a land, in consequence of the defective state of the 

* Official documents commissariat— the old deficiency of English
t The author of this history quotes from the Rev. W. a r m l e .s  everywhere. _ To remain, inadequately 

Owen, who has, with indefatigable pains, selected all the supplied with provisions and the place de- 
salient points of the gallant general’s history of this war. serted, was almost as difficult as to proceed to



any other place. The army was also mime- part of the rocket troop, amounting to only 
rically too small, had it been supplied with twelve hundred men. The third division, his 
provisions and land transport, for such opera- majesty’s 13th and 1 2 th Madras native in- 
tions as might bring the war to a speedy close, fan try, with details of artillery, not number- 
l o  secure the discomfiture of the British by ing more than six hundred men. This de- 
famine, the retreating Birmese laid waste the tachment was under the command of Major 
country. Whatever the effect upon the con- Sale.
venience or comfort of the English, starvation The plan of proceeding was for the first 
was the result to a large portion of the popu- division to proceed by land to Prome, situated 
lation.  ̂ The English contrived to obtain on the Irriwaddy. The division under Ge- 
provisions by sea, but the pestilential atino- neral Cotton was to proceed by river, forming 
sphere of Rangoon affected their health. In a junction with General Campbell at Prome, 
proportion as the troops were kept in activity, after carrying the enemy’s intrenchments at 
the malaria affected them less, even although Panlang and Donabew. ‘ The river division 
in their operations they were obliged to travel was to be accompanied by a flotilla of sixty- 
rice swamps, and the marshy lands on the two gun-boats, under Captain Alexander, R.N. 
rivers banks. Sir Thomas Munro, writing Major Sale’s small detachment was to operate 
from Madras to Lord Amherst, strenuously by sea, in pursuance of which order it pro- 
urged the advance of General Campbell upon ceeded to Cape NegraisA Major Sale was 
the capital of Ava by the Irriwaddy. But directed to proceed against Bassein,-)- and 
the councils of the English at Calcutta and after clearing the neighbourhood of Birmese 
Madras, as well as at Rangoon, were ham- troops, to cross the country and join the main 
pered by the questions of systematic supplies body at Henzada, on the Irriwaddy. This 
and well organized transport, questions which little detachment was very successful, land- 
seem to have embarrassed the administrators, ing and destroying the enemy’s works, and 
civil and military alike. W hen at last, by ascending the Bassein river to the town of that 
enormous trouble and expense, and after the name, from which the enemy retreated, setting 
failure of innumerable contrivances, Sir A . it on fire as they retired.
Campbell obtained such supplies and such General Cotton’s division advanced to You - 
amount of conveyance as enabled him to gan-Ohena, where the Rangoon branch se- 
move, lie left a garrison at Rangoon, composed parates from the Irriwaddy. The column 
of native troops with invalid Europeans, and reached Panlang on the Rangoon river on 
forming the remainder of his force in three the 19th of February, and found both banks 
dhisions, he advanced against the enemy, stockaded. The enemy were without much 
Previous to this movement, the British had difficulty shelled out, and as they fled were 
various skirmishes with the enemy, who galled by flights of rockets. A  detachment 
toi med a cordon around Rangoon to hem in of the Madras native infantry was left as a 
the British, and also to prevent the natives garrison, and the flotilla proceeded. On the 
seeking  ̂any communication with them. In 6th of March they took up a position before 
these skirmishes the Birmese fought with far Donabew. The works were on the right bank 
more obstinacy than the sepoys, but their of the river, of great strength, and command- 
stockades and huts were generally forced and ing the whole breadth of the current. “ The 
can led by the bayonet, tlie English soldiery chief work, a parallelogram of one thousand 
mainly achieving these exploits, the sepoys by seveii hundred yards, stood on a hank 
swelling the numbers, thereby deterring withdrawn from the bed of the river in the 
the enemy, and sometimes directing an effi- dry season, and rising above it. Two others 
cient musketry fire in answer to the ginjals one a square of two hundred yards, with a 
and matchlocks ot the Birmese. pagoda in the centre, and the other, an irre-

V\ hen General Campbell commenced his gular work, four hundred yards from it, stood 
advance, lie Beaded tlie first division in per- lower down on the river, forming outworks to 
son, which consisted oi only twenty-four the principal stockade, commanded and sup- 
hundred men, and was called by way of dis- ported by its batteries. All three were con- 
tmction the land column. The troops com- structed of squared beams of timber, provided 
posing it were his majesty s 38th, 41st, and with platforms, and pierced for cannon ; and 
4 ith, three native battalions, the body-guard, each had an exterior ditch, the outer edge of 
a troop of Bengal horse artillery, and part of which was guarded with sharp-pointed bam- 
the rocket troop. The second division was boos, and a thick abatis of felled trees and 
under Brigadier-general Cotton, consisting of brushwood. One hundred and forty guns of 
his majesty s 89th, 1 st Madras European „
regim ent, tw o hundred and fifty  o f  the 18th ^ ‘kon, p. n 9.Madran Fitivo *• f * f-n T -hot to be confounded with a place of the same nameauras native infantry, loot artillery, and near Bombay.



various calibre, and a greater number of gin- A. Campbell resumed liis progress towards 
jals, were mounted on the parapets, and the Prome. The total loss oi the British at 
garrison consisted of twelve thousand men, Donabew was thirty hilled, and one hundred 
commanded by the most celebrated general and thirty-four wounded. The wounded and 
in the service of Ava. General Cotton had slain of the enemy probably did not exceed 
left his native regiment at Panlang, and part that amount.
of the Europeans to guard the boats and On the 8tli of April, the commanderrin- 
stores. His whole available force did not, chief was joined at Tharawa by Brigadier 
therefore, exceed six hundred bayonets, a M'Creagli, with his majesty’s 1st Royal Scots, 
force manifestly inadequate to the storming and the 28th Madras native infantry, and a 
of Donabew.” * good supply of draught cattle and elephants.

General Cotton having unconditional orders The Birman army, rallied by the Prince of 
to attack, determined to obey them. On the Tharawaddi, fell hack for the defence of 
7th of March he formed two columns, com- Prome. The commander-in-chief appeared 
posed together of five hundred men. They before Prome on the 25th of April. There, 
advanced against the smaller stockade, under as at Donabew, the enemy retired, burning 
cover of the fire of two field-pieces and a rocket the stockades. A t this place General Camp- 
battery. It vras an easy conquest. The next bell lingered long without effecting any- 
attempt wTas directed against the second in- thing, although his force was five thousand 
trenchment; two hundred men were ordered men, and fifteen hundred more at Rau- 
against it, hut they were overwhelmed with goon had received orders to join him. An 
numbers and driven back. The disparity of armistice was agreed upon, to extend from 
force rendered the attempt absurd if not the 17th of September to the 17th of Octo- 
criininal. General Cotton was obliged to fall ber, in order to enable the English agents 
hack, and, re-embarking, to drop down the and Birmese vakeels to come to terms of 
river to Yung-Yung, and await orders from peace. In September, Sir James Brisbane, 
the commander-in-chief. commander-in-chief of the British navy in

It was painfully evident that the whole the Indian seas, joined the army, 
force sent upon the expedition to Rangoon The Kyi Wungyi met the British general 
was too small. The government at Calcutta in October, to form definitive terms of a 
had formed no correct notions of the task to treaty on the plain of Narenzik. It soon 
he accomplished, and it does not appear that became obvious that the demands of the Eng- 
Sir Thomas Munro, at Madras, had seen lish appeared to the Birmese negotiators as 
matters much more plainly than Lord Am- arrogant and unreasonable. They remon- 
lierst. His high reputation gave favour to strated, and endeavoured to dissuade the 
views which were inexperienced and imprae- British from making such requisitions; but 
ticable. finding the English general inexorable, they

While Cotton waited for orders, he heard demanded an extension of the armistice until 
that Sir Archibald Campbell also found him- the demands of the English were referred to 
self too Aveak to advance against Prome, and the emperor. The conditions on which the 
Avas obliged to fall back. The commander- English general insisted, were as follows :—  
in-cliief had laid his plan of campaign in “  The court of Ava was expected to desist 
ignorance of the resources of his enemies, from all interference with Assam and Cacliar, 
The plan itself had in the main been recom- and to recognise their dependence of Mani- 
mended by Sir Thomas Munro, and in a tone pore. Amman, with its dependencies, was to 
more confident, if not imperative, than his be given up to the British, and an indemnity 
knowledge of the subject warranted. Sir of two crores of rupees (£2,000,000) was to 
A. Campbell, by his retrograde movement, be paid for the expenses of the Avar ; until 
came before Donabew on the 25th of March, the discharge of which sum, Rangoon, Mar- 
His army encamped near the river, above the taban, and the Tenesserim provinces, Avere to 
works—the flotilla Avas beloAAT them. The be held in pledge. A  resident was to be 
flotilla advanced on the 27th, and landed received at Ava, and a commercial treaty 
heavy guns and mortars. Before batteries to he concluded, by Avhich the trade Avith Ran- 
Avere erected, shells and rockets were thrown goon should be relieved from the exactions 
into the stockades and intrenchments, caus- by which it had hitherto been repressed,” * 
ing alarm and loss of life to the enemy, and The demands of the English Avere indig
slaying their commander-in-chief. On the nantly spurned by the Birmese court.  ̂ A  
3rd of April the cannonade of the English nerv army advanced upon Prome, and being 
opened; the Birmese retired without firing a very numerous, nearly invested the British 
shot. The post was garrisoned, and Sir lines, with the intention of intercepting their 

* Deputy judge-advocate-general of the Bengal army. * Wilson, \'ol. is . p. 130.
VOL. II. H



communications. A  powerful detachment of to give time for the ratification of the treaty, 
the grand army of Birmah was thrown for- the Birmese ministers not being plenipoten- 
ward twenty miles from Prome. General tiaries. On the 17th, a deputation of Birmese 
Campbell saw that it was essential to the pre- requested an extension of the armistice. The 
servation of his communications to dislodge British, perceiving that the object was to gain 
them. On the evening of the 15th of JNovem- time, refused, and demanded the evacuation 
ber, Brigadier-general MDowall, with five of the camp of Melloon by sunrise on the 
regiments of Madras native infantry, advanced 20th, under menace of attack. I  lie Birmese 
in three columns. The ground was flooded refused to abandon the cam p; neither did the 
and marshy, and did not admit of the use of ratification of the treaty arrive by the 2 0th. 
field-pieces. The division brought no batter- Melloon was attacked, stormed, and captured, 
ing guns. Confusion and ignorance prevailed By far the most interesting account^ of this 
in the British columns. They were repulsed action extant is that which is contained in 
with heavy loss, the commander of the divi- General Sir Henry Havelock's account of this 
sion was killed, an officer mortally wounded, war. He was then a humble lieutenant, 
and nine officers disabled. The total loss killed, but had the genius of a general, and the pen 
wounded, and missing, was two hundred and of an accomplished and proficient military 
sixteen. It was an experiment with a little writer. The reader of this history will be 
army of sepoy infantry. The Birmese showed deeply interested in the perusal of Havelock s 
no apprehension of them, and after their most graphic and eloquent description of this 
victory, spoke of the sepoys with contempt. battle, of which, in part, he was an eye- 

The Birmese were now encouraged to witness, and in part a participator. As 
attempt the English lines at Prome. They the work written by the lamented historian 
advanced and intrenched themselves within and general (as he afterwards became)^ is 
a few miles of that place. The English, under not accessible to the public, the following 
Campbell and Cotton, attacked them on the extract will be read with the more interest:—  
1st, 2nd, and 5th of December, defeating “ When the day broke on the 19th (Jan. 
them on every occasion, slaying many, with 1826), the left bank of the river was seen 
only a loss of three officers killed, two wounded, already lined with batteries. The engineers 
one mortally; twenty-five soldiers killed, and had accomplished so much of their task in 
one hundred and twenty-one wounded. The the night, that the bustle in the British camp 
Birmese army was completely routed. did not appear lively enough to indicate any

The British reached Meaday on the 19th of extraordinary exertion. A  battery of eighteen- 
December, accompanied by the flotilla. A  flag pounders and heavy mortars confronted the 
of truce was borne by the enemy to the naval centre of the grand stockade. Another of 
commander, offering to negotiate. Lieutenant- lighter pieces had been prepared to batter the 
colonel Tidy, and Lieutenant Smith, R.N., pagoda work to the southward. The guns 
had conducted the previous negotiations, and and howitzers of the horse brigade were in 
those officers were again employed to meet battery opposite to the left of the central 
the Birmese negotiators. Nevertheless the work. By eleven o’clock, twenty-eight mouths 
British, resolved not to be obstructed by delays of fire were ready to open on the Melloon. 
under the guise of negotiations, advanced, The whole strength of the rocket brigade was 
until army and flotilla arrived at Patanagoh, ranged near the right of the battery of the 
opposite to Melloon, on the 29th of Decern- centre. A t eleven, Sir Archibald Campbell, 
ber. On the 30th, the negotiators undertook in person, gave the word. The roar of the 
to meet in a boat in the middle of the river, first salvo shook the ground, rent the air, 
General Campbell, Admiral Brisbane, Mr. reverberated amongst the rocks and woods 
T . C. Robertson, the civil commissioner, and behind Melloon, and died away in sullen 
their suites, went on board, where four great echoes from the more distant hills. In  an 
officers of the imperial government waited to instant it was repeated. Tim deafening jreals 
receive them. The demands of the English succeeded with a rapidity which suggested 
were repeated, and renewed expostulations the image of unchecked vengeance falling in 
and arguments against them were made by thunder upon the heads of the deceitful bar- 
the Birmese. A t last they gave way, con- barians. The British officers on the left bank, 
senting to surrender the territory, but declared stooping and coming forward, bent the eye 
their government unable to pay the indent- anxiously to discern the effect upon the hostile 
nity. The British, therefore, reduced the camp. It was evident that the artillerists 
demand to a crore of rupees (a million ster- had hit the range at once. Balls were seen 
ling). A  definitive treaty was executed on to strike the work, raising a cloud of dust 
the 3rd of January, 1823. An armistice was and splinters, demolishing the defences, and 
settled to extend to the 18th of that month, ploughing up the area of the square. Shells



hit sometimes a few paces from tlie parapet, vengeance. A  dense cloud of smoke from the 
behind which the garrison was crouching, Birman musketry began to envelop the boats, 
bursting among their ranks, sometimes upon Now and then, by the flash of a nine-poundei 
the huts of the troops and marked points of from one of the gun-vessels, she was seen to 
the pagodas. The rockets flew in the truest present her bows for an instant to the line, 
path. Many fell upon the barbarians; many and direct a pairing shot against the works, 
shaped their course direct into the pavilions But the moment of retribution was at hand, 
of the chiefs. Partial fires were soon seen to The headmost boat was seen to touch the 
break out at Melloon. Twice the line of the sand. A  body of troops sprang ashore. They 
barbarians which manned the eastern face formed themselves with the alacrity of prac- 
°"ave way under the dreadful fire ; twice they tised t i r a i l lc u T S  under the slope of the bank, 
were rallied by their chiefs. The storm of They were a part oi the 38th. I  hey began 
fire, of shells, and bullets, continued without to answer and check the fire of the Birman 
intermission for an hour and a quarter. Fif- bastion near them. The vessels followed as 
teen minutes before one, the boats of the rapidly as possible; but all seemed too slow 
flotilla began to move from a point two for the wishes of those who looked upon the 
hundred yards above the light battery. The animating scene. They felt the inexpressible 
first brigade had been embarked on hoard desire to urge on, by-the power, as it weie, 
the leading vessels. The flank companies of of imagination, to press forward, to impel to 
the 87th, the 41st, and 89th British, and the point the headmost boats, which, though 
strong native detachments, found themselves dropping quickly, yet seemed to the eyes of 
afloat almost at the same moment on board impatience to lag. More soldiers leaped upon 
the remainder of the flotilla. General Cotton dry land with a cheer; others followed. _ The 
directed the movements of the troops last men- spectators looked for the leader ol the brigade, 
tioned. Lieutenant-colonels Godwin, Parlby, They did not yet know that a hall had struck 
and Hunter Blair, served under him as bri- him between the shoulder and the breast, and 
gadiers. This force was to gain the right that he lay swooning, from the loss of blood, 
bank a little above the great work, and in the boat. The numbers of the column 
operate against its northern face, now cruelly speedily increased; it quickly assumed shape, 
enfiladed by the horse brigade. As one of and was in motion. The advance ceased to 
its columns" was intended to intercept the fire; the mass of the 13th (this was Lieute- 
retreat of the Birmans, the whole body ought nant Havelock’s regiment) and the 38th, 
to have been put in motion antecedently to pressing on, was in a moment at the foot of 
the first brigade, the movement of which the works. The soldiers began to spread 
should have been consecutive; hut the at- and seek for a gap, or entrance, with the 
tempt which was made to render the advance ready tact produced by experience in such 
of both simultaneous, ended in inverting the affairs. There was a pause of three seconds, 
order of their operations. The first brigade then a move again. The British were seen 
came too soon, and the turning columns too at once overlooking the works. The Birman 
late in contact with the enemy. fh'e ceased along the line ; all was decided.

“  All eyes were now fixed upon the pro- rlhe barbarians began to rush in headlong 
gress of the first brigade. Its boats began to flight across the great area; the British co
fall rapidly down the stream. Colonel Sale lumn to direct its course full upon the pago- 
was seen in the leading man-of-war’s boat, das, which marked the head-quarters ot the 
far a-head of the heavier vessels. The brigade chiefs. The second column had landed, and 
was to attack the south-eastern angle of the was manoeuvring upon the north-western 
great work, the abattis of which was said to angle. The Birmans, warned by the priority 
be defective. Thus it had to receive the fire of the attack in front, were already issuing 
of the whole eastern front of the fortification, from it in large bodies. This was the conflict 
The Birmans opened every musket and ginjal at Melloon. _ .
upon it as soon as the first boat was on a line The generalship of the English m this 
parallel to the stockade. The stream carried battle was severely criticised. by Havelock, 
the British within half-musket shot of their It was his opinion that, by a different plan or 
numerous enemies, who, relieved from the action, a brilliant advantage might have been 
severity of the cannonade, which the inter- gained, which was not obtained. As this is not 
vention of the boats necessarily caused to he a military work, it would he inappiopiiate to 
suspended, had now full leisure to direct their quote the extended critique of Havelock. It 
fire. It caused a sensation of nervous tremor is modestly and gracefully written, and is pe' ■■ 
amongst the unoccupied spectators on the vaded by clearness of view, precision ot 
right bank, to see these two old tried corps thought, and proves the writer to have been, 
thus silently enduring the storm of barbarian even at that early period of his mihtaiy Ins-



tory profoundly read, and a deep thinker in were harassed by the night march. A ll this 
military science. was not sufficiently borne in mind in follow-

On the 8th of February the army ap- ing up the first advantage. The companies 
proached within five miles of Pagahm-mew. of the 13th, spread along a considerable line 
This place had once been the capital of the became engaged with formidable masses of 
Birman empire, and was regarded as a holy the enemy before they could receive auy 
city. It was solidly built, and capable of support from the corps of the mam body, 
offering much resistance to an enemy, if The barbarian general took advantage of tins 
governed and garrisoned with 'Skill and valour, with a laudable adroitness. He piomptly 
The Birmese appeared determined to make a moved up large bodies of horse and foot to 
stand there, and Sir Archibald Campbell re- the aid of bis worsted advance; he caused 
solved to lose no time in attacking, and, if a mass to debouch from his extreme left, 
necessary, storming the place. In the descrip- menacing the right flank of the Liitisli, and 
tion of what occurred, we shall again gratify another to press down from liis centre to cut 
our readers by a passage from the narrative of off their vanguard from the road. The 
the good and great Sir Henry H a v e l o c k g r o u n d  was a succession of hillocks planted 
“  The British advanced along a narrow road, with the jujube. Many of the little summits 
thickly hedged in on either side with the tree were covered with the ruins of pagodas > 
called by the inhabitants her, by the English others with monuments less worn by time, 
jujube, and by philosophers zizyphus jitjuba. Thus, the adverse lines were hardly aware 
It bears a fruit resembling the plum, and how closely they approached each other. A  
varying equally in size. It is in some coun- noisy fire was supported along either front, 
tries a dwarfish, but in this district of Birmah The 13th were very widely extended.^ The 
rises to the height of ten or twelve feet, and major-general, accompanied by the principal 
is commonly defended with thorns. The officers of liis staff, was in the very centre oi 
small force of the British raised clouds of the attack of the vanguard. His person must 
dust in passing over the sandy soil. The have been distinctly seen by the barbarians. 
Birmans fired the first shot. The advance of Large bodies advanced within a few yards of 
their right opened a random fusilade, out of him. Their shouts seemed already to an- 
distance, at the head of the column of the nounce a victory. The situation of the major- 
43rd, and then retired. The vanguard of the general was for many minutes critical. He 
British (in which Havelock was engaged) in had with him only fourteen men of the 13th, 
a moment after became engaged with the sixteen sowars of the body-guard, and two 
advance of the barbarian centre, posted at the field-pieces of the horse artillery; but their 
base of Logannnda. It drove it in. But as guns threw grape and round shot rapidly and 
the column under the major-general reached truly amongst the enemy; their quick dis- 
tlie foot of the monument, the enemy showed charges disconcerted them, and the firm 
considerable force in its front, and on its countenances of the troopers and infantry 
right. As the British moved on, the bar- soldiers filled them with uncertainty.^ They 
barians rushed forward to meet them. They could not in a moment make up their minds 
presented themselves with wild, frantic ges- to one of those decisive movements by which 
tures, and hideous shouts. The whole of the battles are won. The opportunity which might 
loth  were extended, en tirailleur, to resist have saved their capital escaped them. Their 
this sudden onset. The horse artillery got masses began to take up the ground from 
into action. The body-guard supported at which they had first moved, but remained 
the centre. These three corps now formed there steadily and in great force. A  heavy 
the true vanguard of the British. The 13th firing was at this instant heard on the left, 
dashed among the barbarians in extended The major-general retired before the enemy’s 
files. They overthrew them. The thickets advance, which pressed after him. The Hin- 
were soon strewed with their bodies. The dostanee troopers displayed a memorable cool- 
barbarians were hotly pursued, thundered ness. They waved their sabres proudly to 
upon by the guns of the horse artillery, and the shouting barbarians, turned their backs 
cut down by the sowars wherever they could only for a moment, then rapidly fronted and 
he overtaken. The rest of the force, in resumed their attitude of defiance, riding 
seconding this manoeuvre, found it difficult down the boldest of the Birmans who ven- 
to debouch. It was impossible to escape tured close to them. Constantly calling to 
very rapidly from the narrow mouth of the the infantry, which they covered, to quicken 
single defile into which the troops were closely their pace, hut never quickening their own, 
wedged together with the carriages of the thus retiring and fronting in succession, they 
foot artillery, their rockets and tumbrils. The finally gained a little pagoda mount, on which 
heat was excessive, and two of the battalions the major-general had taken his stand. Sir



Archibald Campbell then caused the 13th to defence in Pagahm. It was thought that only 
he recalled and concentrated by sound of half the clay’s work was achieved. In half 
bugle. The guns and howitzers armed the an hour more the lines of manoeuvre taken by 
plateau of the mount. Its ruinous brick- all the columns of battalions, except the 43rd, 
work supplied an irregular rampart. The converged upon a single point in the eastern 
enemy stood formed in immense force directly wall of the city. The loth was thc most 
in front of the hill, their foot backed by sepia- advanced. The main road descended into a 
drons of the Cassay horse. They still showed ravine. Beyond this, a village and pagoda 
a disposition to turn the British by both flanks, intervened, and screened the walls of Pagahm. 
The major-general surveyed them for a few The enemy were posted here in force. When 
minutes through his telescope. Pie then said the firing commenced, the horse artillery were 
calmly, as the troops re-formed, ‘ I have here dispatched at full speed to the right, to en
tile 13tli, and the body-guard; the whole filade the village, and take every successive 
Birman army shall not drive me from this position of the enemy rapidly in flank; but 
hill.’ Nevertheless, some anxious moments the leading companies of the 13th had already 
had to be passed in this little position. There descended into the valley. The enemy’s balls 
was yet no intelligence of the movements of began to strike the huts and trees around 
the left. The enemy’s detached parties of them. It was in vain to dally here, exposed 
either arm vet inundated the valleys and to a fire Irom behind walls. The regiment 
thickets to the right and left, Some even formed in line quickly, but with the steadi- 
penetrated to the rear; but, at length, the ness of a field-day. It advanced at the charge 
89th arrived, and was seen to take up its with a loud huzza, and in redoubled time, 
position in support. All was secure in this The levies of ‘ The King of H ell’ had not a 
quarter, which had been so seriously menaced, chance of remaining. They were driven 
The British again prepared to attack the before the onset of this regiment from posi- 
troops of ‘ The King of Hell but they per- tion to position, from pagoda to pagoda, from 
ceived that he had already sensibly dimi- eminence to eminence, back upon, over, within, 
nished his force in their front. A  staff-officer, and again beyond their walls; then from 
who had succeeded in communicating with walled inclosure to inclosure, finally into their 
General Cotton, brought news which ac- boats on the Irriwaddy, or along the route to 
counted for this retrograde movement. the capital, as panic urged them. All their stan-

“ The right flank of the Birmans, and their dards were captured. The major-general and 
communications with Pagahm, were already his staff entered by the eastern gate of Pagahm. 
in jeopardy. When General Cotton debouched “  The sound of the last cannon shot had 
beyond the Loganunda pagoda, he was op- scarcely ceased to echo among the pagodas 
posed, as the major-general had been, by when the major-general thus conveyed his 
advanced bodies of the barbarians. The sentiments to his troops in general orders :—  
38th routed them, and followed closely the ‘ Providence has once more blessed with suc- 
line of their retreat. The Birmans at length cess the British arms in this country ; and in 
threw themselves into a field-work near the the decisive defeat of the imposing force posted 
bank of the river. Nearly the same thing under and within the walls of Pagahm-mew, 
happened which had before taken place at the the major-general recognises a fresh display of 
outworks of Donabew. The 38th wheeled the military virtues which have characterized 
round the work, under the fire of its defenders, his troops from the commencement of the war.’ ” 
entered it by the rear-ward opening, and Having narrated the successful exploits of 
began to make a carnage of all within. The the British in their campaign from Rangoon, 
barbarians, thus screwed into their own places it is necessary, before stating the final results 
of defence, leaped in terror over the western of the war, to relate the main incidents of 
parapet. Hundreds rushed headlong down the operations from eastern Bengal. Three 
the lofty and most vertical bank of the waters brigades were stationed at Chittagong, Jumal- 
of the Irriwaddy. ‘ The King of H ell’ was pore, and Goalpara; and a flotilla was placed 
compelled to abandon his first position and on the Burrampooter river, towards Assam, 
retire on Pagahm. As soon as the success and in the neighbourhood of Dacca. The 
of the left was announced to General Camp- English resolved to defend Cacliar and Mani- 
bell, he put his column in motion. The state- pore, and carry the war in that direction into 
ments of prisoners indicated an obstinate the territories of the enemy, if occasion offered.

Colonel Innes quartered his brigade at Silhet, 
* An army of the Birman Emperor, entitled “ Be- Colonel Shapland at Chittagong, Brigadier- 

trievers of the King’s Glory,” were commanded by a neral M ‘Morrice at Goalpara. One of the 
savage warrior styled iVe?,? Worn Breen, which has been r . 1 x> n; 1,
variously translated as “ Prince of Darkness,” “ Kiug of Plaus o f , t!le British was to penetiate liom 
Hell,” and “ Prince of the Setting Sun,” Cachar through Mampore into the valley ol



the Ningti river, which falls into the Irri- no effort to prosecute their way toward the 
waddy. Colonel Shuldam, at the head of 7000 heart of theBirmese empire. On the 31st of 
men, attempted this route and failed. Another October, Brigadier Richards, while command- 
plan was to pass from Chittagong intoArra- i n g “ the south-eastern division of Arracan, re
can, and across the mountains into Ava, and ported the impracticability of passing through 
effect a junction with the army sent from the mountains. This was an error, no survey 
Rangoon. General Morrison, at the head of of the roads and passes having been made by 
11,000 men, attempted this enterprise. His Richards, in consequence of the insufficiency 
force consisted of his majesty’s 44th and 54th. as to numbers of his engineer staff, and the 
regiments of the line; the 26th, 42nd, 49th, sickness which prevailed among that portion 
62nd Bengal native infantry, and the 2nd of his officers. The troops in Arracan suffered 
light infantry battalion; the lOtli and 16tli severely from miasma rising from the pesti- 
Madras native infantry ; a Mugh levy; a body lential marshes which then covered so laige a 
of local horse; a strong party of native portion of the low country. He might, how - 
pioneers, and a fine detachment of the Ben- ever, have wintered in Ava, as vTas proved 
gal artillery. A  flotilla of sloops and gun- by Captain Ross, who, with the 18th Madras 
brigs was to co-operate with this division of native infantry, and a number of elephants, 
the army. Commodore Hay commanded the marched to Pakangyet, on the Irriwaddy, 
flotilla, and his especial work xvas to carry eight marches from Yandaboo, and thence, 
troops and supplies along shore. This little after crossing the river to Sembew Ghwen, 
army began its progress in the beginning of quitted the low country in three days, and 
January, 1825. A  portion of the force re- in eight more crossed the mountains, by a 
mained at various stations on British territory, practicable route to Aeng, in Ava. The war 
to be sent after the army if necessary. His was decided by the Rangoon army before 
majesty’s 54th, 10th Madras native infantry, anything was effected by the army of Arracan, 
and left wing 16th native infantry, went by except the conquest of that province. After 
sea. The field-battery, his majesty’s 44th, the xvar was over, a portion of the sepoys 
1 st light infantry battalion, four companies were conducted through the mountain passes 
42nd Bengal native infantry, five companies from Ava into Arracan, proving the practic- 
62nd native infantry, right wing Madras 16th ability of that route on any future occasion of 
native infantry, and two troops of Gardner’s war.
local horse went by land. The 26th and 49th The treaty concluded vTith the Birman em- 
’ Bengal went by boats along the coast. There peror was one of great importance to the 
'were 1,500 Europeans, and 8,000 native British. His Birman majesty agreed to re
troops ; total, 9,500 men. The approach to nounce all claim to Assam, and the prin- 
the town of Arracan lay across a narrow val- cipalities of Jyntia and Cachar, and recog- 
ley, skirted by hills of an average height of nised the independence of Manipore. He con- 
four hundred feet. Stockades were placed sented to cede in perpetuity the four divisions 
on these hills, in advantageous positions, gar- of Arracan, namely, Arracan Proper, Ramri, 
risoned by 9,000 Birmans. On the 29th of Cheduba, and Sandowav, and also the three dis- 
March an unsuccessful attack was made on tricts of Tenesserim, Ye, Tavoy, and Mergui, 
these stockades. On the evening of the 31st or the whole of the coast belonging to Ava 
of March, Brigadier Richards (afterwards south of the Sanluen river; to receive a re- 
better known as Lieutenant-general Sir W . sident at his capital, and sanction the conclu- 
Richards), commanding a brigade, which sion of a commercial treaty; and, finally, he 
consisted of six companies 44th foot, three of agreed to pay a crore of rupees (or about 
the 26th, three of the 49th, thirty seamen, £1,000,000), in four instalments, the first inl
and thirty Gardner’s dismounted horse, as- mediately, the second within one hundred days 
cended the hills, by a circuitous route, and from the date of the treaty, and the other two 
established his troops on the summit before in the course of the two following years. The 
he was perceived b y . the enemy.* Next British engaged to retire at once to Rangoon, 
morning, the brigade took the Birmese in and to quit the Birmali territory upon the pay- 
flank, while the commander-in-chief took ment of the second instalment. The discharge 
them in front. The enemy were beaten out of the promised indemnity v?as tardily and re- 
of all the stockades, and fled precipitately luctantly complied with. On the receipt oi 
through the passes, leaving Arracan to the the ratification of the treaty the army broke 
victors. The illness of General Morrison up from Yandaboo. Rangoon was held by the 
caused the command to devolve upon General British until after payment of the second 
Richards. The British troops continued to instalment of the indemnity, 
hold Arracan through the summer, but made The English suffered from a dreadful mor- 

* Wilson, vol. ix. p. 106. talitv, one-fourth of all who had not been



killed or wounded died of the diseases engen- he is always ready, and his men are never 
dered by the unhealthy situations in which drunk.” Havelock was then a lieutenant, but 
they were quartered; and before the English was at the time in command of his company, 
abandoned Rangoon, half of the troops left He brought out his men, who were like him- 
alive were in hospital. The mortality has been self “ ready,” and “ never drunk, and the 
compared to that of the unfortunate expedition duty was accomplished. At this juncture, 
to Walcheren in 1809; but the latter was not also, an event occurred in the life of that pe
so fatal as the expeditions in the Birmese war, markable man, which bore upon his prospects, 

While the English were in occupation of and at the same time illustrated his character, 
the country, it was deemed important to gain The incident is given as written in the inte
as much intelligence as possible of its people, resting and able memoir of Havelock, by the 
and to conciliate as far as might be the em- Rev. William Owen, of London:— “ On the ad- 
peror and his court. In pursuance of this jutancy in his corps becoming vacant, an ap- 
policy, Lieutenant Havelock was selected, plication w7as made to the governor-general to 
with Captain Lumsden and Assistant-surgeon give it to Havelock. His lordship demurred, 
Knox, of the Madras army, to bear presents to on account of what had been said to Have- 
the emperor from his conquerors. These offi- lock’s disparagement as being an enthusiast 
cers went upon their interesting and peculiar and a fanatic. Bitter was the hostility which 
mission, encountering many obstructions from beset him on that occasion, and only in this 
the jealousy of the Birmese. The American manner it was overcome : a return was or- 
missionaries, who had acquired considerable dered of the offences committed by the men 
influence over many persons about the imperial of the several companies throughout the 
court, rendered the English gentlemen many regiment; and having examined the return, 
services. On their arrival at Ava, they the governor-general said he found that the 
learned that six prisoners were detained, men in Havelock’s company, who had joined 
They drew up a jrrotest, declaring that this in his religious exercises, were the most 
was an infraction of the treaty, and declining sober and best behaved men in the regiment, 
to wait upon his majesty without an order The complaint against the men, he said, was 
were issued for the release of these men. that they were Baptists, and he added that he 
After a most vindictive resistance, this was at wished that the whole regiment were Baptists, 
last conceded. The day after the reception, too. The result of the inquiry was, the be- 
ihe prisoners were set free. The prudent and stowal of the adjutancy upon Havelock, and 
gentlemanly conduct of Lieutenant Havelock the entry in his memorandum-book Bimply 
did much to smooth the difficulties of dealing mentions the fact, with the addition of the fol- 
with the Birmese court, and at the same time lowing words :— ‘ Continue religious instruc- 
to maintain in full lustre the dignity of Eng- tion to the soldiers, and do everything to 
land, through that of her representatives, promote temperate habits among them.’ ” * —• 
Indeed throughout the Birmese war the use- This anecdote is as favourable to the charac- 
fulness and devotion to duty of Mr. Havelock ter of Lord Amherst as to that of Havelock, 
were an honour to his country, and attracted His lordship never allowed his religious, 
the notice of the whole army, particularly that political, or personal feelings or prejudices to 
of the commander-in-chief. The following is interfere with the just administration of his 
a striking specimen of the piety and earnest high office, and what was due to his king 
religious zeal of Mr. Havelock :— “ In the and country.
temple of Rangoon, when the city was taken, The Birmese war had proved one of the 
he was seen in the temple— the idol temple—- most costly which we had waged in India, 
filled with the images and cross-legged infer- Various writers estimate it at fourteen mil- 
nals of that country. He placed the lamps lions sterling; and the loss from all causes, 
in the hands o f  the idols, and by the light sat in the field and in garrison, along the Bengal 
down to teach, to lead the devotions of the frontier of Assam, in Arracan, and along the 
soldiers, and to open to them the Scriptures.” *' Irriwaddy, at twenty thousand men. The 
Another interesting incident in the life of European soldiers, and especially the officers, 
Havelock occurred during this war. The gal- perished in greater proportion than the se- 
lant commander of the 13th, Major Sale, then poys, or Mugh auxiliaries; indeed the loss 
holding the local rank of Lieutenant-colonel, of life among the last was not great, 
required a detachment for some particular After the treaty was signed between the 
service, and directed the company of Captain Governor-general of India and the Emperor
•------ —  to undertake it. The adjutant replied of Birmah, Mr. Crawford was appointed envoy
that the men were intoxicated. Sale imme- to the court of Ava, to arrange a commercial 
diately observed, “ Turn out Havelock’s men; treaty. The mission returned to Rangoon in 

* The Rev. Paxton Hood, * The Good Soldier.



January 1827, having accomplished its object, dispatched to the court of Siam, to congratu- 
Ile was not gratified with his reception, and late the monarch of that country on his acces- 
he dissuaded his government from enforcing sion to the throne. His mission to that court 
the article of the treaty providing that a it was supposed qualified him to proceed to 
British agent should reside at the court of that of Ava. His term of residence there was 
Ava, No further intercourse was held until a long one. _ He remained until l bo i ,  when 
1829, when Lieiitenant-colonel Burney was he was obliged to quit, m connexion with 
sent to Ava on a British mission. In 1821, events to be related when our narrative shall 
the colonel, then Captain Burney, had been arrive at that period.

C H A PTE R  C V III.
GOVERNMENT OF LORD AMHERST (continued)—SIEGE, STORM, AND CAPTURE OF BIIURTPORE

_DEATH OF SIR THOMAS MUNRO—TRANSFER OF THE CROWN OF DELHI AND EMPIRE
OF HINDOSTAN TO TIIE EAST INDIA COMPANY—ARRIVAL OF LORD WILLIAM BENTINCK 
IN INDIA—HIS GOVERNMENT AND REFORMS — HIS DEPARTURE FROM INDIA AND 
RETURN TO ENGLAND.

D u r i n g  the progress of the Birmese war, the commotions and revolutions up to 1824, and 
state of India was unsatisfactory. The de- in that year. The Jauts, who inhabited that 
posed princes, especially the Peishwa at principality, were disposed to regard the Eng- 
Benares, were as usual intriguing to foment lish as protectors against foreign enemies, but 
disturbance and shake British power if pos- were not desirous to see them interfere with 
sible. When at the beginning of the war the their home concerns. Sir David Ochterlony 
Birmese in Arracan made a successful entrance did interfere, and the governor-general, con- 
into Chittagong, the natives of eastern Bengal, trary to the advice of his council, revoked the 
and of all Lower Bengal, felt extreme alarm, proceedings of the resident, who resigned. 
Agents of the Peishwa circulated false intel- Sir David died soon after, at Meerut, much 
ligence, and represented the Birmese as in- regretted in India, where his talents, civil and 
vincible, and at last the native merchants of military, had been a great advantage to his 
Calcutta were panic-struck, and could with country. Sir David had assembled an army 
difficulty be dissuaded from removing their to besiege Bhnrtpore, and by force of arms 
property and withdrawing from Bengal. adjust the disputes there which menaced the

A t the end of 1824 disturbances broke out peace of Hindostan. On the 19th of Decem- 
in an extremity of India precisely opposite to ber, 1826, when a vote of thanks was passed 
that endangered by the Birmese. In Cutcli to the army at Bliurtpore, Sir J. Malcolm 
there was a revolt which appeared to assume observed, “  I f  the siege had failed, it would, 
political importance. It was discovered that in all human probability, have added to the 
the Ameers of Scinde had incited it. embarrassments of the Birmese war, that of

The whole of India was swarming with hostilities with almost every state.” 
military adventurers, the relics of defeated After much hesitation, and great reluctance 
armies, or the mercenaries who had served to have another war on his hands, while that 
the English in their various wars as irregular with the Birmans was raging, policy deter- 
cavalry. There were numbers of men ready mined Lord Amherst to engage in a conflict 
to join the English against any enemy, or to with Bhnrtpore, the strongest fortress in all 
join any power, foreign or native, against the India. Lord Combermere had arrived at 
English. On the whole, they were more Calcutta, the 2nd of October, 1825, as corn- 
willing to serve against than for the prevail- rnander-in-chief of the forces in India. He 
ing power. Notwithstanding that Bengal went up the country, and fixed his head- 
and Central India had been subjected to them, quarters at Muttra. According to Captain 
the British were in the predicted condition of Creighton, of his majesty’s l l t l i  Light Dra- 
the Arabs,— their hand was against every man, goons, the forces at Lord Combermere’s dis
and every man’s hand was against them, posal consisted of upwards of twenty-five 
"While yet the Birmese war exhausted the ex- thousand men, and more than a hundred 
chequer and drained the garrisons of India of pieces of artillery, with abundance of material. 
European troops, war was waged elsewhere. The force of the enemy’s garrison was esti- 

The Bhurtpore territories which were in- mated at twenty thousand men, chiefly Raj- 
dependent passed through a series of violent poots and Jauts, with some Affghans. The



greatest security of the fortress however, near Jhil. He had been instructed in mining 
according to Major Hough, was in the thick- under Sir 0. Paseley, before lie went to India, 
ness and toughness of its walls, constructed Sir A. Galloway published a pamphlet on the 
of clay hardened in the spn. attack on mud forts; and was wounded in the

pioneers at the first siege.” *
SIEGE OF BHURTPORE. <-)n tlie }  January, 1826, the largest

mine, containing two thousand pounds of gun -
The English now, for the second time in its powder, was exploded. The explosion formed 

history, besieged Bhurtpore, and this time with breaches. The next day the assault was 
better fortune than had attended the siege made. The columns which attacked the 
conducted by Lord Lake. On the lOtli of breaches were commanded by Major-general 
December, 1825, the army of Lord Comber- Beynell and Major-general Nicolls (after- 
mere stood before the great fortress. During wards Lieutenant-general Sir Jasper Nicolls, 
the siege conducted by Lord Lake, twenty commander-in-chief of the forces in India), 
years before, the great ditches which sur- The Jangina gate was stormed by a column 
rounded the place had been filled from the under the command of Lieutenant-colonel De- 
Mote Jhil, an extensive piece of water, lanaine. The whole of the assailing force 
To hinder the enemy from accomplishing amounted to eleven thousand. All the columns 
a similar object, Lord Combermere placed of attack were successful, although they met 
detachments troops, so as to render the with an obstinate resistance, from the belief 
opening of sluices or cutting of embankments entertained by the garrison that the place was 
exceedingly difficult operations. This proved invulnerable. The artillerymen fell under 
of great importance in the progress of the the bayonets of our soldiers, defending their 
siege, for the ditch continued dry. The extent guns to the last extremity. No less than 
of the fortress was so great that it could not be seven thousand of the garrison perished, in
completely invested, but posts were appointed eluding every chief of note. A  very great 
all around. number were wounded. The loss of the British

On the 24th of December, the breaching was 10J men and officers killed, and 466 
batteries were opened, but while they broke wounded.
the material of the walls, they did not breach The day after the capture, the young rajah, 
them, from the peculiar material of which Bulwunt Singh, on whose behalf the war was 
these bulwarks were composed. Sometimes undertaken, was reinstated on liis throne, 
the round-shot entered the embankments, as under the protection of the British, 
the walls might be called, and remained there, The prize money amounted to forty-eight 
rather adding to their strength. Shells crum- lacs of rupees (£480,000). Lord Comber- 
bled some portion of the surface, which fell mere was created viscount when the intelli- 
away, but no breach was effected. Thus it gence of his victory reached England. No 
was not at Sebastopol that gigantic earth- doubt the signal failure of Lord Lake, in the 
works resisted, for the first time, a numerous memorable siege of 1805, influenced the go- 
and scientific army. The fortress of Bhurtpore vernment and the country to exaggerate the 
was a series of vast earthworks, more solid exploit of the capture of Bhurtpore ; still it 
and enduring than those thrown up before was a great undertaking, and some idea of its 
Sebastopol. Before the English army had magnitude may be formed by the prodigious 
collected before the place, discussions had expenditure of material — upwards of sixty - 
been maintained as to the probable results of one thousand missiles of all kinds having been 
a cannonade and bombardment, the experi- used.
ence of Lord Lake, in 1805, having suggested The fall of Bhurtpore was the termination 
these discussions : besides, British officers had of this short war, and at its conclusion the 
become acquainted with all the peculiarities condition of India, regarded from a British 
of the fortress. Mining was at last resorted point of view was most striking, and calcu- 
to, under the auspices of Lieutenant-colonel lated to afford a comparison with the past 
Forbes, or, as some maintain, of Sir A. which greatly enhanced the glory and renown 
Galloway. Major Hough thus notices this of England and of her East India Company, 
controversy:— “  Wilson (page 197, note 1) The following is a truthful and graphic tie- 
alludes to the claim of the late Major-general scription of the relation of the British to the 
Sir A. Galloway, who was at the siege in states of India when affairs had settled down 
1805, and in 1825—but his memoir was given after the Birmese and Bhurtpore Avars, before 
to Lord Combermere when before the fort,—  Lord Amherst resigned his government:—  
Lieutenant (Colonel) Forbes, when in Calcutta, ‘ The progress of the British had now 
gave his plan to Lord C., and the credit is due * Hough’s H istory o f  British Military Exploits in 
to him. The latter was Avounded and disabled India.
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reached a point where campaigns could no the aid of the Madras presidency, Bengal 
longer be required within the limits of India, could not have carried on the war on the 
Powerful enemies they had none. In 1827, eastern shores of the Bay and up the Iiri- 
all the chiefs of Malwa, with the Mahratta waddy with success, whatever power they 
princes, sent missions to the government might have wielded against Assam and the 
which they had once dreamed of destroying, north-east frontier of Bengal to Birmah. 
Holkar was dead, and Scindiah died in the fol- There were many minor difficulties arising 
lowing March, leaving no wreck of the do- out of the hostile feeling prevailing throughout 
minion which had formerly spread over the Hindostan against the British, which tested 
largest provinces of Hindostan, and bearing no and proved the firmness and address of Lord 
malice against the stately power which had Amherst, his adjustment of which was not 
deprived him of it. In the same year, also, noticed as he deserved. There were also 
the crown of Delhi was in name, as it had some little wars, troublesome and irritating, 
long been in reality, transferred to the com- the more so as the most trifling incident of 
panv; while the title of the king, acknow- open revolt or hostility on the part of any petty 
led«ed until now, was extinguished. The state, might have set all India in a blaze of 
English put an end to the vain folly of ac- conflict. These he settled with rapidity and 
knowledging themselves vassals to a man who decision, the only wise mode of dealing with 
had lost every attribute of power, except its refractory chiefs and rajahs. The Rajah of 
rapacity and pride.” * Oolapore gave the Bombay presidency much

The rapid termination of the siege of trouble, and an appeal to arms was necessary 
Bhurtpore restored the waning influence of to quell his fierce efforts to inflame that part 
Lord Amherst. A  feeling adverse to his of western India. Oolapore was a small Mah- 
lordship had arisen in England, in conse- ratta state, and was pervaded by the preda- 
quence of the slow progress of the Birman tory spirit of that uncertain, vindictive, and 
war, and the disastrous loss of life in con- warlike race. Colonel Walsh, with the troops 
nection with it. His lordship, however, was quartered at the station of Belgaun, very 
really not to blame. The officials of the East soon reduced his highness of Oolapore to a 
India Company at Calcutta have been stig- quieter frame of mind, and left his soldiery 
matised, even by the most zealous advocates and people no heart for further aggressions 
of that body, for their culpable ignorance of upon their neighbours. There was no state 
everything connected with the Birmese em- in India too small, no rajah too insignificant 
pire. Still it must be pleaded on their behalf, at that date to create the necessity for armed 
the vast empire of which they were in charge, intervention. It is strange that a minute 
and the rapid revolutions and terrible wars Mahratta territory, too small to be taken into 
which they had to assist in directing and account in the alliances and wars with the 
bringing to a fortunate close. Lord Amherst Mahrattas, should become aggressive and 
was a diligent governor, a just and a brave provoke a campaign, when Scindiah, and 
man. He dealt with good faith to native Holkar, and the Peishwa stooped to the con- 
chiefs, with dignity and leniency to open ene- quering sword of England, and dared not to 
mie3, with sagacity and caution to false friends, flaunt a hostile banner in the presence of a 
He watched over the prosperity of the army sepoy soldier of the company. Yet such was 
and rewarded merit. He served his king, his the eccentric and thoroughly oriental fickleness 
country, and the East India Company with and presumption of the Mahratta race, and of 
fidelity, and ruled numerous nations with an all the races of India, that no statesman could 
honest, intelligent, and benevolent concern for foresee which chief would rise in hopeless in- 
their good. The government of this noble- surrection, or in his independence proclaim 
man has never received its due meed of hopeless war. Ho Indian statesman could say 
praise. Had his lordship followed the advice where in India a firebrand might not fall, 
of those around him he would, on the first spreading the flames of insurrection, of mili- 
reverses in the Birmese war, have abandoned tary revolt, or of declared war. 
offensive tactics, defended Chittagong, and the In  1827 Sir Thomas Munro ceased to live 
north-east frontier, and have taken up a defen- and labour for India, and for his country, 
sive position at Rangoon. His courage and A  life of this remarkable man has been pub- 
wisdom resolved otherwise, and his persever- lished by the Rev. Mr. Gleig, the author of 
ance and industry were crowned with success, a memoir of Olive, and another of Hastings. 
He was very effectually aided by Sir T. Munro, Like the latter works, it is full of panegyric 
the governor of Madras, whose exertions were of its hero; and his errors and weaknesses 
extraordinary to provide troops, munitions of are passed over in a mariner which would be 
war, and supplies. It is certain that but for unfaithful, were it not that the writer is so 

* Auber’s British Bower in India, vol. ii. earnest and sincere in the excess of admira-



tion with which he regards his hero. This and many discouragements, the time at length 
feeling may well be excused when exercised arrived when wars ceased w’ithin the penin- 
towards one who rendered India fiscally, judi- sula of India, and the energies of its rulers 
cially, and martially, such important services, could be devoted to the improvement of the 
and in whom the East India Company and condition of the inhabitants, and the retrieval 
the British government held the most entire of the affairs of the company. There was 
confidence. war in Birmah, as has been seen; but long

In 1827 Lord Amherst proceeded to the before Lord Moira’s (henceforth to be called 
upper provinces'. He had the honour of Lord Hastings) term of office was over, there 
adjusting the relations in which the British was such a state of peace from the Himalaya 
government remained to the King of Delhi to Ceylon as enabled him to give the crown- 
until the great revolt and rebellion, in 1857, ing grace to his administration, by instituting 
swept away the dignity of that title for ever, social reforms as important as his military 
Previous to 1827, the people of India regarded successes were brilliant, and his political 
the East India Company as the vassals of the scheme definitive and successful. The sys- 
King of Delhi, whatever the power the Eng- tern which was conceived by Clive, professed 
lish displayed. In that year, and by the by Warren Hastings, thoroughly wrought 
hands of Lord Amherst, the crown of Delhi out and largely applied by Lord Wellesley, 
and of the empire of Hindostan was trans- so as to be fairly called his own, and reversed 
ferred to the East India Company. M. Auber for a time by Lord Cornwallis and Sir George 
beautifully and truly says :— “ The event is Barlow, under orders from Leadenhall Street, 
said to have been viewed with deep melan- was accomplished and firmly established by 
choly by the royal family and their depen- the Marquis of Hastings. British authority 
dents. They felt, whatever privations they was supreme in India; and not only had it 
might have suffered from the Mahrattas, their no antagonist for a long course of years, but 
title to the sovereignty of India had been it availed to prevent warfare among the states 
invariably acknowledged. They were now, of the great peninsula. Reforms, political, 
for the first time, divested of it. The feeling social, and moral, at once ensued; and they 
of the public, however, corroborated the were vigorously continued through three vice - 
opinion expressed by General Wellesley, that regal terms. They may be most clearly ap- 
the natives were the most indifferent people, prehended by being surveyed as the harvest 
as to their governors, of any he had met with, of twenty years of peaceful administration, 
They seemed on the present occasion to be beginning with the close of Lord Hastings’ 
unconcerned in the matter, and contemplated, wars, and ending with the resignation of Lord 
without surprise, our assumption of a charac- William Bentinck, in 1835. 
ter, ‘ which had been purchased with the “  Lord Hastings left the company’s revenue 
talents, treasure, and blood of our nation.’ increased by £ 6,000,000 a year; and a con- 
Lord Amherst having returned to the pre- siderable part of the increase was from the 
sidency, embarked in H.M.S. Herald, at the land, indicating the improved condition of the 
close of March, for England, resigning the people who held it. He was succeeded by 
provisional government into the hands of Lord Amherst, who had the Birmese war to 
W . B. Bayley, Esq.”  manage in the first instance; and the Mah-

Although the administration of Lord Am - ratta and Pindarree wars had left behind them 
herst was one of mingled military effort and the difficulty dreaded by every pacific gover- 
social reform, the advent ofw the latter had nor-general— an unsettled and unorganized 
arrived, and become stronger in the English population of soldiers, whom it was scarcely 
mind than any desire for humiliating enemies, possible to deal with so as to satisfy at once 
or enlarging territories. Miss Martineau themselves and their neighbours. The reforms 
represents the period of “  comprehensive already conceived, and even begun, had not 
domestic amelioration” as beginning in 1823, yet checked abuses, or remedied grievances ; 
and as predominating until 1855. This re- and there were real causes of disaffection, in 
presentation is partly correct, although the the new provinces especially, which gave a 
last years of the company’s raj, terminating most mischievous power to a marauding sol- 
before this work was wholly published, eclipsed diery at the moment of finding its occupation 
the glory of all former eras in the melioration gone. A  vigorous rule was therefore neces- 
of the condition of the people of India, and sary, and almost as much military demonstra- 
the initiation of public works. Miss Martineau tion as in warlike times. The improved 
gives the honour of the great change to the revenue did not meet these calls, and much 
Marquis of Hastings, and does justice to the less the cost of the Birmese war; and a new 
claims of Lord Amherst in having followed loan and an increased taxation marked the 
in the same direction :— “ After long waiting, close of Lord Amherst’s term. He left the



territory in a peaceable state, with not a single tortion and plunder, rendered the occupiers 
fort standing out, as Bhurtpore long did, still less able and less willing to pay. The 
against British authority, while the company’s zemindars were to a great extent bankrupt, 
territories were largely increased by the Bir- The efforts of Lord Cornwallis to introduce 
mese forfeitures. He won not a little Euro- the feudal system of Europe to India, and 
pean popularity by ascertaining the fate of create a native aristocracy in Bengal, sorne- 
the expedition of La Perouse, which had been what after the model of Britain, was a ridi- 
as much a mystery as that of our Franklin culous failure and a cruel wrong. The 
expedition ever was; and he came home in finance of India from all these and other 
1828 full of confidence that the reforms inau- causes became embarrassed. In three years, 
gurated by his predecessor, and promoted by previous to the arrival of Lord W . Bentinck, 
himself, would retrieve all financial difficulties, the public debt of India had increased 
if they were but duly taken in hand by his £13,007,823.* The East India Company and 
successor. For such an object the very best the board of control had charged his lordship 
choice was made. If our raj were really over, to effect, if possible and by all means allow- 
as the deluded sepoys now suppose, and the able, a great financial, economical reform. On 
last Briton were to leave India for ever, tra- his arrival he at once invited the ojfinions of 
dition would preserve the memory of Lord all classes, and left the press unfettered to 
"William Bentinck, in the gratitude of the discuss his measures. No man perhaps was 
native population for centuries to come, though ever less shackled by the prejudices of “  his 
he overruled whatever was intolerably mis- order” than Lord W . Bentinck. Class, caste, 
chievous in their notions.” Before, however, and creed were nothing in his eves where 
the great reform of Lord William Bentinck justice and truth were concerned. He resolved, 
had begun, or his lordship assumed the office if it could be done by industry and the fear- 
of governor-general, much had been done to less discharge of duty, to place Indian finance 
adjust the judicial and revenue departments on a solid and equitable basis, 
to the interests of the company and the desires His first practical procedure of a definite 
of the Hindoos. kind was the establishment of finance com -

In 1827, before Lord Amherst quitted mittees. He vigilantly superintended their 
the country, nearly all civil suits instituted inquiries, examining everything with her- 
throughout the Bengal provinces were decided culean industry. He found it practicable and 
by native judges. In consequence of this, right to enforce reductions of expense in 
Lord Y  illiam Bentinck extended the experi- every direction, and incurred vast odium from 
ment which he has generally received the “  the departments” for so doing. In reply to 
credit of having originated. many complaints and much abuse he ob-

By law all British subjects were competent served, “ Ihave done my duty; and this con- 
to serve on juries in India. Custom, however, viction, as I  learn from dreadfully dear- 
had pronounced that half-castes were not bought experience, is the only consolation 
British subjects, and law sanctioned this that defies all contingencies.” 
strange decision. It was for Lord Amherst The committees of finance which excited 
to redress this grievance. In 1826 it was so much displeasure in India were not de
decreed that all “ good and sufficient re- vised as an original scheme by Lord William, 
sklents’’ were competent to serve on juries, The Marquises Cornwallis and Wellesley had 
with this restriction, that only Christian jurors appointed the like, but they did not per- 
should sit on the trial of Christians. sonally look so closely into their investiga-

Thus when Lord W . Bentinck landed at tions, and in those days there was not so 
Calcutta on July 4th, 1828, although he much to look into. Lord William intended 
entered upon his arduous office under cir- the investigations to bear fruits, and he re- 
cumstances calculated to try his nerve and solved to carry out to their consequences all 
his judgment, he found the principle of reform • results flowing from these inquiries, 
established in the Indian government, and From the commander-in-chief of the army 
various improvements of the most important to the humblest ensign, and even to the most 
kind already initiated, which only required inane sepoy, there arose a murmur of dissatis- 
his helping hand to be confirmed in the faction, followed by a cry of anger against the 
customs of Indian administration. economic governor-general. Batta, half-batta,

Gradually the expenses of all the establish- quarter-batta, were the words most frequently 
ments in India had increased, whereas the in the lips of the heroes of all the presidential 
revenue did not proportionately increase, armies. The privileges which these epithets 
The occupiers of land resorted to forgery expressed were revised, threatened, or re
am! every species of fraud to cheat the officers versed, as the facts brought to light by the 
of revenue; and the native officers, by ex- * Finance Kenoi-t, 1832



committees seemed, in the governor-general’s reform, caused a still more intense animosity 
opinion, to warrant. The company at the to the English on the part of the women of 
same time urged economy as essential to the heathen India. The removal by murder of a 
future government of India. Arduous indeed portion of the female offspring of a family, 
was the office of governor-general in the left it possible to give a larger marriage por- 
hands of Lord W . Bentinck. tion to the survivors than can now be afforded.

In 1829 his lordship actively employed The women of India therefore, forgetting that 
himself in visiting the provinces of Eastern they might have perished but for the abolition 
Bengal, and the whole of the provinces along of the atrocious custom, regard the English 
the eastern shores of the Bay of Bengal. This as having by their philanthropic views de- 
resulted in abrogating the separate govern- prived them of fortune, and by their religious 
ment of Prince of Wales’s Island and its interference decayed and impaired the social 
dependencies, and of annexing these terri- condition of the Hindoo people, 
tories to the government of Bengal. He also His lordship made a comprehensive tour 
in this year invited native gentlemen of all to the upper provinces, inciting the higher 
degrees to meet him and make known their classes of natives to exertion for the improve- 
views on the condition of India, and the in- ment of the country. The education of the 
vitation was also extended to all European natives was one of his lordship’s favourite 
settlers. “ A  communication was likewise ideas, and he endeavoured, by such means as 
invited of all suggestions tending to promote were at his disposal, to carry it out. The 
any branch of the national industry; to im- establishment of a legislative council, which 
prove the commercial intercourse by land entered into the charter of 1833 (see last chapter 
aud water; to amend any defects in the ex- on home affairs), was originated by Lord Ben - 
isting establishments; to encourage the diffu- tinckinl830. A  good understanding between 
sion of education and useful knowledge; and the celebrated Runjeet Singh, the Sikh chief, 
to advance the general prosperity of the and the governor-general, was established 
British empire in India. The invitation was during the tour of the latter through the 
addressed to all native gentlemen, land- upper provinces. His lordship’s patronage 
holders, merchants, and others, and to all of Lieutenant Bruce, the justly celebrated 
Europeans, both in and out of the service, Asiatic, and subsequently African traveller, 
including ‘ that useful and respectable body was useful to the company, and a means of 
of men,’ the indigo planters, who, from their extending in Europe a better knowledge of 
uninterrupted residence in the Mofussil, had the vast range of nations lying between the 
peculiar opportunities of forming an opinion Indus and the Caspian Sea. Outrages per- 
upon the various subjects.” petrated in Delhi, upon the court of the king

While these matters proceeded, extensive and the people of that city by the English 
labours were imposed upon the governor- resident, and the English in his service, 
general in reference to “ residencies, agents, excited a spirit of revolt, and rendered 
collectors,” &c., in every province of India, the interposition of the governor-general 
but especially in the provinces of Central necessary.
India, newly acquired by the Pindarree and Colonel Pottinger was sent at the close of 
Maliratta wars. 1831 to negotiate a friendly treaty with the

This year was made memorable by the Ameer of Scinde. While Colonel Pottinger 
abolition of suttee. To the firmness and was rendering the Ameers of Scinde more 
humanity of Lord W . Bentinck, in spite of amicable, Mohammedan fanatics were disturb- 
the cowardice and q>olitical and religious ing the whole face of the country near Calcutta, 
indifference of many around him, this great attacking the Hindoos and the government, 
reform is to be attributed. It must, hoAvever, plundering, murdering, and assassinating, 
be admitted that one of the sources of the Troops were at last dispatched against 
revolt and insurrection of 1857 existed in them; many of the offenders were slain, and 
the resentments which the abolition of suttee the rest were imprisoned or dispersed. The 
awakened in the minds of the heathen portion glory of the Mohammedan religion was the 
of the people of India. This interposition of object of their coarse outrages and sanguinary 
the state on the side of humanity was never atrocities.
forgiven. The Brahminical women of India, In 1831-32 the affairs of Cachar and Assam 
in whose interest it was made, never forgave occupied the attention of the supreme council, 
it.  ̂ The women of heathen India believe that Disputes with Birmah were originated, which 
their condition is less honourable since the led to new complications with that govern- 
abolition of suttee, and they have inculcated mdnt. The judicial systems, the registered 
bitter hostilities in consequence to their sons, debt of India, steam navigation, and the state 
The abolition of female infanticide, a later of commercial credit at Calcutta, occupied



incessantly his lordship’s attention from 1831 execution of this extreme measure, to which 
to 1835. The government of the nizam re- all the authorities both in India and in 
quired the interposition of Lord W  . Bentinck. Europe, had always entertained so strong a 
The state of Mysore was such that it became repugnance : and thus to afford the king 
necessary to assume its government as an another opportunity of retrieving his cha- 
English province. It was not for his lordship racter and that of his administration, 
to escape trouble with Oude, which had been During the war with Mysore great services 
more or less a thorn in the side of every had been rendered (see chapters on that war) 
governor-general from the days of Clive, to the British government bj  ̂ the Rajalx  ̂of 
M. Auber strikingly observes on this sub- Coorg. In 1833 the possessor^of that dig- 
ject ;— “ The imbecility of the king had de- uity acted contumaciously and injuriously to 
feated the reforms that were effecting in his the government of India, and after protracted 
country, and its affairs were fast relapsing into efforts of negotiation an armed force was sent 
their ancient condition of anarchy and con- against him. This tyrant had murdered every 
fusion. The inisgovernment of that kingdom legitimate descendant of the throne of the 
has been a subject of frequent and earnest rajahlik, and perpetrated atrocities that rivalled 
remonstrance on the part of the British those of Hvder Ali and Tippoo Sahib. He 
government, during the whole of the thirty- was subdued by a force acting under Brigadier 
two years which have elapsed since the con- Lindsay, Lieutenant-colonel Stewart,Colonels 
elusion of the subsidiary treaty. Lord 11. Waugh, Miles, and Foulis. Coorg was “ an- 
Bentinck was fully empowered to take final nexed.”
and decided measures for assuming the When in March, 1835, his lordship pre
government for a certain period. In con- pared to depart from Calcutta, addresses were 
sequence of the appearance of a real disposi- poured in upon him from every part of India 
tion on the part of the king, though at this and every class of the community; and upon 
late hour and probably under an impression his arrival in England, the court of directors 
of alarm, to reform his administration, the and the board of control were lavish in their 
governor-general detei’mined to suspend the encomiums upon his government.

C H A PTE R  CIX .
PROVISIONAL GOVERNMENT OF SIR CHARLES METCALFE—GOVERNMENT OF LORD AUCKLAND 

—RUSSIAN INTERVENTION IN THE AFFAIRS OF AFFGHANISTAN—PERSIAN INVASION 
OF HERAT—BRITISH EXPEDITION TO THE PERSIAN GULF—TREATY OF LAHORE.

On the retirement of Lord William Bentinck, hostility to the government. Military revolt 
Sir Charles Metcalfe assumed, provisionally, and civil insurrection have been more pro- 
the government of British India. His admi- moted by the native press than by any other 
nistration was too short to admit of many means, not excepting even the preaching of 
incidents. There was one measure which fakeers. The government has certainly ob- 
Lord William Bentinck had initiated, but tained the advantage of knowing, by the 
which Sir Charles Metcalfe fully carried out, columns of the native press, the state of feel- 
which was of a nature to influence India ex- ing which the more educated classes of the 
tensively for good or evil,— freedom of the natives have cherished. It is to be feared, 
press. It is unnecessary to enter into the however, that very little use has been made 
details of the mode in which Sir Charles car- of the knowledge thus derived, and the ad- 
ried out his favourite idea. It met with much vantage has been counterbalanced by the 
opposition and much advocacy. A  public incitement to sedition which the native news- 
address was presented to his excellency at papers have supplied.
Calcutta on the part of a numerous and in- The fact that Sir Charles held the govern- 
fluential portion of the inhabitants, highly ment merely as the locum tenens of some 
eulogistic of his excellency’s views, and the nobleman, to be selected by the English cabi- 
practical application of them. Unfortunately, net, deprived his acts of the authority they 
the natives, who have since used the press, would otherwise have possessed. Had this 
have had no sympathy with liberty, civil or enlightened man been allowed to remain, as 
religious; and almost the only use made of the directors and the proprietary of the East 
the freedom conceded has been to give ex- India Company earnestly desired and urged, 
pression to a furious fanaticism, and a bitter it had been well for England and India. It,



however, became an understood thing that uncontrolled sway. But these cavillers were 
the post of governor-general of India should mistaken ; they knew not their man. Before 
be held by a nobleman, and by the direct these sceptics in the achievements of an 
nomination of the cabinet. Mr. Canning, Auckland were three years older, they had 
during his presidency of the board of control, the strongest possible reasons for according 
laid it down as a principle that no servant of to his lordship a distinction and a notoriety 
the company should be permitted to occupy as world-wide and as indelible as any achieved 
the high post of governor-general. He alleged by a Clive or a Wellington. It was Lord 
that the office ought to be so held as to con- Auckland’s destiny to place the British arms 
stitute a link between the imperial crown and in a position they had never previously occu- 
the people of India as well as the company, pied on the continent of India; to carve out 
This was more specious and popular than for the British forces a career as disastrous as 
convincing, or sincerely urged. The real its origin was unjustifiable and unworthy; 
object of Canning and of all ministerial parties to peril our position in the East; to sacrifice 
was, to grasp the patronage of India from the an army of brave men; and, finally, to clothe 
company. In carrying out such an object, half the nation in mourning, and to overwhelm 
India has been more than once endangered, the other half with shame and indignation.”  * 
the company exposed to loss, and England to The commencement of Lord Auckland’s 
obloquy. administration has been thus described by

On the 5th of March, 1836, Lord Auck- Edward Thornton :— “  The first year of his 
land arrived as governor-general. The ap- administration of the government of India 
pointment of this nobleman was against the was completed without the occurrence of any 
wishes of the court of directors, and led to event sufficiently remarkable to require notice, 
much animadversion in England. It was and the first half of the ensuing year passed 
regarded as a discreditable party nomination ; with equal tranquillity. The calm was then 
and the whigs at that time having been un- interrupted by some violent proceedings in 
fortunate in several of their eleves of office, that perpetual seat of trouble and disquiet, 
there was a disposition on the part of the Oude.”
English public to find fault with any one The disturbance thus alluded to was no 
upon whom they conferred any post of an less than a struggle for succession to the 
important nature, unless his claims were very throne, of a nature, which, although attended 
manifest:— “ His lordship was the son of one by some bloodshed, and which might have 
of the most steady adherents of the adminis- caused still more serious loss of life, was, 
tration of Mr. Pitt, under which his services nevertheless, ridiculous. The King of Oude, 
were rewarded by a peerage. He acquired as the prince previously called Nabob was 
distinction as a diplomatist, and also as a then generally styled, died. The English 
statistical and economical writer. His son recognised as successor the claimant who, 
forsook the politics of his family, and attached according to Mohammedan law, was the right- 
himself to the whig party.” * ful heir. This w7as very well known by the

The general tone of the public, and of various branches of the royal family, who, 
writers on Indian affairs, concerning this professing the Mohammedan religion, and 
appointment is indicated by the following ready to sacrifice, if they dared, the life of 
passages from an author who has written well any person who would oppose it, yet were 
on subjects connected writh India, although willing to violate its institutions and precepts 
his work is not extensively known :— “ The when their own corrupt or ambitious desires 
advent of Lord Auckland as governor-general could be gratified in so doing. Scarcely had 
of India was destined to prove a momentous the British prepared to place the heir upon 
epoch in the Anglo-Indian annals. On this the musnid, than the begum, or queen-dow- 
appointment being made known, the jmblic ager, at the head of a numerous train of fol- 
were somewhat at a loss to guess what peon- lowers, appeared at the gate of the city to 
liar quality of his lordship had formed the place upon the throne a very young candidate, 
justification of the act. None knew what his whose cause she espoused. The English had 
administrative ability might amount to ; and but a small force. Reinforcements could soon 
all who took the trouble to form any opinion be obtained, but the arrangements made for 
on the subject, were unanimous that the name bringing them to the capital were bad. The 
of Auckland could by no human possibility gates of the city were, however, closed. The 
become distinguished in connection with the begum demanded, in the name of “  the right- 
government of the vast territories over which ful sovereign,” that they should be opened, 
it was decided that he should hold an almost The resident refused. The queen-dowager

* History o f  the British Empire in India. By Edward * The Three Presidencies o f  India. By John Capper, 
Thornton, vol. vi., cliap.xxix., p. 73. F.R.A.S.



ordered one of the gates to be forced by who ruled ostensibly in liis name. The 
elephants, which command was successfully Peishwa was held in durance by his chief 
obeyed. Captain Paton was knocked down minister. The Mahratta chiefs, Scindiah and 
and made prisoner. The rabble of retainers Holkar, ruled Peishwa and Mogul, and the 
proceeded with the begum, took possession of people in their name. From this vassalage 
the palace, and placed the youthful aspirant Lord Hastings took the Peishwa, and made 
to sovereignty upon the musnid. British him independent in fact as well as name, as 
troops arrived, forced an entrance to the city, Rajah of Sattara. This favour was conferred 
slew thirty of the begum’s retinue, wounded on him when he had violated treaties, and by 
many others, and dispersed the rest. The the fortune of war lost everything. He was 
legal candidate for the throne was then in- not grateful, but conspired against his bene- 
vested with the dignity of his office, and the factors, setting up claims to the sovereignty 
begum and her protege made prisoners. This, of Hindostan, and the Mahratta empire, 
however, did not terminate the troubles of To accomplish his absurd aims, he attempted 
succession; for when did any difficulty arise to corrupt the sepoy soldiery, more especially 
in Oude without peculiar complications, such the native officers, a plan which had at last 
as could hardly occur elsewhere ? Various become the hope of every plotter among the 
royal personages made public declaration of native chiefs. The English had ample proofs 
their right to the sovereignty of Oude, but of his guilt, but treated his power with so 
none dared to prosecute his claim by arms, much contempt that they took no pains for 
After relating these facts, Mr. Thornton notices a considerable time to punish him. Sir 
another competitor whose mode of prose- James Cawar arriving in Bombay as gover- 
euting his claims was peculiar. The terms nor of that presidency, it was deemed expe- 
in which that historian denounces the ad- dient by the higher authorities of the com- 
visers of this last on the list of claimants pany to commit to his management this affair, 
deserves quotation. The name of this prince Sir James was popular; the native princes 
was Akbul-ood-Dowlah :— “ This personage, esteemed him ; there existed among men of all 
under European advice, proceeded to Eng- parties confidence in his judgment, the purity 
land, and there addressed the court of direc- of his motives, and his moderation. Con- 
tors of the East India Company. The folly temning the rajah’s power, yet wishing to 
of undertaking a long voyage to assert a avert possible complications and disturbances, 
claim known to be absolutely and undoubtedly Sir James adopted the course of exposing to 
bad, and with a certainty of its being re- the rajah the evidences of his guilt, of which 
jected, need not be dwelt upon. W hat profit the English were in possession, and urging 
the advisers of the claimant derived from the upon him to abandon his conspiracies and 
expedition cannot be known ; but they were projects of ambition. After long and fruit- 
full}' aware that none would accrue to the less efforts to induce him to adopt the course 
person ou whose behalf they affected to act. which was alone compatible with the treaties 
Such occurrences are not now, indeed, un- he had signed with Lord Hastings, all hope of 
common in the history of British India, and bringing him to reason v'as abandoned; he 
they will probably never cease altogether was deposed, and his brother placed upon 
until native powers shall acquire sufficient ac- the throne. The deposed rajah followed the 
quaintance with the principles of British policy same plan as that adopted by the unsuc- 
to prevent their becoming the dupes of un- cessful applicant for the throne of Oude. 
principled adventurers.” He hired advocates in England, and sent

Soon after the conclusion of the Oude dis- over diplomatic agents, whose business was 
turbances, questions arose in connection with to accuse before the directors the conduct of 
the Rajah of Sattara, destined to occupy a their servants in India; failing in that, to 
more prominent place in English interests, arraign the directors themselves before the 
When the Mahratta empire wTas destroyed, court of proprietary, and that proving fruit- 
the chief of that confederation, the Peishwa, less, to impeach the East India Company 
became dependant upon the mercy and gene- before the parliament and the country. These 
rosity of England. The Marquis of Hastings agents denied all that had been alleged against 
conceded to the prince the dignity and inde- the rajah, of which the company and the 
pendence of a sovereignty, and he became board of' control had the most conclusive 
known in India and to England as “  the Rajah proofs. In public assemblies, where such 
of_ Sattara.” The previous position of the statements might be safely made, the rajah’s 
prince resembled that which for a long time rights to an extensive sovereignty in Southern 
w7as filled by the Mogul. It was one of titled and Central India, were made the subject of 
humiliation. The Mogul had been no better declamation. Many benevolent persons who 
than a prisoner to the various Indian princes favoured the “ Society for the Protection of



Aborigines,” and many members of the “  So- dated March 20tb, 1839, assigning the motive 
ciety of Friends,”  who always sympathise which induced our government to withhold, 
with the aggrieved or oppressed, gave a will- for a time, all diplomatic intercourse with 
ing ear to the advocates of the rajah, some of that country. In reference to these papers, 
whom were men of surpassing eloquence. Sir John McNeill observed —  “  The evi- 
The result was, a long continued agitation dence with which these documents abound 
in favour of the deposed prince, which issued of a deep-rooted hatred of our prosperity 
in no advantage to himself, while his long cherished by that power, and of a settled and 
hoarded treasures were dissipated in largesses well-digested plan of progressive hostility, 
and stipends to those whom he employed in not the less dangerous from disguise, or the 
his advocacy in England. less effectual from the cautious and wrary steps

When Lord Auckland arrived in India, he with which it is generally prosecuted, is so 
found rumours of a projected Russian inva- circumstantial and so palpable that any eli
sion prevailing at Calcutta, and, indeed, all deavours to set that evidence in a stronger or 
over the peninsula. Political and philan- clearer light would weaken instead of confirm 
thropic parties in England have ridiculed the effect.”
these rumours as foolish, or denounced them as Persia, incited by Russia, made war upon 
created by the military to promote a wTar, and that portion of Affghanistan which she wished 
ensure distinction and promotion. Members to seize. Colonel Borowski, the Russian am- 
of the “ Peace Society,” who seem to believe, bassador at the court of Teheran, urged the 
by constantly endeavouring to make others invasion of Candaliar and Herat.* Russian 
believe, that England can never have a just agents spread themselves all over Persia, 
war, were the foremost in pronouncing that urging the people to war. The czar’s ambas- 
these apprehensions of Russian intrigue were sador openly encouraged the Persian court to 
groundless. The British government was, seize upon the coveted territories before the 
however, in possession of conclusive evidence British could interfere for their defence.f Mr. 
that Russia sought to create an influence in McNeill (afterwards Sir John) succeeded 
Central and Western Asia inimical to British Mr. Ellis as the envoy of England to the Per- 
interests in India, and calculated to spread sian court. Through him the English govern- 
the prestige of her own greatness, and pre- rnent offered its mediation J between Persia 
pare the way for the advancement of her own and Cabul. This was done in a manner 
empire.* The chief instrument of Russia in exceedingly calculated to dissuade the young 
her projects was Persia. Through the influ- shall from his ambitious designs. Neverthe- 
ence of the shah, it was believed that a way less, the Persians advanced against Herat, 
might be opened to British India. The czar accompanied by Russian officers. The fol- 
determined to buy, or conquer, or cajole lowing abstract of the state papers published 
alliances to the very gates of Ilindostan. on this subject, is attributed to Sir John 
Moreover, Persia was incited to encroach McNeill himself:—-“ Upon receiving the above 
upon Affghanistan, so as to bring her boun- intelligence, Lord Palmerston directed the 
dary nearer to India; because, while the czar Earl of Durham ( Paper No. 3d, January the 
encroached from the Caspian upon Persian 16th, 1837) to ask Count Nesselrode whether 
territory, Persia would complain less if in- the extraordinary conduct held by Count 
demnified on her Affghan frontier. Simonich in Persia was in accordance with

A  most interesting correspondence was the instructions he had received from his 
published, under the authority of govern- court. Lord Durham, in his answer,§ asserts 
ment, entitled, “  Correspondence relating to most positively, in the name of Count Nessel- 
the Affairs of Persia and Affghanistan.” It rode, that Simonich had no instructions of the 
consisted of 117 official letters, diplomatic kind inferred by Mr. McNeill, and that the 
notes, and reports; besides the documents charges brought against the Russian minister 
corroborating the important facts connected arose no doubt in misapprehension. This 
with the subject. Embracing a period of assurance was still further confirmed by the 
about four years and three-quarters, it begins next despatch of Lord Durham,|| wherein his 
with a despatch, dated St. Petersburg, 15th
January,- 1831, addressed to Lord Palmer- * Parliamentary paper, No. 11. Despatch of Mr. Ellis 
ston, announcing the probable settlement of from Teheran, Nov. 13, 1835.
the succession to the throne of Persia, and f  Despatches of Mr. Ellis, from Teheran, from No. 12 
closes with a circular from the Foreign-office to 28; beginning 24th Dec., 183o, ending Aug. 22nd,

’ 1836.
* The author, in his History o f  the War against 1 Despatch of Lord Palmerston, June 2nd, 1836. Paper 

Russia (Virtue, Ivy Lane and City Koad, London), No, 29. 
has entered into this question, and afforded proof of j § No. 35, Feb. 16, 1837.
the intrigues of Russia in the direction now noticed. i 11 No. 36, Feb. 24, 1837.
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lordship states the substance of a conversa- entirely on his account. It appears further 
tion he had had with Mr. Rodofinikin, Russian that Mr. McNeill called upon Count Simonicli 
under secretary of state, who protested most (No. 47, June 30,1837,) and the conversation 
solemnly against any supposition injurious to which passed between them in the presence 
the sincerity of his court, offering to exhibit of Captain Slieil is a striking example of that 

- to Lord Dui’ham the original book, contain - solemn kind of mystification which the pre- 
ing the instructions transmitted to Count sumption o f superior power ventures some- 
Simonich. In the meantime the shah’s army, times to put on the credulity of the weak, not 
harassed by numerous detachments of Turco- in the hope that it will be believed, but merely 
man horsemen hanging on his flanks and in to avoid the harshness of stating an unwel- 
his rear, abandoned the siege of Herat, and come truth. Count Simonich acknowledged, 
returned to his capital, where vre find Count in reference to the denial of Count Nesselrode, 
Simonicli again urging, on the 30th December, that in his official capacity he was bound, if 
1836, the expediency of resuming the expe- not to dissuade, at least to abstain from en- 
dition against Herat in the spring, and offer- couraging the warlike mood of the shah ; but 
ing, by way of further encouragement, the he at the same time states that his own in
assistance of his own military services. Agents dividual opinion was quite at variance with 
from Cabul and from Candahar, secretly his public duty. Having to choose between 
instigated by Russian emissaries, made at this two opposite lines of conduct, and to make his 
period their first appearance at Teheran, and election whether in this matter he should ad- 
endeavoured to conciliate the favour of Count vocate the wishes and intentions of his master 
Simonich.and of the shah. They offered to theemperor,orhisown,hepreferredthelatter.” 
co-operate with Persia against “Herat, and Mr. McNeil threatened to withdraw from the 
sought protection against the Sikhs. Number Persian court, and remove Colonel Sheil,ff' the 
Ali Khan was sent by the shah on an embassy English commissioner, from the Persian camp, 
to Dost Mohammed Khan, of Cabul, who was This alarmed the shah, who endeavoured to 
represented as having applied for the assist- dissuade so extreme a course on the part of 
ance of Russia and of Persia. the English minister, and Mr. McNeill con-

“  Taj Mohammed Khan (despatch No. 40), sented to remain. The Russian minister, 
agent from Candahar, at Teheran, accompa- intensely desirous to effect the removal of 
nied by the Persian minister for foreign affairs, both McNeill and Sheil, succeeded in influ- 
visits the Russian ambassador, and receives encing the Persian court to measures intoler- 
from him a letter and presents for his master, ably insulting to the English officials, so that 
He is forbid to visit Mr. McNeill, whose in- after many efforts of a conciliatory nature, Mr. 
fluence is now in a rapid state of decline; McNeill withdrew from the court,f sending 
while Russian intrigue is everywhere active however a letter of useless remonstrance, 
and triumphant among the numerous nations There was a wrant of firmness both in the 
or tribes of central Asia, according to the despatches of Lord Palmerston and the tone 
several inclosures contained in this despatch, of Mr. McNeill, which weakened the influ - 

“  On the 2nd of May, 1837 (No. 42), Mr. ence of the latter, both with the Russian envoy 
McNeill communicates to Lord Palmerston and the Persian court. The menaces of the 
that he had renewed his offer of mediation English agent “  wanted precision of means 
between Persia and Affghanistan, and on the and limitation of time,” which rendered them 
1st of June, of the same year (No. 43), he inoperative.
justified himself against Count Nesselrode, Mr. McNeill left the camp of the shah of 
renewed his charges against Count Simonich, Persia on the 7th of June, 1838, and at once 
and supplied various further most conclusive proceeded towards the borders of Turkey, 
details in proof of the accuracy of his former The departure of the English ambassador 
statement, nor was it long before the progress created alarm amongst the shah’s advisers, 
of events removed whatever doubts might still and messengers were sent beseeching him not 
attach to his unequivocal assertions; as on the to cross the frontier, and means would be 
15th of July, 1837, Mr. Rodofinikin placed in speedily adopted to bring about a reconcilia- 
the hands of Mr. Millbank a copy of a des- tion. This conciliatory conduct on the part 
patch, dated May 28, 1837, and addressed by of the shah was quickened by intelligence 
Count Simonich to Count Nesselrode, convey- which reached his camp, that an English force 
ing the intelligence of a renewal of the expe- had arrived in the Persian Gulf, and had taken 
dition against Herat. This was soon con- possession of the Island of Karak. Lord 
firmed by Mr. McNeill himself (despatch No. Auckland also had issued a manifesto, and 
45, 3rd January, 1837), who at the same time * . . .  ,

ed Lor d Palmeiston that the prepara- brated in. the agitations of Roman Catholic emancipation, 
tions for war had been kept a profound secret \ Paper No. 85, June 25,1888.



made a demonstration upon the Indus, which While these transactions were passing m 
constrained his Persian majesty to adopt more Asia, matters in connection with them as- 
moderation in his policy. The consternation sumed a serious aspect in Europe. Lord 
which filled the people, also acted upon the Palmerston, then holding the seals of the 
court; the wildest ideas spread, not only in English Foreign-office, demanded from Russia 
Teheran but the provinces, as to the powerful a categorical explanation of the conduct in 
army with which the English were about to Persia of the accredited agents of the govern- 
invade Persia. It was in vain that the czar’s rnent of St. Petersburg. The Marquis of 
envoy ridiculed the idea of the English being Clanricarde was then the British ambassador 
able to send a large army anywhere, the at St. Petersburg; he waited upon the 
credulous Persians believed the rumours of Russian minister for foreign affairs, and pre- 
English power and purpose as readily as they sented the draft of a note from Lord Pal- 
before received the news circulated of Russian merston, worthy of the great diplomatic 
greatness and resolve. They were actuated, talents of that extraordinary man. The note 
like all orientals, by display of force, or the concluded with the following passage, the 
conviction that it could and would be put firmness, force, and dignity of which pro- 
forth,— diplomacy, resting upon international duced a great effect upon the Russian minister 
law and the faith of treaties, had no meaning and his master :— “ The British government 
for them. Even Count Simonich, the Russian readily admits that Russia is free to pursue, 
envoy, and Captain Yicovich, the Russian with regard to the matters in question, what- 
military commissioner, became really alarmed, ever course may appear to the cabinet of St. 
supposing that a sufficient substratum of truth Petersburg most conducive to the interests 
lay beneath the reports which had been cir- of Russia; and Great Britain is too conscious 
culated to give just grounds for apprehend- of her strength, and too conscious of the ex- 
ing that the English were at last roused, tent and sufficiency of the means which she 
and were about to put forth their might, possesses to defend her own interests in every 
The Persian monarch taunted the Russian quarter of the globe, to regard with any 
diplomatist with having deceived him as to serious uneasiness the transactions to which 
the relative power of the two great European this note relates. But the British government 
countries, and demanded some practical proof considers itself entitled to ask of the cabinet 
that Russian assertions of capacity and re- of St. Petersburg, whether the intentions 
sources, were something more than empty and the policy of Russia towards Persia, and 
boastings. The only answer his excellency towards Great Britain, are to be deduced 
could make to such an appeal was his with- from the declarations of Count Nesselrode 
drawal from the Persian court and camp. He and Mr. Rodofinikin to the Earl of Durham, 
retired from Herat September 9, 1838.* or from the acts of Count Simonich and Mr.

Uncertain as oriental courts proverbially Vicovich.” * 
are, there has been always a peculiar levity The Russian government disavowed its 
about that of Teheran. After the departure agents. The Russian foreign minister ad- 
of the Muscovite envoy, the shah, as if from dressed a note to the ambassador from his 
sheer folly or passion, refused to abandon his court to the court of London, November 1st, 
designs upon Herat. Simonich had left secret 1838,f  declaring that Count Simonich and 
agents, Russian, Affghan, and Persian, well Captain Yicovich were unauthorised in adopt- 
supplied with Russian gold, to effect what his ing the course which they pursued towards 
presence would render more difficult of accom- Persia, Affghanistan, and England. This 
pdishment as things stood. These men played despatch alleged that Captain Vicovich was 
their game well, and succeeded in inducing not really a military commissioner with the 
his majesty to order the resumption of hos- shah’s army before Herat, but a commercial 
tilities, when the spring of 1839 rendered agent, sent to secure for his country com- 
a campaign practicable.j* Mr. McNeill also mercial advantages which the English sought 
obtained precise information of a treaty be- to monopolise in Asia. Notwithstanding the 
tween the chief of Candahar and the Shah of disavowal of the offending agents, which the 
Persia, under the guarantee o f  Russia, hostile despatch contained, its tone was resentful and 
to the independence of Affghanistan and the arrogant. The despatch assured the British 
safety of British interests in India. The pro- minister that Count Simonich was recalled, 
mises made to induce Mr. McNeill to return and General Duhamel sent to Persia in his 
to the court were evaded, and he reluctantly stead. Captain Vicovich was also recalled, 
crossed the boundarv into Turkey and re- Lord Palmerston’s replies to this and sub
turned to England. “ sequent despatches of Count Nesselrode are

* Government papers, Nos. 90, 93, 94, 95, 98. * Government Papers, No. 106. October 33, 1838.
t Government papers, No. 106. Nov. 38th, 1838. t Government Papers, No. 110.
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characterised by remarkable sagacity, adroit- that country, in the ordinary Eastern style, to 
ness, and firmness, tempered with courtesy, make room for one far better able to rule such 
His lordship declared that the resumption of a turbulent people as were his subjects; and 
diplomatic intercourse with Persia would the deposed chiet appeared well satisfied to 
depend upon entire satisfaction being' ren- find himself with his head mr his shoulders, 
dered to the English government for past eating the company s "  salt within the walls 
insults and injuries, and the abandonment by of the British fortress of Loodianah, one of the 
the shah of all ambitious designs upon ter- north-western frontier stations.-' 
ritory contiguous to British India. The The brother of Shall Sujah, named Mali- 
active and ostensible interference of Russia moud, was the successful competitor for the 
was thus brought to a termination; the mis- throne of Cabul. He was indebted for l̂iis 
chief it had effected remained, and furnished fortunes to a chief named Futteh Khan. This 
occasion for the Affghan war. chief was murdered by the man lie raised to

W hile this series of events was passing a throne; for what ingratitude is too base, 
in Persia and on the Affghan frontier, another or_ what sanguinary deed too cruel for an 
series not less important was going on else- oriental Mohammedan prince? I  he relatives 
where. Lord Auckland, on his arrival in India, of the khan determined to avenge liis injuries, 
directed his attention to the navigation of the They promoted a successful revolution, and 
Indus,* and formed commercial treaties with Mahmoud fled to Herat, where he reigned 
the Indian states bordering on that river, over a limited territory. The brothers of the 
These proceedings excited jealousy on the murdered khan divided the dominions of 
part of the Affghan chiefs, the Persian shah, Mahmoud. Amongst these brothers the most 
and the. czar, and no doubt incited the hostile energetic and sagacious was Dost Mohammed 
proceedings which they adopted. It is lie- Khan, and he reigned in the seat of Affghan 
cessary here to glance at the state of A ff- empire, Cabul. The other brothers resided 
ghauistan at this period, and of the Sikh at Candahar. Shall Sujah, the ejected monarch, 
territory. twice attempted to recover the throne from

Runjeet Singh, whose reputation for courage which Mahmoud had expelled him, but his 
and sagacity pervaded all north-western India, efforts were unsuccessful, 
ruled over the country of the five rivers. He Amidst these turbulent proceedings, the 
had a fine army, disciplined by French offi- vigilant and enterprising monarch of the 
cers. His power and resources were great, and Punjaub found opportunity to annex the rich 
his ambition at least equalled them. He was Affghan province of Peshawur, “  the gate of 
desirous of enlarging the bounds of his do- Hindostan.” The Shah of Persia supposed it 
minions, whether from the British, the Ameers possible that he also might gain something by 
of Scinde, or the Affghans, he cared not, so the turmoil, and the weakness which it created, 
as his acquisitions were valuable, and his and lie began that course of intrigue and ag- 
means of conquering them safe. The English gression, in which lie was encouraged by 
deemed it wise to stand well with Runjeet; Russia and resisted by England, chiefly be
lie was a barrier to Affghan and Persian. The cause his success would give Russia a position 
Sikh ruler appears to have been keenly alive of relative strength dangerous to English 
to the process of absorption of native states dominion in India. A  memorandum drawn 
by the English, although he felt it to be his up in January, 1836, by Mr. Ellis, the prede
policy to remain on friendly terms with so cessor of Mr. McNeill, as British envoy to the 
powerful a neighbour. It is related of him Persian court, sets the danger apprehended 
that in a conversation with a company’s by England in its true light, with great 
officer, he pointed to a large map of India perspicuity of statement and perspicacity of 
before him, on which the British territories language.
were defined by a narrow red band, and ex- “  The Shah of Persia lays claim to the 
claimed, “ ’When Runjeet dies, company’s red sovereignty of Affghanistan as far as Gliizni, 
line swallow up all Punjaub c o u n t r y a n d  is fully determined to attempt the con- 

The various states or chieftainships of A ff- quest of Herat in the spring. Unfortunately, 
ghanistan (as the reader will see by turning the conduct of Kamram Meerza, in violating 
to the geograpical portion of this work), lay the engagements entered into with his royal 
beyond the Punjaub. The chiefs of Candahar highness the late Abbas Meerza, and in per- 
and Cabul were the most important of these, mitting his vizier, Yah-Mohammed Khan, to 
and the latter was regarded as the supreme occupy part of Seistan, has given the shah a 
chief of Affghanistan. Shah Sujah, the im- full justification for commencing hostilities, 
becile ruler of Affghanistan, had been expelled The success of the shah in the undertaking is 

* Government Papers, No. 3. September 5, 1836. anxiously wished for by Russia, and their 
t The Three Presidencies. * The Three Presidencies.



minister here does not fail to press it on to upon British faith. He averred that what 
early execution. The motive cannot be mis- Captain Burnes promised, Lord Auckland 
taken. Herat once annexed to Persia may would probably disallow; that Lord Auck- 
become, according to the commercial treaty, land’s promises would he probably repudiated 
the residence of a Russian consular agent, who by his successor, or the company, or the Queen 
would from thence push his researches and of England. He was so situated as to be 
communications, avowed and secret, through- obliged to come to terms with one side or the 
out Affghanistan. Indeed, in the present state other, and the projects and promises of 
of the relations between Persia and Russia, it Russia and Persia were clear, distinct, and 
cannot be denied that the progress of the definite; those of Captain Burnes were vague 
former in Affghanistan is tantamount to the and general, on the plea that his authority was 
advance of the latter, and ought to receive limited. The Russian ambassador wrote from 
every opposition from the British government Herat to Cabul, and to Candaliar, offering suffi- 
that the obligations of public faith will permit; cient money tosecure the conquest of Pesha- 
but while the British government is free to wur. The Russian government would send 
assist Persia in the assertion of her sovereign the specie to Bokhara, and the khans should 
pretensions in Affghanistan, Great Britain is procure the means of conveying it safely thence, 
precluded by the ninth article of the existing The determination of the Affghan chiefs to 
treaty from interfering between the Persians recover Peshawur from Runjeet Singh, and 
and the Affghans, unless called upon to do so the inability of the English to offer any hopes 
by both parties; and, therefore, as long as the of securing that object or assisting it in any 
treaty remains in force, the British govern- way, weakened the power of English diplo- 
ment must submit to the approach of Russian macy. Finally, Captain Burnes withdrew 
influence, through the instrumentality of Per- from Affghanistan, the chiefs assuring him 
sian conquests, to the very frontier of our that they preferred English alliance, but that 
Indian empire.” * Russia was the greater power, and they found

To thwart the projects of Russia, and make it necessary to place their country under its 
eastern Affghanistan the barrier for the de- protection.
fence of British India, became the objects of Lord Auckland was prepared for such an 
the British government. Lord Minto had pre- issue. He had determined upon preventing 
viously conceived this idea, and Lord Auck- the conquest of Herat, or if conquered, to 
land believed that the time had arrived for compel its restoration. Contemporaneous with 
carrying it out. In order to ascertain whether the presence of an English squadron in the 
it could be accomplished, a mission, ostensibly Persian Gulf, a treaty between Runjeet Singh, 
commercial, was sent from India in September, the ex-king of Cabul, and the governor- 
1837. Captain, afterwards Sir Alexander general, led to_ the formation of a plan for a 
Burnes, was selected for this purpose. He military campaign against Affghanistan. India 
had travelled in Affghanistan, and knew the was tranquil, and secure on every frontier, so 
character of its chiefs. On his arrival at that his excellency was enabled to organize an 
Cabul, he perceived that the agents of Russia army of twenty-five thousand men, and send 
and Persia were active there, as Captain them across the Indus.
(Colonel) Sheil found them at Herat, and Mr. Meanwhile Russia was moving troops in 
Ellis and Mr. McNeill knew them to be at central Asia in a manner which caused great 
Teheran. The Candahar chiefs had solicited agitation from the Oxus to the Indus. The 
Russian aid to expel Runjeet Singh from following extract of a despatch from _ Mr 
Peshawur. They had previously desired to McNeill to Viscount Palmerston, strikingly 
make a convention with the English for that exhibits the fact and the effect: 
purpose, whose connections with Runjeet did Teheran, December 30, 1S37-

. not allow of any interference with his ambition y leam through native channeis of information, which 
when not directed against themselves. are DOj umvorthy of credit, that a large body of horse,

Captain Burnes, apprised of the proceedings, consisting of many thousands, had marched from Khiva 
used every influence he could bring to bear two months ago to the aid of Kamran, and that, after long 

... ,, {  c i 1 • u -n . , , .  doubt and hesitation, the government of Bokhara had atwtth the Ameer of Cabul and his biotheis at on seQ’ding | considerable body of horse to
Candahar, to detach them from Russian and Ka„iran>3 assistance. This force, the number of which 
Persian alliance. Dost Mohammed pretended was not stated, had, it was said, been paid and mustered 
to concur in Captain Burnes’s arguments and at Bokhara, preparatory to its setting out for Herat, when 
policy. It is probable that the ameer pre- the letters containing this information werewrittenThe 
f i *+* i ir 1 » ™i; „„„  same informant states, that all the principalities bordering
ferred British alliance, but he had no 1 eliance on Persia to the eastward, having become alarmed for 

* Correspondence relating to Persia and Affghanistan, their own safety, had determined to send succours to 
presented to both houses of parliament by commaud of Herat, believing that if that city fell they should have to 
her Majesty. defend themselves in their own territories. A general,



indeed an universal, opinion prevails in all those countries, object to give additional security to India, and it has been 
that Persia is pushed on and supported by Russia in her maintained for the purpose of protecting us against de- 
schemes of conquest; and I must confess that the demon- signs of the only power that threatened to disturb us in 
strations of ioy which Count Simonich manifested on the that quarter; but if the proceedings of Persia , m concert 
fall of Ghorian, were well calculated to confirm that im- with that very power, are directed to the destruction of 
nression for they far exceeded the expressions of gratifi- the security and tranquillity which it was the sole objects 
cation which might have been expected, even from the of the alliance with Persia to maintain; and if they ob- 
Persian government itself. viously tend to promote and facilitate the designs which.

the alliance was intended to counteract; I confess i cannot 
The Persian army before Herat amounted believe that we are still bound to act up to the letter of 

in the spring of 1838 to forty thousand men, the treaty the spirit of which has been so flagrantly vio- 
„1 • r nr rrPLt Aactvrwofl nll lated. I do not hesitate to repeat my conviction, that if 

and although the chief 0 } our only object were to preserve as long as possible the
means by which the enemy could procure apiance 0f persia, that object could best be effected! by- 
supplies within a considerable distance of that preventing her from taking Herat, 
city, ample provisions were obtained. This _______
circumstance was much dwelt upon by Mr. Foreign Office, July 27, 1838.
Mc.Neill in Ins communication^ to Lord ^  tQ instrnct ^  ^  *  fte shah of
Palmerston, as showing that Pei si a, u as ,\e persia, that whereas the spirit and purport of the treaty- 
supplied with money, and that food and between Persia and Great Britain is, that Persia should! 
provender for a large army could with ease be be a defensive barrier for the British possessions in India,, 
ordinarily found if operations against India and that the Persian government should co-operate with 

rHvarHnn that of Great Britain in defending British India; it
were undertake! ' tt , i +1 appears on the contrary, that the shah is occupied in sub-

The importance of pieseiving lieiat, tile yerting those intervening states between Persia and India, 
basis of Lord Auckland’s policy in the emer- which might prove additional barriers of defence for the- 
gency that arose, may be seen by the English British possessions; and that in these operations he has 
reader from the perusal of two documents, openly connected himself with an European power, for 
one an extract of a despatch from Mr. McNeill 2
to Viscount Palmerston; the othei a despatch jiag thought fit to enter upon a course of proceeding 
from his lordship to the British envoy. wholly at variance with the spirit and intent of the above-

mentioned treaty, Great Britain will feel herself at liberty 
Camp before H erat, A pril 11, 1838. to adopt, without reference to that treaty, such measures 

In the meantime, Captain Vicovick continues to remain as a due regard for her own interests and the security of 
at Cahnl, and I learn from Captain Burnes’s communica- her dominions may suggest.
tions, that the success of his negotiations there will in a Urged by tbe R ussjan agents the shall con- 
great measure depend on the failure of the shah s entei- d pit , ,-P c r i • i
prise against Heiat. At Candahar our position is even tmued the Siege of Herat, the defence of which 
more precarious; and I have the honour to inclose a was directed by a young subaltern of the East 
translation of a draft of a treaty between the shah and the India Company’s army, Lieutenant Eldred 
chief of Candahar, which it is proposed to conclude by Pottinger, brother to Sir Henry Pottinger, SO 
the mediation and under the guarantee ol Russia, and ,. ,. °  i t i V.- ’ •which has for its object to unite Herat and Candahar distinguished as an officer and diplomatist 111
under a chief, who shall he nominally subject to Persia, India.
but actually under the protection of Russia, I am unable In July, 1838, a breach was effected by the 
to inform your lordship what progress has been made Persian cannon, and the troops of the shall 
towards the conclusion of this treaty, or what view the galkntl attempted to storm it. The Affghans shah may have taken of the position m respect to these r , ., °
countries, in which, by this arrangement, he would he charged them SW ord in hand, drove them out, 
placed; hut the treaty is said to have been signed by and pursued them across the ditch, malting 
Kohundil Khan, and I am not without very serious appre- extraordinary havoc. The number of the 
hensions, that even before the fall of Herat, Kohundil piUgd and wounded amounted to between 
Khan may be induced to co-operate with the shah ; while , -l i  i i • L , -l i t
in the event of Herat’s being reduced, I cannot doubt that seventeen hundred and eighteen hundred 
the chief of Candahar will consider it to be for his ad- men. The loss ill officers was most serious, 
vantage to connect himself with Persia and Russia rather a number of Russian officers assisting in the 
than with England. I therefore continue to he of opinion direction of the shah’s forces having perished • 
that the fall of Herat would destroy our position in Aff- amongst them wa8 Major-general Barowsld. 
ghamstan, and place all, or nearly all, that country under m °  - ,, . . , °
the influence or authority of Russia and Persia. 1 need ^w0 °* principal khans in the Persian 
not repeat to your lordship my opinion as to the effect army were killed, and four others wounded, 
which such a state of things would necessarily have on the Nearly all who fell received wounds from the 
internal tranquillity and security of British India; and Affghan scimitar. This event was most hu- 
I cannot conceive that anv treaty can bmd us to permit ... . ,, . . .
the prosecution of schemes which threaten the stability ™ llatmf ,  to R™slal\s> more especially as 
of the British empire in the East. The evidence of concert Count Simonich planned the attack. This 
between Persia and Russia for purposes injurious to dreadful repulse did not cause the shah to 
British interest is unequivocal, and the magnitude of the abandon the siege. He probably would have 
evil with which we are threatened is in my estimation done but Russian obstinacy and persever- 
immense, and such as no power m alliance with Great ’ , , r i ,
Britain can have a right to aid in producing. Our con- ance prevented such a result. The shah s 
nection with Persia has for its real and avowed original army, aided by tbe Khan of Candahar’s, be-



came more active in the neighbourhood, and directions, to the royal presence. I  accordingly went, and 
subjected the subsidiary forts and towns. was handsomely received. After delivering your letter, I

Colonel Stoddart, who was afterwards mur- dellver!:d the message in Persian. On my coming to a

dered by the King of Bokhara was employed E ^ a n d  E T L T w n  wisdVm' fo!Xe interested 
by Mr. McNeill to bear despatches to the shall, Persia, his majesty said, “ The fact is, if I don’t leave
in the autumn of 1838. The colonel presented Herat there will be war, is not that it?” I said, "It is
his majesty with the final demands of England, war’ ad dePGI1ds on your majesty’s answer. God preserve
which wsw •__. y°ur majesty,” handing the original English written mes-

ii i i m i  i r> , , ,, sage' He said, “ This was all I  wished; I asked the
1st. I  hat the 1  ersian government shall minister plenipotentiary for it, and he would not give it,

conclude an equitable arrangement with the alleging that he was not authorised.” I said, “ He was 
government of Herat, and shall cease to n?t then> tut now he is ordered to give it. No one could 
weaken and disturb these countries. give such a message without especial authority from his

a o i m i,„. t>___; , sovereign. He declared again that such a paper was all
2nd. That the Persian government, ac- he hadswaated, and turned for assent to his chlmberlains. 

cording to the stipulations ot the general He complained the paper was in English, which he could 
treaty, shall conclude a commercial treaty not read,-and three times requested me to give him what I 
with Great Britain, and that it shall place the llad read fl'om in Persian, or to translate it for him, which 
commercial agents of Great Britain on the d declined, referring him to the original. I said that was 

. , . . .  „ according to our custom, and requested Ins maiesty would
same footing, With lespect to privileges, &C., soon favour me with an answer, that I might forward it 
as the consuls of other powers. without delay. He said, “ Immediately and without de-

“  3rd. That the persons who seized and ill- Hv, they shall translate it for me. Meerza Baba and 
treated Ali Mahommed Beg, a messenger of ^ eerza Sauleh shall translate it, and the answer shall be

•„ •_„T,„n • 1 1°  given immediately, it will not take long, to-day or to-
the British mission shall be punished; and =norrow.” His majesty then read your letter, and I took 
-hat a firman shall be issued, such as may my leave. The shah’s manner throughout was marked by 
prevent the recurrence of SO flagrant a viola- more than his usual kindness, both towards myself and in 
tion of the laws and customs of nations. inquiries after you. He was in a raised room, up six or

“  4th. That the Persian government shall se7entstePs»tha was “ d full> f d tha deP«ty-
-i i • -1 j j  ,7 , °  ,  minister did not take me into the room, but the shah made

publicly abandon the pietensiOll it has ad- me come up close to him, and as his majesty spoke very 
vanced, to a right to seize and punish the kindly in welcoming me, I  did not think it a fit occasion 
Persian servants of the British mission, with- to stickle for ceremony; otherwise I  would not have de- 
out reference to the British minister. livered the message without entering the room.

5tli. Uliat the governor of Bushire, who This interview with the shah was speedily 
threatened the safety of the British resident followed by another, which Colonel Stoddart
there, shall he removed ; that the other per- thus relates:__
sons concerned in that transaction shall be
punished ; and that measures shall be taken to Royal Camp, before Herat, August 14, 1838.
prevent the recurrence o f  such proceedings.”  * Jiave tlie honour to inform you that the shah sum- 

tttt ,, ■ , r  , , °  moned me to an audience this morning, at which his
Y\ hell this docum ent was piesented, a scene majesty formally gave an answer to the message I had the 

took  place o f a singular character, which, as honour of delivering in writing on the 12th instant. His 
being so recent a transaction, and depicting  majesty stated, “ 'We consent to the whole of the demands 
so strikingly the manners o f the Persian court, °f the British government. We will not go to war. 
2 T , ‘  fail to interest, the reader Colonel
btodclait descilbes it in a despatch to Ml. coming here might risk the loss of their friendship, we 
McNeill. certainly would not have come at all.” I replied, that I

thanked God his majesty thus regarded the true interests 
Royal Camp, before Herat, August 12, 1838. 0f Persia. His majesty then said, “ The British will, I 

I have the honour to inform you, that I arrived yester- trust, arrange for us this matter of Herat.” I replied, I 
day, at 11 A. M., and proceeded direct to the Hajee’s tent, was commanded, in case of his majesty’s desiring British 
Omar Khan, the sou of the Candahar chief, Kohundil mediation between Persia and Herat, to acquaint him, that 
Khan, with eight Affghans, were there. The minister I was empowered to conclude, on your part, the original 
himself was with the shah, and on his return received me arrangements that had been made; and drawing the paper - 
in a friendly manner, ordered a tent for me in my old of terms out of my pocket, I said, “ Here are those terms, 
quarters, near my stable, made me his guest, and fixed to- by which the envoy extraordinary is still ready to stand.” 
day for my reception by the shah. He inquired what His majesty read them, and said, those were his own 
news there was, and I told him I should have been here terms, and added all we want is one thing, that they should 
two days before, had not Thamasp Meerza thought proper not make incursions into Khorassan. There is a great 
to send seven horsemen, with Mahommed Khan Jaleela- Mollah come to camp irom Herat, with whom we will 
wnnd, after me from Ghorian, who detained me by force, arrange the matter.” 1 replied, “ It is most easy;” and 
which indignity he excused by saying he considered it the assured him, that the British government was most anxious 
interest of Persia to detain me, without having any orders to put an end to this slave-taking. He wished to retain 
to do so. This I should represent to yon I said, as I was the paper of terms, but I told him I had not another copy, 
not at liberty to enter on any other subject than those with and would give him a copy of it, which in the afternoon I 
which I was specially charged. furnished to the deputy-minister for foreign affairs for his

To-day, at half-past 10 a.m., I received an official note majesty. On coming from the shah s presence, I ac- 
from the deputy-minister for foreign affairs, Meerza Ali, quainted deputy-minister, that aŝ  far as it went, the 
requesting me to accompany him, agreeably to the shah’s answer of the shah was most satisfactory; but that we



now looked to tlie fulfilment of his majesty’s words; and successful conclusion his duties in camp, and Lieutenant 
I hoped no delay would take place, as every hour was Pottinger has thwarted all the military efforts of the 
valuable, and I could not undertake to say the operations Russian officers of superior rank, who for some months 
of our troops would be suspended by anything less than conducted the siege, and all the intrigues by which the 
the shah’s actually carrying into effect what he was called Russian mission sought to sow dissension and excite 
upon to do by the British government. The deputy- alarm amongst the defenders of Herat.” 
minister saw this in the light I desired, and on my return- i r ,1
ing his call in the evening, said the slmh had given orders „  Notwithstanding the withdrawal of the 
about returning hence; and that his majesty would pro- Persian army from before JLerat, the shah 
bably place the arrangement with Herat in my hands, and was unwilling to give lip several minor forts 
that respecting the reparation for the treatment of the and districts which lie occupied, and showed
uh°0la” , his T 'f* !77 ".1 “ “ fering it, and w°„id order sucll reluctance to fulfil his agreements on it as soon as he had decided what to do with Hajee Khan. . . , ,  r nr at -t i t  i
The deputy-minister assured me the whole would be car- various points, that Mr. MciSeill was obliged 
vied into effect immediately. to defer his return to the Persian court, and

, T , . , . ,. , . to carry on a voluminous correspondence with
Notwithstanding the assurances so posi- Colonels Stoddart and Shell, and with his 

tively publicly and formally given to the government. The shah addressed a diplo- 
British agent, the very next day a heavy mm- matic n0te to variouB European governments, 
ketry fire was opened by the Persian infantry refiecti upon the whole proceedings of the 
against the defences of the city. _ Colonel British government, and this opened new 
Stoddart at once adopted a tone so indignant und of contention between the envoy and 
and firm that the assurances were renewed fhe Persian court Finaily the inflnenCe 0f
ancl the Persian foreign minister sent a formal t> • i n , , n J i i - n -f ,  , T -n <• .i ■ Russia was brought to hear upon the Persian
declaration to Mr. McNeil of the acqiu- COUrt to induce submission, in consequence of
G W B rh a in 3 ^  “  demands ° f the firm and able conduct of Lord Palmerston,

A n cii’ c r\ i \ iooo nr nr nr ■ in London, and the Marquis of Clanricarde, in On the 6th of October, 1838, Mr. McNeill, gt p etersburo. 1
in a despatch to V iscoun t Palm erston, inform ed m, i ,  ... „  , , , ,i -  ,, i i i i • j  ^  ’ ■ , l h e  British governm ent was determ ined,him  that the shah had raised the siege, and •i cr a a *. i i a - i i i 5 111 order to its own security, to place Shahthat (Jolonel Stoddart had dispatched a person • , ,i n i „ v, , 1 .,. „  i „ •. „ „  . , ., F nr, -A bu all, the expelled  am eer o f  Cabul, u pon  thew ho had accom panied the arm y fifty miles J n r i tv . nr i. S  *
from  H erat. In  this despatch the British ^ ro n e , and to depose D ost M oham m ed. A s
envoy bore the following honourable testimony bef° f  n° tic! d ’ Sl" f k J01ned m a con'
to the wisdom and courage of Colonel S t o l  '  object. This agreement was
dart and Lieutenant Eldred Pottinger XreatX off  Lahore- Ifc been& also noticed, on a former page, that Lord

“ In concluding this despatch, I hope I may be per- Auckland advanced 25,000 men across the 
mitted to solicit the favourable consideration of her Indus. The alarm in Affghanistan and 
majesty’s government for Lieutenant-colonel Stoddart and p ersjfl w  ik;, jla,i •Lieutenant Eldred Pottinger, who have both, during this « la ?lef .  by tills step, liacl much ill- 
protracted siege, been exposed to all the hardships and Alienee in deciding Persian policy. Another 
privations, the one, of the besiegers’ camp, the other, of chapter will relate the conduct and results 
the besieged city. Colonel Stoddart has brought to a of the Affghan war.

C H A PTE R  CX.

T H E  A P F G H A N  W A R — B O M B A R D M E N T  OP K U R R A C H E E — S U F F E R IN G S  O F T H E  T R O O P S — S T O R M 
IN G  A N D  C A P T U R E  O F G I I IZ N I  — A D V A N C E  O F T H E  B R I T I S H  ON C A B U L  — S H A H  
S U J A II P L A C E D  U PO N  T H E  M U S N ID — G E N E R A L  W IL L S H IR E  STO R M S A N D  C A P T U R E S  
K .H E L A T .

T he following was the arrangement as to the Brigadier Arnold, was formed of the 16tli 
quality and amount of force in this expedi- lancers and the 2 nd and 3rd light cavalry, 
tion: ‘ Bengal and Bombay were each to One division of infantry, comprehending three
furnish a portion of the British force, and the brigades (1st, 2nd, and 3rd), were commanded 
command of the whole was to be entrusted to by Sir Willoughby Cotton ; another consist- 
Sir Henry Pane, commander-in-chief in India, ing of two brigades (4th and 5th) by Major- 
From Bengal were provided two troops of general Duncan. The first brigade was com- 
horse and three companies of foot artillery, posed of her majesty’s 13th lio-ht infantry 
the whole iinder the command of Brigadier and also of the 16th and 48thnative infantry! 
Graham. The Bengal cavalry brigade, under it was under Brigadier Sale. The second

I



brigade, commanded by Major-general Nott, I was called the Shazada’s army, Timur, the 
contained the 2nd, 31st, 42nd, and 43rd regi- son of Sujah, having the nominal command, 
ments of native infantry. The third, under It consisted of about four • thousand eight 
Brigadier Dennis, comprehended the Buffs, hundred men, artillery, infantry, and cavalry, 
and the 2nd and 27th native infantry. The obtained from various sources— British sepoys 
fourth brigade, composed of the Bengal Eu- and adventurers, raised for the occasion, partly 
ropean regiment and the 35th and 37th native regular and partly irregular, and armed with 
infantry, was placed under Brigadier Roberts ; almost every conceivable variety of offensive 
and the fifth, comprising the 5th, 28th, and and defensive weapon, sword, shield, match- 
53rd regiments of native infantry under lock, musket, and rifle. With this force acted 
Brigadier Horsley. An engineer department the Sikh contingent of six thousand men, 
under Captain George Thomson, was pro- under General Ventura.* The whole of this 
vided, together with two companies of sappers combined force was under the command of 
and miners, native soldiers, with European Colonel Wade. Another Sikh force, under 
non-commissioned officers. The equipment one of Runjeet’s native officers, was posted 
of this force was completed by a siege-train on the frontier of Pesliawur, as an army of 
of four eighteen-pounders, two eight-inch and observation.’ '
two five-and-a-half-inch mortars, with two On the 1st of October, 1838, the governor- 
spare howitzers, one a twenty-four, the other general, by proclamation, dated Simlah, gave 
a twelve-pounder. an expose o f his motives for this expedition,

“ The Bombay force under Sir John Keane, which have been already incidentally ad- 
the commander-in-chief at that presidency, verted to in the relation of the intricate, corn- 
consisted of two troops of horse, and two plicated, and varied transactions which the 
companies of foot artillery, under Brigadier intrigues of Russia had brought about. The 
Stephenson; a brigade of cavalry, composed governor-general insisted in this document 
of two squadrons of her majesty’s 4th light upon the necessity of the East India Company 
dragoons and 1st Bombay light cavalry, under possessing a friendly and allied state or states 
Brigadier Scott; and a body of infantry, eon- upon the north-west boundaries of their dorni- 
sisting of her majesty’s 2nd and 17th, and of nions. A t the same time his excellency 
the 1st, 5th, 19th, and 23rd native regiments, appointed Mr. W . Hay Mac Naghten minis- 
under the command of Major-general W ill- ter on the part of the government of India 
shire. The Poonah auxiliary horse were to to the court of Sujali-ool-Moolk. The staff 
accompany this force, which also brought of agency nominated to assist Mr. Mac Nagli- 
into the field an engineer department, a de- ten, were Captain Burnes, Lieutenant D. E. 
tachment of sappers and miners, and a siege- Todd, Lieutenant Eldred Pottinger, Lieute- 
train, consisting of two eighteen-pounders, nant B. Leech, and Mr. P. B. Lord, a sur- 
and four nine-pounders. geon in the company’s service, who afterwards

“ Law has its fictions, and so has states- much distinguished himself. Lord Auckland 
manship. The force, of which a detailed designated the force by which the reinstate- 
account has been given, though, in fact, in- ment of Sujah upon the throne of Cabul 
tended for the conquest and occupation of was to be effected, “  the army of the Indus.” 
Afghanistan, was regarded only as an aux- At the end of November, the Bengal army 
iliary force aiding the operations of the Shah was encamped at Ferozepore. A t this place 
Sujah-ool-Moolk, at the head of his own a series of remarkable interviews occurred 
troops. Under the sanction of the British between the governor-general and the Malia- 
government, an army had, indeed, been raised rajah Runjeet Singh, which were conducted 
ostensibly for the service of the shah; and with ostentatious magnificence, 
this as a point o f decorum, was to be regarded While the Bengal army was quartered at 
as the chief instrument by which he was to Ferozepore, it was determined that a smaller 
regain possession of his dominions. The force should be employed, as being equally 
shah’s army consisted of a troop of native efficient, and more easily subsisted. Sir 
horse artillery, two regiments of cavalry, and Henry Fane, feeling the difficulty of selecting 
five of infantry. Major-general Simpson, of the troops to advance— all the Europeans 
the Bengal army, was appointed to the com- among them being eager to proceed— deter- 
mand of this force, for which a staff and mined it by lots. The following portions 
commissariat were duly organized, a military of the army had the fortune to win:— the 
chest established, and satisfactorily provided. 1st, 2nd, and 4th brigades of infantry; 
The whole of the above force was to advance 2nd troop 2nd brigade horse artillery; and 
by Candahar on Cabul. Another force, as- the camel battery of nine-pounders. Sir 
sembled in Pesliawur, was to advance on Henry Fane remained behind from ill health. 
Cabul by way of the Khyber Pass. This * One of Runjeet Singh’s French officers,

v o n .  i i . 4 E



Major Pew took the command of the artillery against Hyderabad, the capital of Scinde. 
instead of Brigadier-general Graham. The Fresh intelligence having arrived of the suc- 
command of the Bengal force, which advanced, cess of Captain Pottinger’s negotiations, the 
devolved upon Sir Willoughby Cotton ; and Bengal army halted, and after a short delay, 
it was ordered that when a junction was to make sure of the good faith of the ameers* 
formed with the Bombay army, the united it returned to Bukkur. Captain Havelock 
divisions should be commanded by Sir John gives a graphic description of those changes, 
Keane. _ and the emotions which they excited in the

Early in December, 1838, Shah Sujah’s arm y:— “  A t this period the spirits of every 
army marched. It was followed in a few Boldier in the Bengal contingent were buoyant 
days by the Bengal troops. Early in January and high. Before us lay Hyderabad; it was 
the allies arrived on the banks of the Indus, known to contain the accumulated wealth of 
The shah’s troops then began to desert, but the most affluent as well as powerful of the 
the deseition was not carried to any great bz’anches of the Talpore family, amounting in 
extent. The Bengal sepoys were also exceed- specie, jewels, and other valuables, and ingots 
ingly unwilling to enter Afghanistan. Those of gold, to eight crores of Scindian rupees 
among them who were Mohammedans were well told, or not less than eight millions ster- 
reluctant to fight against their co-religionists, ling. Such a prize is not often in a century, 
Those who were Brahminical feared to fight even in India, presented to the grasp of a 
at a ll; they apprehended that in a strange British army.” * A  few pages afterwards he 
country, beyond the boundaries of India says, “  In a moment all our visions of glory 
Piopei, they would of necessity be deprived and booty were dispelled • it was announced to 
of the means of preserving caste. This ap- us that the ameers were at length brou°ht to 
prehension was well founded. W hen the a sense of their impending danger, and that, 
Bombay^ sepoys joined, they were found far compelled to comprehend that a few days 
more willing for the performance of duty, would, according to every calculation of human 
This iiritated their brethren of the Bengal prudence, deprive them at once of their in- 
aimy against them, so that frequently in per- dejaendence, their capital, and the accumu- 
forming work supposed to be somewhat lated treasures of years, they had accepted 
beneath _ the dignity of caste, the Bengal unreservedly all the conditions of the treaty 
sepoys jeered and taunted those of Bombay laid before them by Colonel Pottino-er.” f  
for doing what the Bengalees either neglected “ Vainly repining, therefore, at the change in 
or refused to attempt. There was a disloyal events which had given this small sum (ten 
spirit among the Bengal sepoys which does lacs) to the state, instead of endowing the 
not appear to have extended to the native army with eight crores, its officers and^men 
officers, nor even non-commissioned officers, with light purses and heavy hearts turned 
and was concealed m the presence of Euro- their backs on Hyderabad, from which they 
peans. Indeed something of enthusiasm had hoped never to recede until they hail 
appears to have been simulated; for Captain, made its treasure their own, and put to a 
afterwards Sir Henry Havelock, describes the stern proof that Beloochee valour which had 
whole Bengal army as animated by military so loudly vaunted its power to arrest their

n ” ; • p , , . , . . further progress, and fix on the banks of the
Captain Eurnes had concluded a convention Indus the war which they had set out resolved 

with the ameers of Scmde, by which the to carry into the centre of Affghanistan.” t 
British were to take possession of the fortress The tone of these extracts is hardly’ in

° n ar p klld m tJ1® keePinS with softness of character attri-
l f tw.eeu ‘ f V T T 118 0f Rol'ee 011 the bated t0 the Hte Sir Henry Havelock. He

+ b f «  bank, and Sukkur on the western ; was, however, a stern soldier, although a kind
he eastern channel being that which sepa- and pious man. He was ambitious of mili-

rates it from Roree, and by which the British tary distinction, as far as honour and prin-
in wiffib ”°aClled’ ^  ab°Ut °m' h" ndred >Tf,rds ciPle allowed, and he had an intense desire to

rP, . - , . . , becom e a g o o d  m ilitary historian, and to  m ake
n  ® services of Captain, afterwards Sir Xenophon his model in that respect.
Henry Pottmger^ were of great importance On the 20th of February it was deemed 
n Scmde at this juncture, as the tardiness of expedient that the Bengal column should take 

the government at Calcutta, and the want of the lead, and, accordingly, ttm Hregular force
direct dealing on the part of the Scinde of Shah Sujali fell behind. It was thought
ameers, rendered hostilities in Scinde not ‘ tnongnt
improbable. The Bombay army was accord- * Na^ a tiv e  of the Campaign in Affghanistan. By
ingly delayed on its march, and the Bengal CaPta™ Havelock, vol. i. p . 151. 
army was in consequence directed to march i  jf



possible that in the neighbourhood of Shi- generally believed in the army, that in the 
karpore the ameers might offer some oppo- Kojuk Pass advantage of its precipitous and 
sition, notwithstanding their recent treaties, varied formation would be taken by the 
and it was better to ensure a speedy chas- enemy. There were difficulties in getting 
tisement, such as the Bengal force would through this pass, irrespective of the dangers, 
inflict, whereas the Shah Sujah’s army might Dacoits, and other predatory wanderers, ap- 
be defeated, and occasion a general violation peared at intervals, but no attack was made 
of the convention by the ameers. by an Affghan force. On the 20th of April

The progress of the Bombay army was un- the Bengal army reached Candahar; the 
satisfactory, the Scinde' ameers having vio- Bombay force did not arrive until seventeen 
luted those terms of the convention by which days later. The sirdars fled. Shah Sujah ad- 
camels and supplies were to be provided. It vanced through a line of his own troops, occu- 
was not until the end of December, 1838, pied a temporary musnid, and was proclaimed 
that it arrived at Tatta, where it was met by sovereign of Affghanistan. The commissariat 
Sir John Keane, and was detained for a con- of the army was execrable, no proper fore- 
siderable time. On the 4th of March, 1839, thought had in this particular been exercised, 
this army was “ officially declared to have The march to Candahar was in consequence 
become part of the army of the Indus.” attended by great suffering and great loss.

Previous to the arrival of the Bombay divi- “ It must be confessed,” says Captain Have- 
sion at Tatta, other events occurred still fur- lock, “ that hitherto our task has been escort- 
ther provocative of the ill-feeling existing ing, not campaigning, but this pacific duty 
among the ameers to the British. Brigadier has been performed under arduous circum- 
Valiant was placed in command of a reserve, stances; and the exposure to the vicissitudes 
consisting of her majesty’s 40th regiment of of climate, the fatigue, and the deficiency of 
the line, two thousand two hundred Bombay food and water, which tried the strength and 
native infantry, consisting of the 2nd grena- resolution of our troops between Quetta and 
diers, the 22nd and 26th regiments, and de- Candahar, as wTell as the active hostility of 
taclnnents of pioneers and artillery. By the the predatory tribes, ought never to be de- 
request of Captain Pottinger, Sir Frederick spised as military difficulties. How gladly 
Maitland, commander of the naval forces on would our army have exchanged them for the 
the Indian station, proceeded with the ship most determined opposition of the Affghans 
Wellesley, the 40th regiment, and the artil- in the field ! How often did our officers long 
lery, to Kurrachee. The Berenice and Eu- for a battle to raise the sinking spirits of the 
phrates steamers, with the native troops on soldier, and make him feel that he was not 
board, arrived on the 1st of February before labouring and suffering in vain.” * Captain 
Kurrachee. Sir Frederick summoned the Havelock also thus wrote concerning the suf- 
commandant of the fort to surrender it to the ferings of this army:— “ The plain on which 
British forces. He refused. Five companies our camp is now pitched is not, like the level 
of the 40th were landed; they took up a posi- of Siriab, watered by deep and well-supplied 
tion in the rear of the fortress. The Wei- kahreezes,f carrying coolness and the promise 
lesley brought her broadside to bear within of fertility down their slopes. A  small cut 
eight hundred yards. In an hour the face of through which we found water flowing from 
the fortress exposed to its fire was a heap of a spring-head in the mountains, has alone 
ruins. The soldiers of the 44th charged supplied us with the useful element since first 
through the open space, no enemy offering we advanced to this point. This little chan- 
resistance. To the astonishment of the con- nel the Candahar sirdars have caused to be 
querors, the garrison only consisted of twenty dammed up near its source in the hills, and 
men, who having hid under the cliffs, escaped behold two bold brigades and the levy of the 
injury. They were made prisoners by the shah reduced to the greatest straits. Horses, 
40th. On the 2nd of February, the British already half-starved for want of grain and 
flag floated over the ruined walls of the fort good grass, were throughout the day panting 
of Kurrachee. in all the agonies of thirst; and in the even-

On the 16th of April the Bengal column ing a few drops of water could not be obtained 
was at Quettah, having marched through the even to mix the medicines of the sick in our 
Bolan Pass without encountering any resist- hospitals, or to supply them with the refresh- 
ance. On that day Sir John Keane arrived ment and comfort of a few spoonfuls of tetv. 
with the advances of the Bombay army; the A ll ranks have been taught to understand 
main body was several marches in the rear, to-day how little prized when plentiful, how 
Both columns were harassed by bands of outrageously demanded when scarce, is that 
robbers, who seemed to contemn death where * Narrative, vol. i. pp. 332, 333.
there was a prospect of plunder. It was t Subterranean aqueducts.



bounteous provision for the wants of God's deration with which some officers of no low 
creatures, water! Weary of the delays which rank shared the little portion of the much- 
had kept us so long at Dundi Goolaee, we coveted fluid which they could obtain with 
moved forward on the 2 1 st * into the plains the privates around them, was creditable to 
which we had surveyed from the summit of their humanity, and ought to have won the 
the Kojuk Pass, recognising all the distinc- confidence and affections of those whom they 
five peaks of the scattered hills which we had commanded.” *
observed from that commanding height. W e On the following day, the army, unable 
saw them now magnified as we approached to find water, was compelled to advance :— 
them, and casting a dark shade over the “  Forward the brigade moved, to finish a 
plains which they overhung. Anxious looks second march of ten miles, their horses drop- 
weie from time to time cast towards these ping from drought and exhaustion as they 
green eminences, and their bases W'ere carefully toiled on, and leaving in the mountain passes 
searched for any small streams which might melancholy traces of this day’s sufferings and 
supply the urgent wants of a thirsting force, perseverance. When the cavalry had thus 
It was not very pleasant to discover that this got over five miles, in the course of which 
day, too, w;e must depend for a supply of the British dragoons and native troopers were 
indispensable element on the stream of a seen eagerly sharing with their charters 
small and imperfect kahreez. Its water was muddy and foetid water drawn from puddles 
brackish, and flowed scantily and sluggishly, at the side of the road, the very sight of 
Thousands of brass lotas and leathern buckets v'hich would, in Hindostan, have equally 
weie soon dipped into the little channel; and sickened all to whom it was offered, they 
though proper regulations were promptly struck into a by-road on their left, and wind- 
established, one-lialf of the force had not ing their way by a narrow path through an 
been watered before the scarcity commenced, opening in the undulating eminences, found 
boon diluted mud alone could be obtained, themselves towards evening on the banks o f a 
and whole regiments, under a burning sun, plentiful stream. The rush o f unbridled in- 
witli parched lips, sighed for night to cool diligence o f the troops and their horses into 
them, and then for morning, that they might its waters, after all the privations of the 
move on to a happier spot. The troops were morning, may fairly be described as uncon- 
buoyed up towards evening with fallacious trollable. W hat moderation was to be ex- 
lopes of the waters of a spring, actually dis- pected from man or beast breaking forth 

covered in the lulls, being brought down to from the restraints of a two days’ unwilling 
their relief into the plains; but up to the abstinence
hour of early march no stream had begun to W ell acquainted with this distress, the 
flow into the dry bed of a nullah,f on which Affglian banditti hovered about the camp at 

wele SazmS 111 hope. The sufferings Candahar, presuming that the men on outpost 
of the soldiers, both European and native, duty would be too weak to be on the alert, or 
were for some hours so great as nearly to to avenge such robberies as might be perpe- 
tempt some for a moment to forget the re- trated upon the convoys and material. The 
stramts of discipline; and never do its prin- British chiefs in command seemed incapable 
eiples achieve a greater triumph than when 0f making provision for the commissariat 
J r 3  ; T h p T  f t ®  ! an<J .^spectful, and of an army, and even in Candahar no adequate 
S  ? !  J  form of p n - arrangements existed to supply the troops,
i - y 11' , Vi a ,u 00 lah, officers of the Shah Sujah spent money freely in attempt-
t h e v a L  of t r  bT g ^knowledge ing to enlist under his standard the Affghan 
the value of this simple element. Ilus was chiefs. They accepted his gold and cheated 
no time tor the luxurious^ ablutions which, him. He had neither power nor popularity 

m ei le sun o <en la Asia, preserve health and indications were alreadv numerous that 
and restore strength; no time to waste a the British would have to "establish him on 
single drop of the precious fluid on any bodily the throne of Cabul, in spite of the t ribes 
CfZ  ’I’ T i  ° r an?  purP°se. but preparing The army was obliged to remain in Candahar 

1l g\n gi1tlr t ; . r d ; 1T -  " ntil 27th J UIfe, unable to procure pro-
r  i ‘ i ns, r ay la a le gifts of that visions. During the time the shah and his
f i i n  ° l:f1lnances were British auxiliaries were marching to Canda-
forgottenon tffis feabba h of unwflhng penance, bar and occupying that place, “  the Lion
aimer a ln. hl? of the funjaub," as old Runjeet Singh was
pi® - f  1 ( W1 „i,e c . .  0 en-despised termed, was operating by way of Peshawur.

<- 0 \va ei. le kindness and consi- j j ;g martial career in connection with the

f  Artificial watercourse * Narrative< vo1- >• PP- 319—322.
T A itm cia l watercourse. f  H avelock’s Narrative, vol. i „  p p . 3 23 , 324 .



tri-partite alliance was not destined long to view of the fortress of Ghizni. “  The works,” 
continue, for before the forces of the other Captain Thomson adds, “ were evidently much 
two parties to the alliance left Candahar, he stronger than we had been led to anticipate, 
died. Shah Sujah, and the British comman- and such as our army could not venture to 
ders acting with him, were happily ignorant attack in a regular manner with the means at 
of the event, or it would have probably de- our disposal. W e had no battering train, and 
terred them from marching to Cabu], as it to attack Ghizni in form a much larger train 
was apprehended in India that the death of would be required than the army ever pos- 
tlie Maharajah would he followed by great sessed. The great height of the parapet 
changes, and perhaps violent revolutions, the above the plain (sixty or seventy feet), with 
consequences of which to the alliance might the wet ditch, were insurmountable obstacles to 
he of the most serious kind. an attack merely by mining or escalading.” *

At last the march for Calml began, the The allies met with an unexpected advan- 
soldiers being put upon half rations, although tage, by which their task was facilitated. A  
a most difficult task lay before them. There nephew of Dost Mohammed deserted to the 
was plenty of provisions left behind in Can- English, and afforded valuable information, 
dahar, the army having no means of convey- Upon a careful reconnoissance the intelligence 
ance. While the troops were encamped they thus derived was found to be correct, as far 
were half starved, because provisions could as such means of confirmation could be of 
not be procured by the ill-managed commis- service. The fortifications showed no weak 
sariat. When about to march, abundance of part. The gates had all been built up with 
food was at their command, but the mis- strong masonry, except the Cabul gate. The 
managed transport service could not bring it engineers reported that there was no feasible 
with the army. There was force in the mode of attack but by blowing open that 
mingled sneer and compliment which a native gate with powder, and charging through 
prince had made long before, that “  the Eng- the smoke and fire, over the d e b r is , into the 
lish ought to be carried in palanquins to the place.f
field of battle, and then set down to fight.” This plan having been resolved upon, it 
His highness considered them more adapted was necessary for the army to change ground, 
to fighting than campaigning. an extremely difficult operation under the

The army reached Ghizni on the 22nd of circumstances of the case. The troops were 
July. The English generals were without without proper rations; they had endured 
intelligence as to the strength of the fortress, excessive fatigue, and the weather, as is usual 
W orse still, they were under impressions on at that time of year in the elevated districts 
the subject positively false. The battering of Affghanistan, was cold, and would be 
train had been left in Candahar, under the especially felt by hungry and harassed men. 
■impression that it would not be required. The army had not been encamped three hours 
The English officers were even informed that when it was ordered to march in two columns, 
no defence would be made at Ghizni, cowar- The men murmured, but not disloyally, at 
dice and treason combining to place the for- this movement, the necessity of which they 
tress, without a struggle, in the hands of Shah did not perceive. It was necessary, however, 
Sujali. Captain Thomson, chief engineer of for as Captain Outram (afterwards General 
the army of the Indus, thus describes the Outram, and one of the heroes of Lucknow) 
first impressions of the scientific department relates— “ It was confidently stated that Dost 
of the army on approaching the place:—  Mohammed Khan himself marched on the 16 th 
“  We were very much surprised to find a high (of July)4 The distance is eighty-eight 
rampart in good repair, built on a scarped miles (we made seven marches), and by regu- 
mound about thirty feet high, flanked by Jar marches he would have reached Ghizni 
numerous towers and surrounded by a fausse on the 2 2 nd (next day), and as this day 
brayc and a wet ditch. The irregular figure (21st) he would have been within one march, 
of the enceinte gave a good flanking fire, and would have heard the firing, he would, it 
whilst the height of the citadel covered the was to be supposed, push on; so that there 
interior from the commanding fire of the hills
to the north, rendering it nugatory. In ad- * Memoranda of the engineers’ operations before 
cution to this, the towers at the angles had Ghizni in July, 1839.
been enlarged; screen walls had been built -j- In his Narrative o f  the Ajfghan Campaign, Major 
before the gates ; the ditch cleared out and Hough asserted that none of the gates were built up, and 
filled with water (stated to be unfordable), that therefore all the gates were accessible to the same 

*1 j. .1 • 1 . 1 i f ,1  means of assault as the Cabul gate. In a later work
and an outwork built on the right bank of the describ; the same campaign the major omits the state- 
river, so as to command the bed of it. ’ Such ment. He was with the army, 
was the impression made by the first near % From Cabul.



was a great object in not delaying' in changing j or cold. \\ ith considerable difficulty the sick 
ground. As in 1831 Dost Mohammed had and the stragglers were rescued^ before the 
moved from Oabul to defend Candahar against appearance of any of the forces intended to 
the shah, the presumptions were in favour of raise the siege. Scarcely was the safety of 
his march to Ghizni. W e knew from Dost these helpless persons secured, when crowds 
Mohammed’s own nephew that two of the three of ferocious irregulars descended from the 
gates were blocked u p ; and it was argued by hills to attack the head-quarters of Shah 
some that the sudden movement to the Oabul Sujah. The shah’s cavalry charged and de
gate, which was said not to be built up, would feated them. Captain Oil tram led a portion 
put the enemy on their guard, and cause that of his Affghan majesty s irregular^ infantry 
gate also to be secured ; whereas, by a march into the fastnesses of the neighbouring hills, 
in the morning, it would not appear so sus- to beat up the nests of the fanatics. This 
picious. The movement was a delicate one, raid was attended with success, having been 
being a march in two columns by two different accomplished with the gallantry and judgment 
routes; for it involved a night march for the which are so characteristic of that resolute 
rear and much of the baggage, if not for the and talented officer. He made many pri- 
troops, as we were not to march till four in soners, and captured the banner of green and 
the afternoon, and the route for both columns white, a standard of fanaticism under which 
could not be well known. The march in two they had been gathered to wage a holy war 
columns would, it was concluded, expedite against the English infidels. \\ hen the pri- 
the movements, but then there were two soners were brought in, a terrible event fol- 
columns of baggage to protect, and we could lowed. They cursed the shah in his presence, 
not protect that of the column on the right, and some of them drew weapons and stabbed 
The march of the baggage at all that night was the shah’s officers. He ordered them to be 
inconvenient, and we gained no time by it.” put to death, an order which was executed 

The necessity of making the change so upon sixty most formidable and fanatical 
promptly, and of executing it so rapidly, ruffians.
caused much suffering on the j>art of the In the evening the officers received their 
troops. Captain Havelock describes their orders for the assault, which were soon corn- 
sensations on the night when their march municated to the soldiers, when a display of 
was executed, as they took up their miserable that heroic emulation characteristic of the 
quarters :— “ A  son of the Ameer of Cabul English soldier took place. The whole of 
had marched down from the capital with the the European troops were ready to volunteer 
view of deblockading Ghizni, and was now for the assault. Dr. Kennedy, in his narra- 
close to us. The forces of the Ghiljies, A b - tive of the campaign, relates :— “  On visiting 
doolruhman and Gool Moohummud, were in the hospital tents of her majesty’s 2nd and 
the field at no great distance. A  party, also, 17th regiments, I  was surprised to find them 
of fanatics from the Sooluman Kheils, who clear of s ick ; the gallant fellows had all but 
had taken arms when a religious war had, as risen in mutiny on their surgeons, and insisted 
a last resource, been proclaimed by the tot- upon joining their comrades.”  The sick were 
tering Barukzyes, now occupied the heights employed as sentinels, and some of the more 
to the eastward of the valley in which the convalescent on outpost duty. The night was 
fortress stands. Reflections on these circum- spent in preparations for the attack. Storms 
stances and on our want of a battering train, prevailed throughout, so as to render the move
file glimmering of the lights on the hostile ments of the English inaudible in the city, 
battlements and in the plains, and the chill of Ghizni seemed to sleep in perfect stillness; 
the night air, effectually chased away slumber not a signal-light gleamed through the gloom 
until day broke on the 2 2 nd.” 41 which overhung it, nor a sound from its garri-

W hen day dawned, many of the sick were son reached the parties preparing to assail it. 
still pursuing the tedious march, and it was It was necessary to make a feint in order to 
necessary to send out parties to bring them conceal the real plan of attack. Three com- 
in. Many of the camp followers had lost the panies of the 35th regiment of native infantry, 
track of the columns, and parties of cavalry under Captain Hay, marched round to the 
had to scour the country for their protection, north side of the fortress and opened an un- 
These miserable camp followers had suffered remitting fire of musketry, which could 
horribly. The author of The Three Presi- scarcely be heard amidst the bellowing of 
dencies affirms that 100,000 persons of this the storm. The balls, however, telling upon 
description left the banks of the Indus with men stationed on the parapets, and at the 
the grand army, and that of these not 20,000 loop-holes, the fire was returned. The field 
returned, the rest perishing by sword, famine, artillery and camel battery of nine-pounders 

* Havelock, vol. ii. p. 65. * Narrative, vol. ii,, p. 46.



opened, the former from heights which com- Colonel Croker. The reserve, commanded 
manded the citadel, the latter from the low by Sir W illoughby Cotton, was composed of 
grounds directed a fire against the walls, the remaining companies of the 16th, 3 5 th, 
Even the fire of the nine-pounders could and 48th.”
hardly he heard, except in the lulls which Before dawn approached the signalled rno- 
occurred in the storm. The enemy employed merit arrived; the train was about to be fired, 
all the guns they could direct against this At that instant a brilliant blue light burnt up 
cannonade. Previous to the dispatch of above the gateway, and a crowd of the enemy’s 
Captain Hay’s detachment against the north staff was seen pouring down, if possible, to 
face of the defence, four companies of the discover the cause of the movements of men, 
16th native infantry, and two of the 48th, sue- which were again indistinctly heard by the 
ceeded in occupying a position on the out- sentinels. The match was touched by the 
skirts of the town. Within an hour of dawn, British engineers, a rumbling noise rolled 
the officers of engineers had stealthily ad- along the earth where the assaulting column 
vanced near to the gate against which the stood, and beneath the city a dense compact 
assault was to be made. The party consisted column of smoke shot up where the glare 'of 
of Captain Peat, of the Bombay engineers; blue light had been illuminating all around; 
Lieutenants Durand and M'Leod, of the a crash followed, the gate was shivered to 
Bengal engineers ; three sergeants, and eigh- atoms, the huge masonry above it fell in ruins, 
teen men, of the Bappers* Captain Have- burying the chiefs and soldiers who had an in
lock represents Captain Thompson, the chief stant previously looked forth so wistfully from 
officer of engineers, as having himself under- its battlements. High above the din of the 
taken this task, which is an error; the ser- cannonade, the rattle of musketry, and even 
vice was committed to the officers named, the rushing of the tempest, the British bugle 
The enemy, suspecting that some hostile plan rang out shrill and clear, and, as if in a single 
was in progress without divining what, burned bound, the column of the assailants leaped 
blue lights. These were, however, burned forward and pierced the opening of the chasm 
upon the top of the walls, instead of being which now yawned to receive them. The 
cast below. Captain Peat believed that had Affghans recovered from their surprise with 
the latter course been adopted, the plan of creditable promptitude, and, sword in hand, 
attack would have been discovered and frus- pressed towards the fatal breach. The Eng- 
trated. Captain Havelock has fallen into lisli had no sooner set foot within the entrance, 
another error in representing the engineer than the concussion of large bodies of men, 
party as conveying nine hundred pounds of hand to hand in deadly strife, swelled above 
powder for the purpose of blowing open the the tumult of the night. The clashing of 
gate. The charge was three hundred only, arms, the shout of the combatants, the scat- 
and this was far above the amount usually tered and desultory fire of such as used their 
deemed necessary for blowing open gates, musketry, went forth over the hosts within 
which rvas from sixty to one hundred pounds, and without, creating intense excitement and 
The bore was placed, and the train laid with- suspense. The principal fighting devolved 
out the plan being detected, or any serious upon the advance, which at last made good 
casualties occurring. its entrance, took up a position which covered

Behind the engineer party a fine column the entrance of the main column, and by their 
of infantry was placed on the Cabul road, triumphant cheers encouraged their followers 
ready to rush forward when the train should forward. Yet, at this moment, all was nearly 
be fired. This column was constituted as lost, and those who had gained an entrance 
follows:— “  The advance -was composed of were exposed to danger of destruction, 
the light companies of the Queen’s, the 17th, This event has been better told in Havelock’s 
and the Bengal European regiment, and of' narrative than elsewhere :—
Captain V igor’s company of the 13tli light “  Brigadier Sale, whilst his skirmishers 
infantry. It was led by Colonel Dennie. The were closing by sound of bugle, had steadily 
main column, under the immediate command and promptly pressed forward to support the 
of Brigadier Sale, was made up of the re- forlorn hope. As he moved on, he met an 
mainder of the Queen’s and Bengal Europeans, engineer officer suffering from the effects of 
whilst, as an auxiliary to its efforts, the whole the recent explosion, and anxiously inquired 
of the 13th, excepting its storming company, of him how the matter went. This gallant 
extended as skirmishers along the whole of person had been thrown to the ground by the 
the assailed point of the fortress. The sup- bursting of the pow der; and though he had 
port was, her majesty’s 17th regiment, led by not received any distinct wound, fracture, or

* History of the British Empire in India. By Edward contusion, was shaken m every limb by the 
Thornton. concussion. His reply was, that the gate was



blown in, but that the passage was choked approach the scene of conflict; the wounded 
up, and the forlorn hope could not force an leader recognised, and called to him for aid. 
entrance. Brigadier Sale was too cool and Kershaw passed his drawn sword through 
self-possessed not to be able at once to draw the body of the Affghan,* but still the despe- 
the inference, that to move on under such rado continued to struggle with frantic vio- 
circumstanees was to expose his troojjs to lence. A t length, in the fierce grapple, the 
certain destruction. He ordered the retreat brigadier, for a moment, got uppermost.^ Still 
to be sounded. The tempestuous character retaining the weapon of his. enemy in his 
of the weather, and the noise of the fire of all left hand, he dealt him with his right a cut 
arms, did not prevent this signal from being from his own sabre, which cleft his skull from 
heard, even by the reserve; but it conveyed the crown to the eyebrows. The Moham- 
the order which British soldiers are always medan once more shouted, ‘ Uo Ullah! ’ f  and 
slowest in obeying. The column, however, never spake again.” Sale regained his feet, 
made a full halt in the path of victory ; but and persisted in directing the efforts of his 
the check was not of long duration. The soldiers, Avho were still fighting, and had yet 
brigadier, perfectly calm at this moment of to make sure their way. A t last the walls 
supposed difficulty, addressed himself to an- were everywhere conquered, and there was 
other engineer officer, with whom he happily street-firing and close conflicts where scat- 
fell in at this interesting moment. He assured tered groups of British and Affghans met. 
him that though the passage of the gateway The commander-in-chief, perceiving the en- 
was much impeded, the advanced stormers, trance was open, ordered the cannonade to be 
under Colonel Dennie, had already won their directed against the citadel, against which 
way through it. The brigadier promptly gave also Sale, who seemed to regain strength 
the signal to move on. under the excitement, directed the soldiers of

“  But the delay, short as it had been, was the 13tli. 
productive of mischief. It had left a consi- Colonel Croker and the support came on 
derable interval between the forlorn hope and slowly, being obstructed by the debris of the 
Brigadier Sale’s column, and just as the latter, gateway and masonry, and by the wounded, 
in which the Queen’s regiment was leading, whom the surgeons were bringing beyond the 
had pressed into the gateway, a large body of walls. The reserve came up with the re- 
Affghans, driven headlong from the ramparts tarded supports, and entered in one body, 
by the assault and fire of Colonel Dennie’s The Affghans, however, gaining courage by 
force, rushed down towards the opening, in the slow progress of the supports, mounted 
the hope of that way effecting their escape, the walls and skirmished; some, finding con- 
Their attack was made upon the rear com- cealments, picked off the English soldiers, 
pany of the Queen’s, and the leading files of When the last of the reserves had entered, the 
the Bengal European regiment. The en- anxiety of the British was not over. The 
counter with these desperate men was terrific, citadel was strong, and might offer consider- 
They fiercely assaulted, and for a moment able and even dangerous resistance. Events 
drove back the troops opposed to them. One relieved their anxiety in an unexpected man- 
of their number, rushing over the fallen tim- ner. The commander of the place, Mohammed 
hers, brought down Brigadier Sale by a cut Hyder, was paralysed by the suddenness of 
in the face with his sharp shumsheer.*' The the onset, and the astonishing manner, as it 
Affghan repeated his blow as his opponent appeared to him, by which the British effected 
was falling, but the pummel, not the edge of an entrance. He abandoned the defence in 
his sword, this time took effect, though with despair. The 13th and 17th English regiments 
stunning violence. He lost his footing, how- forced the gates and entered the citadel, 
ever, in the effort, and Briton and Affghan scarcely any resistance being offered. They 
rolled together amongst the fractured timbers, at once planted their colours, and as these 
Thus situated, the first care of the brigadier flaunted in the breeze, and displayed their 
was to master the weapon of his adversary, unmistakeable symbols in the morning light, 
He snatched at it, but one of his fingers met the whole army, within and beyond the walls, 
the edge of his trenchant blade. He quickly raised a prolonged cheer of victory, 
withdrew his wounded hand, and adroitly Sir J. Keane was conqueror of Gliizni. Desul-
replaced it over that of his adversary, so as to tory efforts were still, however, made by the 
keep fast the hilt of his shumsheer; but he enemy. A  fire tvas poured from the ramparts 
had an active and powerful opponent, and upon the reserve, heavier than that which 
was himself faint from loss of blood. Captain galled the support. On entering the place, the 
Kershaw, of the 13th, aide-de-camp to Bri- reserve ascended that rampart. The Affghans, 
gadier Baumgardt, happened, in the melee, to * Kershaw went on into the battle.

* Asiatic sabre. f  “ Oh God.”



finding that every shelter was penetrated by although a large proportion fell wounded by 
their persistent enemy, made a gallant charge, the fire from the houses.
sword in hand, to cut a passage to the gateway, Colonel Wade, who was at Peshawur, as
in the hope of escape. The track over which soon as he heard that the commander-in-chief 
they rushed was studded with groups of had marched from Candahar for Cabul, also 
wearied soldiers, doolies containing wounded set out for the same direction, penetrating the 
men, and the horses of the Affghans running celebrated Khyber Pass. The chief obstacle 
wildly about. As the fugitives pressed for- to the progress of W ade’s brigade was the 
ward, they cut, indiscriminately, at every- fort of Ali Musjed. It was stormed with a 
thing, even the horses, but their chief desire loss within ten.men of that sustained by the 
was to destroy the wounded and helpless. British at Ghizni, and a greater proportion 
This enraged the British soldiery; the scat- of killed. W ade entered Jellalabad unop- 
tcred groups gathered along the route, and posed, and marched thence, without meeting 
not one Affglian passed the gateway,— they an antagonist, to Cabul. 
were shot down or bayoneted to a man. While the British remained in full force at 
In the streets groups of Affghans still re- Cabul, various minor expeditions were under- 
mained, who kept up a dropping fire, and then, taken against villages, fortified rocks, and 
retiring to the houses, reserved their shots country forts; the Affghans generally refusing 
for the officers, who especially suffered from quarter, and dying with the utmost enthu- 
this cause. These desperate men refused siasm, indicating the most vindictive ani- 
quarter, so that the houses had to be stormed mosity, believing that they perished for the 
and the defenders put to the bayonet. Sir faith of Islam, and gained Paradise. The 
John Keane entered the city escorting Shah most important of these lesser enterprises was 
Bujah to his fortress, won for him by the the reduction of Khelat. That fort and ter- 
dauntless valour of his allies. ritory was governed by a Beloochee robber-

During the storming of Ghizni, a son of chief. He had inflicted many mischiefs upon 
the ruler of Cabul remained with 5000 horse the British, and manifested to them an intense 
in observation. He saw the result of the resentment. The conquest of this stronghold 
struggle— the British flag floating near the was committed to General Willshire, an officer 
citadel. He fled to Cabul to report the dis- who proved his competency for the trust re
aster. The cavalry of Sir John Keane insti- posed in him. The robber khan defended his 
tuted a hot pursuit, inflicting some loss upon fortress with more valour than skill. The 
the enemy. English with surpassing courage took by

The army advanced upon Cabul, where it storm the surrounding heights, battered in 
met with no resistance, and Shah Sujah was the principal gate of the fortress by cannon, 
elevated to the musnid, without any manifes- and took the place by assault. The slaughter 
tation of joy  or regret. Thus the conquest of was great, the Belocliees and Affghans fight- 
tlie throne of Dost Mohammed was achieved ing with furious valour, and desperate self- 
with little loss by arms, though with enormous sacrifice. The chief himself died, sword in 
sacrifice of life', arising from the defective hand, at the head of his devoted adherents, 
organization of the British army in the trans- Captain Outram represents the prisoners as 
port and commissary departments. The loss 2200, including the wounded ; the slain he 
of the English in ' killed and wounded in computes at nearly one-fourth that number. 
Ghizni was not more than two hundred men, Thus ended the first stage of the great Aff- 
amongst whom not one officer was slain, ghan war.

C H A P T E R  C X I.
AFFGHAN WAR {C o n tin u e d )-MARCH OF SIR ROBERT SALE FROM CABUL TO JELLALABAD— 

DEFEAT OF AKBAR KHAN—MAINTENANCE OF THE POSITION UNTIL RELIEVED BY- 
GENERAL POLLOCK.

W hen the British had, as they thought, ing the Sikhs, by  whom they were guarded, 
established the throne of Shah Sujah, the Mr. Mackinson, Colonel Wheeler, and other 
whole Affglian races were plotting the de- officers, civil and military, made agreements 
struction of the invaders and their protege, with the Khyber chiefs, and even subsidized 
The robber tribes in the vicinity of the K hy- them, but the Mussulman chieftains kept 
her Pass succeeded in plundering and rout- faith with none.

V O L . I I .  ^  p



Under circumstances of such general hos- plaints are so often heal’d in connection with 
tility, it is strange that Lord Auckland should the unrequited services of distinguished mili- 
deem it expedient to remove a great part tary men, and that promotion is so frequently 
of the force which should have remained to distributed with a partial hand. Few cases 
protect the newly elevated monarch until he have been more flagrant than that of the heroic 
had succeeded in strengthening his party, and Colonel Dennie, even although such abuses 
securing the prospect of a tolerably undis- are numerous, disheartening to the service, 
turbed reign. Such, however, was the and dishonouring to the country, 
decision of the government of Calcutta; Sir On the 2nd of January, 1840, “ a general 
John Keane was ordered to return with a order ” announced tiro dissolution of the army 
large portion of the troops. of the Indus. Sir Alexander Burnes and Sir

The author of The Three Presidencies, W . Mac Naghten were left in Cabul as political 
a good writer, but a warm partizan, and who agents. Major-general Elpliinstone was placed 
assails all the measures of Lord Auckland, in command of the troops in garrison, and as 
because he owed his appointment to. a whig commander-in-chief of the army of occupation, 
government, thus remarks upon the return of The state of the commissariat was desperate; 
Sir John Keane :— “ The commander-in-chief it wras only by paying an extraordinary price 
hastened from the scene of his hollow exploits; that any provisions could be obtained. Seldom 
and scarcely resting at the seat of government, has a garrison been left in such a condition 
took his way home, to show himself to the as that at Cabul under General Elpliinstone. 
British public as the conqueror of Affghan- The worst part of the army was the general 
istan, receiving, as the fruit of his splendid himself. He was utterly incompetent to corn- 
achievement, a title and a pension; the greatest mand it, and that incompetency brought ruin 
exploit of the entire campaign having been upon the army and to the cause for which the 
the blowing open of a wooden door with a few occupation was intended. The following de
bags of gunpowder.” This was the tone of scription of General Elphinstone, and of the 
that portion of the press in India and in circumstances of his nomination to command, 
England, which discussed public affairs, and is as just as it is moderate in its tone :— “ The 
the conduct of public men, in the spirit of officers who served under General Elphinstone 
party. “  Blowing open a wooden door with a throughout this unhappy crisis have invariably 
few bags of gunpowder,” was not a faithful spoken of him with tenderness and respect, 
description of a work of great military skill, He was an honourable gentleman, a kind- 
which Captain Thompson devised, and other hearted man, and he had once been a good 
engineer officers executed. The conquest of soldier. His personal courage has never been 
Ghizni by Keane, and that of Khelat by questioned. Regardless of danger, and pa- 
General W illshire, were achievements of skill tient under trial, he exposed himself without 
and valour, and entitled the officers and men reserve, and bore his sufferings without com- 
who effected them to honourable distinction, plaining. But disease had broken down his 
These distinctions were ultimately conferred, physical strength, and enfeebled his under- 

In addition to the thanks of parliament and standing. He had almost lost the use of his 
of the East India Company, the governor- limbs. He could not walk; he could hardly 
general, Lord Auckland, received an advanced ride. . The gout had crippled him in a man- 
step in the peerage, being created Earl of ner that it was painful to contemplate. You 
Auckland. Sir John Keane was created a could not see him engaged in the most ordi- 
pec1, and parliament added a grant of a pen- nary concerns of peaceful life without an 
sion of two thousand pounds a year to the emotion of lively compassion. He was fit 
geneial and his two next heirs male. Mr. only for the invalid establishment on the day 
Mac JNaghten and Colonel Henry Pottinger of his arrival in India. It was a mockery to 
weiecreatedbaronets ; Colonel Wade obtained talk of his commanding a division of the army 
the honour of knighthood; Sir Willoughby in the quietest district of Hindostan. But he 
Cotton received the Grand Cross of the Bath; was selected by Lord Auckland, against the 
jeneial w nlshire, Colonel Tkackwell, and advice of tlie commander-in-chief, and the 

Colonel bale were made knight-commanders; remonstrances of the Agra governor, to as- 
and Colonels J. Scott, Persse, Croker, and R. sume the command of that division of the 
Macdonald, companions of that order. There army which of all others was most likely to 
was also an extensive grant of brevet rank.” be actively employed, and which demanded, 
Une officer who had served not many years therefore, the greatest amount of energy and 
snort of half a century, Colonel Dennie, was activity in its commander. Among the general 
passed over unrewarded, while his inferiors in officers of the Indian army were many able 
service and seniority, received high honours, and energetic men, with active limbs and clear 

18 0 deeply regretted that just com- understanding. There was one— a cripple,



' whose mental vigour much suffering had en- was found that the million and a quarter, the 
feebled; and he was selected by the governor- cost of maintaining the authority of Shah 
general to command the army in Affghan- Sujah, was more than the dignity was worth 
istan.” * The secret of this disgraceful con- to us, certainly more than it was proper to ex
duct on the part of Lord Auckland, is the propriate from the revenues of India, especially 
spirit of policy which pervades all our pub- as a loan had to he raised, and money came in 
lie offices, and from which few of our public very slowly. It was then found necessary to cut 
functionaries keep clear. Lord Auckland was down the expenses occasioned by this sacrifice 
made governor-general of India because it in favour of legitimacy, and the retrenchment 
was “  a good thing,” and the party he sup- began with the stipends and the subsidies fur- 
ported desired to find a good thing for him. nished to the wild Ghiljie chieftains.”
He in turn gave the command of the army in The effect of this has been thus described 
Affghanistan to a friend and supporter, be- by Mr. Ivaye:— “ The blow fell upon all the 
cause such ought to be provided for, and the chiefs about the capital— upon the Ghiljies, 
command itself was one of honour and emolu- upon the Kohistanees, upon the Oanhulees, 
ment. I f  the public welfare was left out of upon the Momunds, even upon the Kuzzil- 
sight by the government which appointed Lord bashes. Peaceful remonstrance was in vain. 
Auckland, it cannot be matter of surprise if he So they held secret meetings, and entered 
in his turn thought nothing of the common- into a confederacy to overawe the existing 
wealth when nominating others to office. government, and to recover what they had

Scarcely was General Elphinstone left in lost. Foremost in this movement were the 
command when indications were given that eastern Ghiljies. Affected by the general 
Shah Sujah would have a hard struggle retrenchments, they had also particular griev- 
to maintain his crown. Still, the first winter ances of their own. They were the first, 
was got over without revolt; but the spring therefore, to throw off the mask. So they 
and hostilities opened together. Dost M o- quitted Oabul— occupied the passes on the 
hammed was riding about among the tribes, road to Jellalabad— plundered a valuable 
swearing them on the Koran to do battle cafila (caravan)— and entirely cut off our com- 
with the Fering’hies. Akbar Khan, the Dost’s munications with the provinces of Hindostan.” 
most warlike son, raised large forces, and In the month of October, 1841, Sir Robert 
displayed great activity, as well as some mili- Sale’s brigade was ordered from Oabul. The 
tary enterprise and capacity. The English infatuation of the British agents still con- 
authorities, both civil and military, at Oabul, tinued ; the incapacity of the Hon. Major- 
were utterly incapable of discharging the duties general Elphinstone, left the commander-in - 
which -devolved upon them. Sir Alexander chief of the forces in India ignorant of the 
Burnes, and Sir W . Mac Naghten, however true state of the case. Besides that exalted 
high their reputation for diplomatic talent person had remonstrated against General 
and knowledge of Indian affairs, were unequal Elphinstone’s appointment, aiM the general 
to the position they then occupied. Their had no desire to communicate with him more 
incredulity and credulity were alike astonish- frequently than he deemed absolutely neces- 
ing.. They refused to believe the most credi- sary. Of what really was absolutely necessary 
ble testimony as to the state of Affghanistan he was quite incapable of judging. Sir Robert 
generally, and believed the professions of the Sale marched with his brigade, and had not 
chiefs in and around Oabul, in spite of ocular gone far beyond Oabul when he was attacked 
demonstration of their rebellion. by hordes of Affghans, wlm hung upon his

During the summer of 1841 there were con- flanks. They had to do with a brave man 
tests everywhere, the wild chieftains cutting and skilful soldier, and  ̂paid dearly for their 
off the supplies of the British, and harassing temerity. In penetrating the Khyber Pass, 
the garrisons with fatiguing vigilance. The the attacks of the enemy were more frequent 
turning point in the fortunes of Shah Sujah and dangerous. They made every crag a 
was the attempt to cut down the expenses of breast-work, and being good marksmen, picked 
his government. An author t  of distinguished off many of the brigade. The way in which Sir 
merit has thus depicted the event:— “ In Robert met these assaults, is thus described by 
October, 1841, Kohistan became the seat Mr. Gleig, in his memoir of Sale s Brigade ;  
of an extensive conspiracy against British it is a tlirillingly interesting story : _ The
authority, and the Eastern Ghiljies, one of bugles sounded for the leading companies to 
the largest of the clans into which the Affghans extend, and away among the precipices lan 
are divided, were trying to break a yoke they the skirmishers;^ scaling corries with a steady 
never wished to wear. At the same time it foot, and returning the fire of the Affghans 

* Kaye’s Jfjhanisian. ™ th great alacrity. Meanwhile the column
+ Rev. W. Owen. slackened not its pace for a moment. Onward



it pressed, detaching two or three companies and to the force, mounted and dismounted, 
as flankers, which mounted the hills on the which they had left to protect them; and 
right and left, and soon became warmly en- slept that night as soundly as soldiers are 
gaged, till by-and-by the stockade or breast- accustomed to do who have gone through a 
work of huge stones, wherewith the enemy sharp day’s work, with honour to themselves.” -̂ 
had endeavoured to block up the pass, became Our space allows not to give the detail of 
conspicuous. A  gallant rush was made at this terrible march. General Sale had to con - 
this work, which, however, the Affghans did test every step of the road, and every step was 
not venture to defend, and then Lieutenant contested with heroic fortitude and surpassing 
Davis, hastening his horses, went on with his judgment. Colonel Dennie was the right 
guns at a gallop, and at a gallop passed hand of Sale, displaying a like intrepidity and 
through. From that time the fire of the judgment. The enemy succeeded, however, 
enemy began to slacken. Their skirmishers, in bearing away tents and ammunition in 
indeed, had already yielded to the impetuous great abundance.
attack of the leading companies, and the whole Sale led on his brave men, inspired by 
now fleeing to the crests of the mountains, his genius and fortitude. There was much 
whither our men could not follow, gradually suffering, and some loss of life, but the punish - 
melted away, and at last disappeared. The ment inflicted upon the Affghans was severe, 
loss sustained in the course of this affair was A t last the gallant brigade reached Jellalabad, 
less severe than might have been expected, on the 13th of November, 1841. Saleimme- 
Sir Robert Sale himself received a musket diately occupied this place, from which the 
ball in the ankle just as he entered the pass ; people fled. He gave some little strength to 
and almost at the same moment his aid-de- its miserable defences. Colonels Dennie and 
camp, who rode by his side, had his horse Monteith, and Major Broadfoot, who corn- 
shot under him. Captain Younghusband, of manded the sappers, were as towers of 
the 35th native infantry, likewise, and Lieu- strength to the general. He had also the 
tenant Miers, of the 13th, were wounded good fortune to have Captain Havelock upon 
seriously; and among the rank and file in all his staff. That officer had been on the 
the corps engaged casualties occurred. But staff of General Elphinstone, but was ap- 
the total amount of men put hors-de-combat pointed to serve in a similar capacity with 
was wonderfully small, considering the great General Sale, on his departure from Cabul 
advantage of position which the enemy pos- It was a letter of Havelock’s, sent in a quill’ 
sessed; and of horses four were struck. Of which was the means of making known to the 
those attached to the guns, happily not one English agent in Peshawur the condition of 
received damage. The result of this success- the garrison.
ful encounter was to carry the 35th native It became necessary for Sale to fight a 
infantry, with all their baggage and followers, battle in order to impose respect upon the 
over one important stage on their homeward hordes by which he was surrounded. Accord- 
journey. The narrowest and most intricate ingly, on the 16th of November', Colonel 
portion of the pass vs as threaded; and in a Monteith, at the head of eleven hundred men 
sort of punch-howl, or circular valley, offering sallied out against five thousand of the 
a position comparatively secure from night enemy, who suffered a signal defeat which 
attacks they made preparations for encamp- secured the garrison from further molestation 
mg Not so the 13th. To have left the for some time. Meanwhile, the indefatigable 
Bootkak gorge in the hands of the enemy Broadfoot toiled with unflagging ardour in 
would have been not only to isolate the 35th, building up the defences, and devising expe- 
n t  *1° th+® co™mumcation between dients for rendering the attack of such enemies
Cabul and the frontiers altogether; and hence abortive. Food became scarce ; the men were 
the gallant loth  had received instructions, so put_ on half rations, and thus a new cause of 
soon as the barricade should he forced, to anxiety arose among the heroic band of offi- 
return to the camp whence they had set out cers who commanded. Abbot and M 'Greeor 
m the morning. They now proceeded to two very gallant and skilful officers made 
obey these instructions; and carrying the successful efforts to keep up some supplies 
wounded with hem, marched back into the It became, however, necessary to make aEothei- 
defiie. Again they were assailed, botli from attack on the enemy. This was also successful 
the right hand and the left, with a desultory, the Affghan hosts, however superior in mun- 
butwarm skirmishing fire ; and again they bers and sturdy in resistance, fading away 
ran the gauntlet through it, fighting for every before the superior skill and disciplinf of the 
inch of ground, and winning it too, though British. 1
not without some loss and considerable incon- The brave garrison continued to skirmish 
vemence. They then returned to the tents * Gleig’s Sale's Brigade, PP,80,81.



with the enemy until the 13th of January, driving in the skirmishers, and dashed through 
1842, when a sentry on duty perceived a the intrenchment. The victory of this column 
traveller advancing on a miserable pony, faint was complete. The progress of the other 
and apparently wounded. The traveller ap- portions of the attack has been thus described 
proached, and proved to be Dr. Brydon of by the Rev. Mr. Gleig :— “ Meanwhile, both 
General Elphinstone’s corps. The doctor then Colonel Monteith’s and Captain Havelock’s 
supposed himself to be the only survivor of columns had trodden down all opposition, 
that army. Sale had previously heard of the The former maintained, without a check, the 
discomfiture of Elphinstone, and therefore re- pace at which their advance began. The 
solved to hold Jellalabad in case the general latter, sweeping round by the river, in order- 
made good his retreat so far. The story which to turn the flank of the position, became ex- 
Dr. Brydon related, disclosed the fact of the posed to the attack of the enemy’s cavalry, 
destruction of the troops with which he had and were more than once obliged to form a 
left Cabul. This showed the garrison of square, which they did with the precision of 
Jellalabad that nothing under providence an ordinary field day. But they, too, gained 
could save them but their own gallantry and their point, and now the three divisions unit- 
wisdom. The narrative of Dr. Brydon, and the ing, poured_ such a fire upon the enemy’s 
events which occurred at Cabul after Sale’s masses, as dissolved them quite. Bhen guns, 
departure from that garrison, must be deferred which had been served with much boldness, 
until the storv of the “  illustrious garrison of were in consequence deserted. One they 
Jellalabad” is told. The position was main- endeavoured to carry away with them, but a 
tained with fluctuating hopes until the 7th of well directed round-shot from Abbott’s bat- 
A pril 1842, when it became necessary to tery killed both the horses which had just 
fight a battle beyond the defences to clear been harnessed to the limber, after which the 
the neighbourhood of the enemy. rout became universal. Had the force ol

Akbar Khan, the favourite son of Dost Mo- British cavalry been such as could have been 
hammed,and the hope of the Affghan chiefs, oc- launched, without support, m pursuit, few 
copied an intrenched camp, with the intention would have escaped to tell ot that day s over- 
of blockading the little garrison and of making throw. As it was, the fugitives being chased 
a dash upon it, when, as Akbar hoped, want towards the river, rushed madly m, and 
and disease should have exhausted it before perished, almost as many amid the deep 
help was at hand. Between the intrenched water as by the bayonets and shot of the 
camp and the town there were several forts, pursuers. Never was victory more complete, 
all of which Akbar had garrisoned. It was Camp, baggage, artillery, ammunition, stan- 
resolved by Sir Robert Sale to attack both dards, horses, arms of every land fell into the 
the camp and the forts. His plan was to hands of the conquerors. The camp they 
move out in three columns, one commanded committed to the flames; of the baggage, as 
by Colonel Monteith, another by Colonel Den- well as of animals to transport it, they Con
nie, and the third by Captain Havelock. The veyed back to Jellalabad as much as they 
forts were to be passed by and the camp cared to preserve; and they were specially 
attacked, Sir Robert concluding that if the gratified by discovering m one of the forts 
main body of the enemy was defeated the that flanked the line an important magazine 
forts would be surrendered. I f  not, they of powder, shells and shot.” 
could be more advantageously attacked after The effect of this battle was disheaitenmg 
the conquest of the intrenched camp. In the to the confederated chiefs Provisions were 
execution of the plan Sir Robert Sale’s column brought into the town, and many persons of 
was exposed to a flanking fire from one of the note made submission. Akbar Khan continued 
forts, when he ordered the 13th light infantry his flight to Cabul justifying ™ "
to bring left shoulder forward and storm a ments by the wildest stories of the numbers
small breach, which the quick eye of the bravery, and physical force of the English, and 
general saw to be practicable. Colonel Dennie the powers of magic and enchantment pos- 
fed the assault, and received a mortal wound sessed by their general. The moral effect of tha 
before the breach was entered. The soldiers day’s triumph lor the English spread over a 
on penetrating it found a second line of de- Afghanistan, and showed how 
fence which could not be scaled, nor breached interests had to apprehend when confided to 
without cannon. Here they were exposed to officers of capacity and spirit s ch as Sale, 
a murderous fire from matchlocks and wall Dennie, Monteith, Broadfoot and Havebck. 
pieces. As this “ keep” could not be esca- The Rev. W . Owen, m h«  “ teiestu« me^ 
laded or forced, the 13th were ordered to moirs of Havelock makes the fdlowing 
leave the place and pursue the original plan, markable statement. a faithful
At double quick pace they rushed forward, these harassing scenes theie w ere faithtui



servants of Christ who were not forgetful of vicious in the extreme : it had no parapet excepting for a 
his claims, and were endeavouring to promote j|ew hundred yards, which there was not more than two
r • _____ it S T il i feet high. Earth and rubbish had accumulated to suchhis cause During the whole siege of Je lal- an exte°n t about the ramparts tbat tbere were roads ia
abau a Jew  from  Bokhara w as en gaged  ill various directions across and over them into the country, 
w riting a transcript in H ebrew  o f  M artin ’s There was a space of four hundred yards together, on 
Persian Testam ent, under the superintendence which none of the garrison could show themselves, 
o f  a pious officer, a w ork that proved  instru - “ cepting at one sjiot; the population within wasdis- 

, i , , . . , /Ti, „  affected, and the whole enceinte was surrounded by
mental to Ins ow n conversion to Christianity. r,lined forts> wall3) mosques> tombS) and gardenSj frota

I  he despatch of bir Robert Sale, recounting which a fire could be opened upon the defenders, at 
the history of the defence of Jellalabad, and twenty or thirty yards.
the ba ttle 'o f the 7th of A p r il, is a m ost in - Tbe garrison took full possession of the town, in such
teresting and remarkable docum ent. T h e  a state, on the morning of the:12th of November and in 
d -TT7 /-v , , the course of the day, the place ana detached hills, by
R ev. V\ . O w en states, upon authority that which on one side it is commanded, were surrounded and 
is beyon d  question, tbat this despatch was surmounted by a force of not fewer than five thousand 
not w ritten  b y  Sir Robert, blit b y  Captain insurgents. A general attack, on the 14th of November, 
H avelock , w ho was then upon his personal ridded us of these enemies, and a similar array, brought
staff.* I t  is one o f those remarkable p ro - again3t “  a f° W *  forwards, was dissipated by a

i t  ^  second sally, on the 1st of December. But we had seized 
auctions^ for w hich  this scholarly soldier was the town, having in our possession not quite twro days’ 
distinguished, and was spoken o f  b y  the late provisions and corn for our men aud horses, and beheld 
Sir G eorge M urray in advantageous com - the arduous task before U3 of striving to render the works 
parison w ith  C esar ’s Com m entaries. I t  w ill, defensible, and collecting supplies for our magazine from
perhaps, satisfy the wish of the intelligent ™ f  a and infuriated people with very°  narrow means, m the way of treasure, to purchase them,
reader, and do som e justice to the m em ory o f  I appointed Captain Broadfoot, of Shah Sujah’s Sappers, 
H avelock , to g ive  this rem arkable docum ent Garrison Engineer, and Captain Abbot, of the Artillery, 
in  extenso :—  Commissary of Ordnance. Captain M'Gregor, Political
.T „  . 7 c v r >7 ci 7 7 Agent, gave me the aid of his local experience, and,

f  rom  M a jor -g en era l  o s t  R ob ert k a le  to the through his influence and measures, our Dak communica-
Secretary to the Government o f  India. tion with India was restored, and a great quantity of

Jellalabad, IMh April, 1842. Srain collected; whilst the unremitting and almost in-
tit i i • i , , I, credible labours of the troops, aided by the zeal and

reUf  ?f tbls, PIace iavm\ bettn at len«tb science of Captain Broadfoot, put the town in an efficient 
effected by the victorious advance through the passes of 3tate o{ defe4 e. Captain Abbot made the artillery dis- 
the Khyber of the army under Major-general Pollock, C.B., posiUons iu tbe aMestl maTmel.; aad used every exertion to 
I  conceive that I  owe it to the troops who have so long xdd t and economi our re’80urce3 in tb/  of ° 
formed the garrison here, to address to you a report which n„;i ’ • v c i • i  ̂ &
may convey some notion of their conflicts, and the severity dn f , , f r, t t , P r,,,!' 1 ^  °  0 w lc we were
of their duties, labours, and privations. It has before t  J  n  TO osca of a siege Lead and powder
been made known to government that I  reached Gunda- ^  “  and ?bout J“ ad>.a» d a quantity of
muck on the 30th of October, 1841, under instructions “ t T  }  and thu%  he
from the authorities at Cabul, and there received intelli- “ “ P t  n it  i t * ° Z  V*V T * ’ ?
gence of the breaking out of a terrible insurrection at the t v J L h T Z J  J  l  1 ™ S v  ° f

m vt:nsZih ’t°nttlie2nd0fN0Ttmber- M^ etrT g
Je, since the to r t^ ^ u T e llS *  w 'beeu  But I M t i t T f *  & “  Up“U .Pe.8bl
of the lives of three hundred sick and wounded, whom I xt to be ^  do glve to the last
could not have left iu depdt with the treasonable irregu- “ “ t p T ° °Vl ’ str.uf hnS a6amst the>r numerous 
lars at Guudamuck, whilst my cattle was unequal to the tT X  * t i andtamtam for them a point ouwhicli 
transport of my camp equipage, aud my ammunition iu- to ^ a rally, if they met with reverse 
sufficient for protracted operations. Iu the position nf 2“ ®tb °f * “ ?“ » 1 'Tas summoned by. the leaders 
which I occupied I could not absolutely command a day’s °S AffgbaXX rebelll0“ .t o l |P the Place> '^fiAment 
provisions, or even water, and should have been hemmed T  t I  Pf v  and military
m on every side by hostile tribes, amounting to thirty or vJ L * Cabul>. bu* as 1 waa fnUy assured of the 
forty thousand men, part of whom might have seized lq/J tb .of , enelnles> J  refused to do this ; and on the 
Jellalabad and reduced it to ashes, or, holding it, have ] 3th received the melancholy mielligence of the disastrous 
left me no alternative hut a disastrous retreat towards ° 1 01T ‘he faPltal and their aunihila-
Peshawur. 1 therefore came to the resolution of antici- tbe GbxlJle deflles b7 ,the n8°ura f  tlle cli™te,
rating any movement of this kind, and, by possessing J w  uJ T  ^  P̂ 't I!1J ho3.emyself of this city, establishing a point upon which the L . sea they bad confided. Almost at the same time it 
force at Cabul might retire if hardly pressed. Two beca“ e known to us that the brigade of four regiments, 
marches brought me, after a successful contest at Putteh- mal'cbcd to succour from Hmdostan, had been beaten 
abad, to Jellalabad. My breaking up from Guudamuck “   ̂ back upon Peshawur: my
was followed by the immediate defection of the irregulars p0Sltl0n was f ? st critical,̂  and I might, whilst our enemies 
there, the destruction of the cantonment, aud a general " i f6 “ S?ged “  Pandering the force from Cabul, have 
rising of the tribes. I found the walls of Jellalabad iu a atte“ Pted> and Pfbaps effected, though with heavy loss, 
state which might have justified despair as to thepossi- a retr̂ t â oss khyber, but I resolved, at all hazards, 
bility of defending them; the enceinte was far too exten- ° V  fknquishmg my grasp on the chief town of the 
sive for my small force, embracing a circumference of va‘Jey of Angrahar, and the key of Eastern Affghanistau, 
two thousand three hundred yards. Its tracing was “  !onf  as 1 bad .reas°n to consider that our government 

* n  ’ C desired to retain it. The discouragements of my garrison
Uwen s Havelock. at this moment were very great, their duties most severe,



their labours unceasing, and the most insidious endeavours camp followers, and armed them with pikes and other 
made by the enemy to seduce the native portion of them weapons. On all occasions of assault and sally, these men 
from their allegiance. But their fidelity was unshaken, were available to make a show upon our curtains, and I 
aud their serenity amidst labours and privations unclouded, have pledged myself to them to recommend to Govern- 
With reference, however, to the state of fanatical excite- ment, that they should enjoy all the pecuniary advantages 
ment and national antipathy which prevailed around us, I of native soldiers beyond the Indus. I at the same time 
had been compelled, as a measure of prudence, to get rid, held forth to the troops of Shah Sujali’s force, the expec- 
first of the corps of Khyber rangers, aud next of the de- tation that they would be put, during the especial service, 
tachmentof Juzailchees, and a few of the Affghan Sappers, on the same footing with their comrades of the Bengal 
and a body of Hindostanee gunners, who had formerly army.
been in the employment of Dost Mohammed Khan. Works From the time that the brigade threw itself into Jellal- 
had in the meantime been completed, of which the abaci, the native troops have been on half, and the 
annexed reports and plans of Captain Broadfoot contain followers on quarter rations, and for many weeks they 
ample details. Generally, I may state, they consisted in have been able to obtain little or nothing in the bazaars, 
the destruction of an immense quantity of cover for the to eke out this scanty provision. I will not mention, as 
enemy, extending to the demolition of forts and old walls, a privation, the European troops from the same period, 
filling up ravines, and destroying gardens and cutting having been without their allowance of spirits, because I 
down groves, raising the parapets to six or seven feet verily believe this circumstance and their constant em- 
high, repairing and widening the ramparts, extending the ployment have contributed to keep them in the highest 
bastions, retrenching three of the gates, covering the health and the most remarkable state of discipline, 
fourth with an outwork, and excavating a ditch, ten feet Crime has been almost unknown among them ; but they 
in depth aud twelve feet in width, round the whole of the have felt severely, although they have never, murmured, 
walls : the place was thus secure against the attack of any the diminution of their quantity of animal food, and the 
Asiatic enemy not provided with siege artillery. total want of ghee, flour, tea, coffee, and sugar; these

But it pleased Providence on the 19th Eebruary, to may seem small matters to those who read of them at a 
remove in an instant this ground of confidence. A tre- distance, but they are serious reductions in the scale of 
mendous earthquake shook down all our parapets built up comfort of the hard-working and fighting soldier in Asia, 
with so much labour, injured several of our bastions, cast The troops have also been greatly in arrears of pay, 
to the ground all our guard-houses, demolished a third of besides their severe duties in heat and cold, wind and 
the town, made a considerable breach in the rampart of a rain, on the guards of the gates and bastions. The 
curtain in the Peshawur face, and reduced the Cabul gate troops, officers, and men, British and Hindostanee, of 
to a shapeless mass of ruins. It savours of romance, but every arm, remained fully accoutred on their alarm posts 
is a sober fact, that the city was thrown into alarm, with- every night, from the 1st of March to the 7th of April, 
in the space of little more than one month, by the repe- The losses of officers and men, in carriage and cattle, 
tition of full one hundred shocks of'this terrific phe- camp equipage and baggage, between Cabul and Jellal- 
nomenon of nature. abad, were heavy; and their expenditure, during the siege

The troops turned with indefatigable industry to the and blockade, in obtaining articles of mere subsistence and 
reparation of tbeir walls, but at the moment of the great necessity, has been exorbitant.
convulsion, Sirdar Mohammed Akbar Khan, Barukzye, the I feel assured that Major-general Pollock will con- 
assassin of the late envoy, and treacherous destroyer of sider it a most pleasing duty, to bring the series of 
the Cabul force, having collected a body of troops, flushed labours, privations, and conflicts, imperfectly sketched in 
with a success consummated by the vilest means, had the foregoing details, to the notice of the head of the 
advanced to Murkhail, within seven miles of our gates, supreme government of India, aud through his lordship 
He attacked our foraging parties with a large body of horse to that of the court of directors and of our sovereign, as 
on the 21st and 22nd of Eebruary, and soon after— a claim for public acknowledgment and substantial reim- 
establishing his head-quarters to the westward, two miles bursement and reward.
from the place, and a secondary camp to the eastward, The report of Captain Broadfoot, in his capacity of 
about one mile distant—invested the town, and established garrison engineer, will meet with attentive perusal: I 
a rigorous blockade. Prom that time up to the 7th of have already stated how much I have been indebted to his 
April, the reduced garrison was engaged in a succession of scientific attainments, as well as his distinguished activity 
skirmishes with the enemy, who, greatly superior in and resolution, during the siege. His fertility in resource 
horse, perpetually insulted our walls by attacks aud alerts, obviated great difficulties in procuring iron, timber, and 
aud compelled us daily to fight at disadvantage for forage charcoal; and to the foresight of his arrangements we 
for our cattle. The most remarkable of these affairs were owe our having had a very ample supply of tools. The 
those of the cavalry under Lieutenant Mayne, commanding corps under his command performed, from Bootkhak, the 
a detachment of Shah Sujah’s 2nd cavalry, and Jemadar duties equally of good sappers and bold light infantry 
Deena Sing, 5th cavalry, already reported ; a sally under soldiers, and the Affghan Huzaree andEusifzye portion of 
Colonel Dennie, C.B., to defeat a suspected attempt of it have been singularly faithful in time of general defec- 
the enemy to drive a mine, on the 11th of March; the tion. The two infantry regiments under the lamented 
repulse of an assault upon the transverse walls to the Colonel Dennie and Lieutenant-colonel Monteith, have 
northward of the place, on the 24th of the same month, vied with each other in the steady  ̂performance of the 
by detachments under Captain Broadfoot, who was duties of that arm ; aud it would be impossible for me to 
severely wounded, and Captain Fenwick, ber majesty’s discriminate in favour of either, in awarding praise to the 
13th light iufantry; the capture of bullocks and sheep squadron 5th light cavalry, under Captain Oldfield, aud 
by Lieutenant Mayne, on the 30th and 31st of January; the Rissalla 2nd Shah Sujah’s cavalry, under Lieutenant 
and the seizure of'large flocks of the latter, in the face of Mayne: Lieutenant Plowdeu, of the former, has been 
Mohammed Akbar’s army, by a force of infantry under distinguished on several occasions. The artillery practice 
Captain Pattisson, her majesty’s 13!h light infantry, of No. 6 light field battery has ever been excellent, and 
and of cavalry under Captain Oldfield, on the 1st instant, has been equalled by that of the Mountain Train. Captains 
These successes were crowned by Providence by the issue Abbott and Backhouse and Lieutenant Dawes have proved 
of the brilliant and decisive attack on the camp of the themselves excellent officers of ordnance. I have more 
Sirdar on the 7th instant. than once brought it to notice that Captain M 'Gregor,

r have to notice as a measure of defence, my having political agent, has cheerfully rendered very valuable assist- 
enrolled as a provisional battalion a large body of our ance in serving the guns in every crisis of pressing



danger. Of his labours in his own department, I ought Honourable the Governor-General in Council, and through 
not, perhaps, to attempt to constitute myself a judge; but him of the Court of Directors, and of our Sovereign.
I know they have been unremitting; and their result, in “ I ask permission especially to recommend the follow- 
obtaining for my force supplies and information, and ing officers for honorary distinction, or brevet rank, or 
keeping uji our communication with India and with Cabul, both, viz., lieutenant-colonel Monteith, C.B., com- 
and securing for us Aifghan co-operation, I may be allowed manding 35 th regiment native infantry, now second in 
to appreciate, and am bound to point out to Government, command ; Brevet-major Fraser, light cavalry, who 

The medical duties of the garrison have been ably ful- acted as my aid-de-camp on the 7th instant; Captain 
Idled by Surgeon Forsyth, Superintending Surgeon Shah Abbott, Commandant of Artillery, and Commissary of 
Sujah s force, and Assistant-surgeons Robertson and Ordnance; Captain Backhouse, commanding the Mouu- 
Barnes, hen majesty’s 18th light infantry, Hare, 35th tain Train, and senior officer of the shah’s troops with my 
regiment, and Brown, late in charge of the Irregulars. force ; Captain Broadfoot, commanding Sappers, and 

Captain Mainwaring, commissariat officer to the Garrison Engineer; Captain Oldfield, 5th light cavalry, 
force, has been indefatigable in his efforts to keep the senior officer of that arm ; Captain Seaton, 35th regiment 
garrison well supplied, and his arrangements in very native infantry, particularly recommended for his conduct 
difficult times have merited my highest praise. Captain on the 7th instant, by Lieutenant-colonel Monteith; 
Moorhouse, 35th regiment, native infantry, has satisfac- Captain Younghusband of the same regiment, who was 
torily discharged his duties as Brigade Quarter-master; distinguished with the advanced guard in the Khoord 
he was severely wounded on the 7th instant. Cabul Pass, and there severely wounded ; Captain Burn,

It is gratifying to me to forward the opinion of my late commandant of the Khyber Bangers, and doing duty 
second in command, lieutenant-colonel Montehth, C.B., with the 35th regiment, N. I .; Captain Wilkinson, on 
placed on record without solicitation, of the merits of the whom the command of the 13th light infantry devolved 
13th light infantry, of which corps I am proud of being in the field on the fall of Colonel Dennie, C.B. ; Captain 
a member: 1 fully concur in the sentiments which he ex- Fenwick, her majesty’s 13th light infantry, whose 
presses, and hope the distinctions which he recoin- highly deserving conduct in the Pass of Jugdulluck was 
mends for the officers of his own corps will be accorded, noticed then in mv despatch ; Captain Havelock her 
The cheerful and persevering manner in which the native majesty’s 13th light infantry, Persian interpreter to 
soldiers laboured with the shovel, mattock, and hand- Major-generals Elphinstone and Pollock, and attached to 
barrow, was as surprising as their steadiness and courage me as staff, and who commanded the right column in the 
m the field were conspicuous. final attack on Mohammed Akbar’s camp; and Captain

1 have to acknowledge the zealous manner in which Hamlet Wade, her majesty’s 13th light infantry, my 
Brevet-major Fraser, light cavalry, Brevet-captain Ger- Brigade-major, whose exertions in the action of the 7th I 
rard, of the corps of Juzailchees, Captain Burn, and Lieu- have elsewhere highly commended. Both these latter 
tenant Ilillersdon, of the Khyber Bangers, and lieutenant officers rendered most valuable services throughout the 
Dowson, of the Jambazes, when their services could no investment and siege. The officers of all ranks, and sol- 
longer be available with their corps, volunteered to do duty diers of all arms, European and native, 1 have likewise to 
with any regiment in which they could be useful. represent as generally and individually deserving of reward

1 must finally express my gratitude to Providence for and encouragement, and I hope that Government will 
having placed so gallant and devoted a force under my sanction my calling upon commandants of corps and dc 
command; m every way it has exceeded my most sanguine tachments to send in rolls of such native officers as they 
expectations, and I beg leave, m the strongest manner, to may deem worthy of the insignia of the order of “  Merit ” 
solicit the interposition of Major-general Pollock, C.B., and of “ British India.” 
who has nobly laboured and fought to relieve it from its I have the honour to he, &c„
critical position m the midst of a hostile empire, in now SALE
committing it to the protection and favour of the Bight Major-General Commanding, Jellalabad.

C H A P T E R  C X II.

TRANSACTIONS AND BATTLES OF THE BBITIS1I ABMY AT CABUL, FROM THE DEPARTURE OF 
SIB ROBERT SALE TO THE RETREAT OF. THE HON. GENERAL ELPHINSTONE.

L eav ing Sir Robert bale and Lis gallant two regiments o f infantry, a mountain train 
bngade at Jellalabad, it is necessary to recall o f artillery, and several squadrons of Hindos- 
tlie reaper’s attention to Cabul. The witli- tanee and Affghan cavalry. The 3 7 tli Bengal 
drawal of Sale’s force left tlie garrison of native infantry accompanied Sale part of liis 
Cabul so much weakened, that tlie disaffected way.
chiefs became sanguine that they should be The arrangement of the forces at Cabul 
able to effect its destruction. After the bri- were such as it might be supposed no officer 
gacle ot bale left, the forces remaining con- of tolerable information would adopt Part 
sisfed of the 44th British regiment of the of it was quartered at the Balla-Hissar, tlie 
me the 5th and o±th Bengal native infantry, royal residence which overlooked the town 

the oth Bengal light cavalry, with the excep- and the remainder was established in canton- 
tion of a squadron, which left with Sir Robert. ments three miles distant. The force was 
A  company of foot artillery, and a troop of divided when the most ordinary prudence 
norse artillery. I  he shah’s own force was would have united it, after the disasters which




